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Foreword

Harold Crane Fleming (hereafter, “Hal”) was born the 23rd day of December, 1926, in Winsted, Connecticut. Hal was the youngest of four children to parents of Scottish and New England Yankee stock. Hal was born into a wealthy home, but soon the Great Depression arrived and his father lost his fortune, his parents divorced, and Hal and a sister were supported by his mother, who worked as a “sales girl.”

By his own account Hal “flunked out of kindergarten” because he hated to read. But this propensity was soon to change radically, because across the street from the family apartment in Winsted was a good public library with circa 20,000 volumes. Where else could a lonely little boy with no money and no friends hang out after school? It took very little time to get over the hatred for reading because some kind of paradise had just opened up. The library was rich in history books, geography books, historical novels and stories. Thus was born the makings of an anthropologist with an interest in historical approaches. Winsted with its many ethnic groups living harmoniously together provided the other element, an interesting society or the last element needed to make an anthropologist.”¹

After attending elementary and secondary schools in Winsted Hal was drafted into the Navy in early 1945 and trained as a radio operator in the amphibious forces which were meant to invade Japan later on that year. Instead the atomic bomb intervened and saved Hal from what could well have been a violent death or injury. Also fortunate for him was a program called the GI Bill of Rights that paid for four years of college for military veterans.

Hal enrolled in Yale University (Yale College; Jonathon Edwards) and attained the Bachelor of Arts degree in 1951. Hal continued his post-graduate studies at Yale (1953–1963), passed the comprehensive examinations in anthropology (1955) and was admitted to candidacy for the Ph.D. (now = MPhil) the following year. By this time Hal was married, to Barbara Anthony, and had a child, Leslie, so it was necessary to support the family by working 20 hours a week for a land surveyor. This skill also served him later when he served as Chief of Party of a land survey group in Ethiopia (1958–1959).

¹. This is excerpted from Hal's “Autobiography of a Lucky Man.”
After field research, supported by the Ford Foundation, in Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanganyika, Uganda, Congo, and Rwanda (1957–1960), Hal was admitted to Graduate School at the University of Pittsburgh, passed comprehensive examinations in anthropology in 1964, and was granted the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in 1965. His dissertation topic for the Ph.D. at Yale and Pittsburgh was “The Age-Grading Cultures of East Africa: An Historical Inquiry.” Hal’s major doctorate adviser, at Yale and at Pittsburgh, was George Peter Murdock. During the latter part of his graduate studies Hal served as a Graduate Assistant in the Department of Anthropology, University of Pittsburgh and as Ogden Mills Fellow, American Museum of Natural History, New York.

In 1965 Hal began his long career at Boston University, first as Assistant Professor of Anthropology, then as Associate Professor of Anthropology and Research Associate in the African Studies Center, Boston University (1971–1988), and continuing to this day as Research Fellow in the African Studies Center and Emeritus Professor of Anthropology, Boston University (since January 1989). At various times Hal taught the following courses: Anthropology (Introductory, Cultural, and Social), Primitive Religion, Ethnology of India, Ethnology of the Middle East, History of Anthropology, Theory and Method (Anthropology), Peoples and Cultures of Africa, Ethnology of Northeast Africa, Languages of Africa, Historical Linguistics.2 Description (Field Methods) in Anthropological Linguistics.

Early in his career at Boston University Hal published a paper that outlined an important taxonomic discovery, his proposal that what had up to then been known as the “Western Cushitic” language family was not a part of Cushitic at all, “but rather constitutes a sixth primary branch of Afro-Asiatic, for which he suggested the name Omotic.”3 Solving taxonomic problems with African languages, and worldwide, has continued to be a major theme of Hal’s work.

In August of 1986 Hal had an experience that came to significantly shape his activities for the following two decades. While attending the Ninth International Conference of Ethiopian Studies in Moscow he “accidentally” met the young members of the “Moscow Circle” of historical linguists.4 Hal was deeply impressed by the “long range

2. With internal focus on Phylum Linguistics (also called Paleolinguistics or Prehistoric Linguistics).
4. The Moscow Circle at that time consisted of A.Y. Aikhenvald, A. Belova, V.A. Dybo, E. Khelimsky (Helimski), A.Y. Militarev, S.I. Nikolayev, I. Peiros, V. Porkhomovsky, S.A. Starostin, O. Stolbova, V. Terentiev, T.L. Vetoshkina, N. Zhvania. As mentors they looked to I.M. Diakonov (Diakonoff), A.B. Dolgopolsky (Haifa), and the late V.M. Illich-Svitych. Another member,
linguistic probing … of scholars in Moscow who were trying to extend genetic taxonomy of human languages beyond the levels achieved in the 1950s and 1960s.” Since Hal was the only American in the linguistic section of the Conference he was selected by the Moscow Circle to be their “representative” to western scholars.\textsuperscript{5}

Beginning in the fall of 1986 Hal began discharging this duty by circulating letters to a large number (ca. 75) of linguists and anthropologists outside of Russia. The second and third letters were labeled Circulars, and by the fourth issue (November 1987) the newsletter had acquired a more formal appearance, the name \textit{Mother Tongue},\textsuperscript{6} and the \textit{Anči} symbol (the mother figure, with a ceramic jar on her head) that has graced every issue of \textit{Mother Tongue} (Newsletter or Journal) since.

In 1989 what had been the “Long Range Comparison Club” was legally incorporated as the Association for the Study of Language In Prehistory (ASLIP), a non-profit corporation. Hal has served as President of ASLIP (1988–1996), Secretary-Treasurer (1996–98), Vice-President and Acting Treasurer (2004 – present), and Member of the Board of Directors (1998 – present). ASLIP’s mission is “to encourage international, interdisciplinary information sharing, discussion, and debate among biogeneticists, paleoanthropologists, archaeologists, and historical linguists on questions relating to the emerging synthesis on language origins and ancestral human spoken languages.”\textsuperscript{7}

In 1989 and 1990 Hal took another trip to Ethiopia for linguistic field research, primarily “to fill out the parameters of the Omotic group.” One of the languages discovered on this trip, Ongota (a.k.a. Birale), turned out to be a taxonomic puzzle. Some experts have considered it Nilo-Saharan (with numerous loans from Afro-Asiatic), some (including Hal) have placed it in Afro-Asiatic at some level, and others have regarded it as a mixed or pidgin language. As this volume is being prepared we hear that Hal’s new book on the language has been published.\textsuperscript{8} In Hal’s words, “it features Ongota as a major sub-phylum of Afro-Asiatic and its presence as decisive in arguing for an Ethiopian homeland for that phylum.”

Hal is the father of four children: Leslie, Sara, Jennifer, and Alexander. Since 1982 Hal and his wife Nancy (née Meister) have lived in the legendary fishing and quarrying

---

\textsuperscript{5} In reconstructing this history much is owed to a letter from Hal Fleming to Edward C. Carter (American Philosophical Society) in March 1987, as well as the circular letters mentioned below.

\textsuperscript{6} The title \textit{Mother Tongue} was invented by V. Shevoroshkin.

\textsuperscript{7} Further particulars can be found on the ASLIP website: http://www.people.fas.harvard.edu/~witzel/aslip.html.

towns of Rockport and Gloucester, Massachusetts. Intensely interested in politics, Hal has served as a member of the Gloucester Democratic City Committee and Ward Chairman of the Democratic Party for the 4th Ward (2002–05).

As an adherent of the Four Field School of American Anthropology, Hal is conversant in physical anthropology, linguistics, archaeology, and cultural anthropology, as well as many other spheres of intellectual endeavor. He has told me that sometimes scholars in each of the four fields have not been aware of his participation in the others, thinking of him exclusively as one of themselves. This typifies another major theme of Hal’s academic life: the ability to move comfortably among and through all the different disciplines touching on human prehistory, and the ability to get scholars to talk to each other, whether it be across the chasm between East and West, or across the sometimes impenetrable and artificial walls between scientific disciplines. We are all the richer for having been able to know and work with this remarkable man. Well done, Hal, and continued buona fortuna!

The origin of this book’s title

“[Aharon] Dolgopolsky and his students and Carleton T. Hodge inspired me and others to join in the hot pursuit of deep human prehistory. Ducking the stones thrown by the pettifoggers, we find the whole exercise quite exciting and wonderfully fruitful. Is that not what science is supposed to be?”
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Works of Harold Crane Fleming

Field research

1. **1957–60** Ethiopia, especially provinces of Wallega, Kafa, Sidamo, and Gemu-Gofa. Initially coffee plantations were studied *vis-à-vis* culture change in peasantry (major adviser, Sidney Mintz). Remainder of research consisted of linguistic and ethnographic surveys. In the summer of 1960, on the way home, another survey trip was made to Kenya, Tanganyika, Uganda, Congo, and Rwanda.

2. **1971–72** Ethiopia. Primarily ethnographic field research on the Dime of Gemu-Gofa, supplemented importantly by linguistic work on several selected languages of Gemu-Gofa and Kafa. The latter was necessitated by a war which raged around Dime for the whole year.

3. **1989–90** Ethiopia. Linguistic field research. Goals to fill out the parameters of the Omotic group of languages. Restrictions on travel due to war-time conditions in Ethiopia generally. Varying amounts of data, from very much to small amounts of supplementary data on selected aspects, were gathered on Diddesa Mao, Adikas and Jeba dialects of Dizi, Shinasha of Dangur, Hamar, Oyda, Ganjule, Gat’ame or Haruro, Shako, Chara, Gimira, Janjero, and Ongota (Birale). Time was also spent ascertaining that several languages were no longer spoken, to wit, Mesmes, Galila of Lake Wonchi, Garo or Boxa.

Library research, major and unpublished

**1966–68** Prepared a general ethnology course on greater (British) India, participated in the informal “Harvard Lunch Group on Indology,” read and discussed India with a number of colleagues, reviewed the literature on Himalayan language classification, made new classifications of Indian languages. Prepared grant applications for field research in Uttar Pradesh, Nepal and Maharashtra. All successful up to the point of getting research cooperation from Indian colleagues.¹

¹ Washed out by the “Berreman affair,” i.e., alarm among Indian academics that anthropologists from the USA might be CIA agents and the subsequent insertion of this into Indian national electoral politics. So I refocused research energies on Africa and the Middle East. Still much of this South Asian research later re-surfaced in ASLIP publications [HCF].
Publications

Books


Articles and review articles


1988d. *Mother Tongue 6, Newsletter of ASLIP.*

1989a. *Mother Tongue 7*, Newsletter of ASLIP. References to ASLIP publications as such end here. Up to 1989 the issues were largely writ by myself. After that, the authorships were shared. A few large contributions only are mentioned hereafter.


Co-authored articles


1998. An up-dated and slightly revised version of the above paper has been published in *Language and Archeology*, ed. by Roger Blench & Mathew Sprague. Cambridge University Press.

Note: All Mother Tongue references are to what is technically Mother Tongue: The Newsletter of which 30 issues have been published. Only a few references are made to things written in Mother Tongue: The Journal (since 1995).

Book reviews, short comments and rejoinders


PART I

African peoples
Geography, selected Afro-Asiatic families, and Y chromosome lineage variation

An exploration in linguistics and phylogeography

Shomarka Omar Keita
National Human Genome Center at Howard University
Washington, DC/Department of Anthropology Smithsonian Institution

While it is known and must be emphasised that language, biology, and culture do not travel as an obligatory package, this does not mean that congruence never exists and may be historically meaningful. In this paper the published Y chromosome data and branches of the Afro-Asiatic language family for which good genetic data exist were examined in an exploratory fashion to determine if there are patterns suggestive of overlap. Most of the Afro-Asiatic speakers shared the lineage defined by Yap descendant called PN2/215/M35. It was further found that that a key lineage – the M35/78 was shared between the populations in the locale of original Egyptian speakers and modern Cushitic speakers from the Horn. Amazigh (Berber) speakers had a high frequency of M35/81. Semitic speakers in the Near East had a higher frequency of non-Yap lineages defined by the M89 mutation, but some M35/M78 is found at a lower frequency in the Near East (vs supra-Saharan Africa). The data for Omotic and Chadic speakers is of poor quality due to sample size. The paper discusses some possible implications of the observed pattern and the need for better data.

The interest in synthesizing or comparing different lines of biological and cultural data in the exploration of historical topics has become prominent in the work of several disciplines. Perhaps most notable is the work of some geneticists who have explored patterns of genetic variation in relationship to artifacts and language family distributions. Patterns of congruence between the spatial patterning of linguistic and genetic variation have frequently been observed depending on which genetic markers are used in the analyses (Cavalli-Sforza 1988; Sokal et al. 1992). This has led to the suggestion that “parallel linguistic and allele frequency changes were not the exception, but the rule” (Barbujani 1997). This general claim has been challenged (e.g., Nettle & Harris 2003). In any assessment of gene-language correspondence the time of emergence and speed of evolution of the language and genetic variants under
study have to be considered, as well as demographic and historical processes. Languages can cross population boundaries, no matter how defined, and this adds complexity to the interpretation of any observed patterns. The relative paucity of data, and the extinction of past populations (via any mechanism) is also to be considered, and together with the issue of the pace of linguistic and genetic change makes the construction of historical narratives a challenge.

This exploratory effort will not engage in any polemic concerning the validity of attempting to construct “laws” about the co-variation of genes and languages, and their geographical spread. Rather it will present Y chromosome data from the populations/regions in which some branches of Afro-Asiatic (Afrasian) were apparently spoken in the mid-Holocene, before the periods in which clearly differentiated Semitic languages were introduced into supra-Saharan Africa by the Phoenicians, and into the Horn by South Arabs, the standard view that reflects an interpretation of the data that indicates that Semitic originated/emerged as a distinct entity in the Near East. (Hudson [1977] and Murtonen [1967], suggest an emergence in the Horn of Africa.) The goal is to examine the geographical patterning of linguistic and genetic variation, and discuss the results in terms of various models of population movement that would be most consistent with the findings, and that can be related to the geographical origins of the earliest Afro-Asiatic speakers and the question of the role of population migration in the history and development of the language family versus just the spread of the language. However, no absolute claims will be made because it is believed that the current data are insufficient to make any definitive statements.

1. **Y chromosome characteristics and nomenclature**

The genetic data used here are from published and unpublished sources that have analysed the Y chromosome. This chromosome is exclusively passed from father to son, and tends to accumulate mutational variation slowly in comparison to other chromosomes. The genetic variants of interest come from the mid-section comprising 95 percent of the Y’s length, and is called the non-recombining portion of the Y chromosome (NRY); this means that in cell division this portion does not exchange genetic material with any other chromosomes. Therefore variation found there is due strictly due to mutations found in the male line of descent, and occur only within males. The tips of the Y chromosome, called pseudo-autosomal regions, do exchange genetic material with the X chromosome that does come from the mother.

The DNA in the NRY segment has a useful characteristic for those interested in genealogy. Mutations there have a low rate of occurrence, and hence are called unique event polymorphisms (UEPs). “Unique” here signifies what is believed to usually be a one time occurrence with little or no mutational reversal back to the previous state, such that
“in samples of realistic size, they [UEPs] unambiguously define related groups of chromosomes, termed haplogroups” (Stumpf & Goldstein 2001). The males sharing one or more of these UEPs do in fact share a common male ancestor with each other. These men are genealogically related, thus making possible a kind of history. The father-to-son male line of descent of the NRY segment does not provide any information about maternal ancestry, or the male ancestry that comes via the maternal side; the line of descent reflected is strictly uniparental. It is important to note that these UEPs are regarded as being neutral genetic variants, and not subject themselves to natural selection.

These UEPs are called biallelic markers and in most general terms denote lines of descent, that can be refined into smaller branches depending on the number of markers looked for by the laboratory. However, in some cases there are no further known markers “downstream” from one marking a recognized lineage, and in this case the lineage can be said to be “underived” which means that the individual has the key marker defining the line or subline of descent and no others that allow it to be further characterized. In theory, assuming little migration and no history of unusual demographic events, a population/region that has the highest frequency of individuals with such markers would be a more likely place of origin of the marker. However this contention should be taken as a “rule.”

The nomenclature of the reconstructed NRY taxonomy/genealogy has varied from researcher to researcher, with some general standardization now being widely accepted (Y Chromosome Consortium 2002). In the appendix is an outline of the Y chromosome genealogy as it is now known with key defining genetic markers and the alphabetical nomenclature now commonly used by most researchers. Various names were given to the lines of descent or clades at one time. The system that has now been widely adopted uses letters to name the genealogies (haplogroups) defined by specific markers. From a taxonomic point of view all of these haplogroups are not really of the same rank, because although recognized separately some of them are actually sublineages of larger genealogies and named haplogroups (see the Appendix).

2. Data and methods

The language families or subfamilies considered here are from classifications most commonly used in linguistic work. Afro-Asiatic is usually divided into the following families: Omotic, Cushitic, Chadic, Ancient Egyptian-Coptic, Berber, and Semitic; sometimes Beja is separately acknowledged, removed from the Cushitic branch, and a new division has been added Ongota (Fleming, personal communication). As noted the focus here is on the geography of linguistic branches and the regional descendant populations in the mid-Holocene. This is because Ancient Egyptian/Coptic is not a spoken language, and it is well attested that Phoenicians, south Arabians, and Arabic
speakers migrated into the African continent. There is no evidence that regional populations have been completely or nearly biologically replaced, although in some communities there may have been a much greater impact of migrants.

Presented here are genetic data from the regions in which Cushitic, Egyptian, Berber, and Semitic were spoken to the best of current knowledge. Populations from homeland regions of these language families are represented in Y chromosome studies, albeit inadequately in an absolute sense. Sampling these locales is very important as they likely indicate the source populations of the predominant genetic markers in the region at this time, and likely provide clues to when populations and culture migrated, and in what directions.

The method used here consists of performing a spatial comparison of the distributions of language groupings and Y chromosome lines of descent. It is important to note that the frequency of markers reported in a sample does not necessarily reflect the number of individuals in the founding population who carried that mutation. It only means that in the sample examined a certain frequency of individuals have ancestry that can be traced back to men having the DNA variant under discussion. Various demographic and evolutionary processes could lead to a changed frequency even if the mutation is neutral, and not under the influence of direct natural selection. For example, if the sample under evaluation is from a population that once was made nearly extinct by malaria it may be that the individuals who survived had genes that conferred survival, but also had – purely by chance – a particular Y chromosome lineage, and other neutral markers. This Y lineage (and other neutral genes) would then increase in number due to this accident; this situation describes what is called a selective sweep. Another example would be situations where social custom permits certain men to have many mates. They would skew future gene frequencies because of their greater reproductive success, assuming all other things to be equal. Differential settlement patterns by migrants would be expected to have a greater effect in those regions. These examples illustrate why it is important to have as much data as possible, including historical information, from as many samples from different regional populations as fit the study criteria. This coupled with good models makes a reasonable interpretation possible. Various mathematical models can sometimes help in determining the range of factors that may have impacted upon gene frequencies, but these will not be presented here.

3. Results: Y variants’ distributions in relationship to language units

Tables 1–4 present summary data from various studies and laboratories. While no claim is made that it is exhaustive, some confidence can be expressed in its being fairly representative of the range of results that exists in the literature. The actual markers are
given instead of haplogroup names, but these latter can be found in the appendix. It is important to note unless otherwise specified that the percentage of lineages connoted by a marker combines both the underived and derived lineages of descent.

Table 1. Cushitic region or speakers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>M91</th>
<th>M60</th>
<th>RP54Y</th>
<th>M174</th>
<th>M96*</th>
<th>PN2*</th>
<th>M35</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>M33+M75</th>
<th>M89</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>35.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>19.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Underived markers (no further characterizing markers found)
1. Somali, Sanchez et al. 2005
2. Oromo, Scozzari et al. 1999
3. Oromo, Semino et al. 2002
4. Wairak = Iraqw? due to use of Bantu prefix, Luis et al. 2004
5. Ethiopian Jews, Cruciani et al. 2002
7. Amhara, Semino et al. 2002
8. Amharic + Oromo, Semino et al. 2002
** The lineages in these samples were all underived at this marker

The Cushitic region/speakers (Table 1) show in aggregate a high frequency of PN2/M35 of haplogroup E, with the samples of Somali and Oromo having the greatest percentages. In the Horn of Africa M35 derivatives (or more fully PN2/215-M35) are primarily of the M78 subgroup of M215/M35, but there are smaller frequencies M35/123, and others. The Cushitic domain includes notable percentages of M91 (haplogroup A) and sometimes M60 (haplogroup B), both essentially restricted to Africa, and as an aside found in some Khoisan speaking samples in substantial frequencies. Some samples evince substantial frequencies of an underived PN2, the marker “upstream” (ancestral) to M35 and M2, the latter being the marker that is most common in tropical Africa. The M89 lineages, mainly of haplogroup J, a subgroup of F, are of southern Arabian origin. (M89 is believed to have likely arisen in the Near East, although depending on the age of the ancestral mutation it may have arisen in Africa and was taken to the Near East; subsequent population events could have obscured this origin.) The Amharic groups although speaking a Semitic
language, are included here. This is because it is presumed that they are the descendants primarily of Cushitic speakers, who were biogeographically indigenous to the Horn. In other words it is not thought that an immigrant southern Arabian ethnic entity now called Amhara intermarried locally to the point of nearly complete assimilation, although this is possible. Rather local groups adopted Semitic speech and biologically assimilated the migrants, who were likely traders. Of course it is not actually known; only inferences can be made using a totality of data from archaeology, linguistics, and biology.

Table 2. Egyptian region (locale of the ancient Egyptian branch)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M91</th>
<th>M60</th>
<th>RP54Y</th>
<th>M174</th>
<th>M96*</th>
<th>PN2*</th>
<th>M35</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>M33+M75</th>
<th>M89</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>34.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b.</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2c.</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Underived markers (no further characterizing markers found)

1. Egypt, Hammer (n.d.)
2a. Northern Egypt, Scozzari et al. 1999
2b. Southern Egypt, Scozzari et al. 1999
2c. Combined Northern & Southern, Scozzari et al. 1999
3. Egypt, Hammer (n.d.)
4. Sample labeled Egyptian Arab, Luis et al. 2004

The samples from Egypt are almost as diverse as those of the Horn. Some samples have high frequencies of the ancient M60 marker (haplotype B), but the plurality of studies show M35 lineages as predominating. Traces of M2 are found as they are in the Horn. In Egypt the M35 are also primarily M35/M78 with some M35/M81. Egyptian samples show varying frequencies of M89 derivatives and in one sample these actually are the majority; this is not surprising given its locale and the settlement of people from the Near East during the Islamic period. It is also likely that some migration took place during the Neolithic, but this is not the major source of the Egyptian population. Migration to Egypt from the Near East also took place during the pharaonic period. Northern Egypt was more likely affected in the overall sense, but migration to major cities in upper Egypt also likely took place. The most accurate sampling of Egypt would require an extensive study of the places of settlement and good modeling that takes into account marital customs and population growth. The studies to date are tantalizing because of the diversity that they have captured: each sample is notably different.
Northwest African Berber speakers are somewhat less diverse than the Horn and Egypt. M35 lineages predominate; these are known to be primarily further characterized by the M81 marker. Non-Berber speakers in some studies have a higher frequency of M78 that might indicate descent from Arabised Nile Valley population (Egyptians). It could also indicate the substantial migration of a non-representative sample of Near Easterners, if Arabic speakers primarily came from the areas of the Levant that have a noteworthy frequency of M35/M78. A sample from Tunisia (not shown) has a frequency of 55% M89 lineages, 45% J and 10% R haplogroups; this sample is not likely representative of all of Tunisia but illustrates the historical Near Eastern and European (Roman specifically) impact on an urban population. It is important to reiterate that such numbers cannot be said to reflect the numbers of original founders, but only the number of individuals in the sample whose lineages trace back to a particular origin; many processes could affect the current frequencies, and one sample may be misleading.

The samples from the core Semitic-speaking region of the mid-Holocene, the Near East, are characterised by very high frequencies of M89 derived groups. M35 (or 215/M35) derived clades are next in frequency and decreases from west (Lebanon) to east (Syria). There are very low frequencies of M2 (PN2/M2). The diversity based on the presence of substantial frequencies of different lineages is less than that for any other region This finding may be due to a lack of studies although the large composite sample may be an accurate reflection of the overall picture. There are local populations who would likely really skew the frequencies.
Discussion

The geographical patterns of the Y chromosome variation and the mid-Holocene distributions of Afro-Asiatic are interesting. Cushitic, Berber, and descendant Egyptians have in common a high frequency of M35 lineages, specifically M35/M78 and M81. There are small frequencies of M2. The Semitic speaking region is characterized by M89 lineages. There is a declining west to east frequency of M35 in the Levantine-Syrian region.

The descendant Egyptian and Cushitic speakers also have in some samples notable frequencies of lineages sometimes called “ancient” and essentially confined to Africa. These ancient haplogroups (A and B) only sporadically occur outside of the Horn to Nile Valley corridor, and they are not seen in all samples from these regions. Nevertheless there is a relative regionality for these lines of descent in the samples in this study.

The Berber speaking northwest Africans have a very high frequency of the PN2/M35 derivative-M81, with some samples having other lineages, notably M35/M78. It does seem that, whatever population events took place in the past, M81 rose to high frequencies in Berber groups.

At another level the geographical congruence is striking for the language families and Y lineages. Essentially M35 lineages are distributed from the Horn of Africa, down the Nile Valley, and over to the Maghreb, with a spur into the Levant/Near East. Although not discussed here M35 (as M35/78) also is found in the Aegean and Balkans, but it is important to reiterate that the origin of the M35 is in East Africa. These data are potentially useful in exploring questions about the locale of the earliest population speaking earlier stages of Afro-Asiatic, to the degree that any such undertaking for

Table 4. Semitic speaking regions, Non-Jewish

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M91</th>
<th>M60</th>
<th>RPS4Y</th>
<th>M174</th>
<th>M96*</th>
<th>PN2*</th>
<th>M35</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>M33+M75</th>
<th>M89</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Underived markers (no further downstream markers found)

1. Iraq, Zahery et al. 2004
2. Oman, Luis et al. 2004
3. Composite of Palestinians (n = 73), Syrians (n = 91), Lebanese (n = 24), Druze (n = 21), Saudi Arabians (n = 21)
4. Lebanese separately (n = 24), Hammer (nd)
5. Syrians separately (n = 91), Hammer (nd)
any language family is possible. M35 clades predominate based on current data in a core group of Afro-Asiatic speakers: Cushitic, Egyptian, and Berber. There are some data for Omotic that are similar in having high M35 frequencies (>50%) and some of the “ancient” lineages but the only published sample known to the author has a mere 12 individuals. The Semitic and a few Chadic samples (not shown) are divergent from this finding for three of the locales in which distinct Afro-Asiatic families were spoken. The speakers of Chadic in northern Cameroon have a high frequency of M89 derived lineages, which have been interpreted as a footprint of a very ancient return to Africa with extreme drift suggested as the explanation of why these same populations do not have noteworthy “Eurasian” female uniparental lineages as determined by mitochondrial DNA analyses (see Coia et al. 2005). A wider sampling of Chadic speakers – and all others is needed in order to make better inferences.

What are the possible implications of these observations? Some points of interest are outlined below that could form the basis of further research projects.

1. The overall pattern is consistent with a model of the first speakers of Afro-Asiatic having emerged in or near the Horn of Africa or in the Nile Valley. The presence of Semitic in the Near East might be explained as follows. Early pre-proto Semitic speakers (? a unit of undifferentiated Boreafrasians in Ehret’s conception, Ehret 1995) would have migrated into Syro-Palestine before the neolithic, being taken there by M35 bearers (specifically M35/78), and adopted by populations bearing M89 lineages. The presence of M35 lineages in the Near East is the objective evidence of this movement, although it is impossible to know the impact of Islamic period migration. This would be analogous to what happened in Ethiopia or supra-Saharan Africa, where the populations’ biologies suggest that new languages were adopted by local people having a different Y chromosome heritage, and not that they were genetically swamped. The migrants would have been hunters and gatherers. The data are consistent with the linguistic evidence that indicates that proto-Afro-Asiatic speakers were not farmers but hunters and gatherers (Ehret 1995, contra the opposite opinion that they were farmers). It is likely that the first inhabitants of the late Pleistocene/early Holocene Sahara included Afro-Asiatic speakers; no food production is attested from the earliest periods there.

2. The evidence is also consistent with the biohistorical Africanity of the base populations of the Horn, Maghreb, and Nile Valley. These genetic data give population profiles that clearly indicate males of African origin, as opposed to being of Asian or European descent. It is important to say that being biogeographically African does not indicate any specific set of skin colors, hair type, or facial features; the populations were constantly subject to the forces of microevolutionary mechanisms. The E haplogroup is clearly African in origin as are A and B. The mitochondrial DNA variants in supra-Saharan and Saharan Africa show high heterogeneity, and suggest extensive Eurasian female in-migration, based on the current interpretations of where they arose. The
issue of how much Paleolithic migration from the Near East there may have been is intriguing, and the mitochondrial DNA variation may need to be reassessed as to what can be considered to be only of “Eurasian origin” because if hunters and gatherers roamed between the Saharan and supra-Saharan regions and Eurasia it might be difficult to determine exactly “where” a mutation arose. In any case the actual biocultural emergence of the archaeologically and historically attested Amazigh and Egyptians occurred in Africa; these peoples are not settler colonists in Africa.

3. The genetic data do not support a model of demic diffusion by farmers from the Levant to explain the Neolithic in northern or eastern Africa, or the spread of Afro-Asiatic languages into Africa (Ehret et al. 2004). It is significant that the words in Old Egyptian for sheep, goat, wheat and barley are not Semitic; nor are they Sumerian, a language isolate. Some migration no doubt occurred but a thesis of demic diffusion is unwarranted to explain the emergence of cereal agriculture in the Nile Valley or the presence of Afro-Asiatic in Africa. The latter point is supported by the evidence generated by Afro-Asiatic specialists, and is accepted nearly unanimously by scholars in the field; this may not be well known because of the lack of interest in African historical linguistics by non-specialist researchers.

4. The Amazigh (Berber) spoken today apparently shows relatively shallow time depth, based on how little it seems to have differentiated (Newman, personal communication). It is of interest that the Y variant, M35/M81, predominant among Amazigh speakers seems to have a younger origin date than M35/78 (see Cruciani 2004). It has been hypothesized by extrapolation from a genetic analysis that Berber speakers entered Africa from the Near East based on an analysis of Y chromosome-associated rapidly evolving markers (see Arredi et al. 2004). This is totally inconsistent with linguistic evidence, and there are no populations with M81 in the Near East in appreciable frequencies, that can be inferred to be pre-Islamic. There is an obvious and fundamental problem with using genetics to mark the emergence of a language family, and this cannot be overstated. This needs to be remembered. The emergence of a lineage that is now found to predominate in the speakers of a particular language or linguistic family cannot be said to be coterminous with the emergence of the language family. The tension between these ideas might be reconciled if the ancestors of present day Berber speakers are interpreted as being the descendants of restricted early Holocene populations from the northern Sahara who represented a skewed non-representative and non-random sample of the Saharan peoples who were evolving there after recolonisation with the decrease in aridity in the late Pleistocene; such a population could very well have adopted domesticated sheep and goat from the Near East and bioculturally assimilated some immigrants (see Myles et al. 2005 for a dairying hypothesis). This less arid Sahara could be modeled as the home of a reticulated Saharan metapopulation in which M81 differentiated from an undervived M35; or it may have already existed before the reoccupation occurred. M81 is found in low
frequencies in the Horn in areas not known to have been visited in great numbers by historically attested Berber speakers. The morphological features (light skin and eyes, etc) of Berbers likely also developed in situ in the African context, at least in part, but also likely result from gene flow from Eurasia that was likely primarily maternally mediated. There is a dilemma – there is no convincing evidence to bring M35/ M81 lineages from outside of Africa, yet the studies of the lineages restricted to female inheritance (defined by mitochondrial DNA) found in Berber speakers are in most studies are shared with “Eurasians” and thought to be of Eurasian origin. It is not clear necessarily that all of these lineages have to be of Eurasian origin; dates given by some investigators would place their origin very near the time of migrations from Africa. Is it possible that some variants actually arose in Africa, or arose in populations that were constantly migrating in and out of Africa such that it is impossible to say where a particular mtDNA lineage arose? Could unusual demographic or social factors have played a role in the differential survival of these lineages, that did not affect the male lineages?

To reiterate current evidence makes indigenous development a truism: the genesis and history of the Amazigh peoples as a biocultural entity occurred in Saharan and supra-Saharan Africa – culturally their speech community emerged there, and their biological ancestral elements merged there in the formation of breeding populations. The same is true of Nile Valley groups in terms of their locale roots along the Nile Valley and its Saharan flanking regions.

5. It is of interest that the M35 and M2 lineages are united by a mutation – the PN2 transition. This PN2 defined clade originated in East Africa, where various populations have a notable frequency of its underived state. This would suggest that an ancient population in East Africa, or more correctly its males, form the basis of the ancestors of all African upper Paleolithic populations – and their subsequent descendants in the present day. It would be tempting to relate linguistics to this, by postulating an ancestral paleo-African language. However, the current models of long range classifications do not hypothesise the existence of a proto-Pan African family that led to Khoisan, Afro-Asiatic, Nilo-Saharan, and Niger-Congo (and perhaps others now extinct). So what does this finding correlate with in the linguistic record, if anything? Although it is not proper to attempt to connect biological and cultural phenomena, or use one to “correct” the other, it may be that one discipline can be used to suggest questions about another. In this case we can ask what historical and biocultural scenarios would account best for the most basic pattern of genetic and linguistic data.

This geographical distribution of biallelic Y chromosome lineages and Afro-Asiatic branches gives researchers some insight into the speakers of Afro-Asiatic in the Holocene (Ehret et al. 2004). The spatial and biological data offer firm ground to generate a range of hypotheses when other evidence is considered, and simulation studies would be of great interest.
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Appendix

Human Y Chromosome Genealogy in Outline form (mutations on the left in bold; not all mutations that have been discovered/defined are listed for each level)

I. M91 – Haplogroup A
II. SRY 1083.1/ M94/M139 – Haplogroups B-R all share these mutations
   A. M60 – Haplogroup B
   B. M168 – Haplogroups C-R share this mutation
      1. RPS4Y – Haplogroup C
      2. YAP – Haplogroups DE
         a. M174 – Haplogroup D
         b. M40/M96 – Haplogroup E
            i. M33
            ii. M75
            iii. PN2
               a. M2
               b. 215/M35
      3. M89/M213 – Macro-Haplogroup F, subsumes G-R
         a. M201 – Haplogroup G
         b. M52/M69 – Haplogroup H
         c. P19/M170 – Haplogroup I
         d. 12f2a – Haplogroup J
         e. M9 – Sub-macro-haplogroup K, subsumes L-R
            i. M20/M22 – Haplogroup L
            ii. M52/ M69 – Haplogroup M
            iii. LLY22a – Haplogroup N
iv. M175/M214 – Haplogroup O
v. P27 M4 – Haplogroup P
  a. P3 – Haplogroup Q
  b. M207 – Haplogroup R
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A dental anthropological hypothesis relating to the ethnogenesis, origin, and antiquity of the Afro-Asiatic language family

Peopling of the Eurafrican-South Asian triangle IV

Christy G. Turner II
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Diachronic comparisons of dental morphology in North and East African groups shows a marked difference through time in North Africa after the end of the Pleistocene. Further comparisons with archaeologically-derived Near Eastern dental samples suggest that the temporal changes in the North African teeth were due to population replacement or admixture from the north. On this basis, it is further suggested that Afro-Asiatic was introduced into Africa along with the migrating immigrant farmers and herdsmen from the Near East 10,000 to 7,000 years ago.

Keywords: dental morphology; migration; population replacement; Afro-Asiatic; North Africa; Near East; ethnogenesis

Ethnogenesis is a term commonly used in Russian anthropology. In Soviet times it was infused with the biological notion of Huxleyian “evolutionary progress” (Davis 1949: 65), but focused on the Communist belief that cultures will progress economically to their ultimate culmination in communism. Today, the term ethnogenesis has no ideological or predeterministic implication, and simply refers to the changes and conditions seen over time that lead to the formation of ethnic groups, whether they be defined by archaeological, ethnographic, biological, or linguistic criteria. The porosity or genetic leakage of human ethnic groups varies greatly depending on the strength and duration of various isolating mechanisms including geographic barriers, distance, language, culture, traditions, and racial attitudes to mention only a few. Still, “anthropologists, like other scientists, would like to create a single, parsimonious theory of origins that would account, in this case, for world distributions of language, culture,
and physical type” (Moore 1994: 11). However, at the moment, historical particularism holds sway.

As in biological evolution, isolation (a condition), adaptation (a process), and chance (another process) are important factors in ethnogenesis, as the term is loosely used today. For example, island populations may be distinctive due to the make-up of their founders (chance), remain unchanged over time (isolation), or develop traits that function well on a given island (adaptation). On the other hand, migration and gene flow can upset this in situ equilibrium, even replacing or mixing markedly with the original inhabitants, which this paper suggests happened in post-Pleistocene north Africa. Hence, I herein present a hypothesis about the ethnogenesis of the Afro-Asiatic language family (Greenberg 1966) based on dental morphological variation as identified over time in North Africa and the Near East. Simply put, the hypothesis proposes that Afro-Asiatic arose in the Levant and was carried by southward moving migrant farmers and herdsmen into North Africa mainly between the time that the Pleistocene ended, about 10,000 years ago, and the middle Neolithic, roughly 7,000 years ago. Southward migration and gene flow continued well into the middle of the second millennium B.C. as can be inferred from Table 1.

The proposed timing for introduction is consistent with the fact that there are relatively few languages in the family despite there being as of 1976, more than 175 million Afro-Asiatic speakers, at least half of this number speaking Arabic (Ruhlen 1976: 60). The hypothesis of a non-African origin of Afro-Asiatic finds support in the fact that the Semitic branch or sub-family is the most important in terms of number of speakers. Semitic languages include Arabic, Hebrew, and Amharic. Additional support is found in Afro-Asiatic’s general lack of tonality that characterizes the majority of African languages, among other differences (Ruhlen 1976: 61).

Scholars today who are interested in the classification as well as formation of human groups generally envision evolution as primarily divergent, branching and hierarchical, and less often as converging, mixing, or as Neel, Layrisse, and Salzano (1977) express these two general formation concepts – fission and fusion. While fusion is patently happening today as witnessed by the recent and on-going large-scale movements of people from Africa to Europe, and from Latin America to the United States, its occurrence in the archaeological past is much more difficult to demonstrate due to problems in distinguishing diffusion from migration (Rouse 1986). Even in various island contexts where in theory, migration should be the major cause of saltational biocultural change, developments and change can occur through trading visits where no actual migration takes place. Moreover, similar environments give rise to similar adaptive problems, for which the types of solution may be small at any given moment in time. Given that there is sufficient biological difference between a migrant group and the receiving population, then the best direct evidence for archaeological migration is, of course, the remains of the migrants themselves. The classic case for
A dental anthropological hypothesis relating to the ethnogenesis, origin of prehistoric migration is, of course, the peopling of the New World from northeastern Siberia, an inference that has been time and time again verified by independent researchers (Turner 2002, 2005).

Studies of archaeologically-derived late Pleistocene and Holocene human teeth from the Nile Valley of north Africa when compared with the dental morphology of West Africans and other people south of the Sahara, along with comparative Europoid dental samples from England, Spain, Jordan, and Israel (Irish & Turner 1990; Turner & Markowitz 1990; Moyer & Turner 1990; Irish 1993, 2006; Lipschultz 1996; Ullinger, Sharidan, Hawkey, Turner, & Cook 2005; Bailey, Turner and Souich, n.d.; Lipschultz and Turner n.d.) strongly suggest that the genetic and cultural isolation from Eurasia believed by G.J. Armelagos and associates for North Africa did not actually exist. This isolationist view has been promulgated for many years by these authors, eventually morphing into a paradigmatic reaction against the use of migrationism to explain cultural change in North Africa (Greene. Ewing. & Armelagos

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>WA</th>
<th>Pleis</th>
<th>Mero</th>
<th>X-G</th>
<th>Chris</th>
<th>S.Lev</th>
<th>E-G</th>
<th>Natuf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shovel</td>
<td>% 52.6</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI1</td>
<td>n 10/19</td>
<td>11/22</td>
<td>14/33</td>
<td>2/6</td>
<td>0/7</td>
<td>1/11</td>
<td>0/15</td>
<td>6/59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesial Ridge</td>
<td>% 32.4</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC</td>
<td>n 12/37</td>
<td>4/18</td>
<td>15/46</td>
<td>1/10</td>
<td>2/7</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>3/20</td>
<td>8/58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cusp 5</td>
<td>% 32.4</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UM1</td>
<td>n 11/24</td>
<td>4/14</td>
<td>7/63</td>
<td>4/18</td>
<td>2/12</td>
<td>1/23</td>
<td>4/84</td>
<td>6/189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enamel ext.</td>
<td>% 37.5</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UM1</td>
<td>n 24/64</td>
<td>21/35</td>
<td>12/86</td>
<td>3/26</td>
<td>1/12</td>
<td>0/21</td>
<td>13/82</td>
<td>6/156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cusp 6</td>
<td>% 35.3</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM1</td>
<td>n 12/34</td>
<td>9/30</td>
<td>5/72</td>
<td>2/17</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>0/31</td>
<td>7/55</td>
<td>16/172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 4 cusps</td>
<td>% 83.3</td>
<td>93.9</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM2</td>
<td>n 35/42</td>
<td>31/33</td>
<td>25/75</td>
<td>3/21</td>
<td>1/10</td>
<td>11/37</td>
<td>8/46</td>
<td>32/176</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

U denotes upper Jaw, L, lower Jaw; I1, central incisor; C, canine; M1, first molar; M2, second molar. WA denotes West Africa; Pleis, late Pleistocene Nubia; Mero, Merotic Nubia; X-G, X-Group Nubia; Chris, Christian Nubia, S.Lev, Southern Levant Neolithic; E-G, En Gedi; Natuf, Natufian.

This view was also part of the new evolutionary biology introduced into anthropology from genetics in the 1940s in which local evolution and adaptation replaced migration as the major concept for explaining biocultural changes that occurred within a given region. In the case of the Nile Valley, Armelagos and associates have gone so far as to label anyone as being a racist who proposes a Eurasian influence on the cultural evolution that occurred in the Nile Valley. (Turner & Markowitz 1990). Even less rational, Armelagos, Calcagno, Coppa, and Vargin (2002: 38) challenge our use of the widely used Mean Measure of Divergence statistic and the well established genetic independence of most dental traits. Both the applicability of the MMD statistic and the independent inheritance of dental morphological traits have been so widely accepted and repeatedly demonstrated (Hillson 1986; Scott & Turner 1997) that these authors are obviously trying in desperation to deflect criticism of their flawed assumptions about isolation and local evolution. Clearly, they have thrown the baby out with the bath water and seem to believe that political correctness trumps empirical evidence. Globally, the use of MMD and dental traits has demonstrated strong correspondences concerning biological affinity as determined by multiple genetic polymorphisms (Cavalli-Sforza, Menozzi & Piazza 1994).

A series of papers that examined dental morphology in the northern Nile Valley and the adjacent Levant in late Pleistocene and Holocene times found that a great deal of biological change had occurred, so much so, in fact, that adaptation (i.e., natural selection) was clearly out of the question (Turner & Markowitz 1990; Irish & Turner 1990; Lipschultz & Turner n.d., Irish 2006). Elsewhere in the world large amounts of rapid diachronic dental morphological change have been found only in populations that had been replaced or had received large numbers of migrants over short periods of time (Turner 1976). Regional dental morphology is remarkably stable over relatively long periods of time, for example the frequencies of many dental traits of North and South American Indians are effectively identical despite separation for at least 10,000 years (Scott & Turner 1997).

The above diachronic comparative dental studies of North Africa showed that there was a significant change in dental trait frequencies, i.e., genetic discontinuity, between the Pleistocene and Holocene populations, whereas continuity has been the situation for most of the later Holocene (Irish 2006). Late Pleistocene Mesolithic Nubians were dentally much like West Africans and other Africans south of the Sahara. This is illustrated in Tables 1 and 2. The Holocene Nubians (Christian, X-Group, and Meroitic) are much like southwestern Eurasians (En Gedi, Israel; Southern Levant; and Natufian, Israel). The latest in these North African-Near East dental studies involved archaeologically-derived materials from Israel, specifically Natufians (epi-Paleolithic) and more recent materials (En Gedi). Analyses showed that the Natufian dentition
was much like more recent Southern Levant people as well as Holocene Nubians. This work (Lipschultz 1996; Lipschultz & Turner n.d.) concluded that the only way to explain these similarities and differences was to propose significant gene flow and/or actual migration from the Southern Levant into the Nile Valley at the end of the Pleistocene and continuing into the Holocene. The people involved may have included Natufians along with their Levantine trading partners, the Mushabians. This inference for migration, based on dental morphology utilizes univariate and multivariate statistical comparisons, is strong, and is as well founded as the broadly accepted inference based on dental morphology that the ancestors of all Native Americans originated in northeastern Asia. Table 1 lists the frequencies of a few morphological traits to show the marked differences between Pleistocene and Holocene north Africa, and the Holocene similarities of north Africa and the Middle East. Table 2 provides the multivariate statistical comparisons using C.A.B. Smith’s Mean Measure of Divergence (for discussion of this statistical method, see Harris & Sjøvold 2004). For readers unfamiliar with MMD, Smaller values indicate greater multivariate inter-group similarity, while larger values indicate greater dissimilarity. Hence, in Table 2, dental traits studied in the Southern Levant are multivariately four times more similar with Natufian teeth than are Southern Levant teeth like those of West Africa or Late Pleistocene Nubia.

Table 2. Ranked pairs of Mean Measures of Divergence (MMD)\(^1\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>West Africa</th>
<th>Christian Nubia</th>
<th>X-Group Nubia</th>
<th>Meroitic Nubia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L. Pleis.</td>
<td>.040</td>
<td>X-Group .000</td>
<td>Christian .000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Group</td>
<td>.236</td>
<td>Meroitic .003</td>
<td>Meroitic .000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meroitic</td>
<td>.237</td>
<td>En Gedi .065</td>
<td>En Gedi .110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian</td>
<td>.327</td>
<td>Natufian .221</td>
<td>Natufian .228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>En Gedi</td>
<td>.332</td>
<td>S. Levant .277</td>
<td>W. Africa .236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natufian</td>
<td>.437</td>
<td>W. Africa .327</td>
<td>S. Levant .301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Levant</td>
<td>.603</td>
<td>L. Pleis. .396</td>
<td>L. Pleis. .302</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>En Gedi, Israel</th>
<th>S. Levant</th>
<th>Natufian, Israel</th>
<th>Late Pleistocene Nubia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natufian</td>
<td>.063</td>
<td>Natufian .137</td>
<td>En Gedi .063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian</td>
<td>.065</td>
<td>En Gedi .157</td>
<td>S. Levant .137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Group</td>
<td>.110</td>
<td>Christian .277</td>
<td>Christian .221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meroitic</td>
<td>.138</td>
<td>Meroitic .299</td>
<td>X-Group .228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Levant</td>
<td>.157</td>
<td>X-Group .301</td>
<td>Meroitic .233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Africa</td>
<td>.332</td>
<td>W. Africa .603</td>
<td>W. Africa .437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Pleis.</td>
<td>.460</td>
<td>L. Pleis. .635</td>
<td>L. Pleis. .508</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)From Lipschultz and Turner, n.d. Italicized values are not statistically significant, i.e., groups are very similar or one has a small sample size.
This paper makes an additional inference. Since there is archaeological and physical anthropological reason to believe that the Natufians were related to modern Semitic-speaking peoples of the Levant, I suggest that some part, if not all of, the Afro-Asiatic family originated north of Africa proper. Since Natufian culture dates to ca. 10,000 to 12,000 years ago it is suggested that the age of the Afro-Asiatic language family might also be about that old. This estimate of Afro-Asiatic antiquity going back into the late Pleistocene is not an absurdity. Using, again, an American Indian comparison, Greenberg’s Amerind language family includes most of the native peoples of the Americas, excluding Aleut-Eskimo and Na-Dene-speakers. The best archaeological estimate for the arrival in the New World of ancestral Amerind-speakers places their entry at about 13,000 years ago, that is, Amerind can be inferred to have its temporal origin as long ago as is suggested for Afro-Asiatic. Of course, other language families and phyla could be even older, Australian for example, and several others are clearly younger.

In conclusion, dental morphology has proven to be a helpful indicator of ethnogenesis and inter-group affinity in world population history (Scott & Turner 1997). It is used herein, as it has been used elsewhere in the study of North African population history, to indicate that there was genetic discontinuity between late Pleistocene and Holocene North Africa. A strong case for population replacement or marked admixture has been developed. Using this population replacement finding, it is further suggested that the external migrants, who came from the north, were ancestral Afro-Asiatic speakers.
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African weeks

Daniel F. McCall
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In honor of Harold Fleming – founder of ASLIP

Hal Fleming and I were colleagues and friends in the Anthropology Department and the African Studies Center at Boston University for years and remained close after retirement. We had even co-taught a course one year trying to establish a diachronic anthropology. The four fields of American Anthropology are the basis for whatever diachronic dimension is attainable in the study of non-literate peoples. Hal is better steeped in Linguistics and Genetics than I, so I will not try to match him there, but this story of a culture-complex that runs through many millennia is one I know he enjoys. He had heard it before, but it has never been previously published.

The planetary week as a culture-complex is traced from its origins in Babylonia, through the cultures of the Mediterranean Basin, and eventually to its development in the Akan cultures of the Guinea Coast of West Africa.

Nineteenth century anthropologists deduced historical connections from geographical distributions of culture items. After a number of these supposed connections had been effectively contradicted, this method of deduction became suspect. A.L. Kroeber offered a caution: a single culture item is inadequate for the purpose of probing for historical linkages, but a culture-complex (i.e., an integrated set of a number of culture items) may be more promising. He laid out the case for a few culture-complexes. One of them is the “planetary week” (Kroeber 1948; Colson 1926).

A “planetary week” is a set of seven days allegedly under the influence of the seven visible celestial bodies in the sky that, in contrast to “stationary” stars, move their positions in a regular and predictable manner. All of these are “planets” – in the original Greek word, which means “wanderer”.

A week is the only period of time in a calendar that is not derived from a sidereal periodicity: years are derived from the rotation of the earth around the sun; a month is suggested by the phases of the moon, and a day is the result of the earth turning on its
The week, in contrast, is a socially selected period to aid in planning activities of less than a month's length. Weeks in different cultures have been of varying numbers of days.

The planetary week is a culture-complex because it comprises several distinct ideas:

1. Each day of the week is attached to a particular supernatural power, a god or goddess.
2. Each of these deities is the epiphany of a planet, giving the week seven days because there are seven visible planets: Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, and Saturn.
3. Each of the planetary deities is believed to control events on a particular day of the week.
4. A person born on a particular day has characteristics given to him or her by the deity who “owns” the day of the person's birth.

Kroeber presented an account of the origin and diffusion of the planetary week. It was developed in Babylonia by priests who identified the planets with seven of their important deities. Astronomy and astrology, both of which were in their infancy, were not yet distinct. Between the eighth and sixth century BCE concepts emerged in which each of these deities presided seriatim over a day and each of the deities had influence over events during his or her day.

During Greek over-rule of Babylonia after Alexander's conquest, the new rulers adopted the Babylonian astrology while substituting Greek gods for Babylonia gods and – as Kroeber details – caused a change that shifted the order of the days in the seven day week. Also the Greeks used the associated astrology for ordinary persons, anyone or everyone whereas the Babylonians had reserved astrological predictions exclusively for the king and the interests of the kingdom. This enlargement greatly increased the likelihood of diffusion, which is exactly what soon happened. Thus in its first movement away from Mesopotamia, the planetary week had been modified in two ways by the Hellenistic Greeks.

It is this Greek form of the planetary week that spread to the Mediterranean basin. It became prevalent throughout the Hellenistic world. It was not only a specific type of week that was diffused but also a system of astrology integrated with the seven days; professional astrologers, known as Chaldeans, spread out westward from Mesopotamia. There were other methods of augury, examining the entrails of a sacrificial animal, interpreting the flight of birds, etc., but astrology quickly became popular.

Later the expanding influence of Rome helped spread the peculiar form of week further west and north in Europe and also in western North Africa. Each diffusion saw a substitution of local gods for the gods of the people from whom they borrowed the planetary week. In the shift from Babylonian to Greek to Roman to German and
also to Punic and Berber, the reason for the equation of the deities is usually clear, but occasionally one may be difficult for modern scholars to understand; for example, Germans replaced Roman Mercury, a minor god, with Teutonic Woden, king of the gods! And they let Thor have Jupiter’s day. Each diffusion into a new cultural home for the planetary week meant some variation of the quality attributed to particular days; these variations generally derived from the local gods with whom a day was identified and the characteristics of that deity.

Astrology was the motive force that propelled the planetary week into new regions. As a week, seven days was not necessarily better than other existing weeks. Greece already had a ten day week, and Rome had an eight day week; these remained the civil (or official) weeks, and the civil week ran simultaneously with the seven day astrological week after the latter had been introduced. Curiosity, or apprehension, of what was in store for one in the future drew seekers of foreknowledge to astrologers who ran a profitable business.

The planetary week was used only for astrology until the fourth century CE when Constantine, the first Christian emperor of Rome, in 321 CE, made the seven day week the official week. Constantine was not promoting astrology; on the contrary – the old Roman religion was more competitive with Christianity than was astrology, and the Christian emperor wished to disconcert the Senate, many of whose members preferred the old religion and other old ways, including the 8-day week. Reducing the civil week by one day upset habits of the pagan people, while the Church, which Constantine established, attempted to discourage astrology (with minimal success). Constantine also made Sunday the first day of the week instead of Saturday, which had been the first day in both the Babylonian and Greek versions of the planetary week. Some historians think he chose Sunday in order to palliate the worshipers of Mithra, a deity popular among soldiers in the Roman legions. Mithra was a competitor with Christ at the time, and the Christian emperor needed support of the army.

Thus, in the Roman Empire two more changes were instituted: changing the day that began the week and attempting to separate the planetary week from astrology.

In Western Europe remnants of the Roman planetary names of the week remain. The Welsh who were in England, under Roman rule, still have names for days of the week that recognizably reflect the Latin names. When peoples around, but outside, the Roman Empire borrowed the planetary week, they nationalized their new week by giving their local gods ownership of the days. In English we have a Germanic form brought into England by the Angles and Saxons. Sun-day, Moon-day (shortened to Monday), for the two largest lights in the sky, but most of the other names of the days are disguised by Germanic gods substituting for Roman deities, except Saturday, which is Saturn’s day. French and other Romance language day names preserve more of the Roman planetary names for days of the week, e.g., mardi (Mars’ day), jeudi (Jove/Jupiter day), etc.
The day of one's birth was believed to pre-determine one's fate, and astrologers claimed to be able to calculate the options an individual had in any crisis. Astrologers caused turmoil in every society where they practiced and many efforts were made by Roman Emperors to suppress them. But yearnings for knowledge of the future made the attraction of astrology hard to eradicate. Religions, as well as governments, tried, with varying results, to suppress the astrological aspects of the planetary week. Judaism numbers the days of the week, as does the Orthodox Christian Church; the Vatican likewise tried to promote numbered days but succeeded only in Portugal, then an appendage of the Vatican. Islam definitely rejects the polytheistic basis of the deities that were presumed to “own” the days of the week.

When Kroeber wrote in the late 1940’s, there were some documents that historians could accept as evidence that the planetary week, in its various modified forms, had been borrowed over a chain of connections from Babylonia via Greece and Rome to all of Europe and to southern Asia (where its astrological aspects remained more prominent than currently in European cultures). It was, in fact, documentary history that enabled Kroeber to substantiate the reality of the diffusion.

There is one other example of a planetary week, which Kroeber did not know about, and for which no historical documents exist. If we can plausibly deduce that it also is ultimately derived from the same source, this should constitute a completion of Kroeber’s effort to show that a culture-complex, in this instance a planetary week, can be traced in its paths of diffusion. This previously unremarked planetary week, which is in West Africa, is still recognized by the local Akan peoples (Asante Akwapim, Fante, etc.)

How did this culture complex of the planetary week come to be in the rain forest along the central Guinea Coast of West Africa? Without written reports of observers at the time, the answer has to be hypothetical. We may be justified in deducing that it was transported across the Sahara desert from northern Africa where Rome once ruled, and where, before the introduction of Islam into that region, the planetary week flourished.

Trade of some kind was carried on – to a limited extent – across the Sahara in Roman times, and the Kingdom of Ghana came into existence before Rome’s presence in North Africa was finally eliminated. Traders bring more than material goods; ideas are also often transmitted. The Kingdom of Ghana in the Sahel, on the southern edge of the Sahara, is the logical recipient of trade, and cultural ideas, coming across the desert, but the planetary week is not found in the region of ancient Ghana in modern times. If Ghana borrowed the planetary week from traders from the north in Roman times, its disappearance can be attributed to the later arrival of Islam in this region, since Islam abhors the concept of multiple deities in any context and would not let any such “own” the days of the week.

There were other possible trading partners in the Sahel – Gao or Tekrur – but Ghana is considered the earliest in the region, and as we will see, is the most likely
to have been the temporary host of the planetary week because there are claims of connection from Ghana to the Akan, the present day observers of a planetary week, to their southeast.

The argument that the Akan peoples have some historical connection to ancient Ghana remains disputed, but a linkage – of some sort – could explain the observance of the planetary week among these people in the rain forest along the central Guinea Coast, rather distant from the locale of ancient Ghana. In fact, J.B. Danquah claimed the Akan week, this specific peculiarity, as part of his evidence that the Akan had a relationship with Ghana, and he is responsible for the adoption of that name for the colony of the Gold Coast when it became independent from the British Empire. Danquah’s suggested origin of the Akan week is slightly different from the route I outline here (he eliminates Rome), but we agree in realizing its historical importance.

Danquah, now deceased, is remembered principally as a politician, but he is the only one I am aware of who recognized the affinity of the Akan week with the planetary week (Danquah, nd.). His writings on ancient Ghana remain controversial among academic scholars. Disdain for Danquah’s claim of an Akan connection with Old Ghana may rest largely on general ignorance, even among well educated persons, of the constituent elements of planetary week.

Even J.G. Christaller, who compiled the great dictionary of the Akan language (Christaller 1937), and provided an appendix (B III) on the day-names of males and females born on each of the seven days in the Akan week, did not recognize that the Akan week – through he described it – was a planetary week! Probably he was unaware that the week he used was also a planetary week because the astrological aspects were so eroded in recent centuries.

The rise of science marked the demise of astrology. As late as the 14th century astrologers were regularly advisors to kings in Europe. Even Elisabeth Tudor (d. 1603) sometimes listened to an astronomer, named Dee, but it is harder to tell if she followed advice; she tended to think independently of any of her advisors. The increase of scientific thinking finally repudiated – among educated persons at least – any credibility for the fable of astrology in Europe and America. Copernicus’s destruction of the earth-centric concept of the cosmos, and Galileo – and his successors with telescopes – reduced the planets from their godly status in astrology to mere celestial bodies without any discernible divinity in astronomy. Most people today do not recognize that what we have is a planetary week because its astrological heritage has

1. Joseph Boakye Danquah, B.A., LL.B., Ph.D. I read a preliminary paper, “The Akan Planetary Week,” to a meeting of the American Society for Ethnohistory in the 1960’s, which was never published. At the time I had not yet come upon this collection of Danquah’s works.
been obscured, and many of the planetary names for days have been distanced from
the names for the planets.

My discovery of the Akan planetary week came about from being tutored in the
Akan language. Michael Osai, an Asante of New Juaben, head master of a school in
Koforidua in the then British colony of the Gold Coast, came shortly after dawn in
1951 to tutor me every morning before opening his school.

“When were you born?” he asked me.

“March 3rd 1918.” That was the appropriate answer, but not what he wanted. Osai
had to elaborate a bit before he got the information he needed: the day of the week! The
day of the month, the month itself and even the year was irrelevant to him.

“Ah! You were born on Sunday! That is Kwasida in our calendar, so your day-name
is Kwesi.”

If I had been born a day earlier, I would have been Kwame, and believed to have
commanding strength, or one more day earlier, I would have been Kofi, a likable guy,
but if on Wednesday, I would have been Kwaku, a tricky, unreliable person. I was glad
to be Sunday-born with no heavy burden to bear because of my natal day. But in one
way it was disappointing to be a Kwesi, because all whites (except Syrians or other
Muslims) were called Kwesi because they went to church on Sunday, so are assumed to
have a special connection to Kwasida. “Kwesi Obroni” (Sunday-born white man) was
the usual designation for any white man. Being merged into the whole white popula-
tion robbed me of some sense of individuality I would have preferred to have. From
then on, for the nearly two years I remained in Koforidua, I was “Kwesi Daniel.”

The Akan have several ways of acquiring names. Order of birth: first born is “Adu”;
third born (considered luck) is “Mensa.” Ninth-born, “Nkruma,” (3 × 3) is regarded as
powerful. One can also be given an honorific name reflecting some accomplishment.
But the day-name is the basic name that is generally used.

A person’s name is more than a mere identification to distinguish him or her from
other persons; what name you are known by carries a suggestion of what kind of a
person you are. Kofi Mensa is as common among the Akan as John Smith is among
Americans. This comes about because if one is born on Friday, it is likely that will be
stressed as what the “likable guy” would prefer to be known by, and if he is also his
mother’s third child, and therefore “lucky” that may be advertised as well. In contrast,
a Wednesday-born man will prefer to use some other name than “Kwaku” with its
unflattering connotations.

It is possible to manipulate these meaningful names. The political leader known
as Kwame Nkruma(h)² was his mother’s only child; thus not an Nkruma. His father

---

² The name is found both with and without the final h: Nkrumah or Nkruma. [Ed.]
had been an authentic Nkruma with eight older siblings, and when his son was enrolled in a school, the European teacher recorded his father’s day-name as the boy’s surname. He later came to the United States to attend Lincoln University as Kofi Nkruma, but when he returned to his own country he had taken the name “Kwame” Nkrumah as more advantageous to a political career. This I learned from him in a conversation in 1952.

Curiously, an English folk rhyme gives characteristics to children born on different days of the week. These are, it would seem, remnants of a comparable set of concepts, but poorly remembered or modified to fit the rhyming scheme:

- Monday’s child is fair of face
- Tuesday’s child is full of grace
- Wednesday’s child is full of woe
- Thursday’s child has far to go
- Friday’s child is loving and giving
- Saturday’s child works hard for a living
- But the child who is born on the Sabbath day
  Is bonny and blithe and good and gay.

Anon.

The concept, in this English verse, that children born on a certain day of the week will vary in their personal characteristics from those born on other days is certainly similar to the Akan idea of one’s personality being determined by one’s birth day. We may note that Friday’s child is “loving and giving” as Venus’s child should be, and as the Akan agree is “charming and lovable.” This similarity is what we would expect if both were derived from the Roman planetary week.

The English Wednesday’s child “is full of woe.” This too is comparable to the Akan conception of Wednesday’s child, Kwaku, who is one who plays tricks on others, and as the Akan trickster stories recount usually is caught and discomforted by his own tricks. The owner of Wednesday in the Roman system was Mercury, and he has a tricky personality: patron of markets, and also of thieves, but also the messenger of the gods – he could be a Kwaku. But Germanic Woden (=Roman Jupiter/Jove) would not normally be associated with woe! Though Woden could deal out woe if he wished, but would he give woe to his day’s child? It seems the “mercurial” attributes of the Roman “Mercury’s day” have been carried over into the Germanic adoption of the planetary week, despite this peculiar identification of a German deity dissimilar to the Roman one. Astrologers no doubt were responsible for the persistence of a Roman-day characteristic to a German day the deity of which is inconsistent with the attributed quality.

The English Saturday’s child “works hard” because Roman Saturn was a god of farming, and farmers work hard as anyone who has worked on a farm knows. The
Roman influence is present, one can see, in that Saturn is the only Roman deity identified in the name of a day; all the others have Germanic substitutions.

Monday doesn’t say much, but to be “fair of face” is perhaps appropriate for a full moon. Some of the day’s offspring in the verse are elusive of any heritage of the old gods, and Sunday, being in Christianity “the Lord’s day” gets two lines, instead of one as the others have (enabling eight lines to complete the four couplets) and what it says obviously has to be a non-planetary treatment of that day.

Tuesday’s child has a fate that may come from having to rhyme with “face” inasmuch as “grace” is not what one would think of as the primary characteristic of the minor German god, Tiw (=Roman Mars). And the same may apply to Thursday’s child’s destiny, which is not easy to justify as coming from the planetary week deities. Thor, being “thunder”, but standing in for a Roman god, Jove, because Woden somehow in the transition to Germany (then including the Angles and Saxons) replaced Mercury, thereby confusing Wednesday’s character; it has to be a powerful force, but is left here undefined.

And we should consider that the terms “jovial” (convivial), “mercurial” (quick-witted, thievish, changeable), “saturnine”, “martial” (war-like) as applied to persons is another relict of the belief that planets have influence over human beings. (“Venereal” (lustful) has been distorted by its designation for a disease.)

European names for the days of the week, in several languages, are clearly related to the Roman names; and the number of days in a week (an arbitrary number) is the same, and there is no doubt among scholars who have examined the question that the relation of modern European to ancient Roman in this regard is solidly established. In regard to the Akan situation we can make out a relationship for the names of some days but not all, but here the number of days in a week may be of some significance. The Akan are surrounded by peoples who have four day weeks, eight, or six day weeks. Seven is not an expected number in this region.

---

3. The Boston Globe, December 4, 2006, carried this story: “Michael Ward, a British student of literature working on a dissertation on [C.S.] Lewis … realized [that Lewis] aimed to retrieve the medieval worldview, in which there were seven “planets,” or heavenly bodies, each thought to be associated with certain human characteristics. Those born under the sign of Jupiter, also known as Jove, were “jovial” (convivial). Mars was a “martial” (warlike) planet, Mercury was “mercurial” (both good and evil), Venus “venereal” (lustful), and Saturn “saturnine” (melancholic). The sun and the moon, finally, were believed to represent actions and emotions, respectively, or lucidity and dreams.” This was to explain why Lewis wrote seven chronicles in his series “as opposed to, say, six or eight?” Ward’s research was quoted in reference to the film made of one of Lewis’s novels. It elucidates the worldview once prevalent in Europe. It is the conceptual framework that must have inspired the English ditty about Monday’s child, etc.
The Akan concepts of some of the days of a week are easily equated to Roman days and even to English days. A person born on Friday (Kofe if male, Efua if female) is “charming and lovable” because that is the characteristic of the supernatural being who owns Friday. A person born on Wednesday is “tricky” because that is the day that the planet Mercury is dominant. Not all the other Akan days are as transparently duplicates of North African “owners of the days,” but three out of seven is better than chance. And all seven days display the trait of personality being derived from the birth day.

Christaller would not call the seven supernatural beings who owned the days “gods” because he did not find them as deities in the religion of the Akan peoples, and he guessed that the system of days and day-names had been borrowed. He did not suggest a source.

Friday in the Roman week belonged to Venus (Frigg was the Germanic goddess of fertility and love). The Akan concept of the owner of Friday is strikingly in accord with Rome’s Saturn, who owns Saturday, was in Roman North Africa merged with a Carthaginian god, and considered by the local peoples as more powerful than Jupiter. Note that Saturday in Europe is still usually attributable in several languages to Saturn, as it was in Roman North Africa. But in Europe, as in the English jingle, there is no influence of the Carthaginian concept of great power, but south of Carthage where the planetary week is found among the Akan, the Carthaginian influence in that aspect is palpable.

The primacy of Saturday in the Akan formulation of the week, as reflected in the power attributed to the character of Kwame, is a plausible “continuity” from a putative Roman North African source – recalling the equating of Saturn with Baal Hamoun, the head of the Carthaginian pantheon. The quality attributed by the Akan to Saturday indicates the area of Carthaginian influence, and not Egypt, as the probable donor of the Akan week.

Friday and Wednesday have the qualities for Akan that were found in the Babylonian, Greek and Roman varieties of the planetary week. Not all the other Akan days are as transparently duplicates of North African “owners of the days”, but an anthropological axiom is that “adopt means adapt,” so modification is to be expected here in this African location as is found in other locations where modification is documented, e.g., Germany (demotion of Woden, who should be the counterpart of Jove) and Roman North Africa (the elevation of Saturn).

In its travels from the Mediterranean Basin to the Akan in West Africa something was lost: the identification of the visible planets with the spirits, or “genii,” as Christaller referred to them. In previous diffusions the characteristics of the planetary deities were modified, as noted above, but losing the planetary connection altogether might seem to negate the Akan week as being a planetary week. However, we started out considering a culture-complex, and the culture-complex of the planetary week
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has four culture-items; the connection to the planets is listed (above) as number two. The retention of seven for the number of days in a week is, one might say, a ghostly reflection of their former place in the system. The other three culture-items in the culture-complex are present.

We should note that all the peoples in the regions surrounding the Akan peoples have a different type of week. Theirs is a common premodern type of week among farming peoples – the market week. The early Romans and Aztecs had market weeks. A market week is based on the number of days in the periodicity of an area’s market. In an area where a market is needed every day, among the neighbors of the Akan, the buying and selling might take place in four different locales within a local area, each market offering easier access to a quarter, more or less, of the area’s population. Most market weeks in western Africa seem to be four-day weeks, but an eight-day market week is not uncommon. The eight-day week may be simply a doubling of a four-day week. The name of the day is the name of the market that is open on that day. A six-day market week also existed but seems to have been less common.

Doing fieldwork north of the Akan in the 1970’s, I never knew where the market was on any given day. It was not a problem for Edmond Zinaku, my interpreter and assistant. He merely had to know what day of the four-day week it was and he could tell me where we needed to go to buy some provisions.

Into a vast region of market weeks, the planetary week intruded but remains the exclusive possession of a single group, the Akan. As Christaller recognized, the peculiarities of the Akan week suggest that it was borrowed from some outside location.

Long distance trade in Roman times did not directly reach from North Africa all the way to the rain forest of the Guinea Coast. An intermediary connection is therefore needed. The Sudanese kingdom of Ghana could have been the linkage. We cannot say that the people of Ghana, about a millennium ago, had a planetary week; our information on them is limited to some comments by a few writers in Arabic (before the kingdom was overthrown by Islamic jihadists), and a modicum of archeological excavation, in neither of which is any indication of a planetary week. Given the nature of extant evidence this lack is not surprising. “A lack of evidence is not evidence of a lack.”

The planetary week arrived among the Akan, we may deduce, by traveling along the routes of the gold trade. The earliest reference to Ghana – “the land of gold” – was by the Arab geographer al-Fazari in the late eighth century (Law 1978: 203). The Arab invasion of Western North Africa, which thereafter became known as the Maghreb, was in the mid-seventh century, approximately a century prior to al-Fazari’s account. During much of that century the Arab invaders were engaged in overcoming the resistance of the remnants of Byzantine opposition and the Berber, Punic, and retired and settled Roman legionnaire (who were Latin-speaking) inhabitants. So it seems the new masters of North Africa turned their attention to
trans-Saharan exchange of salt and textiles for gold about as soon as pacification of the Maghreb permitted.

The absence of a Latin reference to Ghana causes some scholars to wonder if there was any contact between Romans and any people south of the Sahara. It is probable that no individual from Italy ever reached that far south, but that does not exclude traders from the Roman provinces of “Africa” or “Mauritania” carrying on commercial or other exchanges with Black Africa. Traders in the Carthaginian tradition would be secretive of their source of riches, and the Roman overlords may have been ignorant of this over-the-desert trade. The character of the Akan “owner” of Saturday, consistent with the North African perception of Saturn’s day rather than the Roman “owner” of that day, suggests that Romans were not the conveyer of the planetary week, who must have been identical with the trans-Saharan traders. This Carthaginian element in the Akan planetary week argues for Punic traders and not Roman traders. Absence of a mention of “Ghana” in Roman writings could be due to the fact that the word “Ghana” as the name of the country was a mistaken Arabic creation (Levtzion 1973: 3). The word Ghana was one of the titles of the king; another was Tunka. The name of the country in the oral traditions, as Levtzion points out, is Wagadu. If the Romans knew of the kingdom they would have known it by some other name, perhaps as mistaken as the Arabic appellation which has persisted via translations of writings until it is our common modern designation for the kingdom.

Gold is not a common commodity. It is found in only a small number of localities. The area occupied by the Akan people is one, and unlike the others in western Africa south of the Sahara, it is in the rain forest (difficult to penetrate), feared by outsiders as the “jungle”. The reason traders from the grassland north of the rain forest wanted to penetrate this forest was to obtain trade goods. There was kola, a nut desired for its qualities (e.g., to staunch thirst), and salt from salt-ponds on the coast, but especially there was the gold, which was of greater value than the other forest products. There is no doubt that gold was the most alluring (and profitable) attraction (Sutherland 1959: 8). The people of Old Ghana did not have gold in their own territory but obtained it from people who lived in areas where it was mined or collected. The gold producing areas outside the forest were the earlier suppliers of gold for Ghana but eventually the Akan area was also developed as a producer of gold. Gold suggests a sufficient reason for the linkage of the Akan to Old Ghana. Historians and anthropologists will continue to

---

4. “One of the rarest of metals, it had gained a peculiar and indeed unique place in human experience. Taste and style may change… but there are few in any age who are not immediately affected by the colour and luster of gold.” The profit from the Akan gold came only partially to the Akan producers; Ghana kept its share from the trade and the trans-Saharan traders probably acquired the largest portion.
debate the connection, but they should no longer ignore the planetary week among the Akan. How did it get to the forested coast of Guinea if Ghana was not the donor?
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PART II

African languages – Synchronous studies
Gender distinction and affirmative copula clauses in Zargulla*

Azeb Amha
Leiden University

In Omotic, grammatical gender that is expressed through agreement between associated words and equally affecting animate and inanimate nouns is not common. Rather, the system of gender-marking in Omotic mostly involves direct-marking on the noun and it is semantically determined, i.e., the system classifies (large) animate nouns according to their biological gender and leaves inanimate nouns unmarked or marks all inanimate nouns categorically as either masculine or feminine. In Zargulla feminine and masculine gender is morphologically distinguished in the following areas: in verbal subject-agreement marking, definiteness marking in nouns and in third person singular pronouns. Moreover, Zargulla has two copula markers: -tte and -tta, the distribution of which partly corresponds to masculine and feminine gender respectively. The focus of the present contribution is on these two morphemes. We show that the gender-marking role of the two morphemes is diminishing and that they are grammaticalizing into two different discourse-functional morphemes.

1. Introduction

According to the classification of Fleming (1976), Zargulla is a member of the east Ometo branch of the Omotic language family. Other languages from this branch include Zayse, Koorete and Haro. In the present contribution, I discuss data from Zargulla that bear on one of the grammatical features Fleming mentioned as highlighting the difference between Cushitic and Omotic languages. This concerns morphemes marking (grammatical) gender. In his overview of Omotic languages, Fleming (1976a: 36) writes:

The status of grammatical gender is different in Omotic languages as compared with Cushitic: they either lack grammatical gender altogether or have it to a much lesser extent, or use different indicators for it than is the case with most Cushitic languages. For example, many Cushitic languages classify nouns, pronouns, and demonstratives by means of /k/ for masculine and /t/ for feminine. This k/t

*I would like to thank Thilo Schadeberg for comments on an earlier version of this paper.
distinction is apparently totally absent from the Omotic languages, although traces may survive in the o/e distinction in Kafa nouns. The o resulting from the influence of a lost k, e from a lost t.

In this paper we will show that the final vowels e and a in the copula markers -tte and -tta in Zargulla indicate masculine and feminine gender respectively. Of the two endings, -e formally corresponds to the masculine gender marker which Fleming mentioned above but instead marks feminine gender in Zargulla.¹

The gender distinction in copula clauses is not consistently used in Zargulla. Speakers sometimes use the two affixes interchangeably. There are different uses of non-verbal predicates that are marked by -tte and -tta. Firstly, the alternation between the two copula markers indicates gender distinction; in this case free alternation of the two morphemes is not possible. Secondly, in dialogues involving questions and answers, an affirmative copula clause with -tta expresses that the respondent is “annoyed” with the question or “impatient” with the interlocutor whereas in the same communicative context copula clause with -tte provides a simple informative response to the question. In addition to this, the morpheme -tte has an extended use of marking contrastive focus in Zargulla. Because of these extra meanings we will not indicate a morpheme boundary between the geminate consonant -tt and the vowels -e and -a in the present contribution. We will also use the same transliteration (i.e., COP) throughout, thereby indicating the assumption here that the various uses developed from the same gender-sensitive copula morphemes. The goal of the paper is to show that even where traces of common cognate morphemes are available between Cushitic and Omotic languages, there are significant differences (innovations?) among the two languages that need to be accounted for.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will describe copula constructions in Zargulla, separating the parts which do indicate gender distinction from those where no such distinction is made. In Section 3 we will show that -tte and -tta are also used to express functions which seem to have nothing to do with gender distinction. We also briefly discuss the use of the morpheme -tte (but not -tta) as a fully grammaticalised contrastive focus marker (Section 4).

2. Copula constructions in Zargulla

When a noun, adjective, pronoun or demonstrative is used predicatively, it is often affixed with the copula markers -tte or -tta. The two suffixes may be used interchangeably as in examples (1–2)

---

¹ As Hayward (1984) showed, the k/t distinction did not disappear without traces either; according to him these are grammaticalised as copula markers in different languages (cf. also Hirut Woldemariam 2003). One also finds a k element in greeting forms of Zargulla with masculine and plural addressee: wiashidee “how is she?” vs. waakidee “how is he?”
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(1) a. hai tá maatsu-tta
   this 1SG.GEN thing-COP
   ‘This is mine’

b. hai tá maatsu-tte
   this 1SG.GEN thing-COP
   ‘This is mine’

(2) a. zargul-edé gádé-y žillá-tte
   Zargulla-PL land-NOM green-COP
   ‘The land of the Zargulla (people) is fertile’

b. paranj-edé ?úmmá-y boótsu-tta
   westerner-PL hair-NOM white-COP
   ‘The hair of westerns is white’

In conversation, sometimes the copula affixes are simply dropped. Thus, as a reaction to the utterance in (3a), the speaker gives the response in (3b), where none of the copula suffixes is attached to the nominal sâmáta maâts “fresh milk”. In (3a) the vowel u before the copula marker -tta, is an epenthetic vowel. Similarly, in (4) the copula marker is not attached to the word šaato as expected.

(3) a. maâts his-oo-s-i sâmáta maâts-u-tta
   milk:ACC say:CAUS:IMPS:REL-NMZ fresh milk-u-COP
   ‘What you consider (good) milk is (only) fresh milk’

b. hoó sâmáta maâts
   yes fresh milk
   ‘Yes, it is fresh milk’

(4) birá bíšš-att-i šaato ?angúss maák’k’-éé-s-i
   ‘It is the first wife’s child that is considered the eldest’
   [i.e., this child is responsible to manage the family and inheritance, even if he is younger than the son(s) of the second or third wife]

In some cases where the copula markers are used, the choice between -tte and -tta makes a semantic difference. The choice between the two depends on the gender of the subject of the copula clause. When the subject is masculine the copula suffix with the vocalic ending -e is attached to the non-verbal predicate; when the subject is feminine the copula with -a ending is used for the same purpose. However, this gender-distinction is not always consistently used since sometimes speakers use the two forms alternatively. Before illustrating gender marking in copula clauses, a brief note on gender marking in Zargulla is in order. In this language two (semantic) gender-distinctions are made. The distinction is based on the sex of the referent: a noun that refers to a female being is differently marked from those that refer to male beings. Inanimate nouns and some animate nouns for which such female-male distinction is


not obvious, are generally treated as feminine. Gender is marked on the noun itself through the selection of distinct definiteness markers, e.g., \( ?imats \) “a guest”, \( ?imatsázi \) “the guest (M:NOM)”, \( ?imas’attói \) “the guest (F:NOM)”. It is marked in third person singular verb forms through -\( s\) and -\( iš\) as in, \( mākkōttisíinne \) “he returned”, \( mākkōttisíinne \) “she returned” and in third person singular pronouns and demonstratives which have distinct masculine and feminine forms as well as in copula clauses, as we will show next.

In identificational clauses in which the nucleus of the predicate is a pronoun, and the subject is covert (eliptic), the gender distinction is consistently made. Examples of these are given in (5). Note that, in such predicative pronouns, the consonant of the copula morpheme is not geminated (i.e., -\( t\)- in example 5). Moreover, the last segment of the pronoun is dropped when the copula is added to it (compare the predicative pronouns in (5) with their corresponding subject and object pronouns given in brackets).

(5)  
\( ?ís-ta \) “It is her!” (cf. \( ?ísí \) “she (nom)”, \( ?ísó \) ‘her’, \( ?í \) “her (possessive)”)  
\( ?és-te \) “It is him!” (cf. \( ?ésí \) “he”, \( ?ésa \) “him”, \( ?é \) “his”)

The expression \( hoó \ ?ísta \) “yes, that is it!” (lit. “That is her”) is frequently used as exclamation when an addressee volunteers information (e.g., a name of a person, place or some object) which the speaker is trying to remember.

When the subject of the copula clause is a nominalised demonstrative, gender distinction on the predicative element is judged important (6):

(6)  
a.  
\( ha \ ?ísó-y \ sēena-áde-tta \ ?āāla-so-iš \ hakīme-so \ yēéde \)
this 3FS-NOM health-father.ACC-COP why-LOC-F doctor-LOC come-PAST
‘This one (F) is healthy. Why did she come to the clinic?’

b.  
\( ha \ ?ís-i \ sēenaāde-ttē \ ?āāla-so-s \ hakīme-so \ yēéde \)
this 3MS-NOM health-father.ACC-COP why-LOC-M doctor-LOC come-PAST
‘This one (M) is healthy. Why did he come to the clinic?’

In the examples in (6) -\( tte\) and -\( tta\) cannot be freely exchanged without changing the gender of the referent. The nucleus in these examples is a compound adjective and like all non-verbal predicates in Zargulla, it occurs in the Accusative case. On the other hand, subject-complements always occur in the Nominative case.

Speakers often volunteer simple adjectival predicate clauses in such a way that the copula markers -\( tte\) and -\( tta\) correspond to masculine and feminine genders respectively, as in (7). However, when explicitly asked whether it is possible to exchange the copula markers in these cases, their response was positive.

(7)  
a.  
\( ?ésí \ tūlē-tte \)
3MS:NOM deaf-COP
‘He is deaf’
b. ʔísí túlle-tta  
3FS:NOM deaf-COP  
‘She is deaf’

The suffixes -tte and -tta are attached to a predicate nucleus when this is in a present or non-past tense. In the past tense, the verb yéssé is used. An example:

(8) ?eeress yéssé-inna baye tá ham-é-ss-í alámù-so  
small BE.PAST-TEMP NEG.Q 1SG go-PF-REL-NOM Alemu-place  
‘Wasn’t it when I was small that I went to Alemu’s place?’

The verb yéssé in (8) above is the past tense form of the existential as well as copula verb yene “it is/there is”:

(9) a. zargúla gídda-iš yéne yílo-y  
Zargulla inside-F exist Yilo-NOM  
‘Is Yilo (place name), within Zargulla territory?’

b. hoó zargúla gidda-tte yéne  
yes Zargulla inside-COP exist  
‘Yes, it is within Zargulla’

For only an existential expression the verb yése yesa “there is” is used as in (10) which can be analysed as a locative copula in the sense proposed by Hengeveld (1992).

(10) keté keetsé gid-é-s-í malo-í yésa  
earlier house:ACC happen-PF-REL-NOM stone-NOM exist  
‘Earlier there was a stone as big as a house’

The distribution of the copula markers -tte and -tta corresponds the overall gender-marking pattern observed within noun phrases and in subject agreement-marking in verbs (see discussion above). That is, when the subject of a verbal sentence is inanimate, it is often treated as a feminine noun, e.g., through using third person feminine agreement inflection on the verb. Similarly, when the subject of a predicative nominal is inanimate, the commonly used copula morpheme is -tta, which is related to the feminine gender (11).

(11) a. minsó-y dicó-tta  
tree-NOM big-COP  
‘The tree is tall/high’

b. ʔísí deesó-tta  
3FS:NOM heavy-COP  
‘It is heavy’ [referring to a plastic jerrycan.]

This is consistent with the use of the third person singular feminine subject-agreement marker in main verbs for co-reference with inanimate subject nouns.
In “weather expressions” involving a non-verbal predicate, the copula marker -\textit{tta} is used.

(12) a. \textit{gáde-y} \textit{?awá-tta}  
\begin{tabular}{l}
earth-NOM \textit{sun-COP} \\
‘It is sunny’
\end{tabular}

b. \textit{gáde-í} \textit{?irá-tta}  
\begin{tabular}{l}
earth-NOM \textit{rain-COP} \\
‘It is rainy’
\end{tabular}

Other contexts where the copula marker -\textit{tta} is consistently attached to the predicative nominal is when the subject is the infinitive:

(13) a. \textit{muús-í} \textit{ló?ó-tta}  
\begin{tabular}{l}
eat.INF-NOM \textit{good-COP} \\
‘eating is good’ (Infinitive: \textit{muús})
\end{tabular}

b. \textit{?úšš-í} \textit{ló?ó-tta}  
\begin{tabular}{l}
drink-NOM \textit{good-COP} \\
‘drinking is good’ (Infinitive: \textit{?úšš})
\end{tabular}

c. \textit{zargúla} \textit{yew-é-y} \textit{metut-s-éé-s-ta}  
\begin{tabular}{l}
Zargulla come-INF-NOM be_in_trouble-CAUS-IPF:REL-NMZ-COP \\
‘coming to Zargulla (area) is difficult’ (Infinitive: \textit{yewe}) \\
\textit{(lit. ‘coming to Zargulla is one which causes one to be in trouble’)}
\end{tabular}

With demonstratives indicating inanimate subjects too, we find the feminine copula marker -\textit{tta}. Unlike pronouns, the consonant of the copula marker attached to demonstratives is geminated as in noun phrases:

(14) a. \textit{hií-tta} \textit{s’unduk’ a híyy-útt-e-s-í}  
\begin{tabular}{l}
that-COP \textit{s’unduk’} say-PAS-PF:REL-NMZ-NOM \\
‘It is that which is called \textit{s’unduk’} (\textit{s’unduk’} = a kind of food)
\end{tabular}

b. \textit{sénní-tta} \textit{ló?ó-y}  
\begin{tabular}{l}
that-COP \textit{good-NOM} \\
‘That is better’ (said in reference to a suggestion on where to place a guest for the night)
\end{tabular}

The use of the feminine form \textit{hoó} \textit{?ísta} “yes, that is it!” (lit. “That is her”) in reaction to an addressee’s voluntary information which we mentioned earlier is also parallel to the selection of the feminine subject agreement form in verbs or the use of the feminine copula form when a nominal predicate is an inanimate subject.

Plural predicative-nominals also take -\textit{tte} or -\textit{tta} ending as demonstrated in (15).

(15) \textit{mins’i} \textit{zagar-edé-í} \textit{dic’-édé-tta}  
\begin{tabular}{l}
tree:GEN branch-PL-NOM tall-PL-COP \\
‘The branches of the tree are big’
\end{tabular}
As we demonstrated in this section, the copula markers -tte and -tta are related to masculine and feminine gender respectively. However, it seems that gender-marking through these morphemes is becoming of secondary importance, since there are many examples where the two can be used interchangeably. We assume that cases like those in examples (5–6), where the two forms contrast, reflect retention of a formerly widely used gender distinction. Moreover, there are other semantic contrasts expressed in non-verbal predicates that are marked with -tte and -tta, as discussed in the next section.

3. Other meanings of -tta and -tte

In some contexts, the copula markers -tte and -tta express specialized meanings which are not related to gender. For example, in questions and answers, a predicative construction with -tta expresses that the respondent is annoyed by the question. In the same context, a predicative construction with the copula -tte is interpreted as a direct informative response to the question. Compare the interpretation of (16b) and (16c) which are given as response to the question in (16a):

(16) a. ha sinnó ments-é-ss-í ?oóde-wa
   this cup-ACC break-PF:REL-NMZ-NOM who-COP:Q
   ‘Who broke this cup?’

b. tán-te (dem-áčče) ments-é
   1SG-COP see-SUBR:NEG break-PF:REL
   ‘It is me who (accidentally) broke it’ (Lit. “It is me who broke it, (without seeing it)’)

c. tán-ta ments-é
   1SG-COP break-PF:REL
   ‘It is me who broke it’

Example (16c) implies that the speaker is annoyed by the question or that he broke it purposely. It can be understood for example, as “It is mine and I broke it, why do you bother”. In example (16b) the predicative form cannot be replaced by tán-ta “it is me” because this would be incompatible with the meaning of demáčce “without seeing/accidentally”. If the predicative form in (16c) is replaced by tante “it is me”, the speaker is simply stating the accident as a matter of fact and most likely he is not expecting any reproach from the speaker who uttered (16a) or he would offer an excuse or explain how the situation took place.

A related use of the copula -tta is illustrated in (17), which expresses a warning that the speaker wants that no body else interferes in the plan and makes the trip to Arbaminch. He might make this utterance even when he is going to somewhere else at the moment of speech.
(17) arbaminč’ e hang-ê-s-i tán-ta
Arbaminč’ go-REL:IPF-NMZ-NOM 1SG-COP
‘I will go to Arbaminch’ (lit. ‘The one who will go to Arbaminch is me’)

On the other hand, the same sentence with the copula marker -tte does not have such an interpretation. It can be used as a factual statement, for example when the speaker wants to introduce him/herself to someone who would drive him to the destination mentioned:

(18) arbaminč’ e hang-ê-s-i tán-te
Arbaminč’ go-REL:IPF-NMZ-NOM 1SG-COP
‘I will go to Arbaminch’ (lit. ‘The one who will go to Arbaminch is me’)

As we have seen earlier the copula marker -tta normally co-occurs with feminine gender subject complements. It is not plausible to relate the expression of “annoyance” and “threatening” to the function of marking gender. A more plausible analysis is that as gender distinction in copula constructions is losing its importance, this opened a possibility for a reinterpretation of -tta.

4. Focus and the copula marker -tte

The morpheme -tte has also acquired an extended grammatical function of marking focus. It may be attached to a verb or any other contrastively focused constituent within the sentence. In focused verbal clauses, on the other hand, the focus marker is immediately followed by one of a set of seven suffixes which co-vary according to the person, gender and number of the subject noun. In the examples in (19), the highlighted constituent (in italic) is focused.

(19) a. na?á-z-i kátsa bays-í-tte-s maa?ó šang-í
   child-M-NOM grain:ACC sell-CNVCOP-3MS cloth:ACC buy-CNVC
   t'um-us-i yeénne
   be.dark-CAUS-CNVC come:PAST
   ‘The boy sold grain, bought cloth and came late’

   b. na?á-z-i kátsa bays-í maa?ó-tte-s šang-í
   child-M-NOM grain:ACC sell-CNVC cloth:ACC-COP-3MS buy-CNVC
   t'um-us-i yeénne
   be.dark-CAUS-CNVC come:PAST
   ‘The boy sold grain, bought cloth and came late’

   c. na?á-z-i kátsa bays-í maa?ó šang-í-tte-s
   child-M-NOM grain:ACC sell-CNVC cloth:ACC buy-CNVCOP-3MS
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The masculine copula morpheme -tte is also used in cleft constructions, which is the strategy to express subject focus.

(20) a. kaat-í bíšá?a-tte waatsé kíś-a ham-é
    king-nom daughter-cop water:acc draw:inf go:pf:rel
    ‘It is a king’s daughter that went to draw water’

b. taa sädé-tte míy-é
    1sg:obj flea-cop eat:pf:rel
    ‘Fleas bite me’ (lit. ‘me, it is fleas that bite’)

c. zilangó-tte táná meič’e-i yaá-tte-íinne
    ant-cop 1sg:obj bite:pf:rel-nom that_say-cop-past
    ‘(The monkey) said ‘It is ants that bite me’”

The only difference between cleft constructions and focus and copula constructions is that in cleft constructions, there is always a relative clause following the constituent that is highlighted in the cleft construction. Also, note that in such constructions, the subject agreement marker does not occur after the focus/copula marker.

As we tried to show through a quotation from Fleming (1976) in the introductory section of this paper, in Omotic languages, grammatical gender is not widely used. Frequently only two gender distinctions, masculine and feminine are made. The distinction between these two is important for larger animate nouns. All other nouns may be generalized to one of the two classes of animate nouns or they may alternatively take feminine or masculine gender depending on size or other extra linguistic criteria. Nevertheless, some Omotic languages, including Zargulla have various means to indicate feminine and masculine gender in singular nouns. In Zargulla, the distinction
is morphologically marked on nouns, third person singular pronouns, on the verb and, as we demonstrated in the present contribution, partly on copula construction. However, in the latter case, the distinction is not consistently used.

**Abbreviations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>accusative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUS</td>
<td>causative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNV</td>
<td>converb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COP</td>
<td>copula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAT</td>
<td>dative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF</td>
<td>definite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>feminine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>genitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPS</td>
<td>impersonal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPF</td>
<td>imperfective aspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>locative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>masculine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBJ</td>
<td>object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST</td>
<td>past tense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF</td>
<td>perfective aspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL</td>
<td>relative clause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMP</td>
<td>temporal (when white)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>terminal vowel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Riddling in Gidole

Paul Black
Charles Darwin University

This is a brief account of riddling in the Gidole and Konso languages of southwestern Ethiopia, including two examples of Gidole riddling exchanges and ten additional Gidole riddles.

I owe a huge debt of gratitude to Hal Fleming for his support over a few years in my few years as a Cushiticist in the later 1960s and early 1970s. I first made contact with him sometime before 1970, when I went to Ethiopia to undertake doctoral research on the Eastern Cushitic languages there. During 1971–72 he also came to Ethiopia and I was able to spend time with him and his family, benefiting greatly from both his academic and emotional support. He became an associate supervisor for my doctoral thesis, and as I struggled to write it up in early 1974, he and his family kindly took in my wife and infant daughter for several months so I could focus on my work. I’m afraid I repaid my great debt to him poorly, by abandoning Cushitic languages as a research fellowship took me to Australia to work on the indigenous languages there.

My doctoral thesis (Black 1974) was a comparative study of the Lowland East Cushitic languages, and for that purpose I was focussing primarily on vocabulary and grammar. As part of this work I gathered data on varieties to the southwest of Lake Chiamo that constitute either a chain of highly differentiated dialects or else a set of very closely related languages (see Black 1992). In the northern part of this area I worked mostly on one of the more western varieties that were spoken around the hill where the town of Gidole was located and thus were collectively known as Gidole. I recorded the indigenous name of this western variety as kap D’iraashâte, the language of D’iráash, while eastern varieties were called D’iraytât. In the rolling country along the western side of the valley south of Gidole I studied varieties of what is generally known as Konso, although the indigenous name of those I worked most on was áfaa Kárâtti’, the language of Káratti.

For the most part I focussed on the grammar (Black 1973a) and vocabulary (Black 1973b; Black & Otto 1973) of these languages. While I also recorded a number of texts, I did not attempt to report on them before, aside from a reference to an account of Konso origins in Black (1976). In Hal’s honour I here provide an account of some Gidole riddles I recorded in early 1971.
The Gidole (and Konso) root for “riddle” hiipp-. This root alone can be used as a verb meaning “to tell a riddle”, while the corresponding noun for “riddle” is Gidole hiippót (Konso hiippaa). These riddles seem to be conventionalised, with answers that are difficult to guess; as in the case of Western knock-knock jokes or the so-called elephant jokes, it seems that you either know the answer or you don’t. They seem broadly similar to the Oromo (“Galla”) riddles published long ago by Cerulli (1922); I have not yet seen Mous’ (2000) more recent paper on riddling in Iraqw.

I did not observe the actual practice of riddling, but I was told that riddles might be exchanged by people working on some common task, such as (to use a Konso example) women taking seeds out of cotton bolls or spinning thread. For Gidole my informant fabricated two examples of the sort of interaction that might be involved, and after I give these I will list ten other riddles that I recorded.

I regret that my transcription is imprecise and I have not been able to check it fully. Gidole has a system of five vowels i, e, a, o, u that can occur both short and long, with long vowels written as double. While I ended up transcribing some words with final consonants, I now suspect that morphophonemically, at least, these are better taken to have final short vowels, while the final short vowels I recorded are morphophonemically long. I’ve marked contrastive accent as acute, but I never worked out its complications. Gidole has stop consonants p, t, c, and k that vary from fully voiced (as between vowels) to voiceless (when doubled). Like Amharic it has glottalised stops p’, t’, c’, and k’, and like Konso it also has an implosive d’. In other environments the apostrophe (’) is used to represent a glottal stop. Voiceless fricatives are transcribed as f, s, sh, and h, nasals as m, n, ny, and ng (although I agree with Hans Jürgen Sasse (personal communication) that ng it merely an allophone of n found before velars and the glottal stop), and there is a lateral l, rhotic r, and the semivowels w and y.

In the first example of Gidole interaction speaker B is able to guess the answer to A’s riddle:

A: *Hiippó.* [Said by someone ready to tell a riddle.]
B: *Hipáyt.* [Response to the above.]
A: *Himpírru mínas mánapaw hiip.* A fine house up on Himpírru [a place?].
B: *K’orayyám?* [Is it] wood?
   *Maném?* A house?
   *K’uddëetem?* A thorn?
   *Kaasa kamantë?* Horn of a cow?
   ’*Innúkk’oyyi.* [expression of puzzlement?]
   ’*Innole kalanem?* Is it living with us?
   ’*Innole hekiyanem?* Is it with us?
A: *Heyyé. Hekiyani.* Yes. It’s is.
B: Kōrayyām? Is it wood?
A: Heyyé kōrayya. Yes, it’s wood.

Sherk’ sip mina kiyyu (kidā). (Say) the hook at the end of a spindle.

Frankly, I have no idea why A conceded the answer to B here; the hook of a spindle seems a far cry from B’s guess of kōrayya, a plural of kōyrr “tree” that I also recorded as meaning “firewood” and which I have thus translated as “wood” here. Note also how the word kidā “say” at the end of the answer is apparently optional: for this riddle it was given only when the basic riddle was repeated later, without the interaction, and you will also see it in the answer of some but not all other riddles. A grammatical feature rather obvious in the above is the final question marker -m.

The second Gidole example shows what happens when B fails to guess the answer: B has to give A a “country”, which in this case is Konso.

A: Hiippó. [Said by someone ready to tell a riddle.]
B: Hipáyt. [Response to the above.]
A: ’ È ’attátt ’onāalel tāwé. I am white and I’m going away to ’Aaleel.
B: Háyḍam? Is it fat?
 Fuuttám? Is it cotton?
 Fá’kanam? Is it wood?
 Páursorkám? Is it chips?
 Maaná? What is it?
A: Teek ’ampayyaam mok? Are they poor old people?
 ’Innu’ daattinkid‘aw. Say what you’ll give us.
B: Maan a’ishaaki? What do you answer?
 ’Add’ ajfootintáne. You can’t.
A: Maan ’ahintane? What do you want?
 Maan an’inádaanin? What will we give you?
B: Káratt. Konso.
A: ’Am Karatt ’ináddannahinam. We don’t want to give you Konso.

Here are ten examples of Gidole riddles, beginning with the above and its expected answer.

1. ’È ’attátt ’onāalel tāwé. I am white and I’m going away to ’Aaleel.
 ’Anc’uha hawkètat kidā. Say spitting out remains of sugarcane stalk.

 Irrimash. Anthill.
3. Namse heel tooyu dama d’ayi. Give food to the man who’s looking at you.
   Fildā. A small hole or crack [e.g., in a pot].
4. Usaakan het ’inanshaw pat róopane When I put butter on my daughter’s back, it doesn’t stay.
   ’am kár ’éliyyam. When we put water on kaat leaves, it doesn’t stay.
   Láappa káat kár het hakakāan
5. ’Immawn ’ollat allap torp; I throw my son into battle; he returns without danger.
   ’iyat ollo akkanataamale mitaat.
   Kolm kidā. Say a stirring stick.
6. Hetting ’ant aningkiyyo ’anto’ he’at, When I’m going I am white, I am k’ ar el’iyyam.
   helpa ’ant mitaatingkiyyo ’ant heroom. When I return I am red.
   Dáma.
7. Helpa ’ant aningkiyyo ’ant hetuf; When I’m going I am hungry, I am k’ ar ’elíyyam.
   helpa ’ant mitaatingkiyyo ant hek’uuh. When I return I am full. Say sack.
   ’Áakal kidâ.
8. Hintlí koomód’. Bend up and down.
   C’úhuuna. A worm.
   Shokke pác’ a kidâ. Another [answer] is a sickle.
9. ’Ilshiw ’awmit Móoha tooy. My eye always looks to God [or Venus].
   Síitta teltetet kidâ. Say tail of a goat.
10. Páana Mashóole märk’äm markâ. The road to Mashile is meandering.
    Sind’a horma kidâ. Say the urine of an ox.
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PART III

African languages – Classification and prehistory
A lexicostatistical comparison of Omotic languages
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The taxonomy of the Omotic language family is thoroughly analyzed. The hypotheses of “West Cushitic” vs. a “Cushomotic” super-branch, vs. separating Omotic as the sixth branch of Afroasiatic (Fleming) are compared. Earlier classifications of the Omotic family are presented, followed by the author’s version based on S.A. Starostin’s variant of glottochronology. According to the latter the North/South Omotic disintegration can be dated to the beginning of the 5th mill. BC. Borrowings can be distinguished from inherited lexicon, though often one can only speculate on the direction of borrowing. Nilo-Saharan parallels were also taken into account. The numbers of cognates common to Omotic and other Cushitic branches on the one hand are contrasted with those common to Omotic and the other Afroasiatic families on the other. It seems most natural to see in Omotic an independent member of the Afroasiatic macro-phylum.

1. Internal classification
2. Phonetic correspondences
3. Basic lexicon
4. Etymological comments

1. Internal classification

The Omotic languages represent the most controversial part of the Afroasiatic language (macro-) family. For a long time these languages were classified as “West Cushitic”, and to this day some scholars (Lamberti & Sottile) maintain this position, while others posit a “Cushomotic” super-branch (later Zaborski and Bender). On the other hand, there are some arguments (especially lexical) for separating Omotic as the sixth branch of Afroasiatic (Fleming 1969; Bender 1971, 1975). Bender has devoted a series of studies to the problems of genetic classification of Omotic (1971; 1988. 132–33; 1990. 587; 2000. 2) (see Table 1).
Table 1. Internal classification of Omotic (Bender 1988.133)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>15%</th>
<th>25%</th>
<th>35%</th>
<th>45%</th>
<th>55%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aroid: Dime</td>
<td>Ari</td>
<td>Hamer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mao: Hozo-Sezo, Mao</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizoid: Dizi, Nayi, Shako</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafoid = Gonga: Kafa, Mocha; Bworo; Anfillo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemsa = Janjero</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gimira: Bench, She</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chara</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Ometo:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59% N. Ometo:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recently two models of the genetic classification of the Ometo dialect continuum have been proposed: by Fleming (1976) and by Bender (1988): here left and right respectively. Their results can be compared as follows (see Hayward, OLS xi–xii):

Table 2. Classifications of Ometo dialect continuum (Fleming 1976; Bender 1988)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>East</th>
<th>Zayse-Zergulla, Koyra, Gidicho, Kachama</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>Wolaita, Gamo, Gofa, Malo, Kullo-Konta, Dache, Dorze, Oyda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ometo</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Basketo, Dokka-Dollo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Chara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>Ometo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In his most recent monograph Bender (2003) offers more exact results. He divides the Ometo cluster into three parts, Northwest, Southeast and Chara. The internal structure of the Northwest group of Ometo can be constructed on the basis of
Bender’s figures as follows (Table 3; the figures represent percentages of common cognates):

**Table 3. Internal classification of Northwest Ometo (Bender 2003. 51)**

- Dokko
- Male
- Basketo
- Konta
- Dache
- Kullo
- Wolaita
- Gofa
- Gamu
- Malo
- Dorze
- Zala
- Oyda

The internal classification of Southeast Ometo (Table 4):

**Table 4. Internal classification of Southeast Ometo (Bender 2003. 79–81)**

- Gidicho
- Kachama
- Haruro
- Ganjule
- Koyra
- Zayse
- Zergula
The Omotic language family is classified by Bender (2003) as follows (Table 5):

Table 5. Internal classification of Omotic (Bender 2003. 156–57, 203–04, 286)

2. Phonetic correspondences

There have been several attempts to establish regular phonetic correspondences among the Omotic languages. Since 1990 four important studies have been devoted to this problem: Lamberti & Sottile (1997), Bender (1988), Hayward (1988), Ehret (1995). Lamberti & Sottile (1997) compared 17 Omotic languages in the following table (Table 6). The abbreviations are: Wo Wolayta, Za Zala, Da Dawro = Kullo, Ma Malo, Gf Gofa, Ga Gamu, Dc Dache, Zy Zayse, Ky Koyra, Ka Kachama, Ca Chara, Ye Yemsa, Bw Bworo, Kf Kafa, Mc Mocha, Be Bench, Ar Ari.
Table 6. Phonetic correspondences of Omotic languages (Lamberti & Sottile 1997. 253–260)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wo</th>
<th>Za</th>
<th>Da</th>
<th>Ma</th>
<th>Gf</th>
<th>Ga</th>
<th>Dc</th>
<th>Zy</th>
<th>Ky</th>
<th>Ka</th>
<th>Ch</th>
<th>Ye</th>
<th>Bw</th>
<th>Kf</th>
<th>Mc</th>
<th>Be</th>
<th>Ar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b-</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-b-</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f-</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-f-</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-m-</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w-</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-w-</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d-</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-d-</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-t-</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t’-</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t’</td>
<td>t’</td>
<td>s’</td>
<td>t’s</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-t’-</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
<td>t’s’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z-</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-z-</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-s-</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŝ-</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŝ-</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
Table 6. (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wo</th>
<th>Za</th>
<th>Da</th>
<th>Ma</th>
<th>Gf</th>
<th>Ga</th>
<th>Dc</th>
<th>Zj</th>
<th>Ky</th>
<th>Ka</th>
<th>Ch</th>
<th>Ye</th>
<th>Bw</th>
<th>Kf</th>
<th>Mc</th>
<th>Be</th>
<th>Ar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-š-</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>ř</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>ř</td>
<td>š/c</td>
<td>š/c</td>
<td>c/š</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>c/š/s</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>ř/y/z</td>
<td>ř/y/c</td>
<td>ř/y/s</td>
<td>c/ch</td>
<td>c/š</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l-</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-r-</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g-</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-g-</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-k-</td>
<td>k/k'</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k'-</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c'-</td>
<td>c(?)</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>t/c/k</td>
<td>ts'/c'/k'</td>
<td>c'/k'</td>
<td>c'/k'</td>
<td>c'/k'</td>
<td>ch'/c'</td>
<td>c'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-c'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>c'/t'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>c'/t'</td>
<td>c'/t'</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>c'/k'</td>
<td>c'/k'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y-</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y/0</td>
<td>y/0</td>
<td>y/0</td>
<td>y/0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-y-</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y/0</td>
<td>y/0</td>
<td>y/0</td>
<td>y/0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| -h- | h | h | h | h | h | h | h | h | h | h | h | h | h | h | h | h | k | x
Bender (1988) reconstructed proto-Omotic consonantism on the basis of the following correspondences (Table 7: additional abbreviations: Oy Oyda, Ba Basketo, Me Male, Gn Ganjule, Gi Gimira, An Anfillo, Dz Dizi = Majo, Sk Sheko, HS Hozo-Sezo, Mo Mao, Ha Hamer, Di Dime):

### Table 7. Phonic correspondences of Omotic consonants (Bender 1988, 136)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labials</th>
<th>Dental/Alveolars</th>
<th>Palatals</th>
<th>Post-Pals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p'</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>p f t' ts' d' ts dz s z c c j ż η ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wo p'</td>
<td>p f t',d' d'</td>
<td>s z c c j ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Da b?</td>
<td>f t',d' ts' d' ts s z c j ?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma (p') (6) p d' ts' d' ts (dz) s z c' c- ?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oy p d' ts' d' /ts (dz) s z c' c ?-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ba f d' ts' d' ts s z c' c- (ž) /η ?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Me b</td>
<td>p f d' ts' d' /ts s z c c j ż ?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zy b</td>
<td>p d, ts d' ts s z c c ż ?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ky -p'- (6) p d' ts' d' ts (dz) s z c c j ż ?-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gn b</td>
<td>p f- d' ts' d' /ts (dz) s z c' c j -?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch p f t' ts' -ts- s z c' c- j -?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gi p f t' ts' /ts s z c' c (j) ż /η ?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ye p f t' s/š z c -j- -j- -η- -η- -?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kf p'</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>p f t' c' s c c j ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An p' b?</td>
<td>p f t' ts' ts c c j ?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sh -p'-</td>
<td>f t' ts' d' ts z c c j ż η ?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dz f t' ts' s z c c j ż -η</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sk f (t') ts' s z c c- /ž</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS p t' ts' 0 (t)s (t)s z</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo p'</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>p f t' ts' 0 s z c? (c) η?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar b</td>
<td>p f (t') (ts') d' /ts s z c c ż /η ? ?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ha b</td>
<td>p f t' d' ts s z c j η η</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Di f</td>
<td>d' ts s z c' c- j? /ž /η</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analyzing the Omotic sibilants, Hayward (1988) assumed the following system (Table 8).
Table 8. Phonetic correspondences of Omotic sibilants (Hayward 1988)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial position</th>
<th>*s</th>
<th>*z</th>
<th>*ts’</th>
<th>*š/š</th>
<th>*ž/ž</th>
<th>*č/č’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wolaytta</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>t’</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>č’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zayse</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ts’</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>č’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bench</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ts’</td>
<td>š/š</td>
<td>ž/ž</td>
<td>č/č’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemsa</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>š</td>
<td></td>
<td>č/t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafa</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>č’</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>č’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mocha</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>č’</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>č’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ari</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ts’</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>č’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medial position</th>
<th>*s/*ss</th>
<th>*z</th>
<th>*ts/*ttts</th>
<th>*š/*šš</th>
<th>*ž</th>
<th>*č/čč</th>
<th>*č’</th>
<th>*č</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wolaytta</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>tt</td>
<td>/šš</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>čč</td>
<td>č’</td>
<td>č</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zayse</td>
<td>s/ss</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ts/ttts</td>
<td>ššš</td>
<td>čč</td>
<td>č’</td>
<td>č’</td>
<td>š</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bench</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts’</td>
<td>č</td>
<td>č</td>
<td>čč</td>
<td>č’</td>
<td>č</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mocha</td>
<td>y/ss</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>š/čč</td>
<td>č’/čč</td>
<td>y ss</td>
<td>š/čč</td>
<td>č’</td>
<td>š</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafa</td>
<td>y/ss</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>š/čč</td>
<td>č’/čč</td>
<td>y ss</td>
<td>š/čč</td>
<td>č’</td>
<td>č</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ari</td>
<td></td>
<td>ts’</td>
<td>š</td>
<td></td>
<td>š/čč</td>
<td>č’</td>
<td>č’</td>
<td>č</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally Ehret (1995) has presented his own set of correspondences (Table 9):

Table 9. Phonetic correspondences of Omotic consonants (Ehret 1995. 10–12)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P-Om</th>
<th>Wo</th>
<th>Me</th>
<th>Zy</th>
<th>Ye</th>
<th>Kf</th>
<th>Mc</th>
<th>Be</th>
<th>Dz</th>
<th>Di</th>
<th>Ar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*b/?</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/V_</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>b, w/?</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*p/?</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/V_</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*p’</td>
<td>p’</td>
<td>p’</td>
<td>p’</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b, p/V_</td>
<td>p’</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>p’~b/V_</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*d/?_</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/V_</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*z/?_</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/V_</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>d, z</td>
<td>d, z</td>
<td>d, z</td>
<td>d, z</td>
<td>d, z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Vv_</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>jj</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*zz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>jj</td>
<td>jj</td>
<td>jj</td>
<td>jj</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>š, s/</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ts’</td>
<td>t’</td>
<td>ts’</td>
<td>s’</td>
<td>č’</td>
<td>č’</td>
<td>ts’</td>
<td>ž/V_</td>
<td>ts’</td>
<td>t’</td>
<td>ts’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*g</td>
<td>d’</td>
<td>d’</td>
<td>d’</td>
<td>d’</td>
<td>d’</td>
<td>d’</td>
<td>d’</td>
<td>d’</td>
<td>d’</td>
<td>d’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*x/?_</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
### Table 10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P-Om</th>
<th>Wo</th>
<th>Me</th>
<th>Zy</th>
<th>Ye</th>
<th>Kf</th>
<th>Mc</th>
<th>Be</th>
<th>Dz</th>
<th>Di</th>
<th>Ar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/V_</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>d'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*x_/P_</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/V_</td>
<td>0, k/</td>
<td>d'</td>
<td>0, d_/V_</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0, k/</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>d'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*k'/P_</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>d'</td>
<td>q</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*č/V_</td>
<td>č</td>
<td>č</td>
<td>č</td>
<td>č</td>
<td>č</td>
<td>č</td>
<td>č</td>
<td>č</td>
<td>č</td>
<td>č</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*s_/V_</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*š_/V_</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>š</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ž_/V_</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>ž</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*č'/V_</td>
<td>č'</td>
<td>č'</td>
<td>č'</td>
<td>č'</td>
<td>č'</td>
<td>č'</td>
<td>č'</td>
<td>č'</td>
<td>č'</td>
<td>č'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ň</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*?<em>/V</em></td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>(?)</td>
<td>(?)</td>
<td>(?)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*h_/P_</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*h_/?_</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*l_/VC</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*?_/VB</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*?_/VN</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/V_</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*d'/P_</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>d'</td>
<td>d'</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>d'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/V_</td>
<td>d'</td>
<td>d'</td>
<td>d'</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>d'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*r_/V_</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*w_/?_</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The symbols č, š, ř, represent the retroflex sounds designated as č, š, ř, respectively by Hayward (see above).

### 3. Results of the present study

Applying the recalibrated variant of glottochronology formulated by Sergei Starostin, for the partial classifications of the individual Omotic groups the following figures resulted (Table 10).
Table 10. Partial classifications of Omotic subgroups (A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>South Omotic</th>
<th>60%</th>
<th>−620</th>
<th>77%</th>
<th>220</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dime</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ari</td>
<td></td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>620</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubamer</td>
<td></td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>840</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galila</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shako</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hozo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bworo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bench</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>620</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gimirra</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seze</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shako</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hozo</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seze</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>−1180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maoid</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nayo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>−1180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mao</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following diagram the absolute chronology is in centuries (Table 11).

Table 11. Partial classifications of Omotic subgroups (B)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Omotic</th>
<th>16%</th>
<th>−49</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South Omotic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizoid</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>−29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gimirra</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>−17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zayse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolaita</td>
<td>50−64%</td>
<td>−10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWom.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basketo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chara</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>−21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gonga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemsa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maooid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aroid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Basic lexicon of Omotic (Table 12)

Table 12. Standard 100-word-list with some additional items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>lg. / gloss</th>
<th>1. all</th>
<th>2. ashes</th>
<th>3. bark</th>
<th>4. belly</th>
<th>5. big</th>
<th>6. bird</th>
<th>7. bite</th>
<th>8. black</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basketo</td>
<td>woytsǐ</td>
<td>bûdà</td>
<td>k'ura</td>
<td>milla; lippe</td>
<td>b'ets</td>
<td>kafa</td>
<td>d'ag</td>
<td>karts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dokka</td>
<td>wąytsǐ</td>
<td>buda</td>
<td>k'urra</td>
<td>mille</td>
<td>bêçe</td>
<td>kafi, kapí</td>
<td>d'ak-</td>
<td>kartsí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>bija</td>
<td>bidinsi</td>
<td>k'uri</td>
<td>gobi</td>
<td>d'êpi; pu:pi</td>
<td>kàfì</td>
<td>dàjì-</td>
<td>karts'I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolaita</td>
<td>ubbay</td>
<td>bidin-ta</td>
<td>fo:kuwa; Ce</td>
<td>ul-ua</td>
<td>gità</td>
<td>kaf-ua</td>
<td>sa'-</td>
<td>kareetta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kullo</td>
<td>'ubbà</td>
<td>bidinsa</td>
<td>po:k'-ua</td>
<td>gawo</td>
<td>dar-ua</td>
<td>kàp'-ua</td>
<td>sa'-</td>
<td>keretsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancha</td>
<td>wuuri</td>
<td>bidinssà</td>
<td>po:k'o</td>
<td>'ul-ua</td>
<td>dara</td>
<td>kàp'o</td>
<td>sàss'-</td>
<td>karets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malo</td>
<td>'ubáí</td>
<td>wudó</td>
<td>quęk'ò</td>
<td>'ûlAmòh</td>
<td>dàmò</td>
<td>kàfò</td>
<td>sàss'-</td>
<td>kàrts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gofa</td>
<td>'ubbay</td>
<td>bud'o</td>
<td>fo:k'o</td>
<td>'ulo</td>
<td>gitàa</td>
<td>kàp'o</td>
<td>sàss'-</td>
<td>karetsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zala</td>
<td>daratyà</td>
<td>gita</td>
<td>kàfó</td>
<td>sàss'-</td>
<td>kàrets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamu</td>
<td>L ubbay</td>
<td>bidinsa</td>
<td>po:k'ets</td>
<td>gawo</td>
<td>boggà</td>
<td>kàfó</td>
<td>sàss'-</td>
<td>kàrets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dache</td>
<td>b'ue</td>
<td>muk'O</td>
<td>fok'o</td>
<td>k'antse</td>
<td>giyta</td>
<td>kàfó</td>
<td>sàss'-</td>
<td>kàrets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorze</td>
<td>wuuri</td>
<td>bud'o</td>
<td>po:k'o</td>
<td>gawo</td>
<td>dara</td>
<td>k'ep'e</td>
<td>sàss'-</td>
<td>kàrets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oyda</td>
<td>ubba</td>
<td>B bu:dɔ</td>
<td>k'uro</td>
<td>gan'ë</td>
<td>dàma; gità</td>
<td>lándɔ</td>
<td>d'àò</td>
<td>kàrts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zayse</td>
<td>'uddá</td>
<td>muk'ɔ</td>
<td>urrɔ</td>
<td>gawó</td>
<td>adó</td>
<td>kàfò</td>
<td>mèyc'-</td>
<td>kàrts'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zergulla</td>
<td>gudesa</td>
<td>muko</td>
<td>kokopoko</td>
<td>gau</td>
<td>hata</td>
<td>kàpo</td>
<td>më:ći</td>
<td>kats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ganjule</td>
<td>uddá</td>
<td>muk'ɔ</td>
<td>po:k'ɔ</td>
<td>gawò</td>
<td>arò</td>
<td>kàfò</td>
<td>sàss'-</td>
<td>karts'I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gidicho</td>
<td>'uddì</td>
<td>muk'ɔ</td>
<td>fòk'ò</td>
<td>gawò</td>
<td>arò</td>
<td>kàfò</td>
<td>sàss'; àykki!</td>
<td>kàrsì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kachama</td>
<td>uddí</td>
<td>muk'ɔ</td>
<td>S pokò</td>
<td>ga:'ɔ</td>
<td>ar'ɔ</td>
<td>kàfò</td>
<td>sàss'-</td>
<td>kàrts'I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koyra</td>
<td>uddí</td>
<td>muk'ɔ</td>
<td>ur'ɔ</td>
<td>gawò</td>
<td>ar'ɔ; 'ôrce</td>
<td>kàfò</td>
<td>sàss'; ñèwa</td>
<td>kàrts'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>lg. / gloss</th>
<th>1. all</th>
<th>2. ashes</th>
<th>3. bark</th>
<th>4. belly</th>
<th>5. big</th>
<th>6. bird</th>
<th>7. bite</th>
<th>8. black</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chara</td>
<td>úráří; fitta</td>
<td>béná</td>
<td>góna; gúr’a</td>
<td>’i:na</td>
<td>mé:sa</td>
<td>káfa</td>
<td>sás’-</td>
<td>kártá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bench</td>
<td>käng, kep</td>
<td>ts’yakn, ut’n</td>
<td>k’omp’ar</td>
<td>šíl</td>
<td>ez; B ya:z</td>
<td>šoyt</td>
<td>sats’</td>
<td>ts’id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She</td>
<td>kanj</td>
<td>ben</td>
<td>šan</td>
<td>šíl; CR še:n</td>
<td>ik’a</td>
<td>šoit</td>
<td>sats’a</td>
<td>ts’id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemsa</td>
<td>zuttera; kup’ira</td>
<td>bedna</td>
<td>goňa</td>
<td>kata</td>
<td>akama; kap</td>
<td>sa’ra</td>
<td>kara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bworo</td>
<td>unnooni</td>
<td>tulla</td>
<td>k’ook’ra</td>
<td>maac’a</td>
<td>eena</td>
<td>kafa</td>
<td>šaats’-</td>
<td>aak’a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anfillo</td>
<td>manno</td>
<td>bértso</td>
<td>opp’o</td>
<td>maa’ts’o</td>
<td>o:go</td>
<td>ka:fo</td>
<td>sa:ts’</td>
<td>a:ö</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafa</td>
<td>bulla; uba</td>
<td>tullo</td>
<td>goro</td>
<td>maač’o</td>
<td>oge; qabe</td>
<td>kafa</td>
<td>šač’o</td>
<td>aö</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mocha</td>
<td>bullo</td>
<td>tullo</td>
<td>óqqo</td>
<td>ma-č’o</td>
<td>o:go</td>
<td>kago</td>
<td>ša-čći</td>
<td>aö</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizi</td>
<td>šowitel</td>
<td>šia’kn</td>
<td>orgn</td>
<td>čoun-u</td>
<td>yak-ts’</td>
<td>kebi</td>
<td>wàs’-</td>
<td>s’an-ts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shakko</td>
<td>ke:tá</td>
<td>šia’k’ń</td>
<td>řík’n</td>
<td>B bo</td>
<td>yats</td>
<td>káfa</td>
<td>wós’</td>
<td>hãns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nayi</td>
<td>B bul</td>
<td>še’ak’ń</td>
<td>B orkn</td>
<td>B yi:nu</td>
<td>‘eac; kaf</td>
<td>wós’</td>
<td>s’ah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mao</td>
<td>můkšěš</td>
<td>p’užž</td>
<td>k’ók’ěš</td>
<td>ti:le; F šỳn</td>
<td>kément</td>
<td>kářé</td>
<td>’à ttá:zá</td>
<td>tį:šind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seze,_{(1/2)}</td>
<td>mu’kkě</td>
<td>p’sí</td>
<td>k’njkšěš</td>
<td>’obbi’k’ani</td>
<td>’ggvéťě</td>
<td>káwi’</td>
<td>sasasa:sa</td>
<td>k’ìkk’ini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hozo</td>
<td>dime</td>
<td>pe:ndi</td>
<td>šoweli</td>
<td>ubbi</td>
<td>etżé</td>
<td>dorn’a</td>
<td>ša:ti</td>
<td>tu:ta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dime</td>
<td>kull; F wu:</td>
<td>bindi</td>
<td>ńxom</td>
<td>č’ola; F ši:ne</td>
<td>gičo; F gad</td>
<td>’phi’t’e; F ipt</td>
<td>hatsin</td>
<td>zub; F ts’a:no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamer</td>
<td>wul</td>
<td>F bidin</td>
<td>wok’umpa</td>
<td>’i</td>
<td>ge:bi; L g’ib</td>
<td>afti</td>
<td>g(a)’-</td>
<td>F ts’ia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banna</td>
<td>wull</td>
<td>bidini</td>
<td>loš</td>
<td>’i</td>
<td>ge’bi</td>
<td>afti</td>
<td>ga’-</td>
<td>ć’am-mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karo</td>
<td>wul</td>
<td>bidini</td>
<td>unglo</td>
<td>’i’; M ’i:na</td>
<td>ge’bi</td>
<td>afti</td>
<td>idì</td>
<td>ts’ia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ari</td>
<td>muda</td>
<td>bndi</td>
<td>lo’ota</td>
<td>norti</td>
<td>des’-mi</td>
<td>afti</td>
<td>M ga’-</td>
<td>ga’/gak-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubamer</td>
<td>mudda</td>
<td>bndi</td>
<td>o-fri</td>
<td>norti</td>
<td>des’t’-mi</td>
<td>afti</td>
<td>ga’-</td>
<td>ć’am-mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galila</td>
<td>tunni</td>
<td>bndi</td>
<td>o-fri</td>
<td>láhági</td>
<td>lip’a; nok’orti</td>
<td>andir; baka; B d’e’ka</td>
<td>afti</td>
<td>ga’-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12. (Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basketo</strong></td>
<td>suuts</td>
<td>mek’ets</td>
<td>’ōmmi</td>
<td>micc-</td>
<td>s’ungits</td>
<td>B ša:ra</td>
<td>B zak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dokka</strong></td>
<td>su-ts</td>
<td>mik’ats</td>
<td>ōmma</td>
<td>mičč-</td>
<td>s’unjuts</td>
<td>ša-ra</td>
<td>zá-ki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Male</strong></td>
<td>sugutsi</td>
<td>megetsi</td>
<td>’d’ansi</td>
<td>mits’-</td>
<td>ts’unjutsi</td>
<td>ša:ri</td>
<td>šime; ts’i:s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wolaita</strong></td>
<td>suutta; Ch maččamié</td>
<td>mek’etta</td>
<td>t’aanta</td>
<td>t’uug-</td>
<td>t’uguun-ta</td>
<td>šaara;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kullo</strong></td>
<td>sutsa</td>
<td>mek’etsa</td>
<td>d’aantsa</td>
<td>s’ug-</td>
<td>s’ungutsa f.</td>
<td>šar-iya</td>
<td>meg-uwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cancha</strong></td>
<td>suts</td>
<td>mek’etsa</td>
<td>t’ansi</td>
<td>s’ugett-</td>
<td>s’ungs f.</td>
<td>guule</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Malo</strong></td>
<td>sútsʰ</td>
<td>mek’íts’</td>
<td>’d’áns</td>
<td>ts’ugint-</td>
<td>t’singuts</td>
<td>šá:ra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gofa</strong></td>
<td>sutsa</td>
<td>mek’etta</td>
<td>antsas</td>
<td>s’ugett-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zala</strong></td>
<td>tsutsa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gamu</strong></td>
<td>suuts</td>
<td>mek’ets</td>
<td>d’ans</td>
<td>s’ugett-</td>
<td>s’ungs f.</td>
<td>guule</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dache</strong></td>
<td>suts</td>
<td>mek’ets</td>
<td>d’ants</td>
<td>ts’ug-</td>
<td>ts’uguts</td>
<td>damena</td>
<td>me:go</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dorze</strong></td>
<td>suts</td>
<td>mek’etsa</td>
<td>t’ansi</td>
<td>s’ugitt-</td>
<td>s’ungs f.</td>
<td>guule</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oyda</strong></td>
<td>suts</td>
<td>mek’ets</td>
<td>B d’ants</td>
<td>mičš-</td>
<td>s’ogats</td>
<td>d’one</td>
<td>čiš; toya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zayse</strong></td>
<td>súuts’</td>
<td>mek’ete</td>
<td>d’áants’</td>
<td>’ëts’-; meg</td>
<td>gumé</td>
<td>šaará</td>
<td>mooš; toyya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zergulla</strong></td>
<td>su:ts</td>
<td>mek’ete</td>
<td>dans</td>
<td>de:tsi</td>
<td>t’sugumi</td>
<td>duluŋgi</td>
<td>’irtsa; mo:še</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ganjule</strong></td>
<td>súuts’</td>
<td>mek’ete</td>
<td>d’áants’</td>
<td>’ëts’-; ts’ub</td>
<td>ts’uume</td>
<td>d’umá</td>
<td>toyya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gidicho</strong></td>
<td>súuts’i</td>
<td>mek’ete</td>
<td>d’áants’i</td>
<td>’ëts’-</td>
<td>ts’uguits’i</td>
<td>dumánc’a</td>
<td>toyya</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 12. (Continued)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kachama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koyra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bench</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bwor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anfillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shako</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nayi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hozo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F dzumt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basketo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dokka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolaita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kullo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gofa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oyda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zayse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zergulla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ganjule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gidicho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kachama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koyra</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chara</td>
<td>ěáy-</td>
<td>kána</td>
<td>úš-ša</td>
<td>kó:lā</td>
<td>wó:ya</td>
<td>dů:k’a</td>
<td>m-’na</td>
<td>mó:la</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bench</td>
<td>hayb(k’-)</td>
<td>kyan</td>
<td>uš(k)</td>
<td>kol</td>
<td>(h)ay</td>
<td>buyt'; dod</td>
<td>m’</td>
<td>mul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She</td>
<td>aěk’a</td>
<td>kian</td>
<td>uš</td>
<td>kol</td>
<td>ai</td>
<td>CR dod</td>
<td>mma</td>
<td>mul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemsa</td>
<td>ětú</td>
<td>kana</td>
<td>uša</td>
<td>išma, ičma</td>
<td>odo</td>
<td>da(a)</td>
<td>me</td>
<td>kewa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bworo</td>
<td>k’irr-</td>
<td>kana</td>
<td>uš-</td>
<td>šuuk’a</td>
<td>waaza</td>
<td>gaawa</td>
<td>maa-</td>
<td>keetssa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anillo</td>
<td>k’era</td>
<td>kuno</td>
<td>ošš</td>
<td>kɔtso</td>
<td>wa:jo</td>
<td>G des’o</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>ke:no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafa</td>
<td>qito; kašo; aqqo; čimo</td>
<td>kunano/e</td>
<td>uyo; t’amo</td>
<td>šu’e, šoke</td>
<td>wamomo;</td>
<td>showo;</td>
<td>mammo;</td>
<td>gabet’o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mocha</td>
<td>qiti-</td>
<td>kūna-no</td>
<td>’ussi-</td>
<td>šu-qqi- v.</td>
<td>wa-mmo</td>
<td>šawo</td>
<td>mā-(hā)</td>
<td>gabat’o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizi</td>
<td>šub-</td>
<td>kian-u</td>
<td>bē-</td>
<td>kal-ıs</td>
<td>aı</td>
<td>gob; Y tu:r</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>mialg-u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shako</td>
<td>šub</td>
<td>keanu</td>
<td>k’ısh</td>
<td>B kırınts</td>
<td>a’y</td>
<td>tür:ü</td>
<td>’ıŋ</td>
<td>meaku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nayi</td>
<td>šubm</td>
<td>ke:anu, kyonu</td>
<td>B wóbkesk</td>
<td>B kola</td>
<td>B hay</td>
<td>tu:r</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>moala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mao</td>
<td>’a hék’a</td>
<td>kánė</td>
<td>há’ıšá</td>
<td>kángül’t’ě</td>
<td>wâ’dé</td>
<td>ké’t’sě</td>
<td>há mǐjá</td>
<td>k’élé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seze(1/2)</td>
<td>zįzitę</td>
<td>wiš[i]</td>
<td>’išmč</td>
<td>kjàámi</td>
<td>wêék’</td>
<td>k’esi</td>
<td>má:mó</td>
<td>wákmá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hozo</td>
<td>zizi</td>
<td>kana</td>
<td>iší</td>
<td>kikytamte</td>
<td>weera</td>
<td>S ketsi</td>
<td>maa</td>
<td>-kěŋi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dime</td>
<td>BF la:’d’-</td>
<td>kene</td>
<td>‘uču</td>
<td>wúcum</td>
<td>k’ame</td>
<td>hǐbō; B yì:l</td>
<td>’ičn</td>
<td>mũl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamer</td>
<td>di-</td>
<td>k’aksi</td>
<td>wac-</td>
<td>woc-</td>
<td>k’a():m-</td>
<td>pe</td>
<td>kum-</td>
<td>bula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banna</td>
<td>di-</td>
<td>k’aksi</td>
<td>wac’-</td>
<td>wacča</td>
<td>k’ami</td>
<td>pe</td>
<td>its-</td>
<td>kum-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karo</td>
<td>kaksi</td>
<td>naap;</td>
<td>M wac’ı</td>
<td>k’ami</td>
<td>F pe; tore</td>
<td>isidi</td>
<td>muk’o</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ari</td>
<td>dě’-</td>
<td>aksi/aksen</td>
<td>wac’-</td>
<td>wacči</td>
<td>k’ami</td>
<td>p’eč’a</td>
<td>its-</td>
<td>mu’ã</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubamer</td>
<td>dě’-</td>
<td>aksi</td>
<td>wac’-</td>
<td>wu-ča</td>
<td>γ’k’a-mi</td>
<td>fíč’a</td>
<td>’its-</td>
<td>muk’ã ~ γ-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galila</td>
<td>dě’-</td>
<td>akši; kani</td>
<td>wč’-</td>
<td>wća</td>
<td>k’a-mi</td>
<td>p’ič’a</td>
<td>ič-</td>
<td>mu-kã ~ γ-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25. eye</td>
<td>26. fat</td>
<td>27. feather</td>
<td>28. fire</td>
<td>29. fish</td>
<td>30. fly n.</td>
<td>31. foot</td>
<td>32. full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basketo</td>
<td>af</td>
<td>B mọd’a</td>
<td>B tama</td>
<td>mola</td>
<td>wu's’ila</td>
<td>to’h</td>
<td>kũmsi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dokka</td>
<td>af</td>
<td>šọlg</td>
<td>tama</td>
<td>mola</td>
<td>wu's’ila</td>
<td>toh</td>
<td>kumotsi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>‘a:pi</td>
<td>mali; mo:resi</td>
<td>gaφani</td>
<td>tami</td>
<td>molo</td>
<td>wu's’ali</td>
<td>toki</td>
<td>kumotsi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolaita</td>
<td>ayf-iya</td>
<td>modd'-uwa</td>
<td>baall-iya</td>
<td>tama</td>
<td>mol-iya</td>
<td>udunt'-iya</td>
<td>toh-uwa</td>
<td>kum-/mitt-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kullo</td>
<td>ayp'-iya</td>
<td>modd'-uwa</td>
<td>k'epeta</td>
<td>tama</td>
<td>mol-iya</td>
<td>guduns'-iya</td>
<td>geo'-iya</td>
<td>kumetsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancha</td>
<td>ayp’e</td>
<td>modd’o</td>
<td>balle</td>
<td>tama</td>
<td>mole</td>
<td>guduns’e</td>
<td>toho</td>
<td>kumets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malo</td>
<td>’aφe</td>
<td>m.φe</td>
<td>šugúl; k’eφe</td>
<td>tamá</td>
<td>m.φ</td>
<td>wutáts’o</td>
<td>t’s’o</td>
<td>kultsi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gofa</td>
<td>ayp’e</td>
<td>modd’o</td>
<td>balla</td>
<td>tama</td>
<td>molo</td>
<td>’uduns’a</td>
<td>toho</td>
<td>kumets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zala</td>
<td>ayp’e</td>
<td>balle</td>
<td>tama</td>
<td>mole</td>
<td>‘uduns’e</td>
<td>toho</td>
<td>kumets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamu</td>
<td>ayp’e</td>
<td>modd’o</td>
<td>balle</td>
<td>tama</td>
<td>mole</td>
<td>guduns’e</td>
<td>toho</td>
<td>kumets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dache</td>
<td>ayp’e</td>
<td>m.φd’o</td>
<td>tama</td>
<td>mole</td>
<td>wazintse</td>
<td>to'</td>
<td>kumets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorze</td>
<td>ayp’e</td>
<td>modd’o</td>
<td>balle</td>
<td>tama</td>
<td>mole</td>
<td>guduns’e</td>
<td>toho</td>
<td>kumets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oyda</td>
<td>ápe, ayp’e</td>
<td>modd’o</td>
<td>k’eφe</td>
<td>tammi</td>
<td>molo</td>
<td>wu's’us’o</td>
<td>tohe</td>
<td>ubb = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zayse</td>
<td>’aφe</td>
<td>handé; m.φd’o v.</td>
<td>S selo</td>
<td>budd’</td>
<td>molé</td>
<td>wuts’ints’i</td>
<td>tuki</td>
<td>‘akukongis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zergulla</td>
<td>’aφe</td>
<td>modebe</td>
<td>k’eφe; goena</td>
<td>budo</td>
<td>mole</td>
<td>wuzustse</td>
<td>tuke</td>
<td>komuts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ganjule</td>
<td>’aφe</td>
<td>handé</td>
<td>S bado</td>
<td>tamá</td>
<td>mole</td>
<td>wut’s’ints’e</td>
<td>tüké</td>
<td>S kumá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gidicho</td>
<td>’aφe</td>
<td>handé</td>
<td>tamá</td>
<td>moló</td>
<td>wu’s’unts’e</td>
<td>tüké</td>
<td>pumi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kachama</td>
<td>’aφe</td>
<td>handé; m.φla v.</td>
<td>S ba:li</td>
<td>tamá</td>
<td>moló</td>
<td>wu’s’unts’e</td>
<td>tüké</td>
<td>pumi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koyra</td>
<td>’aφe</td>
<td>handé</td>
<td>φange</td>
<td>taama</td>
<td>molé</td>
<td>wu’s’ints’e</td>
<td>toke</td>
<td>kume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chara</td>
<td>ápa</td>
<td>kúwa</td>
<td>kúsna</td>
<td>táma</td>
<td>molá</td>
<td>ú’s’la</td>
<td>tayá</td>
<td>s’os’á</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
Table 12. (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>25. eye</th>
<th>26. fat</th>
<th>27. feather</th>
<th>28. fire</th>
<th>29. fish</th>
<th>30. fly n.</th>
<th>31. foot</th>
<th>32. full</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bench</td>
<td>ap</td>
<td>ko’</td>
<td>kākn wing</td>
<td>tam</td>
<td>oru</td>
<td>bur; kkasas</td>
<td>to’</td>
<td>č’onč’- fill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She</td>
<td>af</td>
<td>ko’</td>
<td>tam</td>
<td>woiři</td>
<td>wuts’uts’</td>
<td>to’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yëmsa</td>
<td>aafa; kema</td>
<td>faru</td>
<td>koso</td>
<td>geya</td>
<td>ts’op’a</td>
<td>kura</td>
<td>orgo; tibo; zooma; očo</td>
<td>tuuma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bworo</td>
<td>aawa</td>
<td>ko’ottsa</td>
<td>bangas</td>
<td>tawa</td>
<td>mutts’a</td>
<td>zaanza</td>
<td>tufa</td>
<td>ts’e-en-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anfillo</td>
<td>a:fo</td>
<td>še:o</td>
<td>tamo</td>
<td>hašo</td>
<td>ya:’unzo</td>
<td>t’ammo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafa</td>
<td>a:fo, aho</td>
<td>auyor; qočo</td>
<td>wale; čero</td>
<td>qa:qo</td>
<td>yešo; ollo</td>
<td>yammo; yobo</td>
<td>batto; deč</td>
<td>čene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mocha</td>
<td>à:go</td>
<td>‘awwó</td>
<td>g/qošo</td>
<td>qa:qo</td>
<td>hašo</td>
<td>yāwuğgo</td>
<td>gano</td>
<td>č’enno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizi</td>
<td>ab-u</td>
<td>kohab;</td>
<td>bi</td>
<td>al-u;</td>
<td>urgit</td>
<td>B wengi</td>
<td>ašš-u</td>
<td>s’ož</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y kowu</td>
<td>Y tamu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shako</td>
<td>ā:b</td>
<td>ków</td>
<td>bili</td>
<td>tamu</td>
<td>orù</td>
<td>'uts; B wuts’i</td>
<td>aš:u; ša:nu</td>
<td>s’os’am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naiy</td>
<td>‘a:f</td>
<td>kow</td>
<td>toamu</td>
<td>B aša</td>
<td>ōts; B utsi</td>
<td>aš:u</td>
<td>s’os’a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mao</td>
<td>ā:fe</td>
<td>mále</td>
<td>kʷap kʷi:nt’ẻ</td>
<td>kámè</td>
<td>tśi:ŋe</td>
<td>č’ëː me</td>
<td>ts’önë:ne</td>
<td>ts’ö:ni / ts’unewi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seze</td>
<td>ā:b, ā:wi</td>
<td>k’óssi</td>
<td>ūnsu’lë / bāŋki</td>
<td>tāmmi</td>
<td>was’e</td>
<td>šianj</td>
<td>dàkká /</td>
<td>S s’os’i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hozo</td>
<td>abbi</td>
<td>k’ot’a</td>
<td>bāŋka; S wá:ntoli</td>
<td>taame</td>
<td>was’i</td>
<td>šengi</td>
<td>keši</td>
<td>S s’a:nni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dime</td>
<td>’afe, ’aфе</td>
<td>kʰuštʰu</td>
<td>kʰle: F kam</td>
<td>nu:nu</td>
<td>’oroko</td>
<td>kʰobzo</td>
<td>dotʰu</td>
<td>F s’us’;-; k’ox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamer</td>
<td>api, afi</td>
<td>m:š; F durfi</td>
<td>nu</td>
<td>kara</td>
<td>kusuubto</td>
<td>roti</td>
<td>F ts’ots’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banna</td>
<td>afi</td>
<td>durfi</td>
<td>sit; srle</td>
<td>nu’</td>
<td>toila; ka:ra</td>
<td>k’us’ubu</td>
<td>roti/ru/rr</td>
<td>s’os’i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karo</td>
<td>afi</td>
<td>durfi</td>
<td>F suti</td>
<td>no = M nɔɔ</td>
<td>noa</td>
<td>toyla</td>
<td>H gols’a; ka:-b;í; duti</td>
<td>s’os’i;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ari</td>
<td>afi</td>
<td>durfi; B lada</td>
<td>siľ’a</td>
<td>noa</td>
<td>toyla</td>
<td>H gols’a; ka:-b;í; duti</td>
<td>s’os’i;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubamer</td>
<td>a-fi</td>
<td>durfi</td>
<td>silla</td>
<td>noha</td>
<td>molta</td>
<td>sungula</td>
<td>duːti</td>
<td>s’os’i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galila</td>
<td>a-fi</td>
<td>durfi</td>
<td>ke(:)fi</td>
<td>noa/noha; B lok’a</td>
<td>mola</td>
<td>šungula</td>
<td>duːti</td>
<td>č’oːč’i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Morphemes</td>
<td>Meaning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basketo</td>
<td>Bk’ommo</td>
<td>buda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dokka</td>
<td>Bk’ommo</td>
<td>buda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>K’omme</td>
<td>buda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolaata</td>
<td>K’omme</td>
<td>buda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kullo</td>
<td>K’omme</td>
<td>buda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancha</td>
<td>K’omme</td>
<td>buda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malo</td>
<td>K’omme</td>
<td>buda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gofa</td>
<td>K’omme</td>
<td>buda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zala</td>
<td>K’omme</td>
<td>buda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamu</td>
<td>K’omme</td>
<td>buda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dache</td>
<td>K’omme</td>
<td>buda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oyda</td>
<td>K’omme</td>
<td>buda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zayse</td>
<td>K’omme</td>
<td>buda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zergulla</td>
<td>K’omme</td>
<td>buda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canjuile</td>
<td>K’omme</td>
<td>buda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gidiso</td>
<td>K’omme</td>
<td>buda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kashama</td>
<td>K’omme</td>
<td>buda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ko’ra</td>
<td>K’omme</td>
<td>buda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33. give</td>
<td>34. good</td>
<td>35. green</td>
<td>36. hair</td>
<td>37. hand</td>
<td>38. head</td>
<td>39. hear</td>
<td>40. heart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chara</td>
<td>'ìn-</td>
<td>ónsa</td>
<td>číla</td>
<td>kúsna'</td>
<td>kučá</td>
<td>to:yá</td>
<td>hayt'na</td>
<td>maya 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bench</td>
<td>uts</td>
<td>digam; B s'e</td>
<td>Ra č'il</td>
<td>toh; B kw:st</td>
<td>kuč</td>
<td>deb; Ce qel</td>
<td>sis(k)</td>
<td>muzar; B may</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She</td>
<td>uts</td>
<td>t'sea</td>
<td>kust</td>
<td>kuc</td>
<td>to</td>
<td>sis</td>
<td>fikn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemska</td>
<td>imi</td>
<td>m'a:r</td>
<td>čiro</td>
<td>soma</td>
<td>kušu</td>
<td>teeta</td>
<td>weeso; odo</td>
<td>niba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bworo</td>
<td>im-</td>
<td>d'ós; še'nga</td>
<td>moc'o-k'oyi</td>
<td>ts'iira</td>
<td>kiša</td>
<td>toka</td>
<td>šiš-</td>
<td>nibba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anfillo</td>
<td>imm</td>
<td>borgets</td>
<td>m:ts'ó</td>
<td>tigíro</td>
<td>ke:šo</td>
<td>to:kko</td>
<td>ši:e</td>
<td>yibbo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafa</td>
<td>immo</td>
<td>gowo</td>
<td>gare</td>
<td>qello; et'o</td>
<td>kišo</td>
<td>gimbo; ogo; Ce qello:</td>
<td>wayo; ello</td>
<td>mullo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mocha</td>
<td>immi-</td>
<td>dóo</td>
<td>qà:ğgi- v.</td>
<td>to'o; č'e-ro t'igaro</td>
<td>kišó</td>
<td>qállo</td>
<td>qábbi-</td>
<td>nibbo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizi</td>
<td>ta(s)-</td>
<td>jež; šišk-ıs</td>
<td>č'il-ıs</td>
<td>sar; Y tsicu</td>
<td>küč-u</td>
<td>geli</td>
<td>sis-</td>
<td>lub; B čvonu = 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shako</td>
<td>á:c</td>
<td>žens</td>
<td>č'ir'ıs</td>
<td>sicu</td>
<td>kúčú</td>
<td>gáři; F motu</td>
<td>sis</td>
<td>šon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nayi</td>
<td>a:ts</td>
<td>šišk'ıns</td>
<td>č'il-u</td>
<td>tsicu</td>
<td>B kucu(s)</td>
<td>mot</td>
<td>sisne</td>
<td>B šunus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mao</td>
<td>'á tá</td>
<td>n:skitê</td>
<td>tæ'; kumtê</td>
<td>tš:ki wint'ë G untili; tis'i</td>
<td>kúsé</td>
<td>k'ëwá</td>
<td>Ě:ñe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seze</td>
<td>(1/2)</td>
<td>né:nti/ tì:ti:já</td>
<td>mätt'ı</td>
<td>t'wákàm</td>
<td>tů õnsil</td>
<td>kúsi</td>
<td>tůi</td>
<td>šeše/ k'wak'wa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hozo</td>
<td>neeni</td>
<td>matt'i</td>
<td>Š já:swe</td>
<td>-untili</td>
<td>kut'ı</td>
<td>tokı</td>
<td>šiši</td>
<td>nibba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dime</td>
<td>'imzin</td>
<td>'rngu</td>
<td>F č'ilo:šimaji</td>
<td>bande</td>
<td>'ane</td>
<td>mat'ıe</td>
<td>k'amse</td>
<td>budó</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamer</td>
<td>ım-</td>
<td>paya</td>
<td>'ek'</td>
<td>sútsi</td>
<td>a:ni</td>
<td>F mata</td>
<td>k'an's-; H sř:k</td>
<td>wɔyɛm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banna</td>
<td>im-</td>
<td>fayya</td>
<td>siti</td>
<td>a:ni</td>
<td>mata</td>
<td>k'an's-</td>
<td>sada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karo</td>
<td>inkara</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ari</td>
<td>im-</td>
<td>la'ya-mi</td>
<td>čale-mi = 8</td>
<td>sis'i</td>
<td>a:ni</td>
<td>mata</td>
<td>eser-; H wür-</td>
<td>saza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubamer</td>
<td>im-</td>
<td>la'y-mi</td>
<td>posa</td>
<td>sis'i</td>
<td>a:ni</td>
<td>metá</td>
<td>eser-</td>
<td>lip'a/lib'a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galila</td>
<td>um-</td>
<td>urma</td>
<td>č'anəč'al</td>
<td>šič'ı</td>
<td>a:ni</td>
<td>matá</td>
<td>eser-</td>
<td>bu-da</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41. horn</td>
<td>42. I</td>
<td>43. kill</td>
<td>44. knee</td>
<td>45. know</td>
<td>46. leaf</td>
<td>47. lie</td>
<td>48. liver</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basketo</td>
<td>Bušinš</td>
<td>tana</td>
<td>B woda-</td>
<td>buk’</td>
<td>era-</td>
<td>šitta</td>
<td>mayz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dokka</td>
<td>ušir‘nč</td>
<td>tana</td>
<td>wod‘-</td>
<td>buk‘t</td>
<td>er-</td>
<td>mits waytse</td>
<td>mayz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>gurani</td>
<td>tani</td>
<td>wođeni</td>
<td>goši</td>
<td>’eręni</td>
<td>’ilaši</td>
<td>laheni</td>
<td>maizi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolaita</td>
<td>kačiya</td>
<td>ta(ni/na)</td>
<td>war/-wor-</td>
<td>gulbata</td>
<td>er-</td>
<td>haytta;</td>
<td>zi’n-</td>
<td>tir-iya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kullo</td>
<td>kač’-iya</td>
<td>tana</td>
<td>wokk’-edda</td>
<td>gulbata</td>
<td>L er/-ir-</td>
<td>haytsa;</td>
<td>bokk-edda</td>
<td>tir-iya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancha</td>
<td>kač’e</td>
<td>tani</td>
<td>wor-ires</td>
<td>suule</td>
<td>hayts</td>
<td>zinn’-ires</td>
<td>tire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malo</td>
<td>kʰałče</td>
<td>táni</td>
<td>wođéza</td>
<td>bünk’e</td>
<td>’eręza</td>
<td>jččče</td>
<td>gāŋgateza</td>
<td>tʰire; kilahó</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gofa</td>
<td>kacc’e</td>
<td>tani</td>
<td>wođ’-is</td>
<td>gulbate</td>
<td>L er-</td>
<td>haytsa;</td>
<td>zenp’ott-is</td>
<td>tire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zala</td>
<td>ta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>iquorsa</td>
<td>er</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamu</td>
<td>kač’e</td>
<td>tani</td>
<td>war-ires</td>
<td>gulbata</td>
<td>L er-</td>
<td>banšo</td>
<td>zempet-ires</td>
<td>tire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dache</td>
<td>kač’e</td>
<td>tena</td>
<td>wo’-</td>
<td></td>
<td>er-</td>
<td>waye;</td>
<td>zinn’-ires</td>
<td>tire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorze</td>
<td>kač’e</td>
<td>tani</td>
<td>wor-ires</td>
<td>suule</td>
<td></td>
<td>waye;</td>
<td>zinn’-ires</td>
<td>tire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oyda</td>
<td>k’ač’e</td>
<td>tana</td>
<td>wođ’-</td>
<td>bunk’e</td>
<td>er-</td>
<td>haye</td>
<td>şinfilt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zayse</td>
<td>uššúme</td>
<td>táná</td>
<td>wođ’-</td>
<td>b’sinte</td>
<td>’err-</td>
<td>maatá waařε</td>
<td>S zabadatis</td>
<td>maayyé; L tire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zergulla</td>
<td>kač’e</td>
<td>tana</td>
<td>wođ’i</td>
<td>gulbeta</td>
<td>’erri</td>
<td>waeje;</td>
<td>waei’</td>
<td>mae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ganjule</td>
<td>bak’e</td>
<td>táná</td>
<td>wođ’-</td>
<td>b’šinte</td>
<td>’err-</td>
<td>waašë</td>
<td>S gea-</td>
<td>maayyé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gidicho</td>
<td>uššúme</td>
<td>táná</td>
<td>wođ’-</td>
<td>b’šunte</td>
<td>’err-</td>
<td>báale</td>
<td></td>
<td>maayyé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kachama</td>
<td>uššúume</td>
<td>táná</td>
<td>wođ’-</td>
<td>b’šunte</td>
<td>’err-</td>
<td>waašë</td>
<td>S de:ta-</td>
<td>maayyé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koyra</td>
<td>uššúume</td>
<td>tamba</td>
<td>wođ’-</td>
<td>b’hë</td>
<td>’err-</td>
<td>waayë</td>
<td>S’asale</td>
<td>maayyé;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>baka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ce kille</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chara</td>
<td>ūša</td>
<td>tání</td>
<td>wót’-</td>
<td>k’uma</td>
<td>ár-</td>
<td>w úya</td>
<td>gėtik-</td>
<td>mayyá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bench</td>
<td>pel</td>
<td>ta(-n)</td>
<td>wot’</td>
<td>k’um</td>
<td>er</td>
<td>koč; kar</td>
<td>Ra šat</td>
<td>may; B žo:š</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>She</th>
<th>v's; F fál</th>
<th>43. kill</th>
<th>44. knee</th>
<th>45. know</th>
<th>46. leaf</th>
<th>47. lie</th>
<th>48. liver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yemsa</td>
<td>kala</td>
<td>42. I</td>
<td>44. knee</td>
<td>45. know</td>
<td>46. leaf</td>
<td>47. lie</td>
<td>48. liver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bworo</td>
<td>k'alla</td>
<td>43. kill</td>
<td>44. knee</td>
<td>45. know</td>
<td>46. leaf</td>
<td>47. lie</td>
<td>48. liver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anfillo</td>
<td>k'aro</td>
<td>42. I</td>
<td>44. knee</td>
<td>45. know</td>
<td>46. leaf</td>
<td>47. lie</td>
<td>48. liver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafa</td>
<td>qaro; tiro</td>
<td>41. horn</td>
<td>43. kill</td>
<td>44. knee</td>
<td>45. know</td>
<td>46. leaf</td>
<td>47. lie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mocha</td>
<td>qaro</td>
<td>41. horn</td>
<td>43. kill</td>
<td>44. knee</td>
<td>45. know</td>
<td>46. leaf</td>
<td>47. lie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizi</td>
<td>ušum</td>
<td>41. horn</td>
<td>43. kill</td>
<td>44. knee</td>
<td>45. know</td>
<td>46. leaf</td>
<td>47. lie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shako</td>
<td>fera; uš́n</td>
<td>41. horn</td>
<td>43. kill</td>
<td>44. knee</td>
<td>45. know</td>
<td>46. leaf</td>
<td>47. lie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nayi</td>
<td>'ušá</td>
<td>41. horn</td>
<td>43. kill</td>
<td>44. knee</td>
<td>45. know</td>
<td>46. leaf</td>
<td>47. lie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mao</td>
<td>'i:šimè</td>
<td>41. horn</td>
<td>43. kill</td>
<td>44. knee</td>
<td>45. know</td>
<td>46. leaf</td>
<td>47. lie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seze</td>
<td>k'áli; šákali</td>
<td>41. horn</td>
<td>43. kill</td>
<td>44. knee</td>
<td>45. know</td>
<td>46. leaf</td>
<td>47. lie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hozo</td>
<td>k'ára</td>
<td>41. horn</td>
<td>43. kill</td>
<td>44. knee</td>
<td>45. know</td>
<td>46. leaf</td>
<td>47. lie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dime</td>
<td>'ušom;</td>
<td>41. horn</td>
<td>43. kill</td>
<td>44. knee</td>
<td>45. know</td>
<td>46. leaf</td>
<td>47. lie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamer</td>
<td>k'ušom-</td>
<td>41. horn</td>
<td>43. kill</td>
<td>44. knee</td>
<td>45. know</td>
<td>46. leaf</td>
<td>47. lie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banna</td>
<td>k'ušu(m)ba</td>
<td>41. horn</td>
<td>43. kill</td>
<td>44. knee</td>
<td>45. know</td>
<td>46. leaf</td>
<td>47. lie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karo</td>
<td>k'ušuba</td>
<td>41. horn</td>
<td>43. kill</td>
<td>44. knee</td>
<td>45. know</td>
<td>46. leaf</td>
<td>47. lie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ari</td>
<td>k'óšma;</td>
<td>41. horn</td>
<td>43. kill</td>
<td>44. knee</td>
<td>45. know</td>
<td>46. leaf</td>
<td>47. lie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubamer</td>
<td>γ/košma</td>
<td>41. horn</td>
<td>43. kill</td>
<td>44. knee</td>
<td>45. know</td>
<td>46. leaf</td>
<td>47. lie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galila</td>
<td>βa 'li</td>
<td>41. horn</td>
<td>43. kill</td>
<td>44. knee</td>
<td>45. know</td>
<td>46. leaf</td>
<td>47. lie</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12. (Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>49. long</th>
<th>50. louse</th>
<th>51. man</th>
<th>52. many</th>
<th>53. meat</th>
<th>54. moon</th>
<th>55. mountain</th>
<th>56. mouth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basketo</td>
<td>A 'p'arents</td>
<td>č'u'-č'i</td>
<td>= 65</td>
<td>B wayl'ints</td>
<td>B a:y\š</td>
<td>B a:gon</td>
<td>B ánda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dokka</td>
<td>b'arintse</td>
<td>č'u'-č'i</td>
<td>atinaé naé child</td>
<td>woyl'intse</td>
<td>a:y\šše</td>
<td>agane</td>
<td>bu'č'a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>'odossi</td>
<td>ts'aguts</td>
<td>'aši = 65 merge</td>
<td>'aški</td>
<td>'ageni</td>
<td>d''uka</td>
<td>d'anja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolaita</td>
<td>adussa</td>
<td>c'ucca</td>
<td>attuma</td>
<td>A dar-\r'ua</td>
<td>aš'-\r'ua</td>
<td>agena</td>
<td>der-i'ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kullo</td>
<td>aduussa</td>
<td>c'ussa</td>
<td>= 65</td>
<td>dar-\r'ua</td>
<td>aš'-\r'ua</td>
<td>agena</td>
<td>f'aga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancha</td>
<td>gi'ra</td>
<td>c'uss</td>
<td>= 65</td>
<td>daro</td>
<td>ašo</td>
<td>agina</td>
<td>zuma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malo</td>
<td>'adist'e:</td>
<td>č''uc'</td>
<td>'as = 65</td>
<td>d'aro</td>
<td>'ašo</td>
<td>'ag'e:\na</td>
<td>deré</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gofa</td>
<td>adusse</td>
<td>c'ussa</td>
<td>= 65</td>
<td>daro</td>
<td>ašo</td>
<td>agena</td>
<td>dere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zala</td>
<td>gita</td>
<td>c'uss</td>
<td>= 65</td>
<td>dar-\r'ua</td>
<td>ašo</td>
<td>agino</td>
<td>zuma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamu</td>
<td>adusse</td>
<td>c'ussa</td>
<td>= 65</td>
<td>dero</td>
<td>ašo</td>
<td>agena</td>
<td>\r'af'o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dache</td>
<td>gi'ra</td>
<td>c'uss</td>
<td>= 65</td>
<td>daro</td>
<td>ašo</td>
<td>agina</td>
<td>zuma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorze</td>
<td>gi'ra</td>
<td>c'uss</td>
<td>= 65</td>
<td>daro</td>
<td>ašo</td>
<td>agina</td>
<td>zuma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oyda</td>
<td>\r'argo</td>
<td>B c'uc'c</td>
<td>d'irets</td>
<td>ga-ma</td>
<td>aš'o</td>
<td>agin'o</td>
<td>dere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaye'e</td>
<td>zmab'ala</td>
<td>c'uuc'e</td>
<td>ats; Ce ade</td>
<td>laa'g'o</td>
<td>ac''o</td>
<td>ag'una</td>
<td>boc'e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zergulla</td>
<td>di:ts'o</td>
<td>č'u:č'e</td>
<td>ats</td>
<td>ma'c'o</td>
<td>'a'co</td>
<td>'ag'una</td>
<td>zuma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ganju'le</td>
<td>gall'ala</td>
<td>c'uuc'i</td>
<td>atsi</td>
<td>laa'g's-k'o</td>
<td>ac''s</td>
<td>ag'una</td>
<td>boc'e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gidicho</td>
<td>gall'alla</td>
<td>c'uc'i</td>
<td>n'a\i</td>
<td>laa'g's-k'o</td>
<td>ac''s/aa's's</td>
<td>ag'una</td>
<td>boc'e; zum'a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kachama</td>
<td>gall'ala</td>
<td>c'uuc'i</td>
<td>n'a\i</td>
<td>laa'g's</td>
<td>aa's's</td>
<td>ag'una</td>
<td>boc'e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koyra</td>
<td>gall'ala</td>
<td>c'uuc'e</td>
<td>ats'e</td>
<td>laa'g's-k'o</td>
<td>ac''s</td>
<td>aag'uuna</td>
<td>baka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chara</td>
<td>b'ad''a'</td>
<td>č'uč'a</td>
<td>á'tsa</td>
<td>bordá</td>
<td>á'ča</td>
<td>dó'a</td>
<td>mú':'a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bench</td>
<td>p'ad</td>
<td>č'uc'e</td>
<td>'yan; B a\t's</td>
<td>p'uc'e</td>
<td>a'č</td>
<td>'yarp</td>
<td>t'ul; gag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She</td>
<td>p'ad</td>
<td>c'uc'e</td>
<td>ats</td>
<td>k'em''uuch</td>
<td>a''ša</td>
<td>erf</td>
<td>gud</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 12. (Continued)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>49. long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bworo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anfillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mocha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shako</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nayi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seze_{(1/2)}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hozo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubamer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57. name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basketo</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dokka</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Male</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wolaita</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kullo</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cancha</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Malo</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gofa</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zala</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gamu</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dache</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dorze</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oyda</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zayse</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zergulla</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ganjule</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gidicho</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kachama</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>57. name</th>
<th>58. neck</th>
<th>59. new</th>
<th>60. night</th>
<th>61. nose</th>
<th>62. not</th>
<th>63. old</th>
<th>64. one</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Koyra</strong></td>
<td>sùuntsi</td>
<td>baala</td>
<td>kíile</td>
<td>k’áma</td>
<td>siid’e</td>
<td>S’öö</td>
<td>čima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chara</strong></td>
<td>sumá</td>
<td>borká</td>
<td>ká:ya</td>
<td>únta</td>
<td>sint’u</td>
<td>káyay</td>
<td>gäná</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bench</strong></td>
<td>sum</td>
<td>bar; ul</td>
<td>k’ay</td>
<td>urd; t’uman</td>
<td>sint’</td>
<td>Ra ág no</td>
<td>Ra árg not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>She</strong></td>
<td>sum</td>
<td>ui</td>
<td>k’ay</td>
<td>dutan</td>
<td>sint’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yemsa</strong></td>
<td>suuna</td>
<td>suuta</td>
<td>gaddo</td>
<td></td>
<td>siya</td>
<td>ánè</td>
<td>ku’ru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bworo</strong></td>
<td>šuutsa</td>
<td>k’etta</td>
<td>andra</td>
<td>t’uwa</td>
<td>šint’a</td>
<td>dora</td>
<td>ikka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anfillo</strong></td>
<td>ši:go</td>
<td>k’e:to</td>
<td>andi:ro</td>
<td>di:ro</td>
<td>ši:n to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kafa</strong></td>
<td>šiggo</td>
<td>qetto</td>
<td>andire</td>
<td>t’umo</td>
<td>muddo</td>
<td>tonone</td>
<td>geno; wonne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mocha</strong></td>
<td>ši:go</td>
<td>qätte mit’ó</td>
<td>andiro</td>
<td>t’úmo</td>
<td>šit’ó</td>
<td>gè-na- vb.</td>
<td>‘ikko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dizi</strong></td>
<td>sti-m-u</td>
<td>kum; morkn</td>
<td>k’al-šis</td>
<td>gwot</td>
<td>sin-u</td>
<td>Y yag-us</td>
<td>k’oy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shako</strong></td>
<td>sum</td>
<td>kum: B fá:ri</td>
<td>k’är’ şs</td>
<td>go:ta</td>
<td>B sint’</td>
<td>ig’ şs</td>
<td>k’öy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nay</strong></td>
<td>sum</td>
<td>B féli</td>
<td>B k’anu</td>
<td>B g“ata</td>
<td>s:n n</td>
<td>B isn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mao</strong></td>
<td>jë:škë</td>
<td>kílišë</td>
<td>tümë</td>
<td>këmbilawë</td>
<td>ši:nt’ë</td>
<td>në:pájà</td>
<td>k’ö:më</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Seze</strong></td>
<td>ni:ši</td>
<td>ké(té):shë</td>
<td>‘šlé</td>
<td>kësë mà:wë</td>
<td>ši:ntë</td>
<td>kë:we</td>
<td>k’wins’i /</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hozo</strong></td>
<td>i:ši</td>
<td>kí:ši</td>
<td>helli</td>
<td>šibbi</td>
<td>šini</td>
<td>huŋkí</td>
<td>S k’omaše:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dime</strong></td>
<td>m:zë; F ū:rtö:; wolgo</td>
<td>F ʻəxtiste; F sutu</td>
<td>F nuku</td>
<td>F ʻekai no</td>
<td>ʻatsi; F ġeš</td>
<td>wokb:Al =</td>
<td>BF wokkil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hamer</strong></td>
<td>nam-</td>
<td>qə:ca</td>
<td>(y)alli</td>
<td>F sutı</td>
<td>nukı</td>
<td>F -ma</td>
<td>F gec(c)ö</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Banna</strong></td>
<td>na(a)bi</td>
<td>k’orčilukum-</td>
<td>(y)ali</td>
<td>soyti</td>
<td>nukı</td>
<td>-itini; -bodi</td>
<td>kala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Karo</strong></td>
<td>na(a)bi</td>
<td>iżek’i</td>
<td>alli</td>
<td>nukı</td>
<td>nukı</td>
<td>F gec(c)ö</td>
<td>kala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Person</td>
<td>Rain</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Road</td>
<td>Root</td>
<td>Round</td>
<td>Sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ari</td>
<td>nami</td>
<td>barî</td>
<td>killa</td>
<td>sotti</td>
<td>nuki</td>
<td>-ai</td>
<td>B galta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubamer</td>
<td>na-mi</td>
<td>ba-ri</td>
<td>kilá</td>
<td>sotti</td>
<td>nuki</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galila</td>
<td>la-mi</td>
<td>ba-ri</td>
<td>killá</td>
<td>sotytsi; gelti</td>
<td>nuki</td>
<td></td>
<td>geš</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

65. person  | 66. rain  | 67. red  | 68. road  | 69. root  | 70. round  | 71. sand  | 72. say  |

Basketo   | B a:se  | B ir  | A zokats | goytsi | s'ab'a |       | B mašint | B ga:- |
Dokka     | asé     | ire   | zuk'atse | góytsi | s'ab'a | mu-mme | k'ač'ε | nek-; iyya |
Male      | 'irzi   | zok'ε | giitsi | s'abi |       |       | mašala | ge'eni |
Wolaita   | asa     | ira   | zo'-uwa | og-iya | t'ap'-uwa | yuuš-uwa | šaf-iya | g- |
Kullo     | asa     | 'ira  | zo'-uwa | 'og-iya; ged-iya | s'ap-uwa | Ce dulliyaa | A šap'-iya | g-edda |

Cancha    | asa     | 'ira  | zo'o | 'oge | s'ap'o |       |       | anc'o | gi-ires |
Malo      | 'ás     | 'ira  | sóó, bazóko | 'ogé | s'êp'o | šafé | gê:za |
Gofa      | asa     | Ce ira | zo'o | 'oge | s'ap'o | šap'o | gi-is | g- |
Zala      | asa     | ira   | zo'o | ogiya |       |       |       |       |
Gamu      | asa     | 'ira  | zo'o | 'oge | s'ap'o |       | anc'o | gi-ires |
Dache     | as      | iyra  | zo'o | ogé | s'êb'o | sîlîmo | hizg- |       |
Dorze     | asa     | 'ira  | zo'o | 'oge | s'ap'o |       | anc'o | gay-ires |
Oyda      | a-si    | e-ra; buk- v. | zok'o | ó-ge | s'ab'o | gtmbe | ša-fe | yag- |
Zayse     | gêr     | 'irra | zo'5 | oyè; S goge | ts'ab'5 |       | šeèc'ê | yi- |
Zergulla  | 'ira    | zo:   | hôke | s'abo |       | sîlemo | j-esi |       |
Ganjule   | dere    | 'irra | zo'5 | ogé | ts'ab'5 |       | šeèc'ê | hii- |
Gidicho   | 'âats'i, aassí | 'irra | zo'5 | obé/øyé | ts'ab'5 |       | šeèc'ê | hii- |
Kachama   | gêeređe | 'irra | zo'5 | óye; S poge | ts'ab'5; | Š hanta | šeèc'ê | hii- |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>65. person</th>
<th>66. rain</th>
<th>67. red</th>
<th>68. road</th>
<th>69. root</th>
<th>70. round</th>
<th>71. sand</th>
<th>72. say</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Koyra</td>
<td>gēre</td>
<td>'ırra; buk- v.</td>
<td>zō’š</td>
<td>ogé</td>
<td>ts'ab'š</td>
<td>šeeč’è</td>
<td>hii-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chara</td>
<td>īra</td>
<td>zůwa</td>
<td>boká</td>
<td>s’ab’a</td>
<td>ťamša</td>
<td>děn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bench</td>
<td>ats (atsin _woman )</td>
<td>wol</td>
<td>zok’</td>
<td>par; bod</td>
<td>šap’im</td>
<td>kar v.</td>
<td>k’amč’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She</td>
<td>= 51 wol</td>
<td>dis</td>
<td>bod</td>
<td>ito</td>
<td>k’ac’</td>
<td>makšku</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemsa</td>
<td>asu</td>
<td>iro; yeešu</td>
<td>še’a</td>
<td>ugná</td>
<td>tasa</td>
<td>zu:rà-kibbi</td>
<td>fuutu i; u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bworo</td>
<td>ašša</td>
<td>awšša</td>
<td>bira</td>
<td>werha</td>
<td>ts’ap’a</td>
<td>guura</td>
<td>šiya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anfillo</td>
<td>= 51 amitsso</td>
<td>ts’e:lo</td>
<td>go:ttó</td>
<td>ts’a:po</td>
<td>sa:po</td>
<td>k’asa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafa</td>
<td>ašo; yaro</td>
<td>amiyó</td>
<td>č’èlle; kawi; damme</td>
<td>woreto; qat’o; gommo t’éppo</td>
<td>č’ammo;</td>
<td>gudo</td>
<td>qač’o getto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mocha</td>
<td>’ašo</td>
<td>’amiyo</td>
<td>č’èllo gà-mi- v.</td>
<td>worato č’ammo</td>
<td>gú-do</td>
<td>ši-šo hätti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizi</td>
<td>yab</td>
<td>iru; vb. dieb</td>
<td>sub-is</td>
<td>kudu; Y kók</td>
<td>šap’m</td>
<td>B c’wažu</td>
<td>bullbol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shako</td>
<td>ya:b = 51</td>
<td>irú</td>
<td>sub’ım</td>
<td>ko:kš</td>
<td>kändu</td>
<td>k’amč'u</td>
<td>ge:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naiy</td>
<td>ya:b = 51</td>
<td>iru</td>
<td>B turbm</td>
<td>ku:t; B buřun</td>
<td>zigas(s)</td>
<td>B bolu</td>
<td>B maho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mao</td>
<td>‘úmbud’ witty</td>
<td>zànkít’</td>
<td>p’ömbé; k’ôp’è</td>
<td>šášé</td>
<td>šá: “à</td>
<td>hà wija</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seze((1/2))</td>
<td>’ins(_I)</td>
<td>tàntí</td>
<td>k’weí</td>
<td>šapp’ê</td>
<td>šà:k[é]wí</td>
<td>wëń k’wá:m’š</td>
<td>(1/2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hozo</td>
<td>mo</td>
<td>imsi</td>
<td>tanta</td>
<td>kašší</td>
<td>t’app’i</td>
<td>šakiwi</td>
<td>koi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dime</td>
<td>B eyyu</td>
<td>dtːbe; F k’an</td>
<td>F zu:/B zo:- z-</td>
<td>gaš</td>
<td>čeč’ë</td>
<td>F muli</td>
<td>ša:jë; F šayy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamer</td>
<td>edi</td>
<td>F dubi</td>
<td>F goiti</td>
<td>č’ac’</td>
<td>F šami</td>
<td>gi-; am-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banna</td>
<td>edi</td>
<td>dubi; vb. k’an- dobi</td>
<td>zia/za:wu; dirr</td>
<td>goyti č’ac’i</td>
<td>šami</td>
<td>gi-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karo</td>
<td>edi = M e:di M ’e:na</td>
<td>zawi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>zola</td>
<td>šami</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ari</td>
<td>ed</td>
<td>do:bi;</td>
<td>ze-mi</td>
<td>go:gi</td>
<td>čač'i;</td>
<td>dfín</td>
<td>ša:mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubamer</td>
<td>ed</td>
<td>do:-bi</td>
<td>ze-mi</td>
<td>go:gi</td>
<td>čač'i</td>
<td>očta</td>
<td>ha:-ča</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galila</td>
<td>'ę:-d</td>
<td>dó:-bi</td>
<td>zέ-mi</td>
<td>gó:-gi</td>
<td>ča:-či</td>
<td>ytulla</td>
<td>mulla</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

73. see 74. seed 75. sit 76. skin 77. sleep 78. small 79. smoke 80. stand

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basketo</td>
<td>bek'ə-</td>
<td>B bek'-</td>
<td>B do'a-</td>
<td>B gomma</td>
<td>B surk'a-</td>
<td>B gilla</td>
<td>B c'uyáž</td>
<td>B ek'a-</td>
<td>čuž</td>
<td>ik'-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dokka</td>
<td>zertse</td>
<td>B zers</td>
<td>B du'-</td>
<td>gammá</td>
<td>B gilla</td>
<td>gilla</td>
<td>c'uwa</td>
<td>c'uwa</td>
<td>'ek'-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>zag-</td>
<td>ze'di;</td>
<td>il'i</td>
<td>lah-tesk-;</td>
<td>d'aka;</td>
<td>šai</td>
<td>ts'ubi</td>
<td>ts'ubi</td>
<td>'ek'-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolaita</td>
<td>be'-</td>
<td>zertsa</td>
<td>utt-</td>
<td>goga</td>
<td>Ce zin'-</td>
<td>Ce tuumoo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A t'eel-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kullo</td>
<td>s'ell-</td>
<td>d'oliyawa</td>
<td>wott-</td>
<td>galba</td>
<td>giis-edda</td>
<td>lap'a</td>
<td>c'uwa</td>
<td>c'uwa</td>
<td>'ekk'-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancha</td>
<td>s'ell-</td>
<td>zirets</td>
<td>'utt-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malo</td>
<td>be'-</td>
<td>zéréh</td>
<td>betëZA</td>
<td>gal-lamàa</td>
<td>wë:ra</td>
<td>ts'it'a</td>
<td>c'úja</td>
<td>'ëk'-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gofa</td>
<td>be'-</td>
<td>zertsa</td>
<td>'utt-</td>
<td>galba</td>
<td>zin'-is</td>
<td>gutsa</td>
<td>c'uya</td>
<td>c'uwa</td>
<td>'ekk'-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zala</td>
<td>be'-</td>
<td>gistiya</td>
<td>ut</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamu</td>
<td>be'-</td>
<td>zertes</td>
<td>'utt-</td>
<td>galba</td>
<td>'ë:is-ires</td>
<td>guts</td>
<td>c'uwa</td>
<td>'ëk'-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dache</td>
<td>be'-</td>
<td>zë:</td>
<td>ut-</td>
<td>galba</td>
<td>zin'-</td>
<td>guts</td>
<td>c'ua</td>
<td>'ik'-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorze</td>
<td>s'ell-</td>
<td>zirets</td>
<td>'utt-</td>
<td>galba</td>
<td>zin'-is</td>
<td>guts</td>
<td>c'uwa</td>
<td>c'uwa</td>
<td>'ë'-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oyda</td>
<td>be'-</td>
<td>bu'dits</td>
<td>bëd-</td>
<td>galba</td>
<td>w'ë</td>
<td>erats</td>
<td>c'uggo</td>
<td>c'ëk'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zayse</td>
<td>ts'ëel-</td>
<td>diič'a</td>
<td>'ut-</td>
<td>k'më</td>
<td>geh-</td>
<td>erës</td>
<td>c'u:a</td>
<td>'ëe'-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zergulla</td>
<td>ts'ëli</td>
<td>gude;</td>
<td>bëčtta</td>
<td>'ut-i</td>
<td>'ite</td>
<td>wëni</td>
<td>'erëz</td>
<td>'ëa</td>
<td>'ë';i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ganjule</td>
<td>be'-</td>
<td>sërë</td>
<td>'ut-</td>
<td>išila k'ölë</td>
<td>geh-</td>
<td>guuts'i</td>
<td>c'uwa</td>
<td>c'uwa</td>
<td>'ëe'-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gidicho</td>
<td>be'-</td>
<td>sëra</td>
<td>'ut-</td>
<td>k'omë</td>
<td>geh-</td>
<td>guuts'i</td>
<td>c'uwa</td>
<td>c'uwa</td>
<td>'ëe'-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kachama</td>
<td>be'-</td>
<td>sërë</td>
<td>'ut-</td>
<td>k'omë</td>
<td>geh-</td>
<td>guuts'i</td>
<td>c'uwa</td>
<td>c'uwa</td>
<td>'ëe'-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>73. see</th>
<th>74. seed</th>
<th>75. sit</th>
<th>76. skin</th>
<th>77. sleep</th>
<th>78. small</th>
<th>79. smoke</th>
<th>80. stand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Koyra</td>
<td>be-</td>
<td>serε</td>
<td>'ut-</td>
<td>išila k.;Rm'ε</td>
<td>geh-</td>
<td>'ʃd'e</td>
<td>cuuwa</td>
<td>ɛr'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chara</td>
<td>bê-</td>
<td>dûk'a</td>
<td>kalm-; utna</td>
<td>gongá</td>
<td>gi-</td>
<td>gütsa</td>
<td>č'uya</td>
<td>aš-ne; neyt'na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bench</td>
<td>bek'</td>
<td>zar</td>
<td>wog</td>
<td>bet</td>
<td>sur</td>
<td>yars</td>
<td>č'ub</td>
<td>yit'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She</td>
<td>beka</td>
<td>zar</td>
<td>oga</td>
<td>gel</td>
<td>suřka</td>
<td>uškösuş</td>
<td>šarr</td>
<td>ita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemsa</td>
<td>biya; ičma</td>
<td>zala</td>
<td>di/duwu; muço; kewa</td>
<td>gø:go; kø:da; woma</td>
<td>afâo; gigitto</td>
<td>garo</td>
<td>čuwa</td>
<td>yero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bworo</td>
<td>bek'-</td>
<td>šooka</td>
<td>bëy-</td>
<td>k'eedda; gook'a</td>
<td>k'ey-; tokar-ey-</td>
<td>guuttsa</td>
<td>mukk'a</td>
<td>ts'uwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anfillo</td>
<td>ts'în</td>
<td>yaro</td>
<td>t'ë:pa</td>
<td>goñ;k'ø</td>
<td>tok'ira</td>
<td>ts'um't'o</td>
<td>s'uggo</td>
<td>e'ra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafa</td>
<td>bëş; č'ino</td>
<td>yare</td>
<td>kotto; bero</td>
<td>ačo; goqo</td>
<td>tokketo</td>
<td>gamnani</td>
<td>č'uffiyo</td>
<td>net'o; timmo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mocha</td>
<td>bâqqi-</td>
<td>yâro</td>
<td>kûta-; yâbba-</td>
<td>qêyî-</td>
<td>gu-ččô;</td>
<td>č'upó</td>
<td>nè-t'a-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizi</td>
<td>sag</td>
<td>butkns</td>
<td>al-</td>
<td>kut</td>
<td>sog-</td>
<td>yas-1s</td>
<td>č'ub-u</td>
<td>aš-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shako</td>
<td>säg</td>
<td>B zara</td>
<td>wóg</td>
<td>B bac'i</td>
<td>só:kt boe</td>
<td>kota</td>
<td>č'ub</td>
<td>aš</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nayi</td>
<td>B semo</td>
<td>B yaru</td>
<td>kalbm; B aša</td>
<td>B futu</td>
<td>sok'-</td>
<td>B c'oaant'ai</td>
<td>B cubu</td>
<td>B askio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mao</td>
<td>'a 'înt'a</td>
<td>šoké</td>
<td>há kâ'wâ</td>
<td>kúté</td>
<td>'a há:lâ</td>
<td>nitiššë</td>
<td>ts'uíwé</td>
<td>hà n'ũ:jkà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seze</td>
<td>šš𝑔/šaš'abá</td>
<td>šwǎkk kindi</td>
<td>k'ō</td>
<td>kùs gɔ'ŋkà</td>
<td>héh:jà</td>
<td>má.nzì</td>
<td>s'ũ'wi</td>
<td>džk'ẽ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hozo</td>
<td>šoši</td>
<td>šok'-</td>
<td>kobi</td>
<td>goñ;k'õ</td>
<td>hihe</td>
<td>t'ot'zi</td>
<td>s'ũbi</td>
<td>do-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dime</td>
<td>B ţng; F yeb</td>
<td>mâšṭ</td>
<td>F dah-</td>
<td>biče</td>
<td>F na(a)xt-</td>
<td>B tong-; biddi;k; F c'εkk'-; lek'</td>
<td>č'ubu</td>
<td>'uujuijn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamer</td>
<td>šed-</td>
<td>F beta; maš-</td>
<td>dork'-</td>
<td>bìc-</td>
<td>rat-</td>
<td>toko; F lukkà</td>
<td>č'uba</td>
<td>woy-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banna</td>
<td>šed-</td>
<td>beta</td>
<td>doy'-</td>
<td>eba; za:ra</td>
<td>rat-</td>
<td>Lrkka</td>
<td>č'uba</td>
<td>w-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Root Word</td>
<td>Stem</td>
<td>Root Word</td>
<td>Stem</td>
<td>Root Word</td>
<td>Stem</td>
<td>Root Word</td>
<td>Stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karo</td>
<td>šed-</td>
<td>p'eta</td>
<td>dork-</td>
<td>gofta; B ib'; gamma</td>
<td>wat-</td>
<td>šoli</td>
<td>c'ubo</td>
<td>wedi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ari</td>
<td>šed-</td>
<td>p'eta</td>
<td>dork-</td>
<td>gofta; B ib'; gamma</td>
<td>rat-</td>
<td>toko-mi</td>
<td>c'oba</td>
<td>wa'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubamer</td>
<td>šej-</td>
<td>doγ-</td>
<td>γ/k'urra; guftá</td>
<td>tok'-mi</td>
<td>č'uba</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galila</td>
<td>šed-</td>
<td>doγ-</td>
<td>zena; guftá</td>
<td>rat-</td>
<td>ninč’a, liňša</td>
<td>č'uba</td>
<td>wo’-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>81. star</th>
<th>82. stone</th>
<th>83. sun</th>
<th>84. swim</th>
<th>85. tail</th>
<th>86. that</th>
<th>87. this</th>
<th>88. thou</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basketo</td>
<td>B ts'olmta</td>
<td>B šuca</td>
<td>B awa</td>
<td>B wa.dá-</td>
<td>B goř'si</td>
<td>A yita</td>
<td>A yi</td>
<td>ne-na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dokka</td>
<td>berse</td>
<td>šučče</td>
<td>awá</td>
<td>pin-: gutt-</td>
<td>golse</td>
<td>jeja</td>
<td>haja</td>
<td>nen:i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>ʒogo; wut'atsi</td>
<td>šutši</td>
<td>'abi</td>
<td>wajz; s'ub-</td>
<td>'unjki</td>
<td>haja</td>
<td>nen:i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolaita</td>
<td>t'oolint-iyä</td>
<td>šucca</td>
<td>awa-'afiyu</td>
<td>wadd'-</td>
<td>goyna</td>
<td>he-gge m.</td>
<td>ha-ge m.</td>
<td>nen(-i/-na)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kullo</td>
<td>t'olint-iya</td>
<td>šušša</td>
<td>awayketta</td>
<td>A hawa</td>
<td>A wall'-</td>
<td>A goyina</td>
<td>he-nna f.</td>
<td>ha-nna f.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancha</td>
<td>s'olinte</td>
<td>šušš</td>
<td>'awa</td>
<td>wat-</td>
<td>dup'-iya</td>
<td>hewa</td>
<td>haa</td>
<td>nen:a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malo</td>
<td>ts'olinto</td>
<td>šúč</td>
<td>'awá:ta</td>
<td>hťsęd'-</td>
<td>g'ojniA</td>
<td>jěji</td>
<td>hái</td>
<td>něni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gofa</td>
<td>s'olinto</td>
<td>šušša</td>
<td>'awa</td>
<td>wad'-</td>
<td>goyina</td>
<td>hinyassi</td>
<td>hayssi</td>
<td>nen:i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zala</td>
<td>tsolentsa</td>
<td>awa</td>
<td>awa</td>
<td>goyina</td>
<td>killi</td>
<td></td>
<td>neni</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamu</td>
<td>s'olinte</td>
<td>šušš</td>
<td>'awa</td>
<td>man'-</td>
<td>goyina</td>
<td>hetsi</td>
<td>haytsi</td>
<td>nen:i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dache</td>
<td>ts'olinte</td>
<td>šuc</td>
<td>awa</td>
<td>lim</td>
<td>goyina</td>
<td>'ekkisi</td>
<td>haytsi</td>
<td>nen:i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorze</td>
<td>s'olinte</td>
<td>šušš</td>
<td>'awa</td>
<td>wat-</td>
<td>goyina</td>
<td>yendea m.</td>
<td>háنمو m.</td>
<td>ne-na/i m/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oyda</td>
<td>s'olinto</td>
<td>šu-či</td>
<td>āwa</td>
<td>bšk'-</td>
<td>goyna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zayse</td>
<td>ts'olinte</td>
<td>malš</td>
<td>k'sös</td>
<td>đakado</td>
<td>fiits's</td>
<td>S soja</td>
<td>haya</td>
<td>neei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zergulla</td>
<td>ts'ulintọ</td>
<td>malo</td>
<td>'awa</td>
<td>ts'ubi</td>
<td>goyna</td>
<td>ja</td>
<td>haja</td>
<td>nena</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
Table 12. (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>81. star</th>
<th>82. stone</th>
<th>83. sun</th>
<th>84. swim</th>
<th>85. tail</th>
<th>86. that</th>
<th>87. this</th>
<th>88. thou</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ganjule</td>
<td>ts’oolint’e</td>
<td>šúč’i</td>
<td>awwá</td>
<td>dakaada</td>
<td>naats’é</td>
<td>S sesa</td>
<td>haba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gidicho</td>
<td>ts’olinte</td>
<td>šúč’i</td>
<td>awwá</td>
<td>dakaadá</td>
<td>naats’é</td>
<td>S haŋk</td>
<td>yaa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kachama</td>
<td>ts’olinte</td>
<td>šúč’i; B paló</td>
<td>awwá</td>
<td>dakaado</td>
<td>naats’é</td>
<td>S haŋk</td>
<td>yaa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koyra</td>
<td>ts’oolinte</td>
<td>šúč’e</td>
<td>awwá; k’óse</td>
<td>dakade</td>
<td>naats’é</td>
<td>H se’essí</td>
<td>hayzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gidicho</td>
<td>ts’olinte</td>
<td>šúč’i</td>
<td>awwá</td>
<td>dakaadá</td>
<td>naats’é</td>
<td>S haŋk</td>
<td>yaa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chara</td>
<td>wónčeta</td>
<td>šucá</td>
<td>oyá</td>
<td>wát’-</td>
<td>séra</td>
<td>sék(á)n</td>
<td>háribe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bench</td>
<td>šayt</td>
<td>nyal</td>
<td>obar</td>
<td>mošt</td>
<td>unk</td>
<td>yinkuš</td>
<td>haši</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She</td>
<td>zat</td>
<td>bak</td>
<td>obër</td>
<td>aki</td>
<td>unŋk</td>
<td>-en kuš</td>
<td>aŋaš</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemska</td>
<td>baakura</td>
<td>šu’a</td>
<td>awa</td>
<td>ičo</td>
<td>unyu</td>
<td>(h)aas</td>
<td>(h)an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bworo</td>
<td>k’eeña</td>
<td>šuttsa</td>
<td>aawa</td>
<td>waak-</td>
<td>dušša</td>
<td>(ekke)wi</td>
<td>(han)ni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anfillo</td>
<td>ts’ige:ro</td>
<td>šutso</td>
<td>a:bbo</td>
<td>wa:nno</td>
<td>du:so</td>
<td>B beni</td>
<td>hani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafa</td>
<td>t’odjeno</td>
<td>t’aqqa</td>
<td>abe</td>
<td>wako</td>
<td>č’ero</td>
<td>arro; B ebi</td>
<td>hini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mochi</td>
<td>t’oḡgo</td>
<td>šut/to</td>
<td>a:he</td>
<td>wa-na-</td>
<td>č’ro</td>
<td>ōkkabi</td>
<td>hani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizi</td>
<td>biz</td>
<td>ŋal-u</td>
<td>kai; čyaž</td>
<td>B bóro</td>
<td>č’ir-u</td>
<td>eke m.</td>
<td>eŋke m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shako</td>
<td>barin; B dertn</td>
<td>šeği</td>
<td>s’eas’u</td>
<td>múšŋ</td>
<td>a:sú</td>
<td>yis</td>
<td>āz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nayi</td>
<td>B še’ca</td>
<td>B n’elu</td>
<td>B šaż</td>
<td>B wokn</td>
<td>B šokn</td>
<td>Y neás m.</td>
<td>B yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mao</td>
<td>bëlge</td>
<td>šö:wè</td>
<td>’awdó:ğé</td>
<td>hà ğaf; ná</td>
<td>j̩ng’è</td>
<td>j̩čě</td>
<td>nâšá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seze(1/2)</td>
<td>k:ɔ:zi</td>
<td>wasi/shévi</td>
<td>’àkáli</td>
<td>p’âŋal p’âŋa</td>
<td>n̩w̩ni</td>
<td>h̩j̩j̩g̩n̩e</td>
<td>’è:ćê/èt̩má</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hozo</td>
<td>koza</td>
<td>watzi</td>
<td>abbi</td>
<td>paenge</td>
<td>ombule</td>
<td>S żanţ́a</td>
<td>zaay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dime</td>
<td>bez</td>
<td>la:le; F mi:tut</td>
<td>’i:j; B e:yo</td>
<td>B go:q; F dal</td>
<td>golan</td>
<td>’iseno; F sah</td>
<td>’iseno = 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamer</td>
<td>'e:zini</td>
<td>seni</td>
<td>(h)ai</td>
<td>guli</td>
<td>aga</td>
<td>ka</td>
<td>ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banna</td>
<td>wončo</td>
<td>sini</td>
<td>ai</td>
<td>guli; dubanà</td>
<td>aga</td>
<td>ka</td>
<td>ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karo</td>
<td>kaco</td>
<td>suni</td>
<td>ai</td>
<td>dibini</td>
<td>ka; M'o:</td>
<td>ka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ari</td>
<td>manka</td>
<td>seni</td>
<td>ay</td>
<td>gali</td>
<td>aga</td>
<td>kona</td>
<td>B á(·)na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubamer</td>
<td>mo-ga</td>
<td>seni</td>
<td>hai</td>
<td>go-li</td>
<td>okona</td>
<td>kona</td>
<td>a-na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galila</td>
<td>bez</td>
<td>sé-ní</td>
<td>'a-i</td>
<td>go-li</td>
<td>okona</td>
<td>kona</td>
<td>yímá</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>89. tongue</th>
<th>90. tooth</th>
<th>91. tree</th>
<th>92. two</th>
<th>93. walk</th>
<th>94. warm</th>
<th>95. water</th>
<th>96. we</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basketo</td>
<td>B intsírs</td>
<td>ačči</td>
<td>B mits</td>
<td>nömí</td>
<td>A lukk-</td>
<td>B micin</td>
<td>B wat:se</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dokka</td>
<td>irs'ins</td>
<td>ačči</td>
<td>mittse</td>
<td>nömí</td>
<td>luk(k)-</td>
<td>söl-le</td>
<td>wa-tsi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>'indirsi</td>
<td>'ači</td>
<td>mitsi</td>
<td>lam'o</td>
<td>'a:d', dend-</td>
<td>'ôdi; tanane:na</td>
<td>wa:t:si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolaíta</td>
<td>int'arsa</td>
<td>acca</td>
<td>mitta</td>
<td>náá</td>
<td>ham-ett-</td>
<td>ho'-uwa</td>
<td>hatta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kullo</td>
<td>ins'arsa</td>
<td>acc'a</td>
<td>mits</td>
<td>namm'a</td>
<td>be-edda</td>
<td>hop'-uwa</td>
<td>hatsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancha</td>
<td>ins'arsa</td>
<td>acc'a</td>
<td>mits</td>
<td>namm'a</td>
<td>b-ires</td>
<td>ho'o</td>
<td>haats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malo</td>
<td>'ir'înts</td>
<td>ačhò</td>
<td>mís</td>
<td>námè</td>
<td>t'hérà</td>
<td>waré</td>
<td>'âtsô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gofa</td>
<td>intsarsa</td>
<td>acc'a</td>
<td>mits</td>
<td>namm'a</td>
<td>bi-is</td>
<td>ho'o</td>
<td>hatse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zala</td>
<td>int'arsa</td>
<td>ačča</td>
<td>mits</td>
<td>náá</td>
<td>ba</td>
<td>mïchë</td>
<td>hatsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamu</td>
<td>ins'arsa</td>
<td>acc'a</td>
<td>mits</td>
<td>namm'a</td>
<td>b-ires</td>
<td>ho'o</td>
<td>hatse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dache</td>
<td>intsers</td>
<td>acé</td>
<td>sara</td>
<td>nömà</td>
<td>b-</td>
<td>ho'o</td>
<td>hatse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorze</td>
<td>ins'arsa</td>
<td>acc'a</td>
<td>mits</td>
<td>namm'a</td>
<td>b-ires</td>
<td>ho'o</td>
<td>haats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oyda</td>
<td>iláns</td>
<td>'ač, pl. o-či</td>
<td>mins'a</td>
<td>námí</td>
<td>k'ir't'-</td>
<td>wùo</td>
<td>haytsi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>89. tongue</th>
<th>90. tooth</th>
<th>91. tree</th>
<th>92. two</th>
<th>93. walk</th>
<th>94. warm</th>
<th>95. water</th>
<th>96. we</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zayse</td>
<td>'intsa'</td>
<td>mits'a</td>
<td>namma</td>
<td>hám-</td>
<td>he'ra;</td>
<td>wáats'i</td>
<td>nuú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zergulla</td>
<td>'insare'</td>
<td>'ac'e</td>
<td>mintsa</td>
<td>nam</td>
<td>hangi</td>
<td>míc'a</td>
<td>wa'tse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ganjule</td>
<td>ints'úre</td>
<td>gaggo</td>
<td>mits'i</td>
<td>nam'á</td>
<td>hang-</td>
<td>mitts'a</td>
<td>wa'ts'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gidicho</td>
<td>ints'úre</td>
<td>gaggo</td>
<td>mits'i</td>
<td>náu</td>
<td>hang-</td>
<td></td>
<td>wa'ts'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kachama</td>
<td>ints'úre</td>
<td>gaggo</td>
<td>mits'i</td>
<td>nam'mú</td>
<td>hant'-</td>
<td>S binna</td>
<td>wa'ts'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koyra</td>
<td>'unts'úre</td>
<td>gaggo</td>
<td>mits'e</td>
<td>lamè</td>
<td>háang-</td>
<td>mitts'á;</td>
<td>wáats'e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H binna</td>
<td>H nuni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chara</td>
<td>'insila'</td>
<td>áč'a</td>
<td>mitsa</td>
<td>nántá</td>
<td>s'álm-;</td>
<td>hám-</td>
<td>k'é's'-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bench</td>
<td>eys't</td>
<td>gaš; san</td>
<td>inč</td>
<td>nam</td>
<td>opt; ham</td>
<td>Ra bín</td>
<td>so'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She</td>
<td>e'ts'</td>
<td>gaš</td>
<td>enc</td>
<td>nam</td>
<td>šila</td>
<td>bins</td>
<td>so'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yema</td>
<td>terma</td>
<td>aya</td>
<td>ió</td>
<td>hęp/yep</td>
<td>kutu; ama</td>
<td>gunu; kiiču</td>
<td>ağa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bworo</td>
<td>albeera</td>
<td>gaša</td>
<td>mitta</td>
<td>gitta</td>
<td>am--; šá'-</td>
<td>k'eetsa</td>
<td>aatsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anfillo</td>
<td>err'tso</td>
<td>gaššo</td>
<td>mits'o</td>
<td>guto</td>
<td>nim</td>
<td>k'e'ts'o</td>
<td>yu:ro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafa</td>
<td>eč'iyó</td>
<td>gašo</td>
<td>met'o</td>
<td>guto</td>
<td>šá'o; deno</td>
<td>qeč'e; game</td>
<td>ač'o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mocha</td>
<td>hāč'awo</td>
<td>gášo</td>
<td>mit'o</td>
<td>gutto</td>
<td>tāri-; šā-;</td>
<td>qeč'č'- v.</td>
<td>ač'o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizi</td>
<td>yabil</td>
<td>ažu</td>
<td>wič</td>
<td>t'agñ</td>
<td>teg-</td>
<td>kez-iz</td>
<td>a:i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shako</td>
<td>érb</td>
<td>ač'u</td>
<td>ińcu</td>
<td>t'a:gn</td>
<td>řn; tá:</td>
<td>B sérøb</td>
<td>áy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nayi</td>
<td>B yalb</td>
<td>B acu</td>
<td>B incus</td>
<td>B tagn</td>
<td>te; B tego</td>
<td>B k'eetsu</td>
<td>B hai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mao</td>
<td>ánts'ile</td>
<td>áts'ê</td>
<td>'ıntse</td>
<td>ju'mbu'h</td>
<td>há h'jjá</td>
<td>káré</td>
<td>há:tšê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seze(1/2)</td>
<td>jántsílê/</td>
<td>hátt'sê,</td>
<td>'innsi</td>
<td>d'mb5/</td>
<td>ššm5;</td>
<td>k'all'alá/</td>
<td>há:n'si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t'agάl</td>
<td>ha:nśi</td>
<td>nóbé</td>
<td>jájà</td>
<td>kálēwi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12. (Continued)
A Lexicostatistical comparison of Omotic languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hozo</th>
<th>Dine</th>
<th>Hamer</th>
<th>Banna</th>
<th>Karo</th>
<th>Ari</th>
<th>Ubamer</th>
<th>Galila</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S'inti</td>
<td>dombo</td>
<td>'ad'ab</td>
<td>'ats'</td>
<td>S'ínt</td>
<td>atsi</td>
<td>adab/adm</td>
<td>ači</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S'mašla</td>
<td>S'mari</td>
<td>B'sh</td>
<td>B'sh</td>
<td>B'sh</td>
<td>B'sh</td>
<td>B'sh</td>
<td>B'sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sw'nti</td>
<td>Š'sh</td>
<td>Š'sh</td>
<td>Š'sh</td>
<td>Š'sh</td>
<td>Š'sh</td>
<td>Š'sh</td>
<td>Š'sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F bangii;</td>
<td>Š'sh</td>
<td>Š'sh</td>
<td>Š'sh</td>
<td>Š'sh</td>
<td>Š'sh</td>
<td>Š'sh</td>
<td>Š'sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B'sh</td>
<td>B'sh</td>
<td>B'sh</td>
<td>B'sh</td>
<td>B'sh</td>
<td>B'sh</td>
<td>B'sh</td>
<td>B'sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F suš; F suš</td>
<td>F suš; F suš</td>
<td>F suš; F suš</td>
<td>F suš; F suš</td>
<td>F suš; F suš</td>
<td>F suš; F suš</td>
<td>F suš; F suš</td>
<td>F suš; F suš</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'a';</td>
<td>'a';</td>
<td>'a';</td>
<td>'a';</td>
<td>'a';</td>
<td>'a';</td>
<td>'a';</td>
<td>'a';</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'a';</td>
<td>'a';</td>
<td>'a';</td>
<td>'a';</td>
<td>'a';</td>
<td>'a';</td>
<td>'a';</td>
<td>'a';</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'a';</td>
<td>'a';</td>
<td>'a';</td>
<td>'a';</td>
<td>'a';</td>
<td>'a';</td>
<td>'a';</td>
<td>'a';</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
Table 12. (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>97. what</th>
<th>98. white</th>
<th>99. who</th>
<th>100. woman</th>
<th>*101. five</th>
<th>*102. four</th>
<th>*103. three</th>
<th>*104. ye</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gamu</td>
<td>'aybe</td>
<td>'Ots</td>
<td>'ooni</td>
<td>mašas</td>
<td>ic'ac'a</td>
<td>'oydda</td>
<td>hedza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dache</td>
<td>aze</td>
<td>bots</td>
<td>oné</td>
<td>indo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>hedza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorze</td>
<td>'aybe</td>
<td>buts</td>
<td>'ooni</td>
<td>mašas</td>
<td>ic'ac'a</td>
<td>'oydda</td>
<td>hezza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oyda</td>
<td>aye</td>
<td>bouts</td>
<td>ó-ni</td>
<td>B mašo</td>
<td>ic'í'n</td>
<td>oyddi</td>
<td>haydzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zayse</td>
<td>'áalma</td>
<td>bósí</td>
<td>'ódi</td>
<td>bišć</td>
<td>S 'tšik</td>
<td>S 'oit</td>
<td>haydz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zergulla</td>
<td>'álmọ</td>
<td>bots</td>
<td>'ọdọ</td>
<td>'inọ</td>
<td>'išidọ</td>
<td>hoid</td>
<td>haits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ganjule</td>
<td>'áala</td>
<td>bọtsi</td>
<td>'ọni</td>
<td>maac'o</td>
<td>S 'šic'</td>
<td>S 'o:d</td>
<td>haydzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gidicho</td>
<td>'áala</td>
<td>bọtsi</td>
<td>'ọni</td>
<td>maac'i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>haydzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kachama</td>
<td>'áalamba</td>
<td>bọtsi</td>
<td>'ọni</td>
<td>maac'i</td>
<td>S 'išidọ</td>
<td>S 'o:idu</td>
<td>hadzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koyra</td>
<td>abaw</td>
<td>bots'e</td>
<td>'ọni</td>
<td>maac'ọ</td>
<td>H 'ičiče</td>
<td>H 'odde</td>
<td>háydzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chara</td>
<td>áże</td>
<td>dálá</td>
<td>ó-ne</td>
<td>mašná</td>
<td>učá</td>
<td>obdá</td>
<td>ezá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bench</td>
<td>awu; hare</td>
<td>dal</td>
<td>on(-a)</td>
<td>mayn</td>
<td>uč</td>
<td>od</td>
<td>kaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She</td>
<td>hai-</td>
<td>dal</td>
<td>on(o)</td>
<td>wano</td>
<td>CR uč'</td>
<td>CR od</td>
<td>kaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yems</td>
<td>aanba</td>
<td>poro</td>
<td>oon</td>
<td>asin</td>
<td>uuč</td>
<td>ačeeč</td>
<td>keez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bwor</td>
<td>eebi; ege</td>
<td>nattsa</td>
<td>koonni</td>
<td>maattsaa</td>
<td>uttsa</td>
<td>awdda</td>
<td>keez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ànfillo</td>
<td>a:nto</td>
<td>nets'o</td>
<td>konne</td>
<td>mač'e</td>
<td>G amitto</td>
<td>G auddó</td>
<td>ke:đo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafa</td>
<td>abiči, amoč'i</td>
<td>nač'o</td>
<td>koni</td>
<td>mač'e</td>
<td>učo</td>
<td>avudo</td>
<td>kedje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mocha</td>
<td>ámo</td>
<td>načč'o</td>
<td>ko</td>
<td>mačč'e, gänne</td>
<td>u-ččo</td>
<td>awuddo</td>
<td>kā-ğgo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Abbreviations</td>
<td>Authors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizi</td>
<td>Yiri</td>
<td>Alemayehu Abebe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shakho</td>
<td>Yiri</td>
<td>Al Allan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berti</td>
<td>Berti</td>
<td>Allan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bkadu</td>
<td>Bkadu</td>
<td>Bender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ykubm</td>
<td>Ykubm</td>
<td>Bender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kâdu</td>
<td>iiti</td>
<td>Beke</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iiti</td>
<td>iiti</td>
<td>Beke</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>godn-s</td>
<td>godn-s</td>
<td>Ce Cerulli</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go'ns</td>
<td>go'ns</td>
<td>Cerulli</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bay</td>
<td>bay</td>
<td>CR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iiti</td>
<td>iiti</td>
<td>CR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwâčin</td>
<td>kwâčin</td>
<td>Fleming</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>igte</td>
<td>igte</td>
<td>Fleming</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizi</td>
<td>Dizi</td>
<td>Grottanelli</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shako</td>
<td>Shako</td>
<td>Grottanelli</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berti</td>
<td>Berti</td>
<td>Grottanelli</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bkadu</td>
<td>Bkadu</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ykubm</td>
<td>Ykubm</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kâdu</td>
<td>iiti</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iiti</td>
<td>iiti</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>godn-s</td>
<td>godn-s</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go'ns</td>
<td>go'ns</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bay</td>
<td>bay</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iiti</td>
<td>iiti</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwâčin</td>
<td>kwâčin</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>igte</td>
<td>igte</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizi</td>
<td>Dizi</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shako</td>
<td>Shako</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berti</td>
<td>Berti</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bkadu</td>
<td>Bkadu</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ykubm</td>
<td>Ykubm</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kâdu</td>
<td>iiti</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iiti</td>
<td>iiti</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>godn-s</td>
<td>godn-s</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go'ns</td>
<td>go'ns</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bay</td>
<td>bay</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iiti</td>
<td>iiti</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwâčin</td>
<td>kwâčin</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>igte</td>
<td>igte</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizi</td>
<td>Dizi</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shako</td>
<td>Shako</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berti</td>
<td>Berti</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bkadu</td>
<td>Bkadu</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ykubm</td>
<td>Ykubm</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kâdu</td>
<td>iiti</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iiti</td>
<td>iiti</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>godn-s</td>
<td>godn-s</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go'ns</td>
<td>go'ns</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bay</td>
<td>bay</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iiti</td>
<td>iiti</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwâčin</td>
<td>kwâčin</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>igte</td>
<td>igte</td>
<td>H Penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations of the authors: A Alemayehu Abebe; Al Allan; B Bender; Bl Baker; Ce Cerulli; CR Conti Rossini; F Fleming; G Grottanelli.

Note: The underlined words indicate borrowings.
5. Etymological comments

The Omotic reconstructions indicated by H, B, E follow the results of Hayward (1988), Bender (1988), Ehret (1995) respectively. The asterisked protoforms without any of these attributions were proposed by the present author. The Omotic lexical material was systematically compared with the Cushitic data. The comparisons from other branches of the Afroasiatic macrofamily demonstrate that the Omotic branch represents an integral part of this genetic unit, but they are not exhaustive.

1. all
1.1. Om.: (N) Gonga *bull-; Nayi bula || (S) Hamer *wull id. ||| Cush.: (C) Awngi wulla, Kunfâl wela id. || (E) Arbore bûli id. (D 190 *wûll-; Om. + Awngi + Arbore). Appleyard (CAD 22) thinks that Awngi wullá and Kunfâl wela are of Omotic origin. The Ethio-Semitic source of the type Amhara hullu “all” is not too probable (in contrary to Dime kull - see #1.6.).
1.2. Om.: (N) Omoto *ubb-/*ub’-; Kafa uba id. || (S) Dime wuf id.
1.3. Om.: (S) Galila tunni id., cf. NOm: Yemsa tuuma = H tunni “full” ||| Cush.: (E) Rendille tuummán “all”.
1.4. Om.: (N) Omoto *wur-; perhaps different from #1.1.
1.5. Om.: (S) Ari muda, Ubamer mudda id. ||| Berb.: (E) Ghadames imda “tout”: omdu “achever, compléter” (Lanfry) ||| (S) Ahaggar imdu “compléter” < impf. *ya-mduH, perf. *yu-mdâaH (Prasse 1975, 227). Takács (Lingua Posnaniensis 41, 1999, 202–03), the author of this comparison, adds EChad.: Dormo moid, Gabri moid, Chire módó “10” (Lukas) and Sem.: Akk. m’âdu(m), ma’âdu, màdu(m) “to be/become many, numerous”, ma’d “many”; Ugaritic mid “plenty; much” < *ma’d-, mà “plenty” < *ma’âd-; Hebrew m̀ē’d “very”; Arab. ma’ada “to begin to grow”.
1.6. Om.: (S) Dime kull id. < Ethio-Semitic: Geez kʷ̣all-, Tigrinya kʷ̣all-u, Harari kull, Amhara hullu id. (Leslau 1987, 281).

2. ashes
2.2. Om.: (N) Gongâ *tull- id.

3. bark
3.1. Om.: (N) Omoto *pok’- id. ||| Cush.: (?C) Awngi SLLE paq id. (or metathesized from usual qap) || Dahalo pak’o id. || (S) Qwadza pa’uko id.
3.2. Om.: (N) She šan ||| Cush.: (E) *ša’n-/*ši’n- (Ehret 1990, #27) > Somali saan “pelle spessa di animale conciata”; ?Yaaku če’ño “bark” || (S) Qwadza tseen “skin”.

3.3. Om.: (N) Mocha ọqqa; Mao k’ok’ēš id. || (S) Hamer wok’umpa, Dime’oxom id. ||| or < Cush.: (E) Dullay: Tsamay q’aq’-ay, Dopasunte q’aq’-ičče, Gollango q’oq’e id. (H & AMS).

4. belly
4.1. Om.: (N) Basketo lippe id. || (S) Galila lip’a id., further Ubamer llp’alib’a “heart” and also Dizi llb, if it is not an Ethio-Semitic borrowing ||| Cush.: (N) Beja lēew “Seite” (Reinisch) || (E) *lab’- > Afar lab “side of the body” (Parker & Hayward); Somali laab “chest” (Abraham); Oromo lapp-“chest” || (S) Qwadza tseno “skin”.

4.2. Om.: (N) Ometo *gub- > Male gobi id.; Shako gub “chest” || (S) Ari gubi “navel” || Cush.: (E) Afar gublo “lungs” (Parker & Hayward), Saho gubua id. (Reinisch) |||| Chad.: (W) *gaba “chest, breast; in front of” > Hausa gābaa “frontal part (of body), Bolewa bo-gawa, Ngizim bō-gābō “chest”, Dwot gup, Seya gōp “breast” (Stolbova 1987, 214) |||| Sem.: Arab. qibāl “body” (E 179, #264 compares Ari gubi with Ometo q’aaaw- “belly” + Arab. + SCush. q’ubay “trunk”). Maybe, the following Semitic parallels are better compatible: Akkadian gabbū “brain”? : Hebrew gab “arcade sourcilière”, Arabic qubbat “os qui entoure l’ oeil, orbite” and/or Syriac qebīnā “sourcil”, Arabic qabīn “côté du front, front, tempe” (Cohen 1970f, 94, 96).


4.5. Om.: (N) Basketo-Dokka *mill- id., cf. Kafa mullo “heart”, maybe Mao mäle “liver” |||| Chad.: (W) Bokkos mulut “liver” (Jungraithmayr); Burrum-Kir mal id. (Shimizu) |||| Sokoro mël(ù) “liver” (JI2, 21); Sokoro měldüm “liver” (Lukas).


5. big
5.1. Om.: (N) Ometo *dar- id., cf. Bench dorg “fat, stout” ||| Cush.: (E) Afar-Saho adar- “be big” || (S) *dir “big” (Kiessling & Mous 2003, 96) |||| Sem.: Sabaic drr
“plenty” > “harvest” (Biella 1982, 86), Arab. *darra* “to abound, yield in abundance” (E 135, #150: Ometo & Bench. + Arab.).

5.2. Om.: (S) Dime F *gad* “big” || (N) Zergulla *gudesa* “all” || Cush.: Beja *gwud* “many” || (C) Awngi *gud* “good” (Hetzron), cf. also Amhara *gud* “wonderful, marvelous” (CDA 76) || (E) *gud*/*gad* “big” > Elmolo *guuta/guuda* “many”, Arbore *guudá* “big”, Dasanech *guddu*, Oromo *gudda*, Konso-Dirayta *kutt* - id. ||

5.3. Om.: (N) Ometo *git* - id. (E 183, #275) || Cush.: (E) Oromo Harar *guuttu*, Borana *gutu* “full” || Berb.: (E) Sokna *uggut* “abondamment; beaucoup, très” || (N) Djerba *egget* “beaucoup; très”; Shawiya *igit* “être nombreux”, Kabyle *g*t et “abonde”, Shilha *igut* “abonder; être abondant, nombreux, en grande quantité, *tugut* “multitude; nombre; abondance” || (S) Ahaggar *giatan* “être nombreux, abondant”, *ăğut* “grand quantité; la plupart” (NZ III, 908–09) |||| Chad.: (C) Wandala *kwotty* “many”.


5.5. Om.: (N) Yemsa *innya*; Bworo *eena* - id., cf. Mocha *een*- “to grow” (Lamberti 1993b, 267; E 467, #983: Yemsa + Cush. “wayn* - “to grow” + Chad. *w-n* “full”).


5.7. Om.: (S) Basketo *be*’ts, Dokka *beče* - id. ||| Cush.: (C) Khamir *biči*’ “many”, Khamtanga *biči’q*, Waag F *bičiwa* = Bk *bičikh* “many”. Appleyard (CDA 97) sees here the Ethio-Semitic origin, cf. Geez *bäzx* “to be many”.

6. bird

6.1. Om.: (N) *kap*-(E 216, #367: NOm. *k* - < Om. *x*; - B 145 connets it with SOm. *apt-i*).

6.2. Om. (S) *apt-i* (B 145).
7. bite
7.1. Om.: (N) *sa:tts’- (H 268, 280; B 146: *sac’; E 164, #232: *sats’-).
7.2. Om.: (S) *ga’- id. || Cush.: (E) Saho gaa’ a id. (Reinisch); HECush. *ga’m- id. (Hudson 1989, 27: *gam’-).

8. black
8.1. Om.: (N) *kar- id. (E 217, #368: NOm. < Om. *x-1 -) || Cush.: (C) *qir-/*qar- “night” (CDA 105; D 206–07: NOm. + CCush.).
8.3. Om.: (N) Gimirra *ts’id id., maybe Mao tì:šindὲ id. || Cush.: (S) *ts’ed “red” (E 283, #529: Bench + SCush.).
8.5. Om.: (N) Gonga *a:k’- id. || (S) Gedeo t’illo “black”, Sidamo c’aale “shadow” ||| Chad. *n-c’il-/*c’ul- “ember, charcoal” [see Sasse 1979, 22, 30] + Sem. + Chad.).
9. blood
9.1. Om.: (N) Ometo-Gimirra *suguts- id. (cf. H 265, 279; E 165, #235 *sux,’ut(s)-) || Cush.: (E) Dullay *saagan-/*sa’aan- > Gollango saakan-ko, Gawwada sakán-ko “meat” (AMS) vs. Tsamay sa’án-ko id. (H); Yaaku sógó id.
9.4. Om.: (N) Gonga *dam(m)- < Ethio-Semitic *damm- (E 132, #140 finds in the Gonga form a regular continuant of AA *dim-/*dam- “blood” in his reconstruction).

10. bone
10.1. Om. *k’os- id. > (N) Dizoid *u:s- id.; Hozo kāší “foot, leg” (Fleming) || (S) Dime k’oss (Bender) = k’us “bone” (Fleming) ||| Cush.: (E) Dasanech yās, pl. yāss-ū “foot, leg” (Sasse) = k’as “Bein” (Haberland) ||| Chad. *k’as[i] “bone” (Stolbova
1996, 65–66) > Hausa kàshìí; Daffo kyàs; Gerumai ókashi; Kariya káásù | (C) Munjuk kesike; Logone aase | (E) Dangla kaaso; Kera kàskòy; Sumray gusey id. (JI, 36–37) || (E) Ghadames yess, pl. yása (Lanfry) | Shilha of Tazerwalt ih ($) (Stumme); Kabye yese(s) | (W) Zenaga i’si, pl. a’sunh (Nicolas) | (S) Ahagar eyás, pl. iyásàn “bone” < *-è-yasaH, pl. *-i-yasàH-an (Prasse 1974, 72) or < *a-qisi, pl. *i-qisi-wn (Vycichl 1978, 73) || (Eg. (Pyr.) qs id., Copt. kas (Wb. V, 68) || ?Sem.: Arab. qassa, qasqasa “to pick bone clean and suck it out” (Greenberg 1963, 53, #11: Chad. + Eg. + Berb.; E 240, #428: Om. + Chad. + Arab.).

10.2. Om.: (N) *mik’a-ts-~ *m[a]k’its-(with the nominal suffix *-ts-) > Dokka mik’ats, Malo mek’its’, Bworo mak’otts (H 278 adds Male mik’etsi) || Cush.: (N) Beja miik’wa “long bone (femur, humerus, tibia)” || (E) *miq- id. (Sasse 1979, 49). Maybe also (C) *ŋac- id., although Appleyard (CDA 35) prefers its comparison with ECush. *moč’- > Yaaku moč’ “bone”.

10.3. Om.: (N) Chara mertà; Gimirra *mert; Mao mambil’è id. together with Dahalo mitlo id. can be of substratum origin, cf. Khoisan: Hatsa mitla & mi/ia (Ehret 1974, 67, 68).

10.4. Om.: (S) *lef-i id. < Cush. (E) *laf- id. (Sasse 1979, 21).

11. breast
11.1. Om.: (N) *d’iam-(E 438, #915; B 145: *t’am; he adds Hozo ammi, Seze ’āmmé and SOM. *āmi). The ECush. parallels, Konsoi *amb’- and Dullay: Harso ‘aa-micakkó id., besides Tsamay ćáb’un-ko, pl. ‘amb’-e, can represent the Omotic loans or vice versa.


12. burn

12.2. Om.: (N) Ometa *e:ts’-; Kafa at’io, Mocha ’ā-tt’a-; Dizi ats- id. || (S) *a(t)ts’- id. (B 145: Om. *at; E 355, #699: Om. *as’- + ECush. *ac’/*ic’- “to shine, glow” with no examples; perhaps Afar-Saho ’asa “to be red”; Somali ’as “red” - see Black 1974, 203).


12.5. Om.: (S) Banna kɔ:ka id. ||| Cush.: Dahalo koko id.

13. claw


13.2. Om.: (N) Male dapo (Ehret), Gofa dap’o; Yemsa dīfna (E 133, #145).

13.3. Om.: (S) *guš- (E 187, #288: SoM. *guši + Sem.: Arab. ǧassa “to touch, feel”).


14. cloud


14.3. Om.: (S) Dime č’ič’- “cloud, fog” || (N) Male č’ičš-i “cold weather” (H 266).

14.4. Om.: (N) Ometo *d’um-(E 437, #913) > Ganjule-Koyra d’umá, Kachama B d’uma id., ?Oyda d’one, maybe also Wolayta t’uma “darkness” = (Ce) tu:mo: “smoke” ||| Cush.: (E) *d’um- > Saho d’um- “to become dark”; Konso d’um- “to set (of
sun)” ||| Chad.: (W) Pero ḍamḍam “darkness” || (E) Mubi ḍędém “night” (Takács, Lingua Posnaniensis 38, 1996, 61–62: Ometo + Chad.).

14.5. Om.: (N) Dache damana; Bworo dawna id. < CCush. (E 133, #143): Bilin damna, Khamir dimna, Awngi dammini “cloud” (CDA 46), borrowed into Saho Re damāna id. and Ethio-Semitic: Geez || (E) *duman-/*duban- > Rendille dubbat, Bayso dumbo; Oromo Borana dumansa; Hadiyya Ce duubanco id., Burji duubanci “fog” || Chad.: (W) Hausa daamunaa “rainy season”, Ngizim dә΄mán id., Bade dәəmәn id. || (C) Kotoko: Logone, Kuseri, Gulfei deman “rain” (D 51: NOm. + Cush. + Chad.).

14.6. Om.: (N) Wolaita guma id. < Amhara gum “fog, mist”, gime “cloud”, cf. also Geez gime & gum “fog, dampness, mist, vapour”, Gurage gūwä, Tigrinya gime, gәmә “cloud, mist”. The word was also adapted by various Cushitic languages: Beja giim & guum; Awngi gum “cloud”; Sidamo gomicco “fog” (Leslau 1987, 193).

15. cold
15.1. Om.: (N) Ometo *za:(-)k- id. || Ari za:z- “to feel cold” (H 265: plus Male za:k- “cold”).

15.2. Om.: (N) Kafa qewo, Mocha qәwә “cold”, cf. Mao (B) kawe- “wet” (?) || Cush.: (C) *kάnb- “cold” (CDA 46–47) || (E) *qab- id. (Sasse 1979, 49) || Eg. Pyr. qb “cold”, Copt. kba id. (Wb. V, 22; E 233, #408: Mocha + ECush. + Eg.).

15.3. Om.: ?(N) Y emsa koočo; Shako k’et’ id. || (S) *k’a(ž) id.; cf. NOm.: Mocha qә·ğği- “to be wet, green”; Dizi k’εžiž “wet” (E 236, #418: SOm. & Dizi) || Cush.: (C) Bilin qajqaj- “to be cold”, Khamir qazqaz-, Qwara xexez (all Reinisch), Kemant ʰαšʰαš- (Conti Rossini), Khamtanga qәzqәzw id. (Appleyard), Awngi kazkazzi “cold” (Hetzron) vs. Amhara k’әzәk’k’әzә id. (CDA 47) || (E) HECush. *k’iiz- “cold” (Leslau 1980, 120; Hudson 1989, 43: *kiida, but Alaba-Qabenna qiizá indicate *-z-).

15.4. Om.: (N) Gonga *akk’- id. || Cush.: ?(N) Beja eeki “mist” (R. Hudson) || (C) Awngi ayúmii (Beke) = ayomii (Conti Rossini) = iyumi (Bender), Kunfál ome id. (D 263 & CDA 47: Gonga + Awngi) || Chad. (W) Zaar yәkŋ “cold” || (C) Glavda ákwyә id. (JĪ 79).

16. come
16.1. Om. (N) *yi’- id. || (S) Hamer ye- “to go” || Cush.: (N) Beja yi’e (R. Hudson) = ‘i “to come” (Roper) || (E) Somali yaa “to run away”; Gedeo e’y-, Sidamo e- “to enter” (Hudson 1989, 58) || Chad. *ya “come!” (Stolbova 1996, 91: *ya’-/“yaw-“go”’) || Berb.: (N) Kabyle ԝy “come!” || Eg. (Old) ԝ “to come”; Copt. ei (Wb. I, 37, 44; D 184 and E 477, #1007: NOm. + Cush. + Chad. + Eg.).

16.2. Om.: (N) *w- > Chara wɔy-; Bench w-, She wu; Yemsa wu; Gonga *wa- id. (B 146: *wa) || Cush.: (C) Awngi áw “come” (CDA 48) || Eg. (MK) w3j “to come” (Wb. I, 246) || Chad. *wa’y-(Stolbova 1996, 91: Chad. + Eg. + Om.; E 469, #987:
NOm. *w- & Ari wo’- “to stand up” + Cush. *wa’: “to rise, go out” + Chad. *w- “to pass by, go out, come, go”).

16.3. Om.: (S) Hamer ni’- “to come, go”, nàì “to come” || (C) Musgu na “aller”, Masa nànà “to go” (Stolbova 2005, 96) || Eg. (old) njì “to travel (by ship)” (Wb. II, 206; E 323, #627: SOnm. + Cush. *naa’- “to go” [without examples] + Chad. + Eg.) || Sem.: Hebrew nàc “to move”, Geez naOverview:


17. die

17.1. Om.: (N) Ometo *hayk’-, Kafa aqqo; Mao ’ā hék’” id. ||| Chad.: (W) Ron: Daffo hyek, Fyer ’ek id. (JI2, 212).

17.2. Om.: (N) Yemsa kitu; Gonga *k’it- id. (E 240, #430: Yemsa & Gonga) ||| Cush.: (C) *kat- id. > Bilin kor-, Khamtanga kor-/kat-, Kemant ki-, Awngi kat-/kor- id. (CDA 54; D 245: CCush. + NOm.; Dolgopolsky also added Yaaku akehet id. by Greenberg, but it has to be -kehe by Heine) ||| Berb.: (S) Awlemidden kōt̪YYYOt̪, verbal noun aŋt̪YYYY̪̪̪i “marcher, se déplacer de côté, s’en aller, disparaître, mourir” (Alojaly), Ahaggar kat̪YYTv̪, perf. ikt̪YYYY̪̪̪ “mourir” < *yikit̪YYYY̪, perf. *yikit̪YYYY̪ (Prasse 1973, 229; Militarev 1991, 247, 255: Kafa + Ahhagar).

17.3. Om. (S) Hamer *di-, Ari *de- id. ||| Cush.: (E) Oromo Harar du’a, Konso-Dirayta tow- ||| Chad.: (W) Bolewa du “to kill”, Angas-Sura tu id. ||| (E) Jegu dá, Mubi dii, Sokoro dee id. (Illič-Svityč 1971, 225, #6: Oromo + Chad.).

18. dog

18.1. Om.: (N) Ometo-Yemsa *kan-, Gonga *kunaan-, Gimira-Dizoid *kyan- id., Mao & Ganza kana (Bender 1990, 602) || (S) Dime kene, Galila kani id. ||| Chadic: (West) Fyer kweey; Bade wuaunaay; (Central) Gamergu [Benton] kēnee; (East): Jegu kany, East Dangla kaanyay, Migama kànnay “dog” (JI2, 106–107 and JI1, 49; let us mention that the authors derive these forms from the skeleton *k-g-n; they think about a Saharan origin). Another cognate can be found in Guanche: Gran Canaria cuna “dog”, Tenerife cancha & cuncha “dog, puppy” (Militarev 1991, 256).

18.2. Om.: (S) Hamer k’aski, Banna qaski, Ari ’aksi, Bako aksi, aksen, Ubamer aksi, pl. aksin-keti, Galila aksi id. ||| Cush. (C) *gɔzz̪n / *gɔzz̪n “dog” (CDA 56) > Bilin gɔdz̪n, pl. gɔdz̪n, Khamir & Kemant gɔdz̪n, Awngi gs̪n, Kunfâl [Cowley]


19. drink
19.1. Om.: (N) *us(s)–(H 282; E 342, #665: NOm. *uš3–; B 146: *uš).
19.2. Om.: (S) *wuč- id. (E 455, #953; B 146: *woc*).

20. dry
20.2. Om.: (N) Chara kó:la; Gimirra kol; Dizi kal-, Naiy kola id. ||| Cush.: (E) Somali kulayl, Rendille kuléel, Arbore kulď’a, Elmoło kàla, Dasanche kul “warm/hot” ||| (S) *xal- “dry” > Qwadza kalahayi, Alagwa xala’, Ma’a -hala’e “dry” (E 212, #359: NOm. *kol- < Om. *x1ol-).
20.3. Om.: (S) *wuč- id. (E 454, #951: SOM. *woč- & Yemsa ičma ~ išma id. < Om. *wiš3-).
20.4. Om.: (N) Gonga *šukk- id. (Haberland & Lamberti 1988, 138 compared it with Bayso sokwat- “to get thirsty”, derivable from ECush. *s-ugg- “dry, thirsty”, and Bilin sok′ana “thirst”, Awni canшу “thirst” (Stolbova 1987, 209, 314). At least some of the Chadic forms can be derived from *t-saqwәn-, compatible with Awni soγen “wet”).

21. ear
21.1. Om.: (N) Ometo *h2ayts-(E 524, 1015) = #46.1. “leaf”.
21.2. Om.: (S) *k’am- id., *k’am-s- “to hear” (E 246, #447) ||| or > Cush.: (E) Dullay *qaam- “ear” (AMS) ||| Chad.: (W) *k/k′ũm “ear” (Stolbova 1987, 209; JI2, 114, 184). At least some of the Chadic forms can be derived from *kV-sum-, cf. Kera kısšy “ear” (JI2, 115).

22. earth
22.1. Om.: (N) *gad- > Ometo *gad- id.; Mocha gadó “clod of earth” (Leslau 1959, 30) ||| Cush.: Dahalo gûdü “land, country” || (S) Qwadza gündiku “bush,
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22.2. Om.: *tu:r- > (N) Dizoid *tu:r- id., cf. Bench tor “down” || (S) Karo tore “earth” ||| Cush.: (E) Y aaku tirri “earth” || (S) Iraqw têeri “dust” ||| Chad.: (W) Dera turo, Karekare tarà “farm, fields” (Kraft) ||| Eg. (Pyr.) t3 “earth, land, ground”, Copt. to (Wb. V, 212; D 57: Nayi + Yaaku + Iraqw; E 144, #178: NOm. + Cush. + Eg. + Chad. < AA *ter-/*tor-).


22.4. Om.: (N) Zayse ’ala, Kachama ’alla; Dizi yelã id. || (S) Dime F hila, B yîl id. ||| Cush.: (E) Somali hal “Ort, Platz” (Reinisch) and/or HECush. *ull-a id. (Hudson 1989, 423) ||| Chad.: (W) Angas, Ankwa, Sura yîl; Karekare ‘êli, Tangale yelli, Pero illiy, Galambu yîl; Guruntum yîl “earth” (Stolbova 1987, 240: WChad. *’/yaší) ||| Eg. OK i3:1 “Ort, Stätte” (Wb. I, 26) ||| Berb.: (N) Mzab al “place” | (W) Zenaga al(l) “place, pays” (D 195; EDE I, 78: Om. + HECush. + WChad. + Eg. + Berb.).

22.5. Om.: (N) Bworo gaawa; Dizi gob id. ||| Cush.: (N) Beja gwâb “broad open flat ground with little or no vegetation” (Roper) ||| (E) Dullay *gabb-e “earth” ||| Dahalo guβa “plains” (Ehret 1980, 238) ||| Eg. (Pyr.) Gbb “Erdgott” (Wb. V, 164) ||| Sem.: Akk. gabibu “sorte de terre de pâture”, Arab. ġabûb “sol, terrain, terre friable” (Cohen 1970f, 94).

22.6. Om.: (N) Ometo *bitta is probably borrowed from Oromo bii-ti, subj. case of biyy-a “earth”. Cf. CCush. *bot-a, discussed by Appleyard (CDA 59).

23. eat

23.1. Om.: (N) *mV- id. ||| Cush.: (N) Beja ’aam “to eat, devour” (Roper) ||| Dahalo ‘aameemit- “to eat continuously” (Tosco) ||| (S) Qwadza am- “to chew” ||| Chad.: (W) Pâ’a ’mma “to eat” ||| (E) Sumray ’em, Sokoro ỳmè, Dangla ỳmē, Mokillo ⁰òmì, Migama ʾỳmê id. (JI2, 119, 121) ||| Eg (OK) ʾm “verschlucken” (Wb. I, 183; Takács, Afrikanistische Arbeitspapiere 61, 2000, 95: N+SCush + Chad. + Eg.). Ehret (E 314, #606) compared NOm. with Afar ma’a’o “food”, ma’a’iyo “canine tooth”+ Yakku “mouth” + Chad. “mouth”. Together with the Berber counterpart
they represent the exclusive isogloss "mouth": Cus.: (E) Yaaku me: “mouth” ||| Ch.: (W) Ngizim miya, Bade mnya | (C) Tera me; Gude, Bata ma; Mafa mà, Mofu mëi, Gisiga me; Musgoy mà, Daba mà, Kolà mà; Gidar mà; Musgu ma “mouth” (JI2, 244–45) ||| (E) Siwa ambu, Augila am, Fodjaha imi, Ghadames amì | Ayr-Awlemiddi imi, Ahaggar emi, pl. imawän < *ē-miw, pl. *ē-mHiHawan < *ē-mHiHw, pl. *ē-mHiHiHawan (Prasse 1974, 130) | (N) Ntifa, Senhaja, Shenwa, Mzab, Wargla, Nefusa, Kabyle imi | (W) Zenaga immi, pl. ammun (R. Basset; see Militarev p.c.).

24. egg
24.2. Om.: (N) Yemsa kewa, Anfillo ke:mo no id. || Cus.: (N) Beja kwâhi, kâhi id. (Roper) || (E) Somali ughâ, pl. ughan, Rendille ukâh (Heine); Arbore pl. hakkô; Oromo okhokaan, Konso hûkkâa; Harso pl. okâah-e, Tsamay ughâ-ite id. || Dahalo kawe “eggshell” (Elderkin), or better ‘ogôhi “egg” (Tosco) || (S) Iraqw qañhi, Alagwa qañi; Maa ikokôha id. (E 247: pCush *k"an-) || Ch.: (W) Hausa k’wái “egg”; Sura kwe “hen”; Diri akyûm “egg”; Ngizim ágwái id. (Stolbova 1987, 214; JI2, 122; E 247, #449: Cush.+Chad.).
24.3. Om.: (N) Kafa k’abit’o & gabet’o, Mocha gabat’o id. ||| Cus.: (E) Oromo Guji quupa, HECus. *k’uapp’-ee id. (D 82: Gonga+HECush.).
24.4. Om.: (N) Chara móla; Gimirra mul; Nai moala, Dizi mialgu, Shako meaku || (S) Dime mslu ||| Cus.: (C) Khamir mîl “testiculi” (Reinisch) || Saho mîl “Hoden, testiculi” (Reinisch) || Ch.: (C) Hina milti “Eier” (Strümpell). Takács (Rocznik orientalistyczny 57/2, 2004, 56–57) rejects any relation to Berb. *ṭà-millĬ-t, pl. *ṭī-millā-l-an “egg”, pl. frequently “testicles”, apparently a derivative of “m-l-l “to be white” (cf. CChad.: Sukur mîlān “white” – see JI2, 345). But the same semantic motivation is applicable for the Cushitic & Omotic words, although the primary color name is not attested here.

25. eye

26. fat
26.2. Om.: (N) Chara kúwa; Gimirra ‘ko’; Dizoid *kow-.

26.3. Om.: (N) Gonga *’aww- id., cf. Yemsa àw “great, big” (E 365, #734).

26.4. Om.: Anfillo š:co id. could be related with or borrowed from CCush. *sayw- “fat” (CDA 64) > Bilin saxw’a, Khamtanga săwa, Khamir sayw’a, Awngi SLLE sa:xi”, Kunfál săwi id. (D 111: Anfillo + Khamta).

26.5. Om.: (N) Ometo *mold’, besides Male ma:lı; Mao málé id. ||| Chad.: (C) Kilba mal, Margi mêk; Gidar mêé, Musgu âmél id. (IL, 132–33).


27. feather

27.1. Om.: (N) Zayse se:lo id. || (S) Banna sille, Ari sila, Ubamer silla id. ||| Cush.: (E) Gollango (AMS) sole, Tsamay siliti id.

27.2. Om.: (N) Ometo *kep- “wing” (but Ometo *k’ep- “feather”) || (S) Ari ka:f-i id., Galila (Fleming) kaaf-i “feather; bird” (E 199, #324: Ometo & Aroid). Related is apparently NOm. *kaap- “bird” (see #6.1.). Let us add Sem. *kapp- “palm, flap of hand or foot” (SED I, 134) ||| Chad.: (W) Sura cáap “wing, feather” || (C) Tera kopax “wing” (Newman). Ehret (E 199, #324) also compares Sem. *kanap- “wing” (SED I, 130–31) and ‘Cush. *kanp-/kinp-’. Semitic *kanap- “wing” has promising cognates in ECush.: Arbore kunúf “claw, nail, hoof” (Hayward), Elmo kínuf “fingernail” (Heine), Dasenech konof, pl. konfu “hoof; finger” (Tosco), probably also Rendille góffan “nail, fingernail, toenail” (Pillinger & Galboran)., while CCush. *kanf/b-/*känf/b- “wing” is of Ethio-Semitic origin, cf. Geez känf (see CDA 148).

27.3. Om.: (N) Zayse paange (Lamberti), Koyra φaŋgε; Bworo bangya; Seze bányki, Hozo baŋka id.

27.4. Om.: (N) Chara kúsna; Yemsa koso; Mocha g/qoš id.


27.6. Om.: (S) Dime khεlε id. < Cush.: (E) Oromo Guji koola, Borana kola; Tsamay kool-o, Harso-Dobase hóolo id. || (N) Beja keláay “bird”, kil “to fly” (Reinisch).

28. fire


28.3. Om.: (S) *luh/- id. (E 328, #640: SOm. *now- + Eg. CT, Med nwḥ “verbrannt werden, versengt werden”, Wb. I, 224) ||| Cush.: (C) *lāx- “fire” > Bilin lāxa, Khamtanga liya, Awngi leg (CDA 68). The other Cush. parallels indicate *-c-: (N)
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Beja n’e “fire” || (E) Saho lač- “to be hot”, Afar lac- “to be warm”, lo’o “daytime”, Saho lač- “to be hot”, lêlê “day” || (S) Iraqw lô’a “sun, god”. Takács (EDE I, 141) adds Eg. r’ “sun”.


29. fish

29.1. Om.: (N) Ometo *mol- id. || (S) Galila mola, Ubamer molta id. |||| Cush. (E) Somali, Jiddu mallaï, May mallaallay, Baysø moole; Mossiya moole (Lamberti & Sottile 1997, 461) id., if it is not borrowed from Omotic (E 306, #587: Ometo *mol- > Macro-Somali *mallaï) ||| Chad.: (W) Mbaru mwalay, Gurumunt mollaï (Shimizu) = mollaï “fish” (JI2, 140) ||| Eg. (Dyn. XVIII Mag.) mr.’ein Tier (zwischen Fischen genannt)’ (Wb. II, 105); Takács (Linguistica 37, 1997, 53–54) adds the name of the king Nør-mr of the 1st (or “zero”) dynasty. The first component depicted as the “catfish” is naturally “catfish”. Takács offers to interpret the second component as the “fish”.

29.2. Om.: (N) *wa:r- > Bench oru, She woři; Kafa orú; Shako orú, Dizi urgït || (S) Dime ’ræxo id., cf. SOm. *wa(:r)- “to swim” (E 463, #975).

29.3. Om.: (N) Kafa haašoo, Anfillo, Mocha hašo id. < Ethio-Semitic: Geez cāšā, Tigre casa, Amhara asa, plus other areal parallels as Beja aaši (Roper) ||| Bilin ‘casa, Kemant asa, Awngi asì vs. Khamtanga aza id. (CDA 68) || Saho cása id.


30. fly n.

30.1. Om.: (N) *wuts’in/l-.

30.2. Om.: (N) *gudunts-. 


30.4. Om.: (N) Gongà *zabunz-. Maybe an adaptation of Ethio-Semitic forms: Amhara zamb, Harari zambi id. (Lamberti 1993a, 408).

30.5. Om.: (N) Maoid *s(ang-i) || (S) Galila šungula id.

30.6. Om.: (S) Dime-Hamer *kosuub- id.
31. **foot/leg**


31.2. Om.: (N) *tuk- > Male toki, Zayse, túki, Kachama túke, Seze tʊggÝ (E 140, #168: *tok-; B 147: *tok-), cf. Malo thťh- “to go, walk” ; thťh “foot”; Dizoid *teg- “to go, walk” ||| Cush.: (E) Somali teg “to go, walk” (E 140, #168) ||| Chad. (C) Glavda, Gava takwaya, Bokwa tókwoya “Bein unt. Teil” (Büchner), Muzgu tůgu “foot” (Lukas).

31.3. Om.: (N) Ometo *gad- id., cf. Kafa gidoo “knee, force” (Cerulli), Kachama tihee geddo “sole” (Conti Rossini) ||| Chad. (C) Nzangi gedaatji “leg”, by Kraft gGdd’ìgaci “thigh”, Holma gedgaači “Bein unt. Teil” (Büchner), Muzgu túgu “foot” (Lukas).

31.4. Om.: (N) Shako ša:nu “foot” (if it is not an extension of the preceding form) ||| Cush.: (E) *sa’n- “footprint, heel” (Sasse 1979, 52). A borrowing is not excluded too. Cf. also Eg. (Dyn. 20) sn.wj “zwei Füsse (alles, was geht auf zwei und vier Füssen)” (Wb. IV, 148), if it is not derived from the numeral sn.wj “two” (ibid.).

31.5. Om.: (N) Mocha gan “foot / leg” ||| Chad.: (C) Bata gwone “leg” (Mouchet) ||| Cush.: (E) *sa’n- “footprint, heel” (Sasse 1979, 52). A borrowing is not excluded too. Cf. also Eg. (Dyn. 20) sn.wj “zwei Füsse (alles, was geht auf zwei und vier Füssen)” (Wb. IV, 148), if it is not derived from the numeral sn.wj “two” (ibid.).


31.7. Om.: (N) Batto batto id. < Amhara bat “calf of leg”; Geez ba’aät id. was probably reconstructed from the Amhara word (Leslau 1987, 85).

32. **full**

32.1. Om.: (N) Ometo *kum- id., besides Ometo *kum-; Gonga *hum- “1000” (D 78–79) ||| Cush.: (E) Somali koon, pl. koomo “multitude, a lot of”, Boni *komoom “all” (Heine), if they are not borrowed from Arab. kũm “heap”; Bayso kamogani “much, many” (Bender); Dullay *kum- > Tsamay kum-, Gollango hurum-“to finish” (AMS); besides ECush. *kum- “1000” (Sasse 1979, 25) ||| (S) *kuma, pl. *kumamee

32.2. Om.: (N) *č'e:n-/*č'o:n-/*č'u:n- > Mocha č'e:nno id., Bench č'onč- “to fill”, Seze tsőni/tsunewi (H 270, 273; he adds Yemsa tuunu “full”).

32.3. Om.: (N) *č'o (o) č'- > Chara s'os'á; Dizoid *s'os'-. These forms could reflect the root *č'o (o) č- “to become full” vs. č'eečč- “to fill” (tr.) < *č'een-s/š- (H 282).

33. giv

33.1. Om. *'im- (H 282) ||| Eg. (OK) imj “gib!, setze, lege!”, Copt. ma-(Wb. I, 76; E 349, #683: Om. + Eg.).

33.2. Om.: (N) Dizoid *'ats- “to give” ||| Cush.: (E) Kambatta aass- “to give”; if it is not borrowed from Omotic; further Somali sii “to give”; Boni & Rendille sii id. (Heine); Arbore sihis-, Elmolo siše, Dasanech sii-š id.; Yaaku -isse e id. (Heine) ||| ?Berb.: (S) Ahaggar aws “payer un impôt” (Foucauld) ||| Eg. (old) isw “compensation, salary, reward”, Copt. asu “price” (Wb. I, 131) ||| Sem.: ?Ugaritic šy, Hebrew šay “gift”; cf. Arab. s-w-y “to cost” (E 356, #702: Dizoid *'ats’- + Eg.; Takács, Discussions in Egyptology 38, 1997, 97: ECush. + Berb. + Eg. + Sem.).


34. good

34.1. Om. *lak’- > (N) Ometo *lo[k’] > Wolaita-Kullo lo’-uwa, Gofa, Zala, etc. lo’o, Gidicho lQ:kP ||| (S) Ari laya-mi, Ubamer lay-mi id. (E 397, #806: NOm. *lo’-) ||| Berb.: (S) Ghat iulay-’n id., Ahaggar alay “to be good” < *w-l-γ (Militarev 1991, 262).

34.2. Om.: (N) Bworo še:nɡa id. ||| Cush.: (C) Awngi conkút id. ||| ?(E) Somali san “to become good”; Oromo šagga “good”; Yaaku -šen, pl. -šeme “sweet” (Lamberti 1993a, 377: Bworo + Awngi + Somali + Yaaku).

34.3. Om.: (N) Basketo-Dokka-Male *koš(š) - id. ||| Cush.: (S) Ma’a kuhlo id.

34.4. Om.: (N) Gonga *do’-. Cerulli (1951, 423) saw a source in Shilluk dooc “good”.

35. green

35.1. Om.: *č'il- > (N) *č’il- (~ *čal-) id. ||| (S) Dime ć’lo id., cf. Ari čel- “raw” (H 266, 270) ||| Cush.: (E) Oromo t’ilo “green” (Tutschek) ||| (S) Qwadza tsalam- id.

35.2. Om.: (N) Kafa gare id. ||| Cush.: (E) Somali ćaar “green”; Hadiya ajaara “yellow”. Cf. also CCush: Kemant aräg’in “green”, vs. Amhara aräng’ade id. (CDA 77).
36. hair
36.1. Om.: (N) Dizoid *tsic-id.; Mao tis’i id. || (S) *sit’-i id. || Chad. (C) Bura, Chibak, Ngwaxi, Wamdi sìši, Margi sÁši, West Margi cící, cíti id. (all Kraft). There are interesting NS parallels: Kuliak: Ik sîts’o, So sîj-at “hair” (Lamberti 1998, 114: Om. + Kuliak).

36.2. Om.: (N) Y emsa soma id.; She som “hair, head” (Montadon) || Cush.: (E) Afar sàmm “pubic region”; Burji sòmi “pubic hair” (Sasse 1982, 174) || (S) *se’em- “hair” (Ehret 1980, 350) || Chad.: (W) Hausa suma “growth of hair”, Ngamo sòöm “hair” (Kraft) || (C) Bura, Chibak, Ngwaxi, Wamdi sìši, Margi sÀši, West Margi cící, cíti id. (all Kraft). There are interesting NS parallels: Kuliak: Ik sîts’o, So sîj-at “hair” (Lamberti 1998, 114: Om. + Kuliak).

36.3. Om.: (N) Ometo *binaan-/*binnan- id. || (S) Dime banda id. || ?Sem.: Akk. bibênu “temple, side of head”.

36.4. Om.: (N) Chara kúsna’; She kust, Bench kust id. (E 215, #365: NOm. *ku:ts- < *Om. *x1-).

36.5. Om.: (N) Dizi sar id. || Eg. (MK, Med) sr id. (Wb. IV, 191).

36.6. Om.: (N) Male gami in toki gami “hair” (toki = “head”), cf. Basketo-Dokka gomma “skin” || (S) Ari gamma “skin” || Cush. (C) Kemant gama, Khamir gami “mane” || (E) *gammm- “mane, stuff” (Sasse 1982, 77) > Amhara gamma, Harari gaamma “mane” (Leslau 1963, 72) || Chad. (W) *gVmV “beard, chin” > Hausa geemu “beard” (Stolbova 1987, 217) || Eg. (CT) gm.t “Locke oder Flechte; Schläfe” (Wb. V, 171) || Sem.: Arab. γυμματ/γαμματ “big lock of hair”, Tigre gәmmat “long hair” (SED I, 75–76; D 216–17).


37. hand
37.1. Om.: (N) *kuç-(H 283; E 208, #347: NOm. *kuš₂/*kiš₂- + W+CChad. *k-s “to take” + Sem. *k-c “to grasp”). Perhaps better Cush.: (C) *káš- “shoulder” (CDA 122) || (E) Gawada xašito id.; Burji káččoo id. || Chad. (W) Ankwe kíṭbat “shoulder” (Kraft) || (C) Gulfei geše “(fore-)arm” || (E) Kera kasi (Ebert), Kwang kósí “shoulder”, Kabalai kabi kaasi “arm” : kobi “arm” (Lukas).

37.2. Om.: (S) *’an-i id. Fleming (1976, 318) saw cognates in Bworo aan “to give back” and Dizi han “to put, place”. Later Fleming (1983, 447) and Lamberti (1988, 114) mentioned the Nilo-Saharan parallels, esp. Kuliak *an “hand(s)”.

38. head
38.1. Om.: (N) Ometo *k’unmm- id. || (S) Ari xuüma “top of head” (Bender) || Cush.: (C) Bilin qʷəmiš “face, cheek” (Reinisch) || (E) Oromo qoma “chest” || Chad.: (W)
Hausa *kumci* “face, cheek”, North Bauci *‘ha-k’um-* “cheek” (Skinner 1977, 15) ||
(C) Chibak *kumà* “face”, *kumi* “cheeks”, Fali Mucella & Fali Gili *kuma* “face”, Higi Nkafa *kuma* id. (all Kraft) || Sem.: Arab. *qimma* “top of head”.

38.2. Om.: (N) *k’ell-/*k’e:l- > Bench *qel*; Kafa *qello* (both Cerulli), Mbooro *k’ello* id. (Leslau 1959, 46), Bworo *qe:l*; Kafa *qello* id. (Leslau 1959, 46), Bworo *k’ellá* “face” (Lamberti) || Chad.: (W) Hausa *k’oli* “top, summit”, *kwalluwa* “skull”, *k’wak’walwaa* “brain”, Sura *kwlnbìyap* (Kraft) Geji *kùlì-gi* id. : *gi* “head” (Shimizu) || (C) Logone *kùlùm* “forehead” (Lukas), Lamge *kwuk’wàlù* “brain” (Kraft) || (E) Kera *kòkùl* “brain” (Ebert) ||| Sem.: Arab. *qimma* “(top of) head”.

38.3. Om.: (N) *to:k-/*tokk- > Male *to:ki*; Chara *to:yá*; She *lo*; Bworo *toka*, Anfillo *tokko* id., Kafa *tukkoo* “upper side” , Mbooro *to’o* “hair” (Lamberti); Maoid *to* (?:) *ki* “head” ||| ?Cush.: (E) Konso *tuq-tá* “back part of neck”; Y aaku *toc’ono* “neck” (Lamberti) ||| Chad.: (W) *tVwVk/*tVyVk “neck, nape” (Stolbova 1987, 241); Dira *tax gâmi* “hair” : *gâmi* “head” (Stolbova 1987, 241); Dira *tax gâmi* “hair” : *gâmi* “head”, Buli *tik* “hair” (all Kraft) ||| Sem.: Akk. *tikku*, *tíku* “neck”.

38.4. Om.: (N) Koyra *k’ìnne*, Kachama *k’ino* id. (Conti Rossini) || Chad.: (W) Angas *kin* “front” (Foulkes); Kirfi *kùn-tí-kà* “head” (Schuh) || (C) Margi-Gwara *kan*, Vizik *xan*, Lamang *ghan(a)* id. (all Wolff), Fali Kiria *yânâ* id. (Kraft) || (E) Sokoro *gondo*, Gabri *cain* id. (Lukas) || Sem.: Arab. *qunna* “top” (Müller 1975, 64: Koyra + Chad.).

38.5. Bench *deb* id. ||? Cush.: (E) *dabb-* “hair” > Oromo Maca *dabasa* “hair” || Chad.: (W) Angas *tábûr* (Kraft), Sura (Jungraithmayr) *tòbük* “brain” (t-< Chad./ AA *-d-, see Stolbova 1987, 41) || (C) Tera *dûb’äh* “skull” : *jin* “head” (Newman) || Eg. (NK) *db.t* “head”, late *dbn* id., *dbn.t* “Haarflechte” (Wb. V, 434, 437, 438) ||? Sem.: Arab. *dabba* “haired”, *dabab*, *dubb*, *dababàn* “duvet, poil aux joues” (Cohen 1970f, 205; E 125, #120: Bench + Cush. + Eg. *dbn.t* “Haarflechte” + Arab.).
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38. Om.: (N) Ometo *hu:p’- id. (E 384, #785: *h1up’-) ||| ?Eg. (NK) lh.t “Gesicht” (Wb. II, 274).

38. Om.: (N) Nayi mot, Shako F motu, mutu id. || (S) *mat-a id. ||| or < Cush.: (N) Beja mat “top of head” (Reinisich) ||| (E) *math- “head” (Sasse 1979, 5, 8, 10, 36, 37, 53, 57) |||| Chad.: (C) Vulum māt id. (Tourneux), Muzgu mada, Padukwo mudara id. (both Mouchet) |||| ?Sem.: Akk. muttu “front, forehead”.

38.10. Om.: (N) Yemsa teeta id. < *ts’eer- “point, tip” (H 270).

39. hear

39.1. Om.: (N) *siy- > NOm. *siy- || (S) Hamer sI:k-(H 265).

39.2. Om.: (N) Male waiz-, Yemsa weeso; Kafa wayo id., cf. Ometo *h2aits- “ear” ||| (C) *was- > Bilin, Khamir, Kemant was-, Khamtanga wāsu id. (CDA 82 & D 187–88: NOm. + CCush.).

39.3. Om.: (N) Mocha qābbi-; Mao k’èwà, Seze k’“ak’a” a id. ||| Cush.: (E) *k’ab- > Dullay *qaabq- id.; Burji akka- id. (Sasse 1982, 24). Mukarovsky (1981, 205) added Mussiye koporo “ear” (SLLE), but k- < *g-.

39.4. Om.: (S) Dime k’ams-, Hamer k’ans- id., cf. SOm. *k’a(:)m-i “ear” ||| or > Cush.: (E) Dullay *qaam- “ear” (AMS) |||| Chad. (W) Tangale kumè, Bolowa Bolowa kumè; Kir, Buli kum, Zaar kum; Ngizim kūmu id. (JI2, 184).

39.5. Om.: (N) Yemsa odo id. ||| Eg. (Old) īdn “ear”; MK lit., Med., BD ladj “to be deaf” (Wb. I, 154; 151) |||| Sem. *udn- “ear” (SED I, 6).

40. heart

40.1. Om.: (N) Basketo-Dokka *bu(:)d-a id. || (S) Dime budo, Galila bu:da id. ||| Chad.: (C) Gudu Kr móbud id., Daba màbùra “chest” (Kraft), Uzam màbruv, Mada bury “heart” (both Mouchet) ||| ?Berb.: (S) Ahaggar ìbàdà, pl. ìbàdàn “sein; pied des pentes” (Prasse 1974, 315: *ā-bàdāH, pl. *ì-bàdāHan), Ayrt-Awlemidden ìbada id. (NZ I, 17).

40.2. Om.: (N) Male ‘ina id.; Chara ‘ına = hi:na (Fleming) = yina “belly” (Cerulli); Nayi yinu id. ||| Eg. (Dyn. 22) ın “belly” (Wb. II, 492).

40.3. Om.: (N) Ometo *mus’tur-/*mus’tir-/*mus’tar- id., cf. also Ganjule msu’ “lungs” (Fleming) (or) Cush.: (E) Diraya mūt’rraa, Mashile musura, Musiye musuro “heart”, Oromo mač’ure “bowels, intestines”, borrowed into Ethio-Semitic: Harari, Gurge mārāč’i id.
40.4. Om.: (N) She ševn “belly” (Conti Rossini); Dizi čwonu (Bender), Shako šon, Nayi šunus “heart”; Seze ši:ni id. (Bender), Mao šin “belly” (Fleming) || (S) Dime ši:ne “belly”, maybe borrowed from NS, cf. Surma: Meqan šini “belly” (Fleming 1965, 649). There are also interesting Semitic parallels: Akk. sūnu “lap, crotch”; Arab. tunnat “bas-ventre, abdomen (entre le nombril et le pubis)”; Harari šân “groin” (SED II, 334: *ṭVm(n)-).

40.5. Om.: (N) Ometo *wazan- < ECush. *wazn- (Sasse 1979, 20, 58; id. 1982, 187; E 468, #985: Ometo *wizn- < ECush.) || (C) Bilin Re wâdân, pl. wâzân “belly, heart”, Khamir әзän, Kailina әzan, Mao ’i:šımэ id. (Bender), Mao ’i:šımэ id. (Fleming 1965, 649). There are also interesting Semitic parallels: Akk. sūnu “lap, crotch”; Arab. tunnat “bas-ventre, abdomen (entre le nombril et le pubis)”; Harari šân “groin” (SED II, 334: *ṭVm(n)-).


41. horn

41.1. Om.*k’uš-(im/b-) > (N) Basketo ʊšinš, Zayse uššúme, Dizi ušum, Shako ušń, Mao ’i:šımэ id. || (S) Dime ’ ušom, Hamer-Banna k’ušu(m)ba, Ari k’ošma id. (E 355, #700: Om. *uš1(um)-) ||| Chad.: (C) Daba wennent “intestines” (Kraft) || (E) Sumray wódom “heart” (Lukas).

41.2. Om.: (S) Galila bâli, Dime baltu id. (Fleming ) ||| Chad.: (W) Montol Jg bulu (Jungaithmayr); Gerka b’el; Tangale bôl, Kirfi balla, Bolewa b’âlum id. (JL2, 192).

41.3. Om.: Shako fera, maybe also Bench pel, She fâl id. (Fleming) ||| Chad. (W) Koyfer feer; Warji fârâi/pârâi, Karya pâr, Miya pâr ||| (C) Daba fâlâm id. (JL2, 192–93).

41.4. Om.: (N) Gong *k’är-; Seze-Hozo *k’är- id. are probably borrowed from Ethio-Semitic: Gurage, Harari, Tigre qâr, Tigrinya qârni, Geez qarn id. (Leslau 1959, 48; 1987, 442). Ehret compares it with Om. (S) ?Ari k’är “tusk”, k’är-mi “sharp” ||| Cush.: (E) *k’är- > Somali qar “hill higher than kur”, Oromo qar-r-ee “peak”, cf. also Konso qaqr-ta, Dirayta k’är-a “sharpness” (Sasse 1979, 48–49) ||| Sem. *qarn- “horn” (SED I, 151; E 238, #424: Gonga & Ari + Cush. + Sem.).

42. I

42.1. Dizoid *in- ||| Cush. *‘an-*a, -i, -u > (N) Beja ani (Reinisch) ||| (C) *’an/*‘ân (CDA 87) || (E) *‘an/*‘anu (Sasse 1982, 26) || Dahalo ’anyi (Ehret), ana/ani (Damman) || (S) *‘ana (Kiessling & Mous 2003, 56) ||| Chad. *‘a’n-a, -i > (W) Hausa *ni-i; Sura-Gerka *‘an; Ron *yin || (C) Higi *yina; Bata *Hun[i]; Gidar na; Musgu obj. *ana; Kotoko obj. *-na/*-ni; Masa *n-anu, obj. -an ||| (E) Kwang-Kera *-Vn; Sumray obj. *an; Sokoro na; Jegu nóò (Blážek 1995, 40) ||| Sem. *‘an-i, -â (Blážek 1995, 46–47; E 362, #724: Dizoid + Cush. + Chad. + Sem.).

ta; Majang *eet*. On the other hand, Dolgopolsky proposed another solution, seeing here the derivative of the verb of existence of the type *t-*, attested e.g., in Oromo *ta*-, Sidamo -te, Hadiyya et- (D 20–21).

42.3. Om.: (S) *’inta*. Zaborski (2004, 181) sees here the derivative of the verb of existence of the type *t-*, attested e.g., in Oromo *ta*-’, Sidamo *te*-, Hadiyya *et* (D 20–21).

42. Om.: (S) *'inta*. Zaborski (2004, 181) sees here the structure analogous as in Olam (Surmic) *an-ee-ta* “I” : *inee-ta* “thou” and Ragreg (North Nilotic) *anyit* “I”. Dolgopolsky derives *’inta* from the construction *’VnI tVH-’V “I being-I”.

43. **kill**

43.1. Om.: (N) *wod*- id. (E 465, #979).

44. **knee**

44.1. Om.: (N) *bu(n)k*- id., cf. Shako *bóka* “thigh” || (S) *buk*- id. || Chad.: (W) Ron: Fyer *fún*, Daffo *mbój* id., Sha *abwón* “shine-bone” (all Jungraithmayr) || (C) Bata Garwa *bongtongče*: “elbow” (Strümpell); Bura *b’unji*, Chibak *b’wunái*, Ngwaxi *wingi*; ?Banana *fwókívá* “knee” (all Kraft).

44.2. Om.: Chara *k’uma*; Bench *k’um*; Shako *k’umu*; Hozo *k’óom*; Mao *tíl-k’úmè* id.

44.3. Om.: (N) *k’um*- id. ||| Cush.: (E) Arbore *kuršat*, Dasanech *kúr*, pl. *kurram* id., Rendille *kúrsántë* “knee-cap”.

45. **know**

45.1. Om.: (N) *’ar-* > Ometo *’er(r)-*; Chara *ár*; Gimira *’er-*; Gonga *’ar(r)i-*; Hozo *aretí*, Seze, Mao *’ál*- id. ||| Cush.: (E) Dullay *’ar*- id. || (S) *’ar-* “to see” (Ehret 1980, 286; E 364, #729).

45.2. Om.: (N) Dizoid *’tus*- id. || (S) *’dès*- id. (Bender 1975, 171: N+SOm.).

46. **leaf**


46.2. Om.: (N) Gimirra *kar*-; Shako *kára* id.

46.3. Om.: (S) *k’alb*- id. Mukarovský (1981, 207) compared it with NS: Saharan: Kanuri-Kanembu *kālu*, Tibbu *kolú*, Teda-Daza *kolu* “leaf”.

47. **lie**

47.1. Om.: (N) Ometo *zin*- “to lie, sleep”, cf. Mocha (Leslau) *y:n*- “to spend the day” (E 151, #199: NOm. + ?Sem.: Arab. *zan’a* “to stick to a place; adhere to the ground”).

47.2. Om.: (N) Yemsa *kuna* id. || Sem. *’k-w-n > Akk. *kánu* “to be firmly in place”; Ugaritic *kn* “to be”, Hebrew *k-w-n* to be firmly established”; Syriac *kán* “to be, exist”; Arabic *kána* “to be, exist”; Sabaic *kwn* “to be, occur”; Mehri *kán* “to be”;
Geez *kona* “to be, become, exist, happen, occur, take place, there is” (Leslau 1987, 299–300). Ehret (E 220, #377) compares it with (S) Ari *gin*’- “to fall asleep” ||| Cush. (E) *g'iin-/g'aan- “to stay in place” ||| Chad. *xʷən- “to lie down” (Newman 1977, 29) ||| Sem.: Arab. *yanana* “to stay, remain; be at a place”.

48. liver

48.1. Om.: (N) Ometo *mayz-; She mai id., Bench may “heart”; Hozo mê'i, Seze bèi “liver” ||| Eg. *mjż.t* “liver” (Wb. II, 44).


48.3. Om.: (N) Ometo *tir- || (S) *tur- id. || or < Cush.: (E) *tir- id. (D 203) || (S) Ma’a *itiráo* id. (Ehret 1980, 225) ||| Chad.: (W) *ha-tirsa* “kidney” (Stolbowa 1987, 166; E 144, #179: Ometo+ Ari *tirá* < ECush.; Cush.+ Chad.).

48.4. Om.: (N) Malo *kilâhô*, Koyra *kille* id. (Cerulli) || (S) Ari *kâla* “kidney” (Bender), cf. Koyra *kalâtte* id. (Hayward), Wolayta *kallahuwa*, Gamu-Dache *kilo* id. (Lamberti & Sottile 1997, 410), related with or borrowed from Ethio-Semitic: Gurage *kilâyo*, Harari *kulây* “kidney” or Cush.: (E) *kal- “kidney” (Sasse 1979, 12) ||| Dahalo *kalle* “kidney” ||| ? Chad.: (C) Hwona *kulis*, Bura-Ngaxa *kulši*, Ga’anda *kâulkâlarâ* “kidney” (all Kraft) ||| Sem.: *kuly-(at-)/*kaly-(at-) “kidney” (SED I, 141)...

48.5. Om.: (N) Dizi-Nayi *bow* id., Shako *bo* “belly” (E 80, #3: NOM. *buçp* “chest”).

48.6. Om.: (N) Yemsa *zogara* id. (Bender); cf. Ganjule *zi’ano* “chest” (Fleming) ||| Chad.: Hausa *zukâtaâ* “heart”; Bolewa *zoço* “heart, liver, life”; Warji *zugwâ* “soul”, Diri *ajûkwa* “heart” (Skinner 1977, 25) ||| (C) Masa *dûka* “liver” ||| Berb.: Guanche *a-tazayka-te* “gran cuore” (Woelfel 1965, 413–14: Guanche + Hausa).

48.7. Om.: (N) Oyda *šnîfi* id. < HECush.: Kambatta & Tembaro *šînîlla* or Ethio-Semitic: Tigre, Tigrinya, Amhara *šônlâ*, Zway *šônlâ*, Gogot, Selti *šônlâ* “small stomach of ruminants”; cf. also Bilin *šônîlla* and Kafa *šîpîlîoo* (Leslau 1979, 581).

49. long

49.1. Om.: (N) *gallal(l)- id. || (S) Galila *g’al- id. ||| Cush.: (S) Qwadza *gala* “very” (Ehret 1980, 235 otherwise) ||| Chad.: (C) Hitkalanci *gulû* “big”; Masa *gal* id. (Lukas) ||| (E) Mokilko *goôle* “big” (Jungraithmayr) ||| Berb.: (S) Ayr *aglu* “surpasser”, meglâ “surcroît, augmentation” (NZ III, 770) ||| Sem.: Arab. *galla* “to be big, elevated”; Tigre *gâllâlê* “honorer, rêverer” (Cohen 1970f, 126; Müller 1975, 68: CChad.+Arab.)
49.2. Om.: (N) Gonga *ge(z)nʒ - id. || Ari-Ubamer gažmi id., maybe also Dime gudum, Hamer gudob, Karo gutup id. ||| Cush.: (N) Beja gùmàd “long” (Roper) || (C) Bilin g(ʷ)nd- adj. “fat” (CDA 64). Cf. E 181, #269: Ari+Chad.: (W) Ngizim gâzbr “tall, long, deep” + Sem.: Arab. ġadba “to stretch, extend”

49.3. Om.: (N) *p’ad-° (E 113, #102).

49.4. Om.: (N) Zergulla di:tso; Y emsa diča id.; derived from the verb attested in Yemsa dič- “to grow”, Gofa dič-, Dache, Wolaita, Gamu dičč’- id. (Lamberti 1993b, 337).

49.5. Om.: (S) Banna orma id. ||| Cush.: (E) Tsamay ’orma “long” (Fleming); cf. also NS: Ongota ’orma/urma “long, far”.

50. louse

50.1. Om.: (N) č’ugu(č)č’- (H 270, 284). Lamberti (1993a, 401) and Lamberti & Sottile (1997, 328) compared it with ECush. *d’uud’-/*d’udd’-/*d’und’- “ant” > Soho d’ud’e “ant”; Jiddu d’udd’u; Bayso tunc e “red ant”, Dirayta & Mossiya d’ud’eta “ant”; Burji c’ue’e, Hadiyya c’uma id.

50.2. Om.: (N) Mao k’ísē id. || (S) *kas-a id.

50.3. Om.: (S) Dime garse id. || Chad. (E) Mokilko gérṣè (Jungraithmayr), Sokoro ngirsa (Lukas), Tumak ngîrsâ (Caprile), Lele ngîrsa, Kwang ngòrsâ id.

51. man

51.1. Om.: *ats-(H 283) = #65.

51.2. Om.: (N) Ometo *u(:)r- > Zala u:ra, Gofa ura “man”, Wolaita issi-’ura “someone” (Lamberti & Sottile 1997, 292); Gonga *wur- “male” (Cerulli 1951, 403, 515; Leslau 1959, 57; Lamberti 1993a, 271) ||| Cush. (E) Somali war “man” (Cerulli 1951, 403) || (S) *war- “mature young person” (Ehret 1980, 311–12; E 463, #974: Gonga + SCush.).

51.3. Om.: (N) Kafa anamo “man, male”, cf. Mocha nå:mo “son”, Bench nam “daughter”, nans “son” ||| Cush.: (E) *nam-/*nim-/*num- “person” > Soho-Afar num; Somali nin, pl. nim-an; Oromo, Konso, Dirayta nam-a; besides *anam- “son, boy” (Sasse 1979, 24) || Chad.: (W) Barang nyam; Ngizim nin “person” || (E) Tumak pl. ném-nám id.; Ndam nómt-tó “woman”; Sumray nàmd “people” (JI, 267; Stolbova 2005, 143) ||| Sem.: Arab. nummā “somebody, anybody” (E 320, #621: Kafa + ECush. + Chad. + Arab.).

52. many


52.2. Om.: (N) Zergulla mač’o; Kafa meeti, Mocha metto id. ||?Cush. (C) Awngi mènč, Kunfäl menči id.

52.3. Ometo *dar-: see #5.1. *dar- “big”.
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52.4. Om.: (S) *bed-i “many, much” ||| Cush.: (E) Soho bad- “to be rich”; Somali badi “to make numerous; increase”, badan “many”, Jiddu badne id. ||| ?Sem.: Arab. badin “fat and strong”, bada’a “to grow fat” (Cohen 1970f, 46; E 113, #102).

53. meat
53.1. Om.: (N) *ač- (H 297, fn. 32) ||| Cush. (C) Awngi ašši id., Kunfāl eš (Appleyard, CDA 98, separates it from NCCush. *sax- and speculates about the Omotic influence; E 366, #735: Om. *a:yš-2, including Ari a:yzi “skin” + Awngi + Eg. 3js “viscera”).

54. moon
54.1. Om.: (N) Bench ‘yarp, She erf id. || (S) *arp- i id. || Cush.: (C) *ärb-/*ärf- id. > Bilin ‘arba, Qwara arfa, Kailiña arfa, Khamir arba, Kemant CR arfa, Khamtanga árba, Awngi árfu, Kunfāl arfa “moon” (CDA 100; E 354, #696: Om.+Cush.). There are interesting parallels in NS: Kuliak: Nyangatom aragwan, Ik aragwar4, So awan “moon” (Lamberti 1988, 117).

54.2. Om.: (N) *am(t)si-/*atsim- > Yemsa asa; Bworo aasittsa; Dizi atsim; Mao ‘a:nsé, Seze ’ëmsi id. (E 362, #722: Mao *a:ms-) || Cush.: (E) Afar-Saho alsa “moon/month”. An attractive parallel occurs in NS: Kuliak: Ik asan “moon” (Lamberti 1988, 117).


55. mountain


55.3. Om.: (N) Bworo gum; Shako-Nayi ge:ra; Hozo gura, Seze göli id. ||| Cush.: (C) Bilin gira “mountain”, Qwara gara “rock” (Reinisch) ||| Somali guro “punto, cima, vertice”; Oromo gaara “mountain”; Dullay: Tsamay gaar-ko “wood”, Dopasunte kaar-ko, Harso, Gollango kaar-kó id. ||| (S) *gada > Iraqw Gorowa gara “virgin forest”, Alagwa Gara “name of a mountain” (Kiessling & Mous 2003, 112; D 61: NOm. + Cush.) ||| Chad.: (C) Masa gorhina, Musseya goira “stone” (Kraft).

55.4. Om.: (N) Ometo *buć‘-.

55.5. Om.: (N) Ometo *zum-.

55.6. Om.: (N) Nayi mai ||| Chad.: (C) Kilba mà‘; Wamdiu mw; Bachama mw “mountain” (Kraft).


56. mouth


56.2. Om.: (S) *a:ph- id., cf. Yemsa a:fa “language” (E 100, #65), which is most probably borrowed from ECush. (Oromo?) ||| Cush.: (N) Beja yaf “mouth” (Roper) || Cush: (C) *aːf- > Bilin ’āb; pl. ’āfs “mouth” (CDA 102; Qwara af & Falasha af can be borrowed from Amhara af id.) ||| (E) *af- > Saho-Afar af; Som, Boni, Rend af; Dasenech af-u; Or af-aani, Konso af-aa; Burjī afay, Sid, Alaba, Kamb af-oo, Gedeo af-aʔo id., Had af-oʔo “hole” (Sasse 1982, 23; Hudson 1989, 102) || Dahalo
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'áfō id. (To) || (S) *'af- > Iraqw, Burungi, Alagwa afone; Asa afok; Qwadza afone id.; Ma'a afeta “doorpost” (Ehret 1980, 281; Id. 1987, #191: N+C+E+SCush + Dahalo) ||| Sem. *pay- “mouth” > Akk. pū; Ugaritic pe, constr. pī, Syriac pummō, Arab. fam, constr. fū, Sabaic f (SED I, 195–96, 126); Ethio-Sem. *'af id. (Leslau 1987, 9) is rather of Cushitic (C or E) origin. Rabin (1981, 27, #24) adds the following WChad. forms: pAngas *p"a > Sura pwādā, Chip pwō, Angas po, Ankepu “mouth”; Ron: Fyer fo, Daffo fo(h) id. (JI2, 244–45), while Stolbova (1987, 152) derived them from pWChad *ba-ki. An alternative (or another?) Chadic cognate may be identified in WChad *aap- “to open (mouth)” > Hausa áfō “to throw in mouth”; Chip, Montol *ep, Anke *ep “to open”, Sura *ap, Angas *ep “to yawn”; Karekare ʔaf-, Tangale ʔap-, Pero ʔpp etc. (Stolbova 1987, 230), plus Eg. (Pyr) *wpy “to open, separate” (Wb. I, 298; EDE I).

57. name

57.1. Om.: (N) *sum- id. (H 270: *sun-; E 160, #220: *sum(ts)-) ||| Cush. *sim-/ *sum- id. > (N) Beja sim id. || (C) *šom- id. (CDA 103) || HECush. *sum'-a id. (Hudson 1989, 103) ||| Chad. *sumi id. (Stolbova 1996, 55–56) > Hausa siūnādā; Sura, Daffo sūm; Kirif ʃimmi; Pāa sun, sim; Zaar sūm ||| (C) Tera lim, Gidar ʃum; Muktele tlim; Yedina ʃemē; Logone ʃemnä || (E) Kera sâm, Sumray ʃūmā; Migama ʃemē; Mokilko ʃūm; Kirfi ʃimi; Pa’a sun, sim; Zaar sūm; (C) Tera lim, Gidar ʃum; Muktele ʃūm; Yedina ʃemē; Logone ʃemnā || (E) Kera sâm, Sumray ʃūmā; Migama ʃemē; Mokilko ʃūm; Kirfi ʃimi; Pa’a sun, sim; Zaar sūm; (C) Tera lim, Gidar ʃum; Muktele ʃūm; Yedina ʃemē; Logone ʃemnā; Masa ʃemnä; (S) Tera lim, Gidar ʃum; Muktele ʃūm; Yedina ʃemē; Logone ʃemnā.

MK smj “berichten, anzeigen”, MK smmε “accuser” (Wb. IV, 127–28; Vycichl 1983, 189) ||| Sem. *šum- (Leslau 1987, 504; E 160, #220: NOm. + Cush. + Chad. + Eg. + Sem.). The word for “name” in most of the Berber idioms resemble Arab. ism, e.g., (E) Ghadames ism | (N) Izdeg, Senhaja, Snus ism | Zenaga ašm (Basset), ešm (Nicolas) | (S) Kel-Ui asam, Awlelmidden ʃasm, Ghat, Adghaq asam, Ahaggar isəm, pl. ismawān id. < *Hisim, pl. *Hisimāwan (Prasse 1974, 124–25), but such forms as Zenaga or Kel-Ui indicate that these forms are independently inherited. Vycichl (1955, 307, fn. 5) mentioned, that in the case of borrowing from Arabic, the Zenaga word should preserve Arabic s. He reconstructs proto-Berber *a-sim.


58. neck

58.1. Om.: (N) Ometo *k’od- id., cf. Mocha qot’: “to swallow” (E 249, #452; Lamberti & Sottile 1997, 436), but cf. Hamer-Banna k’orčh “neck” ||| Cush.: (N) Beja kwod’ad’ ~ kad’ad’ “base of skull, foot of mount” (R. Hudson) = kad’at “scruff of neck” (Roper) ||| (E) *k’uc’-(t-) > Jiddu quj’ “neck” (Lamberti); Oromo quće-e “back of the neck” (> Gedeo k’uc’-e), Kambatta k’utta-ta, Burji k’uc’-oo “nape of neck” (Hudson 1989, 104);
58.2. Om.: (N) Zergulla *wollo, Zayse *wə:llə; She (Montadon) *wul, Bench *ul id., perhaps from the verb of the type Yemsa *wūl- “to return” (E 460, #968: Yemsa + Cush. *wal-/*wel- “to go around” > (C) Khamir wulas- “herumrühren”, Awngi wol “neighborhood” || (E) Harso olass-uy- “to roll” || (S) *wal-/*wel- “to go round, revolve” – see Ehret 1987, #576).

58.3. Om.: (N) Nayi feli, Shako fö:ri id. ||| ?Cush.: (E) Saho-Afar filla id. (Bender) ||| Chad. (C) Hildi fulāŋoo id. (Kraft), Bura fulam, Margi fslāŋ “throat, swallow” (Hoffmann).

59. new
59.1. Om.: (N) Ometo *kill-/*kiil-; ?Seze ’x:lē, Hozo helli || (S) *kill-/*(k)all-.

60. night -
60.1. Om.: (N) Ometo *ē’el-(m) > Zayse, Koyra ē’emmo, Zergulla ē’emo id. || Ari ē’el-mi “black”, Hamer-Banna ē’ale-mi (H 266). See #8.4 “black”. This inner Omotic comparison probably excludes Chad. *čama “night, dark(ness)” (Stolbova 1996, 47) as a cognate, but Stolbova (l.c.) reconstructs pChad. *č’ilVm- “to be dark”, compatible with both Sem. *ḏ̄-l-m “to be dark” and Om. *č’el-(m-).

60.2. Om. (N) Bench t’uman “at night”, Gonga *t’um- “night”; cf. Wolaita t’uma “darkness”, Gamu & Dache d’uma id. || (S) Ari d’um id. ||| Cush.: (C) Khamtanga, Khamir, Kemant təm-a, Qwara təm “darkness” (CDA 52) reflect təm-, compatible with ECush. *d’um- “to be dark”; it is not necessary to propose an irregular cognate in *dVm-an- “cloud” (so Appleyard) || (E) *d’um- > Saho d’um- “to become dark”; Konso & Dirayta d’um- “to set (of sun)” (Lamberti 1993a, 396: Om. + Konsoi); Sidamo, Hadiyya, Kambatta tuns- “to become dark” (Hudson 1989, 47), Sidamo tuma “darkness” (Moreno), but Hadiyya t’uma “darkness”, t’uns- “to become dark” by Plazikowski-Braun (D 53–54: Gonga + HECush.) ||| ?Chad.: (W) Pero dəm’äm “darkness” || (E) Mubi dədém, Mokilko diiddo “night” (JI, 257) ||| ?EG. htm’tm “?” (Wb. III, 199), Copt. Sahidic htmtm, Bohairic thomtem “obscurir, s’obscurir” (Vycichl 1983, 316 compares it with Arabic hutm “couleur noire”; Id. 1934, 43, fn. 2: Copt. + CCush.). The emphatic dental is indicated by Arab. ta’aṭṭum “to be very dark” (Steingass 1988, 67). Cf. also Takács, Lingua Posnaniensis 38, 1996, 61–62: Ometo + Pero+Mubi.

60.3. Om.: (N) She dutan; ?Anfillo dihro “night” ||| Cush.: (?N) Beja tita “Finster- niss, Dunkelheit; finstere Nacht” (Reinisch) || (E) Afar data “to be black”, diti “blackness” (Parker & Hayward), Saho data “black” (Welmers); Oromo Waata doti id. (Heine).

60.4. Om.: (N) Ometo *k’amm- id. ||| Cush.: (C) *kwəm- “evening” (CDA 62).
60.5. Om.: (S) *soyt-i id. || Cush.: (N) Beja sóotay, súutay, sóoday “dunkelfarbig, dunkelgrün, -braun, -grau” (Reinisch).

61. nose


61.2. Om.: (N) Ometo *kunk- id. (E 230, #401) < *nuknuk-? || (S) *nuk-i id. ||| Cush.: (S) Qwadza ningwato, Ma’a núja id. (Ehret) ||| Chad.: (W) Burrum nyuws (Jungraithmayr), Tule ngisə’n id. (Shimizu) || (E) Kera nína id. (Ebert).

61.3. Om.: (N) Chara mudda; Kafa muddo id. (Cerulli) ||| ?Cush.: (N) Beja miida, midala “tongue” (Reinisch) || (E) Oromo madde “cheek” (Gregg) ||| Chad.: (C) Mafa mudde.y “front, forehead” (Mouchet).

62. not

62.1. Om.: (N) *ba (E 80, #2; B 1988, 152: *b’a) || Cush.: (N) Beja baa-/bii- “not” || (C) *b- “to lack, not have” (CDA 90) ||| (E) Hadiyya be’e “to not be present”, Gedeo -ba-/-bo- “negative infix”, Kambatta -ba- “suffix of negative perfect & imperfect”, Burji aboon(i) “no” (Sasse 1982, 22) || Dahalo bà(·)- “part of several negative forms” || (S) Burunge -bei “not” ||| Chad. *ba “negative marker” > (W) Hausa bà(a)- ..-b(a) “nicht”; Mupun bà; Daffo-Butura ba; Karekare bái, Ngamo bu; Zumbul bi; Ngizim bái || (C) Bura bi; Gudur bà; Masa bay ||| (E) Kera bà; Jegu bà- ||| Berb.: (E) Sokna a-bù “ne pas” || (S) Ahaggar bobo “non!”, a-ba “ne pas y avoir de, ne plus y avoir de”, Awlemidden-Ayr i-ba “ne pas y avoir de” (NZ I, 1) ||| Eg. (NK) bw “nicht” (Wb. I, 453) ||| Sem.: Punic by “without”; Soqotri be “sans; avant que”; Tigre bāy bāy “no”, Gurage Ennomor ba’ay, Eža bay “no” (D 39: NOm. + N+C+Cush. + Chad. + Eg.; EDE II, 176–78: NOm. + Cush. + Chad. + Eg. + Berb. + Sem.).


62.3. Om.: (S) Hamer -ma id. ||| Cush.: (E) *ma’ > Afar ma, Somali mâ’, Dasanech ma “negative particle” (Sasse 1979, 52) ||| Berb.: (S) Ayr ma “ne .. pas” (Alojaly) < *mā (Prasse 1972, 247) || (N) Shawiya ma id., if it is not borrowed from Arab. mâ “not” (Prasse, l.c.) ||| Eg. (Pyr.) m “nicht” (Wb. II, 3–4: derived from imb “nicht sein”) ||| Sem.: Arab. mâ “not” (Brockelmann 1908, 500); Harari mē’ “no!” (Leslau 1963, 102).

63. old

63.1. Om.: (N) Chara gårâ, Gonga *ge(ː)n- id. || Cush.: (C) *găn- “be old, grow old” (CDA 106) || (E) *gaan-/*gann- “to grow; be big” (Sasse 1982, 73, 78) || Dahalo
gààno “big, large” (Ehret) || ?(S) Iraqw gay “very (much)” (Ehret 1980, 236) || Eg. (Pyr.) gn “mächtig sein; der grosser Machthaber” (Wb. V, 173; D 211: NOm.+C+ECush. + Eg: E 185, #281: Mocha + Cush.).

63.2. Om.: (N) Ometo *gal-a || (S) Ari galta id.

63.3. Om.: (S) Hamer gec(c), Dime-Galila geš id. ||| or (or) Cush.: (E) Dullay: Tسامay gecc-ate/-aye, Gollango g'eeš-, Gawwada of Dalpena keš-akko id.

64. one

64.1. Om.: (N) *is- > Ometo attributive *issi(-na), singulative *is-ta; Yemsa isa; Nayi isn; Seze isîlè, Mao iske; maybe also Gongà *ikka, if it is derivable from *is-ka (E 363, #726: NOm. + ECush. *is- “self” + Sem.: Arab. ’ins “person”, but it is doubtful) ||| Sem. *ašṭay- “1”.

64.2. Om.: (N) Ometo *pet(–) id. ||| Chad.: (C) Margi ’bhattī’ (II, 262).

64.3. Om.: (N) Gimirra *mat' id.; cf. Kafa mittoo “sole” (Cerulli) ||| or < Cush.: (E) *mat*/mit- “1” (Sasse 1982, 143) ||| Chad.: (W) Kirfì modi, Bolewa modi “1” (II, 262) ||| (C) Mefele mətā “1”. Takács (1996, 136–37) offers a convincing hypothesis, assuming the derivation from the appellative of the type ECush. *math “head” (Sasse 1979, 36) || Beja mat “(top of) head” || Chad.: (C) Musgu mada, Vulum mät “head” || Eg. (OK) mtj “Vorsteher einer Priestergilde” (Wb. II, 168) ||| Sem.: Akk. muttu “front, forehead”. See also #38.8.

64.4. Om.: (S) Dime wokkil vs. Aroid *wәl(l)ak'- id.; cf. NOm.: Koyra wolakko “one of two” (Cerulli).

64.5. Om.: (S) Hamer-Banna-Karo *kala id. There are NS parallels of the type West Nilotic *kel “1”; Central Sudanic *kala “1”; Taman *kara “1” etc.

65. person

65.1. Om.: (N) *ats-(H 283; E 365, #733: NOm. + Cush. *ats-/*its-/*uts- “torso”).

65.2. Om.: (S) *ed-i id. || NOm. *ad- “man, male” > Malo F adde, Kachama B ade, Gamu adde, Dache ad(d)e, Zayse ade, Koyra ade, Yemsa adka (Lamberti & Sottile 1997, 301) ||| Cush.: (E) Rendille ět “person” || (S) Asa ‘iduk, Burunge hedi, Alagwa heru, Iraqw he id. (E 343, #668: Aroid + Cush. “ad-/*id- “body of a person””) || Chad. (C) Musgoy hiddi, Kola hidi, Daba hid “person (II, 267) ||| Berb.: (N) Sened ida “les gens de” in the tribal names, e.g., Idā Ugarśmukt, Idā Ultit (Pr 117); Ksurs idu “people” (R. Basset), Shilha id “people” (Stumme) ||| Sem: Geez ‘ad “man, male, husband”, pl. -aw “men, people”, Tigre ‘ad “family, people”, Tigray ‘addi “country, village, people”; cf. also Hebrew ḋady-ḏk “the prime” (Leslau 1987, 56).

65.3. Om.: (N) Ometo *ge(·)r- id. ||| Cush.: (C) *garw- “man, male” (CDA 96) || (E) *gor-/*ger- “people” > Elmolmo gura; Oromo jara; Dobase koro; Burji jóora “family” (Sasse 1982, 111) ||| Chad.: (W) Sura gùriam; Tal gwiyam “person”; Bole gorzo “man” || (C) Gude gùrù “man”; Glavda ghwálvà; Mafa ģgùrà’id. || (E) Mubi njò-gòrò́k id. (JI₂, 230–31, 266–67).

65.4. Om.: Seze-Hozo *mo: id. ||| or (or) Cush.: (E) Arbore mó(h), Elmolmo mó, Dasanech mú id. ||| Chad.: (W) Tangale muu, Dera múù “person” (JI₂, 266).

66. rain

66.1. Om.: (N) Yemsa yeesu; Gonga *amiš; Seze ’ins³:i, Hozo tmsi id. || Cush.: (N) Beja yam pl. “water” ||| Chad. “water”: (W) Sura âm; Fyer ham, Kulere ’àam; Tangale am, Kirfi amma; Pa’a ambi, Jimbin imbì; ?Boghom, Kir yip; Ngizim âm || (C) Tera ’yim; Margi ’imì; Fali-Kiria jiambi; Nzangi mbìi; Laamang înî; Wandala jàwè; Sukur yàm; Gisiga yam; Daba yim; Buduma âmâi; Musgu yim; Zime-Batna bi || (E) Kwang kâam; Kabalai kaamâ; Sumray pl. nîmì; Sokoro mbó id., Mawa am “water; rain”; Dangla âmây, Migama ânmì id., Bidiya ’àmây water; rain”; Mubi ’âm “water” (JI₂ 340–41) || Berb.: “water”: (E) Siwa aman pl. (Laoust), Ghadames âman m. pl. (Lanfr) || (S) Ahaggar pl. âman < *HàmâHan (Prasse 1974, 410), Ayr & Awlemdidden pl. âman (Alojaly) || (W) Zenaga aman (Basset) || (N) Shilha of Tazerwalt aman pl. tantum (Stumme) || Guanche a(h)emon “water” (Woelfel 1965: 513; Vycichl, WZKM 52[1955]: 314 and Mémorial Basset [1957]: 143, reconstructed an unattested sg. as *im or *ymi resp., while the plural should reflect *i-imê-ên or *i-ymi(yu)n resp.) |||| Sem. *yaml “sea” > Ugaritic ym, Hebrew yâm, pl. yammi “sea, lake; reservoir, large basin”, Aram yammâ, Ar yamm “sea” (Aistleitner 1965: 129; Klein 1987: 259). A Semitic source is evident for Eg. (18th Dyn) ym “Meer” (Wb I: 78), Demotic ym id., Copt Sahidic eiom, Bohairiciom, Ahminic & Fayyumic iam “mer; pressoir”, Bohairic pl. amaiu < *yammi-y-u (Vycichl 1983: 63; E 300, #569: Gonga *am- + Chad. *am “water”).

66.3. Om.: (N) *deeb-/*doob- > Dizi dièb “to rain” || (S) Dime dê:be, Hamer dubi, Ari do:bi “rain” ||| Chad. (C) Gidar dúbbya “saison des pluies” (Mouchet) || (E) Kera of Fianga dubueni “rain” (Lukas). (E 444, #928: SÔm. *de:b-/*do:b-).

66.5. Om.: (N) Gimirra *wol- id. ||| Cush.: (C) Kunfäl wel, Awngi SLLE wol “cloud” (CD A 46) || (E) Burji wáalla “cloud, fog” (Sasse 1982, 186 compares it with Y emsa waalla “night” by Bender = waalà “Abend & Nacht” by Lamberti).

67. red
67.1. Om.: (N) *zuk’- > Ometo *zok’-/*zuk’-, Chara zúwa; Bench zok’; Mao zăŋkùtè || (S) Dime zu-:, Hamer-Banna za:wu etc. (H 265) ||| Chad.: (W) Hausa jáá (á), pl. jàjà “red”; Ron: Bokkos ji juy id., ji juy “to become red”; North Bauchi ji juy “yellow” (Skinner 1996, 119) || (C) Wandala jágana; Padukwo žágana; Kotoko: Logone zey “rouge” (Mouchet). ||| Berb: Guanche of Palma azuñúa “moro o negro” (Woelfel 1965, 425–26) || (E) Siwa a-zaggay, pl. i-ën “rouge” (Laoust 1931, 290), Augila zuñy “rouge” (Mouchet), Padukwo žágana; Kotoko: Logone zey “rouge” (Mouchet). ||| Berb: Guanche of Palma azuñúa “moro o negro” (Woelfel 1965, 425–26) || (E) Siwa a-zaggay, pl. i-ën “rouge” (Laoust 1931, 290), Augila zuñy “rouge” (Mouchet), Padukwo žágana; Kotoko: Logone zey “rouge” (Mouchet). ||| Berb: Guanche of Palma azuñúa “moro o negro” (Woelfel 1965, 425–26) || (E) Siwa a-zaggay, pl. i-ën “rouge” (Laoust 1931, 290), Augila zuñy “rouge” (Mouchet).


68. road
68.1. Om.: (N) Basketo-Dokka-Male *goyts-i id.; Anfillo goxtto || (S) Hamer-Banna *goyt-i, ?Dime gaš id.
68.2. Om.: (N) Zayse goge, ?Dizoid *ko:k- id. || (S) Ari-UBamer-Galila *go:gi ||| Cush.: (N) Beja giig- “to go away” || (B) Bilin gug, Khama g“ag id.; Agaw > Geez gogawa “to wander” (CDA 116) || (E) Hadiyya googo, Kambatta googo “road” (Hudson 1989, 124 derives them from pHECush. “doogo, regarding Sidamo doogo, pl. dooggá, Burji dawwa id.) ||| Chad.: (W) Bole goggo, Dera gokò (Kraft) “road” (D 256: Dizi+Ari + N+C+ECush; E 222, #380: Dizoid & Ari + Chad.).


69. root


70. round

70.1. Om.: (N) Male mu·mme id. < *mul-mö? ( > Bayso muumee id.) || (S) Dime milu, Galila mulla id.

70.2. Om.: (N) Bench kar “to be round” ||| Cush.: (E) *kir-/*kor-/*kur- “circular formation” (Sasse 1979, 5, 9) || (S) kar- > Qwadza kàngal- “to turn around”; Maa kikarara “ring” (Ehret 1980, 242) ||| Berb.: (E) Ghadames kwwor “to be round” (Lanfry) || (W) Zenaga korör id. (Nicolas) || (N) Shenwa akɔrnɔnɔy, Kabyle akwɔrnɔnɔy “round” (E 200, #328: Bench + SCush. + EChad. *k-r “to dance” + Arab. karra “to unroll itself”).

71. sand

71.1. Om.: (N) Ometo: Dokka k’ač’e; She k’ač‘; Bench k’amč‘; Kafa qač’o; Shako k’amč‘u id. || (S) Galila k’ač‘ in p’ič‘ k’ač‘, where p’ič‘a means “earth.”
71.2. Om.: (N) Cancha-Gamu-Dorze ancʼo, Chara āmša id. Is it a variant of #71.1?
71.3. Om.: (N) Dizi harč || (S) Ubamer hacˇča id. A variant of #71.2?
71.4. Om.: (N) Ometo ̄sa:po, while Mao ̄sà:wà id., together with Hozo šakiwi, Seze šà:kéwí id. probably represent another etymon. Borrowed into (or from?) HECush. šaafa “sand”. It is tempting to compare the Berber parallels: (S) Ahaggar asuf “valley” (Prasse 1974, 213: *ā-sāff), Ghat asif, pl. isaffen id. || (N) Sened suf, pl. isaffen “river”; Shawiya suf, pl. isaffen id., Kabyle, Demnat, Shilha asif id. (Woelfel 1955, 156).

71.5. Om.: (N) Gonga *ša(w-/*šaww- > Mocha šaawo id., šawwe “land” , Bworo šawa “(Fuss)boden”, Kafa šawo & šowo “land” (Lamberti 1993a, 384) || (D) Dime šayy (Fleming) || Chad.: (W) South Bauchi: Boghom šey, Zeem aši “sand” (Shimizu) || (C) Kotoko: Affade se id. (Sölken) || Eg. (Pyr) š “sand” (Wb. IV, 419–20; EDE I, 382: Dime + Chad. + Eg.).


72. say

72.1. Om.: (N) *ga[h-/*gi[h- > Basketo ga-, Male ge-, Gofa gi-, Dorze gay-, Bench gah, Shako ge: id. || (S) Hamer gi-, Ari ga-, Dime geem- id. || or > or < Cush.: (E) Tsamay (Bender) gæhæ id. (E 183, #274: Bench + SCush. geh- “to speak” + CChad. geh- “mouth”).

72.2. Om.: (N) *y- > Dokka iyya, Zayse yi-, Zergulla y-; Y emsa i id. || Cush.: (C) *y[ә]- “to say” (CDA 118) || (E) *y[y]- (Sasse 1982, 118) || Dahalo joom- “to say, speak” || (S) *yo-/*o- id. (Ehret 1980, 318) || Eg. Pyr. j id., jj “Spruch” (Wb. I, 36; D 184–85; E 471, #991: NOm. + Cush. + Eg.; EDE I, 79: Cush. + Eg.).

73. see

73.2. Om. *zag-* (N) Male zag-; Dizoid *sag id. || (S) Hamer zag- “to seek”, Ari ziíg- id. (H 265)
73.3. Om.: (N) *t’s’il-(Lamberti 1993a, 398–99; E 170, #250: NOm. + Sem.: Arab. ŏlā’a “to look at attentively, see; show” – see Steingass 1988, 641).
73.4. Om.: (S) *sed-* || or > or < HECush.: Hadiyya siid- “to look & find” (Hudson 1989, 94).

74. seed
74.1. Om.: (N) Ometo *zer-ets-; Bench zar; Yemsa zala; Gonga *yar-; Shako zarra, Nayi yaru id. || (S) Ari zer- seed, sow” (H 265) < Ethio-Semitic: Geez zar’ “seed”, Tigre zär’a “seed, sow”, Amhara, Gurage zàrra id. (Leslau 1987, 642).
74.2. Om.: (N) Oyda buidits, ?Zergulla bič’etta; Dizi butkun || ?(S) *bet-a/*pê’t-a id. ||| Cush. (E) Arbore bāado “seed” (H); Gawwada pod’ahe (AMS), Tsamay boorah (Savà) ||| ?Eg. (Pyr) bd.t “Emmer, Spelt” (Wb. I, 486).
74.3. Om.: (N) Bworo šooka id., Bworo & Kafa šok “to sow” (Lamberti 1993a, 374–75 adds Gedeo sok’- “säen, mahlen”), Mocha šökki “to seed”; Maoid *šok- “seed” ||| Chad.: (W) Hausa shuka “to sow” || (C) Vulum súki “faire le trou avant de semer”, Mbara čok “to sow” (Tourneux et al.) ||| Eg. (MK) skj “Samen, Nachkommenschaft vertilgen” (Wb. IV, 312–13: connected with skj “vernichten, zu Grunde richten”; Blažek & Boisson 1992, 26: Gonga + Chad. + Eg.).
74.4. Om.: (S) Dime mšít⁴, Hamer maš-, Galila mšá id. || Chad.: (W) Ron: Bokkos musút “Saatkorn”, Daffo-Butura masút “Samen” (Jungraithmayr).

75. sit
75.1. Om.: (N) Basketo dø’a-, Dokka du’, Male de’-; Yemsa di / duwu id. || Cush.: (N) Beja di’ “tun, (fertig) machen”; caus. daa-s & dadaa-s “legen, stellen” (Reinisch) || ?(C) Bilin diw- “to stay, wait” (CDA 129) || (E) Saho dehe “to give back” (Welmers) = dahay & dihay “zurückgeben, -stellen” (Reinisch) ||| Chad. (C) Logone dà “stellen” (Lukas); ?Musgu da “tun, machen” (Lukas) ||| Sem.: Arab. wada’a “poser”, Soqotri dah id. (Leslau 1938, 125; D 186: Sao + CChad. + Sem.).
75.2. Om.: (N) Ometo *ut- id. (E 355, #701: Ometo + Cush. *at-/*it- “to stop”)
75.3. Om.: (N) *bet- > (E 90, #38 compares it with Cush. *ba’- “to lie down”)
75.4. Om.: (N) Anfillo t’ê:pa id. || Chad. (W) Ngizim dláb’(a)- “to sit, remain, stay, residue, be, become” (E 415, #852: Anfillo + Ngizim).

76. skin
76.1. Om.: (N) Wolaita goga, Chara gongá; Yemsa googo; Bworo gook’a, Kafa goqo, Anfillo gojôk’o; Hozo gongk’a id. < Ethio-Semitic: Gurage goja, Harari googa < Cush. (E) *gog- id., perhaps derived from *gog- “dry” ||| Chad.: (C) Wandala Mch. go’gwá “peau” (E 211, #354: NOm. < Cush.)

76.3. Om.: (N) Dizi kut; Mao kúté. There is a tempting parallel in NS: Kuliak: So kus/ kut (Lamberti 1988, 121).

76.4. Om.: (N) Yems kooda; Bworo k’edda. Probably borrowed from Amhara k’oda “skin”.

77. sleep

77.1. Om.: (N) Ometo *geh- id. ||| Cush.: (C) Khamtanga g”äyy-, Kaliña g”äqi - “to sit” (CDA 124) || (E) Burji goh- “to sleep” (Sasse 1982, 82); Yaaku -gwe’e- “to live” (Heine) || Dahalo gwah “to sit” || (S) Qwadza gwaḥas- “to rest” (Ehret 1980, 264; Ehret 1995, 190, #298 adds Sem. *g-, but without any material support).

77.2. Om.: (N) Gonga: Bworo k’ey- = B k’eu, Kafa B k’eba, Mocha qè:yi- = B k’eb’ id. ||| Cush. *k’ab-/*k’ib- “to be quiet” > (C) Awngi qapp- id. || (E) Yaaku -qap- id. || (S) Burunge qab- id. (Ehret 1987, 42, #146) ||| ?Eg. (late) qbb “ruhig, langsam”, usually connected with qb(b) “kühl, kalt” (Wb. V , 22–23; E 233, #410).

77.3. Om.: (N) Ometo *d’isk- (H 268) > Gofa d’isk-, Kullo disk- (Borelli), Wolaita H t’iskk- = L t’esk- id. || Cush. (E) Oromo c’iis- “to lie down, rest, stretch oneself”, besides Burji dosk- “to sleep” and Ethio-Semitic: daqqasa “to be sleepy”, Tigray, Amhara däqqäsä “to sleep” (Lamberti & Sottile 1997, 537–38) ||| Berb.: (E) Siwa āṭṭras; (S) Ahaggar, Awlemidden arras; (N) Senhaja āṭṭras, Iznacen, Zkara yiṭṭas, Nefusa āṭṭas “to sleep” (Militarev).

77.4. Om.: (N) Dizoid *sok()- id. ||| Cush.: (E) Somali sug- “to wait”; Oromo fokokaa- “to move sitting down” || (S) Iraqw sukunu’at- “to squat” (Ehret 1980, 326, 350) ||| Sem. *s-k-n “to reside”, *s-k-b “to lie down”; Arab. saka’a “to sleep, fall asleep” (E 157, #214: Dizoid + Cush. + Sem. < AA *suk- “to stay”).

78. small

78.1. Om.: (N) *gu:ttś- id. (H 284) ||| Cush.: (E) Arbore gičč’á id.; Hadiyya gotten’o id. || Dahalo g’ittśa id. (E 193, #305; AA *g’wits- > NOm. *gu:ttś-/*g’ittś- + Dahalo; Lamberti 1993a, 317: Om. + Hadiyya).


78.3. Om.: (S) Dime č’ekk’- id. ||| Cush.: (C) *cag’- > Bilin šg̣ẉ, Qwara šg̣ẉ, Khamir ciqʷ-, Kemant šg̣gʷ- id. (CDA 125) || (E) ?Konso (Black) šakk- = (Fleming) šoka
id. (D 119) || (S) Burunge coko id. ||| Chad.: (C) Wandala cukwà id. (Kraft) ||
Berb.: (E) Siwa aḥkīk & ḥakīk “petit”, Sokna mazzū, pl. mèwzekot, f. mazzàkiyot, pl. mazzàkùnat (Laoust 1931, 275), Augila meššék “I am small”, Fodjaha mazzai “piccolo; figlio” (Paradisi) || (N) Nefusi meššék, pl. meššûket “piccolo” (Beguinot);
Senhaja mazzay (Renisio), Zayan amazyyan : v. mezzi (Loubignac) etc. || (W) Zenaga imazzigon (R. Basset), mozzūg id. (Nicolas).

78.4. Om.: (N) Male d’aka id. || ?(S) *toko- id. || Cush.: (E) *dikk’-/*d’ikk’- “small” (Sasse 1982, 47).

78.5. Om.: (N) Ometo *’er-ats-; Bench yars id. ||| (E) *yar- > Somali yar “small”, Rendille yeryer “thin”, Bayso yer-aat- “to decrease”; “Oromo yar-aa weak”; Burji yér-aa “bad (thing); ugly; dirty” (Sasse 1982, 193; Haberland & Lamberti 1988, 148–49: Zayse + ECush.).

79. smoke
79.1. Om. (N) *č’ugw- id., cf. the velar responses in Oyda č’uggo, Anfillo s’u:ggó (H 266, 270: *č’ub-; E 290, #546: Om. + ECush. *c’aab- “to be afire”) || (S) *č’ub- “smoke” || Cush.: (C) Wag č’ega “smoke” || Dahalo t’uggwa “smoke” (Tosco). Cf. #12.1. “burn”.

79.2. Om.: (N) She šarr id. – see #14.1. “cloud”.

80. stand
80.1. Om.: (N) Ometo *ekk’- id. || Cush. (N) Beja yak “aufstehen” (Reinisch).

80.2. Om.: (N) Bench yit’ & She ita; Gongà *(y)eed(-)- || ?(S) Karo wedi, Galila wa- id. || Cush.: (E) Somali heed’- “to remain over”; Sidamo heed’, Hadiyya hee’-, Burji yed’- “to live, be in place” (Sasse 1982, 193).

80.3. Om.: (N) Chara aș-ne; Dizoid aș- id. || ?Cush.: *as- “to do, make” (CDA 55–56) || (E) *as-/*is- > Saho is-~iš- “to do, make”; Boni as- “to prepare, make”; Sidamo ass-, Kambatta ass-, Hadiyya iss-, Burji iss- “to do, act, make” (Sasse 1982, 107; D 151).

81. star

81.2. Om.: (N) Gongà *t’ożz- id. (E 440, #920); perhaps related to Ometo *ts’olint-.

81.4. Om.: (N) ?Dokka berse; Dizi bez || (S) Dime bez, Galila bez id. ||| or > or < Cush.: (E) HECush. *bezzeeeko “star” > Burji biziikò, Kambatta bezzeeuccu, pl. bezzee-bezzaa, Alaba bezzeta, Sidamo beddakko, pl. beddahe (Hudson 1989, 142; Sasse 1976, 137). Cf. also CCush.: Bilin bídâ & bidârâ “Morgenstern” (Reinisch). The root also passed into Ethio-Semitic: Geez bez, biz, bezâ “shining star, morning star” (Leslau 1987, 117).

81.5. Om.: (N) ?Male wuts’atsi; Chara wónčeta || (S) Banna wončo id.

81.6. Om.: (S) Hamer ’ezini id. < ECush.: Dasanech hizi-n-tti id. (Sasse 1976, 138).

82. stone
82.1. Om.: (N) *šu(ɔ)čč-(H 269, 270), maybe borrowed into Cush.: (E) Garre-Tunni šišt, May-Digil šīd, Jiddu šīt id.; Oromo sida “heavy and compact stone” (Lamberti 1993a, 382–83; he adds Bilin šāša “stone”).

82.2. Om.: (N) Zaye-Zergulla *mal-o id. || Eg. (Pyr) mnw id., D19/20 mn(.t) “mountain” (Wb. II, 72, 64, 69).

82.3. Om.: (N) Bench nyał; Dizi nał-u, Nayi n’el-u id. || (S) Dime la:łe id. ||| Chad.: (W) Sura lar “Fels, Stein”, Angas ler “flat rock”, Mupun laar “boulder, stone” (Stolbova 1987, 243; Ead. 2005, 95: WChad. + Akk.) ||| Eg. (OK) inr id. (Wb. I, 97) ||| Sem.: Akk. narû “stone monument, boundary stone”.

82.4. Om.: (S) *sun-i id. ||| Eg. (MK) sn.t “block of stone” (Wb. IV, 152).

82.5. Om.: (N) Kafa t’aqqo id. < Cush.: (E) *d’ag- id. (Sasse 1982, 61).

83. sun
83.1. Om.: (N) Ometo *aw(w)-, cf. also Koyra ’aw- “to shine”; but Male ’abi, Chara oyá “sun”; Bench ab “day” : obar “sun”; Yemsa awa; Gonga *’aabb-; Hozo abbi, Mao & Seze *aw- id. || (S) Dime ’ije; Aroid *’ay- id. ||| Cush.: (N) Beja ’aawi “noon; zenith” (Roper) || (C) Awngi áwá, Kunfäl awi “sun” (CDA 130 thinks about Omotic origin; the Omotic source is proposed by Leslau for the Gurage forms: Gyeto “wayá” ||| Chad.: (W) Ron: Daffo-Butura & Bokkos ḷwé “sun” (Jungraithmayr) ||| (C) Dghwede ḳiya “to shine” ||| Eg. (Dyn. XVIII) ʿbʿb “von den Strahlen der Sonne, die auf Gesicht scheinen” (Wb. I, 178) ||| Sem.: Arab. ʿab(b) “sunlight”, ʿabwa “to shine, be bright” (E 341, #663: NOM. *a:b- + Cush. *ab- “to burn, shine” + Arab.; Tákač 1996, 129: NOM. + HECush. *iibba “hot, warm” + SCush. *abakw- “white” + Chad. + Eg. + Arab.; Blážek 2005, 376: Om. + N + CCush.).

83.2. Om.: (N) Zaye k’ɔs, Koyra k’, Seze kòzzi “star” || (S) Karo kaco “star” ||| Cush. (C) *kɔs- “to become dawn” (CDA 52) ||| (E) Mossiya kooso “sun” is probably of Ometo origin. On the other hand, there are NS parallels: Nara k’ɔ “sun” and Ongota ’ak’ac’u/(h)ak’ac’o/akaco/xác’o “sun” (Fleming).
84. **swim**

84.1. Om.: (N) Ometo *wad*- id. || (S) Hamer *war*, Ari *warri* ||| Cush.: (C) Kemant *war*- id. (CDA 131). Cf. also HECush.: Hadiyya-Kambatta *waacc-* “to swim” (Hudson 1989, 147) and Gurage: Selti *wāččā* id. (Leslau).

84.2. Om.: (N) Gonga *wak*; Nayi *wokn* id. The velar extension of the preceding root?

84.3. Om.: (N) Dokka *piŋ*-; Maoid *paaŋ*- id.

84.4. Om.: (N) Dache *lim*- id. ||| or 〈

84.5. Om.: (N) Bench *mošt*; Shako *múšń* ° d.

84.6. Om.: Ometo *dak-aad*- id. < HECush. *daak-ad’*- id. < Oromo *dak*- id. < ECush. *zak*- id. (Sasse 1976, 140; Id. 1982, 52; Hudson 1989, 147). SOm.: Ari *zo:tim*a can be borrowed from some of the East Cushitic z-dialects.

85. **tail**


85.2. Om.: (N) ?Koyra *dup’iya* id. || (S) Hamer *dub-an/-in*- id. ||| Cush.: (E) *dub-/*dib*-id. (Sasse 1982, 57) ||| Chad.: (W) Ankwe dāp (Kraft), Sura dūp “penis” (Jungrahmayr) ||| (C) Gisiga duba (Lukas), Mofu duba, Gidar dūb “back” (Mouchet) ||| Sem.: Mandaic *dibra “back, tail”*, Arab. *dubr “backside; neck*”, Amhara ḥobār “backbone” (SED I, 44; Cohen 1970f, 212; E 125, #119; elsewhere Ehret [E 134, #146] connects the Koyra word with Eg dp.t “loins”).

85.3. Om.: (N) Male ‘unjki; Bench unk, She ‘unj; Yemsa ‘unjy; Mao jông*če, Seze *wjizni* id. ||| ?Chad. (E) Mubi ‘inyéwi (JI2, 317), Minjile *ᴩjewi*, Kajakse *pjawi* id. (Doornbos & Bender).

85.4. Om.: (N) Chara s’éra; Gonga *če(ː)-r*- id., including Bworo ts’iira “hair”; Dizi č’r-u id. The areal word, widespread also in various Ethio-Semitic and Cushitic languages: Cush. (E) Oromo č’ira “tail; bunch of hair, usually from a horse’s tail” (Gamta), Qabenna, Sidamo č’ira; (C) Khampa č’era, Awngi č’āri (CDA 131–32); Ethio-Semitic: Tigrinya, Amhara, Argobba, Gafat, Harari, Gurage č’era “tail, hair of tail” (Leslau 1979, 187: Ethio-Semitic < Cush.).

86. **that**

86.1. Om.: (N) *se-* > Cancha sekkisi, Zayse soya, Ganjule sese, Koyra se’ssi, Chara sek(ā)n; Yemsa (h)aas; Shako yis ||| (S) Dime ‘iseno & sah id. Perhaps related with NOm. ‘isi m./′isa f. “he/she”; ECush. ‘*usuul/’išii id.; Beja -uus in bar-uus/
bat-uus id.; Semitic *ṣuwa/*šiya id.; Egyptian sw/sj id. (‘dependent’); Chad. *si “he” (Blážek 1995, 51, 49, 48, 46, 45, 43).

86.2. Om.: (N) *ya/-yi- > Basketo yita, Male jeja, Malo jēji, Zergulla ja; Bench yinkuš; Shako yis id.


87. this

87.1. Om.: (N) Dizi εkε/yεk m./f. id., εŋkε/yεŋk m./f. “that”, cf. also Mocha ökkabi “that” || (S) Hamer ka, Ari kona id. || Cush.: (E) abs. m. *ka : subj. m. *ku “this” (Sasse 1982, 111); especially HECush. *hikka m./hitta f. “this” (Hudson 1989, 150) || (S) *kaa “this” m. || Eg. Pyr. kįj m., kįj, Copt. ke- m., ket- f. “other, another” (Wb. V, 110; E 194, #309: Aroid & Dizoid + SCush. + Eg.).

87.2. Om.: (N) Ometo *ha-; Bench hasi; Yems (h)an; Gonga *hani; ?Shako a:z id. || Cush.: (C) *ən- “this” : *ən-dV “that” (CDA 136, 134) ||| Sem. *hā- in various demonstratives (Brockelmann 1908, 316–23).

88. thou


88.2. Om.: (N) Dizoid *yetV id. || Cush.: (C) *'ont || (E) *'ati || Dahalo ‘āata || Chad.: (C) Tera to, Pidlimdi totej || Sem. *an-ta/-ti m./f. id.; in the branches, where the independent 2sg. pronoun in t was not preserved, at least the verbal affixes reflect their old existence: Beja ti- .. -a/-i m./f.; Iraqwoid *-it; Berb. *ta- .. -ad/d and Egyptian Old Perfect -t(j) (Blážek 1995).


89. tongue

89.1. Om.: (N) *'ants’ir-/*'intsar-(E 387, #797 reconstructs Gimirra-Gonga *hays’-, but this isogloss cannot be separated from other NOm. forms).

89.2. Om.: (N) Yems terma id. There are interesting NS parallels: Saharan: Teda-Daza termeso; Kanuri tɛlɛm, Kanembu dɛlɛm; Maba delmik id. (Ehret 2000, 444, #850).

89.3. Om.: (N) Bworo abeera; Dizi yabt, Shako ərb, Nayi yalb id. (E 397, #808: NOm. *alib-) ||| or borrowed from the same source as Cush.: (E) */'anrab- id. (Sasse
1982, 28) ||| Chad.: (C) Gulfe ariangu; Mofu ṭurné, Gisiga ṭirne (both Seignobos & Tourneaux), Mada ṣṛṛa id. (Mouchet).

89.4. Om.: (S) ṭadinb- id. ||| ?Cush.: (S) Qwadza ondalimo; Ma’a lu-’ánda id. Related with #89.3. Cf. Sem. Arab. ṭadāb “tip of the tongue” (Steingass 1988, 679). There are suggestive parallels in NS: Kuliak: So & Nyangatom ṭedeb “tongue” (Lamberti 1988, 123).

90. tooth

90.1. Om.: (N) ṭač- id. || (S) Galila ači, Hamer-Banna atsi, Dime tts id., cf. also Galila ič-, Hamer-Banna its- etc., “to eat” (E 346, #676) ||| Cush.: (N) Beja d’a “molar” (Reinisch) || (E) ṭac’- > Saho ad’a “back teeth”; Arbore ṭac’éé “lower jaw” (Hayward), Dasanech (Bender) iṣo id. (if not from Om.); Dirayta add’ā “cheek”; Gollango ṭad’o id., etc. (Lamberti 1987, 533) ||| Chad. (W) ṭaċcwV “teeth” (Stolbova 1987, 226).


90.3. Om.: (N) Dime kastl, Ari kasel id. < or > Cush.: (E) Tsamay kāasala “molar tooth”; cf. also Nilo-Saharan: Ongota kāasala id.


90.5. Om. (N) Ometo *gagg-o id., cf. Malo gāgginā “molar” (Fleming) || (S) Ari geegi “tooth”; cf. SOm. *ga- “to bite”.

91. tree

91.2. Om.: (N) Koyra akka id. (Cerulli) || (S) *ahak‘-a ||| Cush.: (E) Afar hak, Saho Irob ḥak “branch”; HECush. hakk’a “tree, wood” (Sasse 1982, 90; Hudson 1989, 158).

92. two

92.2. Om.: (N) Dizoid *t’agn id. There are problematic parallels in Beja tágw & dágw, pl. tagúug “20” and Oromo (Tutschek) digetam = (Gragg) digdama “20”, cf. also Nilo-Saharan: Nara dokuta “2” : doko “1” (Blážek 1999, 49).

92.3. Om.: (N) Gonga: Mocha qáččo “half”, Bworo kač, Kafa qat`o id., cf. also Gurage Wolano kitto id. (Leslau 1959, 45).


93. walk/go

93.2. Om.: (N) Gonga *ham- > Ometo *ham-; Bench ham; Yensa ama; Mocha hàmmini-, Bworo am- “to go” ||| ?Sem. *h-m-m > Hebrew hàmam “se mettre en mouvement, troubler”, Aramaic Targumic h*mam “déranger, chasser” (Cohen 1970f, 424; E 382, #779: NOM. *h1am- + Sem.).

93.3. Om.: (N) Basketo-Dokka *luk(k)- id.; cf. Arbore lukk’eh-ad “to walk” = “to take leg” ||| Cush.: (N) Beja lekway in ta lekway at’agiig “I am squatting on my heels” (Roper) ||| (C) *lukw-. “foot/leg” (CDA 71) || (E) *lukk(-). “foot/leg” (Sasse 1979, 5, 12, 41; Id. 1982, 136; Hudson 1989, 66) || Dahalo lük’a “leg (from thigh to knee)” (Tosco) ||| Berb.: (S) Ayr-Awlemiddien elay, pl. elyan (Alojaly), Ahaggar iley, pl. ileyân “jambe” (Prasse 1974, 124: *Hiliy, pl. *Hilyân), Taitoq ileq, pl. ilyan “jambe de devant (d’un animal)” (Masqueray) || (N) Zayan iley “mollet” (Laoust 1920, 119). Appleyard (CDA 71) adds Semitic *h-l-k “to walk, go” (Cohen 1970f, 413).
93.4. Om.: (N) Dizoid *teg- || (S) Dime tinge ||| (E) Somali tag “to go” (Luling).
93.6. Om.: (S) Banna rond-id. ||| Cush.: (E) ?Somali roor- “to run”, Bayso roor- “to pass” (Haberland & Lamberti 1988, 134); Y aaku rε’- “to run away” (Heine) ||| Dahalo ro-’ “to walk” (Ehret) || (S) Ma’a -ro “to leave” ||| Chad. (W) Mupun rú “to disappear suddenly” ||| Eg. (OK) rwj “fortgehen, verlassen” (Wb. II, 406–07; Takács, Afrikanistische Arbeitspapiere 61, 2000, 101: Y aaku+Dahalo+Ma’a + Mupun + Eg.) or (E) Arbore röot- “walking” || Dahalo rat- “to walk” (Tosco).

94. warm/hot
94.1. Om.: (N) *k’e(ː)ts(ː)-’-(H 280; Lamberti 1993a, 345) ||| ?Chad.: (E) Sokoro gössuŋo “Hitze” or kújā “warm” (Lukas) ||| Sem. *qayiṯ- > Ugaritic qẓ “summer”, Hebrew qayiṣ, Biblic Aramaic qayṭā, Arabic qayz, Sabaic qyẓ id.
94.2. Om.: (N) Dokka so·lle || (S) Dime su:l-, Banna šoli id. ||| ?Chad.: (C) Masa sala “hotness” (Kraft).
94.3. Om.: (N) Male ’oidi || (S) *oyd’-/*oydd- id. Perhaps borrowed from HECush.: (E) Burji oyd’- “to be hot”. Sasse (1982, 157) finds a cognate in Konso awd’- “to be hot”, separating here the root *aw-, attested in Oromo ow- “to be hot”, plus the middle voice suffix -d’. The Male word, isolated within North Omotic, represents probably a loan from South Omotic.
94.4. Om.: (N) Ometo *hop’- id. || or > Cush.: (E) Bayso oofe “warm” (Haberland & Lamberti 1988, 64 compares Bayso oofe+Mossiya hobaay-, Konso oab- “to burn”; E 388, #801: Ometo *ho-’ + Cush. *hoo-’ or *ooh- “to burn”).
94.6. Om.: (N) Ometo *binn-a; She bins id. ||| Chad.: (W) Chip & Ankwe bānn “hotness”; Dwot rüp bānni id. (Kraft) || (C) Pidlimdi biŋa id. (Kraft); Wandala mbrà “heiss” (Lukas 1937, 121); -r- < -*n- regularly.
94.7. Om.: (N) Malo waré id. ||| Cush.: (E) Afar ure “to be ignited” (Parker & Hayward) ||| Eg. (Med.) w3 “dörren (des Getreides)”, BD w3w3w “Glanz, Leuchten der Sonne”, D18 w3w3.t “Feuer, Glut” (Wb. I, 244, 250) ||| Sem. *’-w-r “briller” & Arab. warā, wara “to yield fire” (Cohen 1970f, 13; 627; Steingass 1988, 1209–10).
94.8. Om.: (N) Yemsa gumu; Kafa game id. || or > or < Cush.: (E) Kambatta gummuuta, Sidamo gummuuta “hot” (Hudson 1989, 81).
94.9. Om.: (N) Shako səɾb id. || Eg. (Pyr) srf id. (Wb. IV, 195; E 267, #486).

95. water
95.1. Om.: (N) *h₂a:tt-(H 279, 284; E 524, #1014: *h₂a:tt-s-). In spite of Ehret (E 386, #794), it is tempting to add Aroid: Ari hats’- “to wash”, if the only difference
consists in glottalization, cf. also Zayse, Gidicho, Kachama waats’i, Chara as’s’a, Kafa aće’o, etc.

95.2. Om.: (N) *ak’-* > Yemsa aka “water”, cf. Mocha a:k’- “water” (Bender), Kafa ok’- “to be wet” (Lamberti 1993a, 263) and maybe She aki “to swim” ||| Cush. (C) *aq”- “water” (CDA 144) || (E) Konso haq’a, Dirayta hak’a id. (E 243, #438: NOm. + CCush.) || ?Berb.: (S) Teneslem pl. qawon “waters” (Militarev 1991, 247) ||| Sem.: Arab. ‘aqā (‘-q-y) “to give to drink, water” (Steingass 1988, 714).

95.3. Om.: (S) *luk’- ( > *nuk’- ?) ||| Cush.: (C) Awngi lúgha “rain” (Beke), Awngi of Kwakera luá- “to rain” (Fleming) ||| Chad.: (W) Ron excl. *nin || (C) Bura-Margi *’i[y]an; Bata *’i[y]in; Lamang *yiN || (E) Lai *ni; Sumrai *nVn; Dangla nií || Berb. *na- “verbal prefix of the 1pl.” ||| Eg. (late) *inn = *anānu (Satzinger) or *anāna (Vycichl 1983, 13) ||| Sem. gen.-acc. *ni’-ti, dat. *ni’-si, poss. *na*/ni*/nu (Blažek 1995, 46–47; E 363, #725: NOm. + Cush. + Eg. + Sem.).

96. we

96.1. Om.: (N) Ometo absolutive *nu, subject *nuni, object *nuna; Gimira *nu-na; Yemsa inno; Gonga *nu-nu; Dizi inu, Shako-Nayi *nat-; Hozo nu-nga ||| Cush.: (N) Beja hanān, hanīn, hinīn (Reinischt) || (C) *ann-(CDA 145) || (E) obj. *na*/ni*/nu || Dahalo nyányi ||| Chad.: (W) Ron excl. *nin || (C) Bura-Margi *’i[y]anu; Bata *’i[y]in; Lamang *yiN || (E) Lai *ni; Sumrai *nVn; Dangla nií || Berb. *na- “verbal prefix of the 1pl.”; the independent pronoun *enakk’”an” reflects the plural of *enakk” “I” ||| Eg. (late) *inn = *anānu (Satzinger) or *anāna (Vycichl 1983, 13) ||| Sem. gen.-acc. *ni’-ti, dat. *ni’-si, poss. *na*/ni*/nu (Blažek 1995, 46–47; E 363, #725: NOm. + Cush. + Eg. + Sem.).

96.2. Om.: (S) wVtV (Blažek 1995, 51–52). Zaborski (2004, 181–82) connects it with some of the Nilo-Saharan counterparts: Teso isyo, Nyangatom suwa; Kwegu úúwà “we”.

97. what


97.3. Om.: (N) Bench hare; Dizoid *(y)ir- || (S) *(h)ar-.

97.4. Om.: (N) Mao kômisijì, Seze-Hozo *kin- Cf. #99.1. “who”.

98. white


98.2. Om.: (N) Chara dâlì; Bench dal id.; cf. Wolayta addiiyì “yellow” (Lamberti) = ’adile- id. (Alemayahu) > or < Sidamo adale “yellow” (Hudson) ||| Cush.:(N) Beja adali “pink, red, light brown” and/or dili “blackish” (Roper) || (E) Somali dalas “gelb” (Reinsich); Oromo of Wellega daal-a-ca m., -i-tii f. “(blue-)grey” (Gregg), Borana daal-a-ca m., -tti f. “yellow, reddish” (Stroomer) > Burji daaláccì “brown” and Amh daláččā id. (Sasse 1982, 51); cf. also Oromo of Wellega daal-ee “grey” (Gregg) ||| (S) Qwadza deles- “yellow” (Ehret) ||| Chad.: (C) Banana doliyà “yellow” (Kraft); (E) ?Sokoro dálà “grün” (Lukas) ||| ?Berb.: (S) Ahaggar dal-at “être vert” (Foucauld), Awlemidden dal-āt id. (Alojaly), i-dâli-n “vert, bleu clair” (Nicolas); (N) Sened a/-i-dal “vert” (Provotelle), Mżab a-dal-i id. (Basset); but also “black”: (W) Zenaga ađaž “noir” (R. Basset) | (N) Wargla dal “couleur noir” (Biarnay) ||| Sem.: Syriac ’dlî “rouge des scribes” (Cohen 1970f, 9).

98.3. Om.: (N) Yemsa poro (Lamberti) = foroo (Cerulli) ||| Chad.: (W) Hausa fârîi id. || (C) Margi pɔrtù id. || (E) Dangla pɔrtà, Migama pùrtà; Jegu póróran, Birgit fórórá, Mubi fêrît id. (I, 344–45) ||| Berb.: (S) Ahaggar ifraw “être serein (clair, pur et calme)” (NZ III, 646) ||| (Vycichl 1934, 84: Hausa + Ahaggar + Copt. pre “glinzen”, but primarily “hervorkommen; aufblühen” - see EDE II, 467; D 250–51: Yemsa + Hausa + Berb. ’f-r-w).

98.4. Om.: (N) Gongà *natts’- id. < Amhara näčč “white” (Lamberti 1993a, 370).

99. who

99.1. Om.: (N) Ometo *oo-ni; Gimirra *on-; Yemsa oon; Gongà *koo-n(n)i, cf. Kafa dat. koo-c; ?Maoid *ki(n) - ||| Chad.: (C) Pidlimdi ki “who?” (Kraft); Daba kin
“what?” (Kraft); Logone yâm, ywani “was?” (Lukas); Masa ge “who?” (Kraft) || (E) Sumray kâna “was?”; Sokoro kaŋkema id.; Mubi gin “wer?” (Lukas).

99.2. Om.: (N) Hozo haya || (S) *’ay-i, -nV. Cf. #97.1.

100. woman
100.1. Om. (N) *mačč-(H 283).
100.2. Om.: (N) Dache indo, Zergulla ‘nda, Koyra indo id., further Dokko-Kullo indee (Conti Rossini), Basketo indee, Koyra indo; Yemsa intoo “mother” (Cerulli) || Cush.: (N) Beja enda & énde “mother” (Reinisch) || (E) Somali Hawiya hindo “mother” (D 137: NOm. + N+ECush.).

5.1 Additional words
101. five
101.1. Om.: (N) Ometo *’ičč-; Chara učà; Bench uč; Gongia *u(ː)č(č): Dizoid *uč(č) u(m)? Maoid *k’utsi id. ||? Eg. (NK) ｑ� “hand” = *qiwd- > *qiw(ː)d- > Coptic “P” kiğ, Bohairic ğiğ, Sahidic ciğ id. (Vycichl 1983, 350).
101.2. Om.: (N) Male dongo || or < (S) *doŋk’ id. || Chad.: (W) South Bauchi: Boghom dâññyi, but Kir to:n id. indicates a probable Bantu origin.
101.3. Om.: (S) Dime šànn(i) id. < ECush.: Oromo šān(i) “5” (cf. Sasse 1975, 249–50).
102. four
102.1. Om.: (N) Ometo *oydd-. Chara obdà; Bench od; Gongia *awudd- id. || (S) *oydd- id. The form Charaourtōntsā “40” (Cerulli) allows to reconstruct pOm. *a’burd- “4”, compatible with Beja fād’iq (Roper) ~ farig (Reinisch), in old records fardik (Krockow), ferdik (Lucas) < *fard/dig || (E) *f(f)ar- ~ *f(f)ur- || Chad. *fari-du or *faru-di || Eg. fôt m., fôt f. “4”, ifd.t “Vierheit” < *fdo3wět < *fida3wat < *fidarwat (Blažek 1999, 32–36: from AA *far- “finger”).
102.2. Om.: (N) Yemsa ačeeč id.
102.3. Om.: (N) Dizoid *kubm id.
102.4. Om.: (N) Maoid *t/siyaz- id. (or related to #103.1?).
103. three
103.1. Om.: (N) Ometo *hayz(z)-; Bench kaz; Yemsa keez; Gongia *keez(ɔ); Dizoid *ka(ː)du id. (E 228, #396: NOm. *x₂ayz- + Chad. *k-n-d’).
103.2. Maoid *t/siyaz- id. (or related to #103.1?).
103.3. Om.: (S) *makkan ~ *makVm id. || Chad. (W) South Bauchi: Jimi mwaikan, Geji mekan id. || (C) Bata mwaḵan, Barchama mûwâkûn, Gudu mûkâ, Sukur mâ:k̥ûn; Mafa mâkâr, Mofû mâkâr, Gisiga mûkâr with -r < -n-, although most of the West & Central Chadic cognates are without the prefix *ma-(JI₂, 326–27).
104. ye

104.1. Om.: (N) Ometo *’intuna/i; Bench yint(i); Yemsa nitto; Gonga *’int-; Dizoid *’iti id.
|| Cush.: (C) *’әntәn, obl. *’әnta- “you” (CDA 150) || (E) *’atuni/*’atinu “you” (Sasse 1982, 29) || Dahalo ‘atta “you” (Tosco) || ?Chad.: (C) Tera tun(u) “you” (Newman) || Eg. -tfwn “2pl Old Perfect = Pseudoparticiple” || Sem. *’an-tumu m. / *’an-tin(n)a f. “you” < AA *’an-tunwa m. : *’an-tinya f. (Blažek 1995, 37, 42, 45, 46, 48–51).

104.2. Om.: (S) *yeta/i id. Cf. the Nilo-Saharan parallels: Teso yesi, Nyangatom ezi; Kwegu yɛ “you” (Zaborski 2004, 181).

Conclusions

From the present material the following conclusions may be formulated:

1. The average value of the common cognates between the individual North Omotic and South Omotic idioms vacillates around 16%. Applying the glottochronological method modified by Sergei Starostin, it is possible to date the North/South Omotic disintegration to the beginning of the 5th mill. BC. For comparison, applying the same method, the disintegration of the East Cushitic languages is dated to the middle of the 6th mill. BC (13.6%), including the most deviant language Yaaku, or to the middle of the 5th mill. BC (17.7%), without Yaaku.

2. Comparing 33 North Omotic idioms versus 7 South Omotic idioms, the number of the common cognates is naturally higher: totally 91 lexical units, without apparent loanwords 87 lexical units, representing 60 semantic units. As evidence of genetic unity this is enough, although the South Omotic personal pronouns are totally different from the Afroasiatic pattern. But the same can be said about most of the North Omotic languages, at least for the singular series, with exception of the Dizoid group, which preserves best the primary Afroasiatic system of the personal pronouns.

3. The region of Great Ethiopia was and is an area of intensive mutual language contacts. Phonetic criteria do not always allow us to differentiate borrowings from inherited lexicon. As to the direction of borrowing, it is frequently possible only to speculate, if the word is widespread or isolated (so especially 3c):


4. One of the most important results of the present study is the confrontation of
the numbers of cognates common to Omotic and other Cushitic branches on the one
hand, and to Omotic and the other Afroasiatic families on the other [figures in these
brackets indicate questionable cases]:

4a. East Cushitic: 130 [145]; Central Cushitic: 56 [59]; Beja 42 [44]; South
Cushitic 33 [40]; Dahalo 25.

4b. Common Cushitic: 155 [171]; Chadic: 113 [115]; Semitic: 71 [77]; Egyptian:
59 [64]; Berber: 47 [50].

These figures cannot be interpreted mechanically. The highest numbers of cognates
occur in the units (families) consisting of maximum numbers of languages (Cushitic;
Chadic), and in the units occupying the same or neighboring territory (East Cushitic;
especially Highland East Cushitic, Dullay, Konsoid, Oromo). There are similar results,
c. 50±10, for Central Cushitic, Beja and South Cushitic on the one hand, and Egyptian
and Berber (i.e., the individual languages or closely related groups) on the other hand.
The Semitic family represents a specific family consisting of languages with both old
and rich lexicological traditions. One of the Semitic branches, Ethio-Semitic, was and
is in immediate contact with various Omotic languages. If we accept the explanation
that the high number of cognates in the case of Omotic – East Cushitic was at least
partially caused by mutual areal influence, it seems most natural to see in Omotic an
independent member of the Afroasiatic macro-phylum.

(5) Occasionally possible Nilo-Saharan parallels were taken in account. This direc-
tion of research is very fruitful and needs much more detailed study.

Abbreviations of languages

AA Afroasiatic; Akk. Akkadian; Arab. Arabic; BD Book of Dead; C Central; Chad.
Chadic; Copt. Coptic; CT Coffin Texts; Cush. Cushitic; Eg. Egyptian; Gr. Greek
Period; Med. Medicine Texts; MK Middle Kingdom; N North; NK New Kingdom;
NS Nilo-Saharan; OK Old Kingdom; Om. Omotic; Pyr. Pyramid Texts; S South; Sem.
Semitic; W West.

Sources

Anfillo - main Bender 1971; additional Grottanelli 1940.
Basketo - main: Fleming 1971 (ms.); additional: A = Alemayehu Abebe
Bench - main: Wedekind 1990; additional: Ra = Rapold 2005 (ms.).
Bworo - main: Lamberti 1993a.
Dache - main: Bender 1971.
Dime - main: Siebert 1995b; additional F = Fleming 1990 and Fleming
    apud Bender 1994.
Dizi = main Fleming 1965; additional: Y = Aklilu Yilma 1994 (ms.),
    Al = Allan 1976.
Dokka - main: Fleming 1971 (ms.).
Hamer - main Lydall 1976 and Lydall apud Bender 1994;
    additional F = Fleming apud Bender 1994, B = Bender 1975.
Galila - main: Fleming 1971 (ms.)
Mao - main: Siebert, R. - K. & Ch. Wedekind 1993;
    additional: Grottanelli 1940.
Moča - main: Leslau 1959.
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    CR = Conti Rossini 1927..
Oyda - main: Fleming 1971 (ms.)
She - main: Bender 1971; additional: CR = Conti Rossini 1925,
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Seriating the diagnostic sound change rules
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This article situates Dahalo and Southern Cushitic within an overall seriation of the early phonological evolution of each of the Cushitic sub-branches. A sequence of nine diagnostic sound changes solidly establishes Dahalo's membership in the Southern Cushitic branch. Different sound change histories characterized the evolution of each of the proto-languages of Eastern Cushitic, Agaw, and Beja. Seriating the sound change histories in each branch reveals that the presence of the same or similar reflexes of certain consonants in different branches does not reflect closer branch relationships, but came about separately through the operation of differently ordered and structured sound change rules.

This article revisits the phonological evidence first clearly set forth more than twenty-five years ago (Ehret 1980), and presented with additional detail twenty years ago (Ehret 1987: 146–148), that the Dahalo language belongs to the Southern Cushitic sub-branch of the Afrasian (Afroasiatic) language family. Such an effort should, by this point in time, be a redundant exercise, but the continuing disregard of, or perhaps simply lack of acquaintance with, the relevant published sources has meant that certain scholars have continued to misconstrue Dahalo's relationships. To bring closure to this issue, the article situates Dahalo and Southern Cushitic within an overall seriation of the early phonological evolution of each of the Cushitic sub-branches.

A by-product of this overall seriation is a new perspective on the interrelationships of the four deep branchings of Cushitic: Northern Cushitic (represented today solely by the Beja language), Agaw, Eastern Cushitic, and Southern Cushitic. In particular, one of the features of Cushitic phonological history, already noted in this author's reconstruction of the Cushitic branch as a whole (Ehret 1987), was a trend in the Cushitic languages of the northern Horn of Africa toward the development of phonetically similar modern-day reflexes for a number of the consonant phonemes of proto-Cushitic. In contrast, a greater preservation of ancient features of articulation occurred in southern Horn languages and, above all, in the Southern Cushitic languages spoken still farther south, in East Africa. Clearly, this trend in northerly
Cushitic-speaking areas reflected areal influences of recent millennia, rather than ancient reconstructible Cushitic commonalities. The demonstration of the different histories of sound change that lay behind the similar outcomes in the different branches was left aside in previous publications (Ehret 1987), but is taken up here.

We first reprise the shared sound change histories that firmly locate Dahalo within Southern Cushitic. The set of diagnostic sound changes characteristic of the Southern Cushitic branch, which occur in Dahalo and resoundingly placing Dahalo in Southern Cushitic, have already been published, but they will be presented again here in restated and updated versions. We will then sketch out the systemic patterns of consonantal sound change in each of the major divisions of Cushitic. These patterns reveal that separate courses of sound change took place in each branch, strikingly different from those that characterize Southern Cushitic and Dahalo as a member of Southern Cushitic.

The proto-Cushitic consonant system (Figure 1) consisted of 38 or 39 consonants (Ehret 1995):

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
| b | d | dz | dl | g | g^w | \emptyset | \\
| p | t | ts | k | k^w | ? | \\
| p' | t' | ts' | tl' | c' | k' | k^w | \\
| f | s | l | f | x | x^w | h | \\
| z | m | n | p | ? | \eta | \eta^w | \\
| w | l, r | y | h | \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 1. The proto-Cushitic consonant system.

The historically most notable sound changes in the different branches affected especially the glottalic (originally, ejective) and lateral obstruent consonants of proto-Cushitic, often yielding resemblant outcomes in the proto-languages of the branches. But the evolution of the changes took place in different systemic contexts and were the outcomes of differently ordered courses of sound change. On the whole this exposition leaves aside vowel sound changes and concentrates on the ordered sound changes affecting consonants. Consonant sound change seriations provide the more telling diagnostic evidence for the branches, although vowel sound changes in some cases must be evoked because they fit within these sequences.

1. Sound changes leading down to proto-Southern Cushitic

Having viewed the consonant system of proto-Cushitic, we are ready to move on to the defining sound changes of proto-Southern Cushitic, attested in the Dahalo evidence as well as the evidence of the rest of the languages of the Southern Cushitic branch.
All of these rules have been previously published (Ehret 1987), but it is clear that some scholars have remained unaware of these data.

Before proceeding further, we need to significantly revise the proto-Southern Cushitic (PSC) consonant system as presented in Ehret 1980. The bases of the revision cannot be adequately argued here, but a statement of what remains valid can be presented. The system in Ehret 1980 includes, along with a large number of quite valid reconstructions, several postulations that should not have appeared there. In particular, the supposed PSC retroflex series, with the exception of voiced *d̪, should be dropped. The existence of voiced and unvoiced palatal stops in PSC (*d̪ and *t̪) is also not supported. Additionally, the prenasal series of PSC must be reinterpreted as consonant clusters in the light of the wider Cushitic and Afrasan reconstructions now available (Ehret 1987, 1995). These items can now be seen to derive from a morphological operation, the addition to stems of an old prefix *in-. This prefix, traceable at least to proto-Cushitic and found in Agaw as well as Beja, was still productive down to recent times in the West Rift languages, in the alternate shapes *in- ~ *hin-.

One solidly reconstructed segment, represented as *d̪ in Ehret 1980, presents a different problem, in that it surely was not a retroflex. This segment coexisted in the PSC consonant system with an equally solidly reconstructed voiced stop previously rendered as PSC *d. Two ways of accounting for the existence of two alveolar/dental voiced stops in PSC are possible. One is that *d̪ was an implosive /ɗ/, as it is today in its Dahalo reflex, and that *d was indeed non-implosive /d/. The other is that the two consonants were, respectively alveolar *d, either implosive or not, and dental *d̪. Again Dahalo evidence is relevant here, in that the Dahalo reflex of PSC *d is indeed the non-implosive dental [d]. For the nonce, I treat the distinction as implosive versus non-implosive, representing the former *d̪ (Ehret 1980) as *d and PSC *d as still *d. In addition, the simpler *c replaces previous notation *t̪ for the PSC palatal ejective.

With these considerations taken into account, we are left with the following PSC pattern (Figure 2):

```
  d̪  d  dz  dl   g  ĝw  ɡ
  p  t  ts  l̠  k  k̂w  ʔ
  p̄′ t̄′  ts′  l̠′  c̱  k′  k̂w
  f  s  ɬ̃  x  x̂w  h
  m  n  ɲ  ɲ̂  ɲ̂w (?)
  w  l, r  y  h
```

Figure 2. The consonants of proto-Southern Cushitic.

This system reshaped the proto-Cushitic consonant system in two notable respects, removing the unbalanced existence of a solitary voiced fricative *z and adding at least one implosive consonant. In Dahalo the inherited PC *b produces an implosive
outcome in word-initial contexts, so it is possible that PSC *b may have been implosive as well.

The most striking and compelling demonstration of the membership of Dahalo in Southern Cushitic is an interlocking set of four sound changes dating to the period of the separate evolution of the proto-Southern Cushitic (PSC) language out of its earlier Cushitic ancestry. This set of shifts occurred in uniquely delimited, intertwining environments. Listed after each rule are the specific reference numbers of the PC and PSC roots (in Ehret 1987) the Dahalo reflexes of which (in Ehret 1980) attest those particular sound changes:

1. PC *s > pre-PSC *z /V_V (but remained *s word-initial and verb-stem final) (Ehret 1987: roots 233, 234, 236).
2. PC *d > PSC *ɗ /_VC (i.e., everywhere except stem-final) (Ehret 1987: non-stem-final: roots 17, 18, 22, 23, 26, 32, 35; stem-final (> *d): roots 30, 31).

The new pre-PSC *z created by rule 1, along with original PC *z, were subsequently converted to stops by the third and fourth sound shifts:


The third rule created new non-implosive *ɗ in environments in which rule #1 had removed PC *d by changing it to PSC *ɗ, such that a push-pull effect seems present here; and the fourth rule partially filled a remaining gap in the distribution of *ɗ by producing verb-stem-final instances of it. A fifth rule can be placed subsequent to this series because, in at least one case, it removed an environment in which rules 2 and 4 operated:

5. PC *b > Ø /#CVCV_# (Ehret 1987: roots 32, 61, 481).

The full participation of Dahalo in such an intricately interlocking set of sound change rules puts the membership of Dahalo in Southern Cushitic beyond doubt.

Several additional PSC sound change rules that operated in labiovelar environments are evident in Dahalo as well as the other Southern Cushitic languages:

7. PC *Cw > PSC *C /(a)i_-# (stem-final), Cw = obstruent (Ehret 1987: root 364).
8. PC *Ci(i) > PSC *Ci(i) /#(Ci)_ (Ehret 1987: roots 32, 61, 236, 281, 418).
Finally, Dahalo shared in the PSC merger of the PC voiced velar fricatives with their voiceless equivalents. The ordering of this sound change with respect to the other rules is not self-evident:


Once these sound changes are taken account of, one of the mistakes that has been made in the past – of inflating the cognition counts of Dahalo with Eastern Cushitic by counting loanwords as cognates – can quickly be corrected. At least five Eastern Cushitic loanwords have penetrated the most basic vocabulary of Dahalo, one of them borrowed from the Garree branch of the Soomaali group in the early second millennium CE (liima “two”) and four of them from Oromo in the past four centuries (diîga “blood”; ?ado “sun”; sina “nose”; and kôro “tree”). With these loan-words deleted, the valid percentages of retained cognates of Dahalo in basic vocabulary with the two best-known Eastern Cushitic languages, Oromo and Soomaali, fall to around 9–10 per cent, in keeping with the cognition range of the other Southern Cushitic languages with Eastern Cushitic (for instance, Iraqw has 9 per cent cognition in the 100-word list with Soomaali). In contrast, the Dahalo cognate range in basic vocabulary with the other Southern Cushitic languages runs consistently and strikingly higher, at 15–22 per cent (Ehret 1980: 20, 385–388), in keeping with the testimony of the sound change histories, which fit Dahalo integrally into the Southern Cushitic branch.

2. Northern Cushitic: Beja (Bedawiye)

Beja, consisting today of a number of fairly divergent dialects spoken from the Red Sea hills of farthest southeastern Egypt to the lowlands of northern Eritrea, is the only extant language of the Northern Cushitic branch, although we may suspect that other members of the branch existed in much earlier times (Ehret, forthcoming). A sequence of three straightforward, simple sound changes account most parsimoniously for the Beja outcomes of the proto-Cushitic (PC) ejective consonants. The first of the shifts merged the PC ejective *ts’* with the PC palatal ejective *c’. The PC dental stop ejective then spirantized, filling the slot vacated by PC *s’. Logically subsequent to both rules came the simple deletion of ejection:

1.  PC *ts’ > pre-Beja *c’.
2.  PC *t’ > pre-Beja *ts’.
3.  *C’ > C.
As a result of rule #3,

pre-Beja *ts' > (later) pre-Beja *ts,
PC *tl' > pre-Beja *tl,
PC *p' > pre-Beja *p,
PC *c' > pre-Beja *c,
PC *k' > Beja /k/,
PC kʷ > Beja /kʷ/.

Following sound change #3, a further highly natural rule, #4, then explains the outcomes of the two PC lateral affricates:

4. [+lateral/+obstruent] > [+retroflex/+obstruent];

i.e., PC *dl > /ɖ/, pre-Beja *tl (< PC *tl' by rule #3) > /ʈ/. Two more sound changes, similarly postdating rule #3, would account for the removal of the remaining affricates from the language and for the collapsing of the alveolar/dental and palatal ejectives with the equivalent fricatives:

5. PC *dz > pre-Beja *ts.
6. pre-Beja *ts > Beja /s/, pre-Beja *c > Beja /ʃ/.

At least one further rule also can be placed tentatively after rule #3, although its ordering relative to #4 is not self-evident:

7. pre-Beja *p > Beja /b/.

A separate sequence of two sound change rules, of uncertain ordering with respect to rules #1–4, together removed the category of velar fricatives from Beja. The first collapsed the four PC velar fricatives to just two by devoicing PC *ɤ and *ɤw; the second merged the two resulting voiceless fricatives with the two existing voiceless velar stops inherited from PC:

8. PC *ɤ(w) > *x(w).
9. pre-Beja *x(w) > *k(w).

At least four other striking consonant sound changes shaped the Beja system. Two of these affected the PC lateral fricative *ɭ. The other two separately merged word-initial and intervocalic PC *z with two other consonants:

10. PC *ɭ > r /V_V.
11. PC *ɭ > l /#_.
12. PC *z > y /V_.
13. PC *z > d /#_.


The ordering of these shifts remains unknown, but the shift of PC *z to *y in non-initial environments must be very ancient indeed, because it was already attested in the borrowing of the term for “goat” from Northern Cushitic by Nilo-Saharan peoples of the sixth or later seventh millennium BCE (Ehret 2001: 602).

It appears, finally, that the rare PC nasal *η (and presumably also *ɲ) fell together in Beja with *n (Ehret 1987: 110).

The overall result of these various sound changes has been a radical reduction in Beja of the original proto-Cushitic inventory from 39 to just 20 consonants (Figure 3):

| b | d | dʼ | g | gʼ | t | ʔ | f | s | m | w | r, l | y |

Figure 3. Consonants of Beja.

The change of PC *z to /y/ medially in Beja is of wider interest for Cushitic historical linguistics. This shift took place independently at least three times separately in different subgroups of the Eastern Cushitic branch (Sasse 1971; Ehret & Ali 1985; Ehret 1987), suggesting that interesting issues remain to be resolved about just how PC *z may have been articulated in early Cushitic. One possibility is that this consonant may actually have been not *z, but a palatal voiced stop *[ʃ], since examples of the shift *[ʃ] > *y (and also of *y > *[ʃ]) are common in language histories around the world. In addition, palatal voiced stops less commonly have been found to merge with dental or alveolar *d (this is a recurrent pattern in Nilo-Saharan, for instance; see Ehret 2001). Such a solution would have the doubly satisfactory outcome of resolving an imbalance in the PC consonant system, by filling the palatal gap in the voiced stop row and removing the single consonant of the voiced fricative row (see PC consonant chart above). Against this solution is the fact that PC consonant currently reconstructed as *z yields variously /z/, /s/, /d/, or /y/, but not /ʃ/, in the modern-day Cushitic languages.

3. Sound changes of the Agaw branch

Similar outcomes arose for certain of the PC consonants in the proto-Agaw language (Appleyard 2006), but the systemic contexts of the sound changes involved indicate different routes to these outcomes. One of the characteristic features of Proto-Agaw was the entire deletion of ejection in three of the PC ejectives and the
development of what were initially free alternances in the articulation of other three. The end result was that these consonants frequently show alternant outcomes in the modern-day Agaw languages. The most parsimonious accounting of the sound changes surrounding the developments in the ejectives would be the following series of shifts:

1. PC *k\(^{(w)}\) > pre-Agaw *q\(^{(w)}\).
2. PC *p’ > pre-Agaw *ɓ.
3. PC *t’ > pre-Agaw *ts’.
4. *[+glottal/-lateral] > pre-Agaw *[+glottal/-lateral]

Rule #4 deleted the feature [+glottal] from the non-lateral glottalic consonants. As a result,

pre-Agaw *ɓ > proto-Agaw (PA) *ɓ,
pre-Agaw *ts’ > PA *ts,
PC *c’ > PA *c.

The PC ejective lateral *tl’ maintained its ejection, but in tandem with the voiced PC lateral affricate *dl became a stop:

5. PC [+lateral/+obstruent] > pre-Agaw [-continuant/+obstruent].

That is, PC *dl > PA *d, PC *tl’ > pre-Agaw *t’. Subsequently, before the final breakup of proto-Agaw, an alternance in the articulation of this consonant developed:

6. pre-Agaw *t’ > *t ~ *t’.

This development created a number of instances of proto-Agaw roots in which the ejective articulation of *t’ was retained, but others (such as PA *taba “t’ef”) in which *t’ became simply *t. A further set of proto-Agaw alternances emerged affecting the pre-Agaw velars *q and *q\(^{(w)}\):

7. Pre-Agaw *q\(^{(w)}\) > PA *q\(^{(w)}\) ~ *x\(^{(w)}\) ~ *x\(^{(w)}\).

The effects of this alternance spread to original pre-Agaw cases of *\(\gamma\), *\(\gamma\)^{(w)}, *\(\chi\), and *\(\chi\)^{(w)}, creating further alternances in proto-Agaw between the reflexes of these two pairs of consonants (Ehret 1987; Appleyard 2006).

Several other notable consonant sound changes, the first two forming a sequence, contributed to the shaping of the eventual proto-Agaw consonant inventory. The latter three changes switch PC *m to PA *ŋ in several disparate environments (Ehret 1987).

8. PC *l > *l.
9. pre-Agaw *l > *r /V_C.
10. PC *m > PA *ŋ /#_o.
11. PC *m > PA *ŋ /#_i(n).
12. PC *m > PA *ŋ /CV_-# (stem-final), where C ≠ [+velar] (> PA *ŋw /Cə_-#).

Proto-Agaw maintained PC *ŋ as PA *ŋ, but apparently merged the PC palatal nasal *ɲ with *n (one probable example is known so far: PA *na·w- “calf” < PC *ɲaʔ- “small, young”).

The resulting consonant inventory of proto-Agaw (Figure 4), like that of Beja, considerably restructured the original proto-Cushitic array, and also shrank the number of consonants, but to a much lesser extent, from 38 or 39 to 28:

```
b   d   g   g^w
p   t   k   k^w
f   s   x   x^w
z   3   y   y^w
 c   ĉ
m   n
w   r, l   y   ŋ   ŋ^w
```

Figure 4. The consonants of proto-Agaw.

### 4. The evolution of proto-Eastern Cushitic

A very different sequence of sound changes led from proto-Cushitic down to the proto-Eastern Cushitic (PEC) language (Sasse 1979; Arvanites 1991; Ehret 1991). The most striking development distinguishing PEC was its creation of a new full series of consonants, voiced implosives, covering each of the major points of articulation. Four rules account for this series, with rules 3 and 4 left separate for now, although possibly combinable into a single rule. A linking feature of three of the four shifts is that each changed a continuant or partial continuant into an implosive, so possibly a single rule can eventually be formulated to capture the essence of those three:

1. PC *p’ > PEC *ɓ.
2. PC *ɤ(w) > pre-PEC *d(w).
3. PC *dl > PEC *ɗ.
4. PC *tl’ > PEC *ʄ.

In addition, the PC voiceless labial fricative everywhere became PEC *l:

5. PEC *l > PC *l.
A series of three other sound changes brought about another feature unique to PEC, the entire loss of the labiovelar consonants of PC. The two vowel sound changes of the sequence (rules 6 & 7), because they took place in the environment of an adjacent labiovelar consonant, necessarily preceded the disappearance of that environment through the merger of labiovelars with their equivalent regular velars. Rule #7 came after #5 because its following environment was clearly a PEC liquid, requiring that the PC obstruent */l* had previously merged with PEC */l*:

6. PC */a(a), *e(e) > PEC */o(o) /C2C2, C2 = [+labial];
   PC */i(i) > PEC */o(o) /C2C2, C2 = [+labial].
7. PC */a(a), *e(e) > PEC */o(o) /C2C2, C2 = PEC liquid, i.e., */l* or */r*.
8. PC */C(w) > PEC */C*.

Uniquely in Cushitic, the affricates of proto-Eastern Cushitic merged into a single consonant, plausibly explainable by the following sequence of sound changes:

9. PC */ts’ > pre-PEC */ts*.
10. PC */dz > pre-PEC */ts*.
11. pre-PEC */ts > PC */c*.

The upshot of these sound changes was an overall proto-Eastern Cushitic consonant system (Figure 5) significantly smaller than the proto-Cushitic system, 30 consonants in place of 38 or 39. The entire loss, unique to PEC, of the velar/labiovelar distinction took place, along with the merging of the dental/alveolar affricates and, as noted previously, a considerable restructuring of the system overall:

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>ʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɓ</td>
<td>ɗ</td>
<td>ɠ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t’</td>
<td>c’</td>
<td>k’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>ζ</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>ɲ</td>
<td>η</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>r, l</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. The consonants of proto-Eastern Cushitic.

5. Cushitic versus Cushitic

There is a last question we might consider here. Do the phonological seriations provide evidence for discerning any closer relationships among particular Cushitic branches, or do the various branches seem equally distant from each other? On the whole, the
answer seems to be that the course of sound change in the various branches followed separate trajectories, even if sometimes producing partially parallel outcomes. Two sound changes, however, may suggest possible closer relationships among particular pairs of branches.

The most salient of these is a change not yet mentioned, a simplification of the PC consonant cluster *nt to just *t in one particular, restricted environment in both Eastern Cushitic and Southern Cushitic:

A. PC *nt > *t /ʔV_V#.

The known examples so far are just two root words, for “louse” and “you (sing.)” (*ʔint- and *ʔant-/*ʔint- respectively: Ehret 1987, roots 81, 82). But the environment is so precisely delimited that the sound change may nevertheless indeed be a valid shared innovation of Eastern and Southern Cushitic and thus a marker of an intermediate proto-Eastern-Southern Cushitic node in the Cushitic family tree, lying between proto-Cushitic and the proto-Eastern and proto-Southern Cushitic periods. More examples need to be sought, however, to fully validate this proposal.

An intriguing additional rule shared uniquely by two branches is a collapsing of the PC voiced velar fricatives with their voiceless equivalents. We have previously encountered this rule in both Beja and proto-Southern Cushitic:

B. PC *ɤ(w) > *x(w).

(In Beja, of course, *x and *x w subsequently merged with, respectively *k and *k w. In Southern Cushitic this further change did happen, but only in Dahalo.) The shift lacks the degree of uniqueness of the shared Eastern and Southern Cushitic shift, in that loss of voicing is one of the natural directions of change to affect voiced velar fricatives; it is more likely to be a parallel independent sound change than is shared rule A. Nevertheless, within Cushitic it is a unique sharing between two geographically distant branches, Southern Cushitic and Beja, not attributable to areal influences and therefore worthy of further consideration as a possible marker of an otherwise improbable Beja-Southern Cushitic node in the Cushitic classification.
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Erosion in Chadic

Herrmann Jungraithmayr
Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität

The Chadic language family in the Central Sudan is comparable to a landscape the surface of which consists of plains, valleys and mountain ridges. Some areas were more resistant than others against the forces of erosion. Different degrees of hardness and resistibility caused languages to preserve or reduce the original substance with regard to lexicon or grammar of an individual language or the entire language group. Chadic with its ca. 130–150 languages is probably the one branch of Hamito-Semitic (Afroasiatic) which has been subject to the strongest transformational processes in which erosion, i.e., attrition of language material in space and time, played a dominant role. The paper presents numerous examples illustrating different stages of progressive erosion which may characterize the nature of Chadic linguistic history.

1. Erosion in geomorphology and linguistics

“Erosion” is a technical term taken from the realm of physical geography and geology. There it signifies the gradual reduction of parts of the substance of a given material, either by the water (of a river or of rain) or by the wind. High terraces, tablelands, or “Inselberge” standing out against the surrounding plains are typical resistant parts which, with their more solid substance, were able to withstand either the fluvial, pluvial or aerial forces; cf. the profile of the Tangale country in Brunck 1991: 103.

By analogy, “linguistic erosion” denotes the gradual attrition of language material in space and time. As far as language is a product of physical activity, it is subject to constant change, normally – in its sound and morphological systems – towards reduction, apocopation and syncopation of a given lexical item or morpheme, or towards total replacement. The inducing forces behind such changes are either mere internal evolutionary factors – being inherent to any living entity including language – or external impulses received from contacts with other language communities.

If we conceive of the Chadic language family as a landscape consisting of plains, valleys and mountain ridges, we observe and have to study mainly two types of linguistic erosion, i.e., (a) the erosion that led to the given surface differences within the entire area and between its individual sectors, and (b) the internal erosion inside each
individual member of the whole, that is each language – or even words or morphemes within a language – of the given Chadic family.

As there are different degrees of hardness within the rocky ground of a plateau, languages and – within a given language – the different parts of the vocabulary and grammar may display extremely variable degrees of resistibility against the different forces of change. Thus, to give an example, in Hausa a strong tendency towards forming denominative verbal expressions (by the auxiliary verb yi “to do”) has led – in the course of the language’s history – to the replacement of an older verbal vocabulary of a rather basic quality still existing in other Chadic languages where that process has not taken place, e.g.,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hausa</th>
<th>Proto-Chadic</th>
<th>Chadic languages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“to laugh”</td>
<td>yi daaríyáa</td>
<td>*GMS</td>
<td>Mubi: gàmàsé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“to dream”</td>
<td>yi mafárkii</td>
<td>*SWN</td>
<td>Ngizim: sàumú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“to sleep”</td>
<td>yi bárčii</td>
<td>*(W)SN</td>
<td>Warji: sàn-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other “vulnerable” features of the Hausa lexicon can be observed in the following glosses:

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“foot, leg”</td>
<td>káfáa</td>
<td>*SKR</td>
<td>Ron-Daffo: sakur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“moon”</td>
<td>wáataa</td>
<td>*T-R</td>
<td>Angas: taar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“sun”</td>
<td>ráanáa</td>
<td>*PT</td>
<td>Karekare: pàtí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“to give birth”</td>
<td>haiígaa</td>
<td>*WY</td>
<td>Birgid: wàay-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“to kill”</td>
<td>káshee</td>
<td>*DWK</td>
<td>Tangale: tugë</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In certain instances, Hausa has actually preserved the lexical root, but at the same time shifted its semantics to a closely related meaning, e.g.,

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“foot(print)”</td>
<td>sáu</td>
<td>*SKR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“smiling”</td>
<td>murmushii</td>
<td>*GMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“beat”</td>
<td>dookáa</td>
<td>*DWK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the other hand, Hausa shares with the majority of Chadic languages such resistant lexical items as

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“four”</td>
<td>húdú</td>
<td>*-Pd</td>
<td>Pa’a: fúdú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“to drink”</td>
<td>sháa</td>
<td>*S₂/’,/h</td>
<td>Ron-Daffo: shoh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
From the comparison of some of the Hausa reflexes with the respective reconstructed roots, as well as reflexes of other more conservative Chadic languages, it becomes clear to what extent the Hausa lexeme has been subject to the forces of erosion. Compare, e.g.,

**“to eat” cí (v.n.)**
Mubi: tíwàà (v.n.)
Ron-Daffo: cwaah (v.n.)

**“foot(print)” sáu**
Ron-Daffo: sakur

Undoubtedly, Hausa like any other language, has undergone deep changes in the course of its history, phonetically by (1) weakening certain syllable-final consonants, which processes have become known by the name of “Klingenheben’s law” (1927/28), or (2) clipping word-final consonants, thus producing in Hausa the modern canonical vowel-final structure (Jungraithmayr, Ms.). Examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&quot;to sit down&quot;</th>
<th>standard Hausa</th>
<th>West-Hausa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) záunaaz</td>
<td>zámnaaz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;to descend&quot;</td>
<td>sauká</td>
<td>sabká</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&quot;crocodile&quot;</th>
<th>standard Hausa</th>
<th>Proto-Chadic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2) Kádoo/kádaa</td>
<td>*KDM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;eye&quot;</td>
<td>ídoo (pl. ídaanúu)</td>
<td>*YDN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. Linguistic history and stages of erosion

Each of the approximately 130–150 Chadic languages is a living historic document inasmuch it represents a certain stage of development within the general common history of the entire family. For the purpose of a working hypothesis, we may group these almost infinitely divergent reflexes of one and the same root (PC) into three “typological stages”, i.e., “Old Chadic”, “Middle Chadic” and “New Chadic”. These stages are characterized by different degrees of phonological attrition and erosion (by apo- or syncopation), comparable within Germanic to Gothic: *fidwor* / Eng.: *four* / German: *vier*, or Latin: *mater* / Italian: *madre* / French: *mère*.

### Typological stages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>PC</th>
<th>“Old Chadic”</th>
<th>“Middle Chadic”</th>
<th>“New Chadic”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;tail&quot; <em>K</em>W*TR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warji:</td>
<td>kwááré</td>
<td>Cibak:</td>
<td>k<em>ud</em>aw</td>
<td>Sukur: t*ur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangale:</td>
<td>kódór</td>
<td>Hausa:</td>
<td>wú<em>tíy</em></td>
<td>Zaaar: kíír</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musgu:</td>
<td>gíder</td>
<td>Sibine:</td>
<td>wúdíní</td>
<td>Kir: kór</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirfi:</td>
<td>kítírí</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Boghom: kay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gidar:</td>
<td>kítra</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;neck&quot; G<em>W</em>d<em>Y</em>R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diri:</td>
<td>ngwúdù</td>
<td>Boghom:</td>
<td>gway</td>
<td>Ron-Sha: woḥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ndam:</td>
<td>kwád</td>
<td>Paàa:</td>
<td>réy</td>
<td>Hausa: wúy-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guduf:</td>
<td>kwindà</td>
<td>Musgu:</td>
<td>ulla</td>
<td>Maha: wah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mburku:</td>
<td>(y)wířó</td>
<td>Mokilko:</td>
<td>ūópé</td>
<td>Ngweshe: i̇À</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mubi:</td>
<td>wíír̥</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gisiga: i̇ay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karya:</td>
<td>(y)wír̥</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mandara: iye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tala:</td>
<td>yaar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yedinà: wui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilba:</td>
<td>wúlyà</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;die&quot; <em>M</em>WT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mubi:</td>
<td>muwaat</td>
<td>Tangale:</td>
<td>muñé</td>
<td>Tumak: ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hausa:</td>
<td>mutu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;bone&quot; <em>K</em>S*3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hausa:</td>
<td>kas-</td>
<td>Tangale:</td>
<td>wush</td>
<td>Kofyar: éS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ndam:</td>
<td>gusé</td>
<td>Migama:</td>
<td>ñású</td>
<td>Yedinà: háy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;root&quot; <em>L</em>R*W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibine:</td>
<td>sárbbà</td>
<td>Hausa:</td>
<td>saywaa</td>
<td>Tangale: yara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miya:</td>
<td>tlerwa</td>
<td>Masa:</td>
<td>sòöl-</td>
<td>Tumak: həraw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ndam:</td>
<td>sirwé</td>
<td>Zime:</td>
<td>toor</td>
<td>Muktile: tlih</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siri:</td>
<td>tluíra</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kera: kó-sar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;wind, cold&quot; <em>S</em>M<em>d</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zime:</td>
<td>simbede</td>
<td>Hausa:</td>
<td>sányùù</td>
<td>Bokkos: se</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diri:</td>
<td>sumbuñù</td>
<td>Gidar:</td>
<td>semia</td>
<td>Tumak: had</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
Typological stages (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>PC</th>
<th>“Old Chadic”</th>
<th>“Middle Chadic”</th>
<th>“New Chadic”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kotoko:</td>
<td>ṣmáaḍá</td>
<td>Boghom:</td>
<td>swam</td>
<td>Mokilko: maye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yedina:</td>
<td>hàmbura</td>
<td>Masa:</td>
<td>sime</td>
<td>Daba: mid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa’a:</td>
<td>ṣndi</td>
<td>Dera:</td>
<td>yiwet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangale:</td>
<td>yibat</td>
<td>Dera:</td>
<td>yiwet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dera:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“dream” *SWN</td>
<td>Kabalai:</td>
<td>Dangla:</td>
<td>soone</td>
<td>Tera: zhine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngizim:</td>
<td>suwan</td>
<td>Dangla:</td>
<td>soone</td>
<td>Daffo: sun-an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dera:</td>
<td>jovan</td>
<td>Dera:</td>
<td>jowan</td>
<td>Tangale: wuna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sura:</td>
<td>sugun</td>
<td>Tera:</td>
<td>zhine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kotoko:</td>
<td>suwane</td>
<td>Dera:</td>
<td>jowan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“leg, foot” *SKR</td>
<td>Daffo:</td>
<td>Bole:</td>
<td>sheke</td>
<td>Hausa: sau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngizim:</td>
<td>zogor</td>
<td>Mafa:</td>
<td>sak</td>
<td>Sura: shii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bade:</td>
<td>zgil</td>
<td>Tangale:</td>
<td>yoo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. The case of “neck”

One of the most divergent and deeply eroded roots in Chadic is that for the gloss “neck”. We are not yet quite sure about its definitive reconstruction, yet the arguments for the explanatory analysis outlined below are strong. So far the following reconstructions have been proposed: Newman & Ma (1966): *wVrV; Newman (1977): *wra; Jungraithmayr & Shimizu (1981): *gʷr.

Compare the following data:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jegu</th>
<th>were</th>
<th>Karya</th>
<th>(v)wir</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kulere</td>
<td>wur</td>
<td>Kotoko</td>
<td>ywǎye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mburku</td>
<td>(v)wiiro</td>
<td>Yiwom</td>
<td>yya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miya</td>
<td>wir</td>
<td>Warji</td>
<td>yirāy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nzangi</td>
<td>wura</td>
<td>Siri</td>
<td>yere, yirí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migama</td>
<td>ù̀rè</td>
<td>Bade</td>
<td>ùlá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guruntum</td>
<td>ìri</td>
<td>Ron/Daffo</td>
<td>là</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the basis of reflexes like

| Mubi: | wùiri | Tala: | yaar |

the root may rather have had the structure *gʷ-r.
However, if we include more evidence, we should probably arrive at the reconstruction \( *g\\text{a}^w\\text{d}'r \). Compare the following data:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Reconstruction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tera</td>
<td>gura</td>
<td>( *g\text{u}u\text{r}a ) (( *g\text{u}d'\text{u}r\text{a} ? ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ga’anda</td>
<td>bira-ta</td>
<td>( *b\text{i}\text{r}a ) (( *b\text{i}d'\text{y}r\text{a} ? ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karekare</td>
<td>'wulau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bole</td>
<td>did'o</td>
<td>Bole-Tangale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muktele</td>
<td>kùdá</td>
<td>( *g(\text{a})d'o ) (Schuh 1984: 176)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guduf</td>
<td>kwinda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ndam</td>
<td>kwad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dangla</td>
<td>gâadyâ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bure</td>
<td>gôojìrère</td>
<td>gwV- (( = g\text{w}a- ? )) ( \rangle ) gVV- (( = \text{goo-} ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwami</td>
<td>ngozor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bura</td>
<td>wulya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karekare</td>
<td>'wulau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamang</td>
<td>ülé-ké</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gidar</td>
<td>ulokó</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bura</td>
<td>wulya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hausa</td>
<td>wùyàa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mofu</td>
<td>dày (( *\text{g}\text{w}a'd- ? ))</td>
<td>cf. Muktele ( kùdá )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mafa</td>
<td>dày (( *\text{g}\text{a}\text{d}y\text{a}r ))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giziga</td>
<td>ay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zime (Batna)</td>
<td>dray\text{d}èrey (( *\text{g}\text{è}d'\text{er} ? ))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masa</td>
<td>del (( *\text{g}\text{e}\text{d}y- ? ))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwang</td>
<td>kàrì</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kera</td>
<td>kur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lele</td>
<td>korga (=kor-ga ?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

Linguistic erosion is a feature of linguistic history. In general, the older a language is, the more it has been subject to processes such as erosion (apocope, syncopation, word-thinning, consonant-weakening, etc.). It is among the more important tasks of comparative linguistics to develop methods by which the phenomena described above may be exploited for the study of the ethnic history of the Chadic-speaking world.
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On Kunama *ukunkula* “elbow” and its proposed cognates in Nilo-Saharan languages
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There have been two attempts at reconstructing proto-Nilo-Saharan (pNS), yet they diverge widely. To illustrate the lack of consensus even at the level of cognate recognition among NS languages, I selected the Kunama word *ukunkula* “elbow” and found it to be included by several scholars in different etymologies which poorly overlap. One major disagreement bears on whether *ukunkula* consists of a unique duplicated stem or is a compound word. *Ukunkula* is often considered cognate with Songay haŋkoro (honkoro) and Berta k'øŋk'oloŋ “elbow”. I propose here that *ukunkula* is unrelated and that the real Kunama cognate of the Songay and Berta nouns is *ikoŋkoro*- “to bend”. I could not find convincing cognates of *ukunkula* or *ikoŋkoro*- in Shabo and the Kadu family, likely affiliated to NS. Nevertheless, I present some other unpublished potential cognates between Shabo, Kadu and NS that may strengthen the case for a genetic relationship among them.

While looking at some proposed Nilo-Saharan (NS) etymologies, I fell quite by chance on the Kunama word *ukunkula* meaning “elbow” and, just out of curiosity, undertook to look more in depth how different scholars dealt with this word. At first, such an investigation may seem quite trivial. However, it soon became apparent that it brought more questions than answers. Indeed, roots such as *kVl* are numerous in many NS languages and there is little agreement between researchers as to which sets of potential cognates they should be assigned. In the first part of this paper, I shall compare and discuss some of the published etymologies involving *ukunkula* and offer an alternative hypothesis. In a second part, I will present potential new cognates between Shabo, Kadu and NS languages that came to light in the course of this study. Shabo is an isolate spoken in southwestern Ethiopia, and Kadu is a small family of
nine closely related languages spoken in southern Sudan. The taxonomic position of both Shabo and Kadu is still controversial, but several scholars presented evidence for a genetic relationship to NS (see ref. 1–4 for discussion).

In preparing this paper, I have used the two presently published attempts at reconstructing proto-Nilo-Saharan (pNS), and it is appropriate to briefly introduce them here. One was published by C. Ehret in 2001 (ref. 5), the other by M.L. Bender in 1996 (ref. 6). I have already discussed the qualities and weaknesses of Ehret’s reconstruction in a previous article (ref. 3). In short, Ehret’s work has three major characteristics: (1) it presents an extremely, if not excessively, sophisticated phonetic approach; (2) the author believes in the exceptionless nature of sound “laws” (3) the work is fraught with far-fetched semantics that invalidates up to one third of the proposed etymologies. In contrast, Bender proposes a pNS phonetic inventory that is very simple, probably even simplistic, and sound correspondences that are poorly worked-out. In addition, Bender, like Ehret, allows for semantic latitude that goes too far to my taste. Let me admit here my preference for Ehret’s work, because it is very carefully done. I would nevertheless emphasize that while I believe that regular sound correspondences must be uncovered as far as possible, I do not share Ehret’s faith in the existence of exceptionless sound laws and consider that exceptions must be permitted with proper judgment. In addition, those of his proposed cognates with poor semantic fit must be discarded.

As far as Shabo and Kadu are concerned, systems of sound correspondences are far from being established. The cognates that will be proposed have been selected on the principle of phonetic and semantic plausibility used by Greenberg, Fleming, and others.

Part 1. Kunama ukunkula and its proposed cognates

- **Ehret and Kunama ukunkula.** Ehret connects Kunama ukunkula with just one pNS root meaning “to bend” (etymology (1)).

  (1) E1059*khul “to bend (intr.)”:
  
  | Koman: Uduk khululak “bent, crooked” [ADJ. by reduplicated stem] |
  | Kunama: ukunkula “elbow” [n. derivative pref. *o > u- plus partially reduplicated stem] |
  | Saharan: Kanuri këla “to roll into a ball” [NS suff. *-a dispunctive]; Kanuri këlë “to wrap around” [NS suff. *’y essive-active (?)] |
  | Songay: Zerma kullaka “to have knock-need walk” [NS suff. *-a dispunctive]. Also present in Songay Kaado kullaka “avoir une démarche cagneuse (Fr.)” (ref. 7). |
  | W. Nilot.: Ocolo (Shilluk) kul “to bow the head” |
Rub (= Kuliak): Ik ikukul- “to go the wrong way and come back” [*i- v. class pref. plus partial reduplication. “Loan”, expected *kul.- with l. instead of l].

The connection between “to bend” and either “elbow” or “knee” (namely “bent part of a limb”) is too universal to necessitate any comment. The proposed Kanuri reflex appears somewhat questionable from a semantic point of view. The Ik word may reflect an irregular sound correspondence rather than being a loan. Most importantly with respect to our subject, the phonetic analysis of Kunama ukunkula seems to me unclear. Ehret interprets this word as the partial duplication of a unique root. However, for a partial reduplication, one would expect *ukukula, and if the reduplication was complete, one would expect *ukulkula. Thus the internal -n- is not explained satisfactorily.

- **Bender and Kunama ukunkula.** In sharp contrast to Ehret, Bender analyzes the Kunama word as a compound of two distinct roots with various meanings related to the limbs anatomy (etymologies (2) and (3)):

(2) B320 *kump, *koN, *kon- for the 1st part of Kunama ukun-kula
Koman: Kwama -kump” “claw, finger”. Gumuz Sai kumb-ërë “knee”
Centr. Sud.: kon “elbow”, (k)on’ “claw, finger”, *kum- ~ gomo “knee” (no further details given in ref. 6) →
Kunama: ukun-(kula) “elbow”; Kunama, Ilit kona “hand, arm”
Songay: Gao hon-(koro) “elbow”
Maban: Masalit -kon “elbow”. The Masalit full form is muturkon-yi ~ muturkon-ji ~ muturk(w)un’-i (ref. 8).
Berta: k’on-, kwön- “elbow”.
East Sud.: kum, kôm- “elbow”, kuun “elbow, knee” (no further details given in ref. 6).
See e.g., Taman Merarit kum “knee” (ref. 9), Surmic Mursi kômi “knee” (ref. 10), and also PeNil. *-kun’, e.g., Bari kun’, Turkana a-kuñ “knee” (ref. 11).
→ For Centr. Sud. (k)on’ “claw, finger”; Bender quotes, in ref. 12, Miza (Moru) k(w)onyi, Lugbara ònr’ago-, Lokai (Madi) an’u, Mangbetu -kônzo, Aja koni/kavan, Fangoro kunza, Fer ka(n)za and Modo kon’o. This clearly points at a root such as *on’ preceded in some languages by the “moveable” k prefix identified by Greenberg (ref. 13; < pNS *k according to Ehret, ref. 5).

I could find such a set neither in Ehret’s (ref. 5) nor in Greenberg’s (ref. 13) work.

(3) B11 *kol-, kor’, for the 2nd part of ukun-kula.
Koman: Komo kol-o “hand, arm”.
Kunama: (ukun)-kul-a “elbow”.
Saharan: Kanuri, Tubu -kol- “foot”. Tubu kur-u “elbow”
For: ka(a)r-u “claw”.
Songay: Gao (hon)-koro “elbow”.
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Maban: Maba, Mimi kar- “finger” (in fact kar-tungulak “hand-ancestor”, ref. 8), Masalit koro “hand, arm”, Aiki (Runga) kòrò- “elbow”

Berta: Gebeto kol-ô ~ k'(w)ôl-ô “foot”; other varieties k’ôlôô “leg” (ref. 14)

East Sud.: -kol- “claw”; -kol-, kôl- “elbow” (no further details given!)

Rub: Ik kôr-ôk “finger”.

Bender (ref. 6) also puts in 〈3〉 Kadu Tolibi -gôòr-ô and Krongo -koor-o “elbow”. When looking at the non-truncated forms, Tolibi (ref. 15) ma-t’ôŋgôôrô (pl. ki-t’ôŋgôôrô), Tolibi (ref. 16) mutôŋgô@rô (pl. na-mutôŋgô@rô); Krongo (ref. 15) kôtigôôrô (pl. ni-kôtigôôrô), Krongo (ref. 17) kattιgooro (pl. ni-kattιgooro), I wonder whether Bender’s segmentation is correct. For the Krongo form, M. Reh does not propose any segmentation (ref. 17). Thus the Kadu forms may not belong here.

My first comment to the 〈2〉 plus 〈3〉 proposal is the great semantic latitude allowed by Bender, with which I do not feel quite comfortable. This may be a personal bias due to my education as a physician, making it difficult for me to accept meanings as different as “foot”, “claw”, “finger”, “elbow” in the same etymology! Note however that Bender himself concedes that “The semantic spread [in etymology 〈2〉] … is a bit wide” (ref. 18). Another problem is the poorly defined state of the pNS roots postulated. This is particularly evident for etymology 〈2〉, which I suspect to be made up of several genetically distinct roots. A third observation is the absence of overlap between etymologies 〈1〉 and 〈3〉, in spite of phonetic similarity. This is partly the consequence of the strict observance by Ehret of the phonetic “laws” he has postulated. This scholar has reconstructed no less than three pNS unvoiced velar stops, i.e., *k, *kh and *k’ with different outcomes, notably in Songay (g. k and h, respectively), in word-initial position (ref. 5). In sharp contrast, Bender reconstructs only *k and *kh, with *k > k and *kh > k ~ h in Songay (ref. 6)! Finally, the most perplexing point in Bender’s proposal is that he regards u-kun-kul-a as the juxtaposition of two pNS words with exactly the same spectrum of meanings (semantic redundancy). For all those reasons, Bender’s double etymology for ukunkula does not look very satisfactory.

Another point of disagreement between Bender and Ehret bears on Kunama kona and ukun-. Bender puts Kunama kona “hand, arm” together with ukun-(kula) in comparison 〈2〉. For Ehret, these two words are not cognates because their proto-form begins with two different velar stops, i.e., *k’- in the case of kona (etymology 〈4〉), shown below) and *kh in the case of ukun-(etymology 〈1〉).

〈4〉 E1114 *k’wey “fingers” (suppletive pl.)

Koman: Opo k’wi “hand”

Centr. Sud.: pCS *kwe or *k’we “finger”

Kunama: ko-n-a [NS *n n. suff.] “hand” →

Temein: kwi “hands”

Rub: pRub *a-k’w, Ik ak’w “palm, sole” [NS *a- n. derivative pref.]. Ik kwe-t “hand, foreleg” [NS *t’b n. suff.] is considered a “loan” (k instead of the expected k’).
The same NS *n n. suff. is recurrent in Kunama according to Ehret, e.g., E1214 “grass”, Kunama se-n-a vs pEast Centr. Sud. *s'yε or *se or *θe (Bender *ese, ref. 12) and Saharan Kanuri sheshe (pNS *s'yε or *se:).

I find etymology (4) quite acceptable. The Ik reflex may be a case of irregular correspondence. We will return to this etymology later.

- **Greenberg and Kunama ukunkula.** Greenberg proposes a quite different cognation, comparing ukunkula with several words meaning “armpit” (ref. 13):

  (5) G/NS7 “armpit”
  Kunama: ukunkula “elbow”.
  Saharan: Daza kilikili, Zaghawa kallikalli “armpit”.
  Berta: Fazoglo yonjole৷ “elbow”.
  Surmic: Didinga kalkic “armpit”.
  S. Nilot.: Nandi kul kul “armpit”, pSNil. *kulh* kulh according to Rottland (ref. 19).

Greenberg also gives the additional meaning “armpit” for ukunkula, although Kunama has a different word for it, which is akula (ref. 20). Thus, for him, “elbow” and “armpit” can be connected semantically. On the contrary, both Bender and Ehret propose different etymologies for “armpit” (B132 *kol “armpit, breast or chest”; E1030 *k'il, *k'ilk'hil “to tickle, armpit”) and for “elbow” (cf. 〈1〉 to 〈3〉). This is what I expect because armpit and elbow are in my view quite distinct body parts.

- **Kunama ukunkula and global etymologies.** In 1994, Bengtson and Ruhlen published an article in which they propose 27 global etymologies (ref. 21). These scholars connect ukunkula with two of them (etymologies 〈6〉 and 〈7〉 below) by segmenting this word in the same way as Bender does.

  (6) BR6 kano “arm” (as well as “hand”, “shoulder”)
  Kunama: Kunama kona, Ilit kon “hand”, also “arm” (ref. 20); u-kun-(kula) “elbow”
  Berta: k'oη-(k'oloŋ) “elbow”
  E. Nilot.: Teso (a-)kani, Maasai (eŋ-)kaina “hand” → pE.Nil. *kain-(note Ehret’s discordant interpretation: *kʰ n. prefix + root *a'y + *n n. suff., E1533!)

As far as NS is involved, proposal 〈6〉 and Bender’s 〈2〉 overlap, so that the reader can refer to the latter for discussion. Global root 〈6〉 is reminiscent of two similar but apparently unrelated roots identified by Greenberg (ref. 22) in his recent work on Eurasiatic, i.e., *kon “armpit” (also “hollow, cavity”) (Uralic, Altaic) and *ken “elbow” (i.e., “elbow, forearm/knee, shin”) (Indo-European, Uralic, Altaic, Japanese, Eskimo-Aleut). Thus, in this instance, Greenberg makes a clear semantic distinction between “elbow” and “armpit”.

→ The same NS *n n. suff. is recurrent in Kunama according to Ehret, e.g., E1214 “grass”, Kunama se-n-a vs pEast Centr. Sud. *s'yε or *se or *θe (Bender *ese, ref. 12) and Saharan Kanuri sheshe (pNS *s'yε or *se:).
Even though I believe that etymologies (2) and (6) are genetically heterogeneous, and in spite of Ehret’s satisfactory analysis of Kunama kona (etymology (4)), I cannot exclude that either Kunama kona or ukun- represent an old NS remnant of a global etymology that needs however more stringent delineation.

(7) BR8 k’olo “hole”
Koman: Gumuz (Buldiit) kul(ma) “buttocks”
Kunama: kura “anus” (in fact “buttock, rump, bottom” according to Bender, ref. 20),
(u-kun)-kula “armpit, elbow”
Saharan: Kanuri kuli, Teda kulo “anus”
Songay: Gao nkoro “buttocks”
Berta: (k’on)-k’olol “elbow”
W. Jebel: Gaam kura-n “hollow (in ground)”
Temein: kukuruk(it) “buttocks”
S. Nilot.: Nandi kulkul “armpit”
Rub: Soo ukòlkòl “armpit” (but ukokol in B132, ref. 6)

Referring to NS, etymology (7) seems to me as heterogeneous as etymology (6). I am reluctant to accept it as such, for phonetic as well as semantic reasons. Etymology (7) contains some words that I would relate in a more satisfying way to one of two reconstructions by Ehret, namely: E1075 *kʰwil or *kwil “to crack, break open, cavity, hole, mouth”; E1461 *kʰwil or *kʰ’wil (< **kʰ-wil or **kʰ-’wil, with the “movable” *kʰ- prefix) “buttocks, anus, hip, tail”.

With respect to other world’s language families, some of the forms adduced by Bengtson and Ruhlen, such as Dravidian Kannada kōṇkur, gaṇkēlu or Tulu kaṇkula “armpit” (approximate phonetic notation), certainly look at first quite similar to the Kunama word under discussion (ref. 23). This is also the case for Uralic Estonian kangle ~ kangel “armpit, shoulder” and Mari koŋyela ~ koŋla “armpit” (ref. 24), as well as for Mongolian Written Mongolian qonyur ~ qonyil and Khalkha xonxor ~ xongil “hollow, cavity” (ref. 25). But reconstructed forms (ref. 23–25), if correct, do not support a genetic connection with ukunkula (pSouth Dravidian *kavuni-kaṭ-, pTelugu *kav-nil-, pKolami-Gadba *kavni; pUralic *kon(V) + *kanla (sic); pAltaic *kobani; all supposedly from *K’awingV, Dolgopolsky, ref. 23–25, an etymology considered “possible” by Bomhard in his unpublished review of Dolgopolsky’s Nostratic Dictionary). From a semantic point of view, it should be emphasized that again all of the items considered mean “armpit, shoulder or cavity” rather than “elbow” or “bend”.

To sum up, ukunkula “elbow” is not well accounted for by the juxtaposition of etymologies (6) and (7), which may be better suited to designate the armpit (= “hole of the arm”).
“Elbow” as a possible compound word in Kunama, Songay and Berta. The 
reader has probably been struck by the apparent similarity of three words viewed 
as compounds by several scholars, notably Bender (but not Ehret):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Compound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kunama</td>
<td>ukunkula</td>
<td>u-kun-kul-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Songay of Gao</td>
<td>honkoro</td>
<td>hon-kor-o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berta</td>
<td>k’onk’oloη</td>
<td>k’on-k’olo-η</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But are these forms really compounds? And are they genetically related?

Before attempting to answer, we must first introduce the Berta word that was only 
mentioned in part in etymologies (2) (two forms given), (6) and (7), and bring our 
data on Songay up to date. As for Berta, the basic form is k’onk’oloη (Undu, Mayu and 
Fadasi varieties) (ref. 14, 15, 26). A second form, k”onk”oloη, was collected besides 
k’onk’oloη from one speaker originating from the Jebel Ura area (ref. 14). Only the 
major Berta representative, k’onk’oloη, will be considered here. In this word, the final 
η probably represents a NS noun suffix (Ehret, ref. 5; see e.g., Berta k’òrò-η “back of 
neck”, amυ-η “nose”).

In the Songay languages, the full expression to mean “elbow” generally begins with 
ka(m)ba, which stands for “hand, arm”. kaba ~ kamba ~ kambe is the basis of numerous 
compound words, e.g., Gao kamba hamo “upper arm”, kamba tola “hollow in the arm” > 
“anticubital fossa” (vs ce: tola “hollow in the leg” > “popliteal fossa”), kaba banda “dorsum 
of the hand” (banda = “external face, back”), kaba jinde “narrow part of the arm” > “wrist”, 
and many others (ref. 7, 27–32). The designation of the “elbow” is astonishingly diverse 
among the closely related Songay languages and involves several unrelated roots:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Southern group</th>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Compound Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tondi Songway</td>
<td>Douentza 33</td>
<td>kambe tòtongo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humburi Senni</td>
<td>Hombori 33</td>
<td>kamb-u tòt-iy-a also used for “knee”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Songay</td>
<td>Timbuktu 28</td>
<td>kamba tokone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Niafounké 28</td>
<td>kamba to:na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Djenné 29</td>
<td>sokone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Goundam 28</td>
<td>kamba to:ne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kamba koro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Songay</td>
<td>Gao 27, 30</td>
<td>ka(m)ba honkoro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kaba haŋkoro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kaba haŋkore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bamba 30</td>
<td>kamba haŋkor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ansongo 30</td>
<td>kab koro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Téra (Kaado) 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
The Djenné form is cognate with Songay of Gao *sokon* “to bend (legs)”, Dendi *sokom* (v.) and *sokoniam* (n.) “crouch” (ref. 27, 30, 32). For its part, Zerma *gol(l)o* “hook, metal hook” and *golli* “to bend (intr., tr.), twist”, Songay of Goundam *golo* “hook, metal hook” and Songay of Gao *golli ~ gulli* “to be crooked, bent, curved” (ref. 28, 30). Those two roots are underlined here because they share the meaning “to bend”.

In the Songay of Gao the full expression for “elbow” is *ka(m)ba haηkoro*. I interpret it as the “bent part of the arm”, in which *haηkoro* by itself appears to mean “bend” (cf. Fr. “coude” sensu lato), as do *sokone* and *gol(l)o* in Djenné and Zerma, respectively. This interpretation is also strongly supported by the notable parallelism in Songay Ansongo (ref. 30) between *kamba haηkor* “elbow” and *ce: haηkor* “knee” (*ce:* = “foot, leg”). Finally, Goundam and Kaado *koro* may be viewed as a shortened form of *haηkoro*, even though alternative analyses are possible (ref. 7).

We can return now to our comparison *ukunkula/*honkoro/*k’oŋk’oloŋ*. First, we must take into account the more recent data on the Songay of Gao mentioned above that give *haŋkoro* (and even *haŋakora*, DN95, cited in ref. 30) as a more accurate form than *honkoro*. Second, we shall assume for a while that Ehret’s sound “laws” (detailed in ref. 5) are correct. If so, and still neglecting vocalic correspondences, the postulated 1st element should derive from pNS **k’un-**, **kun-** or **k’hun-** in the case of Kunama, pNS **k’aŋ-** in the case of Songay, and pNS **k’on-** or **k’on-** in the case of Berta (it is not clear whether Berta -η- is primary or represents a velar realization of -n- before k’). This points to a possible genetic heterogeneity, as already discussed about Bender’s etymology (2). The postulated 2nd element for its part is no less problematic. Whereas Kunama -kul- fits well in Ehret’s etymology (1) (pNS *k’ul*), Songay -kor- and Berta -k’olo- do not (Songay, expected -l- instead of -r-; Berta, expected h- instead of k’-). Thus, from an Ehretian point of view, those three words can be no more than “look-alike”, in spite of their striking similarity.

At this point, I fell on the word *i-kɔŋkoro/-kɔŋkora* “bend” (infinitive/verbal noun) in Bender’s Kunama lexicon (ref. 20), which is not represented in any of the etymologies discussed above. Semantically, this word perfectly matches Songay *haŋkoro*
and Berta k’øŋk’olo-ŋ. According to Ehret’s phonetic “rules”, this Kunama word and the Songay one could both originate from pNS **k’øŋk’horo (neglecting vowels). The reflex of **k’øŋk’horo in Berta, however, should be either *k’øŋhoro-ŋ or **k’øŋholo-ŋ. This apparent irregularity can be fairly explained by an assimilation of the two velars at some pre-Berta stage, hence **k’øŋk’holo-ŋ > **k’øŋk’olo-ŋ. The presence of ŋ may also have contributed to the preservation of the following velar stop as against its expected evolution to h. I therefore propose that Kunama ikoŋkoro-, Songay haŋkoro and Berta k’øŋk’oloŋ are genetically related and cannot be split into separate elements (etymology B in Table below). In contrast, Kunama ukunkula (etymology A in Table below) is unrelated and may be analyzed either as a unique duplicated root (hypothesis 1) or as a compound word (hypothesis 2).

In summary:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Etymology A</th>
<th>Etymology B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kunama</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis 1: u-ku(n)kul-a = one partially reduplicated root (i.e., root *k’ul, Ehret (1)) “bend”</td>
<td>i-koŋkoro-“bend”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis 2: u-kun-kul-a = two roots (compound) (i.e., either part of Bender (2) or Ehret (4), plus Ehret (1)) “arm-bend”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Songay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zerma -kulla (Ehret (1))</td>
<td>haŋkoro originally “bend”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaado -kulla</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?</td>
<td>k’øŋk’olo-ŋ originally “bend” (?)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Admittedly, the proposal for Berta is weaker than the other ones. In particular, I found no evidence in favor of “bend” being the original meaning. Therefore, one cannot exclude an alternative interpretation. For example, Berta “elbow” could be a compound made of *k’on ~ *k’øŋ (etymology (2)) – if the original meaning might have been “arm” – followed by another root not yet presented here but detailed below, namely (8) *k’ol “to be round, to curve”. The postulated pNS **k’øŋkolo-ŋ would have become **k’øŋk’olo-ŋ, rather than the expected **k’øŋholo-ŋ, following assimilation of the 2nd velar stop to the 1st one (k > k’) in pre-Berta. In this hypothesis, the elbow would thus be “the curved part of the arm”.

(8) E988 *k’ol “to be round, to curve”

Koman: Uduk k’ol “to be curved”

Saharan: Kanuri kolo “to swing round, spin” [NS *w punctive (?)]

Berta: huhulu “egg” [partially reduplicated stem + NS *-uh n. suff.] →

Nubian: Dongolawi kolo “waterwheel” [NS *y n. derivative suff.]
W. Jebel: Gaam sg kòlòd, pl. kòlg “egg”
Daju: pDaju *koloŋ “to turn” [NS *ŋ punctive], Nyala kļenŋ “round” [NS *ŋ n./adj. suff.]
W. Nilot.: Jyang (Dinka) kól “wheel”
E. Nilot.: Bari lokolo? “curved” [< *lo-kolol, ENil. adj. pref. *lV- + partially reduplicated stem; Bari final *l > ?]

→ Bender (ref. 14) reports huuhulu in the Undu, Mayu, and Fadasi varieties, and hoholo ~ hòhòlu in the Gebeto variety. A non-reduplicated form holo occurs additionally in Fadasi.

• What about Shabo in all that? Upon looking in the Shabo lexicon provided by Fleming in MT VII (ref. 2), one cannot miss koggod “elbow”. Gemination of g in this word may suggest that we are dealing with a reduplicated *kod stem (hence something like *kodkod). This is a more convincing analysis than the one I suggested earlier (ref. 3). Can this stem be related to Ehret’s etymology 〈1〉*khul “to bend (intr.)”? To answer that, I first attempted to find out the outcome in Shabo of the three pNS unvoiced velar stops *k, *kh and *ǩ posited by Ehret. Of course, such an approach is meaningful only if Shabo does really belong among NS languages, as hypothesized here, or if Shabo shares a direct common ancestor with pNS. Thanks to the excellent set 〈10〉“breast” (Appendix 1), the Shabo reflex of pNS *k can be surely identified as k. Etymology 〈13〉(Appendix 1) “face; mouth, tooth” suggests that pNS *ǩ evolved to k ~ k in Shabo. Unfortunately etymologies involving pNS *kh are of too low quality with respect to Shabo to allow any firm conclusion. As for d of *kod on the other hand, I found only one etymology (Appendix 4, 〈26〉, Shabo k’add) in which Shabo d corresponds to pNS *l, and that one may be deluding. Indeed, Shabo d is geminated here, a feature which could possibly result from the addition of a dental suffix to a root ending otherwise in l, e.g., *kal-d (cf. pNubian *nal-t.-(V) > Midob Nubian kada, E534, etymology 〈26〉). Thus, the argument for connecting genetically Shabo *kod with pNS *khul is not strong, but this possibility can certainly not be excluded at present.

On closer inspection of Fleming’s Shabo lexicon (ref. 2), I fell on the curious word gongo:d’e “crooked limbs’. On the one hand, a cognition with Shabo *kod and pNS *khul, with partial reduplication and insertion of a euphonic n has to be considered. However, the presence of plain d in one Shabo word vs glottalic d‘ in the other would be unaccounted for. On the other hand, gongo:d’e is strikingly looking like either ukunka, or the triad ikonkoro, haniko, k’onk’oloŋ. Is there a genetic relation with one or the others? Here too, the evidence is weak and the question remains open. As a matter of facts, I attempted in Appendix 3 to find out to which pNS consonant Shabo g could correspond. There are several possible and non-mutually exclusive candidates (*ŋ, *g, *g’, *ŋ, *kh), but apparently neither the *k nor the *ǩ that would support cognition. The best etymologies support a pNS *ŋg correspondence to Shabo g (cf. 〈21〉 “jaw”,
Part 2. Some new lexical items linking Shabo and/or Kadu to NS

In the course of the present research, I believe that I have uncovered some possible cognates that, to the best of my knowledge, have never been reported. For full details, the reader is invited to refer to the Appendices.

(9) Shabo: b’akiwon “cheek” (with metathesis of the 1st two consonants?); NS E970 *ka:p’ “lower part of face”.

(11) Shabo: ke:ji “thin” (?) or c’und’e “narrow”; NS E1018 *kʰayn “to be little, small”; Kadu: Kulishi (ref. 36) (shi)shi:n’a “small”, or more convincingly Yegang (ref. 36) kan’n’ya (pl.) “children” (ref. 3).

(12) Shabo: akush “skin” (?); NS E1062 *kʰu:r or *kʰu:d “hide, skin”; Kadu: Mudo (ref. 36) tiṅgōla (pl. kōla) “outer bark”, Krongo kwaala (pl. ni-kwaala) “bark (of tree)” (ref. 17).

(14) Shabo: d’unk’u “brain”; NS E1322 *loŋkʰ “crown of head” (→ “crest”; “head”; “fontanelle”); Kadu: Tolibi (ref. 16) dōŋe (pl. na-dōŋe), Krongo (ref. 17) d’od’on’i < *d’od’oni (pl. ni-d’od’on’i) “brain”.

(16) Shabo: d’ingi ~ d’iŋi “penis”; NS E730 *t.θik’ “stick”; Kadu: Tolibi (ref. 16) dukwe (pl. ku-dukwe) “stick, club”, Krongo (ref. 17) ti-d’ikwa (pl. ni-d’ikwa) “spear (n.)”.

Semantics: cf. Maban Maba turuk “penis”, Kodoi toru:k “penis”, Kodoi turok “stick, wand”; also Mimi (GD) komis “rod, wand, staff, penis” (ref. 8).

Note that in both etymologies (14) and (16), Shabo d’ corresponds to Kadu Tolibi d and Krongo d’. In contrast NS shows *l ( > l) in (14) vs *t.ʰ ( > cʰ, t, etc.) in (16).

(17) Shabo: wa:d’i “dew, wet”; NS E1401 *weθ “to spill onto, wet down”; Kadu: Kufo t.ifud’o, Mīrī t.i-fud’o, Talla t.am-bad’o, Tolibi t.im-b’id’o ~ thöm-bód’o (ref. 36 ~ ref. 16), Sangali ca(η)f’ōd’o “rain” (all from ref. 36 except where indicated); Tolibi o bidhi (ref. 16) “wet, damp” (Kadu f₂, ref. 3).

I suspect that Fleming would add somewhat provocatively “…and English wet, of course!”.

(20) Shabo: aguc’e “to flee”; NS E508 *ŋgu:z “to run”.

(23) Shabo: gu:to “to clear throat”; NS E512 *ŋwed “throat”.

(23) “to clear throat”). In Appendix 2, I present two etymologies where Shabo d’ (of gongo:d’ē) might correspond to pNS *l (as in ukunkula). In contrast, I found none in which Shabo d’ would represent pNS *r (as in icoŋkoro, etc.).
(25) Shabo: *getumba “to turn” (if < *ge-tumba ?); NS E848 *t’amp “to turn around.

(27) Shabo: *dondom “thick, fat”, probably < *dom by reduplication; NS E315 *d’we:m “fat, thick”; Kadu: Mudo (ref. 36) v:d’und’v, possibly < *v:d’umd’vm “thick”.

Conclusions

1. While searching for the pNS precursor of the Kunama word *ukunkula “elbow”, I was struck by the very frequent occurrence in NS languages of words with the general shape kvl and expressing diverse meanings related to “bend” and to body anatomy. To my great astonishment, I noted that various scholars assembled such words from distinct languages into different etymologies that display only very partial overlap. A good number of those etymologies have been examined or just cited here. The observed discrepancies indicate that much additional work is needed to arrive at a consensus regarding the reconstruction of pNS.

2. The three words Kunama *ukunkula, Songay of Gao *haŋkoro and Berta *k’onk’oloŋ have often been considered cognates. I propose here that while Kunama *ukunkula is not genetically related to the other two, it is Kunama *i-koŋkoro- that forms a cognate set with Songay *haŋkoro and probably Berta *k’onk’oloŋ.

Kunama *ukunkula “elbow” may either derive from pNS *kʰul “to bend” by partial reduplication (Ehret) or consist of a compound word made up of kon-a “hand, arm” (Bender *KoN- or Ehret *k’wey-n-) plus Ehret *kʰul “to bend”.

In contrast, Kunama *i-koŋkoro-, Songay *haŋkoro and Berta *k’onk’oloŋ, supposed to mean originally “bend”, are not amenable to internal analysis.

A possible cognation of Shabo *gongo:d’e “crooked limbs” with either *ukunkula or *ikoŋkoro, *haŋkoro and *k’onk’oloŋ is considered, but awaits further testing of its validity.

It has been proposed that *ukunkula participates in two global etymologies. To properly assess that hypothesis, a more accurate delineation of the global etymologies in question is needed.

3. I propose here some potential cognates between Shabo and/or Kadu and Nilo-Saharan that have (to the best of my knowledge) not been described yet.

4. The present work is based on the assumption that Ehret is right in reconstructing three pNS unvoiced velar stops. In addition, I could not escape making personal choices between alternative possible views. Of course, not all readers will agree. Conceivably some of them will be upset by my reliance (even though rather critical) on reconstructions proposed by Ehret. Others will find me excessively restrictive with regard to the semantic latitude I allow, particularly in the field of human anatomy. Therefore this article is open to discussion.
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Appendices

I have used *italics* to mark those elements of a comparison that seem to me questionable, whether for semantic or phonetic reasons. Square brackets contain Ehret’s own comments. Round brackets contain additional data or comments of mine.

1. Ehret’s etymologies containing pNS *k, *kʰ and *k together with possible Shabo and Kadu cognates.

(9) NS E970 *ka:p* “lower part of face”/Koman: Uduk kab’ash, kapash ‘chin’ [NS *ṣʾ* n. suff.]/Centr. Sud.: pCS *ka:pa* “lower part of face”/Songay: Zerma gagaabe “jaw”/Nubian: Kadaru kamt.ó < *kap’t.ó* ‘cheek’ [*t. n. suff.*]/Shabo: b’akiw “cheek” (with metathesis of the 1st two consonants?).

(10) NS E1001 *ako*, *ko “breast”/Koman: Uduk ako, Komo ko, Opo kue “breast”/Kunama: ku-ta “breast”/Songay: Zerma ga-na “breast”; ga-n-de “chest” (all Songay languages have gand- ref. 7, 27–30, 37)/Maban: Maba aŋu-n, Runga aŋu-n, Mimi aŋu-n “breast”/Nubian: Nobiin og. Kaderu ːkó, Dongolawi og “chest”//W. Nilot.: Ocolo ko “chest”// Shabo: kowan “breast” (ref. 2); kokon “breast, chest”//Kadu: 8 languages have -nugu or a similar form, but Mudo has just -nu “breast” (ref. 36) (→ genuine root = -nu- ?).

(11) NS E1018 *kʰayν* ‘to be little, small’/Kunama: kenkenennema ‘weak, thin’ [*m adj. affix]/Saharan: Teda kinni ‘small’/Songay: Zerma keyna ‘to be small; a little’/Nubian: Dongolawi kinni ‘small’; young//Temein: ki-keni-k ‘small’//Shabo: keji ‘thin’; or c’und’e ‘narrow’//Kadu: Kulishi (ref. 36) (shi)shi?n ‘small’, or more convincingly Yegang (ref. 36) kən’n’α (pl.) ‘children’ (ref. 3).


(13) Fleming (ref. 1, 2) proposes that Shabo k’aw-k ‘face’ is related to Shabo kaw ~ k’awut ~ kau-se ‘mouth, kaw ~ k’aw ‘tooth’, which in turn is related to NS E1076 *k’a ‘to take into the mouth* and its derivative E1086 *k’a-ʿy ‘to chew’/Koman: Uduk k’a ‘to gnaw, chew’, Gumuz k’ɔŋ ‘to bite’/E. Centr. Sud.: *k’a ‘to bite’/Kunama: kayo- ‘to chew’/Songay: Zerma heŋ < *hayŋ ‘tooth’ (Kaado heŋ, Gao hinga ~ hin’a, Djenne hı̀n’e, Dendi hind’e ~ hınje, ref. 7, 27, 29, 30, 32, 37)/Surmic: Zilmamu kaww- ‘to bite’//E. Nilot.: Bari kɔ̀-ja ‘to bite, sting (bee, etc.)’//W. Nilot.: pW.Nil. *kǝc ‘to bite’//Rub Ik nk’ak- ‘to eat’, ak’ak’un ‘jaw’, k’idz- ‘to bite’.

2. Could PNS *l* have evolved to *d* in Shabo?

(14) Shabo: d’un’u ‘brain’//NS E1322 *lóŋkʰ ‘crown of head’/Centr. Sud.: *ló ‘crown of head, crest’/Kunama: ko-loka ‘crest’ [with movable *kʰ; considered a loan by Ehret]/Songay: Zerma loŋko ‘fontanelle antérieure (Fr.)’ (Kaado idem. Certainly also Songay of Djenne lòŋgoy ‘top of baby’s head’, ref. 7, 29)/Berta: a-lu ‘head’ [NS *a- n. derivative pref.; regular *nkʰ > *h > O]//W. Jebel: Gaam *tòòi < *tlo-i- with NS * ‘y n. suff.’ ‘fontanelle’/E. Nilot.: Maasai e-lukunya ‘head’ [NS *n’ n. suff.]/Kadu: Toli bi (ref. 16) dőne (pl. na-dőne), Krono (ref. 17) d’od’on’i < *d’od’on’ (pl. ni-d’od’on’i) ‘brain’.
(15) Shabo: *d'e 'to know'/NS E1305 *le:h 'to watch, observe'/Kunama: li- 'to look', lili-k 'to watch attentively, contemplate' [NS *kʰ iterative]/Saharan: Kanuri li 'to learn'/For: la- 'to see (past)'/ [NS *-a p. suffix], laun- 'to know' [NS *ŋ p. suffix]/W. Nilot.: Ocolo let. 'to see' [NS *θ intensive], lyew 'to investigate, spy out' [NS *w p. suffix]/E. Nilot.: Maasai -leen 'to scout' [NS *n p. suffix]/Rub: Ik i-l'ye- 'to know' [*i- v. class pref.] //Kadu: Miri (ref. 36) aji 'to watch'; Tolibi (ref. 16) ija 'to see'.

(16) Shabo: *d'inge ~ di'ini 'penis' //NS E730 *t.hiŋk 'stick'/Koman: Uduk ch'iŋkira? 'sticks, twigs' [NS *roach and -*ah n. suffixes]/Centr. Sud.: PEast cs *ti or *ti or *tri 'log, pole'/Kunama: tinkisha 'rod, wand, crutch, …' [NS *ti-h n. suff.]/Saharan: Kanuri tigë 'body' //Kadu: Tolibi (ref. 16) dukwe (pl. ku dukwe) 'stick, club', Krongo (ref. 17) ti-d'ikwa (pl. ni d'ikwa) 'spear (n.).

Semantics: cf. Maban Maba turuk 'penis', Komo toruk 'penis', Komo turok 'stick, wand'; also Mimi (GD) komis 'rod, wand, staff, penis' (ref. 8).

(17) Shabo: wa:di 'dew' //NS E1401 *weθ 'to spill onto, wet down'/Koman: Uduk wus 'to wash (clothes)'/: For: wese 'wet'/Songay: Zarma wesi 'to drain, scoop out (liquid)' //Nubian: Dongolawi uss- 'to defecate' //Daju: pDaju osoh 'year; rainy season' // W. Nilot.: Ocolo wet. 'to paint, smear on, cover with grease' //Rub: Soo webit- 'to fill' [NS *t h continuous suff.]/ //Kadu: Kufo i-fud'ò, Miri i-fud'ò, Talla t.am-bad'ò, Tolibi t.im-b'id'ò ~ thom-b'dò (ref. 16), Sangali ca (ŋ) f'dò 'rain' (all from ref. 36 except where indicated); Tolibi o bidhi (ref. 16) 'wet, damp'.

3. Which pNS consonant(s) might correspond to Shabo g?

(18) Shabo: go:ma, go:ta 'to burn' (ref. 1)//NS E468 *go(h) or go:h) 'to burn (intransitive), shine'/Centr. Sud.: PCS *gu or *g'u 'to burn, shine'/Saharan: Kanuri gut 'to warm in sun' [*t. causative suff.]/W. Jebel: Gaam gôon- 'to shine' [NS *n durative]; Aka, Molo aguwa, Kelo a?uwa 'moon'/Surmic: S. Surmic *go: 'fire'.


(20) Shabo: aguc'e 'to flee'/ //NS E508 *ŋu:z 'to run'/ Koman: Uduk gus 'to run; to be afraid of; to flow of river, blood, water'/Saharan: Kanuri ngusa 'to flee, run away' //W. Jebel: Gaam gujguj 'shuffling'.

(21) Shabo: ga:m(a) 'jaw' (ref. 2)//NS E513 *ŋwe:m 'chin'/Kunama: goma 'chin; beard'/Saharan: Kanuri ŋgumi 'chin' /Nubian: Dongolawi gumur 'neck', Nobiiin gumur 'nape' [NS *roh n. suff.].

(22) Shabo: gutann 'man (older than 45 years)' (borrowing from Koman?)/ //NS E427 *g'waθ or *g'waθ 'adult, grown up person'/Koman: Uduk gwasan, gwatin 'males' [NS *n. suff. (as pl. ?)]//Rub: pRub *g'wasat (pl. *g'was) 'woman'.

(23) Shabo: gu:to 'to clear throat' //NS E512 *ŋwed 'throat'/Kunama: gorongora 'larynx, Adam's apple'/Saharan: Kanuri ngogolto 'throat' [NS *roh n. suff.]/For: gorongorono 'throat' [NS *roh n. suff.]/Maban: Maba kongorik 'check' [NS *k h n. pref., -k sg suff.] (see also Aiki angu, ref. 8)/Taman: Tama ŋororoŋrọ 'throat'/E. Nilot.: Bari gworo? 'throat'.
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The next comparison is out of purpose, but I find it worth mentioning:

4. Could pNS *l* lead to Shabo *d*?

There are few data supporting such a correspondence, for example:

(26) Shabo: *k’add ‘tongue’ (ref. 2).

Kadu: Mudo *cèđò (pl. niŋòdò), Yegang *t.ŋudò (pl. and:ò: -ne), Kufo *ŋòdò (pl. ni-ŋòdò), Miri *ŋadò (pl. naga-ŋadò’), Talla *ŋagad’uk (pl. ni-ŋagad’uk), Tolibi *ŋgòdò (pl. nugu-ŋgòdò), Sangali *ŋgòdò (pl. nò-ŋgòdò’), Kongo *ɔ:ò-ðò? (pl. ni-ŋjòdò), Talasa *ŋòdò (pl. ni-d.ŋòdò) ‘tongue’ (ref. 36). The pKadu root seems to be something like *ŋ(g)òdò. However, the initial *ŋ(g) is lacking in the Mudo sg and the Yegang pl. forms, leaving open the possibility that the actual root is limited to *òdò (ref. 3).

Either NS E1098 *k’ol ‘to chew’/Centr. Sud.: pCS *k’o ‘mouth’/Kunama: a-kałma ‘molar tooth’ [NS *m n. suff.]/Berta: k’ól ‘to eat’/Nubian: Hill Nubian *kal ‘to eat’.

Or NS E534 *ŋe1 ‘tongue’/Centr. Sud.: pCS *ŋ(nde ‘tongue’/Kunama: ŋe1a ‘tongue’ (Bender 11eIa, ref. 20)/Nubian: pNubian *ŋalt. ‘tongue’ [t. n. suff.] [Hill Nubian *jald., Birgid natti, Nobin nar, Midob kada] plus a number of other reflexes with meanings such as ‘collarbone’, ‘neck’, ‘voice’, the cognition of which is difficult to accept for semantic reasons.


However, in most etymologies, Shabo d does not correspond to pNS *l*:


(28) Shabo: d:gu ‘to disappear’, addake ‘be absent’//NS E759 *t.’òw ‘to cease to function, stop doing’/Koman: Gule -tòs ‘to kill’ [NS *s’ causative ?]//Centr. Sud.: Baledha d:to ‘prendre fin, finir (Fr.)’/Kunama: tu- ‘to die’/For: tuo- ‘to be unable’//W. Jebel: Molo took- ‘to finish’ [NS *k causative]/W. Nilot.: pW. Nil. *t.’òw ‘to die’/E. Nilot.: pE. Nil. *tua(n)- ‘to be dead’ [NS *n durative]/Rub: Ik ts’òoniṃ (pl. ts’òoni)k ‘dead person’ [NS *n modifier suff. + number suff.], ts’e-it- ‘to extinguish (fire)’ [*t. causative suff.]/Kadu: Tolibi (ref. 16) udhò, Kado (ref. 17) t-uutu-n- ‘to extinguish (fire)’ [*n transferi suff.].

Note however that one could rather compare Shabo d:gu ‘to disappear’ and/or addake ‘be absent’ with Bender Centr. Sud. *leg ‘to finish’ (Lokai of Madi legi, Mamvu regu, Mangbetu -keku, Kresh lògo and leke, ref. 12).
5. Unusual signs used for transcription and abbreviations

- t (e.g.) = alveolar
- t₁ = dental
- t’ = glottalic
- tʰ = aspirated
- tʰ’ = prepalatal
- lʰ = voiceless l
- c = pre-palatal voiceless affricate (Engl. ch)
- j = pre-palatal voiced affricate (Engl. j)
- ê = French central vowel as in le (definite article)
- ə = open o
- VV or Vː = long vowel
- VΛ = nasal vowel
- ? = glottal stop
- @ = vocalic symbol of unknown significance in ref. 16

As for Kadu dental stops, there is a great deal of inconsistency between sources (ref. 15–17, 36). In case of uncertainty, I have maintained the original transcription which may differ from the one generally adopted in the present article.

- adj. = adjective
- Bnnn = Bender’s etymology, nb. nnn (ref. 6)
- BRnn = Bengtson and Ruhlen global etymology, nb. nn (ref. 21)
- Ennnn = Ehret’s etymology, nb. nnnn (ref. 5)
- Fr. = French
- G/NSnnn = Greenberg’s NS etymology, nb. nnn (ref. 13)
- GD = (Mimi of) Gaufroy-Demombynes (ref. 6, 8)
- n. = noun
- NS = Nilo-Saharan
- pref. = prefix
- p = proto
- suff. = suffix
- v. = verb
- ⟨⟩ = etymology numbering
- [ ] in Ehret’s (E) etymologies (ref. 5) = addendum or comment by Ehret himself
The problem of pan-African roots

Roger M. Blench
Kay Williamson Educational Foundation

A problem of establishing macrophylic relations in Africa is the existence of common lexical items that are shared between the phyla in ways which do not suggest can they be used as evidence for a genetic connection. This suggests that proposals for large-scale language classification in Africa may be flawed by a failure to consider the transphylic distribution of many roots. The paper gives some examples of such lexical items and canvasses possible explanations;

a. they are ancient loanwords
b. they are convergent because of common phonaesthemes
c. African language phyla really are all related
d. they are retained from an early stage of world language diversification

Some roots seem to have a wider distribution in Eurasia, which suggests that (d) may be relevant in some cases.

... at the time of his compilation ... the desire to astonish the World by the number and variety of Languages, and to supply materials to the builders of Philological Castles in the air, based upon words, brought together, and their fancied resemblance: with this object the compiler collected words from every part of Africa, not only of Languages, but of Dialectal Varieties of Languages, quotations from published works, or from manuscripts.

Cust (1883: 27)

1. Introduction

In a paper1 “Is Niger-Congo simply a branch of Nilo-Saharan?” (Blench 1995) I proposed that Niger-Congo and Nilo-Saharan formed a single macrophyllum and adduced lexical, phonological and morphological evidence for this hypothesis. Although two

1. Parts of this paper were originally presented as an appendix to a paper on the proposed Niger-Saharan macrophyllum at the VIIth Nilo-Saharan Conference in Vienna, 2–6th September, 1998. Although it was sent to the editor, Norbert Cyffer, in 1999 and proofed in 2000, it has never appeared and will probably now not be published.
further papers (Blench 2007, in press) present additional evidence for the Niger-Saharan hypothesis, a consequence of trawling the literature has been the identification of proposed Niger-Saharan glosses are also shared with Afroasiatic and even Khoisan, which rules them out as evidence for a genetic connection. Some of the lexical items presented in Blench (1995) as evidence for Niger-Saharan turn out to have a still wider distribution in Africa. Examples are #kulu “skin, hide”, #kulu “knee”, #kuru “tortoise, turtle”. This is rather surprising, since even those addicted to wide-ranging hypotheses do not usually consider all African language phyla to form a single macrophyllum. Some roots also seem to have a wider distribution in Eurasia, which may point to early diffusion with human expansion. Blench (1997) presented some preliminary evidence for some of these widespread roots and proposed a type of phonaesthetic convergence related to cultural salience, in particular the earliest phases of human expansion, when gathered aquatic resources such as crabs and turtles were of considerable dietary importance. Clearly, this is relevant, but will not explain every case; why should body parts such as “knee” be more convergent than more “head”? Westermann (1927) in his pioneering identification of “West Sudanic” common lexemes (Niger-Congo in modern terms) also identified Wanderworte, “wander-words” that show up in widely differing language families in similar form. An example is aku, for grey parrot (Poicephalus senegalensis) recorded from Senegambia to Southern Sudan and even in diaspora communities in Brazil. Why should this word conserve its form when many more culturally salient birds have names that are replaced and diversify phonologically?

The existence of transphylic roots has the more general consequence that some elements of proposals for large-scale language classification in Africa may be flawed by a failure to consider these wider distributions. They also suggest a methodological problem for the comparativists, which depends broadly on lexical and phonological diversification. Particular lexemes that are clearly not recent loanwords, simply do not diversify like others, without clear semantic motivation. For the comparative method to work, these have to be leached out of datasets. This paper gives some examples of such pan-African lexical items and considers what hypotheses can be used to explain their occurrence. Possible explanations that have been canvassed are:

a. ancient loanwords
b. convergence through common phonaestemes
c. African language phyla really are all related
d. transphylic roots are retained from a very early stage of language diversification

---

2. I would here like to acknowledge the influence of Hal Fleming, for whose Festschrift this has been prepared, as well as the pioneering work in editing Mother Tongue and making available speculations on the links between world language phyla. Thanks also to John Bengtson for additional cognates.
It is important to emphasise that not all words with a transphylic distribution in Africa belong to a marked conceptual set or have an evident phonaesthetic element. The tables presented below represent preliminary datasets intended to identify common forms encountered in the search for Niger-Saharan roots.

2. Setting out the evidence

Broad transphylic comparisons require large data tables, and inevitably draw on a wide range of materials. Earlier scholars, such as Westermann and Greenberg, did not cite a reference for specific lexical items and did not give a complete bibliography of sources. This is a long, tedious task, takes up considerable space and time and may have seemed unnecessary. Moreover, those who pioneer in a field rarely heed the scholarly conventions of a less trustful age. But science is nothing if not about repeatability; we should be able to check the claims of historical linguists just as much as those of laboratory scientists. Language citations therefore provide sources, and proto-languages, marked by starred forms, must be carefully treated. Where I have been unable to confirm other authors’ cited attestations in the data tables below these are silently omitted. Semantically, the datasets given below are extremely conservative, since permitting a wide range of comparanda is the most common critique of “world etymologies”.

A common but problematic practice in this area is the citation of starred forms to represent families or even phyla. If such forms are based on the intensive reconstruction of a small group of well-studied languages this may have some validity, but generally these forms are quasi-reconstructions based on rapid inspection of purported cognates, and often the source is frankly mysterious. Thus Ehret (2001) cites starred forms for proto-Central Sudanic, the source of which is unclear. Only one reconstruction of Central Sudanic has been published (Bender 1992) but Ehret does not cite this and his forms do not agree with it. Bender (1997: 131 ff.) has a section titled “items linking N-S and N-C” where he cites a number of forms for *N-C. These eschew the two major published sources (Westermann 1927; Mukarovsky 1976–77) and list forms not recognisable to scholars of Niger-Congo. Starred forms must therefore be treated with a considerable degree of scepticism unless their pedigree is well-established.

---

3. Another common problem is that the “Common Bantu” reconstructions of Guthrie (1967–1971) are frequently cited as Proto-Bantu. Guthrie did not intend this to be the case and many of these forms are demonstrably not Proto-Bantu.
3. Data tables: Pan-African roots

The following tables present datasets for pan-African roots and include some examples of extra-African cognates. The forms preceded by # are common forms created for the purpose of reference rather than reconstructions. A gloss is only given when the meaning differs from the head gloss.

1. #ɓwoN come

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Attestation</th>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>proto-Daju</td>
<td>*ɓoN</td>
<td></td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>proto-Nilotic</td>
<td>*ɓun</td>
<td>pl. *pɔ</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Nuer</td>
<td>ben</td>
<td></td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Padang Dinka</td>
<td>bɔ</td>
<td></td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Mabaan</td>
<td>bẹẹd</td>
<td></td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Nara</td>
<td>wo</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Fur</td>
<td>Fur</td>
<td>bo-</td>
<td>reach</td>
<td>Jakobi (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Dogon</td>
<td>Walo</td>
<td>wá</td>
<td></td>
<td>RMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Mande</td>
<td>Guro</td>
<td>bɔ</td>
<td></td>
<td>ALMCI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Atlantic</td>
<td>Mankanya</td>
<td>bi, ban</td>
<td>arriver</td>
<td>GS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Ijo</td>
<td>Proto-Ijo</td>
<td>*ɓó</td>
<td></td>
<td>KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Gur</td>
<td>Deg</td>
<td>bà</td>
<td></td>
<td>ALGCI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Adamawa</td>
<td>Waja</td>
<td>ba-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kleinewillinghöfer (1991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Kwa</td>
<td>Twi</td>
<td>bà</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>WBC</td>
<td>Ọnicha Igbo</td>
<td>-bia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Williamson (1972)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>EBC</td>
<td>Pe</td>
<td>bén</td>
<td></td>
<td>RMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>W Chadic</td>
<td>Yiwom</td>
<td>bèl</td>
<td></td>
<td>JI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>W Chadic</td>
<td>Kulere</td>
<td>bo</td>
<td></td>
<td>JI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>W Chadic</td>
<td>Tsagu</td>
<td>bàà</td>
<td></td>
<td>JI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>C Chadic</td>
<td>Tera</td>
<td>ɓa</td>
<td></td>
<td>JI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>E Chadic</td>
<td>Mawa</td>
<td>oobon</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jim Roberts (p.c.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Commentary: Not attested in Khoesan and Afro-Asiatic outside Chadic. Westermann (p. 209) noted that this word frequently shows up as a future auxiliary in Niger-Congo languages. Dimmendal (1988: 35) notes that the irregular plural *pɔ must be reconstructed to Proto-Nilotic and forms with initial p- appear elsewhere, hinting at a still greater time-depth. Palatalisation is scattered throughout Niger-Congo but nowhere forms a consistent pattern. cf. also some Indo-European forms, e.g., French viens!

Ref: W:209, E:563
2. *keri* to split, cut, break

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Attestation</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Kuliak</td>
<td>Ik</td>
<td>ka-uƙot-</td>
<td>cut</td>
<td>Heine (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Koman</td>
<td>Uduk</td>
<td>kwal</td>
<td>split</td>
<td>Bender (1983)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Berta</td>
<td>Undu</td>
<td>kírá</td>
<td>split hard</td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Dongola Nubian</td>
<td>gor</td>
<td>cut grass</td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Nyimang</td>
<td>ktr</td>
<td>cut</td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Fur</td>
<td>Daza</td>
<td>karr-</td>
<td>split</td>
<td>Jakobi (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Saharan</td>
<td>Beria</td>
<td>kót</td>
<td>couper</td>
<td>Le Coeur (1950)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Songhay</td>
<td>Zarma</td>
<td>körtü-</td>
<td>tear, split</td>
<td>BKW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Dogon</td>
<td>Ana</td>
<td>keđele</td>
<td>cut</td>
<td>RMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Igoid</td>
<td>Proto-Ijọ</td>
<td>pelé</td>
<td>cut</td>
<td>KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Mande</td>
<td>Bambara</td>
<td>kári</td>
<td>cut</td>
<td>Ba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Atlantic</td>
<td>Bulom</td>
<td>keth-</td>
<td>couper</td>
<td>GS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Kru</td>
<td>Nyabwa</td>
<td>cei</td>
<td>cut</td>
<td>ALKrCI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Ubangian</td>
<td>Ndunga-le</td>
<td>-kèlé-</td>
<td>cut</td>
<td>Mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>WBC</td>
<td>Ońica Igbo</td>
<td>-cà</td>
<td>cut</td>
<td>Williamson (1972)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>EBC</td>
<td>Tarok</td>
<td>ca</td>
<td>break, cut</td>
<td>RMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Omotic</td>
<td>proto-Dizoid</td>
<td>k’aat’-</td>
<td>cut</td>
<td>Bender (2003: 302)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Arbore</td>
<td>k’uur-</td>
<td>cut</td>
<td>LS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Agaw</td>
<td>Bilin</td>
<td>kør</td>
<td>break</td>
<td>LS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Cushitic</td>
<td>Dahalo</td>
<td>k’eer-</td>
<td>chop</td>
<td>LS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>Iraqw</td>
<td>qeet</td>
<td>be broken</td>
<td>MK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Chadic</td>
<td>Masa</td>
<td>káná</td>
<td>cut</td>
<td>JI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Chadic</td>
<td>Dghwede</td>
<td>klá</td>
<td>cut</td>
<td>JI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Chadic</td>
<td>Warji</td>
<td>kón</td>
<td>cut</td>
<td>JI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Chadic</td>
<td>Ngas</td>
<td>can</td>
<td>cut</td>
<td>JI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>!Xóó</td>
<td>t’kx’ala</td>
<td>open meat to flatten it</td>
<td>Traill (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Proto-East Khoe</td>
<td>*kade</td>
<td>cut flesh in strips</td>
<td>Vo97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
2. #keri to split, cut, break (Continued)

Commentary: This lexeme has been proposed as a “world etymology”, and the cognate set would presumably then including English “cut” (see Bender 1997: 122 for more Nilo-Saharan examples). In Cushitic and Omotic these forms are very widespread (see examples under ker “split” and kaal-ta “axe” in Lamberti & Sottile 1997: 411, 435).

Refs: Gr:80; G:97,135,154; B:122, 133

3. #kulu knee

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Attestation</th>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Shabo</td>
<td>Shabo</td>
<td>hutu/kutti</td>
<td></td>
<td>Teferra (p.c.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Kuliak</td>
<td>Ik</td>
<td>kútúŋ</td>
<td></td>
<td>Heine (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Koman</td>
<td>Kwama</td>
<td>dugol</td>
<td></td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Berta</td>
<td>Berta</td>
<td>gufuŋ</td>
<td></td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Kunama</td>
<td>Kunama</td>
<td>tūgà</td>
<td>?C</td>
<td>Bender (ms.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Maba</td>
<td>Mesalit</td>
<td>kàdijñò</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Fur</td>
<td>Fur</td>
<td>kūrù</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jakobi (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Kenzi</td>
<td>kur(tì)</td>
<td></td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Mangbetu</td>
<td>nè-kàáñti</td>
<td>pl. è-</td>
<td>Demolin (p.c.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Saharan</td>
<td>Beria</td>
<td>kórú</td>
<td></td>
<td>JC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Kadu</td>
<td>Katcha</td>
<td>kúuge</td>
<td>pl. nu-gúúgi</td>
<td>Sch94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Dogon</td>
<td>Tebul Ure</td>
<td>kunduŋò</td>
<td></td>
<td>RMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Ijoid</td>
<td>Biseni</td>
<td>ìkòñíée</td>
<td></td>
<td>KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Mande</td>
<td>Soninke</td>
<td>xuruŋi/o</td>
<td>pl. -onu</td>
<td>VV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Atlantic</td>
<td>Bijogo C</td>
<td>kunu</td>
<td>pl. ñanu [genou]</td>
<td>GS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Kordofanian</td>
<td>Tima</td>
<td>kuruŋa</td>
<td></td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Ubangian</td>
<td>Yakoma</td>
<td>li-kūü</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Kwa</td>
<td>Ewe</td>
<td>kòlí</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Bantu</td>
<td>Zones C, H etc.</td>
<td>#-koto, -godo</td>
<td>knee</td>
<td>BLR3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Bantu</td>
<td>Zones E, F etc.</td>
<td>-kòñò</td>
<td>forearm, leg</td>
<td>BLR3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Omotic</td>
<td>Wolayatta</td>
<td>gulba-ta</td>
<td></td>
<td>LS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Cushitic</td>
<td>*PC</td>
<td>*gulb/-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ehret (1987: 24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>S Cushitic</td>
<td>Asax</td>
<td>ngulu-ët</td>
<td></td>
<td>MK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Cushitic</td>
<td>Dahalo</td>
<td>gilli</td>
<td></td>
<td>LS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>East Cushitic</td>
<td>Sidamo</td>
<td>gulube</td>
<td></td>
<td>HECD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Agaw</td>
<td>Bilin</td>
<td>gorôb</td>
<td></td>
<td>LS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. #kulu knee (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Attestation</th>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Semitic</td>
<td>Amharic</td>
<td>gulbät</td>
<td></td>
<td>HECD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Chadic</td>
<td>Sukur</td>
<td>kirim</td>
<td></td>
<td>JI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Chadic</td>
<td>Tera</td>
<td>xulukti</td>
<td></td>
<td>JI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>!Xóó</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
<td>xůů</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Kxoe- /Anda</td>
<td>kůů</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vo97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Shua-Cara</td>
<td>(ků)kůů</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vo97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>Northern</td>
<td>Jul’hoan</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>xŏà</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Commentary: A preliminary version of this dataset appears in Blench (1997). Gregersen (1972) treats these as two distinct sets for “leg” and “knee” but they are probably to be put together and the more doubtful cognates discarded. There are two potential cognates, in Bantu, the more widespread #-kόnό which generally means “forearm” and the less common #-kόtό which is knee directly. It is more probable that the rare forms are genuine cognates and #-kόnό just a chance resemblance. Bender (1997: 133) pursues linkages that include a purported PNC root *kъόn for “knee” and brings in Mende kon “head” because the “knee as head of the leg”. This analysis is not used here. A rather different form, *BU(N)KA is proposed as a “world etymology” in Bengtson & Ruhlen (1994).


4. #kuru Tortoise, turtle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Attestation</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>Sandawe</td>
<td>Sandawe</td>
<td>ḳũ rú</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>Sands p.c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>Hadza</td>
<td>Hadza</td>
<td>kō lo</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>Sands p.c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>Hadza</td>
<td>Hadza</td>
<td>kũú tá-</td>
<td>turtle</td>
<td>Sands p.c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>Laal</td>
<td>Laal</td>
<td>kú nán</td>
<td>petite tortue</td>
<td>Boyeldieu ms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Kuliak</td>
<td>Ik</td>
<td>ro ki ro k</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>Heine (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Koman</td>
<td>Kwama</td>
<td>k’ u kif’</td>
<td>turtle</td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Songhay</td>
<td>Songhay</td>
<td>ní kúú r á</td>
<td>small tortoise</td>
<td>BWK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Saharan</td>
<td>Kanuri</td>
<td>kó ro wú</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>Cy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Maba</td>
<td>Maba</td>
<td>fa k ruu n</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>Ed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Surmic</td>
<td>Didinga</td>
<td>bo- ko l</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Dinka</td>
<td>le- ku r</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Asua</td>
<td>ūn gu lú</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>Demolin (p.c.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Ma’di</td>
<td>o kũ</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Kadu</td>
<td>Krongo</td>
<td>-kó ô n (ní-)</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>Reh (1985)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Dogon</td>
<td>Tebul Ure</td>
<td>angun gu ru</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>RMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Ijoid</td>
<td>Furupagha</td>
<td>óbu ko rō</td>
<td>turtle</td>
<td>KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Mande</td>
<td>Yaure</td>
<td>kũ lú</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>ALMCI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Atlantic</td>
<td>Serer</td>
<td>xō m</td>
<td>tortue</td>
<td>GS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
4. #kuru Tortoise, turtle (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Attestation</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Kordofanian</td>
<td>Masakin</td>
<td>(k)rö</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>kruwe</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>Creissels (p.c.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Senufo</td>
<td>Nabaj</td>
<td>xu ru</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>ALGCI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Ubangian</td>
<td>Geme</td>
<td>küló</td>
<td>turtle</td>
<td>Mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Kwa</td>
<td>Mbatto</td>
<td>ómó króč</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>ALKCI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Kwa</td>
<td>Ewe</td>
<td>klo</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>Ro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>WBC</td>
<td>Isékiri</td>
<td>ólu kúrmè</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>BCCW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>EBC</td>
<td>Doka</td>
<td>a-kúl</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>BCCW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Bantu</td>
<td>CB</td>
<td>kýrúmbù</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>BLR3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>S Cushitic</td>
<td>Gorowa</td>
<td>knke'</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>MK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>E Cushitic</td>
<td>Burji</td>
<td>koc’aa</td>
<td>tortoise, turtle</td>
<td>Sasse (1982)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Beja</td>
<td>Beja</td>
<td>sekúur</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>Hudson (n.d.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>W. Chadic</td>
<td>Hausa</td>
<td>kùn kùruu</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>A49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>W. Chadic</td>
<td>Mwaghavul</td>
<td>kúr</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>JI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>C. Chadic</td>
<td>Huba</td>
<td>kwákrúrúm</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>Kraft (1981)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Masa</td>
<td>Lame</td>
<td>gùrèi</td>
<td>tortoise sp.</td>
<td>Sachnine (1982)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>E. Chadic</td>
<td>Toram</td>
<td>kùngùrú</td>
<td>turtle</td>
<td>Jungraithmayr (p.c.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Auen</td>
<td>!gu ru</td>
<td>tortoise-shell</td>
<td>Bleek (1956)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Naro</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>go e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Mohissa</td>
<td>cu ru</td>
<td>tortoise</td>
<td>Bleek (1956)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Commentary: An early version of this table was presented in Blench (1997) where it was argued that the importance of turtles and tortoises in the gathering phase of human history had made this word particularly salient. The diversity of forms attested may reflect the fact that different species may have compound names (see the Kanuri and Aiki forms). Examples of possible extra-African cognates have been recorded; Sora (Mundā, Austroasiatic) kola and Tamil (Dravidian) kurulai, both for tortoise.


5. #kulu "skin, hide"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Attestation</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Kunama</td>
<td>Kunama</td>
<td>agala</td>
<td>RCS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Nuer</td>
<td>kul</td>
<td>RCS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Murle</td>
<td>kween</td>
<td>RCS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Saharan</td>
<td>Teda</td>
<td>koro-ta</td>
<td>Le Coeur (1950)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
5. #kulu “skin, hide” (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Attestation</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Songhay</td>
<td>Songhay</td>
<td>kúurú</td>
<td></td>
<td>DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Dogon</td>
<td>Tèbul Ure</td>
<td>gudugo</td>
<td></td>
<td>RMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Ijoid</td>
<td>Defaka</td>
<td>ūk̑ j̑a</td>
<td></td>
<td>KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Mande</td>
<td>Kpelle</td>
<td>k̟l̟o̟</td>
<td>peau</td>
<td>Creissels (1981)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Atlantic</td>
<td>Gola</td>
<td>òkóko̟</td>
<td>peau</td>
<td>GS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Atlantic</td>
<td>Nalu</td>
<td>mak̟u̟</td>
<td>pl. ak̟u̟</td>
<td>GS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Kru</td>
<td>Kuwaa</td>
<td>kû̟</td>
<td></td>
<td>ALKrCl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Gur</td>
<td>Bieri</td>
<td>kwanu̟</td>
<td>peau</td>
<td>Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Ubangian</td>
<td>Mundu</td>
<td>k̟n̟u̟</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Kwa</td>
<td>Siwu</td>
<td>ì̟-k̟ó̟</td>
<td>pl. si-k̟ó̟</td>
<td>RMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Omotic</td>
<td>Wolayta</td>
<td>galba</td>
<td>skin</td>
<td>LS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Beja</td>
<td>Beja</td>
<td>kurbe</td>
<td>skin</td>
<td>LS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Agaw</td>
<td>Kwarâsa</td>
<td>korbe</td>
<td>skin/leather</td>
<td>LS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>East Cushitic</td>
<td>Ba'iso</td>
<td>galba</td>
<td>skin</td>
<td>LS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>South Cushitic</td>
<td>Alagwa</td>
<td>kaari</td>
<td>hide, skin</td>
<td>MK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Semitic</td>
<td>Amharic</td>
<td>qurbät</td>
<td>hide</td>
<td>HECM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>E Chadic</td>
<td>Ndam</td>
<td>gôrê</td>
<td>skin</td>
<td>Ji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>C Chadic</td>
<td>Kotoko</td>
<td>n̟k̟ô̟n̟e̟</td>
<td>skin</td>
<td>Ji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>W Chadic</td>
<td>Tala</td>
<td>kuur</td>
<td>skin</td>
<td>Ji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>!Xóó</td>
<td>#g̟û̟n̟u̟</td>
<td>dried skin</td>
<td>Traill (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Naro</td>
<td>kh̟o̟</td>
<td></td>
<td>Haut/Fell Vo97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Commentary: A preliminary version of this dataset appears in Blench (1997). Greenberg (1963: 21) initially identified this root for Niger-Congo. He later (p. 157) quotes Krongo, but his form does not correspond to that in Reh (1985) which is not evidently cognate. Blench (1997) represents a preliminary compilation of this gloss for Africa. Creissels (1981: 316) points out the Songhay cognate and adds further citations for Niger-Congo. Bender (1997: 129) gives further examples for Nilo-Saharan, although he includes “basket” in his semantic set. Other commentators include “bark”, for example Uduk (Eastern Sudanic) khur “bark”.

Refs: G.:21, Gr.:84, B:129, E:491

6. #mor- “fat, oil, grease

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Attestation</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Murle</td>
<td>more</td>
<td></td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>*PN</td>
<td>*m̟o̟-r</td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
6. #mor- “fat, oil, grease (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Maba</td>
<td>Masalit</td>
<td>ṃʊŋgi</td>
<td>oil, fat</td>
<td>Ed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Zarma</td>
<td>mááni</td>
<td></td>
<td>graisse</td>
<td>BWK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Dogon</td>
<td>Walo</td>
<td>nù</td>
<td>oil</td>
<td>RMB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Dogon</td>
<td>Ana</td>
<td>nìì</td>
<td>oil</td>
<td>RMB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Ijo</td>
<td>Furupagha</td>
<td>ime ‘e lì</td>
<td>fat</td>
<td>KW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>#PWS</td>
<td>-mì</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Mande</td>
<td>Kpelle</td>
<td>ṇulo</td>
<td>oil</td>
<td>VV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Atlantic</td>
<td>Bassari</td>
<td>nìl</td>
<td>graisse</td>
<td>GS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Atlantic</td>
<td>Balanta</td>
<td>-ngelèe</td>
<td>graisse</td>
<td>GS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Kordofanian</td>
<td>Talodi</td>
<td>ŋ-aag</td>
<td>(?C)</td>
<td>RCS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Kordofanian</td>
<td>Moro</td>
<td>ŋela</td>
<td>grease</td>
<td>RMB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>EBC</td>
<td>Eten</td>
<td>mos</td>
<td></td>
<td>RMB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Omotic</td>
<td>Zayse</td>
<td>moora</td>
<td>fat</td>
<td>LS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Cushitic</td>
<td>Oromo</td>
<td>moora</td>
<td>fat</td>
<td>HECD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Semitic</td>
<td>Amharic</td>
<td>mora</td>
<td>fat</td>
<td>HECD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Chadic</td>
<td>Tala</td>
<td>mël</td>
<td>oil</td>
<td>JI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Chadic</td>
<td>Gudu</td>
<td>mar</td>
<td>oil</td>
<td>JI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Chadic</td>
<td>Masa</td>
<td>mûl</td>
<td>oil</td>
<td>JI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>!Xóõ</td>
<td>‘</td>
<td></td>
<td>nàhà</td>
<td>fat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>Khoi</td>
<td>PNKhoe</td>
<td>*/ˈnui</td>
<td>Fett/Ol</td>
<td>Vo97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>Khoi</td>
<td>PWKhoe</td>
<td>*/ˈnûi</td>
<td>Fett/Ol</td>
<td>Vo97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Commentary: At first sight these might appear to be two separate roots. However, the assumption here is that the m- is originally a class affix, signifying liquids or mass nouns which has become fused to these stem. Forms for mass nouns with m- affixes correspond to Kordofanian ŋ- classes in other branches of Niger-Congo (Schadeberg 1989). The Khoisan forms with their combination of high back and front vowels suggest the reason for their alternation in other language families. The “original” form (if that has a meaning in this context) would then have been something like #muri or #ŋuri.

Refs: D.:40, W.:257

7. #(dw)isi fire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Attestation</th>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Meidob</td>
<td>ussi</td>
<td></td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Kadu</td>
<td>Miri</td>
<td>issi</td>
<td></td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Miza</td>
<td>a(t)i</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bender (1992)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
7. #(dw)isi fire (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Attestation</th>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Shemyar</td>
<td>duʃu-n</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bender (1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Saharan</td>
<td>Beria</td>
<td>jié</td>
<td></td>
<td>JC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Mande</td>
<td>Beng</td>
<td>sìé</td>
<td></td>
<td>VV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Kordofanian</td>
<td>Moro</td>
<td>isía</td>
<td></td>
<td>RMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Dakoid</td>
<td>Nnakeryare</td>
<td>yisi</td>
<td></td>
<td>RMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Tivoid</td>
<td>Tiv</td>
<td>úsu</td>
<td></td>
<td>Abraham (1940)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Semitic</td>
<td>Akkadian</td>
<td>iʃaat-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>South Cushitic</td>
<td>Iraqw</td>
<td>'ala</td>
<td></td>
<td>MK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Chadic</td>
<td>Ron Kulere</td>
<td>wúʃ</td>
<td></td>
<td>JI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Chadic</td>
<td>Karekare</td>
<td>ðèsì</td>
<td></td>
<td>Schuh (p.c.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Chadic</td>
<td>Miya</td>
<td>osì</td>
<td></td>
<td>Schuh (p.c.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Commentary: Not attested in Khoisan, Atlantic. Only recorded in some subgroups of West Chadic and thus probably a local loanword. If the Akkadian form is genuinely related, then it is tempting to assume this an old AA root loaned into NS and thence into eastern NC. Bender (1992: 43) reconstructs Proto-Central Sudanic #co, but as an areal loan, reconstruction is probably not a meaningful exercise.

Refs: Bender (1991: 5)

8. #-si. dog

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Attestation</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Fur</td>
<td>Fur</td>
<td>asà</td>
<td>Jakobi (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Proto-Daju</td>
<td>*iise</td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Nara</td>
<td>wos</td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Baka</td>
<td>isi</td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Lugbara</td>
<td>atsì</td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Lendu</td>
<td>kazź</td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Koman</td>
<td>Anej</td>
<td>kas</td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Maba</td>
<td>Masalit</td>
<td>wasi</td>
<td>Ed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Kadu</td>
<td>Katcha</td>
<td>is(s)i</td>
<td>RCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Songhay</td>
<td>Kaado</td>
<td>hánsì</td>
<td>DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Atlantic</td>
<td>Manjaku</td>
<td>ú-bús</td>
<td>GS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Adamawa</td>
<td>Dza</td>
<td>iicwá</td>
<td>UKW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>BC</td>
<td>E. Ogbia</td>
<td>isiò</td>
<td>KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>BC</td>
<td>Nupe</td>
<td>eʃi</td>
<td>Ban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Bantoid</td>
<td>Ndoro</td>
<td>sìé</td>
<td>RMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Semitic</td>
<td>Amharic</td>
<td>wiʃa</td>
<td>HEC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Cushitic</td>
<td>PHEC</td>
<td>waʃa</td>
<td>HEC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)

4. Widespread in South Mande (see cognates in Vydrine ined.)
8. #-si. dog (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Attestation</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Cushitic</td>
<td>Beja</td>
<td>yas</td>
<td>Hudson ms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Chadic</td>
<td>Mwaghavul</td>
<td>as</td>
<td>JI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Chadic</td>
<td>Kola</td>
<td>hàzà</td>
<td>JI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Commentary: Although originally cited by Greenberg (1963: 120), more complete evidence was marshalled by Bender (1981: 258) with attestations in Fur, Sudanic, Kordofanian and possibly Ari [Omotic]. Not attested in Khoesan, Mande and most branches of Afro-Asiatic, which have variants of kVr/n-. This root is extremely widespread in Central Africa and yet does not form a convincing pattern. In Central Sudanic, for example, it is attested in almost every language (Bender 1992: 40, 48). Bender separates the roots with initial b-, but it is likely that the two forms go together.

Refs: G:120

4. Roots with extra-African distributions

Some pan-African roots have possible extra-European cognates, for example “fly” (given in 10.), which may be explained as ideophonic convergence, the sound of beating wings giving rise to the verb. But other lexical items are more difficult to account for in this way, notably “crab”. The table shows the African attestations of this word. Because “crab” does not occur in standard wordlists and is associated with wetter regions, it is simply not recorded in many lexical sources.

9. #kala crab

African crabs are highly speciated but can be divided into three categories: marine, freshwater and land crabs. The taxonomy of freshwater crabs is given in Cumberslidge (1999). Material on land crabs is not easily available but they are widespread throughout the continent and are frequently culturally important because of their role in divination systems. Crab divination is reviewed in Blench and Zeitlyn (1989/90) which shows that the words for “spider” and “crab” are etymologically interconnected in the Bantu borderland because of their comparable significance in divination systems. The table presents a sample of crab names. The evidence here is weaker than for other lexical items, largely because words for crab are much more rarely cited. Many of the sources used for the other two tables simply lack the lexeme “crab”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Attestation</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>–</td>
<td>Hadza</td>
<td>Hadza</td>
<td>goma:</td>
<td>Sands (p.c.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>C. Sudanic</td>
<td>Mbay</td>
<td>kó-băr</td>
<td>Keegan (1997)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
The problem of pan-African roots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Attestation</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Ijoid</td>
<td>Nembe</td>
<td>à-kàngà</td>
<td>Kaliai (1964)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Mande</td>
<td>Gban</td>
<td>#-ka(l)-</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Unclassified</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>kamu</td>
<td>Creissels (p.c.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Atlantic</td>
<td>Temne</td>
<td>a-kara</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Gur</td>
<td>Môôre</td>
<td>garā-ga</td>
<td>Canu (1976)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Kwa</td>
<td>Ewe</td>
<td>à-galâ</td>
<td>Ro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>WBC</td>
<td>Nupe</td>
<td>kara</td>
<td>Ban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>WBC</td>
<td>Obolo</td>
<td>úkà</td>
<td>Co91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Mambiloid</td>
<td>Mambila</td>
<td>kaab21</td>
<td>PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>W. Chadic</td>
<td>Hausa</td>
<td>káágwáá</td>
<td>A49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>C. Chadic</td>
<td>Bana</td>
<td>kwérekvérekín</td>
<td>Gravina (p.c.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Refs: M:144; W:230

“Crab” also has widespread Eurasian cognates (Blench 1997). The table below sets out some attestations and reconstructions that have been proposed for “crab” in Old World language phyla.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Attestation</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Altaic</td>
<td></td>
<td>Modern Korean</td>
<td>ke</td>
<td>Smith (1972)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austroasiatic</td>
<td></td>
<td>Proto-Mon-Khmer</td>
<td>*kə(n)tam</td>
<td>Blust (ined.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proto-North Bahnaric</td>
<td></td>
<td>*katam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proto-Austronesian</td>
<td></td>
<td>*kaRaŋ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proto-Nuclear Micronesian</td>
<td></td>
<td>*karika</td>
<td>Marck (p.c.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andamanese</td>
<td>Great Andaman</td>
<td>Aka Biada</td>
<td>kátta-da</td>
<td>Portman (1887: 22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Little Andaman</td>
<td>Onge</td>
<td>tekandue</td>
<td>Dasgupta &amp; Sharma (1982)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sino-Tibetan</td>
<td>Tibeto-Burman</td>
<td>Tamang</td>
<td>khakre</td>
<td>Rana (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kusundic</td>
<td>Kusunda</td>
<td>kakchi</td>
<td>Rana (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dravidian</td>
<td>Common Dravidian</td>
<td>kup(p)i</td>
<td>Burrow &amp; Emeneau (1984: 158)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>karkinos</td>
<td>Trask (p.c.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasconic</td>
<td>Basque</td>
<td>karramorro</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Clues to the processes at work in African languages can be gained by comparison with Indo-European associations of words for “crab”. Indo-European has a root #kar- meaning “hard” which has a complex association with words for “crab”. Latin cancer and Greek karkinos are both derived from reduplications of the original root, the image apparently being the hardness of the crab’s shell (Watkins 1982). A similar association also exists in Niger-Congo; Westermann (1927: 240) reconstructs #kual- for “to be hard” in Proto-Western Sudanic, and #-kal- for “crab”.

10. #pur- “to fly, jump”
This root presents an intriguing methodological problem. The citations are so similar that they must be related in some way. Is this simply a case of ideophonic convergence, where similar languages come to similar conclusions about the sound of beating wings? Not all languages do this as many datasets for “fly” are omitted on the grounds of non-cognacy. Similarly, the semantic link with “jump” which seems to be typical for Africa is not generally found elsewhere, where the common association appears to be “flee”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Attestation</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Maba</td>
<td>Mesalit</td>
<td>fir</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Berta</td>
<td>Berta</td>
<td>hɔŋɔŋ</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bender (1989)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Gaam</td>
<td>pàrd-</td>
<td>fly</td>
<td>Bender &amp; Ayre (1980)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>*PN</td>
<td>*pàr</td>
<td>fly, jump</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Songhay</td>
<td>Djenné Chiini</td>
<td>firri</td>
<td>fly</td>
<td>Heath (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Saharan</td>
<td>Kanuri</td>
<td>fàr</td>
<td>to jump, fly</td>
<td>Cy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Dogon</td>
<td>Bunòge</td>
<td>pile</td>
<td>to fly</td>
<td>RMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Ijoid</td>
<td>Nkoro</td>
<td>fìì</td>
<td>fly</td>
<td>KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Mande</td>
<td>Bamana</td>
<td>*pi, pil- pà̃</td>
<td>to fly, flutter</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Atlantic</td>
<td>Temne</td>
<td>fal(ar)</td>
<td>voler</td>
<td>GS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Kordofanian</td>
<td>Moro</td>
<td>aboro</td>
<td>to fly</td>
<td>RMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>EBC</td>
<td>Loko</td>
<td>fiïtš</td>
<td>to fly</td>
<td>JS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Beja</td>
<td>Beja</td>
<td>biir</td>
<td>fly</td>
<td>Hudson (p.c.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Agaw</td>
<td>Awngi</td>
<td>pàr̃-</td>
<td>jump</td>
<td>Applewyard (p.c.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Proto- East-Cushitic</td>
<td></td>
<td>*bàr(ar)</td>
<td>fly</td>
<td>Sasse (1982)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>East Cushitic</td>
<td>Burji</td>
<td>burr-</td>
<td>fly</td>
<td>HECB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)

5. I am grateful to Václav Blažek for this observation.
## Commentary

The meanings of “fly” and “jump” are regularly intertwined throughout African language phyla. Bender (1997: 121) lists more Nilo-Saharan cognates in elliptical style.


Swadesh (1971) derived a similar form ideophonically as a world gloss, although he spreads the semantic net wider than is included here. This etymology is reprised in Bengtson & Ruhlen (1994) with a proposed proto-form *par. Some of the more clearly cognate forms drawn from these sources are:

## Conclusions

The tables given above provide *a priori* evidence for a series of Pan-African roots that occur across the language phyla of Africa in forms sufficiently similar as to exclude their use as evidence for genetic affiliation. There is probably no one explanation for these forms, but it is striking that so many confirm the general formula \(k + \text{back vowel} + r/l\). “Turtle”, “skin” and “knee” have no obvious link and are only joined by the phonaesthetic qualities of their canonic form. Even “cut” and “crab” have \(kVr\)- structures although the vowels are more diverse. Exactly how this works is unclear, but it seems that some canonic forms prevent words from undergoing
the usual diversification typical of language genesis. Some of these are apparently confined to Africa, while others are more global. Another canonic form, not collated here, is #koro for ‘round, wheel, circular’, which has cognates across Eurasia, the Pacific and the New World as well as throughout Africa.

The other transphylic lexemes have a narrower distribution, and cultural salience may be at work. “Fat” may not be culturally salient today, but in an era when hunting and gathering was the basis of subsistence, both oils and animal fats were highly valued and terms for them would thus become deeply embedded. Similarly, “fire”, essential to hunting and cooking, would have the same deep significance as “water”, which appears to be marked throughout Africa and Eurasia by a bilabial nasal. The case of “dog”, may be somewhat different, as the dog is an ancient but datable introduction into Africa, hence these wandering words (Blench 2000). Dogs appear in rock-paintings at a defined point and gradually appear in excavations over the last few thousand years. The forms of the #iʃ frame are more obviously coherent geographically, and may well reflect the diffusion of the dog across Central Africa.

The existence of widespread roots that prove to be scattered across African language phyla but that have been used for the identification and classification of language families, should make us wary. Although more obvious ideophones are easily discarded, it is clear that many pan-African roots cannot be predicted on this basis. Their deep embedding may be related to cultural salience in prehistory, or simply transferred homophony; frames that mark key terms are retained in homophonous but less marked concepts. This points to an important research lacuna in our understanding of phonaesthemes and their broader significance for historical linguistics.

Acronyms and terminology

I have adopted the convention for reconstructions used in the Niger-Congo volume edited by Bendor-Samuel (1989), distinguishing those established by regular sound-correspondences from those derived by quick inspection of cognates. By this criterion, most major reconstructions are “quasi-reconstructions” (inevitably). The effect of this is to translate the starred forms of various writers to hache “#”.

* Reconstruction established from complete analysis of sound-change
# “Pseudo-reconstruction” established from quick inspection of cognates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Expansion or source</th>
<th>Reference or language treated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A49</td>
<td>Abrahams (1949)</td>
<td>Hausa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Afroasiatic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALGCI</td>
<td>Mensah &amp; Tchagbale (1983)</td>
<td>Gur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALKCI</td>
<td>Hérault (1983)</td>
<td>Kwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALKrCI</td>
<td>Marchese (1983)</td>
<td>Kru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Expansion or source</td>
<td>Reference or language treated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALMCI</td>
<td>Halouai, Tera and Trabi (1983)</td>
<td>Mande</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Bender (1997)</td>
<td>Nilo-Saharan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B79</td>
<td>Bender (1979)</td>
<td>Gumuz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ba</td>
<td>Bailleul (1996)</td>
<td>Bambara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ban</td>
<td>Banfield (1914)</td>
<td>Nupe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td></td>
<td>Benue-Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCCW</td>
<td>Williamson &amp; Shimizu (1968) &amp; Williamson (1973)</td>
<td>Benue-Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BWK</td>
<td>Bernard &amp; White-Kaba (1994)</td>
<td>Zarma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Consonant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>Common Bantu</td>
<td>Guthrie 1967–71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chr</td>
<td>Christaller (1933)</td>
<td>Twi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co91</td>
<td>Bruce Connell (p.c.)</td>
<td>Lower Cross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cy</td>
<td>Cyffer (1994)</td>
<td>Kanuri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Ducroz &amp; Charles (1978)</td>
<td>Songhay Kaedo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demolin</td>
<td>Didier Demolin (p.c.)</td>
<td>Central Sudanic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Ehret (2001)</td>
<td>Nilo-Saharan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed</td>
<td>Edgar (1991)</td>
<td>Maba group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Eastern Sudanic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Greenberg (1963)</td>
<td>African languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr</td>
<td>Gregersen (1972)</td>
<td>Kongo-Saharan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>Guillaume Segerer (p.c.)</td>
<td>Atlantic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gt</td>
<td>Guthrie (1967–1971)</td>
<td>Bantu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HECO</td>
<td>Hudson (1989)</td>
<td>Highland East Cushitic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JI</td>
<td>Jungrathmayr &amp; Ibrisimow (1995)</td>
<td>Chadic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JC</td>
<td>Jakobi &amp; Crass</td>
<td>Zaghawa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JS</td>
<td>Jan Sterk (p.c.)</td>
<td>Upper Cross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KW</td>
<td>Kay Williamson (†) (p.c.)</td>
<td>Ijoid, Cross River</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>Lamberti &amp; Sottile (1997)</td>
<td>Cushitic and Omotic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Mukarovsky (1976/7)</td>
<td>Proto-Western Nigritic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[= Proto-Atlantic-Congo]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma</td>
<td>Manessy (1975)</td>
<td>Oti-Volta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK</td>
<td>Mous &amp; Kießling (2004)</td>
<td>Southern Cushitic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo</td>
<td>Moñino (1988)</td>
<td>Ubangian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Nilo-Saharan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Prost (1953)</td>
<td>South Mande</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td>Proto-Bantu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>Proto-Daju</td>
<td>Thelwall 1989</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Expansion or source</th>
<th>Reference or language treated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Proto-Ijo</td>
<td>Williamson, in prep.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>Perrin &amp; Mouh (1995)</td>
<td>Mambila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PN</td>
<td>Proto-Nilotic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNC</td>
<td>Proto-Niger-Congo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNS</td>
<td>Proto-Nilo-Saharan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWN</td>
<td>Proto-Western Nigritic</td>
<td>Mukarovsky 1976/77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWS</td>
<td>Proto-West Sudanic</td>
<td>Westermann 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCS</td>
<td>Roland Stevenson mss.</td>
<td>Nilo-Saharan, Kordofanian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMB</td>
<td>Author's fieldwork</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ro</td>
<td>Rongier (1995)</td>
<td>Ewe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sands</td>
<td>Bonny Sands (p.c.)</td>
<td>Hadza, Sandawe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sch94</td>
<td>Schadeberg (1994)</td>
<td>Kadu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Vowel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vo82</td>
<td>Voßen (1982)</td>
<td>Eastern Nilotic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vo88</td>
<td>Voßen (1988)</td>
<td>Maa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vo97</td>
<td>Voßen (1997)</td>
<td>Khoisan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VV</td>
<td>Valentin Vydrine (p.c.)</td>
<td>Mande</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Westermann (1927)</td>
<td>Western Sudanic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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PART IV

Languages of Eurasia, Oceania, and the Americas
Some thoughts on the Proto-Indo-European cardinal numbers

Allan R. Bomhard
Charleston, SC, USA

This paper takes a fresh look at the reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European cardinal numbers. Evidence is presented that the earliest form of the number “two” was (in traditional reconstruction) *do- and that the form usually given in the standard handbooks, namely, *duwō/*dwō, was a later borrowing, probably from Northwest Caucasian. Moreover, the earliest form of the number “four” was *Hokh-tho-. It is preserved in the number “eight”, *Hokh-thoH(w), which is a later dual form meaning “two fours”. The forms *meyu- “four”, found in the Anatolian branch, and *kwhéth-wor- “four”, found in the non-Anatolian daughter languages, are both later innovations. Finally, the number “ten”, de-kmo t-, is taken to be an old compound meaning “two hands”, as often suggested in the literature.


Two basic stems may be reconstructed for the number “one”: *Hoy- and *sem-(cf. Sihler 1995: 404–407; Fortson 2004: 131). The underlying meaning of the first stem appears to have been “single, alone”, while that of the second stem appears to have been “together (with)” (cf. Szemerényi 1996: 222; Blažek 1999: 155). The first stem only occurs with various suffixes: (1) *Hoy-no-(cf. Latin unus “one” [Old Latin oinos]; Old Irish óen, óin “one”; Gothic ains “one”; Old English ān “one”; Old High German ein “one”; Old Church Slavic inb “one” – it is also found in Greek οἶνη, οἱνόϚ “roll of one [in dice]”); (2) *Hoy-wo-(cf. Avestan aēva- “one”; Old Persian aiva- “one” – it is also found in Greek οἶοϚ “alone, lone, lonely” [Cyprian oἶ ᴋoϚ]); (3) *Hoy-kho- or *Hoy-kwō-(cf. Sanskrit éka-h “one”; Mitanni [“Proto-Indic”] aika- “one”). The second stem is found in Greek: Attic (nom. sg. m.) ἕλς “one”, Doric ἕς “one, Cretan ἕς (< *ένς < *ές < *sens) “one”; Attic (f.) μία (< *μία-α) “one”. It is also found in Armenian mi “one”. To complicate matters, the various forms of the ordinal found in the daughter languages are based upon yet another Proto-Indo-European stem: *pʰr(H)er(H)/*pʰr(H). “first” (> *pʰrH-mo-, *pʰreymo-, *pʰreymo-, *pʰroH-tʰo-, *pʰroH-mo-, etc. [for details, cf. Blažek 1999: 141–162; see also Szemerényi 1996: 228; Sihler 1995: 427–428]).

There was a variant form *tʰw-ί-/ (traditional reconstruction *dw-ί-) “two” in Proto-Indo-European that was used in compounds (cf. Gamkrelidze – Ivanov 1995. I: 742) and in the adverbial form *tʰw-ί-s “twice” (cf. Latin bis “twice” [Old Latin duis]; Sanskrit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. *oi-no-s</td>
<td>*oinos</td>
<td>(*Hoj-)</td>
<td>*oi-no-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*oiqo-</td>
<td>*oiqo-</td>
<td>*oiko-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*sem-</td>
<td>*sem-</td>
<td>*sem-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. *d(u)uqo(u)</td>
<td>*duwo/*dwō</td>
<td>*d(u)uqo</td>
<td>*d(u)uqo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. *treij-, *tri-</td>
<td>*treyes</td>
<td>*tréj-es</td>
<td>*tréjes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. *qêtqor-</td>
<td>*k̪ɛtqores</td>
<td>*k̪ɛtqor</td>
<td>*k̪ɛtqores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. *penqie</td>
<td>*penqie</td>
<td>*pënqie</td>
<td>*pënqie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. *s(u)eks</td>
<td>*s(w)eks</td>
<td>*s(u)eks</td>
<td>*sêks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. *septm</td>
<td>*septm</td>
<td>*septm</td>
<td>*septm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. *oktō(u)</td>
<td>*oktō</td>
<td>*okt-</td>
<td>*oktō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. *neṃ *enq</td>
<td>*newm</td>
<td>*h₂neṃ</td>
<td>*neṃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. *dekʰ</td>
<td>*dekmʰ</td>
<td>*dekmʰ</td>
<td>*dekmʰ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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d(u)ví “twice”; Avestan biš “twice”; Greek δίϚ “twice”; Middle High German zwir “twice”). The regular form for the number “two” is traditionally reconstructed as a dual *duwō/*dwō (Szemerényi’s reconstruction), though the dual forms may have arisen in the early prehistory of the individual daughter languages themselves (cf. Sihler 1995: 408). This view is quite attractive, and I would reconstruct *t'(u)w-o- as a plural (originally indeclinable) and not as a dual at the Proto-Indo-European level (the plural is still found, for example, in forms such as Greek [NOM. PL.] δύο, [NOM.-ACC. PL.] δυοιν). Attempts to come up with an etymology within Indo-European itself for this number have met with little success (cf. Blažek 1999: 175–179). That the core form was *t'(u)w- (cf. Blažek 1999: 178; Villar 1991: 136–154; Ernot – Meillet 1979: 187–188) is shown by the fact that the thematic vowel *-o- could be added directly to the that form, on the one hand, to yield the form traditionally reconstructed for the independent word for the number “two”, while, when used in compounds or to express “twice”, the extension *-i- could be added directly to the core form instead. Thus, we get *t'(u)w-o- ~ *t'(u)w-i- “two”.

There are several forms in Hittite that point to an alternative form for “two” in Proto-Indo-European – these are: the compound ta-a-i-ú-ga-aš, da-a-i-ú-ga-aš, ta-a-ú-ga-aš “two years old” (da-/ta- “two” + i-ú-ga-as “yearling”), da-a-an, ta-a-an “a second time; second”, and (nom. sg. c.) da-ma-a-(i-)jš “second, other”. These forms point to a Proto-Indo-European *t'e-/t'o- (earlier *t'e-/t'a-) “two” (cf. Sturtevant 1951: 61 [Sturtevant reconstructs Proto-Indo-Hittite *do- “two”]; Benveniste 1962: 78–86 [Benveniste brings in data from non-Anatolian Indo-European daughter languages to support his views]). There is absolutely no way to reconcile *t'e-/*t'o- with *t'(u)w-o/i- phonologically so that they can be convincingly combined in a single reconstruction (Adrados – Bernabé – Mendoza 1995–1998. III: 138 note the problems involved and discuss proposed solutions). Consequently, two competing forms must be reconstructed for the number “two” in Proto-Indo-European. If the Proto-Indo-European number “ten” were originally a compound meaning “two hands”, that is, *t'e- “two” + *khm˚ (th)- “hand”, as some have suggested (cf. Szemerényi 1960: 69 and 1996: 224, fn. 16; Markey 1984: 284–285; Justus 1988: 533; Gamkrelidze – Ivanov 1995. I: 747; Adrados – Bernabé – Mendoza 1995–1998. III: 131; but rejected by Blažek 1999: 295–296), it would provide additional evidence for reconstructing two separate forms for the number “two”.

This situation raises the question as to why there should be two alternative forms for the number “two” in Proto-Indo-European. A possible answer is that *t'e-/*t'o- may have been the native form, while *t'(u)w-o/i- may have been a borrowing. Given the geographical location of the Indo-European homeland in the vicinity of the Black Sea near speakers of early Northwest Caucasian languages, these languages might have been a possible source for the *t'(u)w-o/i- form. Indeed, there is a striking resemblance between Proto-Indo-European *t'(u)w-o/i- “two” and similar forms for this number in Northwest Caucasian: Proto-Northwest Caucasian *tq'w- “two” > Proto-Circassian *t'w- “two”, Proto-Ubykh *t'q'- (< *tq'-a) “twice”, Proto-Abkhaz-Abaza *t’w- “two”...
Kuipers (1975: 19) reconstructs Proto-Circassian *tq°(a) “two” (> Bžedux t°(a)/t’(a)w, -t’(a) “two [twice]”; Kabardian -tā only in mazamatša “more than once, repeatedly”, literally, “not-once-not-twice”). Colarusso (1992: 45) derives the Proto-Indo-European form for the number “two” from *tʔwə, which he claims first became *tʔw° and then *t(u)w-o- [traditional *d(u)w-o-]. Colarusso (1992) documents many other similarities between Proto-Indo-European and Northwest Caucasian. These similarities lead Colarusso to think about possible genetic relationship. I prefer to see the similarities to be due to the fact that the Indo-Europeans occupied territory north of and between the Black and Caspian Seas that was originally inhabited by speakers of early Northwest Caucasian languages. We can further speculate that *t(u)w-o/i- “two” eventually replaced the native Proto-Indo-European word for “two”, which survived only in relic forms and in the word for the number “ten” (*te-kʰ่น(ʔ)).

The Proto-Indo-European word for the number “three” is completely straightforward and can be reconstructed *thr-ey-/*thr-i-. Sanskrit (nom.-acc.) tisrá and related forms in other Indo-European daughter languages are dissimilated from *thr-sr-(cf. Sihler 1995: 410).

The word for the number “four” is traditionally reconstructed *kwetwores (so Szemerényi; Brugmann reconstructs *qʰetyo-). The most convincing etymology is that offered by Burrow (1973: 259) (see also Beekes 1987: 219):

4. This number is formed on the basis of a root kwet which seems originally to have meant something like “angle” (cf. Lat. triquetrus “triangular”), whence “square” and from that “four”. In the masc. and neut. (catvār, catvāri, Lat. quattuor, etc.) the stem is formed by means of the suffix -var, with adjectival accent and vrddhi in the nominative. In the other cases (acc. catvāras, etc.) the suffix has the weak form according to the general rule. A neuter noun *cātvār, or its IE prototype, is presupposed by the thematic extension catvara- “square, crossroads”. Elsewhere the simple r-suffix may appear (Gk. Dor. τέτoρες, Lat. quarter), or the elements of the suffix may be reversed (Av. čaθru-).

In accordance with Burrow’s views, the form *kʰwetʰ-wor- “square” may be reconstructed for later Proto-Indo-European. It was preserved in Sanskrit in the thematic derivative catvarā-m “quadrangular place, square, crossroads” (cf. Mayrhofer 1956–1980. I: 371). It was this form that served as the basis for the number “four” found in the non-Anatolian daughter languages: (nom. pl.) *kʰwetʰ-wōr. Curiously, the suffix *-wor- is replaced by *-sor- in the feminine (cf. Sanskrit cätasarh). Thus, the root was *kʰwetʰ-, to which different suffixes could be added. It is intriguing to speculate that *kʰwetʰ-wor- may have replaced an earlier form for “four”, which is preserved in Anatolian. On the other hand, some have suggested that the original form for the number “four” was *H₂okʰtʰo- and that “eight” was simply the dual of this stem, whose underlying meaning was “two fours” (cf. Gamkrelidze – Ivanov 1995. I: 747; Burrow 1973: 260). This suggestion finds support in Kartvelian (cf. Blažek 1999: 268).
The number “four” is reconstructed as *otxo- in Proto-Kartvelian, and this is generally taken to be a loan from Proto-Indo-European (cf. Klimov 1998: 145–146; Fähnrich – Sardsweladse 1995: 269; Gamkrelidze – Ivanov 1995: 775 [Gamkrelidze – Ivanov reconstruct Proto-Kartvelian *(o)št(o)-]). I favor this explanation and consider *H₂okʰtʰo- to be the original form of the number “four” in Early Proto-Indo-European. It was replaced by *meyu- in Anatolian, while, in the Proto-Indo-European antecedent of the non-Anatolian daughter languages it was replaced by *kʰwʰɛlʰ-wor-. It only survives in the later Proto-Indo-European form for the number “eight”, *H₂okʰtʰoH₁(w), a dual formation originally meaning “two fours.” No doubt, this replaced an earlier form for the number “eight”, which, unfortunately, can no longer be recovered.

One final comment may be made here: in Etruscan, there is a number huθ. Its exact meaning is uncertain – it could be “six”, or it could be “four” (cf. Cristofani 1991: 77; Blažek 1999: 235; Bonfante – Bonfante 2002: 94–95). If it is “six”, then the number ša is “four”. On the other hand, if it is “four”, then the number ša is “six”. Without going into the whole question here of whether Etruscan and Proto-Indo-European are ultimately genetically related, we can say that huθ more closely resembles Proto-Indo-European *H₂okʰtʰo- “four”, while ša more closely resembles Proto-Indo-European *s(w)eks “six” (Szemerényi’s reconstruction). As noted by Blažek (1999: 211 and 235) and Briquel (1994: 329), support for considering the meaning of huθ to be “four” comes from the identification of huθ in the Pre-Greek name Υττηνία Υττηνία for the city Tetrapolis (Τετράπολις, composed of τέτρα- “four” and πόλις “city”) in Attica. This may provide another piece of evidence in support of considering *H₂okʰtʰo- to have been the original form for the number “four” in Proto-Indo-European.

The number “five” was *pʰenkwʰ-e (Brugmann *penqʷe) in Late Proto-Indo-European. It is usually identified with words for “fist” and “finger”: (1) Proto-Indo-European *pʰuŋkʰ-stʰi- “fist” > Proto-Germanic *fungstiz > West Germanic *fusti- > “fusti” > Old English füst “fist”; Old Frisian fest “fist”; Middle Low German füst “fist” (Dutch vuist); Old High German füst “fist” (New High German Faust) (cf. Mann 1984–1987: 968 *pųkstis [*pųqstis?] “fist”; Onions 1966: 358; Kluge – Mitzka 1967: 187; Kluge – Seebold 1989: 205); Serbian Church Slavic pęst “fist”; (2) Proto-Indo-European *pʰenkwʰ-ró- “finger” > Proto-Germanic *fingraz “finger” > Gothic fígrs “finger”; Old Icelandic fingr “finger”; Old English finger “finger”; Old Frisian finger “finger”; Old Saxon finger “finger”; Old High German fíngar “finger” (New High German Finger) (cf. Feist 1939: 150; Lehmann 1986: 114; De Vries 1977: 120; Kluge – Mitzka 1967: 198; Kluge – Seebold 1989: 215). Though not without problems from a phonological point of view, the above comparisons can hardly be questioned. Ultimately, all of these forms may indeed go back to a verbal stem *pʰenkwʰ- “to take in hand, to handle”, as suggested by Horowitz (cited by Blažek 1999: 228), though it should be mentioned that this putative verb stem is not attested in any of the daughter languages. Blažek (1999: 229) notes that the meanings “fist”, etc. are primary.
Several different reconstructions are possible for the Proto-Indo-European word for the number “six”: *sekʰs, *swekʰs, *kʰsekʰs, *kʰswekʰs, *wekʰs (for details, cf. Blažek 1999: 234–242; see also Sihler 1995: 413). This number was also borrowed by Kartvelian: Proto-Kartvelian *ekšw- “six” (cf. Klimov 1998: 48 *eks, Fähnrich–Sardshweladse 1995: 125–126 *eks, Schmidt 1962: 107 *ekšw-/*ekšw; Gamkrelidze–Ivanov 1995: I: 775 *ekšw-). Sihler (1995: 413) takes *wekʰs (he writes *wek’š) to be the original form and considers the initial *s- to be a secondary development (imported from the number “seven”) (Szemerényi 1996: 222 and Beekes 1995: 213 express the same view). Thus, in accordance with Sihler’s views, the earliest form of the Proto-Indo-European number “six” should be reconstructed as *wekʰs. As Sihler notes, when *s- was merely added to *wekʰs, the result was *swekʰs, but when it replaced the initial consonant, the result was *sekʰs. The Iranian forms pointing to original *kʰswekʰs (cf. Avestan xšvaš “six”) appear to be due to developments specific to Iranian and should not be projected back into Proto-Indo-European (cf. Sihler 1995: 413).

The Proto-Indo-European word for the number “seven”, *sepʰtʰm˚ (Brugmann *septm˚), is sometimes considered to be a loan from Semitic (cf. Blažek 1999: 256–257; Gamkrelidze–Ivanov 1995: I: 747). That this number is ancient in Indo-European is clear from the fact that it is found in Hittite.


As noted above, the Proto-Indo-European number “ten” must originally have been a compound meaning “two hands”, that is, *tʰ- “two” + *kʰm˚(tʰ)- “hand”.


Though there was probably no common Proto-Indo-European word for “thousand”, the form *gʰeslo- served as the basis for the Indo-Iranian, Greek, and Latin terms (cf. Szemerényi 1996: 227; Beekes 1995: 216; Meier-Brügger 2003: 235; Meillet 1964: 414; Brugmann 1904: 368). According to Bengtson (1987: 260–261), this form is to be derived from Proto-Indo-European *gʰes- “hand” (he writes *gʰes-) plus a suffix *-lo-.

We may now summarize our findings. The numbers “one” to “ten” may be reconstructed as shown for the earliest stage of Proto-Indo-European. However,
inasmuch as Anatolian corroboration is lacking for several of the numbers, the following reconstructions must be considered provisional:

1. \( *H₂ay-(\text{later } *H₂oy-) \), \( *\text{sem} \), \( *pʰer(H)-/pʰr(H)- \)
2. (earliest form) \( *tʰe/a- \); (later also) \( *t'(u)w-a-(\text{still later } *t'(u)w-o-) \), \( *t'(u)w-i- \); though originally a plural form, this was later reinterpreted as a dual.
3. \( *tʰr-e-y-/tʰr-i- \)
4. \( *H₂okʰ-tʰa-(\text{perhaps with original, non-apophonic } -o- \text{ in the first syllable}) \) (later \( *H₂okʰ-tʰo-) \); replaced by \( *\text{myeu} “\text{four}” \) in the Anatolian languages and by \( *kʰwetʰ-wor \) “four-sided, square” in the non-Anatolian daughter languages.
5. \( *pʰenkʰwʰe \)
6. \( *\text{wekʰ}s \) (later also \( *\text{swekʰ}s \sim *\text{sekʰ}s \))
7. \( *\text{sepʰwʰη} \)
8. Original unknown; replaced by (dual) \( *H₂okʰtʰoH₁(w) “\text{two fours}” = “\text{eight}” \) in the non-Anatolian daughter languages.
9. \( *\text{newn} \)
10. \( *tʰe-kʰwʰη(tʰ) \) (original meaning “two hands”).
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Some Old World experience of linguistic dating

J.A. Janhunen
University of Helsinki

This paper addresses the problem concerning linguistic depth and its measurement on the basis of empirical knowledge from selected Eurasian language families and areal complexes, including Indo-European, Ural-Altaic, and Palaeo-Siberian. There are clear differences between language families and their individual members with regard to the speed of evolution (innovative vs. conservative languages) and lexical openness (open vs. closed languages). Even so, the change of natural languages takes place within certain limits determined by extralinguistic factors, and for assessing these limits the methods of glottochronology and linguistic paleontology retain their relevance. The differentiation of the modern language families of Eurasia is the result of splits which correspond to actual prehistorical and protohistorical periods of cultural innovation, including the Neolithic and the Iron Age. Prospects of identifying deeper-level genetic affiliations are diminished by the relatively restricted comparative corpus available from the oldest reconstructable protolanguages, such as Uralic.

One of the most problematic parameters in diachronic linguistics is the speed of linguistic change. The comparative method gives us tools to identify the mechanisms of change and to estimate the relative chronological positions of languages sharing either a common origin (genetic cognates) or a history of mutual contacts (borrowings), but it says little definite of the absolute chronological depth of the shared linguistic phenomena. Even so, empirical knowledge tells us that the speed of linguistic change is not random. We know that no natural language remains unchanged for any significant period of time, but we also know that no language changes so rapidly that its functions as a means of communication would be severed.

The fact that the evolution of languages involves a constant balancing between stability and change has always been well known to practitioners of diachronic and comparative linguistics. It was also known to Morris Swadesh, whose glottochronological method was the first major attempt to formalize the impact of time on languages (Swadesh 1952). The two principal claims made by Swadesh were, first, that all languages incorporate an inherent tendency to change at a fixed rate,
and, second, that this rate affects the relative proportions of lost and preserved basic vocabulary. Conversely, the amount of shared basic vocabulary between any two mutually related languages allows, according to Swadesh, to give an absolute dating to the point of their divergence, that is, to the breakup of their common protolanguage.

Although glottochronology was immediately criticized (Hoijer 1956, and many others), we may today conclude that the critique was never able to invalidate the fundamental principles of the method. Rather, the critics only pointed out problems in how the method was being applied to actual linguistic data. A typical argument against Swadesh was that the individual members of many language families can actually be shown to have evolved at different rates, with some languages being more innovative than others. A case in point is offered by the Scandinavian languages, among which Icelandic is clearly closer to Proto-Scandinavian than its closest relative Norwegian (Bergsland & Vogt 1962). Similar differences are observed between the Romance languages, which, like Germanic, had been among the type examples for Swadesh when he calculated his original formula of lexical half-life.

1. Revising the glottochronological method

It is probably correct to say that the critique that was presented against glottochronology revealed three areas of problems which even today continue to call for a revision of the method. The three areas are: (1) the role of non-lexical innovations, (2) the need for etymological critique, and (3) the impact of extralinguistic circumstances. It may be taken for certain that none of these areas of problems went unnoticed by Swadesh himself, though he was unable to present a definitive solution to them. The basic issue is that no successful method can be created without making generalizations. The reality is always more complex than the rules designed to describe it, but without any rules the complexity of the reality is totally beyond description.

1. The role of non-lexical innovations. Swadesh implied that the lexicon is the most reliable indicator of linguistic change, but he certainly turned to the lexicon also for the simple reason that it is the part of linguistic structure easiest to quantify. However, innovations do take place also in the grammar, and it may be assumed that in most cases a lexically innovative language is also grammatically innovative, while conservative languages are conservative in all respects. To take an example from the Mongolic family, the number of phonological innovations separating Khamnigan Mongol (in Manchuria) from Proto-Mongolic is less than half of that exhibited by the neighbouring Mongolic languages (Janhunen 1992). Khamnigan Mongol is also
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morphologically and lexically conservative, though these aspects of the language are more difficult to evaluate due to the mutual closeness of all Mongolic languages. On the other hand, Mangghuer (in the Amdo Qinghai region), which is lexically among the most innovative Mongolic languages, has also grammatically undergone a profound transformation (Slater 2003).

In principle, it should be possible to measure the speed of linguistic change also by counting other than lexical innovations. Under otherwise stable conditions, linguistic innovations are conditioned by the constant replacement of earlier generations of speakers by new ones. There is no reason why the new generations of speakers would make more innovations in some particular part of linguistic structure as compared to others. Under unstable conditions this can happen, however, as is illustrated by the phenomenon of the so-called creoles, or creolized languages, which tend to combine a relatively stable lexicon with a relatively innovative grammatical structure. This is, incidentally, also exemplified by English, a strongly creolized variety of Germanic, which in spite of its structural transformation retains a basic vocabulary consistent with its genetic origin.

Creolization is, however, a gradual phenomenon, and there is no sharp distinction between creoles and non-creoles. Creolization always involves asymmetric diachronic change, but the asymmetry need not be confined to the distinction between lexicon and grammar, for the intensity of innovation can also be different for different parts of the grammar. The attempts made to classify creoles as a special type of languages with “nongenetic transmission” (Thomason & Kaufman 1988) are therefore destined to lead to a dead end. Even strongly creolized languages, like the Romance type creoles, belong to their genetic lineages, though it happens that their lineages are most obvious in the lexicon. This has an important implication for the theory of linguistic dating, in that it seems to corroborate the idea of Swadesh concerning the diagnostic value of the lexicon. The relative stability of the basic vocabulary even in strongly creolized languages correctly gives them shallow glottochronological datings, while a focus on the grammar might give the false impression of a longer history of independent evolution.

While creolization involves a combination of grammatical innovation with lexical stability, there must also be languages that are lexically open and grammatically closed. A possible example is Japanese, which is famous for its ability to incorporate large numbers of foreign lexical elements, including items of basic vocabulary, into native grammatical patterns. Moreover, this property of lexical openness seems to be a relatively permanent, or at least recurrent, feature of Japanese, as is evident from its two principal layers of foreign vocabulary, Sino-Japanese (late 1st millennium) and Anglo-Japanese (late 2nd millennium). The point is that the grammatical markers are nevertheless of a native origin in Japanese, which means that there is a section even in the lexicon that is not immediately open to borrowing.
2. The need for etymological critique. It was already evident from the earliest applications of the glottochronological method by Swadesh that he often tended to ignore the critical experience of comparative linguistics, entering the world of random distant comparisons. The worst applications of glottochronology in the past are, in fact, cases in which the method has been applied to languages which are not even known to be genetically related. This has lead to a situation in which both accidental lookalikes and mutual borrowings have been used as evidence for genetic relationships, and as a basis for “dating” protolanguages which actually never existed.

The problem was noted by the late Sergei Starostin, who introduced his own version of glottochronology, which he called “etymostatistics” (Starostin 1989a). Unfortunately, although this was probably the most significant development in glottochronology since its beginnings, Starostin's model has not been widely followed. Stressing the importance of critical etymological work, Starostin correctly pointed out that glottochronological analysis should always be preceded by a careful elimination of lookalikes and borrowings. This is especially important in the comparison of closely related languages, whose primary separation may have been followed by a phase of secondary interaction. It goes without saying that only primary cognates should be considered when making glottochronological calculations.

Even more significantly, Starostin elaborated on the problems arising from the semantic approach to basic vocabulary, as proposed by Swadesh. It was immediately obvious that the so-called basic word lists, or lists of basic meanings (ranging from 100 to 215 items), compiled by Swadesh are not universally valid, and the items in them are not necessarily of equal value, for some meanings seem to be more likely to undergo lexical replacement than others. This was also noted by Gerhard Doerfer, who established that different items of basic vocabulary, such as the various terms for body parts, can have very different rates of diachronic resistance, as can be deduced from the time required for native speakers to recall them (Doerfer 1988). In principle, each item in the Swadesh lists should therefore have an individual coefficient expressing its idiosyncratic probability of being lost or preserved. Only a word list with correctly differentiated statistical weights of the individual items can serve as a basis for reliable glottochronological calculations.

In the absence of any simple solution to the problem, Starostin did not develop the idea of individual coefficients any further. He proposed, however, that word lists should be replaced by texts. Since the most basic and, hence, oldest lexical items tend to have the highest text frequency, we can, in principle, take any text from any given language, or even a word list treated as a text, and calculate the number of cognates that any fixed number of etymons (e.g., 100 or 200) extracted in a running order from the text have in one or more related languages. This is, without a doubt, Starostin's most important contribution to the issue, for the idea of operating with texts will allow glottochronological comparisons to be made also between languages for which
no synchronic word lists can be collected. Moreover, the method inherently makes evident the importance of proper etymological critique.

3. The impact of extralinguistic circumstances. The many extant examples of innovative and conservative languages imply that there must be extralinguistic factors that influence the speed of linguistic change. Some of these factors are connected with demographic parameters, such as birth and mortality rates, length of generations, and the overall age structure of the speech community. These parameters, in turn, are influenced by social, cultural, economic, and ecological circumstances, such as climate and vegetation, means of subsistence, patterns of habitation, and systems of kinship. In general, it may be assumed that a small but rapidly growing population with a large proportion of children and few old people is likely to be linguistically innovative. Demographic bottle necks created by natural disasters, including epidemics and famine, can presumably also promote rapid linguistic change.

Another sphere of extralinguistic factors is connected with the intensity of interaction with other speech communities. There is no doubt that contacts stimulate change, while isolation favours the status quo. The conservativeness of Icelandic, for instance, is quite certainly due to its marginal position and geographical isolation. On the other hand, the high degree of innovativeness of strongly creolized languages is connected with their history as interethnic mediums between people most of whom are originally native speakers of other languages. Ultimately, it may be the proportion of native and non-native speakers involved in the process that determines whether the innovations are concentrated in the lexicon or in the grammar.

The impact of extralinguistic factors shows that glottochronological calculations always require calibration. The original analogy to radioactive carbon dating is obvious, but it has to be recognized that calibration is a more serious problem in glottochronology than it is in physics. We simply do not know how the different components influencing the intensity of contacts could be objectively measured, and how the results of this multivariable analysis could be incorporated into glottochronological calculations. Although this sounds like an unsurmountable obstacle, the situation is not hopeless. Empirical experience suggests that languages diverging from a common source most often evolve at comparable speeds, but even when this is not the case, the difference remains within certain limits. To define these limits is perhaps the most acute challenge to glottochronology today.

2. Linguistic paleontology and chronological depth

While we may confidently conclude that glottochronology is not dead, the unsolved problems connected with the method make its application in the form proposed
by Swadesh precarious for the time being. Meanwhile, there are also other methods for dating protolanguages. A traditional, but intuitively reliable, method is offered by linguistic paleontology, which is based on the knowledge that lexical reconstruction provides information on the chronological and geographical context of the underlying protolanguage. The size of the reconstructable lexical corpus is also indicative of the time level of the protolanguage. Irrespective of the possibility that lexical replacement may have been more rapid in some branches of a language family than in others, a protolanguage for which very few lexical items can be reconstructed must, in general, be older than one with a larger lexical corpus.

In spite of frequent attempts to link protolanguages with actual archaeological cultures, the information provided by the linguistic data is rarely sufficient to allow definitive conclusions in this respect. In most cases, the archaeological evidence is simply too fragmentary, and the cultures established by archaeologists too diffuse, to make linguistic identifications possible. A typical mistake made in this connection is to forget that linguistic boundaries are not necessarily cultural boundaries. Even many modern cultures are multilingual, and many speech communities are multicultural. However, what the lexical evidence does allow us to establish is the cultural stage of the speech community that once spoke a given protolanguage.

Taking Northern Eurasia as an example, and judging by the size of the reconstructable lexicon, the oldest uncontroversially established protolanguage in the region would seem to be Proto-Uralic, which, even after recent additions (Aikio 2002), has a comparative lexical corpus of less than 200 items, including pronominal roots. A qualitative analysis of the Uralic lexical corpus would suggest a Mesolithic dating, which in absolute terms could mean anything between 5,000 and 10,000 years before present, for there are words for pre-Neolithic but probably post-Paleolithic innovations in hunting ("bow" and "arrow"), mobility ("ski", "to row"), and handicrafts ("glue", "to twine"), but no words connected with agriculture, domestication of animals, or trade. Another protolanguage with a similar lexical profile is Proto-Eskaleutic (Eskimo-Aleut), for which some 330 lexical items have been reconstructed, again including pronominal roots (Bergsland 1986).

The situation may be compared with that of other protolanguages in the region. For Kamchukotic (Chukchee-Kamchadal), for instance, a corpus of about 800 common words has been reconstructed (Mudrak 2000), a generous figure which in a more critical framework might turn out to be smaller, but which nevertheless suggests a time level less ancient than that of Proto-Uralic and Proto-Eskaleutic. Samoyedic, one of the two principal branches of Uralic, also has a an etymological corpus of just about 800 items (Janhunen 1977, with later additions). It is, however, noteworthy that there is nothing in the lexical evidence suggesting that the cultural level of the Proto-Kamchukotic speakers would have substantially differed from the Mesolithic, while the lexical corpus of Proto-Samoyedic suggests at least some familiarity with metal
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working ("iron") and domestic animals ("horse", "domestic reindeer"). In fact, external criteria (Bulghar Turkic loanwords of the Hunnish period) unambiguously give Proto-Samoyedic an Iron Age dating.

It has often been noted that the small size of the Proto-Uralic lexical corpus is partly due to the technical circumstance that the Uralic language family is normally analyzed as being composed of only two primary branches, Samoyedic and Finno-Ugric, which together comprise fewer than 40 distinct languages, all of them with a very short history of documentation. This is markedly different from Indo-European, which has almost a dozen "separate" branches and a total number of more than 400 languages, including some early ones that are amply documented in sources dating as far as 3500 years back. The unwillingness, or unability, to operate with a binary taxonomy on the Indo-European side increases the traditional lexical corpus of Proto-Indo-European (Pokorny 1959) to a size several times larger than that of Proto-Uralic. At the same time, the historical Indo-European languages function like a magnifying glass, bringing Proto-Indo-European one "generation" closer to us than would be the case if only contemporary languages were available.

It happens that there are also typological factors which make the results of lexical reconstruction in Uralic and Indo-European mutually difficult to compare (Janhunen 1997). The discrepancy between the two language families can, however, be reduced in two alternative ways. On the one hand, the Indo-European lexical corpus is substantially decreased if it is assumed that Indo-European (Indo-Hittite) also involves a binary division, between Anatolian and non-Anatolian, a solution supported by phonological and morphological isoglosses. On the other hand, the Uralic lexical corpus is considerably increased if it is assumed that Uralic is actually composed of a non-binary "comb," or "rake", with several branches very much like Indo-European, a hypothesis at least superficially supported by the small number of known non-lexical innovations between Proto-Uralic and Proto-Finno-Ugric (Salminen 2002). Either way, Uralic and Indo-European become more compatible, suggesting that the absolute ages of the two protolanguages may not be so different, after all.

However, the idea of a non-binary division of Uralic contradicts the lexical evidence, which clearly supports the status of Samoyedic as a separate primary branch (Michalove 2002). This conclusion can be disregarded only by assuming ad hoc that Samoyedic has been lexically exceptionally innovative, as compared with all other branches of Uralic. This, on the other hand, is in contradiction with the fact that Samoyedic, located in the eastern periphery of the Uralic family, is both phonologically and morphologically relatively conservative, just as the Finnic branch (Balto-Finnic) is in the west. The combination of lexical innovativeness with grammatical conservativeness would place Samoyedic in the category of languages of the Japanese type. In the case of Japanese we can, however, historically verify the situation and identify the external sources of lexical replacements (Chinese and English), while the
circumstances underlying the diachronic position of Samoyedic are unknown. Most probably, therefore, Samoyedic is simply so distantly related to Finno-Ugric that the number of common words has been reduced to its current level.

Attempts to bring Proto-Uralic up to a more shallow chronological level have also been made on the basis of a qualitative analysis of the lexical corpus. In particular, it has been pointed out that Proto-Uralic is normally reconstructed as having had one basic metal term (“metal”, later attested in the meanings “copper”, “iron”), which would mean that the language was spoken in the late Neolithic (Kallio 2006), at a time when native copper and meteorite iron started to be exploited. Unfortunately, not much weight can be placed on this argument, for the term in question (Proto-Uralic *wäckä) involves multiple problems, including both irregular variation within Uralic and possible external connections in several other language families (Aalto 1959).

It is more illuminating to take a look at the numeral systems of the Uralic languages. These suggest a systematically binary westward-branching division of the language family (Janhunen 2000), with the decimal system becoming complete only at the level of the individual shallow-level branches. For Proto-Uralic, only the items for “two” and “five” can be reconstructed, while the Proto-Finno-Ugric numerals cover the whole range from “two” to “six”. The rest of the items for the first decade were built successively in the shallow-level branches from either native or borrowed elements. The situation strongly suggests that Proto-Uralic speakers, unlike, for instance, Proto-Indo-European speakers, had only an incipient numeral system. The alternative assumption that Proto-Uralic had a more or less full set of numerals which were selectively replaced by innovations and borrowings in all branches of the family is simply not credible. It is well known that cases of numeral borrowing normally imply a simultaneous adoption of an entire numeral system (“seven” and “ten” in Uralic, Chinese numerals and classifiers in Japanese and Korean).

At least relatively speaking, Uralic therefore seems to remain a good candidate for the oldest extant language family in Eurasia. What this means in absolute terms is more difficult to say, since cultural levels at any given time have varied widely across the continent, and Mesolithic communities in one region may have been contemporaneous with Neolithic and post-Neolithic communities in other regions. In any case, the crucial cultural innovations denoted on the Indo-European side by words representing the protolanguage-level of reconstruction (“horse”, “cart”, “wheel”, and others) were unknown to Proto-Uralic speakers, and remained so to Proto-Finno-Ugric speakers. It is, however, relevant to note that the two language families otherwise show a parallelism in their lines of development, in that their expansion seems to have involved two major stages: the primary stage corresponding to the breakup of the original protolanguage, and a secondary stage corresponding to the breakup of the principal branches. This is a pattern observed also in several other language families.
It is not difficult to see that the language families of Northern Eurasia represent basically three levels of chronological depth:

1. **The deep level**, datable to the Mesolithic or Neolithic stages of cultural evolution, in absolute terms perhaps 8,000 to 5,000 years ago. This was a period when several old and expansive language families were formed in Eurasia thanks to the population growth stimulated by innovations in food production, mobility, social structures, and warfare. Apart from Uralic and Indo-European, this chronological level comprises the large and diversified families of Semitic and Sino-Tibetan, and apparently also Austro-Asiatic and Austronesian. In this company, Uralic, in view of the small size of its lexical corpus, stands out as the potentially most ancient uncontroversially established entity, followed by Eskaleutic and the first stage of Indo-European (Indo-Hittite). The second stage of the Indo-European expansion is often, and probably correctly, connected with the Pastoral Revolution, which was a late Neolithic to early Metal Age innovation complex particularly increasing the mobility of non-settled populations in otherwise difficult regions (the steppe belt of Central Eurasia).

2. **The medium level**, datable to the Iron Age, some 3,000 to 1,000 years ago. Conspicuously many secondary branches of Indo-European (Celtic, Romance, Germanic, Balto-Slavic, Iranian, Indo-Aryan, and Tokharian), Sino-Tibetan (Sinitic, Bodic, and others), and most branches of Uralic (Saamic, Finnic, Mordvinic, Mansi-Hungarian, and Samoyedic) underwent a major breakup in exactly this period, resulting in the modern diversity of shallow subbranches and languages. Several other language families in Northern Eurasia with no known further affiliations also date from this period. These include Turkic (Turko-Bulgharic), Mongolic (with Para-Mongolic), Tungusic, Japonic (with Para-Japonic), and Yeniseic (Keto-Kottic). The origination of these language families is connected with political and military developments, some of which are documented in Western and Chinese sources of the time.

3. **The shallow level**, datable to Modern Era, in absolute terms hardly more than 500 years ago. This level typically comprises entities which exhibit very little internal diversification, and which therefore are often classified as isolates. Examples in Northern Eurasia include Ainu(ic), Amuric (Ghilyak or Nivkh), Yukaghir(ic), and Korean(ic). At least some of these cases probably involve the last surviving traces of originally larger language families, which had undergone a phase of diversification before the diversity was extinguished by internal or external factors. Shallow-level entities are also well known from the context of the extant larger language families, where they may similarly represent the last survivors of originally more diversified major branches (like Latin in the Italic branch of Indo-European).

Isolates naturally offer a tantalizing challenge to comparative linguistics, for their shallow depth makes it appear likely that they might still have living relatives among
other extant languages. Very often, isolates or shallow families are compared with each other, which is, however, a risky operation since the chronological step from the shallow synchronic data to the inevitably very deep hypothetical protolanguage is so steep. A warning example is offered by the comparisons of Japonic and Korean(ic), for which a common lexical corpus (apart from mutual and shared loanwords) can only be created by postulating correspondences that are so complicated as to make them unlikely to be true (Martin 1966). On the other hand, the comparison of isolates with larger language families involves the dangers of anachronism (incompatibility of the time levels compared) and omnicomparativism (simultaneous comparison of an entity with an entire range of other entities).

In any case, the evidence from real language families tells us that the more distant the protolanguage is, the smaller the reconstructed lexical corpus can be expected to be. This has always been a serious problem for the so-called Altaic comparisons, which have produced the incredible number of almost 3,000 lexical parallels (Starostin, Dybo & Mudrak 2003). Current estimates concerning the date of “Proto-Altaic” place it some 7,000–8,000 years before present, but this chronology is no proportion to the size of the reconstructed lexicon. It also has to be said that the Common Altaic lexical corpus comprises terms for cultural innovations, such as “stirrup”, which are thousands of years younger than the proposed level of the protolanguage. In fact, these items are among the most convincing proofs against the Altaic Hypothesis (Róna-Tas 1973), since they prove that a large part of the Altaic comparative corpus consists of relatively late protohistorical loanwords.

Although long-range comparisons should always be given a chance, it is difficult to avoid the impression that their proponents are, as a rule, all too optimistic about the quantity of the comparative material that can remain of hypothetical relationships that would predate the extant language families by several millennia. To take only one example, Sergei Starostin, whose person involved a curious combination of rigorous critique and uncontrolled fantasy, supported his conception of a connection between Nostratic and Sino-Caucasian (both of them hypothetical constructions) by a comparative word list comprising as many as 213 items, plus 22 pronominal roots (Starostin 1989b). Whatever is thought of the general validity of his hypothesis, the figure is much too high. If the Uralic comparative corpus has a size of less than 200 items, we should not expect to be able to reconstruct more than a fraction of this for any entity representing an even deeper chronological level.

Ultimately, it is a question of whether there were major linguistic expansions before the Mesolithic and Neolithic developments that produced the extant deep-level language families. It is more likely that the Paleolithic stage of cultural development was characterized by a slower rate of linguistic diversification than later periods, simply because population growth was so slow and the means of mobility so limited. Of course, linguistic evolution as such cannot have taken place any slower
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in the Paleolithic than in later times, but the conditions underlying the expansion of certain languages at the expense of others were absent for most of the time. Large language families, as known today, are descendants of protolanguages whose speakers had a consistent and recurrent cultural or demographic edge. We do not know whether such an edge could be formed in the Paleolithic. This is not to say that Paleolithic language families would be a theoretical impossibility. Their likelihood is, however, greatest in regions which, like the Americas, were first inhabited relatively late during the human expansion. In the Old World, the post-Paleolithic linguistic expansions have quite probably erased any traces of older language families.

3. Dating homelands and linguistic continuities

One of the most unexpected results of modern human genetics has been that human populations tend to have very old local roots. Although the methods of absolute dating in genetics continue to be even less accurate than those in diachronic linguistics, the fact remains that many modern populations can be shown to involve a long history of local continuity. This is perhaps most evident in marginal regions, such as the British Isles and Lapland in Europe, where traces of the original settlement in the early Holocene are still discernible in the genetic composition of the local people. This continuity can also be followed in local archaeology, which rarely suggests a complete replacement of older cultures. Rather, the pattern is one of gradual accumulation of new influences upon a continuous cultural heritage.

The observed continuities in archaeology and human genetics, in combination with political considerations, have led to a reinterpretation of the linguistic prehistory of many regions of the world. While it used to be assumed in the past that ethnic groups have “migrated” from their “homelands”, arriving in new territories and carrying with them their languages, cultures, and genes, many scholars have recently started to claim that the prehistory of languages, like that of cultures and genes, involves considerable local continuity. These scholars seriously suggest that the direct ancestors of many modern languages, including those classified as Uralic (Wiik 2002) and Indo-European (Alinei 1996–2000), have arrived in their current areas of distribution much earlier than was assumed before, possibly already in the Paleolithic. Typically, the new approach is being marketed as a “crossdisciplinary” synthesis between linguistics, archaeology, and human genetics (Saukkonen 2006).

If the assumption of an early expansion of the extant large language families were true, several revisions would be necessary in the chronological framework of diachronic linguistics as a whole. For one thing, the speed of linguistic change would have to have been much slower than is conventionally assumed, for otherwise the early geographical breakup of protolanguages would have led to a much larger differentiation.
of their descendants than is actually the case. Alternatively, the entire structure of language families, and the system of genetic relationships between languages, would have to be interpreted in a way substantially different from that of traditional comparative linguistics. It could be assumed, for instance, that the divergent model for explaining similarities between languages is wrong and should be replaced with a model based on convergence. In fact, the proponents of the linguistic “continuity theory” have proposed exactly such revisions to the established methods of diachronic and comparative linguistics (cf. also Pusztay 1995).

The reality is, however, very different. One only needs to take a look at some historically documented regions in order to become convinced of the fact that the connection of languages with geographical locations is generally very recent and loose. Take, for instance, Anatolia, a marginal peninsula in the Eastern Mediterranean. We know that Anatolia still 2,000–4,000 years ago was the home to a variety of ancient local languages, none of which survives today. Some of these languages belonged to the Anatolian branch of Indo-European, while others did not. By the time of the Byzantine Empire, all of these languages had been replaced by new ones, mainly by Greek, but marginally also by others (Armenian, Iranian, Arabic). However, even Greek was replaced by Turkish in the course of a political reorientation which took only 500 years to complete, ending with the fall of Constantinople (1453).

One asks where the Byzantine Greek speakers of Anatolia are now. Certainly, they did not move to Greece, nor were they eradicated by an act of genocide. What happened was that they changed their language and survive today in the genetic composition of the modern Anatolian Turks. The same had happened when the speakers of the earlier languages of the region had changed their speech to Greek. There was never any major immigration of an entirely new population to Anatolia, or a total replacement of the earlier population, a circumstance which explains why the local genetic composition and cultural patterns are so resistant. What was changed was the language, as well as some parts of the cultural orientation (including religion), and this happened basically by way of adaptation and assimilation.

The situation is very similar in other marginal regions of Eurasia, including the British Isles in the west, Fennoscandia (Scandinavia and Finland) in the north, and Korea and the Japanese Islands in the east. For all of these regions, we can postulate, and to some extent document, a recurrent replacement of earlier languages by newcomers. Most of the expansions directed towards these marginal regions were generated in the more centrally located parts of the continent, where, of course, the linguistic boundaries have also undergone movements in the course of time. Indeed, we do not have to go further back than the Middle Ages to find a linguistic map of Eurasia very different from that of the present day.

Linguistic boundaries do not, of course, move totally without human migration, but in the typical case the introduction of a new language takes place with a minimal
influx of new genes. In Eurasia, the proportional weight of the immigrant component in the genetic composition of the modern population is perhaps particularly high in Japan, where the arrival of the Japanese language, some 2,000 years ago, was connected with a total cultural reorientation from the local Jomon heritage with a basically Neolithic profile to the continental Yayoi complex with metal technology and agriculture (Hudson 1999). Even so, the genes of the earlier inhabitants of Japan also continue to live on in the composition of the modern Japanese.

It may be concluded that languages typically do not involve prolonged local continuities. Unlike genes and cultures, languages, as defined by their genetic lineages, are not anchored in localities. The few documented cases in which a single linguistic lineage is known to have been in more or less the same location for a period of 2,000–3,000 years, as in certain parts of Greece, Italy, and China, are absolute exceptions from the normal pattern, and even in these cases we know that the languages were ultimately injected from the outside into an environment where entirely different languages had been spoken before. It is a different matter that the earlier languages can have left traces in the typological orientation of the newcomers, though it is a considerable challenge to identify exactly those typological properties that are most likely to survive the process of language replacement (Nichols 1992).

In this connection, it is crucial not to ignore the factor of linguistic extinction. Even the deep-level language families that exist today have reached their full territorial extension relatively recently. The Neolithic and post-Neolithic expansions that have led to the diversification of the extant language families have covered an unknown number of relatively more “aboriginal” languages and language families. This is, in particular, true of Eurasia, where the synchronic language family density is conspicuously smaller than, for instance, in North America (Austerlitz 1980). The native populations in large parts of Eurasia, especially along the sparsely-inhabited arctic belt (Lapland, Arctic Russia, and Northern Siberia) have only recently adopted the languages they speak today (Helimski 2000).

Although we will never know how many languages were lost due to the expansion of the extant language families, it is reasonable to assume that the world has been developing towards decreasing linguistic diversity since the Neolithic. The population size of the pre-Neolithic speech communities is likely to have been more or less invariant under any given ecological circumstances. An idea of what the size of these speech communities may have been is given by those parts of the world that still retain, or have until recently retained, at least a token of the earlier diversity. For Northern Eurasia, the most reliable sample region is Siberia, where the size of the typical speech community in historical times has ranged from 500 to 5,000 individuals (Dolgix 1960). Taking this size as a guideline, even a relatively small territory like Finland may still have had as many as ten distinct languages before the arrival of
Finnish, which expanded less than 1,000 years ago mainly thanks to the slash-and-burn technology of agriculture (Janhunen 2005). For pre-Yayoi Japan, a diversity of up to 300 distinct languages may be postulated. Of these, only one, Ainu(ic), survives, and it has also moved from its earlier “homeland” in Central Japan to its historical location on Hokkaido, Sakhalin, and the Kurile Islands (Janhunen 2002).

4. Conclusions for long-range comparisons

With this paper, I wish to pay my homage to Hal Fleming, the indefatigable field linguist, enthusiastic long-ranger, and widely respected initiator of the *Mother Tongue* movement. I fully share his view that distant comparisons should always remain an important part of comparative linguistics. In a world with more than 400 language families, many of which are still diachronically little studied, there is always a chance that new cases of actual genetic relationship can be discovered. These chances are the greater the less well investigated linguistic region we are dealing with, while for well-documented parts of the world, like Eurasia, more caution is probably in place. Even in the absence of positive results, long-range comparisons can contribute to the understanding of the universal, typological, and areal properties of languages.

In Northern Eurasia, the most celebrated cases of potential distant relationship proposed so far are the Altaic, Ural-Altaic, Nostratic, and Eurasian hypotheses. While I agree with the critics of the Altaic hypothesis (Vovin 2005, and others) that the comparative material on which this particular framework is conventionally based is not genetically diagnostic, it is more difficult to take distance from some of the arguments presented in favour of the Ural-Altaic and Nostratic hypotheses. At least, the syntactic and morphosyntactic parallels across the Ural-Altaic belt (Fokos-Fuchs 1962), and the undeniable material correspondences in the pronominal systems of the Nostratic “phylum” (Dolgopolsky 1984) call for an explanation, which may, of course, turn out to be something different from a genetic relationship.

However this may be, distant comparisons should always be conducted with consideration of the experience available from well-established language families. This experience can perhaps be gathered under the following three points:

1. **Quality before quantity.** In all comparative work, small is beautiful, but this is nowhere more important than in long-range work. If we make distant comparisons between extant deep-level language families, we should not expect to be able to reconstruct a corpus of more than some dozens of good etymologies. In fact, this will be enough for the demonstration of a distant relationship, provided that the corpus is phonologically regular and paleolinguistically consistent, that is, that it does not include items connected with secondary cultural innovations.
2. **The extralinguistic explanation of expansions.** Since language families are formed by way of linguistic expansion and diversification, and since expansions always have a concrete cultural or demographic background, this must also be so with the language families established by distant comparisons. When postulating Paleolithic ancestors for a set of Neolithic or Mesolithic families, such as Uralic and Indo-European, an attempt should be made to explain the circumstances under which the underlying linguistic expansion could have taken place. Although a good comparative corpus can always speak for itself without extralinguistic evidence, many actual cases of distant relationship, involving only a fragmentary corpus, can be made more credible if the extralinguistic background of the postulated relationships can be explained. In this connection, the general reconstruction of the cultural, demographic, and linguistic conditions of the Paleolithic remains a challenge that should be taken by long-rangers and conventional comparativists alike.

3. **The shallowness of the linguistic map.** Even if distant comparisons can yield positive results, it should be recognized that languages move on the map, and they move fast. For this reason, the chances of locating homelands and protolanguages with any exactitude are equal to nil. The recent trend of dating linguistic continuities with the help of human genes and archaeology involves a serious misunderstanding of the processes that govern linguistic expansions. This is perhaps particularly relevant for long-rangers, for the prolonged local continuities of languages postulated on the basis of genes and cultures presuppose even earlier protolanguages than would otherwise be required, a circumstance that only decreases the credibility of the distant comparisons being proposed. In this respect, long-rangers and conventional comparativists have a common cause: we should actively promote an understanding of the fact that languages can spread, and do spread, irrespective of genes and cultures.
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This paper discusses the development of hypotheses of classification of the languages of northern Eurasia, from the early “Scythian” hypothesis to the later Nostratic, Eurasiatic, Sino-Caucasian, and Dene-Caucasian proposals. The concept of scientific “proof” is discussed and contrasted with an alternative concept of “best explanation.” Eurasiatic and Dene-Caucasian can then be viewed as testable and fruitful hypotheses that, so far, provide the best explanations for language diversification in northern Eurasia.

1. Language families and macrofamilies of northern Eurasia

Linguists have been using modern methods of classifying the languages of northern Eurasia for the past four centuries. By the 1700’s major families such as Indo-European, Uralic, and Altaic had been recognized (however sketchily), and not much later some began to speculate about even deeper families. Rasmus Rask, for example, a pioneer in the description of Indo-European, proposed a “Scythian” language family that encompassed (in roughly west-to-east order) Basque, Uralic, Caucasian, Turkic, Mongolian, Manchu-Tungus, Chukchi-Kamchatkan, and Eskimo (1834).1 Later on other scholars (Holger Pedersen, Björn Collinder, V.M. Illich-Svitych, Aharon Dolgopolsky, Allan Bomhard, Joseph H. Greenberg, et al.) refined the “Scythian” hypothesis, calling it instead “Nostratic” or “Eurasiatic.”2 All of the latter linguists agree in adding Indo-European to, and removing Basque and Caucasian (at least North Caucasian)3 from, the family. Some also add Gilyak (Nivkh), Kartvelian, Dravidian, Elamite, and Afro-Asiatic,

3. During the twentieth century, especially its latter half, there has developed a growing consensus that North Caucasian is genetically distinct from South Caucasian, along with a tendency to use the names Caucasian and Kartvelian, respectively (cf. Fleming 1987: 163–164; Blažek 1997: 161).
though at varying degrees of remoteness. Just within the past decade there seems to be a growing consensus that there is a “core” Eurasiatic family consisting of Indo-European, Kartvelian, Uralic, Yukaghir, Altaic (including Korean and Japanese), Chukchi-Kamchatkan, and Eskimo-Aleut. Harold Fleming (1987) has called this macrofamily Mitian. Dravidian and Elamite may be further outliers, and many paleo-linguists now agree that Afro-Asiatic can be considered another macrofamily roughly coordinate with Nostratic/Eurasiatic, rather than a part of it.

Contemporaneous with the gradual development of the Eurasiatic hypothesis a few linguists began to get inklings of another major macrofamily in northern Eurasia. As we saw above, Basque and (North) Caucasian were increasingly viewed as distinct from Eurasiatic, and relatives for them were sought in other languages, usually Burushaski, Sino-Tibetan, and Yeniseian. The German Karl Bouda was probably the most assiduous in this regard, publishing a series of articles (1938–1968) connecting all five of the genetic units named above. The American anthropologist Edward Sapir proposed a genetic connection between Sino-Tibetan (“Indo-Chinese”) and the Na-Dene family of North America, and the Sino-Tibetanist Robert Shafer independently proposed a similar relationship. In the 1980’s these hypotheses were re-examined by the Russian linguist Sergei A. Starostin, who found them plausible (at least as regards Caucasian, Sino-Tibetan and Yeniseian) and proposed a “Sino-Caucasian” family with etymologies and sound correspondences. Starostin’s Muscovite colleague Sergei L. Nikolayev


6. From the characteristic personal pronouns, mi “me” and ti “thee”. Blažek (p.c.) informs me that the term “Mitian” was used by the Rumanian scholars Marius Sala and Ioana Vintilă-Rădulescu (Les langues du monde, București/Paris, 1984).

7. Henceforth the term Eurasiatic will be used to designate the “core” Eurasiatic as defined by Greenberg (2000) and Bombard (1996). Starostin (1999) used Eurasiatic in a much wider sense, for a “superfamily” encompassing Dene-Caucasian, Afro-Asiatic, and Nostratic. Robert Shafer (of Sino-Tibetan fame) had a similar concept he called “Eurasian.” See Renfrew & Nettle (1999), especially the articles by Bombard and Starostin, for evolving ideas on the subgrouping of Nostratic and Eurasiatic.


9. For a discussion of, and additional support for, Sapir’s and Shafer’s “Sino-Dene,” see Bengtson (1994).
then revived Sapir's Sino-Dene proposal by comparing Na-Dene and Caucasian (with an appendix listing Starostin's Sino-Tibetan and Yeniseian cognates). After further contributions by Václav Blažek, Merritt Ruhlen, and this writer, the present-day Dene-Caucasian hypothesis includes Basque, Caucasian, Burushaski, Sino-Tibetan, Yeniseian, and Na-Dene.

So at the present time paleolinguists, insofar as they are willing to commit to remote linguistic relationships, generally agree that there are two major macrofamily-hypotheses to account for the origins of the languages of northern Eurasia: Eurasiatc and Dene-Caucasian. One of them, Eurasiatc, has generated quite a bit of interest and discussion among historical linguists (see, e.g., Renfrew & Nettle [1999]; Hegedűs & Sidwell [2004]). On the other hand, Dene-Caucasian (dc), outside of the journal Mother Tongue, has hardly been discussed at all by linguists, and even among “long rangers” dc seems to be less accepted than Eurasiatc, a fact that I discussed in an article several years ago (Bengtson 1998). There I presumed some of the causes of this lack of acceptance to be as follows:

... Starostin and Nikolaev, in their earlier articles, compared reconstructions without listing attested forms ...; ... the Caucasian reconstruction is forbiddingly complex, and (until recently [1994]) its full methods and materials were not published; ... the classification of Caucasian languages has not been resolved to everyone's satisfaction; and ... the Caucasian and Sino-Tibetan [and Yeniseian] peoples, in particular, are thought to be too distant from each other, geographically, historically, racially, and linguistically, to be seriously considered as kin. (Bengtson 1998: 35)

Now, some eight years later, dc is still in need of serious discussion, let alone acceptance. There has never been a Dene-Caucasian Symposium to compare with the Nostratic Symposium held at Cambridge University in 1998, or the Nostratic Centennial Conference (University of Pécs 2003). But there have been some positive developments: dc has been one of the major foci of the Evolution of Human Languages Project sponsored by the Santa Fe Institute (2001 through the present), in which

---

12. Afro-Asiatic in the southwest, and Austric in the southeast, while of great interest in their own right, will be disregarded in this paper, which focuses on northern Eurasia.
Sergei Starostin and this writer (and to a lesser extent also George Starostin) have collaborated to collect, evaluate, and revise the evidence for Dc – lexical, phonological, and morphological. Recently, before his untimely death, Sergei Starostin worked on Burushaski and discovered many new Burushaski-Dc etymologies, which, along with earlier etymologies, now appear on the EHL/Tower of Babel website.13

2. Questions of method

In this paper I would like to go to the crux of the matter: what is necessary to demonstrate the validity of a macrofamily – for example, the Dene-Caucasian macrofamily? Some linguists have gone so far as to demand that a language family or relationship be “proved beyond a reasonable doubt.” It hardly needs saying that this requirement may be appropriate to a court of law, but few scientists – whether in the “hard” sciences of physics, chemistry, etc., or in the “softer” social sciences – would take it seriously as a guideline. Other linguists understand the relativity of proof, and they, the “relativists,” “seem to treat probable [linguistic] affiliations as differing in degree, some being more probable than others,” while the “absolutists appear to regard some genetic connections as indisputable and others as inconceivable” (Wescott 1999). The following quotes (with emphasis added) epitomize what seems to me to be a reasonable “relativist” position:

In all empirical sciences … all that we can get are results so close to certainty that for all practical purposes we can consider them true, that is, a hypothesis which is overwhelmingly better than any other in accounting for the facts. (Greenberg 1995: 207)

Rather than define “proof” in linguistic investigations of genetic relatedness by proposing pseudo-specific percentages of various sorts, I would like to replace this notion with the fuzzier, but pragmatically more realistic, concept of “superior hypothesis” … Once the historical linguist has identified a diagnostic core of traits that cannot plausibly be coincidental, are too extensive to be explained by known language contact phenomena, and clearly do not exist together in any other languages, the hypothesis of genetic relatedness becomes the best explanation. (Vajda 1999: 88–90)

The job of the comparative linguist is to provide the best explanation possible consistent with the facts. In proposing a classification, it is not necessary that the linguist “prove” that the classification is absolutely certain by the presentation of

conclusive evidence. In response to widely speculative classifications … many careful, empirically based linguists jumped to the opposite extreme and took the position that all languages should be treated as unrelated unless and until proved otherwise. … However, on closer inspection, this requirement turns out to be untenable and not in keeping with standard scientific procedures. (Newman 2000: 261)

The goal of an historical linguist should not be to demand an explanation for everything before he believes anything [about remote linguistic relationships such as Amerind and Eurasiatic] … Rather a scientist should attempt to explain non-random phenomena, for example, the prevalence of the N/M “I/thou” pronominal pattern in the Americas, and a different pronominal pattern, M/T “I/thou” in northern Eurasia. … if common origin is not responsible for these different pronominal patterns, what is? (Ruhlen 2005: 348)

Another important concept is that of negative evidence, i.e., the usually unspoken assumption that other languages are not a part of the family we are trying to demonstrate. “But in our eagerness to look at the inclusive aspect of the relationships we lose sight of the exclusive – yet more than anything else it is the lack of evidence for the affiliation to the languages excluded that makes the proposal truly meaningful. This lack of evidence is never demonstrated, however, and so, in effect, the most important evidence for each proposal is routinely omitted.” (Whitehouse 2003)

Greenberg (1995: 207) mentions an important characteristic of a best explanation hypothesis of linguistic relatedness. “Such hypotheses have a further important characteristic, which we may call fruitfulness, That is, they can be built upon and lead to further discoveries and explanations of hitherto puzzling phenomena.”

In what follows I would like to emphasize the following questions (a) What is the negative evidence, in the Whitehouse sense, i.e., the evidence that makes Eurasian “not Dene-Caucasian” and Dene-Caucasian “not Eurasian”? This can be stated positively by outlining diagnostic differences between the two macrofamilies; (b) the fruitfulness question: is Dene-Caucasian a fruitful hypothesis?; (c) The question of the best explanation for language diversification (and thus ethnogenesis) in northern Eurasia: are the superior hypotheses Eurasian and Dene-Caucasian, or are other hypotheses preferable, or even possible?

3. Differences between Eurasian and Dene-Caucasian

There is a number of diagnostic features in which Eurasian and Dene-Caucasian differ. The lexical differences are numerous and will not be discussed here. It will be
more illuminating, as well as much more succinct, to concentrate on some of the differences in phonology and morphology.

3.1 Phonological differences

3.1.1 Laterals

A remarkable phonetic feature of Dene-Caucasian is an abundance of lateral affricates, the sounds we will designate here as $dl$ (lenis), $tl$ (fortis), and $tl'$ (glottal). All three affricates persist in most Na-Dene languages, for example, Navajo $dl$õõ' “prairie dog”, -tlé/-tłèè’ “socks”, $tl$éé’ “night”. The next best preservation is in some East Caucasian languages, especially Avar, Andian, and Tsezian. Note, for example, some of the cognates I have proposed for the Navajo words just mentioned: Akhwakh $tl$':ã-k’ā “hare”, $itl$’e-l “stocking”, $ratla$ “night”, respectively, though with much reorganization of the original laryngeal qualities.\(^{14}\) In all the other dc languages the original lateral affricates have been replaced by clusters or single phonemes. In a paper yet to be published I propose about 100 etymologies involving the Proto-dc lateral affricates $dl$, $tl$, $tl'$, and their reflexes.\(^{15}\) An interesting aspect of the latter is that both Basque and Burushaski turned lateral affricates between vowels into clusters that reverse the original phonetic sequence (TR > RT).\(^{16}\) In Basque the cluster is $tød$ or $tød$,\(^{17}\) in Burushaski $lt$ or $ld$ (see below for etymological examples).

The presence of lateral affricates is a diagnostic feature that distinguishes Dene-Caucasian from Eurasiatic. Starostin (1989), in his comparison of Dene-Caucasian and Eurasiatic, lists several etymologies in which dc lateral affricates match plain laterals in Eurasiatic:\(^{18}\)

\(^{14}\) As far as I know, no modern Caucasian language preserves the threefold contrast of Proto-Caucasian (*$dl$ ~*$tl$ ~*$tl'$). Northern Akhwakh, for example, has a four-fold contrast of fortis ($tl$), tense fortis ($tl$), glottal ($tl'$), and tense glottal ($tl'$).

\(^{15}\) “The Dene-Caucasian Lateral Affricates.” Of course, many of these etymologies were already proposed by S.A. Starostin and others.

\(^{16}\) Where T = coronal (stop or fricative) and R = resonant liquid.

\(^{17}\) The symbol $t$ denotes the long or trilled r of Basque, written $rr$ between vowels, e.g., $berri$ [berri] “new, young”.

\(^{18}\) These comparisons imply that Eurasiatic and Dene-Caucasian spring, ultimately, from a common source – Hal Fleming’s “Boreal.” Reconstructions have been revised, and cognates listed, in accord with the EHL/Tower of Babel database (http://ehl.santafe.edu or http://starling.rinet.ru). I have added Basque comparanda where relevant. The symbol (~) indicates “compared with, possibly cognate.”
1. DC *Htl’wınV “winter, year” (Avar tl’:in “winter”, Burushaski *tène “last year”\(^{19}\)) ~ EUR *lúŋV “snow” (Finnish lumi, Tungus lune “wet snow”, Korean nun “snow”)


3. DC *tlHwémV “liquid, soak” (Avar tl:amí- “liquid”, Burushaski *tam “bathe, swim, wash”, Basque limuri “slippery, humid”, Old Chinese *ləm “soak”, etc.) ~ EUR *lVmV “wet” (Georgian lump’- “wet”, Japanese náma “fresh, raw”, etc.)

4. DC *tl’ăp ǐ “leaf” (Lak č’ap’i, Burushaski *ltap “leaf, petal”, Basque lapar “bramble”, Old Chinese *lap “leaf, foliage”, Kott dēpi “leaf”, etc.) ~ EUR *lVp’V “leaf, bark” (Hungarian levél “leaf”, Turkish yaprak, Georgian lapan- “bast”, Lithuanian lāpas “leaf”, Greek λοπός “husk, peel, bark”, etc.)

5. DC *[m]ħétl’V “milk, butter” (Archi nətl’: “milk”\(^{20}\), Chechen nälxa “butter”, Burushaski *máltas “butter”, etc.) ~ EUR *mälgi “breast, udder” (English milk, Saami melgu “breast, chest”, Yukaghir melu(t) “chest”, Yupik mulik “nipple”, etc.)\(^{21}\)

6. DC *tl’eńpV “tongue; lip” (Tsez t’lep’u “lip”, Hatti alip “tongue”, Jingpo šiŋ-lep “tongue”, Kott alup) ~ EUR *l[a]pV “to lick, lip” (Mongolian lab-si- “eat greedily”, English lip, Latin labium, etc.)

7. DC * = iwtl’E “die, kill” (Bezhta –itl’- “to die”, Chechen al- “to die”, Basque *hil “die, dead”, Burushaski *[d-]-l- “to hit, sting, beat, kill”, Haida tlä-dáa “to kill [several things!]”) ~ EUR *HwelV “to fight, kill” (Turkish öl- “die”, Hittite hulla-/i- “fight, beat down”, Old Norse valr “dead on the battlefield”, etc.)

Proto-Afro-Asiatic also had lateral affricates, e.g., PAA *tlap- “leaf” (in Chadic, Cushitic) ~ DC *tl’ăp ǐ “leaf”, EUR *lVp’V “leaf, bark”; PAA *tlV(n)F- “lip” (Semitic, Egyptian, Cushitic) ~ DC *tl’änpV “tongue; lip”, EUR *l[a]pV “to lick, lip”.

3.1.2 Velars/postvelars

Another difference between Eurasian and Dene-Caucasian is the presence of a uvular (postvelar) series in the latter but not in the former. As Starostin (1989: 45) pointed out, the reconstruction of uvular consonants in Eurasian (his “Nostratic”) was based only on Kartvelian evidence, which could be the result of areal influence (cf. uvular

\(^{19}\) Hunza-Nager têndili “last year”, Yasin tène “year before last”. The association of “winter” and “year” in northern Eurasia is commonplace.

\(^{20}\) à denotes a pharyngealized vowel. The lateral affricates in Archi have a velar tinge, thus the word for milk might be more accurately written nākl’. In all the other Lezgian languages lateral affricates have become plain velars (or uvulars), e.g., Lezgi nek, Rutul nāk, Udi naq: “milk”, etc.

consonants of quite recent origin in the Turkic languages of the Caucasus). After the breakup of Dene-Caucasian uvulars remained in Caucasian, Burushaski, Yeniseian, and Na-Dene, but were lost (merged with velars or 0) in Basque and Sino-Tibetan. Note some of the comparisons adduced by Starostin (1989):

8. \texttt{dc} *č'HəqwV “thick, big, abundant” (Dargwa čaqw- “high”, Burushaski *šőq-um “wide, broad”, Basque *aško “much, many”, *aški “enough”, Tibetan čhog “be enough”, Eyak-Athabaskan *ćäxw “big”, etc.) ~ \texttt{eur} *č’ok’V “big, many” (Turkish çok “many, very”, Hungarian sok “many”, etc.)


10. \texttt{dc} *χqwīrhV “horn” (Lak q, Ubykh q’a, Ket q’a, etc.) ~ \texttt{eur} *KirV “horn, top of head” (Finnish kiire “crown of the head”, Hittite karawar “horn”, Greek κέραϚ, etc.)

11. \texttt{dc} *nV(x)qwV “back, behind” (Avar náq:a “behind”, Eyak tli-naq-t, Burmese nok “space behind”, etc.) ~ \texttt{eur} *nVkV “neck, vertebra” (Hungarian nyak “neck”, Turkish yaka “collar”, Evenki nikimna “neck”, English neck, etc.)

Afro-Asiatic also has a uvular series, though it does not always agree with Dene-Caucasian in the placement of uvulars, e.g., AA *kVn- “co-wife, sister-in-law” (Semitic, Berber, Chadic, Agaw) ~ \texttt{dc} *qwänV “woman”, \texttt{eur} *k/u/nV “woman”; AA *k’ar- “horn” (Semitic, Egyptian, Omotic) ~ \texttt{dc} *χqwīrhV “horn”, \texttt{eur} *KirV “horn, top of head”, etc.

3.2 Morphological differences

3.2.1 Noun class/gender

A salient difference between Eurasiat and Dene-Caucasian is in their respective systems of noun classes or genders. There is abundant evidence that the original \texttt{dc} morphological system included noun classification into a number of different classes, based on the oppositions of living/non-living and masculine/feminine. Such systems are still operational in most of the Caucasian languages (2–8 classes), Burushaski (4 classes), and Yeniseian (Ket: 3 classes). In the remaining Eurasian \texttt{dc} families, Basque and Sino-Tibetan, the morphological function of noun classification was lost, but the former existence of such a system can be inferred from what appear

\[\text{22. As Whitehouse (p.c.) points out, an alternative explanation could be that Proto-Eurasiat had uvulars, and only Kartvelian (as the first family to split off) retained them.}\]

\[\text{23. Burushaski /γ/ is a voiced uvular fricative. The attested forms are (Y) ğéndes, (H, N) ğénis, pl. ğénar.}\]
to be fossilized prefixes on nouns. Such prefixes (Greenberg’s “stage-II articles”) also appear sporadically in Caucasian and Yeniseian:

- **Basque** *be-hats* “toe, thumb”, *be-lari* “ear”, *be-lhaun* “knee”, *bi-si* “life”, etc.: cf. Caucasian: Ubykh *b-La* “eye”, Tindi *b-etl’:u* “stomach”, *b-atl’:i* “in the middle, between”; Sino-Tibetan: Tibetan *b-żin* “face”, Garo *bi-kha* “liver”, *bi-tši* “egg”, etc.
- **Basque** *o-dol* “blood”, *o-ş-a-ba* “uncle”, *u-s-ki* “anus”, etc.: cf. Caucasian: Rutul *u-xun*, Tsakhur *wu-xun* “belly”; Yeniseian *’u-lVp* “bladder, bubble”
- **Basque** *a-ço* “old woman”, *a-bere* “cattle”, *a-ho* “mouth”, etc.: cf. Yeniseian *’a-lı̊t* “woman”, *’a-lVp* “tongue”
- **Caucasian**: Avar *mi-lir* “wing”, *ma-xa* “abomasum”, *me-gẹ́ž* “beard”: cf. Sino-Tibetan: Tibetan *m-čhin* “liver”, *m-gul*, *m-gur* “throat”, *m-khal* “kidney”, etc.
- **Caucasian**: Ubykh *t-χamš* “skin, fur”, *t-χwa* “aspen tree”, etc.: cf. Sino-Tibetan: Tibetan *d-gun* “winter”, *d-bu* “head”, *d-kyıl-ma* “center”, etc.

Na-Dene, in isolation from the rest of nc, developed its own variant of a noun-classification system, which was marked on verb forms. For example, Eyak had a system in which all nouns fall into two categories: unclassified (including higher animals and some other nouns) and classified (other nouns falling into a large number of classes).24

In Eurasian languages we find quite a different state of affairs. The “core” Eurasian families, Uralic and Altaic, lack grammatical gender altogether, as does Kartvelian. “I consider it probable, since the other branches of Eurasian do not have grammatical gender, that it is an Indo-European innovation and that the first step was the distinction of common [animate] from neuter [inanimate] gender” (Greenberg 2000: 185). Vladimir Illich-Svitych (see Dybo 2004) postulated an opposition of two noun classes, “agent nouns” vs. “object nouns,” in Proto-Nostratic. Bomhard (2004) essentially agrees in assuming an active/stative opposition in Proto-Nostratic, along with a complementary opposition of animate/inanimate.

In Afro-Asiatic it is fairly well established that the proto-language had a binary gender system (masculine/feminine), also derived, according to the Nostraticists, from the active/stative contrast.

### 3.2.2 Personal pronouns

In personal pronouns there is again a clear contrast between Eurasianic and nc. It is well known that Eurasian is characterized by the pronoun stems *mi* “I, me” and

---

“ti “thou, thee”. The paradigm is found in most of the Eurasian families, though Kartvelian, Turkic, and Tungusic have instead *mi/*si or *bi/*si, where *si is identified with the IE second person singular verbal affix –s(i). The *mi /*ti paradigm is so characteristic of Eurasian that some have called the family “Mitian” (Fleming 1987). The original paradigm of DC is still unclear, but the three centrally-located families, Caucasian, Burushaski, and Yeniseian, show traces of suppletive first and second person singular pronouns that can be schematized as follows (Table 1):

Table 1: Suppletive personal pronouns in reconstructed Dene-Caucasian languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Caucasian</th>
<th>Burushaski</th>
<th>Yeniseian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1st person singular (1) | *n²| *a⁻| *b-/*’ab-/
| 1st person singular (2) | *zô| *dža| *ŋ³⁰| *’adz³¹ |
| 2nd person singular (1) | *kw V³²| *gu-/*go⁻| *kV-/*Vk⁻³⁴ |
| 2nd person singular (2) | *u₀³⁵| *u³⁶| *aw/*'u³⁷ |

These forms seem to indicate an underlying suppletion in proto-DC, where the first person singular had two different stems, something like *(’a)ŋV vs. *(’a)dzu, and

26. This stem is restricted to Lak and Dargwa: Lak na, Dargwa nu “I”.
27. (H,N,Y) “first person singular prefix” in verbal forms and nouns (“my-”). Initial DC *ŋ>Ø or h is regular in Burushaski.
28. Khinalug zi, Tsakhur zu, Chechen so, Avar dun, Kabardian sa, etc. “I”; Lak t:u “I” (oblique base), etc.
29. Yasin dža, Hunza, Nager dže “I” (absolutive first person singular pronoun). (Commonly written ja, je.)
30. ŋ persists unchanged in Kott –əŋ (1st. pers. sg. subject marker); according to S.A. Starostin PDC *ŋ > *m > b in Ket –ba-, bo-(1st pers. sg. dative marker), Arin bi-, be-(possessive prefix “my”), etc.
31. Ket ât, Kott ai, Pumpokol ad “I”, etc.
32. *ʁ represents a voiced uvular fricative. PEC *kwV “thou” > Chechen ho, Dargwa hu, Tsakhur Gu [su], etc.
33. Second person singular prefix in verbal forms and nouns (“thy-”).
34. Ket ûk “thy”, k-, ku-(2nd pers. sg. prefix), Yug k-, ku-(2nd pers. sg. prefix), etc.
35. Kabardian wa, Khinalug wi, Tsakhur wu, Archi un, Avar mun, etc. “thou”; Chechen vaj “we” (inclusive), etc.
37. Ket ū, Yug u, Kott, Arin au, Pumpokol ue “thou”.
the second person singular likewise had two different stems, *(u)Gwu vs. *(a)wu*. Remnants of these stem alternations persist to this day, for example (Table 2):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Stem 1</th>
<th>Stem 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>Khinalug wi “thou” (direct)</td>
<td>oχ “thee” (dative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tsakhur wu “thou”38 (direct)</td>
<td>jiχs- “thee, thy” (genitive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burushaski</td>
<td>Hunza un “thou” (direct)</td>
<td>gоо “thee, thy” (genitive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeniseian</td>
<td>Ket ū “thou”</td>
<td>ūk “thy” (possessive)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As is totally natural subsequent simplifications and reorganizations took place in the Dc daughter languages. For example, in Basque the first stem of each pair was selected for the direct form: *ni “I/me” and *hi “thou/thee”. (The East Caucasian language Dargwa made the same selection: nu and hu, respectively.) West Caucasian, on the other hand, generalized the second stem of each pair (e.g., Kabardian sa “I”, wa “thou”). Sino-Tibetan generally retains *(a)ŋV > *ŋa for “I”,39 but *(a)Ku > *Kwa “thou” is restricted to Tibetan, Burmese, and Gurung, and another second-person stem *na-(*γ) (of uncertain relationship to PDC *(a)wu-n-) is more general. In Na-Dene Athabaskan has first-person *ś-, possibly related to PDC *(a)dzu (devoiced as in West Caucasian and Nakh). The apparent reflexes of PDC *(a)Ku, Athabaskan χw- and Tlingit yi (yi) are second-person plural. The usual Na-Dene second-person singular stem, Athabaskan *ŋən and Haida daŋ, may be related to Sino-Tibetan *na-(η).

In sum, it is clear that the Dene-Caucasian first and second person singular pronouns are quite distinct in form from those of Eurasiatric.

### 3.2.3 Interrogative stems

When we compare the interrogative stems of the two macrofamilies we again find clear differences. The Nostraticists propose two primary interrogative stems for

38. Tsakhur has an alternate direct form Gu, apparently a merger or contamination of both stems. Possibly Ket ū “thou” and ūk “thy” also represent at least a partial merger.

39. Peter Norquest (p.c.) mentions the proposals of Sagart (1999), who argues that “the Old Chinese 1st person singular pronoun should be reconstructed as *la, as it occurs almost exclusively during the Shang and Western Zhou periods. The pronoun *ŋa does not appear until Eastern Zhou, and he argues that it is based on analogy with the early 1st person collective pronoun *ŋaj (corresponding to 2nd singular *na and 2nd collective *naj). Moreover, he argues that Tibeto-Burman occurrences of 1st singular *(ŋa are borrowings from Chinese, and that original Tibeto-Burman 1st singular was actually *ka (meaning, if you agree with his arguments, that an original Sino-Tibetan *(ŋa would be completely spurious and anachronistic).”
Eurasiatic, one of which, *k’V (Bomhard’s *k’V *kWha-/ *kWhə-, Greenberg’s k-) may have originally been the animate interrogative. Illich-Svitych distinguished *ko “who” from *mi “what” (Dybo 2004: 118). Greenberg (2000: 217) agreed, finding that “k- is essentially personal, unlike j- ... and m- ... which are practically always non-personal.” Some of the reflexes include Latin qui-s “who”, qui-d “what”, Hungarian ki, Komi kin, Tundra Yukaghir kin, Turkish kim, Mongolian ken, Aleut kin (the last six all “who”). Some of the reflexes of *mi “what” include Finnish mi-kä, Hungarian mi, Old Korean mi- “what”, Turkish –mi (interrogative particle), Chukchi mi-kin “who”, etc. (Attestation in Indo-European is spotty, e.g., Hittite mahhan “how”, Tocharian B mā-k-su “which, who”).

In Dene-Caucasian there are some scattered traces of the interrogatives *kw41 and *mV,42 but far more common are the stems we can characterize as *sV and *nV.

First, for *sV we find in Basque the interrogative stem *se-, in common Basque ze-r “what”, ze-in “which” ze-la(n) “how”, etc. In Caucasian the stem is very widespread, e.g., Ingush se “what”, Akhwakh su- “who, what” (oblique), Dargwa se “what” Ubykh sa “what”, etc. Burushaski the particle *-sa/*-se appears in interrogatives, e.g., Hunza bē-sa-n “what”, which, bè-se “why”.43 In Sino-Tibetan *su is widespread for “who” (Tibetan, Kiranti, Gurung su, Burmese su, Lepcha šu), and Lepcha has an interrogative particle sā-, as in sā-re “which, what”, sā-ba “where”, sā-lo “how”, etc. Yeniseian *as-/*sV- is found in Ket ašës “what”, aš-ka “when”, Kott ašix “what, how”, ši-na “what”, etc. In Na-Dene the *sV stem is found in Haida guū-su “what”, gii-s “where”, us (yes-or-no question marker), Tlingit dàà-sá “what”, daa-sá-yu “what is that?”, wàà-sá “how”, guū-sá “where”, ša (interrogative and indefinite particle), Chipewyan –sā’ (interrogative suffix), Navajo –š, -ša’ (interrogative suffix), dii-š “this one?”44 etc.

40. A third common interrogative stem is Illich-Svitych’s *ja = Bomhard’s *ay-, *ya- = Greenberg’s j-. Starostin preferred to reconstruct *yjV (Turkish ne “what”, Korean nu-gu “who”, Japanese nani “what”, IE *yor-, *i- > Sanskrit ayám “he”, Greek ὁς ἥ ὅ “he, she, this,” etc., Lithuanian jis “he”, German er “he”, etc.).


43. Per Bertil Tikkanen (p.c.) these s-elements in Burushaski are better viewed as original (inanimate) class markers.

44. The shushed š in Navajo (and Chipewyan s < *š) recalls the š in some Caucasian words: Hunzib šijo “what”, Udi šu “who”, etc.; in Sino-Tibetan, Lepcha šu “what, which, who.”
For the *nV stem Basque has *no-, as in common Basque no-r “who”, no-n “where” (cf. Tabasaran na’an id.), no-iz “when”, no-la “how”. In Caucasian we find words such as Hunzib hi-na “how?”, Tsez neti “when”, na “where”, Lezgi ni “who” (erg.), Tabasaran na'an “where”, etc. In Burushaski the stem is restricted to the Yasin dialect: áne “where, wherever”, ánum “whence”, ána “whither, where (to)”. Sino-Tibetan has Old Chinese *nāj “how, what”, Burmese nārīh (marker of special question), Jingpo go-nay, go-ninj “where”, etc. In Yeniseian the etyma are Ket anet, ana “who”, Yug anet “who”. (As far as I know, the *nV interrogative is absent from Na-Dene.)

The following table (Table 3) summarizes some of the differences between the proto-languages of Eurasian and Dene-Caucasian:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature type</th>
<th>Eurasian</th>
<th>Dene-Caucasian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>phonology</td>
<td>laterals</td>
<td>lateral resonants, fricatives, and affricates velar and uvular velar only multiple noun classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>laterals</td>
<td>resonants only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>morphology</td>
<td>velar/postvelar</td>
<td>velar only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noun class/gender</td>
<td>animate/inanimate</td>
<td>animate/inanimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interrogative stems</td>
<td>*KV/*mi</td>
<td>*sV/*nV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Fruitfulness

Edward Sapir, in a 1921 letter to Alfred Kroeber, remarked on the fruitfulness of his “Sino-Dene” hypothesis in words that convey his excitement of discovery: “If the morphological and lexical accord which I find on every hand between Na-Dene and Indo-Chinese is “accidental”, then every analogy on God’s earth is an accident. It is all so powerfully cumulative and integrated that when you tumble to one point a lot of others fall into line.”45 This has been my experience with the dc hypothesis as well. Some examples of this fruitfulness are summarized below.

In the course of my investigation of a dc phonological feature, the lateral affricates, I have discovered a number of fascinating facts about the dc lexical system, one of which is the semantic relationship between “bottom” and “left (hand)”, originally with a lateral affricate in both words, probably the glottal lateral affricate *tl’. Note the Caucasian and Na-Dene examples below.

---

45. Golla (1984: 374). This quote was also cited by Ruhlen (1994b: 25).

4.2 “left” (hand): Caucasian: Bezhta őtlâ-tľas, Tindi antl:i-tľa-s:a ( < PEC *VntiV + locative) Na-Dene: Haida (S) s-tl’aanə “left” (place noun); Navajo –tlâ “left-handed”, tlâá “left-handed one”, Mattole tl’ehe’ “left-handed”

We know of semantic associations with “right” or “left” (hand) in other language families. (Cf. Sanskrit daksin̄a- “right, south”, Hebrew יָמָן “right, south”.)

Another semantic cluster, also involving lateral affricates, is seen in the following words involving the putting on, and taking off, of footwear. We can begin with a lexical comparison made many years ago by Hermann Berger, the late Burushaski specialist. Berger, who had studied under the noted Basque scholar Koldo Mitxelena (a.k.a. Luis Michelen) noticed that Basque and Burushaski had the same word for “barefoot”. In the Bizkaian or farthest western dialect of Basque the word is ortoz, in Gipuzkoan it is ortuz, in the “French” Basque dialects of Lapurdi and Basse Navarre “barefoot” is orthuts, and in the northeastern Zuberoan dialect there are the verbs erthü’st “to have bare feet”, orthü´st “to take off one’s shoes”, as well as the adjective orthü´ts “barefoot”.

Berger (1959, p. 27, note 35, and p. 33, note 57) compared the Basque words with a word found in the Yasin dialect of Burushaski (but not, apparently, in the other two dialects of Hunza and Nager): holtás or hultás “barefoot” (where ʂ represents a retroflex sibilant). 46 This adjective appears to be connected with a verb found in all dialects of Burushaski and can be reconstructed as *-ltá- “to put on shoes or stockings”,47 as in matúmišo muzámuts u-ltá-m “dressed in long black boots”.48 I have connected Burushaski *-ltá-, *-ltə- with a number of words in other dc languages relating to footwear:

Caucasian: Proto-East Caucasian * =ōmdLV “to put on (trousers, shoes)” > Chamalal =iň’n “to put on (shoes, footwear, trousers)”; Akhwakh itl’e-l “stocking”; Avar (Andalal) hinl’: “sock, stocking”; Archi =ubtla-s “to put on (trousers)”, etc.

46. Berger (1959) lists the words as holtas, hultaš. Berger (1974) has only the form hultás, with final stress.

47. In verb forms with a prefix the stem is realized as –ltá-, without a prefix as tá- (Berger 1974, 1998). There is a corresponding transitive verb *-ltə- “to put shoes or stockings on someone”.

Sino-Tibetan: Proto-Sino-Tibetan *luamH “a kind of shoe” > Old Chinese *lon’ “shoes for criminals with lopped toes”, Tibetan lham “boot shoe”⁴⁹

Na-Dene: Navajo –tlé, -tlèè’ “socks, stockings, leggings”

The very presence of a verb specifically for “putting on footwear” (as opposed to a combination of verb and noun) is notable, and furthermore the existence of a cognate with that meaning in several branches of dc seems to constitute another piece of powerful evidence for the reality of the dc macrofamily. The striking parallel between Basque *oťūtś and Burushaski *hultās “barefoot” suggests that the suffix (Bsq tś = Bur ʂ) marks a “reversive” of the dc verb “to put on footwear”. As an example of Sapir’s “when you tumble to one point a lot of others fall into line” (mentioned above), I will point out that there is a recurrent phonological correspondence of Basque *rt = Burushaski –lt- = Caucasian –tl(‘)- = Na-Dene –tl(‘)- in other etymologies. (See Bengtson 2004 for more examples.)

5. Inference to the best explanation

Finally we come to the last question enumerated in Section 2: the question of the best explanation for language diversification (and thus ethnogenesis) in northern Eurasia: are the superior hypotheses Eurasian and Dene-Caucasian, or are other hypotheses preferable, or even possible?

Here we can discuss the very nature of hypothesis and its role in science. The Honoree of this volume has this to say about the importance of hypothesis to historical linguistics:

Our greatest strength, us long rangers, is hypothesis breeding or creation. Next to that is our better understanding of what science is all about. Historical linguistics is not a branch of mathematics or formal logic. As Greenberg [1995] has argued brilliantly … the concept of proof is misused by linguists – from a scientific standpoint. … Charles Darwin’s theory has never been proven, has it? It just gets less and less likely to be false or more and more likely to be true. “Proof” is for algebra or courts of justice (Fleming 1994).

As shown by Peirce scientific hypotheses are created by abductive reasoning, the process of reasoning to the best explanation for a set of facts. Though abductive reasoning, like all modes of reasoning, is fallible, it remains the only logical process that

⁴⁹. PST reconstruction modified to correspond to the latest findings (see http://ehl.santafe.edu or http://starling.rinet.ru).
can create new knowledge. Once the hypothesis has been formed, predictions may be inferred by deduction and tested by induction (Peirce 1878; Anttila 1972: 196–197). This is the scientific process by which, in Fleming’s words, Darwin’s theory “gets less and less likely to be false or more and more likely to be true.”

As outlined briefly in Section 1, there has been a succession of hypotheses about the early linguistic diversification of northern Eurasia. The earliest hypotheses were rather vague and amorphous, and as they evolved linguists began to realize the distinctiveness (“otherness” in the Whitehouse sense) of Basque and Caucasian and separated them from the remaining families. As the Eurasiat hypothesis (at first called “Nostratic”) continued to evolve linguists extended its bounds farther to the East, taking in obscure families of unwritten languages such as Yukaghir, Chukchi-Kamchatkan, and Eskimo-Aleut, based on the agreement of their morphology and lexicon with the diagnostic features of the already recognized Eurasiat languages. Some linguists continued to include in their Nostratic the ancient Afro-Asiat family, prestigious because of its ancient literature and cultural importance, while others, cognizant of the differences between relationship and taxonomy (Ruhlen 2001, 2005) increasingly viewed Afro-Asiat as an ancient sister macrofamily coordinate with Eurasiat.

It was not until the twentieth century that the beginnings of the Dene-Caucasian hypothesis began to take shape, probably because it involved mainly obscure, isolated, non-prestigious and non-literary languages (except for Chinese, Burmese, and Tibetan). The idea of Dene-Caucasian, with its widely separated and diverse membership, was even more audacious than the concept of Nostratic/Eurasiat (Bengtson 1998), but a few linguists, driven by what they saw as diagnostic grammatical and lexical morphemes, persisted in developing the hypothesis, often in the face of withering criticism (Bengtson 1994, Ruhlen 2001). Though there were a few forerunners, we can date the beginnings of the Dene-Caucasian hypothesis to Trombetti and Sapir in the 1920’s (Ruhlen 2001; Bengtson 1994). Now, some eight decades later, we think we have a clearer picture of both the membership of dc and its supporting evidence (morphology, lexicon, phonology).

Are the Eurasiat and Dene-Caucasian hypotheses the best explanation for language diversification in northern Eurasia? As shown above (final table of Section 3) we can now describe many of the diagnostic differences between the two macrofamilies. Once we understand that the proper basis of genetic classification is taxonomy

---

50. Even a relatively recent hypothesis, the Vasco-Dene or Basque-Dennean of Morris Swadesh (Swadesh 1971; Fleming 1987, 1990b), was rather amorphous. In fairness to Swadesh, his life ended prematurely before he could fully refine the hypothesis, one that anticipated the “mega-super-phylum” (Fleming 1987: 214) that Fleming (1991) and others call “Borean” or “Boreal” (= northern).
Inference to the best explanation (Ruhlen 2001, 2005), we can realize that the languages of northern Eurasia can be classified into two major groups based on the “specific, and distinct, grammatical and lexical morphemes that characterize each” (Ruhlen 2005: 348), in the same way that, for example, mammals can be classified into different families and genera on the basis of relatively few diagnostic traits.51

Once the historical linguist has identified a diagnostic core of traits that cannot plausibly be coincidental, are too extensive to be explained by known language contact phenomena, and clearly do not exist together in any other languages, the hypothesis of genetic relatedness becomes the best explanation ... Once this begins to happen, the hypothesis could be considered “proven,” at least in practical terms (Vajda 1999: 88–90).

After many decades of abduction, deduction, and induction I believe we are now at this “proven in practical terms” stage with the Eurasian and Dene-Caucasian hypotheses. The essential diagnostic traits of each are fairly well understood (see Section 3), and there has been enough work done on both hypotheses to show that they are fruitful (Section 4).

Another indication of the high probability of a linguistic hypothesis is the presence of shared irregularities or suppletive paradigms, such as the Germanic pattern represented by English good/better, German gut/besser, Swedish god/bättre, etc. According to Greenberg (1987: 30) this type of paradigm “is obviously of enormous probative value,” and Newman (2000: 264) agrees, going so far as to state that suppletions such as these “would permit one to postulate relatedness between these languages even in the absence of other evidence.” Indeed, this kind of shared irregularity can be found in both Eurasian and Dene-Caucasian. Both Dolgopolsky (1984) and Greenberg (2000) agree that the first-person-singular suppletion characteristic of Indo-European *egHom “I”/*me “me” is found in far away Chukchi Kamchatkan (†South Kamchadal kim “I”/ma “me”), and both represent a pattern inherited from Proto-Eurasiatic. Shared irregularities in Dene-Caucasian first and second person pronouns have been discussed above (Section 3.2: Khinalug wî “thou”/ọχ “to thee”, etc.).

For some perspective, it must be admitted that the evidence for Eurasian and Dene-Caucasian is comparable to that assembled so far for African (macro-)families (or phyla) such as Niger-Congo. Although “no comprehensive reconstruction has yet been done for the [Niger-Congo] phylum as a whole” its genetic unity is accepted by Africanists mainly on the basis of “noun class systems, verbal extensions and basic

---

51. Whitehouse (p.c.) cautions against an overextension of biological analogies, since “biology is physically constrained in a way that language is not, and therefore much more clear-cut. After all, a reptile species cannot “borrow” a placenta from its mammal neighbours in the way that word order or phonology can be modified by areal contact.”
lexicon” (Williamson & Blench 2000: 11–12). And in spite of the fact that in “some families or branches [of Niger-Congo] the [noun class] system has been remodeled, or indeed lost with virtually no trace” (Ibid., p. 12; cf. the analogy to Dene-Caucasian, described in Section 3.2), genetic unity is still accepted on the basis of the other two criteria. “Given the extensive similarity of sound and meaning in particular grammatical elements as well as in basic vocabulary, and the complex changes they have undergone, it is inconceivable that this could be due to chance and extremely unlikely that it is due to borrowing” (Ibid., p. 13). Though Greenberg’s methodology has been severely criticized (wrongly, in my opinion),52 his four African phyla remain and are the basis of African historical linguistics as currently practiced (Fleming 2000–2001; Heine & Nurse 2000).

I propose in conclusion that the best explanation offered so far for linguistic diversification in northern Eurasia is the postulated existence of two old language families (macro families): Eurasiatc and Dene-Caucasian. No one has proposed a third possibility, at least for the northern half of this landmass,53 and the nearest macro families, in southern Eurasia, appear to be Afro-Asiatic (to the southwest) and Austric (to the southeast). The intriguing possibility of yet another macro family, Indo-Pacific, on the Eurasian landmass has been posited by Whitehouse, et al. (2004).54

But the work is far from finished. All the linguists who work on these hypotheses would agree that extensive testing of etymologies (lexical hypotheses) through phonology, separating loanwords from inherited words, and refinement of proto-language morphology must continue and will continue. Another thing that needs to be done is to define more precisely the membership of each macrofamily. It is embarrassing that each paleolinguist seems to have a different list of members of Eurasiatc and/or Dene-Caucasian, a fact that prevents some linguists from taking either hypothesis seriously. The most probable taxonomic status of, for example,

---

52. As Fleming (1987, 2000–2001) and Ruhlen (1987, 1994a, 2001, 2005) have repeatedly pointed out, Greenberg used the same taxonomic methods as were used by the discoverers of all accepted language families.

53. Linguists have assumed, for example, that the Saami (Lapps) once had their own language and adopted their present Uralic language, though what their original language was is not known. It is likewise assumed that other early Europeans had languages that were submerged by Indo-European. Nevertheless, there is no direct evidence of these submerged languages, or whether or not they were distinct from Eurasiatc and Dene-Caucasian.

54. It is highly probable that Indo-Pacific (and Australian) began as a Eurasian language family whose speakers migrated to the islands off the southern coast of Asia, and Australia-Tasmania. The IP languages that remained in southern Asia were eventually submerged by Austric, et al. except Kusunda (according to Whitehouse, et al.).
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Etruscan, Sumerian, Gilyak (Nivkh), Kusunda, and Ainu should be more definitively determined.

In the spirit of the Honoree of this volume,

One must agree with Michalove [1997] ... that bold ventures are worth making because sometimes, when given a full hearing, they carry new truth, teach us something, show new paths. ... Dolgopolsky and his students and Carleton T. Hodge inspired me and others to join in the hot pursuit of deep human prehistory. Ducking the stones thrown by the pettifoggers,⁵⁵ we find the whole exercise quite exciting and wonderfully fruitful. Is that not what science is supposed to be? (Fleming 1999: 425)
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Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Alaskan (Haida dialect)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN</td>
<td>Alto Navarro (Basque dialect) = High Navarrese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Bizkaia (Basque dialect)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN</td>
<td>Bas Navarrais (Basque dialect) = Low Navarrese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>common Basque</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Dene-Caucasian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>Eurasiatian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Gipuzkoa (Basque dialect)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Hunza (Burushaski dialect)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Lapurdi (Basque dialect) = Labourdin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Masset (Haida dialect)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Nager (Burushaski dialect)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁵⁵. Pettifogger: “A lawyer whose methods are petty, underhanded, or disreputable: SHYSTER; one given to quibbling over trifles” (Webster).
Roncalés (Basque dialect)
Skidegate (Haida dialect)
Yasin (Burushaski dialect) = Werchikwar
Zuberoan (Basque dialect) = Souletin
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Slaying the dragon across Eurasia
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Myths relating the slaying of a large reptile by a hero or trickster deity appear in many mythologies across Eurasia and beyond, in Polynesia and the Americas. They are an important part of the creation myths. The killing of the monster liberates the dammed up waters as to make the world fertile and inhabitable for humans. Related is the connection between summer solstice and the marriage of the dragon slayer (or a hunter) with a local virgin, ultimately, the marriage of sun and moon, as found from Old India via China and Japan to the Kekchi Mayas. Such myths are traced back to a reconstructed Late Paleolithic mythology, called “Laurasian” that incorporates myths from the beginning of the world to its final destruction. Historical Comparative Mythology is to be added as another approach in our quest to understand early humans.
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1. Introduction

Myths1 all over the globe exhibit certain similarities that have attracted the attention of modern scholars for some hundred and fifty years. In any attempt to explain the early history of anatomically modern humans, comparative mythology would be expected to add important aspects, however, research along these lines has hardly been

1. A brief definition of myth may run like this: Myths are highly regarded, more or less standardized, non-secular tales dealing with questions of the origin, nature and ultimate destiny of the world and its human beings, including those of their societies, rituals and festivals. There are many other formulations; however, a very comprehensive and useful definition has recently been given by W. van Binsbergen, Paper at the Conference “Myth and the disciplines” at Leiden, Dec.12, 2003, see: http://www.shikanda.net/ancient_models/leopard/leopardwww.htm, http://www.shikanda.net/topicalities/kyoto/kyoto.htm.
carried out so far. This is not surprising as records of myths go back only some 5,000 years and most have been recorded in much more recent times.

Whenever myths have indeed been compared on a larger scale it was based on preconceived notions of interpretation. To be sure, myths have been studied for a long time, ever since the times of the ancient Greeks, Indians and Chinese, and in the modern Occident for at least some 330 years. However, such studies, comparative or otherwise, have not yet yielded a cogent system of relationships. There are several ways to explain such wide-ranging similarities.

However, earlier types of explanations of myth proposed so far fail to address the central, but generally unnoticed problem: the comparability of whole systems of myths; in other words, to use a linguistic simile, the comparison of whole grammars, not just of a particular word, form, declension/conjugation or syntactical feature. When actually comparing whole systems of myths it can be noticed – though not explored so far – that local mythologies, such as the Vedic Indian, Japanese, Icelandic or Maya ones, not only have similar contents (individual myths with similar motifs), but that these items are also arranged in similar fashion. In exploring this feature I do not compare randomly from mythologies all over the world, but only from those that

2. Such as the two most current ones of diffusion (Frobenius, Baumann, etc.), common underlying features of the human mind (Jung, Campbell; also, though more limited in geographical space, Lévi-Strauss’s binary systems), etc. Diffusion entails that the similarities in widely distributed myths are due to a gradual dispersion of such motifs from a known or reconstructed center. The other current theory, of common universal traits of the human psyche, is based on C.G. Jung’s psychology (followed by J. Campbell and others): certain motifs, or their composite parts (archetypes) are universal and can appear in dreams, visions and myths, and can re-emerge at any time.


6. There is a long list of interpretations of myth, from the Classical and Renaissance stance (Vico) regarding them as allegorical or euhemeristic, from Max Müller’s disguised nature myths to astral mythology, from ritual to Malinowski’s social charter, from Freud’s theories of repression to Jung’s universal psychic archetypes, from myth as disguised history to Lévi-Strauss’ binary, structural analysis supposedly reflecting the structure of the human mind.

follow a certain narrational scheme. Indeed, a fairly large number of them exhibit a common story line, that I call Laurasian, after the geological name of the early northern supercontinent.

This narrative scheme encompasses, in succession, the ultimate origins of the universe and the world, the subsequent generations of the gods, an age of semi-divine heroes, the emergence of humans, and the origins of (noble) lineages. It frequently includes a violent end to our present world, sometimes with the hope for a new world emerging out of the ashes. Ultimately, the universe is seen as a living body, in analogy to the human one: it is born from primordial incest, grows, develops, comes of age, and has to undergo final decay and death.

The new approach, of historical comparative mythology, has been proposed earlier (Mother Tongue VI, 2001: 45–62). It has recently, though unwittingly, been called “essentially romantic” as it looks for, and points toward, a common source, that certainly “may no longer exist,” as William Jones put it in 1786 with regard to the Proto-Indo-European parent language. Indeed, as pointed out in MT VI, this new approach, and the steps taken, are similar to the well tested methods of historical (and long range) linguistics.

In the present paper, a certain type of myth, the slaying of the dragon, will be explored in some detail. It belongs to the important series of creation myths that has been discussed elsewhere.


9. As W. Doniger chose to call it in The New York Times Book Review (July 14, 1991: 3, 26): “Given cultural convergences the theoretically possible explanations are: (a) diffusion, (b) derivation from a common source (c) derivation from structural characteristics of the human mind. [Ginsburg] rejects the idea of a common source because he rejects a model which is Romantic even before it is positivist: that of the genealogical tree.” However it is precisely this model that has been successfully used by comparative historical linguistics, palaeontology, and – visible in popular accounts since the Fall of 1990 – in the very influential genetic studies (cf. Witzel 2001). Incidentally, in her review, Doniger had many of the facts in hand that would have allowed her to observe the opposition between Eurasian (Laurasian) and sub-Saharan African (Gondwana) mythology, but due to the engrained “path dependencies” of the psychological interpretation, from Freud onwards, she failed to draw the obvious conclusions discussed in this and earlier papers. Recent advances in human genetics lend additional support to this scenario; such results (especially the early, Paleolithic emigration from Africa along the coasts of the Indian/W. Pacific Oceans) will be dealt with separately (Witzel, Origins: working title).

2. The dragon

The dragon in the form of a giant lizard-like creature or as a giant snake enjoys a worldwide spread (S. Thompson, 1932–6: Motif B11).\textsuperscript{11} This spread has usually been explained by diffusion (Smith 1919) or by archetypes (C.G. Jung), see above. However, Blust (2000: 520) provides a survey of its typical traits. He believes that dragon ideas “arose through processes of reasoning which do not differ essentially from those underlying modern scientific explanations.” He traces this back, ultimately, to the observation of rainbows.\textsuperscript{12} Though this natural phenomenon has been interpreted as a giant snake by the peoples of many areas (Sub-Saharan Africa, South America, Australia), it will be seen that the reptilian\textsuperscript{13} form that (mostly) possesses legs and that is found in large areas of Eurasia, is of a different nature. In the perspective of Laurasian mythology, its appearance in “mythological history” is tied to a particular stage in creation myths.

After the initial creation of the universe, of the earth, and of light and sunshine,\textsuperscript{14} the new earth is not yet ready for living beings. It has to receive moisture, whether (sweet) water or the blood of a primordial creature. In many traditions, it is the latter. Only after the earth has been fertilized by the Dragon’s blood it can support life.

\textsuperscript{11} In some detail: B 11: data from Europe, India, Korea; B11.1. Origin of the dragon (e.g., from worm); B11.2. Form of dragon; B11.2.1. Dragon as compound animal (Europe, China, Egypt); B11.2.1.1. Dragon as modified serpent (Amerindian, Japanese, Indian) or fish (China); B11.2.3. Many-headed dragon (Europe, Iran, Indian; Japan, S. America: Araucanian; Africa: Fulah; B11.2.11. Fire-breathing dragon; B11.6. Deeds of dragons; B11.7. Dragon as rain-spirit (China) or bringing water (India, Japan); B16.6. Giant devastating serpent, cf. R111.1.3. Rescue of princess (maiden) from dragon; B11.11. Fight with dragon (Europe, Egypt, Iran, China, Japan; Africa (Fang); (cf. A531. Culture hero overcomes monsters); cf. also B15.1.2.2.- B11.2.3.1/B15.1.2.8.1. Three-to Nine-headed dragons. B11.7. Dragon as rain-spirit; A1111. Impounded water: Water is kept by monster so that mankind cannot use it. A hero defeats the monster and releases the water (worldwide). Also: A876. Midgard Serpent; B91.1. Naga. Serpent demon; B91.2. Plumed serpent; A139.3. Dragon god; A132.1. Snake-god. – It has to be noted that S. Thompson’s data are confined, by and large, to Eurasia and the Americas.

\textsuperscript{12} Barber & Barber (2004: 232–244), too, explain the dragon, somewhat simplistically, as derived from certain features observed in nature, however, mostly those of northwestern Europe. They do not include a worldwide survey such as done by Blust 2000.

\textsuperscript{13} It has scales in all areas surveyed by Blust 2000: 520 (Europe, Near East and Egypt, India, Far East, Mesoamerica, North America); however, apparently not in S. America (but note a many-headed dragon with the Araucanians, Thompson 1932–6: Motif B11.2.3.1); see further below, at the end.

\textsuperscript{14} See M. Witzel 2005: Vala and Iwato.
Frequently, (Father) Heaven and (Mother) Earth are the primordial deities. Their children are, e.g., the Greek Titans, Indian Asuras or Jpn. *Kuni.no Kami* (“mundane gods”). The latter’s younger and victorious cousins are the Olympian gods, the Indian Devas or the Jpn. *Ama.no Kami* (“heavenly gods”); their older cousins are regarded as enemies or monsters who have to be slain or at least be subdued temporarily.

Most prominent among such fights is the slaying of the primordial Dragon by the Great Hero, a descendant of Father Heaven. In the Vedic texts of early India, it is the great god Indra who kills the three-headed reptile, just like his Iranian counterpart Thraētaona (Avesta texts) kills the three-headed dragon, or as their distant equivalent in old Japan, the god Susa.no Wo (Kojiki, Nihon Shoki), kills the “eight-forked” dragon, *Yamata.no Orochi*.

The same is echoed at the other end of Eurasia. In England, it is Beowulf, in the Icelandic Edda it is Sigurd (the Siegfried of Wagner’s opera and of the medieval Nibelungen Epic) who perform the heroic feat of slaying the “worm.” We may also compare Herakles’ killing of the Hydra of Lerna. Herakles is the mortal son of the king of the Olympian gods, Zeus. In his famous 12 deeds, Herakles not only kills various monsters but he also finds the cows, or dawns (§ 5): in other words, he acts just like the Vedic Indra.

Closely related to the latter is the Slavic myth of the hero’s fight with *Veles*. His name reflects the Avestan *Vara*, Vedic *Vala*, both of which are terms for an underground fortress or cave that contains the “cows” (dawns), the sun and moon as well as the goods desired by humans. (In the Nuristani myths of NE Afghanistan, it is called “the house near heaven”). The dichotomy between Slav. *Veles* (Lithuanian *Vėlinas*, *Vėlnias*; Latvian *Vēls*) and *Perun’* (Lith. *Perkū´nas*, Puhvel 1987: 226 sq) is still seen in place names, even in such relatively late Slavicized areas as Dalmatia (Katičić 2001).

The Indo-European myths have recently been studied by C. Watkins (1995) and to some extent by Barber and Barber (2004: 232–244).

---

15. In Japan (and to some extent in Polynesia), 8 is the preferred number in enumerative systems, while it is 9 in northern (shamanic) Eurasia and China, and 7 in the Greater Near East: interesting regional features that need further exploration.

16. As the dragon is called in Germanic languages. We may also compare Thor’s and Tyr’s killing of the giants.

17. Many Indo-European comparisons (especially Slavic ones) have been made by Ivanov and Toporov 1970, 1974.

18. They find simple explanations, based on the experience of nature. However, they mostly deal with northwestern Indo-European and some Near Eastern dragons but they neglect Indian, Chinese, Japanese and older pre-Occidental ones, such as the well-known chain of transmission of mythemes from Persia > Rome/Byzantium > Germanic tribes (Bächtold-Stäubli 1987: 364–367. s.v. *Drache*). The only exception is their study of some astronomical features in their
Further afield, in ancient Egyptian myth, the victorious sun (Re) each night slays the dragon of the deep (Apophis, “with a knife on his head”), when it passes underground back towards the east as to rise again. Even Apophis’ bones are destroyed; there is total destruction, and not even his shadow is left. In ritual, too, Apophis is burnt daily in effigie at dawn and dusk. In Mesopotamia, Marduk’s killing of Tiamat is a related theme. The earliest Chinese mythology has the “black dragon” killed; the dragon was not yet regarded then as a beneficial being, as later on.

There are even echoes as distant as in Hawai‘i (mo‘o monsters), while the myth as such seems absent, prima facie, in the Americas. On closer look, however, there are a number of myths that speak of killing various types of ogres, even outside the Na-Dene speaking Athapaskan tribes (Bierhorst 1986: 68) that are more closely related to Siberia. Examples are found among the southern California Chumash (Bierhorst 1986: 94), and as far as the most distant South American tribes, such as those of the Gran Chaco (Wilbert & Simoneau 1987: 703, 729) and of Tierra del Fuego (Campbell 1988: I 2: 256; Wilbert 1975: 39–43; Gusinde 1931: 593–595, 597–599).

3. Japan, India, and Iran

To facilitate a closer comparison, individual mythologies are investigated, to begin with, the oldest Japanese texts, Kojiki and Nihon Shoki (712/720 CE). According to them, the dragon Yamata no orochi lives on the river Hi in Izumo, the land assigned to Susa.no Wo, originally the lord of the Ocean. He is the son of the primordial parent deities Izanagi and Izanami. Nihon Shoki 1.51 (Aston 1972) says that the dragon in the land of Izumo, on the Hi river, “had an eight-forked head and
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eight-forked tail; his eyes were red like the winter cherry; and on his back firs and cypresses were growing.\(^{22}\) As it crawled it extended over a space of eight hills and eight valleys,\(^ {23}\) with the typical Jpn. stress of the number eight. Susa.no Wo gets the dragon drunk with Sake, and cuts off one head after another.\(^ {24}\) Tearing him apart, he finds a sword (\textit{kusa-nagi.no tsurugi} in the dragon’s tail which is to become important later on in Japanese myth (and as the sword of the Emperor). The dragon’s spilled blood makes earth fertile. Susa.no Wo\(^ {25}\) marries the virgin Kushi-nada Hime whom he had rescued from the dragon, and finally enters the Netherworld (\textit{toko-yo.no kuni}) via Cape Kumano (Nihon Shoki 1.60)

The old Iranian and Vedic Indian myth of slaying the dragon is of Indo-European origin, but it has undergone some local influences, especially in the shared Central Asian homelands of both peoples (Witzel 2000, 2003, 2004). The dragon is the primordial guardian of productive forces or of riches, and the divine Vedic hero Indra or the Iranian heroes Thraētaona (Avesta: \textit{Yašt} 5. 33–35, Yasna 9. 7–8) or Kərəsəspa (Yt 19. 38–40, Y 9. 11) are his slayers.

It is one of Indra’s main deeds to overcome Vṛtra, which originally meant just “resistance” (Benveniste-Renou 1934). He was imagined in IIr. tradition as a dragon or as a giant snake, lying on the primordial mountain or in the ocean. Its dragon form is found in IIr. as *\textit{aj’hī}, Old Iranian \textit{aži}, Vedic \textit{ahi} “dragon”, a three-headed (\textit{tri-śīrṣan/ūri-kamāroda}) reptile monster. In Vedic he also appears as the three-headed Viśvarūpa, son of a primordial deity, Tvaśṭr,\(^ {26}\) who is the adoptive father of Indra. When Indra kills the dragon Viśvarūpa, he thus kills his “cousin” (or due to “adoption” by Tvaśṭr, even his step-brother), which clearly reflects the common IIr dichotomy between the \textit{Deva} and \textit{Asura} deities discussed above. However, there is archaeological evidence for the dragon from Southern Central Asia, an area where the speakers of pre-Vedic and pre-Avestan have passed through (Witzel 2003, 2004).

There are many representations (Francfort 1994) of the dragon in the Bactria-Margiana Archeological Complex (BMAC), an early South-Central Asian Bronze age culture (2400–1600 BCE), an area that the ancestors of the speakers of Old Iranian and Vedic have passed through or even stayed for a while, and where they were deeply

\(\text{\footnotesize \(22\). Similar description of the 3-headed monster is found in the Avesta.}\)

\(\text{\footnotesize \(23\). Aston 1972: 55sqq.}\)

\(\text{\footnotesize \(24\). Cf. myth of Perseus and his killing of the Gorgon Medusa, see Graves 1955, vol. I: 238.}\)

\(\text{\footnotesize \(25\). His child is Oho-na-muchi.no Kami, Oho-na-muji, Oho-na-mochi, etc (cf. Kojiki 1.10, Philippi 1968: 67), whose beneficial acts include that he “established this sub-celestial world, and created medicines … and controlled calamities of birds, beasts creeping things …” (Nihon Shoki 1. 59).}\)

\(\text{\footnotesize \(26\). Cf. Avesta, \textit{Yašt} 19.18 ñōwōrōštar as “creator” of Ahura Mazda’s creation, cf. Yasna 29.6, Oberlies 2000: 370.}\)
influenced in mythology and ritual (Lubotsky 2001; Witzel 2003, 2004, 2006) (Interaction between the BMAC and steppe peoples is now clearly visible: the BMAC has certain steppe influences, in pottery etc., and the opposite direction of influence is sometimes assumed for the Arkhaim/Sintashta culture\textsuperscript{27} in the Urals area.) In the BMAC, the dragon mainly appears as an ugly, scaled, human-headed man standing with a water vessel in one arm (Francfort 1994). In most Ir. descriptions, however, the dragon is seen not in human form but as a giant reptile, killed by the heroes Thraētaona (Yašt 5. 33–35, Yasna 9. 7–8) or Kərəsəspa (Yašt 19. 38–40, Yasna 9. 11), who was resting and cooking on the beast. (cf. Oberlies 2000: 371 sq.). Slight differences of Ir. myth in the Avesta and the Veda must seen within the context of the Avesta that represents the local successor of the BMAC culture. We would then have, in Ir., these epithets of an old Dragon Slayer god (Witzel 2004):

\begin{tabular}{ll}
\textbf{Indo-Iranian} & \textbf{Vedic/Old IA} \\
\textit{indra vrtraghan-} & \textit{Indra} \\
\textquotedblleft strong slayer of resistance\textquotedblright & \textit{Vṛtra, ahi, (\text{*}tri-si\'r\'san Viśvarūpa RV 10.8.9; 2.11.19, = \textit{tri-si\'r\'san trika\'kūd krīmi AV 5.23.9})} \\
& \textit{Śuṣṇa, Cumuri (local)} \\
\textbf{Avestan} & \\
(\text{Indra), Vərə\textsuperscript{30}ragna} & \textit{aži, (Y 9.8 ažīm dahākəm \textit{thri-kamə\textsuperscript{26}rəδam xšašašīm})} \\
(Kərəsəspa,\textsuperscript{28} cooking a meal in metal pot at noon, Yt 19.38–41) & \textit{yellowish monster, exuding yellow poison;} \\
(\text{Ātar, son of Ahura Mazdā Yt 19.47)} & \textit{Gaṇḍarəβa with yellow heel} \\
(Tištrīia Yt 8.13–23: in human, cattle, horse form) & \textit{aži Dahāka, thri-kamə\textsuperscript{26}rəδa} \\
& \textit{Daēuua Apaoša, ka-mə\textsuperscript{26}rəδa, black, bald horse} \\
\end{tabular}

\textsuperscript{27.} For the archeological background of contact between the steppe cultures (such as that of the Indo-Iranians) and the BMAC see Hiebert, Shishlina & Hiebert 1998 and Witzel 2003: 48sqq.

\textsuperscript{28.} Note that his name \textquotedblleft having emaciated horses\textquotedblright (Ved. Krṣāśva, cf. krṣag\textsuperscript{29}, krṣapa\textsuperscript{29}u) reflects the situation before the release of the waters; the name would fit Tištrīia better. – Note also the stress in Zoroastrian tradition on the miserable situation (cf. Y 51.12) of Zarathustra (\textquotedblleft having old camels?\textquotedblright) before he succeeded in gaining some followers.
However, the reptile also appears, with local Indian and Hindukush adaptations, as a giant cobra (*vyamsa, Schmidt 1963) and it is in this area that an overlap with the snake form (*Nāga) emerges. Even then, these northwestern Nāgas (found in Dardic and Nuristani speaking populations) are, to this day, guardians of water in the form of ice and snow, unlike their tropical Indian forms that are linked to the monsoon rains (Witzel 2004, and forthc.)

In the BMAC, however, the dragon appears as scaled anthropomorphic demon of draught who fights the eagle faced hero (Francfort 1994). The Eurasian motifs have evolved into a typical, local variety which has representations in its art of the motifs of the primordial dragon guarding and inhibiting the waters, the dragon-slaying hero, and a divine eagle.

Oxus religion :: Indo-Iranian religions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goddess</th>
<th>anthropomorphic DRAGON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fertility, vegetation</td>
<td>of drought;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Anāhitā</em>/ <em>Sarasvati/Rasā</em></td>
<td>then releases waters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Aditi, Dezālik</em></td>
<td>*Aži/Ahi / “<em>Vərədra”/Vytra</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Vṛtra &gt; cobra snake in India : Vyaṃsa</em></td>
<td><em>Apaoša (Forssman 1968)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Vṛtra</em></td>
<td>3-headed (IIr.) : ʒri-kamərdə/<em>tri-śīrṣan Viśvarūpa</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>combined forms, anthropomorphic</td>
<td><em>His children:</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lion/snake – <em>Sēnmurv?</em> (Schmidt 1980)</td>
<td>FIGHTS WITH THE HERO:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eagle faced (<em>Circaetus Gallicus “snake eagle”, Avest. saēna?</em>), Eagle flies in Winter over the Hindukush (<em>upairi saēna, upari śyena</em>); catches and eats snakes;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hero in human form:*Vərədragan/*Vṛtrahan, *Indara/Indra</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

29. The main river of Nuristan, Lu Nang, is derived from *Deva Nāga; Kashmirian Nāgas are so described in the local texts Nilamata Purāṇa (8th cent. CE?) and Rājatarangini (1151 CE).

30. Various Old Indo-Aryan and Old Iranian data have been added (in italics) for the sake of comparison.

31. For a detailed example, see the reproduction in Afghanistan 2002: 204, of the eagle-faced hero found on a bronze axe, from Daulatab near Balkh, of c. 2000 BCE.
The old Indo-European myth of dragon slaying has been adjusted in the Avesta under the influence of the BMAC and its successor cultures. There is both the killing of the dragon but also Tištriia's fight with the demon of drought, Apaoša, and the generation of clouds and rain, reflecting what Francfort has reconstructed for the BMAC belief system. Even in the Rgveda, Indra is not just the dragon slayer but is also closely connected with the release of the waters. The Rgvedic giant cobra, vyamása, surrounds the waters and must be killed (at least temporarily) to let them flow. This is more of an Afghanistan and Indus myth (Falk 1997) than a monsoon myth (Vajracharya 1997). In Central Asia, Afghanistan and the Panjab, the penned up waters, encapsulated by (the *Nāgas of) snow and ice, are released by the snow melt, resulting in the late spring/summer floods so prominent in the Avestan and Rgvedic texts (Falk 1997).

The Indo-Iranian myth, however, lacks the episode of freeing a young woman from the clutches of the dragon, a motif that is found in later Iranian texts and that has spread from there to Armenia (myths of Mher),32 the Caucasus and Europe, mostly in the form of the medieval Christian legend of St. George.33 The relationships between the dragon and the heroes can be summarized for the Germanic, Indo-Iranian, and Japanese areas as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sigurd/Siegfried</th>
<th>Indra</th>
<th>Susa.no Wo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beowulf</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dragon/ “worm”/ midgard snake</td>
<td>dragon ahi/aži/ snake/Nāga is slain</td>
<td>dragon yamata.no orochi is slain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Met, etc. going berserk</td>
<td>&gt; releases water Soma invigorates Indra</td>
<td>&gt; fertile land Sake is given to dragon, gets drunk, is killed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Just as in the Vala/Iwato myth (Witzel 2005), the dragon myth shows a close relationship between old Japanese and early Central Asian myth (c. 2000 BCE), represented by the Vedic and Old Iranian traditions. Such links are in need of further exploration. Attention so far has been focused on the relationship between Japanese and Scythian/Greek myths.

---

32. See the early medieval Armenian myth/epic of David of Sassoon.

33. For a detailed background of this tale, see Handbuch (Bächtold-Stäubli 1930sqq. 1987) vol. 3: 647, and cf. Barber and Barber 2004. The earlier Byzantine tale of St. George killing the Dragon is attested in Germany and in England only since the 12th century.
At the other end of Eurasia, in ancient Greece, the motif is first found in the Homeric hymn 3.179 ff., where the sun deity, Phoibos Apollo, kills a female dragon at his temple of Pytho, at Crisa, below the Parnassos mountain.

… Apollo … with his strong bow, the son of Zeus killed the bloated, great-she-dragon, … cruel Typhaon, … a plague among men … until the lord Apollo, who deals death from afar, shot a strong arrow at her. Then she, rent with bitter pangs, lay drawing great gasps of breath and rolling about that place… and so she left her life, breathing forth in blood. The Phoebus Apollo boasted over her: “Now rot here upon the soil that feeds men!” … and darkness covered her eyes.

(Evelyn-White 1914: 351)

In this version of the myth, however, nothing is said about fertilizing the earth or providing water for it. (As in several other Greek myths, early Near Eastern influence may be seen; cf. §4). We can also compare the myth of Kadmos and the dragon.

Kadmos founded castle of Kadmeia, the later Thebes. He killed a dragon, descended from Ares, with stones. He broke off the teeth of the monster and sowed them into the earth. Immediately, fully armed men arose from it, the ancestors of the Theban nobility. After an eight-year penance for having killed the dragon, Kadmos was married to Harmonia, daughter of Ares and Aphrodite; all gods attended. (In his old age both emigrated to Illyria where they turned into snakes and finally were admitted to Elysion). (see Graves 1995: 195–6; cf. 198–200).

4. Eurasia

Still older is the version preserved in the Mesopotamian text Enuma Elish, (tablet IV) which was recited at New Year. The deities elect the god Marduk as their leader and tell him:

“Go, and cut off the life of Tiamat!”
He fashioned a bow, designated it as his weapon,
Feathered the arrow, set in the string.
He lifted up a mace and carried it in his right hand,
Slung the bow and quiver at his side,
Put lightening in front of him,
His body was filled with an ever-blazing flame.
He made a net to encircle Tiamat with it, marshaled the four winds so that no part of her could escape …
And set his face towards Tiamat who raged out of control.
In his lips he gripped a spell,
In his hand he grasped a herb to counter poison …
The lord spread his net and encircled her …
He shot an arrow which pierced her belly,
split her down the middle and slit her heart,
vanquished her and extinguished her life.
He threw down the corpse and stood on top of her…
The Lord trampled the lower part of Tiamat.
With his unsparing mace smashed her skull,
Severed the arteries of her blood,
And made the North wind carry it off as good news.  (Dalley 1989: 249 sqq.)

The story continues, in the fashion of the Ymir-Puruṣa-Pangu myth\footnote{Dissection of the primordial giant in Iceland, India, China (Yang & An 2005: 176sqq); variations are found elsewhere.} to explain how the world was fashioned out of her bones.

In China, a dragon myth belongs to the oldest strata of local mythology. Nüwa (Nügua),\footnote{On her, see Yang & An 2005: 170–176; Mathieu 1989: 40 and especially p. 73 sq. In S.E. Chin. myth she escaped the great flood in a calabash. Nüwa is one of the three sovereigns of primordial age (Yang & An 2005: 170sqq), usually feminine, and associated with Fuxi, her brother, later her husband, in medieval, Tang texts. In Han time, she has a human head and a serpent body surrounding that of Fuxi. She created the human race, invented the flute.} the second of the primordial “emperors,” accomplishes the work of dragon slaying: in the beginning, the earth was still in chaos, some heroes must put it in order.

The 4 extremes and the nine provinces were dislocated … The heaven did not cover earth completely … Fire transgressed everywhere without being mastered, water accumulated without being dispersed. Beasts devoured men, rapacious birds took away the old and weak. Nügua purified the fire of the stones of all colors, killed the black dragon, … accumulated the ashes of reeds to stop the overflowing waters … She cut the feet of the grand tortoise in order to fix the 4 extremes (quarters of the sky) … Then men could live on earth. (Huainan zi)\footnote{Yang and An 2005: 172, Birell 1993: 69–72, 97–98, 146. For the tortoise, cf. other Eurasian and N. American myths; the black dragon = excess water; see Huainan zi, ch. 1 p. 3b.}

Here the topic of establishing the oikumene is most clearly expressed and killing the dragon is one of its requirements.\footnote{Other texts see it as an uprising, Liehtzu, ch.5: poem Tianwen/T’ang-wen.} Another version has, for the first time, a peaceful, beneficial dragon as habitually found in later Chinese myth. (Other texts see it as an uprising, Liehtzu, ch.5: poem Tianwen/T’ang-wen).\footnote{E.W. Lai 1995; Yang & An 2005: 94–95.} Then, there is the myth of Kung Kung.\footnote{Yang & An 2005: 124–126.}
Gong Gong [Kung Kung, Kanghui] extended the flood for 22 years… His son Yu emerged in the form of a horned dragon. Gun’s body also transformed into a dragon at that time and thenceforth lived quietly in the deeps… Yu led other gods to drive away Gong Gong, distributed the Growing Soil to remove most of the flood, and led the people to fashion rivers from Ying’s tracks and thus channel the remaining floodwaters to the sea. (Huainanzi, ch. 6: Lanming)

As to other early Chinese dragon-slayer myths, Lai (1995) focuses on the legendary Xia/Hsia mid-dynastic anthropogonic figure of Emperor K’ung-chia. He sees the Archer Yi of the East Coastal Region as belonging to the historic Shang, whose totem is the sun-bird. The prehistoric/legendary Hsia is in the Center and its totem is the snake-fish Dragon complex.

Southern China is home to a large number of Austric peoples. In one of their myths, coming from Sichuan (Szechwan), the ancient land Ba (Pa). The Pa serpent is said to have a black body and a green head. It is so gigantic and greedy that it could swallow an elephant whole. Downstream east lay the Grotto Court Lake, and the Pa serpent also lurked in the waters there and did harm to many fishermen.

Archer I, the hero of the I people in the east, killed this Pa serpent in a big battle. There is a small hill by the side of Lake Grotto Court that is called the Pa Mound. It is located at the southwest of Yueh-yang, Hunan province. It is where the bones of this gigantic Pa serpent were supposed to have been piled up after Archer I had killed the monster.

In a late, Muslim version from Yunnan, the Drought-chaser turns into a dragon:

During a long drought, the Drought-Chaser went to the sea and arrived at a crystal palace of the Sea Dragon, unlocked a thorny gate with a dragon-patterned board and entered. He found the Sea Dragon asleep, holding his rain pearl in his mouth. The Drought-Chaser grabbed the pearl, put in his own mouth, and ran as fast as he could retrace his footsteps. At that juncture, the Sea Dragon woke up. Discovering the pearl gone, he immediately gave chase. The Drought-Chaser swallowed the rain pearl and used the dragon-patterned board as a weapon. He struck the Sea Dragon’s head with it and brought this monster down. Suddenly though, the Drought-Chaser himself turned into a dragon. He flew out of the crystal palace on wings, and brought down a torrential downpour that helped to end the drought.

40. The sign for Pa is a picture of a snake.
The dragon here has two forms: asleep under the sea (winter) it withholds the subterranean water; awake to take to the air (spring) it brings down the rain from the clouds. The dragon board is the Son of Heaven’s insignia ordering the spirits of nature about.42

Finally, in Polynesia where we do not expect any dragons (Hawai‘i has no snakes or Komodo dragons), we still hear of them in the form of large lizard gods (Haw. mo‘o, Maori mokomoko, mokoroa, Tregear 1891: 249), who also appear in many other, smaller shapes. They are prominent in the creation story, which seems superficially influenced by Christian motives (Fornander 1969). However, the very similar Maori version (Tregear 1891: 57) has old verse lines mentioning them. In this myth, we find a “fallen chief,” there is the lying lizard Ilioha at the tree with the forbidden fruit of Kane (Maori Tane). In Fornander’s Hawai‘ian version, the first man (Haw. Kumu-honua, Maori Ko-honua) is formed out of earth. The Gods give him a garden in “the land that moved off,” with pig, dog, mo‘o of many sorts, and a tapu (taboo) tree.43

Comparison: The Eurasian dragon fight

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Egypt</th>
<th>Mesopot.</th>
<th>Greece</th>
<th>India</th>
<th>Japan</th>
<th>China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seth</td>
<td>Marduk</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>Indra</td>
<td>Susa.no Wo</td>
<td>Nügua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>god of thunder</td>
<td>〈new year</td>
<td>Kadmos &amp;</td>
<td>dragon ahi/</td>
<td>Yamata.no</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attacks dragon</td>
<td>myth!〉</td>
<td>the dragon</td>
<td>aži slain,</td>
<td>orochi slain,</td>
<td>Dragon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the deep,</td>
<td>attacks</td>
<td></td>
<td>dismembered</td>
<td>dismembered</td>
<td>killed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kills and</td>
<td>Tiamat &amp;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dismembers</td>
<td>monsters:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>him each night</td>
<td>dismembered</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Apophis)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gets drunk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Soma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by red beer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>invigorates</td>
<td>to dragon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Indra</td>
<td>drunk and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>killed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[Iran/Rome:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>St. George/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>virgin saved</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kushinada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hime saved</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

42. Interpretation by E.W. Lai, pers. comm. (February 29, 2004).

43. Cf. also the African version of the myth, with the Bassari in Togo (L. Frobenius 1924: 75–76, see Campbell 1988: 1. 1: 14).
5. Dragon and summer solstice

The appearance of the virgin or princess to be rescued from the Dragon by the Hero opens a wider vista that cannot be pursued here at length and will be treated in a future paper. This mytheme is the link to two widespread sets of myths.

1. The myths of the slaying of the dragon e.g., Susa.no Wo in Japanese myth, as detailed above. This is sometimes connected with Summer Solstice and with marrying a local virgin. Examples include that of Indra slaying the dragon (Vedic India), the Thraetaona’s slaying the Avestan three-headed dragon in summer, the BMAC/Nuristani dragon, as Nāga, melting ice and snow in early summer (Witzel 2004). The Japanese version involved the (temporary) marriage of the dragon slayer to a local virgin; it is a mirror image of the myth of the release of the Sun woman from the cave (Witzel 2005).

2. The myths of a (temporary) marriage with a divine nymph or “Weaver Woman” by a celestial or early human ancestor, Hunter or Cowherd. It takes place around the time of summer solstice. Examples include the Vedic Indian Purūravas and Urvāśi (Rgveda 10.95; Witzel 1987), the Cowherd and the Weaver woman in China (July 7). Ultimately, it seems to go back to the foundational myth of the marriage of Sun and Moon, as is seen among the Kekchi Maya in Guatemala (Witzel 2005).

One could stop here and regard the dragon stories as old myths that deal with the doing away of the monsters populating the newly emerged earth. They need to be overcome as to allow life on earth (frequently, even before humans emerge). However, as indicated, a closer look at these myths reveals that they are part of a grander scheme. We begin in Greece, where we find a myth that is close to what we can detect in Vedic India in connection with another primordial myth, the creation of light (see Witzel EJVS 12–1, 2005). In this Vedic myth, the dawn is symbolized by reddish cows that are released from a cave through the onslaught of the great heroic god Indra, or Tajikara in the Jpn. Kojiki. In early Greece, the cows of Geryoneus are rescued by Herakles.

Geryoneus, a giant with three bodies, is the son of Chryasor, son of Gorgo Medusa. He owns a great heard of cows on the island of Erytheia “redland”, which is situated in the extreme West. The great hero Herakles, son of the sky God Zeus, in his 10th work, travels there, puts up his two columns at Gibraltar/Atlas, crosses

---

44. Note that the northwestern land of Izumo, viewed from the early center in Yamato (Nara area east of Osaka), is an exact mirror image of Yamato: the land and its mythology (Kojiki 1. 19–31) represents the dark, evening/night aspect of Japan (including the entrance to the netherworld). It is opposed to that of southeastern Yamato, where the Sun Goddess rules at Ise, and where her descendant, the emperor, entered from another “sunfacing” (himuka = Hyūga) country in Kyushu, and then resided at Asuka/Nara.
the Okeanos in a golden beaker of Apollo (which he otherwise uses every night to cross the ocean). Herakles kills the herdsmen, the giant Eurytion, the two-headed dog Orth(ō)os, and finally, Geryoneus with the shot of an arrow. He then drives back the cows to Greece (where Eurystheus offers them to Zeus’ wife, Hera).

Obviously, the cows in the west are the opposite of the Dawn cows in the Vala cave of the East (Witzel 2005). Just as in the Veda (Jaiminiya Brāhmaṇa 2. 440–2), the island of the cows is situated in the extreme west, inside the ocean (Okeanos, Ved. Rasā), or rather on the borderline of subterranean waters, where one can get only in the same way as the sun crosses the ocean of night (as in Egyptian myth). The subterranean situation is also stressed by the appearance of the two-headed dog that reminds, in India, of the two “four-eyed” dogs of Yama, at the gate of the netherworld. Erytheia has long been understood as the “other world” (Jpn. Tokoyo), as the other world or the Savaiki (Hawai’i) paradise in Polynesian myth: both lie in the western direction.

Therefore, the gaining of the cows by Herakles – who seems to be like a Greek Indra – looks like a summer solstice/evening myth, a mirror image of the Vala/Iwato myth, that is a winter solstice/morning myth (Witzel EJVS 12-1, 2005). Why should Herakles bring back the cows in the evening or at summer solstice? They are likely to disappear below the western horizon “forever”. The effect thus is the same as in the Vala/Iwato myth: restoring the cows/dawn to humankind.

In Vedic myth, the slaying of the dragon is expressively correlated with the midday pressing of the sacred drink Soma and with Summer (hot season/later, = onset of monsoon). In earlier, Rgvedic times, when people speaking Old Indio-Aryan dialects were still residing in Afghanistan, Gandhara and the Panjab, this coincided with the snow melt in the high mountains of the Hindukush, Pamirs, and Himalaya and flooding of the rivers (Falk 1997). In the BMAC, Nuristani, and northwestern Indian myths, this is linked to the slaying of the great dragon/snake/Nāga (Witzel 2004, and forthc.) which cannot be explored here in detail.

However, a brief look will be taken at the other myth that links the Sun and Moon with Summer solstice. It comes from ancient China, and is known in Japan under the name of Tanabata, where it was introduced during the early Heian period, at

---

45. Cf. also the various myths of archers/bow shooter (Apollo, Marduk, etc.) and those in Avesta, Veda, China: 10 suns, nine shot down (note also the “10 little Indians” song?); further the Meso-American shooter myths: 3-4 suns are shot down, and the usurper, the fake sun (red Seven Macaw bird) falls from the tree, etc.; see Popol Vuh, II (Tedlock 1985: 90 sqq).

46. Note also the apples of paradise (China, Japan, Polynesia, Greece, etc.); for the Maori myth, see Tregear 1891: 56 sqq, s.v. Hawaiki.

47. The original blissful home of the Polynesians, *Savaiki > Savai, Hawaiki, Hawai’i, see Tregear 1891: 56 sqq.
Slaying the dragon across Eurasia

The cow-herd (K’ien-niu, K’ien-niu-lang, Niu-Lang) and the weaver girl (Chih-nü), are first mentioned already in the song Ta-tung “great east” of the Shijing/Shih-king of the Zhou/Chou period (1027 BC.-771 BCE), and until c. 5th cent. BCE (cf. Yang & An 2005: 221).

The cow herd lives in the asterism Eagle (Altair), and the weaver girl in Vega and Lyre (formed by a triangle of a larger and two smaller stars in Vega and Lyre). The weaver girl, the daughter of Heaven (Yu Yi), weaves heavenly clothes on the eastern bank of the heavenly river, the Milky Way. Heaven allows her to marry the cowherd. But as she neglects her weaving, she is banned to the eastern shore. (Alternatively, her mother uses her hair pin to scratch a dividing line, the Milky Way). Only once per year, in the night of the 7th of the seventh month she is allowed to visit her husband (see also King-Ch’u suei-shih-ki). This, she can do across a bridge (Feng-su ki), made by the wings of a magpie, a symbol of conjugal fidelity.

As the Milky way is a revolving river, which becomes clear in the myth of the Taoist Jun Ping, a famous Taoist of the 1st c., who lived at Chengdu in Sichuan: a certain person entered the Milky Way on a float and returned after one year. The weaver girl and the cowherd live on opposite banks of the Milky Way. It is part of the ocean or broad river at the end of the world and it flows around (the top of) heaven and around the earth in the course of a year (Witzel 1984); entering on it, one returns to earth in due course. The once-per-year crossing must thus carry a special meaning.

Taking a closer look at the old Chinese situation, we notice for the old center of Chinese culture at Xian in Northern China, at 1000 BC: Altair (Alpha Aquilae) rises at 8:45 p.m, and sets at 9:41 a.m. on June 21, 1000 BC; while Vega rises at 5:42 p.m. and sets at 10:17 a.m. Thus, Vega rises at sunset on the NE horizon, and Altair a few degrees thereafter.

---

48. There was a man who lived on an island near the coast. Each year, in the 8th month, inevitably a float passed by. The man took the strange decision to observe from that float. … He took hold there and departed. For about 10 days he observed the stars, the moon, the sun, and the whole firmament. Then, in the immeasurable darkness, he could no longer distinguish day and night. At the end of ten days (a decade), he suddenly arrived at a place resembling a village with walls. The dwellings appeared very austere. From far, he saw many weaver girls in the palace and also a man giving drink to cattle near a small island. The cowherd asked him, astonished: how did you come here? The man explained, and asked him about his origins. The cowherd told him: “when you will come to the district of Shu and visit Junping, you will learn it.” He returned following the rhythm (of the stellar currant). In Shu, Junping told him: “on such and such a day, month, and year, a “visitor star” (a comet or shooting star) broke into the house of the cowherd.” Making the calculation of the years and the months, the man noted that it was exactly the time when he had entered the Milky Way (on the float). (Bowu zhi, ch. 10).

49. Vega is visible at 6h morning c. Nov.–August, or at 6h evening c. May–March. In evening Vega and Altair are visible ca. from June–Dec.; in the morning c. from Dec.–July. This corresponds well with the summer and winter solstices.
hours later. Both are separated by the two branches of the Milky Way. The “wings” of the magpie (Cygnus) are spread between the two, a little off northwards, all across the Milky Way.

Weaver women are often identified with the sun: The Japanese sun goddess Amaterasu is or has weaver girl(s); in Vedic India day (masc.) and night (fem.) are frequently described as weaving a cloth, in a complicated pattern of day and night, and Night herself is also described as cloth. Even in far off Guatemala, there is a Kekchi Maya myth which speaks of a hunter (of deer) and a weaver woman, a “king’s” daughter, who is locked into a room and emerges from there just as Amaterasu or Ušas from the cave (Witzel 2005).

If the Chinese weaver girl represents the Sun goddess (dawn) at night, and as her representation, Vega, becomes visible in the evening around summer solstice, then the Cowherd\(^{50}\) can well be the Chinese version of Indra/Susa.no Wo. Only, around Summer solstice, he does not break open the cave of the Sun goddess, but instead it is the sun goddess who comes to visit him. In all cultures involved she is the daughter of heaven: whether as Ušas, the daughter of Dyaus (Vedic India), or as the Weaver woman, the daughter of Heaven (China), or the weaving daughter of a “king” (Kekchi Maya).

The Kekchi of Guatemala\(^{51}\) tell a long story about the courtship of Sun and Moon. The future moon, a weaver woman and daughter of a “king” was shut up in room, and released by a hunter (the sun) in form of a colibri. Both escaped through the key hole, and the woman was killed by volcano fire but then reborn. The tale revolves around the marriage of the Hunter and the Weaver girl. In the end, Hunter and Weaver girl are again separated as Sun and Moon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Winter</th>
<th>only India</th>
<th>only Japan</th>
<th>Kekchi Maya</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sun (dawn) married or has sexual relations with her brother</td>
<td>marriage of Sūryā, RV10.86</td>
<td>Amaterasu and Susa.no Wo are siblings;</td>
<td>[1st part of myth] Hunter and Weaver girl probably are original siblings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Weaver woman &amp; cow herd in China)</td>
<td>Ušas attacked by brothers (and father as antelope)</td>
<td>Susa.no Wo interferes with A.’s realm, attacks her (and servants) sexually; violent ascent to heaven</td>
<td>Hunter approaches Weaver girl; unites with her, entering her room through key hole, at night, as colibri/human, woman gets pregnant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter and Weaver (Kekchi)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)

---

50. Or the historically older, Meso-/Neolithic Kekchi figure of a deer hunter.

Slaying the dragon across Eurasia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summer</th>
<th>Indian myths</th>
<th>China</th>
<th>Kekchi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sun woman (dawn) is married to her brother, the violent god (Susa.no Wo, Indra, cf. Cow Herd) who is assigned the lower world (or the moon)</td>
<td>Nymph Urvašī married to human descendant of gods, Purūravas</td>
<td>Weaver girl is married to cow herd</td>
<td>Weaver girl is “married” to deer Hunter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun woman (Sūryā, Urvašī) has many previous lovers</td>
<td>Urvašī is promiscuous, like Uśas with poets</td>
<td>separated one year; meeting again at lake, in company of nymphs in form of birds</td>
<td>(meets with Hunter in colibri form, at night)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separated from S. by Milky Way N.1.36;</td>
<td>separated by Milky Way</td>
<td>she neglects her weaving; Heaven separates the two by volcanic fire</td>
<td>(separated by water/ocean)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deities are generally jealous of any sexual relation with a demi-god or human</td>
<td>Urvaśīs's heavenly (sexual) partners succeed in finally separating the two by lightening</td>
<td>the two cannot meet</td>
<td>father is “jealous”, separates the two by volcanic fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“oldest love story”:</td>
<td>Purūravas roams around, madly</td>
<td>the two cannot meet</td>
<td>Hunter roams around for 2 weeks (half moon!)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bringing of Fire from demi-gods)</td>
<td>in desperation succeeds to meet her once per year.</td>
<td>meet once per year</td>
<td>meets her after “rebirth” from waters/bottles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting on/near ocean/water/Milky Way</td>
<td>Gandharva fire (children)/by going to heaven (RV, 10.95, st. 18); but around summer solstice, on Viṣṇu day of Gavām Ayana (“cows’ walk”) one rests on an island at the top of the sky/Milky Way near the North pole; cf. facilitating role of bird-nymphs</td>
<td>on July 7, crossing the Milky Way via a ford (the wings of magpie)</td>
<td>they unite for one night only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regular yearly meeting (full moon in Summer?)</td>
<td>Purūravas and Urvašī meet once per year only (BŚS)</td>
<td>they had united for one night only; now separate as Sun and Moon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In other words, around summer solstice, the “cave opener” (Indra, Susa.no Wo, Cowherd, Kekchi hunter, etc.) and the goddess Dawn/Sun (Uṣas, Amaterasu, Weaver woman, Kekchi weaver girl) meet for sexual contact, which they do not do at winter solstice (as is hinted at in India and Japan, Witzel 2005).

In winter, the cave is magically opened through the performance of sexual rites outside the cave, in order to entice the dawn (Uṣas, Amaterasu) to come out. In summer, the opposite takes place. The female sun moves across the heavenly river (or water) to visit Indra (as Purūravas), the Cowherd, the Deer Hunter.52

The appearance of the myth of a temporary marriage between figures symbolizing the sun and the moon, both in Meso-America as well as in Eurasia, point to a date of the myth well before the first immigration into the Americas, by (at least) 15,000–11,500 BCE.

In sum, the myth is a Laurasian one of the Late Paleolithic period.

It helps to shed light on the frame of mind of Stone Age humans.53 In combination with other myths (Witzel 2004, 2005), the Laurasian mythology of the Late Paleolithic period is gradually emerging, and beyond that, the still earlier myths of anatomically modern humans, before they left Africa (Witzel 2005, 2006; van Binsbergen 2006; Berezkin 2002).

In sum, the approach of comparative mythology to prehistory is another pillar, next to the study of language, paleontology/genetics and archeology, in our quest to understand early humans. Collaboration in this long-ranging, complicated quest

52. Can this also be the situation of the Vedic Vṛṣākapi hymn RV 10.85 (Witzel 2005):

India: Indra + Indrāṇi :: Vṛṣākapi + Vṛṣākapāyī
Japan: Ta-jikara + Amaterasu :: Susa.no Wo + Uzume.

Note also the role of the magpie as bridge and the “eagle” (Aquila) asterism and cf. that of the Vedic ariklava messenger bird in the Jaiminiya Brāhmaṇa myth, and the role of the “gate” and the islands at this location of the Milky Way (Witzel 1984).

53. The appearance of the Rainbow Snake in Sub-Saharan Africa, Australia and South America seems to represent an earlier stage in the evolution of human mythology, that of the Gondwana type mythologies. However, its appearance in S. America, that seems to contradict the existence of the dragon motif in early Laurasian myth, may well be a remnant of earlier Gondwana traits (Witzel 2005, 2006), such as the motif of the origins of humans from trees, that is found in Africa, Australia, but also in Laurasian Taiwan/Japan and Iceland. Further, the history of South American mythologies still is, by and large, untraced (Bierhorst 1988: 14 sqq), similar to that of the spread of S. American language families (see W. Davey, MT X: 162–171). Note also the appearance of the Ogre in African mythology, van Binsbergen 2006: 336.
is eagerly sought by the aforementioned and an emerging international group of scholars.54
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Trombetti
The forefather of Indo-Pacific

Jonathan Morris
São Paulo, Brazil

The work of the Italian linguists Alfredo Trombetti and Riccardo Gatti on their hypothesis of genetic relationship between the languages of the Andaman Islands, Papua New Guinea, Australia, Tasmania, and the Dravidian languages is discussed in detail. It is shown that Trombetti and Gatti had formulated a coherent precursor of the “Indo-Pacific” hypothesis (Greenberg 1971) by 1906.

I would like to begin by expressing a few words of thanks to Hal Fleming for his generous support. In our current era of academic hyperspecialisation, creating and sustaining an open forum such as Mother Tongue over two decades is a rare achievement in itself, but is made even rarer by Hal's enthusiasm for discussing and developing ideas, my work being a case in point, since he was the one who insisted on my developing a casual observation into an article on Trombetti’s views on Indo-Pacific. Since only half-a-dozen of the 800-odd pages of his major work Glottologia (Trombetti 1923) deal with the subject (see Morris 2006), this is no easy task. These few pages nevertheless contain many references to another earlier work by Riccardo Gatti (1906–1909) with two introductory essays by Trombetti himself, showing that the latter figure was closely involved with the project. Gatti merely trawled through the existing vocabularies of the day (E.M. Curr for Australia, Ray for British New Guinea, Schmidt for German New Guinea and Portman for the Andaman Islands) looking for cognates, but found so many that only a small fraction can be presented here. I have thus chosen to concentrate on his Andamanese data, both on grounds of relative completeness and because it demonstrates that Trombetti’s belief in an intimate genetic relationship between the languages of the Andaman Islands, Papua New Guinea and Australia/Tasmania and the Dravidian languages was solidly data driven. Trombetti’s comments also show that he had formulated a coherent precursor of the “Indo-Pacific” hypothesis by 1906.

In my review of Trombetti (Morris 2006), I attempted to dispel the popular caricature that he had fallen into disgrace by espousing a single origin of language, as well as to introduce a more nuanced portrayal of him as an outstandingly gifted natural linguist who rose from the most modest circumstances to hold a chair at the university of Bologna, receiving official recognition until his death in 1929.
I also sought to show that his point of departure was a rigorous classical training in Indo-European and Semitic linguistics and a conviction that conclusions had to arise from his linguistic data. This put him very much at odds with the largely German linguists of the late 19th century such as Müller, who in Trombetti’s view had acquired an ideological baggage that caused them to subordinate ideas about language to notions of race based mainly on physical anthropology. Such views, inspired by the evolutionary ideas of Ernst Haeckel, held that humanity had been divided into irreconcilable racial categories and hence that language, which arose at a later stage, must necessarily be polygenetic in origin. Trombetti saw himself as crusading for a return to the inclusive view of humanity of the Enlightenment, albeit with a difference.

In Trombetti’s view, figures such as Franz Bopp had perceived that families such as Indo-European could have genetic links to other language families (notably the Polynesian family) but lacked the theory to elucidate the nature of these links. In the same way as Greenberg built up his theory of Eurasiatic by showing that Indo-European, Eskimo, Uralic, etc. shared a wealth of morphological elements, Trombetti believed that a similar theory was possible at an even greater level of generality, and that by categorising these, he would be able to explain many features e.g., of Indo-European, which had appeared baffling and arbitrary to Bopp. Trombetti suggested, for example, that what appeared (and still appear to us) to be indivisible elements, e.g., pronouns such as mi/ni/ki/ik actually had a fine structure in which the vowel was the semantic element and the consonant more of an auxiliary structuring element, or that verbal roots could actually be fusions of two separate verbal roots, $CV_1 + C_2(V_2)$.

Since, unlike his contemporary, Saussure, Trombetti regarded languages as inherently conservative, he believed that surviving languages could still provide insights into the origins of language itself, although he considered that the process which generated a fully functional and sophisticated agglutinative language had long since been completed.

Trombetti was writing without the benefit of our knowledge of hominid evolution or modern genetics, at a time when “primitive” peoples such as the Khoisan were widely regarded as a missing link between apes and humans. His view that they were highly intelligent humans adapted to a hostile environment was thus strikingly modern. At the same time, he did not share Rousseau’s romanticised view of the “noble savage”. If the Andamanese tribes had an extremely primitive lithic technology, it was, in Trombetti’s view, because their skills in the area had generated, albeit by occupying the most remote and marginal habitats that were not subject to the pressures of civilisation, they had succeeded in maintaining their hunter-gatherer lifestyle until modern times. At the same time, the fact that his data showed the long-range conservation of morphological elements between “primitive” languages (e.g., numerals, pronouns, prefixes and suffixes) led him to equate cultural conservatism with linguistic conservatism.
Furthermore, Trombetti located the cradle of language in India, on the grounds that it was the area containing the largest number of major language phyla and had an apparent relative abundance of fossil evidence. From an Oceanic perspective, India was not such a bad guess, since, on the one hand, the modern “Out-of-Africa” initial rapid “beach-hopping” model actually does posit India as a secondary origin for such languages, and on the other, an “unrooted tree” approach to examining long-range linguistic relationships between Africa and Oceania is arguably more objective than one rooted in Africa.

Weaving these two strands of thought together, it should be clear that it was entirely natural for Trombetti both to expect the languages of a series of stone age peoples such as the inhabitants of the Andaman Islands, Papua New Guinea and Australia to preserve traces of their original unity in a South Asian homeland, regardless of how remote they had become from each other in geographical terms.

What is far more remarkable is that Trombetti appears to have changed his views radically some time between late 1905 and mid-1906, where he realised that his Andamanese-Papuan-Australian family was distantly related to but discrete from Austro-Asiatic.

This is a significant change from the position of Schnorr von Carolsfeld (1890), who had proposed that the languages of Oceania belonged to a superfamily. In his publication dated July 1905, Trombetti appears to accept the former linguist’s claim at face value:

> Indeed, the reciprocal affinity between all the languages of Oceania was affirmed and almost sufficiently demonstrated by Schnorr von Carolsfeld; (it is a pity that the author has not yet given us his promised work on the languages of Tasmania). The Malayo-Polynesian group was certainly connected with the Mon-Khmer languages, while the languages of our Andamanese-Papuan-Australian are particularly close to the Kolh languages, which in turn were connected to the Mon-Khmer group of E. Kuhn and others. If we then also remember the relations with the languages of Africa, the resulting image is one of a cycle or network. [Trombetti 1905: 16]

His preface to Gatti published a year later adopts a very different tone.

As [Gatti] advises, the work is independent of Schnorr von Carolsfeld, despite the merits of the latter, who proposed to show the connection of all the Oceanic languages and thus extended his comparisons to Malayo-Polynesian. The need to distinguish two groups is nevertheless evident for lexical and above all grammatical reasons. I shall now indicate what seem to be the principal characteristics of the Andamanese-Papuan-Australian group.

---

1. Trombetti always assumed that Tasmanian was subsumed into Australian.
1. The phonetic system is simple and without spirant sounds. The Papuan spirants are of secondary origin.

2. Words are formed through prefixes and suffixes. Many adjectives are formed by duplication, those with a negative sense often derive from corresponding words with a positive sense.

3. In several languages of this group, there is grammatical gender. In Andamanese, we may note a kind of classification through prefixes (of which traces remain in Papuan and Australian) in names of parts of the body and kinship.

4. The declension takes the form of suffixes or postpositions.

5. An ergative case in use – i.e. of the operant subject. The verb that refers to the same often seems to be conceived as a passive. An extremely common ergative suffix is -da, -du, which is often omitted for personal pronouns.

6. The construction is inverse B-A.

7. The pronoun is declined like the noun. The dual and plural are formed in different ways from that observed in Malayo-Polynesian. In the first person of the dual and plural, there is often a distinction between inclusive and exclusive forms.

8. Possessive pronouns are formed in a different way from Malayo-Polynesian. Generally, they result from compounds of the personal pronouns followed by a particle (contrary to Melanesian and Polynesian languages).

9. Conjugation is complex. A final form may be distinguished that is a kind of supine like Latin ire dormitum.

10. Numbers are low, often merely binary.

In almost all these points, the characteristics of Malayo-Polynesian are opposite or different.

In *Glottologia* (Trombetti 1923), he merely embellished the above 10 points, suggesting that he had done little additional work on Andamanese since the work with Gatti was completed before 1910. While even in his late works, Trombetti could be irritatingly vague, the fact nevertheless remains that between 1905 and 1906, he shifted from the...
Trombetti: The forefather of Indo-Pacific

The jumble of languages proposed by Schnorr von Carolsfeld to a clearly defined language family which subsumed Indo-Pacific.

His extension of this family to include Dravidian appears to have taken place by the time he had published his study of pronouns (Trombetti 1908: 1 I pronomi personali), largely as a result of his work on pronouns. The Narinyerri language in particular intrigued him:

The general and extremely close agreement between the Dravidian and Australian forms appears from the pronouns …

Tamil: engal- (we, exclusive) = Aus: ngali, ngadli; Tulu: yenkulu (gentiv e), yenkule (id.); Aus: ngule, ngadli; Tulu: yenkulenu; Aus: ngulina

Drav: nān (I), nām (we) = Narrinyerri: nān (me); nām we = Dabu: (Papua) nana (I);

Drav: nam (we) = Narrinyerri: nām (we); Drav: num (we) = Narrinyerri: nōm (we)

Given that Narinyerri also bore similarities to Andamanese:

Narrinyerri: ngu-rra, ngu-rre (you sing.) = General Andamanese: ngo-lla, ngu-le [also found in Aus 88, 205 ngooro, 84 ngurra, ngurru, 85 nooroo, 207E ngoro]

Narrinyerri: ki-tje (he) = ki-te (Kede), li-le (Juwoi)

Narrinyerri: mei-ke, mey-a-k (North) (who?, what?) = me-če (who?), mi-a-k, me-a-k (what?)

Narrinyerri: ninka-ienk, ninga-u (South) (two) = ninaga (Önge)

While my primary aim is an accurate portrayal of Trombetti’s ideas and data rather than an assessment of their merits, we may note in passing that the revision of his hypothesis to include Dravidian has the anomaly of showing better matches with Australian than with Andamanese or Papuan. See Appendix II.

Furthermore, Trombetti had noted that Dravidian showed far greater affinities to Hamito-Semitic (including a link to Nilotic through Elamite) than to Bantu-Sudanese, while the converse was true of Munda-Polynesian. At the same time, in his analysis of prefixes, Trombetti believed that Bantu and Andamanese had cognate prefixes, Bantu:

aka-mwa (mouth) and Béa: aka-bang-da, Bálé: aka-boang, etc. (mouth), where aka was originally a prefix indicating body parts, and Bantu: ele-(one of a pair)/Béa, Bálé I-dal, Kédé: er-tol (eye); Kédé: ir-pol (two).

Viewed from a modern perspective, I wonder whether Trombetti’s link to Dravidian is not demonstrating something else, i.e. evidence of a much later migration from India to Australia during the Mesolithic/Neolithic and possibly associated


6. I use the term Bantu-Sudanese with Trombetti’s meaning. It is clear from his work that the term is equivalent to the modern “Niger-Congo”. See Morris (2006: 92) for discussion.
with flooding of ancestral habitats at the end of the Ice Age, as is suggested by recent genetic work (Redd et al. 2002). If so, then the implications of Trombetti’s work are that the South Indian populations which migrated to Australia were Dravidian speakers, even if he was probably wrong to include this family in his Andamanese-Papuan-Australian phylum.

1. Andamanese

In *Glottologia*, Trombetti states his belief that languages related to those of the Andaman Islands had once been spoken on the mainland of South East Asia (from where the Andaman Islands themselves had originally been populated), and along the Indonesian archipelago all the way to New Guinea, being displaced by Malayo-Polynesian speakers at a much later date. He thus believed that aboriginal populations of Malaysia such as the Semang were related to the Andamanese, but that only a few traces of the latter’s original language remained as a substrate in an otherwise Mon-Khmer language. He nevertheless cited some examples of these drawn from Skeat and Blagden (e.g., *Semang Snake* jê-kob, i-kob, see *Snake*-2 below).

Returning to Gatti, the following is a list of all Andamanese words cited in his work, with respective cognates in Australian and Papuan. Gatti selected a series of around 100 lexical items, giving a set of polymorphisms for each item. His most copious raw material was the Australian material drawn from Curr. If, say, Curr described 10 Australian word families for snake, and the fifth word family had an Andamanese cognate, then this will be described below as *Snake*-5. It goes without saying that Trombetti did not have a comprehensive set of linguistic data to work with. Indeed, Curr himself presents a great deal of information on languages in S/SE Australia and hardly anything on the languages of Arnhem Land, which is evidently a serious shortcoming of his work.

At the same time, I take issue with the only modern citation of Gatti’s work that I have found (Usher 2002: 67). In my view, Usher’s comments are invalid for three reasons. Firstly, it should be clear from the above discussion that Trombetti was perfectly well aware of the sharp morphological distinction between Andamanese-Papuan-Australian, as well as of the territorial distinction between what he called

---

7. “Both Trombetti and Gatti believed Tasmanian to be a member of a vast family, including the languages of New Guinea and Australia, along with Andamanese, and proposed many hundreds of etymologies of widely varying credibility, to support their contention. However, very little data from Indo-Pacific New Guinea was available to them, and their “Papuan” data is mostly Austronesian.”
Melanesian languages spoken on the coast of New Guinea and the Papuan languages spoken in the interior (Trombetti 1923: 68). Secondly, I note that Trombetti’s lexical items drawn from Ray’s list of 22 Papuan languages and Schmidt’s list of a further 15 languages substantially agree with the word lists/reconstructions given by Foley for the Lower Sepik, Gorokan, Kainatu and Proto-Highlands families (Foley 1986: 215–16, 246–8, 253–4, 257–8), which presumably pass the smell test as genuine Papuan data.

Thirdly, despite little overlap between lexical items, there are some excellent matches between Trombetti’s data and Whitehouse and Usher’s own Kusunda cognates, with the data of the former extending the analysis of the latter to Australian. It is true that Gatti includes a list of Malayo-Polynesian cognates in Vol. II, but it is abundantly clear from his and Trombetti’s work that they regarded this relationship as a distant one.

2. Andamanese-Papuan-Australian Cognates

**Father-5: And Bálé** mámá, Béa mám-ola (father-in-law); **Aus** 10/190/213 mamma, 9/12/25/27/28 mamma, 23/31 mam, 34/40 mumma, 199, māmoo, 201 maamo, 202/203 mamai, 204 maame, 206/207A, 207E maam, 209B maama, 207B/207F, 207G/207H/208E mami, 21/22 mamma-n, 16/17/19/40 mamma-n, 18/20/24/26/30 mamma-n, 208G maami-n, 209D mamo-n, 29 mama-tha; **Bng Koia/ir/Eikiri/Koita** mame, **Kupela** mama; **Gng Kai** mama, **Bongu** mem

**Mother 1: And Béa** chána-da. **Aus** 25/32/33 kun, 201 konoo, 190 gunnee, gunnie, koo-nee, koonea, goonee, goonee, koonee, gooni

**Mother-2: And Kol** aute-tu-nen; **Aus** 159 too

**Mother-3: And Kédé** mémí, Cháriár ta-mémí (cf Milk-2 and Father-5)

**Mother-8: And Júwoi** ná-łekile [see wife][NB this suffix very common in Júwoi]; **Aus** 188 naae, 55 noa, 46 nooa (wife); **Bng Kupela, Meroka** neia, **Motumotu** nou; **Gng Valmau** nue, **Hatzfeldhafen** nana, **Wenke** nyan

**Woman-2: And Bálé** áb-cháu-pal; **Aus** 102 kooberro (negress);

**Woman-3: And Béa** áb-cháu-da [see mother]; **Aus** 162 keen

**Woman-5: And Kédé** eb-buku, 36 læô-buku; **Aus** 43 boku, 45 bookoo; **Bng Kauralaig** i-pikai;

---

8. 1. **Kusunda Father** mäm and Father-5 above; 2. **Kusunda Short** potoo, **Gatti Small** Aus 16 poton, 19 bottene, 25 botine; **Gng 1** pitine; 3. **Kusunda Daylight** jina ikyu, **Gatti Sun** Aus 74 ooko, And Önge 9 éké; 4. **Kusunda Breast** ambu = **Gatti Breast** Aus 69A ama, 72 amma, 145 ammooa, 155/164/167 amoo, 171 ema, 190 amoo, 47/48/74/76/79/107/172/173 umma, 77 ummi, 170 ummoo; 5. **Kusunda Egg** gwâ/gôä poss. link to **Gatti EGG** Aus 107 kookurry, kokarri; **Bng Kauralaig, Saibai** kakur, **Gng Poom** kókoile-madeine; 6. **Kusunda Dog** agai poss. link to **Gatti Dog** Aus 113 kia, 115 kâyâ, 110 kai-a, 116 gai; **Gng Hatzfeldhafen** ké.
Woman-6: And Béa áb-páil-da, Bálé áb-pail [see Wife-3]; Aus 207E pulle-pulle, 197 balla-n

Woman-7: And Púchikwar áb-ob-da, Júwoi á-ú-lekile Kol e-op-che [see Wife-4]; Aus 164 abo-n (mother), 170 oopar (wife);

Man-2: And Púchikwar káūro-da; Aus 185 koari, 186 korry, 188 kurri, 206/207G/208H koole, 207H kooli, 208J koday; Bng Saibai gara (boy), Toaripi/Motumotu karu (man); Gng Valmau kól

Man-3: And Béa áb-châbil (having wives); Aus 136 kabulla, 179 gibberra, 164 gibere

Man-4: And Kédé é-tairu, Cháriár e-tárù; Aus 60 thura, 61/62 tura

Man-5: And Béa búla-da, Bálé búla; Aus 181/190 boori; Bng Elema bira

Man-8: And Béa áb-wára-da (bachelor); Aus 176 woori-n

Child-1: And Béa áka-kádaka-da, Bálé áka-koádoko, Púchikwar ó-kádaká-da, Júwoi oko-kádaká, Kol ó-kadaká-che; Aus 100 kuttukka

Child-2: And Cháriár chóté; Aus 53 kidtha, 196 goodtha, 182 kootha-ra

Child-3: And Kol a-t're-che, Bójigiáb ab-tiré, Kol e-tirá, Önge é-tire; Aus tuli, 186 talli, 210 tally-leet, 180 talli-waku (children)

Brother-1: And Púchikwar ar-chúlutú-da, Júwoi rá-chúlútu Kol áke-chúlutú; Aus 28 koorda, 36 quertea

Brother-2: And Béa ár-dóáti-da, Bálé ár-doto; Aus 159 dutha, 167 dooda, 181 daidi, theady, tiade 102 theti, 194 tatha, 205 date (younger brother), 103 tita, 105 titi

Sister-1: And Béa ár-dóati-dar, ár-doti-t; Aus 205 date, 207P tati

Sister-2: And Púchikwar á-chuletú-da, ra-chületu, á-chületú-n; Aus 24 quaret chukán, 33 quarrutchook

Old Man-1: And Púchikwar áb-kára-da; Aus 69A karoo, 50, 51 kurroo, 141 kyerra, 52 kooroo, 155 kiara, 181 kure, 140 kaera

Old Man-2: And Béa áb-búla-da, Bálé áb-búla; Aus 97 boolgin-boola, 59 bool-ka, 60/61/62 pool-ka

Old Man-3: And Béa, Bálé áb-châūraga-da [NB: the áū represents a long ō]; Aus 162 goorki, girkı-l

Commander/Chief: And Béa áb-maiola; Aus 89 moolia, 101 moola

God: And Béa púlúga-da, Kédé bilke, Cháriár bilek-che, Púchikwar bilik-da, Júwoi bilak-, Kol bilak-che; Aus 89 pargi-gi

Blood-3: And Béa téi-da, Kédé te-yi, Cháriár é-té, Bálé té, Bójigiáb te-wa, Púchikwar teura-da, Júwoi tewa-, Kol tewa-che, Gng? so; Aus 163/165 deec, 163 du

Stomach-2: And Púchikwar chúta-da, Júwoi chute, Kol chûte-che; Aus 190 gida-u, 77 koonto

Stomach-3: And Bójigiáb é-chulu; Aus 124 keela, 5 gooro

Eye-1: And Béa i-dal-da, Bálé i-dal, Kédé er-tol; Aus 114 dily, 9/10 tooala [NB 50 languages]

Eye-4: And Cháriár er-ulu; Aus 92 ale

Foot-8: And 9 mugé; Bng Dabu mak; Aus 1 macka, 96/99/130 mago, 100 mukko, 174 moko;
Foot-14: And Bójigiáb óng-ta; Aus 38/39 inga, 37 inka/inniga
Bone-4: And Béa ta-da, Bálé töá, Púchikwar tâ-ů, Júwoi tau-, Kol tau-che, Kédé e-tu-we, Cháriár étoi-i; Nge Kai sie; Aus 140 toa, 159 deea, 169 dea
Ear-4: And Béa il-póko-da, Bálé id-poku, Púchikwar ir-bó-da, Júwoi ré-báükâů, Kol er-bóke-che, Kédé é-toi-i; Aus 37 i-bagi-ta, il-poki-ta, 38 il-poca-rta, ill-pocki-ta; Bng Eikiri i-piko, Kojari i-fiko, Koita, Favle i-hiko, etc.
Hand-2: And Béa ón-kâūro-da, Bálé ón-gâūro, Púchikwar ón-tewe, Júwoi áūkâû-tewi, Kol óm-tewe, Aus 1 queear-warra, 162 gillee
Head-2: And Bálé ót-chektá; Aus 66 kockerti
Head-5: And Béa ót-cheta-da; Gng Bongu gate, Manikam kadi, Bogadjim kate; Aus 18/19/20/30/123/133/142 katta, 22/141/147 katta, 24 kata, 16 cata, 31 kaat, 122 kida, 123 kudda, 131 kutha, 132 katha, 144 kada, 158 kuddo, 61 a-kartee.
Head-6: And Kédé erchu; Aus 152 ulkey
Mouth-3: And Béa ákan-tewi, Bálé ákan-tewi, Púchikwar óm-tewe, Júwoi áukom-tewi, Kol óm-tewe; Aus 114 thowa, 138/140 towa, 129 dthowa
Nose-1: And Béa châûronga-da; Bálé chaurnga; Aus 207B karnook
Nose-2: And Púchikwar kâûte-da, Júwoi kâûte-, Kol kâûte-che, Bójigiáb mir-katto; Aus 117 kooda, 114 kootha
Skin-1: And ót-kâûpó, ót-kobau; Aus 161 kooba, 164 koba-ra, 166 kubari
Tongue-3: And Béa áka-tegi-da, Bálé áka-tegi, Púchikwar ó-teke-da, Júwoi àukâų-teke-, Kol âū-teki-che, Önge âka-teku, Cháriár âka-teku; Nge Augustafluß te-gá; Aus 207E thage
Tongue-4: And Béaáka-étal-da, Bálé áka-etal, Púchikwar ó-tetal-da, Júwoi àukâų-tetal-, Kol tatal-che; Aus 16 tallan, 19 dallan, 158 dalli, 174 calle (v, widespread); Tas Jorgensen tullana
Teeth-4: And Béa tóg-da, Bálé tóg--; Aus 53 tiga, 167 ding, 169 deang
Teeth-11: And Puchikwar péla-da; Aus 152 pirra
Breast-1: And Béa kám-da, Bálé koam, Bójigiáb ir-kam-da; Aus 158 kammoo, 178 ngania
Breast-2: And Cháriár ot-char; Aus 109 coyar, 207H koroo-m, 207G kor-m
Fly-4: And Béa bümila-da, Bálé bûmila; Aus 183 boomal
Fly-5: And Cháriar pulimu, Aus 190 booreema, 197 borema-n
Mosquito-2: And Béa tei-da, Bálé tel, Púchikwar tel-da, Júwoi tel-, Kol tel-che, Kédé tel, Cháriar tel, Bójigiáb tel; Aus 191 doo-ra
Snake-2: And Puchikwar chûpe-da, Júwoi chûpe-, Kol chupê-che
Prawn-2: And Béa wâka-da, Púchikwar waka-da, Júwoi wákâ-, Kol wákâi-che; Aus 76 wegi-ga
Duck-1: And Béa kûlâla-da, Kédé kûlâl-da, Púchikwar kûlûl-da, Júwoi kûlûl-, Kol kûlûl-che; Aus 8 kooleyalli
Light-1: And Béa ar-chál-da, Bálé ár-chal, Púchikwar ar-chol-da, Júwoi rá-chol-, Kol tu-chol-de (sunshine); Aus 176 gilli, 140 garra, 163 kirree, 205 karo
Light-2: And Kédé diò; Aus 175 dei, dooegi; Bng Mowat duo
Earth/Land-2: And Béa gara-da, Bálé goárada; Aus 179 garra, 82 karra
Earth/Land-4: And Önge tutanó; Aus 83 tuni, 181 toon, 181 towon/thoun/down/thone
Earth/Land-5: And Júwoi pákár-, Kol peakar-che; Aus 115 pōōră, 188 parri, 106 pulo, 113 boora, 186 bur-ray, 187 burrai, 169 burri
Fire-2: And Béa chápa-da, Bálé choapo; Aus 193 kanbi, 196 gunbey
Fire-3: And Önge tuké; Aus 7 toko
Hill, Mountain-3: And Béa bāūrōīn-da, Bálé bāūrōīn-da, Púchikwar búrin-da, Kol búrin-che, Kédé burin, Cháriár burain; Aus 114 burry, 128 barrie, 153 birrie, 142 byrre, 41 purri, 102 poori, parroo, 147 paree, 150 parri
Moon-6: And Kédé chirké, Önge chilemé; Aus 136 karka, 144 karkurra
Moon-7: And Béa ógar-da, Bálé ógar-da; Aus 143 oggera
Moon-14: And Púchikwar púki-da, Júwoi púkui-, Kol púki-che, Bójigiáb puki; Aus 68 piki
Rain-7: And Béa yum-da, Bálé yum; Bng Manukolu ieme, Aus 154 ammoo, 155 amoo (next to k-amoo, very widespread)
Water-8: And 9 ingé, Béa ina-da, Bálé ina, Bójigiáb ena, Kédé ine, Cháriár inó; Aus 171 yong
Water-10: And Púchikwar léké-da, Júwoi léke-, Kol léke-che; Aus 5 lucka; Tas Lhotsky luga-na
Night-4: And Béa gúrug-da, Bálé gurug; Aus 76 kailka; 131 góórunğā
Night-6: And Kol påüti-che; Aus 177 pitta; 207 boroin (v. widespread); Bng 40 faita, faita buru
Star-4: And Bálé chalámi; Aus 120 karomi-n/karrome-n; 166 kal’bar
Star-5: And Béa cháto-da, Kédé kátáin, Cháriár kátáin; Aus 159 goonda, 26 ginda, 31 chindi
Stone-4: And Béa táili-da, Bálé táili; Aus 179 tarro, 98 diur, 178 tharo
Stone-5: And Önge tayi; Aus 159 taye, 167 teya/doee
Stone-7: And Júwoi māka-, Kol méaka-che; Aus 88 maak, 87 mok, 203 maaki, 199/202 mukki
Sun-2: And Önge eké; Aus 74 ooko
Wind-3: And Bálé poát-nga, Púchikwar pāûte-, Kol pāû-che; Aus 129 poodtha, 176 padoo-na;
Wind-6: And Béa wul-nga-da, wulanga-da; Aus 204, 207A willa, 202/203 willa-ngi
Wood/Tree-4: And Púchikwar tākal-, Júwoi tāūkal-, Kol tāūkal-che, Bójigiáb tākel; Aus 101 tooker
Wood/Tree-7: And Béa aka-tang-da, Bálé aka-toáng, Púchikwar ó-tong-da, Júwoi aūkāū-tang-, Kol tāū-táng-le; Aus 101 tooker, 110/113 toko
Wood/Tree-10: And Béa pútú-da, Bálé pútú; Aus 128 budda, 153 boodi
Day-1: And Bálé koarlo; Aus 159 geurlo
Grass-1: And Cháriár chálu-taich; Aus 148 koola, 50 koola, 17 gila, 15 goola
Shine/Light/Sun-1: And Béa ker, Bálé kar, Púchikwar ker, Júwoi ker, Kol ker;
   Aus 140 karra, 176 gilli, 163 girree, 205 karro
Shine/Light/Sun-2: And Béa bétel, Bálé bétel, Púchikwar bátel, Júwoi bétal;
   Aus 69A peri
Thunder-1: And Béa púlúga-la, gāūrawa-che, Bálé púlúga-le, kúradá-ke, Púchikwar
   bilak-le gāūrawa-ke, Júwoi bilak-le t’remé-che, Kol bilak-ke, pārkak-ke;
   Aus 86 poorache, 85 poorook, 176 boorongi, 149 booroon-ga, 152
   baringa, 162 baroonji, 179 boorongi
Egg-7: And Cháriár jo-péro; Bng Toari pi fare; 155 parroo
Egg-9: And Béa ar-máūlo-da, Púchikwar ar-múle-da, Júwoi rá-múle, Kol ta-mule-
   che, Kédé mulo; Aus 169 mor; Bng Motumotu mere, Domara muru
Egg-10: And Bálé māūlāīch; Aus 199 mirkoo, 19 morgoo, 206/207A/207B/207D/2
   07G/207K/208C/208G/208H/208I mirk, 207H merk
Food-2: And Bójigiáb tama-da (see Eat-7); Aus 158 toomoo; 164 thumun,
   205 tooman
Food-3: And Bójigiáb tama-da (see Eat-7); Aus 158 toomoo; 164 thumun,
   205 tooman
Food-4: And Béa yát-da; Aus 91 yaddii, 177 yude, yuddy
Canoe/Ship-3: And Önge dángé; Aus 155 tangi-n, 182 toongoo-n
Bark-1: And Kédé ot-kápo, Cháriár ot-kaba; Aus 164 kumba, kumbar, 166 kombar,
   99 cimbi-n
Milk-1: And Béa kám-rāīs-da, Bálé koám-yűrűch, Púchikwar kom-rāīch-dá, Júwoi
   kāū-mērāīs- , Kol kom-rāīch-che; Aus 155 kammoo-n
Milk-2: And Kédé ir-mama-ti-óné; Cháriár ir-mamát-tí jöne (cf Mother-3); Aus
   28 mimee, 163 maam, 197 mimi-n
Good-2: And Béa bérinda-da; Aus 90 booraga, 94 poorooga
Bad-4: And Béa chāūru, Bálé chóáro Púchikwar chárōō, Júwoi cherāō, Kol ch’rāō-
   wan; Aus 27 koorie, 1 guarrar, 2 kawarra, 210 kiario; Bng Kiwai karakori
Hot-3: And Bálé úwia; Aus 213 oueba, 107 yowee
Cold-2: And Béa choki-da; Aus 103 kitche
Cold-3: And Púchikwar térem-da, Júwoi t’rem-che; Aus 197 thurrun
Large-4: And Júwoi cháki, Bálé kócku; Aus 124 kuka, 178 kuku-ne
Large-5: And Béa doga-da; Aus 187 tooaka-l, 186 tucka-l
Large-11: And Béa bódia-da; Aus 9 boota, 213 budda
Small-4: And Béa ketia-da, Púchikwar kátia-da, Júwoi chóté, Kol kátawa-le; Aus
   180 kuthier, 99 kuddah
Small-5: And Cháriár jo-tāā-u; Aus 102 tje-tjie, thieu, 104 tii
Dead-1: And Púchikwar om-pil-nga, Júwoi am-pil-chikan, Kol om-pil-en, Kédé
   em-pil; Aus 181 bolloo, balu-n, 71 pooree, 190 ballu-n, ballo, boo-loo,
   pallo-nee, 61 palli-no
Dead-2: And Önge bíchá-mémé; Aus 74/76/77 booka, 75 bökka, 80 pukka, 82
   bocca, 90 boo-kia-ba
Hungry-1: And Béa wéraliké; Aus 74 wilka-wilka, 7 willu-ka, 82 willkaya, 79 wilka, 81 wilkoa

Hungry-2: And Púchikwar kélate, Júwoi k’lipa, Kol kalipi, Cháriár o-chérpi; Aus 155 karbe-rri

Thirsty-1: And Kol áka-pää, Kédé ta-pai, Cháriár ta-pai; Aus 179 boii

Very, Many, Full-1: And Kédé ir-kure; Aus 133/189 koora, 8 koolya

Very, Many, Full-2: And Bálé kóchu; Aus 199 koko, 80 koga

Very, Many, Full-3: And Júwoi á-chápár; Aus 123 curbara, kulburra

Very, Many, Full-4: And Béa doga-da; Aus 118 ducki-n

Very, Many, Full-5: And Bálé ár-púlia-da; Aus 18/19/21/24/25/27/31, etc. boola, 23 poola

Very, Many, Full-6: And Önge li-wángé; Aus 164 wingo-re

Sweet-1: And ? tálang-da, Júwoi tāūlang-, Kol tálang-le

See-1: And Púchikwar ir-tilu, Júwoi re-t’liu, Kol er-tīlu; Aus 140 tilli-kuuckela, 131 tilli-nulla, 141 etc. tilli [Eye]

Go/Walk-2: And Púchikwar chóle, Júwoi chólê, Cháriár chóle, oí-choló; Aus 21 gooley, 21 koola, 33 kulli-ng

Go/Walk-3: And Kédé óichó; Aus 63 ooki-ta, 64 ooku-tta

Eat-3: And Kédé tojo, Cháriár tojojo; Aus 83 takkin, 186 tackenay, 155 daka, 187 taki, 187 thakoo, 207C takk, 160 dagga, 148 dangain; Tas Milligan tuggana

Eat-8: And Púchikwar támé, Júwoi támé [See Food-3]

Eat-10: And Béa mek; Aus 214B maichimiak

Eat-13: And Kol áukká-yéu; Aus 179 yooa

Drink-2: And Béa to-ku, Cháriar to-ku; Aus 15 howa

Sit-2: And Júwoi ré-deka; Aus 148 teeka, 109 tucai, 62, tecku-nda, 65 ticka, 67 dikka-nie, 66 teku-nny

Sit-3: And Béa / Bálé aka-doi; Aus 149 tee-in

Sleep-6: And Béa mámi, Bálé mámì; Aus 61 meya, 63 mia, 60 miya

Sleep-7: And Kol móli, Púchikwar móli; Aus 59 meer

Sleep-8: And Kol o-mókábé; Aus 48 mookapri-ri

I-2 – And Júwoi te-kile, Kol tú-che, Kédé tuí, Cháriár tio; Aus 190 thu, 67 ti

I-4 – And Önge mi; Aus 186 mee, 214B my

You-2 (s/pl)-2: And Béa ngal-la, Bálé ngol, Púchikwar ngule, Kol ngu-llu; Aus 88/205 ngooro, 84 ngurra, ngurri, 85 nooroo, 207E ngoro

One-5: And Béa/Bálé úbatūl; Aus bather

Two-6: And Béa ik-páur-da, Bálé id-páüro-tot, Púchikwar ir-páur, Júwoi ré-páur, Kol er-páur; Aus 69/76/163/179/181, etc. boola (v. widespread); Tas Milligan pooalih, Peron bura, Jorgensen boula

No-3: And Béa yába-da, Bálé yábo; Aus 214D yabba-la, 208D yembá, 164 abay

No-4: And Púchikwar póye-da, Júwoi póya-, Kol póyi-che, Kédé puiyo; Aus 120 bai

Immediately-2: And Bálé ár-káüwer, Púchikwar ar-kewar-da, Júwoi rá-káüwer, Kol áká-ker-ché; Aus 163 kurra, 40 karree, 165 gurra, 44 karra; 62 earie.

Today-1: And Bálé il-kaólót; Aus 28 kordey; 207E kirdoo, 208F ketowit, 207F kerdo
Today-2: And Púchíkwár ábe-chil, Kol itabi-chéllákele; Aus 190 keeli
Today-3: And Júwoi éte-kéle; Aus 205 keto
Tomorrow-1: And Béa wái nga(i), wai-len, Bálé wó-nga-len; Aus 23 wooloolan,
            31 Woolelan, 42/43/45/47 wongara
Where-1: And Béa tekári-cha; Aus 190 dagara, tugera
Where-2: And Kédé téin; Aus 38 thina
Where-3: And Bójigiáb ilé; Aus 171 yella, 173/178 ille; 172 illy, 184 yilla

2.1 Additional Andamanese-Papuan cognates in Volume II

Arrow: Bng ? ta-bora; Gng Hatzfeldhafen ta-barak; And Júwoi pelak
Eye: Bng Miriam pone; And Bálé punu, Púchikwár ir-bein-da
Foot: Bng Saibai koko; Gng Kai kike; And Béa, Bálé ar-chag-da, Púchikwár
        ar-chok-da, Júwoi ra-chok, Kol a-chok-che
House: Bng Motumotu umi, Kabana ema; And Púchikwár emi-da, Júwoi ami-,
        Kol emi-che
Husband: Bng Kabana harea; And Púchikwár ab-kara-da
Fortified Village: Bng Kauralaig kaura; Gng Manikam guré, Bogadjim kure;
        And Béa gara-da, Bálé goara
Lip: Bng Domar bibi-ta, Mairu noga pipi-ta, Mowat ipu; Gng pipi; And Béa pe-da,
        Bálé pa, Púchikwár pa-da
Mother: Bng Toaripi, Elema lou; And Púchikwár auto-lu-da
Sea-1: Bng Miriam gur; And Bálé júru, Púchikwár chira-ada, Júwoi chire-,
        Kol chire-che
Sea-2: Gng Kai hawe, Bongu kiwe; And Béa taukokewa-da, Bálé tauka-kewa
        (seashore)
Yam: Bng Miriam ketai; Gng Kai kise, qaso; And Béa chá-ti-da
Drink: Bng Kupela e-bai; And Púchikwár pai, Júwoi poi, Kol pai
He: BNG Manukolu oi, Maiari, Meroka oe; And Júwoi o-le, Kol o-le
His: BNG Mairu eke-ero; And Bálé égé
Basket: Bng Evorra kapi; And Púchikwár chopp-da, Júwoi chopp-, Kol chopp-che
Body: Bng Kabana kan; And Béa chao-da, Bálé chao
Bow: Bng Saibai gagai, And Júwoi kok-, Kol kok-che
Fruit: Bng Saibai kauda; And Béa chiita-da
Root: Bng Kauralaig kwiku, 32 kwik; And Béa ar-chag-da, Bálé ar-chag, Kol
        ta-chok-le
Red-1: Bng Koita kerekare; And Béa cherema, Bálé cherema
Red-2: Bng Koiai korika; And Júwoi chetak
Go/Come-1: Bng Mowat guitogu; And Béa katik
Go/Come-2: Bng ? onai; And Béa on, Bálé aun, Púchikwár úne, Júwoi óne,
        Kol une
Live: Bng Kabana asi; And Béa ig-ati
Dig/Spade: Bng Miriam daiwi, dakellu; And Púchikwár tive-tau, Júwoi tiwetokau
My: Gng Bogadjim dyo(te); And Béa dia-da
Your: Gng Kai gole; And Kol la-ngú-le
Sky: Gng Hatzfeldhafen lamalam; And: Púchikwár lémär-da, Júwoi lémár-, Kol lémár-che
Good: Gng Manikam boleng; And Béa beringa-da
Come!: Gng Bongu gira!; And Bálé kélé

2.2 Key to Curr’s Australian Classification

1 Port Darwin, 2 Adelaide River, 3 Port Essington, 4 Rallies Bay, 5 Caledon Bay, 6 Roper River, 7 Cape York, 8 De Grey River, 9 Shaw River, 10 Nickel Bay, 11 NW Cape to 30 miles South of Gascoyne River, 12 Shark's Bay, 13 Mouth of Murchison River, 14 Northampton Tribe, 15 Champion Bay, 17 Victoria Plains, 18 Newcastle (WA), 19 Perth Tribe, 20/21 York District, 22 Pinjarra, 23 Kojomp/Etiomp, 24 Banbury, etc., 25 Blackwood District, 26 Lower Blackwood, 27 Irwin & Murchison, 28 Upper Sandford, 29 200 miles NE of Newcastle, 30 Mount Stirling, 31 King George’s Sound, 32 Kent District, 33 Coast from Doubtful Bay to Israelite Bay, 34 Eyre’s Sand Patch, 35 Eucla, 36 Head of Great Australian Bight, 37 Alice Springs, 38 Charlotte Waters, 39 Macumba River, 40 Streaky Bay, 41 Port Lincoln, 42 Peake Telegraph Station, 43 NW of Lake Eyre, 44 North Shore of Lake Eyre, 45 W of Lake Eyre, 46/47 Warburton River, 48 Cooper’s Creek to E of Northern Branch and Koongi Lake, 49 Cooper’s Creek in neighbourhood where Burke & Willis died, 50 Cooper’s Creek near the Booloo River, 51 Nockatoonga, Wilson River, 52 Thargominda, Bulloo River, 53 Lower Bulloo River, 54 E of Strzelecki’s Creek, 55 From Mt. Freeling to Pirigundi Lake, 56 Kopperamana, 57 Strangway Springs, 58 Umbartana, 59 Mt. Serle, 60 Beltana, 61 Wonoka, 62 E Shore of Lake Torrens, 63 Gawler Range, 64 Marachowie, 65 Mt. Remarkable, 66 Port Pirie, 40 miles E of, 67 York’s Peninsula, S. Australia, 68 Adelaide & neighbourhood, 69 Evelyn Creek, 69A Near NW Corner of New South Wales, 70 Country NW of Barrier Range, 71 Country about 60 miles NW from a point on the Darling, midway between Menindie & Wilcannia, 72 Boolcoomatta, 73 Torrewetto, 74 Lower portions of the Paroo & Warrego Rivers, 75 Bourke, Darling River, 76 50 miles below Bourke on the Darling River, 77 Wilcannia, 78 Tintinaligi, 79 Weinteriga, 80 Menindie, Darling River, 81 Tolarno Station, 82 Junction of Darling & Murray Rivers, 83 From the Banks of the Murray river where it enters Lake Alexandrina to the embouchure of that river & Lacapede Bay, 84 From Wellington on the Murray River to the North West Bend, 85 NW Bend of the Murray River, 86 Ned’s Corner, 87 From the Mallee Cliffs to Wentworth.

9. The author wishes to thank Professor David Shanks of Ucl for his assistance in sourcing the material from Curr.
88 From the junction of the Lachlan and Murray to the junction of the Darling & the Murray, 89 E of Nicholson River and between that river & the coast, 90 Burketown, 91 Mouth of the Leichardt River, 92 Mouth of the Norman River, 93 Middle Norma, 94 W Bank of the Leichardt River, near sea, 95 Leichardt River, 20 miles below Kamilaroi Station, 96 Kamilaroi Station, Leichardt River, 97 Between the Gregory and Leichardt Rivers, 98 Seymour, Templeton & Cloncurry Rivers, 99 Cloncurry River, 100 Flinders & Cloncurry Rivers, 101 Burke River, 102 Hamilton River/Lower Georgina River/ Between Georgina & Burke Rivers, 103 Head of Hamilton River, 104 On Hamilton River near Boulla, 105 Junction of King’s Creek & the Georgina River, 106 Lower Diamantina, 107 Junction of Thomson & Barcoo Rivers, also the Whitula Creek, 108 Princess Charlotte’s Bay, N Queensland, 109 Endeavour River, 110 Weary Bay, 111 Akconkoon, Palmer River, 112 Lynd River, 113 Granite Range, close to Head of Mitchell River and E of Hodgkinson Goldfields, 114 Near the Head of the Walsh River, 115 Country about Thornborough Diggings, and near the Head of the Mitchell, 116 Granite Range at the head of the Walsh River, 117 Head of the Gilbert, 118 Hinchinbrook Island and adjacent Mainland, 119 Herbert River, 120 Halifax Bay, 121 Headwaters of the Burdekin River, 122 Clarke River, 123 Top of Range near Dalrymple, 124 Cleveland Bay, 125 Mt. Elliott, 126 Mouth of the Burdekin River, 127 Porter’s Range, 128 Charters Towers, 129 Upper Flinders, Hughenden, Dutton River, etc., 130 Watershed & Upper Portion of the Cape River. 131 Natal Downs Station, 132 Ravenswood, Upper Burdekin, 133 Mt. Black, 134 Lower Burdekin, 135 Burdekin River, various tribes, 136 From Port Denison to Cape Gloucester, 137 Tower Hill and Cornish Creeks, 138 Upper Thomson, 139 Head of Diamantina, 140 Diamantina River, Middleton Creek, 141 Western River, 142 Main Range between Belyando & Cape Rivers, 143 Belyando, 144 Logan Creek, Lower Suttor and Lower Mistake Creek, 145 Fort Cooper, 146 Scrubby Creek, 147 Port Mackay, 148 Broad Sound, Yaamba, Maryborough, St. Lawrence, 149 Rockhampton and Gracemere, 150 Eastern slopes of Expedition Range, Lower Dawson, Upper Fitzroy, Mackenzie and Isaacs, 151 Peak and Logan Downs, 152 Alice River, 153 Barcoo, 40 miles W of Blackall, 154 Blackall, Barcoo, 155 Barcoo, Tambo, Mt. Enniskillen and Ravensbourne Creek, 156 Negou, 157 Head of the Comet, 158 Brown River, 159 Dawson & Burnett Rivers, 160 Kuppol Bay, Calliope, Curtis Island, 161 Boyne River, 162 Bustard Bay, Rodd’s Bay, Many Peak Range, 163 Baffle Creek, 164 N. Side of Moreton Bay, Maryborough, between Brisbane and Gympie, Great Sandy or Fraser’s Island, 165 Upper Burnett, Mt. Debatable, Gayndah, 166 Mary River and Bunya Bunya Country, 167 Upper Brisbane River, 168 Brisbane River, 169 Condamine and Charley’s Creek, 170 Stradbroke and Moreton Is., 171 Between Albert and Tweed Rivers, 172 Nerang Creek, 173 Tweed River and Point Dangar, 174 Part of Maranoa, 175 Balonne, Baleandoon, Nerrun, Weir and Moonie Rivers,

3. Trombetti’s Dravidian-Australian correspondences

In Volume 2, Trombetti (1923) reproduces a list of general Dravidian-Australian cognates and then two separate lists of Tamil-Australian and Kannada-Australian cognates, based on Curr’s Australian data and Caldwell’s/Vinson’s Dravidian data. These are transcribed here for reference purposes. I have also added Andamanese/Papuan etc. cognates in italics where these occur in Gatti’s data.

The most obvious point is that Dravidian shows far more numerous links with Australian than with Andamanese or Papuan. Furthermore, he details a link between Dravidian and Hamito-Semitic, but finds more Bantu links to Andamanese. Viewed from a modern perspective, I wonder whether Trombetti’s link to Dravidian is not actually demonstrating something else, i.e., evidence of a much later migration from India to Australia during the Mesolithic/Neolithic and possibly associated with flooding of ancestral habitats at the end of the Ice Age, as is suggested by recent genetic work (Redd et al. 2002). If so, then the implication of Trombetti’s work is that the South
Indian populations who migrated to Australia were Dravidian speakers, even if he was wrong about including Dravidian in his Andamanese-Papuan-Australian phylum.

3.1 General Dravidian cognates

One-1: Malto, Telugu oru; Aus 105 oroo, 106 orroo
One-2: Gondi vanda; Aus 205 wondo, 207E, F wondo, wondo
Two: Malto iru, ir; Aus 167 yero
Three-1: Malto mumdru; Aus 136 mundula; Gng 11 Augustafluß mongul
Three-2: Kui mūdu, Kannada mūdu; Aus 168 muddan
Three-3: Telugu mūnnu; Aus 11 mun-gooraba
Three-3: Brahui mūru; Aus 11 murra
Four: Malto, Telugu nālu, Malto, Kui, Gondi nal; Aus 63 nulla; Tas Peron nina; Gng 11 Augustafluß nun
I-1: Kaikadi anu; Aus 207A aan
I-2: Malayalam nanna; Aus 35 ngana
I-3: Malto nāṇ; Aus 18 nange
You-1: Malto, Kui, Gondi, Telugu, Kuruth ni; Aus 13 nee-nee
You-2: Gondi, Tamil, Korri nin; Aus 166 nin
You-3: Brahui nīnū; Aus 120 nino
You-4: Kaikadi inū; Aus 164 in, 161 innoo
Foot-1: Kui, Gondi, Telugu, Malayalam kāl, Kannada kalu; 208H kaar, 208C kar, 179 garra, 213 gerra; Gng Kelana Kai kiese
Foot-2: Brahui khed; Aus 179 gidda
Nose: Malto, 4, 10 mūkku, Kui, Gondi muka, Brahui migu, Kaikadi mungeli; Aus 107 mingo, mingo,
Eye: Malto kāṇa, khaṇṇa, Gondi kāṇṇa, Kaikadi kannu, 9 kan; Aus 37 ul-gana, 38 al-kna
Mouth-1: Tamil bai; Aus 142 beea, 177 be
Mouth-2: Malayalam tuḍḍl; Aus 62 thied
Mouth-3: Kannada noru; Aus 8 narra
Teeth: Telugu, Kannada pellu, Kui pell, Gondi pella, Malayalam pal; Aus 152 pirra; And Puchikwär pēla-da
Hair-1: Kui magara, Gondi magri; Aus 170 magool
Hair-2: Brahui kūdalu; Aus 152 kultar
Hair-3: Tamil, Malayalam chutti; Aus 131 kuthy; Tas Jorgensen cetha-na, Lhotsky ziti-na; Gng Poom hōdo
Hair-4: Korri talith; Aus 73 tarta-woolka, 74 turtoo-bulki
Head: Tamil kukk; Aus 50 kooka, 48 koka, 181 kaoga; Tas Peron cuegi, Bng Kauralaig kwiku, Saibai kuikö
Belly/Stomach-1: Kui varag, Gondi vārga; Aus 11 waelgo, 12 wilguo; Gng Wenke gulegim
Belly/Stomach-2: Kui vayara; Aus 96 wyyeer
Belly/Stomach-3: Tamil kūl; Aus 118 kool-ko, 124 keela, 5 gooro
Belly/Stomach-4: Korri purath; Aus 154 burte
Belly/Stomach-5: Kaikadi yayara; Aus 190 daddo
Father: Korri abba, ābā; Aus 124/133 aboo [Correspondence with Munda];
  Bng Kiwai, Miriam aba, Domara abai, Mairu apai; Gng Manikam abū,
  Bogadjim abu, Kadda abe
Mother-1: Telugu amma; Aus 104 amme, 102 ama; Bng Kauralaig, Saibai ama;
  Miriam amau; Gng Bongu am
Mother-2: Gondi gāmma; Aus 167 kame
Brother: Kaikadi dada; Aus 194 tutha, 167 dooda [Correspondence with Munda]
Sister: Korri bāyith; Aus 196 boady, 175 boade, 190 pate
Man: Korri murse; Aus 177 murdie
Child-1: Malto pillei, 10 pilla; Aus 97 bile, billa, 101 biller-biller
Child-2: Kui gunt, Gondi gunti; Aus 131 gundoo, 152 candoo
Child-3: Kaikadi miḍa; Aus 52 mitha-burlu, 51 mootha
Son/Young Man: Malayalam marri, Kuruth mār; Aus 145 maura, 62 meroo
Sun-1: Gondi khukkyā, Brahui chikka; Aus 89 koagigi, 169 koke, 176 koogee
Sun-2: Tamil binkō; Aus 135 boong-jouelbee, 205 boogil, 134 bangala
Water-1: Kui, Gondi tenni; Aus 201 teeni
Water-2: Telugu vellam; Aus 214 A, 214C wolla, 181 wolle, wollum, 94 wadda
Water-3: Tamil amm; Aus 131/142/154/174 ammoo, 156 amu
Water-4: Kuruth dir; Aus 6 dilli-dilli
Go/Walk-1: [see Foot] Telugu po(ga); Aus 165 bego
Go/Walk-2: Tamil, Korri kalā; Aus 19 koola, 21 gooley
Eat-1: Malto, Kui, Brahui tinnu, Malayalam tin, Kannada tinu; Aus 46 tina,
  49 tyena, 120 diana, 211 thianang
Eat-2: Tamil mōkhī; Aus 40 mungee, 214B maichimiak
Come/Walk: Tamil, Korri bara, Malayalam varā, Malto, Kui, Gondi, Telugu va;
  Aus 137 a-ber, 73 para-poo, 189 warre, 8, 9 wa-thi
Yes-1: Gondi hāl; Aus 69A ka, 159 ha-ha
Yes-2: Kaikadi a; Aus 41 a
No-1: Tamil alla; Aus 155 alla
No-2: Tamil maḷā, Korri mala; Aus 102 malloo, 104 mallo; Tas Miligan mallya leah
No-3: Kannada lēdu; Aus 2 leita, leiter

3.2 Tamil cognates

Pelican: T kūlei, kadā; Aus 181 goola, guleala, 175 kuliällu, 190 koolay, 190 karlie,
  214A kati-n
Crow: T kākkei; Aus 28 koko, 11 karko
Egg: T muttei, K motte; Aus 120 meto
Fish: T mīn; Aus 194 mena, 214B mani, 214D munni, 17 miye
Fly: T oara; 27 boooara; Bng Kauralaig/Saibai buli
Snake: T pāmbu; Aus 156 bumba
Sister-1: T akkāl (elder); Aus 48 karoo, 97 koolakalla (elder & younger)
Sister-2: T tha-makkei [tha-honorary prefix]; Aus 84 maiko, 85 meeka, 87 maik (elder)
Brother-1: T tha-meiyan; Aus 201 mia, 182 moen
Brother-2: T thambi; Aus 120 tambua (younger)
Head: T mandei; Aus 99 munda
Hair-1: T mudi; Aus 6 moder; And Önge māūdé
Hair-2: T kūnthak; Aus 171 condur, 152 kuttar
Grass-1: T pul, pullu; Aus 10 peela, peelan; 6 bolea, 63 burree
Grass-2: T krāy; Aus 149 karra, 40 korra, 50 koola, 17 gila, 51 goola; And Cháriar chālu-taich
Tongue: T nāru; Aus 116 nabbie
Breast: T kongei; Aus 208D chongo, 208G chaang, 204/207A chang
Bone: T mul; Aus moolale, modlallie, 75 mudda
Skin: T thöl, tholi; Aus 48 dulla, 46 dalla, 55 dula, 114 thilly
Guts: T kudal; Aus 171 giddirra
Light: T velichham; Aus 210 werrook
Cold-1: T peleïya; Aus 40 pyala, 63 pialla
Cold-2: T ārina; Aus 90 woorine, 171 waring
Cold-3: T kulir; Aus 181 karil, 149 kirroo
Forest/Wood: T kādu; Aus 179 gate, 178 galleel
Hill-1: T malei; Aus 23 moolan, 106 meri
Hill-2: T mèdu, modu; Aus 99 minde
Hill-3: T kundu; Aus 166 kunda, 16 kata, 18 katta
Stone: T kal, kallu; Aus 108 koola, 181 gulla, 176 gooroa; Bng Kauralaig. Saibai kula, Kauralaig kōla; Gng Kai gala, gola
Bark: T pattei; Aus 42 peeta, 24 booto, 147 bittey, 63 patta
Bad: T athatha; Aus 28 thata
Food: [see Water, Eat]; T thini; Aus 213 tunnam 190 dinu-ng, dana
Sleep: T urangu; Aus 10 warungo, 190 werrigoo
Drink: T kudi; Aus 107 kootha-ngo, 126 kudge-ogoo
See-1: T pār; Aus 170 parrari, 190 pirroo
See-2: T their; Aus 138 telli-mulla, 140 tilly-knukela; And Púchikwar ir-t’lui, Júwoi re-t’lui, Kol er-t’lui
Sit: T kunthu; Aus 106 kunda, 159 gundower
Where?: T enge; Aus 147 anga, 83 yangi, 174 ingia
Full-1: T niranda; Aus 55 narpoo
Full-2: T miuli; Aus 150 mulea, 177 mulla-mulla, 10 maroo
Large-1: T perum; Aus 44 pirma; 46 pirna; Gng 5 boro; Bng 47,48 baru-ka
Large-2: T periya; Aus 46 piarree, 140 piala

---

10. Trombetti demonstrates the phonetic law: l = d, l = t elsewhere.
Small: T podī; Aus boti-ne, 150 pit, 16 poto-n
Dead: T patta; Aus 58 baad-lookoo, 167 bootīr, 185 boote, 145 boonda
Earth: T mannu; Aus 125 mannie; Aus 71 mūndie; Gng 5 moṇḍam, 6 manidam, 7 mandam
Tree/Wood: T maram; Aus 197 murru, 102 mooroo, 126 moora
Smoke: T poheī; Aus 23 poohey, 32 booe
Crayfish: T kallirāl; Aus 205 keler
Turkey: T vankoli; Aus 39 wongarra
Dark: T irul; Aus 92 arreal
Today-1: it’tēi; Aus 60 yeth, 65 yatto, 38 il-ytta
Today-2: T indī; Aus 47 untie
Day/Sun: T ellei; Aus 13 eły, 190 eery, 181 eri
Tomorrow: T nalei; A ? noolar
See: T nokku; Aus 207 C naako, 190 nagoo, naagi, 47 nakkoo
Canoe/Ship-1: T kappel; Aus 24 kibera; Gng 5, 6, 8 kabaṇ, 7 čuṇ
Canoe/Ship-2: T kalam; Aus 209A, 209B korom
Dark/Grow Dark: T karu; Aus 131, 10 koora
Light: T vilakku; Aus 210 werrook; And 4 ár-lid-wālaich
Increase, Big-1: T migu; Aus 124 mooga, 113 muchan
Increase, Big-2: T mettu; Aus 190 mootoo, 179 mulla-mulla

3.3 Kannada cognates

Mouth: K bāyi; Aus 177 be, 142 beea
Elder Brother: K anna; Aus 142 att-ana (att is honorific prefix)
Large: K dadda; Aus 29 dudar
See: K nōdu; Aus 88 nithe, 188 natan, 178 nad, 161 natha
Hear: K kēlu; Aus 107 kurra, 191 gorai, 194 koori [ear]
Stand/Sit: K nillu; Aus 196 nulli, 181 naree
Where?: K yelli; Aus 171 yella, 184 yilla, 172 illy, 173/178 ille
Three: K mùru; Aus 64 murra, 14 marronoo
Fire: K ur-i; Aus 37, 38 oora, 39 ooraa
Old: K kiro; Aus 14 kyerra, 155 kiara, 140 kaera
Ear: K kēl; Aus 35 goolaya, 193/194 koori, 191 gora
Many: K pal; Aus boola (v. widespread); And Bāle ár-pūlia-da
Boy: K mag-an; Aus 170 mugee; 190 makkoo
Mother/Elder Sister: K akka (elder sister) = Aus 212 yakkan, 210 yackan (mother)
Wind: K karr-u; Aus 190 gera, girar, kerare, 215 karrie

3.4 Sources of data

Australia & Tasmania (Aus/T): Curr (1886–1887)
British New Guinea (Bng): Ray (1895)
German New Guinea (Gng): Schmidt (1900–1902)
Andaman Islands (And): Portman (1898) [for Béa, Balé, Puchikwár, Júwoi and Kol]; Portman (1887) [for Bíjigíáb, Cháriár and Ònge].

Dravidian: Caldwell (1856); Vinson (1903); Skeat & Blagden (1906)
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Otomanguean loan words in Proto-Uto-Aztecan maize vocabulary?

Jane H. Hill
University of Arizona

A suite of words for the maize plant, its cultivation and cuisine can be reconstructed for Proto-Uto-Aztecan (PUA), suggesting that its speech community included cultivators. Evidence is presented that some of this maize vocabulary may have been borrowed from an early stage of Western Otomanguean, no later than the breakup of Proto-Oto-Chinantecan. If this episode of contact can be supported, PUA was probably located in the northwest quadrant of Mesoamerica, no further north than approximately Queretaro, at 5000–4500 years ago. The possibility that the PUA/Western Otomanguean resemblances are descended from some ancient common source is considered, but contact seems a better explanation.

1. Introduction: Uto-Aztecan origins

Until quite recently, nearly all students of the Uto-Aztecan (UA) languages of North America agreed on the following broad outlines of Uto-Aztecan culture history. The proto-language community consisted of hunter-gatherers living in the uplands of the Gila River drainage system in present-day Arizona and New Mexico and the Mexican states of Sonora and Chihuahua (Fowler 1983). Long after the domestication of maize and the emergence of communities of cultivators in Mesoamerica, some UA communities adopted maize cultivation. The ancestors of the Aztecan subgroup moved south, reaching Mesoamerica itself by the sixth or seventh century A.D., and other groups moved as well, forming a southern UA corridor in western Mexico. All of the northern UA communities except the Hopi and a few of their nearest Southern Numic neighbors remained hunters and gatherers until the historic period.

Bellwood (1997) raised the first major challenge to this view, pointing out that the size and geographical distribution of the UA language family matched his model of language spread and radiation in a “Neolithic expansion”, the demographically-driven spread of communities of early cultivators at the expense of neighboring hunter-gatherers. At about the same time that Bellwood began to make this argument, archaeologists in Mexico and the Southwest were revising the
prehistory of maize cultivation in several respects. First, radiocarbon dates on maize in the general region showed that cultivation was much more ancient in northwestern Mexico and the U.S. Southwest than had been previously thought, dating back to 4000 years ago in the Tucson Basin and the upper Gila River basin (Huckell 2005). Second, some early cultivator communities in the U.S. Southwest were clearly migrants, especially the Western Basketmaker II, who were established on the Colorado Plateau in the Four Corners area by 3500 years ago (Berry & Berry 1986; Wills 1995). Full sedentism of cultivators in central Mexico – suggesting that cultivation formed the principal basis of subsistence – dates only to about 4500 years ago. The rapidity of the spread of maize from central Mexico to the U.S. Southwest is also consistent with Bellwood’s hypothesis.

Additional evidence in favor of Bellwood’s position comes from historical linguistics. The lexicon of Proto-Uto-Aztecan (PUA) includes a suite of twelve items of maize vocabulary, shown in Table 1 (all but (6), recently identified by Alexis Manaster Ramer (personal communication) are from Hill 2001). All of these forms have cognates in both southern and northern branches of the family. While most of the cognates with meanings within the semantic domain of maize (instead of the pine-nut domain, where some of the northern cognates are located) come from a single northern language, Hopi, others are found in the Numic languages. Cognate for (1), part of the word for “tortilla,” appear in Gabrielino and cognate for (4) is found in Luiseno.

Table 1. Proto-Uto-Aztecan maize vocabulary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>**sunu “corn ear, maize”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>**sono “maize byproducts such as cobs, leaves, cane”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>**paʔtz-i/a “green corn ear (“elote”), corn kernel, seed”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>**saki “parched corn, pop corn”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>**wïra “to shell corn”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>**oʔri/a “ear of corn, cob”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>**sura “embryo of corn, tender ear of green maize”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>**timä “tortilla, tamale”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>**komal “cooking surface for maize cakes”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>**kuumii/u “to nibble small pieces of food, especially corn on the cob or popcorn; corn”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>**wïka “digging stick”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>**ïca “to plant”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Hill (2001) I argued that the PUA community was probably located in the northwest quadrant of Mesoamerica. However, given the speed with which maize moved from Mesoamerica to the U.S. Southwest, a Uto-Aztecan proto-community located in the Upper Gila drainage, as proposed by Fowler (1983), could have acquired maize and a vocabulary for it at a very early date. The purpose of the
present essay is to review new evidence for a Mesoamerican homeland, in the form of possible loan words from Otomanguean languages in the Uto-Aztecan maize vocabulary.

2. Otomanguean prehistory

Otomanguean is probably the most ancient of the Mesoamerican language families; Kaufman (1990) suggests that it is about 6000 years old. While its geographic extent is not as large as that of UA, it includes a much larger number of languages. Kaufman divides Otomanguean into two major branches, Eastern and Western. Eastern Otomanguean, with two major subbranches, each with three subdivision, includes two of the largest subfamilies: Mixtecan, with at least 25 daughter languages, and Zapotecan, with at least 40. Our concern here is with the smaller Western Otomanguean branch, which includes languages located in the north-west quadrant of Mesoamerica, a possible homeland for PUA. Kaufman organizes Western Otomanguean as in Table 2. We will be concerned mainly with the more northerly subbranch, Proto-OtoPamean-Chinantecan.

Table 2. Western Otomanguean

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proto-OtoPamean-Chinantecan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OtoPamean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern OtoPamean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chichimec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamean (3 languages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern OtoPamean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matlatzinca-Ocuitelco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otomi (4 languages)-Mazahua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinantecan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tlapanecan-Chiapanecan-Manguean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tlapaneca-Subtiaba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiapanecan-Manguean</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Otomanguean languages are found throughout the central Mexican highlands, including the Tehuacan Valley and the Upper Balsas drainage, regions in which the earliest domesticated maize (and the earliest domesticated squash) have been identified. In the Upper Balsas grow the varieties of teosinte, the wild plant ancestral to maize, that exhibit the closest genetic relationship to maize itself (Benz 2001). Kaufman (1990) and Hopkins (1984) associate Proto-Otomanguean with the earliest Mesoamerican cultivators, the so-called “Tehuacan Culture”.

In Section 3, I present evidence that several words in the PUA maize vocabulary are loans from Western Otomanguean, from a stage no later than Proto-OtoPamean-Chinantecan.

3. Resemblances between Uto-Aztecan and Otomanguean maize vocabularies

UA and Otomanguean maize vocabularies exhibit (1) words that are similar in form and meaning; (2) a resemblance in form between words for “corn” and words for “green”; and (3) a relationship between words in the “corn” and “green” complexes in both languages where word-initial *s alternates with word-initial *kw (in Otomanguean) or *ku/k (in UA).

The resemblance in form and meaning has long been noted. Campbell (1979: 949) suggested that Uto-Aztecan **sunu “corn” is “almost certainly a loan from Otomanguean”. Campbell thought that **sunu was attested only in the southern UA languages, so that the loan would have not been into PUA, but into a later stage. However, **sunu is attested in the northern languages, as seen in (1).

(1) **sunu “corn ear, maize”: Gabrielfino Song-áxey “tortilla” (áxey “thing to eat, pinole”), Hopi songowi “sand grass (Calamovilfa gigantea, a large grass with maize-like canes and tassels)”; Tepiman *hu:nu-i “corn”, Taracahitan *sunú-t “corn”, Nahua *sin-tli “ear of corn”

Campbell had in mind as a source the Otomanguean form seen in (2), as reconstructed by Rensch (1976). Rensch gives no Proto-Otomanguean (PO) glosses; the glosses given here are drawn from the meanings that Rensch gives for cognates in the daughter languages. Kaufman’s slightly different reconstruction for the same item is also given.

(2) a. **se(n) (Rensch 1976, #285) “ear of corn, corncob, masa, corn flour”
   b. **sa(a)ai(n) “ear of corn” (Kaufman 1990)

If this were an isolated resemblance, it could be dismissed as a likely case of chance. However, this item is part of a larger system of interlocking similarities. The first of these is that in both Uto-Aztecan and Otomanguean, and only in these language families in Mesoamerica, there are resemblant words in the proto-languages for “corn” and “green.” Examining Mesoamerican iconography from the first millennium B.C., Taube (2000) observed a set of symbolic connections linking maize to two of the most important Mesoamerican prestige goods, greenstone (jade, jadeite, or serpentine, often carved into “celts” that represent maize ears and leaves) and iridescent green quetzal feathers. An obvious metaphoric link between maize and these two precious materials is the color green. The Uto-Aztecan forms are seen in (3), and the Otomanguean
words in (4). Note that these resemblances are not exact and often involve only the first syllable. The range of meanings of the “green” words include “grass,” “leaf,” and non-deciduous broad-leafed trees such as “willow.” However, nothing remotely similar appears in any other Mesoamerican language families, where both present-day and proto-language words for “corn” and “green/grass/leaf/etc.” are entirely distinct.

(3) Proto-Uto-Aztecan words for “corn” and “green”
   a. **sunu “corn ear, maize”/ **suu-: Nahua xiwi- “green, jade, turquoise”
   b. **sono “maize byproducts such as cobs, leaves, cane”/**so-: In “grass” throughout family; Nahuatl soso:wik “something green, raw”
   c. **saki “parched corn, popcorn”: **sa-:PNUA sakwa “green, glue, color of turquoise”, PUA **sawa “leaf”; PUA**saka “willow, grass” (note Nahua saka-tl “grass”, yielding Spanish zacate).

(4) Proto-Otomanguean words for “corn” and “green”
   a. **se(n) (Rensch 1976, #285) “ear of corn, corncob, masa, corn flour” /
      **se(n)½ “grass, hay” (Rensch 1976, #272)
   b. **sa(a)ii(n) “ear of corn” (Kaufman 1990)/ **sa(n) “green, raw” (Rensch 1976, #303); **(n)sa “green” (Kaufman 1990) (Suárez (1980: 59) reconstructs **Ysa)
   c. **sau (-wV) “masa, tortilla” (Kaufman 1990)

A brief discussion of these examples is required before we proceed. Note that in the UA examples in (3) there are two obviously very closely-related words for aspects of “corn”, **sunu and **sono, the latter always having to do with something other than the ripe ear of corn, such as the cob left after shelling, leaves, stalks, or stubble. The word **saki “parched corn, popcorn” had a third initial. Just as **sunu and **sono are parallel to two different words for “green” in **suu- and **so-, **saki resembles a third “green” word, a PUA word for “willow,” *saka. In the Otomanguean words in (4) there are similar confusions. Rensch (1976) and Kaufman (1990) disagree on the correct reconstruction of the word for “ear of corn.” However, given the words for “green,” for which Rensch recognizes a doublet **se(n) ½ (the superscript numbers represent reconstructed tone) and **sa(n), it seems likely that there is a vowel doublet for “ear of corn” as well.

This complex of similarities between several words for “corn” and several words for “green” is not the end of the matter. In both proto-languages, there are also words for “corn” and “green” that have, not initial **s, but initial *kw or *ku (simply *k in the Uto-Aztecan form for “green”). These are seen in (5), for Proto-Uto-Aztecan, and (6), for Proto-Otomanguean.

(5) Uto-Aztecan words for “corn” and “green” in initial **ku, *k:
   a. **ku:mi/u “to eat food that comes in little pieces, especially corn and popcorn; corn (in PNUA only)”/*kan- “willow” (PNUA only): Numic *kahna-, Hopi qaha, Tübatulabal ha:-l, Cahuilla qa:nik-sh.
Otomanguean words for “corn” and “green” in initial **kw:

a. **kw “corn, ear of corn, masa, atole, corn kernels” (Rensch 1976, #177)/
   **kwe “green, blue, raw” (Rensch 1976, #174)/ **w(y)e7 “green, blue”
   (Kaufman 1990); note Proto-Popoloca *šę− kwhę7; Proto-Otopame
   *poe-th
b. **kw “corn” (Kaufman 1990)

Kaufman (1990) gives no cognate sets in support of his reconstructions. His reconstruction for “green, blue” seen in (6a) does not include initial *k, but has only the glide **w. I give the Proto-Popoloca form as well as the Proto-Otopamean form from Rensch (1976), both of which have initial stops, to show that there is support for Rensch’s reconstruction of an obstruent. It seems more likely that /kw/ would weaken to /w/ than that a stop onset would accrue to a glide, so I believe that Rensch is probably right about the initial **kw.

4. An Otomanguean origin for the resemblances

Section 3 shows that Proto-Otomanguean and Proto-Uto-Aztecan share several interesting features in their maize vocabularies. Not only are the words for “corn” resemblant, but in both language families, uniquely in Mesoamerica, these words for “corn” resemble words for “green.” Finally, both languages show doublets, in both words for “corn” and words for “green,” with words beginning in **s and words beginning in **kw, **ku, or **k. While the words are short, and the resemblances are not exact, this is a fairly intricate set of interlocking resemblances, suggesting that it is not due to chance.

If these resemblances are the result of contact, the initial consonant alternation indicates that they are of Otomanguean origin. In PUA, the pair **sunu/**kuumi/u “corn, nibble corn” and the possible pair **saka/**kan “willow” are the only cases of **s/**k alternations within a semantic domain. However, in Otomanguean such alternations among initial consonants are broadly productive; word-initial consonant alternations are very well attested throughout the lexicon. Bartholemew (1965), Gudschinsky (1959), Longacre (1962), Rensch (1967) and Suárez (1980) all concur in the presence of a system of consonant alternations for Proto-Otomanguean and for several of the sub-families. The alternations probably result from the incorporation of prefixes into the stressed initial syllable of the root. Rensch (1967: 31–34) proposed six sets of consonant alternations for Proto-Otomanguean; the one of interest for our present purposes is *kw ~ *y ~ *s. The Otomanguean “corn/green” words do not have any examples of initial *y, but they attest **kw ~ **s in pairs like *se(n) ~ *kwe “corn” and *sa(n) “green” ~ *kwa “bush, leaf, forage, etc.”
In summary, several words in the Proto-Uto-Aztecan maize vocabulary resemble Proto-Otomanguean words in both form and meaning. They display the same metaphoric connection between “corn” and “green.” They display a consonant alternation well-attested in Otomanguean, but not attested in Uto-Aztecan outside this narrow lexical domain. Thus it is likely that at least this part of the PUA maize vocabulary is borrowed from Otomanguean. More specifically, given that the distribution of Uto-Aztecan languages suggest an origin in the northwest quadrant of Mesoamerica, the loans are probably from an early stage of Western Otomanguean, before the radiation of the Oto-Pamean group as a separate northwestern branch of Western Otomanguean. The reason for this chronological suggestion is that, among the various Otomanguean consonant alternations, the */s- ~ kw- alternation does not reconstruct for the ancestor of the Oto-Pamean languages. The other major branch of Oto-Chinanteco is Chinantecan, which does preserve the relevant etyma with reflexes of initial */kw/ (Kaufman 1990: 103) and shows the */s- ~ */kw- alternation (Rensch 1976: 335 (n. 14)).

5. Implications for locating the Uto-Aztecan homeland

Kaufman (1990) dates the breakup of Western Otomanguean to about 4500 years ago, and the breakup of Oto-Pamean-Chinantecan to about 4000 years ago. This is not an unreasonable time period for PUA; while Miller (1983) suggested that PUA was six thousand years old, in Hale’s (1958) glottochronological study of Uto-Aztecan, the oldest separation date is 4733. Kaufman locates the various dialect groups of Proto-Oto-Pamean-Chinantecan in the highlands of west-central Mexico. He places the dialects that gave rise to Chinanteco in the state of Morelos (the language is spoken today in a remote region of western Oaxaca), with Matlatzincan ancestral dialects to the west around Toluca in the state of Mexico, and Otomian ancestral varieties to the north in Querétaro. This crescent from Morelos through the Toluca region to Querétaro is an excellent candidate region for the location of Proto-Uto-Aztecan; these are largely pine-forested highlands, with precisely the same flora and fauna, at the generic level, that Fowler (1983) reconstructed for PUA in her argument for the upper Gila River drainage as a likely Uto-Aztecan homeland.

If the maize vocabulary of PUA indeed comes in part from Otomanguean, we can probably rule out the upper Gila drainages as the homeland, and locate a PUA Urheimat on the northwestern boundaries of, or indeed, well within the boundaries of, Mesoamerica. The most northerly languages in Otomanguean are the Pamean languages, spoken in the state of San Luis Potosí. The Pameans historically were hunter-gatherers, not cultivators; this certainly represents another
case of agricultural regression, since it is clear that Proto-Otomanguean was spoken by a community of cultivators. While one should not discount the blurring of the geographical history of Otomangean during four thousand years – indeed, we know that in the late prehistoric period Otomangueans (specifically Otomí speakers) were retreating in the face of Aztecan pressure – it seems very unlikely that any Otomanguean language was ever spoken as far north as the Gila River headwaters.

6. **Central Amerind or some other ancient “common source”?**

Since this essay is submitted in honor of our colleague Hal Fleming, a notable long-ranger, I have a responsibility to consider whether these resemblances between Otomanguean and Uto-Aztecan maize/green vocabulary are “sprung from some common source,” rather than due to contact.

Greenberg (1987) groups UA and Otomanguean, together with Kiowa-Tanoan, in his Central Amerind branch of Amerind. If there was a “Central Amerind,” it could not have had words for “maize.” The most ancient radiocarbon-dated maize, from Guila Naquitz, Oaxaca, is 6200 years old. This is much too late for anything like “Central Amerind.” This is very close to the date proposed for the initial breakup of Otomanguean by Kaufman (1990). As noted above, the dates proposed for PUA range from 6,000 to less than 5,000 years ago. Hale and Harris (1979) believed that Proto-Kiowa-Tanoan dated to between 3,000 and 2,500 years ago.

Cultivated maize cannot reproduce without human intervention, so no language had a word for “maize’ before the plant was domesticated. However, hunter-gatherer populations in central Mexico must have been exploiting its immediate ancestor, *teosinte* (*Zea mays*, var. *parviglumis*), as a precursor to domestication. Spanish *teosinte* is from Nahua *teo-sin-tli* “divine-maize-absolute.noun”, which looks like a marking reversal from Nahua *sintli* “fully ripe ear of maize, mazorca”. Might teosinte have been the original plant denoted by something like ***Sv? In fact, Greenberg (1987: 127) gives the Otomanguean word for “grass”, already discussed above in Section 3, in his Central Amerind set for FLOWER, adapted in (7):

(7) Central Amerind FLOWER: Tiwa ʰ脾胃- “grass”, PO **(H)se(n)½ “grass, hay” (Rensch 1976, #272), PUA *se/*si “flower”.

I think this set of resemblances is better accounted for within the framework of language contact suggested here. First, as I have pointed out above, I believe that the Otomanguean word is part of a “corn/green/grass/leaf” complex borrowed into PUA. Second, the PUA word for “flower” (which Campbell & Langacker (1979) recontruct as **siyo-) probably does not belong here, because there is a much
Closer set of resemblances involving words for “grass,” between Proto-Northern Uto-Aztecan (PNUA) and Proto-Kiowa-Tanoan (PKT). This set is part of a set of several items of maize vocabulary (the “grass” word comes from a PUA word for “maize by-products”) that I believe were loaned from PNUA into PKT during a period of contact between 3500 and 2500 years ago in the Four Corners region of the Colorado Plateau (the archaeological context is the contact between the Western Basketmaker II and the Eastern Basketmaker II (Hill 2002, 2008). During the same period, PKT evidently loaned several words for wild plants of the Colorado Plateau to PNUA (among these are the items in Greenberg’s Central Amerind sets for “fruit” (the “pine-nut” pair) and “onion”; in both cases the items cited are only in NUA). The NUA-KT resemblant sets for “grass” are seen in (9) and (10). They follow a pattern attested in other pairs where a UA nasal consonant appears as nasalization on the KT vowel.

(8) PNUA *songo “grass, tinder/hay, corn cob” (< PUA **sono “corn by-products (e.g., cobs, stalks, stubble)”; Mono sono “hay”; T영상 Shoshone sono “grass” (archaic); Owyhee Shoshone soni-“grass”, soni-pi “rye grass”; Comanche soni “grass”; Southern Paiute soni “tinder”; Hopi sö:ngö “corn cob”

(9) PKT *sV̂̂- Táos li-ne “grass”; Jemez t̂f̂: “grass”; Kiowa so-n “single grain of oats, grass seed”.

Hale (1962: 4) observes that in this set the Jemez and Kiowa forms are good cognates, but the vowel in the Taos form is wrong (the cognate vowel would be o). It is precisely this aberrant Tiwa form that appears in Greenberg’s set in (7); it is taken from Whorf and Trager (1937), who did not accept Kiowa as a genetic relative of Tanoan.

A second concern that should be raised in connection with Greenberg’s proposal is that UA shares at least as many resemblances as it does with Otomanguean with another Mesoamerican language family, Mixe-Zoquean, which Greenberg places in his Penutian branch of Amerind. Wichmann (2003: 326) notes 43 resemblant sets for PUA-Proto-Mixe-Zoquean, including four affixes. One of Wichmann’s affix pairs, shown in (10), is of special interest.

(10) UA *-m̃ “plural”, MZ *-ta-m “plural”

The reason that this pair is interesting is that we can reconstruct alongside the UA plural suffix *-m̃ a second suffix, *-t̃i. While many UA languages have both these plural suffixes, only in Aztec do they appear together in the same word, as in Nahua-ti-n and Pipil -me-t., resembling the MZ form *-ta-m. But the presence in both Uto-Aztecan and Mixe-Zoquean of *t and *m in plural suffixes may constitute an example of shared anomaly attesting to descent from a common ancestor.

Pursuing the Mixe-Zoquean question a bit further, we find that these languages do have words for “green” “grass”, seen in (11), that vaguely resemble those already
discussed. Note that these do not resemble any of the Proto-Mixe-Zoquean (PMZ) words in the maize complex.

(11) a. Proto-Mixe *šokot “grass”; Proto-Zoquean *so7k “grass” (Wichmann 1995)
b. Proto-Mixe-Zoquean *cusu(k) “green”

The Proto-Zoquean word in (11) is probably the source of Proto-Yucatecan (Mayan) suHk “zacate” (Kaufman 2003). A good deal of exchange between Mixe-Zoquean languages and Mayan can be identified; another example with sibilants in the “corn/green/grass” domain is Proto-Zoquean *tzutu “espiga de maíz”, probably from Proto-Mayan *tz’utu “flor de milpa”. In Mayan, the only word of potential interest in the “green” series is Proto-Mayan *xaq “leaf”, resembling PUA**saka “willow, grass” – and the Mixean and Zoquean words in (11a) are also reminiscent of the PUA word.

To summarize this section, if I were a competent long-ranger, I would be looking for a deep-ancestral Mesoamerican language with a word for something like “grass”, “green”, “leaf,” manifesting an initial sibilant. I would be trying to identify the sources of the many apparent derivational elements that have accrued to this word. I would be wondering if any of these derivations could be shown to be a word for teosinte. But I hope that I have shown here that untangling the resemblances that are due to contact, especially contact during the period when the Mesoamerican ethnobotanical vocabularies were restructuring to accommodate domesticated plants, and the resemblances that are descended from this hypothetical deep common ancestor, is a formidable task. The six thousand years or so since the domestication of maize is a very long time. The ten thousand years or so since something like the present-day biogeography of central Mexico began to take shape is even longer. An immense amount of noise must have been introduced into the trace signals left by the founding languages in the region, and the only suggestion in which I have any confidence is the one made in the first few sections of this essay, for the possibility that some UA words for “maize” are borrowed from an early stage of Western Otomanguean, probably about 4500 years ago.
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Historical interpretations of geographical distributions of Amerind subfamilies
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As another Hal is reputed to have said: “We Happy Few . . .”

An outline of historical relationships between Amerind language subfamilies inferred from their geographic distributions, with the intent of providing testable hypotheses, is provided. It is contended that the major subfamilies of Amerind are not all independent derivations from Proto-Amerind. In brief, Equatorial and Andean languages are of independent origin in South America, whereas Tucanoan and Macro-Carib are derived from Equatorial, with the latter giving rise to Ge-Pano. Central Amerind and Chibchan are derivatives of Hokan, with Paezan derived from Chibchan. Hokan is a very early derivative of Penutian, as is Almosan at a later interval. Mosan and Keresiouan languages are derived from Almosan.

1. Introduction

Issue X of Mother Tongue contained an article by William Davey, in which the accompanying maps bore the above title. With due respect to his published priority, I do not hesitate to employ the same title here: It has the value of precisely describing the intended content, and a certain ironic value in that it precisely replicates a title I used myself in an unpublished study I wrote several years ago – if both of us have arrived at it independently, it must be good. The present paper is a revised version of that earlier work.

The general concept of this paper is similar to Davey’s – that patterns of spatial distribution are in themselves artifacts of history, and thereby can reveal some of that history. Too much can, of course, be made of this. Conclusions drawn with consistency and with respect for Occam's Law may produce entirely reasonable results, but
without further evidence to substantiate them, they remain just that – “reasonable” – but hardly proven.

The proper purpose of such an analysis is not to obtain conclusive results, because from the geographical evidence alone that is impossible. Rather, it is to propose hypotheses that then may be tested directly against the linguistic evidence, or more indirectly, against archaeological and ecological evidence.

The conclusions proposed in this paper differ from those of Dr. Davey, but no space will be expended upon belaboring those differences. What both of us have done is to provide reasonable constructs whose merits do not lie in how they compare with one another, but in how each might be used to generate the aforesaid testable hypotheses. Put another way, the value of this paper, if it has such, is in the questions that it provokes and in the tests that may be made of it.

A brief _apologia_: The only time I have ever been accused of being a linguist was in graduate school – Hal Fleming read my paper on dialect structure in Shona and said “It reads like a linguist wrote it!” Hal is known for his enthusiasms, and I will do my best here to maintain the illusion, but the reader should be forewarned that I am not a linguist.

The data for this paper (i.e., linguistic classifications and geographical distributions) are drawn from Merritt Ruhlen’s treatment (1987) of Greenberg’s classification of Amerind languages. Said classification is not universally accepted. Nevertheless, it is a holistic one, an essential feature for the kind of geographical analysis herein conducted.

2. Theoretical considerations

Certain assumptions have been made, of which the first is the contrast between concentrated and scattered linguistic distributions. Within a given geographical space occupied by two (or more) language families, that family which has the more continuous distribution is assumed to be of later dispersal than a family that consists of isolated pockets. The fragmentation of the latter is, in fact, a result of the intrusion by the former. It is acknowledged that exceptions may occur, but the argument is generally valid, and has been used extensively in linguistic analyses. A corollary of this is that language diversity is greatest in the region of longest occupation.

This raises the important point that age within language families is relative. If a set of languages do hark back to a single ancestral tongue, then all such derivatives, at a given time horizon, are equally old. Obviously, however, it is possible to say that one language has temporal priority over another in terms of its presence in a given region. More importantly, language groups can be recognized as differing in age if one is derived from another.
Linguists recognize a hierarchy of linguistic relations, extending downwards from the most inclusive family to the dialect level. Under conditions of uniform dispersal one might assume a more or less continuous seriation of differences across time and space, analogous, perhaps, to an ideal Hardy-Weinberg genetic dispersal. But, as in the Hardy-Weinberg analogy, conditions are never ideal. We cannot, as of yet, state as precisely as geneticists do the factors that upset this ideal distribution, but obviously they would include such issues as communication density (“gene flow”, to continue the analogy, including notably such factors as relative geographical isolation), founder effect (like unto gene drift in small populations), language borrowing (a different order of “gene flow”), adaptations to radically different natural and social ecologies (perhaps a species of “selection”), and spontaneous sound and grammatical shifts (“mutation”). It is emphasized that this is analogy, not homology, but the comparisons are still, I think, useful.

Subjected to these influences, some derived languages will retain sufficient similarities to be grouped together, at one level or another, by linguists. But other derivatives of the same proto-language may have undergone sufficient change that linguists will recognize them as separate entities. The more successful of these in terms of population growth and dispersal will become the “nodes” or “proto-languages” from which “new” language families spring. It is in this sense that some languages may be said to be “younger” than others, i.e., derivatives from the common source that have altered sufficiently to be recognized as distinct linguistic taxa, are of later origin as recognized entities.

Greenberg’s classification, as expressed in Ruhlen (pp. 291–378) is a classical linguistic hierarchy of language relations. It is my contention that it is highly unlikely that the various major subfamilies of Amerind are all independently derived from the original proto-language. That is to say, some recognized subfamilies have developed out of others.

At face value, such a statement could be taken as a negative critique of the Greenberg classification. It is not so intended. Hierarchies are limited by their structure as to the information they may express, and linguists are limited by the nature of their data. In defining taxa they necessarily must maintain some consistency, or uniformity, in how they go about recognizing those distinct taxa. If language A and language B are very similar to one another, while language C is distinct in many ways from both, the linguist would be hard pressed to classify them as “equally” related. There is some room to maneuver here, some of it arbitrary, in terms of which elements of language a given linguist believes to be most indicative of genetic relationship, and some standard patterns of differentiation that are recognized, e.g., creole languages. Low country Gullah is an English language, despite the fact that 99% of English speakers cannot understand it.

Let us consider another biological analogy: Afrotaria. Classical taxonomy, based upon anatomical homologies, could not and did not arrive upon this taxon. DNA
analyses and the subtleties of cladistics has made it possible. But let us give full credit to those classical methods and their practitioners— they did recognize the counter-intuitive linkage of elephants and hyraxes and sirenians, and one has the sense that they were discomfited by the odd status of “disconnected” animals like aardvarks and by such catch-all groupings as Insectivora. And now aardvarks and certain “insectivores” have gained their rightful status with their proboscidean and marine cousins, not to mention the little hyraxes.

I know of no linguistic equivalents to DNA, but perhaps there is some possibility of employing the concepts of cladistics within linguistics. I would assert that the classical methods of linguistics (*sensu latus*—I do include Greenberg’s among these) have a great deal of sensitivity if used with insight and some degree of flexibility, and that just as classical biological taxonomy accomplished great things, so too can the classical methods of linguistics.

The linguist has to know where to look. As noted above, the speculative relationships that are posited in this paper may or may not be of substance (experts in particular fields may even find some absurd), but their purpose is to direct linguistic (and other investigations) toward particular hypothesized linkages.

3. **Analyses of Amerind subfamilies**

The units of analysis for this study are either first or second tier groupings as presented in Ruhlen 1987. These are, in order of presentation in this paper:

- Equatorial-Tucanoan
- Ge-Pano-Carib
- Andean
- Chibchan-Paezan
- Central Amerind
- Hokan
- Penutian
- Almosan-Keresiouan

These classifications are taken at face value. It is assumed that each of these is a linguistic taxon in the classical sense; i.e., each of them originates from a unitary proto-language spoken at some point in time within a specific region by a more or less homogeneous population. Subtaxa will be referenced as is pertinent within the analysis of each group. As a matter of convenience, geographical distributions as depicted in Ruhlen’s maps are referred to in the ethnographic present. The maps (South America and North America) are replicated in this paper, as their presence is essential if my
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arguments are to be followed. For reasons of space and in order to allow the geographical arguments to stand on their own, references to other sources of information are kept to a minimum. As one aspect of the geographical analysis, however, certain generic ecological adaptations are postulated.

3.1 Equatorial-Tucanoan

This phylum, ubiquitous east of the Cordillera and north of the southern cone, is posited to be the oldest extant group in South America (see qualification under discussion of Andean). This claim is based upon a distribution pattern consisting of isolated pockets and peripheral locations (especially those on the Atlantic coast and in the Caribbean). It has clearly been truncated by Macro-Carib in the north, by Macro-Ge in the center, and by Macro-Panoan in the south, and on the eastern slopes of the Cordillera by Chibchan-Paezan and Andean from Ecuador through Bolivia.

If this hypothesis is true, then Equatorial-Tucanoan should have greater internal diversity than other South American subfamilies. Such an analysis will be complicated by the presence of diversity arising from the truncated distribution itself. The linguist must attempt to distinguish between early differentiation and post-truncation changes. Lexical borrowings of known origin, for example, should be excluded in arriving at an estimate of overall variation.

A critical element in early prehistoric settlement was ecological adaptation. The distribution pattern of Equatorial-Tucanoan is riverine and coastal, with both regions frequently characterized by rain forest. There is very limited expansion into the Cordillera, and virtually none on its west slope; nor is there any present evidence for these languages in the Pampas or Patagonia.

In particular, this group is concentrated along the Amazon, its tributaries, and the Orinoco valley. This argues for an early and continuingly successful adaptation to the rain forest/riverine environment, which served as origin point for further expansion to the south and east. Evidence for early complex cultures in the Amazon valley (e.g., Gibbons, *Science* 248: 1488–1490, 22 June 1990) suggests a possible mechanism for the expansion of populations in this region. It is proposed, on the basis of current distributions, that those populations spoke earlier versions of Equatorial-Tucanoan languages. If the Amazon valley is the center of dispersal, then the greatest linguistic diversity should be there, with lesser diversity to be found toward the south and southeast.

This is borne out to some extent by the presence of both Equatorial and Tucanoan languages in the western Amazon valley. Tucanoan is otherwise restricted to two small enclaves in the bulge of Brazil, surrounded by Equatorial languages. Even in its central area of distribution Tucanoan is truncated by Equatorial languages, suggesting that it is the older language variant. However, for reasons cited below, this hypothesis is rejected.

This concentration in the western Amazon valley of both sister taxa raises an interesting question. How is it that the language subfamily herein posited as the oldest
in the continent has its homeland of origin in the center of that continent? How did they get there?

The obvious answer, with respect to the continent as a whole, is via the isthmus of Panama. The alternative (leaving out unsubstantiated Atlantic crossings) is the western maritime route. The attraction of this model to its supporters is that rich coastal ecologies would have sufficed to meet all the needs of migrant populations, and expansion would be limited to the two dimensional world of the coast, with the unknown interior largely ignored. It has three problems: (1) Passage along a thousand miles or so of glaciated coast in southern Alaska, British Columbia, and Washington; (2) potential evidence of sites have been largely flooded out by postglacial sea level rise; and (3) lack of any other physical evidence. If I seem to be belaboring the point, let it be noted that continental migration is a critical assumption later in this paper.

It is assumed here that migration southward was continental, on both sides of the Cordillera (for which, it will be admitted, there is also no evidence). It is not unreasonable to expect that there were hundreds, in time thousands, of prehistoric Balboas who had their moments of “wild surmise” upon a peak in Darien. There is no reason to believe that one coast had priority over another. Once in South America, it is clear that the Cordillera is a massive barrier, separating populations and their migratory routes, but neither the Pacific nor the Caribbean coasts have any logical priority over one another.

We posit that there was migration eastwards, taking advantage of the coastal ecology, which indeed is rich. Equatorial languages are still spoken around Lago de Maracaibo and, importantly, westwards in the vicinity of the mouth of the Orinoco. Adaptations to coastal ecologies are logically transferable to riverine ecologies, and the headwaters of the Orinoco are contiguous with the headwaters of the Rio Negro, the major northern tributary to the Amazon.

This coastal habitation then provides access to two regions – the central Amazon valley and to the Caribbean. The major center of dispersal for Equatorial-Tucanoan languages may have been the central Amazon, but that area itself was derived from the Orinoco valley and the Caribbean coast. This suggests that Macro-Arawakan is the elder and therefore presumably more diversified taxon, from which all else is derived, with Tucanoan a presumed very early western Amazon offshoot. Caribbean Island Arawakan is either an early or late derivative of coastal Arawakan. Time restraints for this dispersal are perhaps best established by archaeology. Geographical logic, however, demands that it occurred prior to expansion of Macro-Carib.

3.2 Ge-Pano-Carib

The distribution of Ge-Pano-Carib is much more compact than that of Equatorial-Tucanoan, strongly suggesting that it is the result of a later series of three expansions. The most compact of these is Macro-Ge, located in the eastern bulge of Brazil, where it encloses several Equatorial pockets or confines them to the Atlantic...
shoreline. It stretches south to make virtual contact with Macro-Panoan, though again an Equatorial enclave intervenes.

Macro-Panoan has a trilateral distribution, but each unit is itself compact (south-east Brazil to Paraguay, Bolivia, and the eastern slope of Peru into Brazil). The blank area of the map in northern Argentina was possibly largely occupied by Macro-Panoan speakers, which would have lent more continuity to the distribution of this language group.

Macro-Carib is distributed in Venezuela, the Guianas, and adjacent Brazil, with one outlier on the east slope of the Cordillera in Colombia, a second located towards the Equador-Peru border, and another in central Brazil, adjacent to Macro-Ge. In its primary area of distribution it also encloses several Equatorial languages.

Ge-Pano-Carib has spread at the expense of Equatorial-Tucanoan, as is evident in the numerous relict enclosures and peripheral coastal zones, and is therefore a later dispersal. This expansion is possibly attributable to a superior technological adaptation to the savanna environment, since all three subgroups are concentrated in this ecological zone. (Alternatively, this may have initially been a forced adaptation by peripheral populations excluded from rich riverine resources.)

Macro-Carib is posited to be the earliest of the subgroups, with Ge-Panoan its derivative (and “younger” sister group in the classificatory hierarchy). The differentiation on linguistic grounds is supported by the greater geographic splintering of Macro-Carib, a factor that may result from greater age.

The region of origin of Ge-Pano-Carib then probably lies within the principal Macro-Carib zone, i.e., Venezuela and the Guianas. Major expansion began with southern movement into the Brazilian highlands, where Ge-Panoan differentiated from the ancestral Carib language, with expanding populations to the east (Macro-Ge) and to the south and west (Macro-Panoan).

The origin of the subfamily thus becomes the question of the origin of Macro-Carib. Some offshoot of an Equatorial language would seem to be the most likely candidate. Chibchan-Paezan is not excluded, but such an origin would shift the probable homeland westwards to the eastern slope of the Cordillera in Colombia, hardly a savanna environment.

This analysis is rife with potential hypotheses. Is Ge-Pano-Carib less linguistically diverse than Equatorial-Tucanoan? Is Ge-Panoan less diverse than Macro-Carib? Does Macro-Carib have any special affinities with Equatorial or with Chibchan-Paezan languages? Archaeologically, is the occupation of the savanna and highland ecologies later than riverine habitation?

3.3 Andean

The claim of greatest antiquity for Equatorial-Tucanoan is challenged by the status of Andean languages. The Panama isthmus joins South America on the western side of
the Cordillera but, as noted above, this does not require that western migration has any significant priority of over eastern migration along the Caribbean shore. Nevertheless, the largest area of continuous Andean language distribution is in the southernmost part of the continent, and this in itself suggests a great time depth, as do early dates in Chile (Monte Verde).

The likely route of migration would have been along the western slope of the Cordillera, with a possible early concentration on coastal resources. Much of this route is inhospitable, thereby requiring larger foraging areas and consequently accelerating the rate of migration. This western route is supported by the present geographical distribution which, except in Patagonia, is concentrated on the western slope.

There are two alternative homelands for Proto-Andean, the zone of contiguous occupation in southern Chile and Patagonia, or Peru. Both areas have sizeable blank spots where no data are available. It is suggested, however, that the southern origin is more likely. If so, the languages of this region should have greater diversity than those that extend from Bolivia through Peru into Ecuador.

The geographical justification for the southern homeland is the distribution of Paezan languages, extending southwards from Colombia through Equador and into northern Chile and Argentina. It is suggested that this was once a continuous distribution (aside from the ubiquitous pockets of Equatorial languages in the north).

Peru and its peripheries (hereafter shortened to “Peru”) were, from an early time, a region of high culture. The dispersals of Akkadian, Aramaic, and Arabic in the Near East possibly serve as a model for linguistic events in Peru, where the wealth and productivity of a region served as a magnet for outside groups (a similar phenomenon occurred in Mexico), including peoples speaking southern Andean languages.

We propose the following mode for the linguistic occupation of Peru with respect to known language groups: (1) Ancestors of populations that were to develop Proto-Andean in the far south passed through; (2) Equatorial language speakers infringed from the east (at one point even reaching the Pacific coast); (3) Paezan speakers moved southward, as far as northern Chile and Argentina, absorbing or marginalizing relict groups from (1) and (2) above; (4) migrant southern (Andean) and eastern (Macro-Panoan) peoples moved in, the latter on the eastern periphery and the former taking over much of the western slope; and (5) subsequent internal population shufflings brought about through the activities of state systems.

The critical element here is the relationship between Andean and Paezan. One mode of testing their relative positions would be to examine loan words. Word borrowing would of course be an ongoing process, and the languages of dominant state systems would be a major source of such loans. However, if there is any way to distinguish earlier borrowings from later ones, an assessment of such early loan words would be a strong indication as to which subfamily, Andean or Paezan, had priority in the region. Place name analysis is also in order, and in fact should be a potent tool for examination of occupational priority among all language groups.
In earlier discussion it was maintained that Ge-Pano-Carib is derivative from a deviant Equatorial language. No such argument can be made for Andean; it is a co-equal descendant, along with Equatorial-Tucanoan, from some stage of Proto-Amerind differentiation – in biological terms, it is a true sister group.

3.4 Chibchan-Paezan

This language subfamily originated from node formation in Meso-America, with a very early split that yielded Proto-Paezan in South America. That is to say, it is suggested that Chibchan has temporal priority over Paezan, with the latter developing from Chibchan. Thus we have older and younger “sister” languages. Chibchan has three discontinuous areas of distribution: The southwest coast of Mexico (approximately Jalisco through Michoacan), Central America from Honduras and El Salvador through Panama, and a section of the Caribbean coast and interior of Colombia. It is suspected that the Meso-American enclaves were at one time continuous, and have been truncated by subsequent Central Amerind and Penutian penetrations. Chibchan may at one time have extended considerably farther north in Mexico. In contrast, the South American enclaves are the result of later Chibchan migrations, following the establishment of Paezan, with the former truncating the latter along the Caribbean coast.

The homeland of Chibchan is posited to be Mexico, though not necessarily in the same location as its present distribution. The source from which Proto-Chibchan was derived is possibly Hokan. Hokan languages are present along the north Gulf coast, in Baja California, and as small relict territories near the Guerrero-Oaxacan border, northern Honduras, and the Pacific coast of Colombia. Like Chibchan, Hokan has undergone fragmentation through Central Amerind and Penutian penetrations, but Hokan distribution seems to have suffered from the earlier Chibchan expansion as well.

Such a derivation raises the question as to what ecological or social factors might have occurred to change a given language to the degree that it becomes the node or proto-language of a taxon that is sufficiently distinct to be recognized as a separate unit. We have encountered this problem earlier, with the proposal that Ge-Pano-Carib is derivative from an Equatorial language. In the latter case, it was suggested that an adaptation to the savanna environment may have been an instrumental factor. In the case of Hokan and Chibchan, possibly the latter results from cultural adaptations commencing with the earliest food production.

If the hypothesis of derivation from Hokan is correct, linguistic analysis can possibly determine if the two taxa have a “special” relationship, i.e., are closer to one another than they are to other Amerind language groups (but see discussion of Central Amerind below). As for the timing and circumstances, investigation should be made of terms associated directly or indirectly with agricultural economies.
Paezan has a far-flung distribution, ranging from central Chile and Argentina in the south to Florida in the north, with patches along the Caribbean coast, and one enclave deep in central Brazil. The homeland of Proto-Paezan was certainly the Colombian coast, from which they moved both east and south. The Caribbean distribution truncated an earlier Equatorial distribution, and was later itself truncated by the expansion of Macro-Carib.

There is no logical explanation for the central Brazilian manifestation of Paezan, but similar examples of far-flung isolates occur elsewhere in the Americas – southwestern Na-Dene or Penutian Zuni. People did on occasion just up and move long distances. We have the historic example of the North Carolina Tuscarora moving north to rejoin their linguistic brethren.

Primary movement was toward the south, along the Pacific coast. As has been previously argued, it is suspected that at one time this distribution was continuous, extending southwards from its origin in Colombia as far as central Argentina and Chile, with subsequent truncation of this distribution by Andean languages. If this pattern is real, then northern Paezan languages should have a higher degree of diversity than those in the south.

Florida? How did they ever get to Florida? There are two possible routes. The easternmost known extent of Paezan is to the Venezuelan coast adjacent to Trinidad. From here short voyages could follow the Lesser Antilles up the Greater Antilles, and make a transit to Florida from Cuba, a voyage that has frequently been made with all kinds of improbable craft in our own time.

The argument against this is that the Antilles were already occupied by speakers of Equatorial languages, who no doubt did use this route (as did later Caribs). But if Paezan passed intact through these inhabited islands, they have left no evidence. This is a bit uncertain because of the early demise of Caribbean populations, with little note taken of their linguistic habits. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that Paezan passed this way.

A stronger argument consists of the cultural resemblances between the north Colombian coast and the North American Atlantic coast from Florida through South Carolina. Fiber tempered pottery is present on the Colombian coast as early as 3100 B.C., constituting the earliest ceramics in that region. Similarly, fiber tempered wares are the earliest ceramics on the American southeast coast (or, for that matter, anywhere else in the country), extending back as far as 2500 B.C. Site distribution in both regions is coastal and riverine, with extensive exploitation of shellfish. The shell was itself utilized, in the construction of large ring structures. These rings are likewise present along the southeast coast, where they are co-extensive with the distribution of fiber tempered pottery (at least on the coast; so far as I am aware, shell rings are not associated with the interior riverine sites).

No convincing explanation has been offered concerning shell ring function. It is evident, however, that they are purposeful constructions, and presumably are the
result of some ideological aspect of the culture. There is certainly nothing unique about exploitation of coastal resources, and it could be argued that both fiber tempered pottery and shell rings are coincidental and independent developments. This becomes less convincing when we add to the equation the presence of a Colombian Paezan language in Florida (Timucua), and when we consider the congruence of dates between the two regions.

Prevailing ocean currents also fit into the pattern. The flow that becomes the Gulf Stream is westerly along the Colombian coast, and shifts northward as it approaches the Gulf of Mexico, finally turning eastward to swing around Cuba and then move northward along the Florida Atlantic shore.

Voyages may have been, and probably were, accidental. Large sea going vessels were no doubt confined to later periods, but people with a culture of coastal exploitation would have at least had simple canoes. With fishing gear on board, a modicum of mild weather, and perhaps a fortunate rain squall or two for drinking water, it is entirely feasible that such vessels could make the journey.

How could such minimal groups have had any significant influence in an already occupied land? – enough influence to maintain their language over the generations and to spread their cultural accomplishments of shell rings and fiber tempered ceramics? There is no way to arrive at any certainty on such issues, but the historical presence of Timucua in Florida and the relatively sudden appearance of pottery and shell rings farther north, with no other known antecedents, certainly did occur. A probable involved factor was that local populations were small and dispersed, practicing a Late Archaic foraging culture. There would be no significant food production for another two thousand years in this region. Ceramics are more commonly associated with Neolithic and later societies, but once introduced were possibly perceived by aboriginal populations as a valued innovation. Utilization of estuarine resources in the region allowed for and some ways required more permanent habitations that were more amenable to the use of heavy and fragile objects. Typical vessel types are moderately large, open pieces, and may have been useful for short term preservation of shellfish. The diffusion of an ideological concept such as shell rings is not so easily rationalized, but they certainly had the raw material in abundance.

3.5 Central Amerind

Central Amerind is continuously distributed throughout the southwestern United States and into Mexico as far as Tehauntepec, with one major break caused by subsequent migrations of Na-Dene speaking peoples. Proto-Central Amerind developed in the American southwest, possibly as part of cultural adaptations to increasingly arid postglacial conditions, a process greatly accelerated by the initiation of food production. The incursion into central Mexico is analogous to the pull of high cultures
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in Peru, with such groups as the Aztec retaining some traditions of their northern origins. Limited penetrations beyond Tehuantepec were late movements. On the whole, they did not prevail against the already resident Penutian populations in Yucatan and Guatemala, whereas they did come to dominate former Chibchan regions, reducing the areal distribution of the latter.

The most interesting relationship, however, is with Hokan. Pockets of Hokan speakers are found in Colombia and Honduras, on three sides of Central Amerind in Mexico, and in California. The geographical evidence strongly suggests that Central Amerind has displaced Hokan throughout much of this region. It also suggests that Proto-Central Amerind is derived from a Hokan language. Evidence of this must be sought linguistically, beginning with the northern expressions of Hokan. As in all such cases, there is every possibility that the particular Hokan languages that are closely related to the one that metamorphized into Proto-Central Amerind are no longer extant.

The northern origin is bolstered by the distribution of the three major subdivisions of Central Amerind. Tanoan is limited to the United States, Uto-Aztecan is present there and in Mexico, while Oto-Manguean is Mexican. The Aztec retained some memory of their northern origin, indicating a relatively recent migration, thereby placing all or most of two of these subdivisions in the northern region.

3.6 Hokan

Hokan originated in North America west of the Cordillera, and at one time was continuously distributed from California to the Gulf of Mexico and throughout Meso-America. Proto-Hokan and its immediate progeny are the closest approach that we have to western Paleo-Indian. The hunters who left behind their exquisitely shaped blades at Clovis and Folsom mumbled to each other in a Hokan dialect as they butchered their prey.

This is, of course, a rather extreme claim, but consider the present distribution: Pockets in north to central and south California; all of Baja California, with an extension into southern Arizona and the coast of Sonora; the largest enclave, on the Texas coast, extending into Mexico as far as the Vera Cruz border, with deep interior penetration along the valley of the Rio Grande and its hinterland; two small pockets on the Guerrero-Oaxaca and Oaxaca-Chiapas borders, on the Pacific coast, with a third in El Salvador; the north coast of Honduras; and, finally, a small enclave on the Colombian Pacific coast. This distribution encloses and contains that of Central Amerind and, for that matter, Chibchan. It has earlier been proposed that these subfamilies are, in fact, derivative from particular unknown Hokan languages, with Central Amerind having its homeland in the American southwest, while Proto-Chibchan originated in Mexico.

There is no other extant language group in the region that has priority over Hokan. Other explanations are, of course, possible, with special pleading, but it is difficult to
imagine that all those isolated enclaves are products of separate migrations. It is more in accord with Occam’s razor to believe that they are the remnants of a former more or less continuous distribution.

So, then, whence Hokan?

As noted previously, we reject the concept of the Pacific coastal route of migration, and work with the assumption that initial migration into North America was via the corridor between the Cordilleran and Laurentide ice sheets. It is acknowledged that physical evidence for this is minimal, but such evidence is nonexistent for other modes of approach. In any event, this is not the place to argue this particular question. For purposes of this paper we have assumed it to be true.

Once past the southern edge of the glacial sheet, one is confronted on the west with high mountain ridges and continuing alpine glaciation; on the east there is open land, rolling plains with occasional rugged uplands and, as one moves south, one river after another flowing east. To the east were herds of mammoth and horse, both in the periglacial tundra and in the steppe lands to the south. I do not believe there is too much question which route the migrants followed.

That is to say, eastern colonization preceded that of the west, with the eastern ridge of the Rocky Mountains constituting the line of demarcation. Early populations likely enough did occupy the periglacial region. It was, after all, the ecology to which they had become inured, and it was, at least seasonally, a rich one. Early and well validated dates in Pennsylvania support this contention.

But as groups expanded, sooner or later they would reach the tree line, and would find in the American southeast another kind of paradise, likewise full of game and plant resources. Cultural and technological innovations would be required to adjust to it, but this could be managed readily enough.

It may be suggested that this is empty rhetoric and scientific hogwash, and not without some justification. We are, however, attempting to establish here a theoretical model of settlement, which the critics are then free to lambaste as they will. And there is some evidence aside from the circumstantial (e.g., the undoubted ecological richness of the southeastern woodlands). There are early sites in the east: Meadowcroft in Pennsylvania (12,000 to 15,000 radiocarbon years), Saltville (13,000 to 14,500 radiocarbon years) and Cactus Hill (15,000 to 17,000 radiocarbon years) in Virginia, and possibly Topper (16,000–20,000 years) in South Carolina (Goodyear 2005).

Distribution patterns also suggest that the Clovis point was a southeastern innovation. Their highest density occurs in the southeast. There is also present the related Suwannee point, more or less a Clovis point without the fluting. It is suggested, albeit on the basis of woefully limited evidence, that the southeast was the heartland for the formation of the continent-wide classical Paleo-Indian period, complete with its Clovis points.
This is not to exclude the possibility that some of the earliest migrants went directly south, or that some, once they were far enough south for it to be feasible – say, New Mexico, crossed the Cordillera westwards (but see discussion of Penutian). Early dates in South America strongly suggest that the early inhabitants of that continent did not linger long in North America. So far as I am aware, however, early sites in the southwest are Paleo-Indian, complete with fluted points. If said points did indeed originate in the southeast, there is an argument that their spread to the southwest was the result of migration out of the region of origin.

If this proposition is correct then its corollary is that western Proto-Amerind (Proto-Hokan) is a derivative of Eastern Proto-Amerind, otherwise known as Proto-Penutian. Hokan and Penutian thereby constitute sister taxa, with the former a bit younger than the latter. Linguists might consider if there are any special features that unite the two, particularly ancient elements, if such can be isolated.

It is suggested that the initial Hokan adaptation was to a somewhat more salubrious southwestern environment characterized by pluvial lakes in the late glacial period. Differentiation of Central Amerind from Hokan was possibly initiated as part of the cultural response to the increasing aridity of the Early Archaic period (e.g., the Cochise Culture). Primitive domesticated maize found in the southwest also suggest that elements of the Central Amerind group may have been further defined by early adaptation of Neolithic borrowings out of Mexico.

3.7 Penutian

Proto-Penutian is the aboriginal language of eastern North America – it was eastern Paleo-Indian. Immediately above it has been referred to as eastern Proto-Amerind, but that terminology becomes a matter of definition. In one sense, Proto-Amerind was that language spoken by the very first immigrants that passed through central Beringia. The first descendants of those immigrants who passed beyond the bounds of the Cordilleran and Laurentide ice sheets possibly spoke a very similar language. The unilinear dimensions of the ice free corridor would have channeled expansion into fresh exploitation territories ever southward, such that the full passage would have been made in a minimal number of generations.

Once south of the glacier, expansion could have been multi-directional, though as noted in previous discussion, probably not toward the west (to be qualified below). As people spread out and encountered differing environmental challenges and underwent linguistic “gene drift” in their small band organizations, Proto-Amerind would have rapidly diversified. Penutian, it is suggested, is derived from the particular variations of Proto-Amerind that entered into the southeastern forest zone.

Penutian distribution includes: The southeastern United States, with continuity from east Texas to southern South Carolina, extending up the Mississippi to Missouri,
excepting most of Florida; the west coast, discontinuously from the Alaskan panhandle to southern California; an isolated pocket in the southwest (Zuni); isolated pockets in southern Vera Cruz; and a continuous distribution from Tehauntepec to Guatemala, including all of the Yucatan Peninsula.

The gulf region (i.e., southeastern United States) is, as noted above, the homeland of Proto-Penutian. Gulf languages are the subtaxon of Penutian presently occupying this region. As such, they should have the greatest degree of diversity within the subfamily.

The west coast expressions of Penutian produce some real oddities. Ruhlen (1987: 235–236) notes some of the California languages are not only Penutian, but are specifically Gulf languages, and that there are cultural attributes that further link these peoples to recent Gulf groups. One quoted source (Melton) suggests a New Orleans (or thereabouts) origin. It almost sounds like a Bush administration effort at hurricane relief. What it means, however, is that these groups are a relatively recent displacement, not part of some ancient expansion out of Proto-Penutian. The southwest isolate, Zuni, is, at least, a linguistic isolate as classified within the larger Penutian subfamily.

Nor is there any really viable explanation for the more distantly related Pacific coast Penutian languages. The Canadian, Washington, Oregon, and Plateau groups are each classified as separate groups, at the same taxonomic level as Gulf or Mexican Penutian, implying there is no particular internal linkage among them – that they are, in fact, all separately derived from Proto-Penutian.

One solution to this is that Proto-Penutian really is Proto-Amerind – i.e., the language of the people who first moved south of the glaciers. Counter to my previous argument, some of those folk did go west, at a very early time. Relief maps suggest a viable route south of the Bighorn Mountains, thence to the Snake River valley and its salmon fishery. Once on the coast, there could be movement south into California and, as the glaciers retreated, movement north, in both cases seeking further salmon fisheries.

If this is the case, these northwestern languages should have as high a degree of diversity as Gulf languages. A study of place names and of borrowings by Na-Dene and Mosan speakers is in order, to see if there is any evidence for priority of the Penutian speakers in the region.

Linkage between Gulf and Mexican Penutian languages is geographically more straightforward. All that separates them is a stretch of Texas and North Mexico coast line that came to be occupied by Hokan speakers, probably rather sparsely. Much of this territory is marginal land, and never would have been densely occupied. Nevertheless, population pressure in the ecologically rich southeast might have made this Texas route a natural avenue of expansion. The unusual phenomenon of Poverty Point offers no direct evidence of southern connections, but certainly proves the existence of far-flung connections at an early date. Possibly this Texan-northeast Mexico territory was shared by Hokan and Penutian speakers in earlier times.
Subsequent events (expansion of Central Amerind) led to the truncation of the Vera Cruz Penutian areas from Mayan Penutian in Yucatan.

3.8 Almosan-Keresiouan

Almosan-Keresiouan stretches across the entire breadth of North America. Taken as a single unit, it is the most contiguously organized of all the Amerind subfamilies. In this, it resembles Na-Dene with its monolithic spread across the northwest (ignoring for the nonce its southwestern offshoot), or the apparent unity of Eskimo-Aleut across the far north. And for much the same reason. All three expansions are post-glacial in date, and all three are relatively late.

Almosan-Keresiouan is, in fact, a response to glacial retreat, an occupation of the now exposed northern lands. As such, it was initially a movement out of the greater southeast (i.e., a rather broader territory than that occupied by Penutian languages in later times). Proto-Almosan-Keresiouan was derived from some Penutian stock that was involved in the earliest phases of this northward movement. More properly, we should refer to this language stock as Proto-Almosan, as it is our contention that Mosan and Keresiouan languages are subsequent developments out of Almosan, constituting “younger” sister branches.

Proto-Almosan migration was initially directed primarily toward the northeast. Moving northward into Canada, they expanded as far as the tree line, in time filled the Atlantic coast, and moved westward through Canada. Occupation of northern Quebec (Ungava) was delayed, as glacial conditions lingered there for a considerable time. Westward migration was hastened by the more limited resources of the northern woodlands, succeeded by the prairies, both of which required larger exploitation territories for group survival.

The first great barrier to western expansion was the western Cordillera, which is still partially glaciated today. Just beyond those ridges, however, lie the headwaters of the salmon streams of the west slope, notably, the Fraser River, a stream whose entire valley is still occupied by Mosan speakers. Once having reached the coast, they presumably truncated what had been a continuous Penutian distribution, leaving only Tsimshian in the north. It is suggested that the crossing of the Cordillera and the resultant isolation from the east is the event that marks the split between Almosan (eastern) and Mosan (western) language groups. This is borne out by the presence of the Blackfoot, certainly a far western tribe, but one on the eastern slope of the Cordillera, whose tongue is the sister language of Algonquin.

If the western migration had continued as a response to glacial retreat, and that retreat was closely followed, it is likely that Mosan speakers arrived on the coast prior to speakers of Na-Dene, unless the latter came by sea. There are no other geographical
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indicators of priority. Again, loan word and place name analysis might be useful in resolving this question.

The major conundrum in Almosan-Keresiouan distribution is the splitting of Keresiouan into western and eastern divisions, with an outlying Almosan region west of the primary Keresiouan territory. Our suggestion is that Proto-Keresiouan is a late phenomenon beginning with the introduction of plant domestication and resultant agrarian settlement of the river valleys of the Great Plains. Proto-Keresiovan developed out of some Almosan language, probably somewhere along the upper Mississippi drainage.

The isolated Almosan speaking region in the general vicinity of Colorado could have been derived from earlier generic Almosan expansion across the Plains, prior to the differentiation of Keresiouan. More likely, however, it arises from elements of Northern Almosan who moved into this region at later times. These western languages (e.g., Cheyenne, Arapaho) are closely related to Northern Cree and to languages of the American midwest.

The eastern contingent of Keresiouan are the Iroquoian languages, stretching from the St. Lawrence valley on the north through New York and, with a minor break, into Virginia, the Carolinas, and immediately adjacent areas. Siouan languages are present in the Carolinas and as small enclaves elsewhere. It is suggested that these were all relatively late and massive movements of whole peoples that succeeded in cutting deeply into both Penutian and eastern Algonquin territories.
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PART V

Human origins, language origins, and Proto-Sapiens language
Current topics in human evolutionary genetics

Stephen L. Zegura
University of Arizona

Primate genomic data have become essential for the understanding of a number of topics related to our evolutionary history. For instance, they have provided new models for the actual speciation process that led to the divergence of the chimpanzee clade from our own evolutionary branch, a process that may have required millions of years and entailed extensive hybridization. New nuclear genetic data have also raised the possibility that some gene flow actually occurred between our species and other hominin groups as our ancestors colonized Eurasia. Hundreds of regions of our genome show the effects of natural selection over the last 50,000 years as people adapted to new environments during their global trek. Finally, genetic studies of the biological basis of language are accumulating rapidly and hold promise for identifying the ensemble of genetic changes responsible for what many linguists consider to be our chief behavioral apomorphy as a species … spoken language.

1. Introduction

Hal Fleming is an unusually wide-ranging synthetic scholar whose competencies range far beyond his major interests in historical comparative African linguistics and linguistic paleontology. Indeed, his use of an ethnographic approach and his appreciation for and understanding of data from archaeology, paleoanthropology, biological anthropology, and human evolutionary genetics epitomize the vision of Anthropology as a cooperative, holistic discipline with subdisciplines interacting synergistically to address issues of common concern. Since I am primarily an anthropological geneticist, my contribution will focus on recent developments from the field of genetics that pertain to the main topical concerns of human biology . . . the explanation of human origins and human variation within the context of modern evolutionary theory. The following paragraph provides an overview of the specific areas that I have chosen for discussion because I think Hal might find them both interesting and provocative.

Genetic data have become essential for the unraveling of the story of human evolution (Jobling et al. 2004). Recent comparisons of human and chimpanzee genome
sequence data have begun to pinpoint the genetic differences that permitted hominins to diverge from their African ape ancestors and have even provided a model for the actual speciation process (Mikkelsen et al. 2005; Patterson et al. 2006). The term “hominin” refers to all taxa on the human lineage post-dating the split from our common ancestor with our sister group, the chimpanzees. Competing models for the origin of *Homo sapiens* are now being tested with autosomal and X-chromosome data in addition to markers from haploid systems (i.e., the maternally inherited mitochondrial DNA and the paternally inherited Y-chromosome) (Templeton 2005; Garrigan et al. 2005). Details of the subsequent global dispersal of our species will soon be forthcoming at a much greater resolution than heretofore achieved thanks to the international Genographic Project (Shreeve 2006a). Genetic signals of relatively recent Darwinian natural selection at the regional and local levels have also emerged from the International Haplotype Map (HapMap) database (Voight et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2006). Other studies based on samples from the Coriell Institute for Medical Research have shown that two human genes that regulate brain size have swept to high frequencies under strong positive selection since our dispersal from Africa (Evans et al. 2005; Mekel-Bobrov et al. 2005). Although the first gene (*Fox P2*) associated with what many scholars believe to be the key human behavioral autapomorphy, spoken language, was discovered in 2001, we still do not know what specific genes this transcription factor actually regulates (Lai et al. 2001). However, it is most probably just a matter of time before the ensemble of genetic changes that facilitated the origin of human language will be identified (Marcus 2006).

2. The chimpanzee connection

The September 1, 2005 issue of *Nature* was devoted to The Chimpanzee Genome. The suite of papers underscored our close genetic kinship with *Pan*. Humans and chimpanzees differ by only 1.23% in terms of nucleotide substitutions (i.e., there are approximately $35 \times 10^6$ single-nucleotide changes between the two taxa); however, they also differ in $5 \times 10^6$ insertion/deletion events comprising approximately 3% of both genomes as well as in various chromosomal rearrangements (Li & Saunders 2005; Mikkelsen et al. 2005). Thus, Britten’s (2002) prediction that 95% would be a good overall estimate for the base pairs shared between human and chimpanzee DNA demonstrated great foresight. In terms of individual chromosomes, the highest divergence was found for the Y-chromosome while the lowest divergence was found for the X-chromosome, thereby underscoring the higher germline mutation rate in males in both taxa (Li & Saunders 2005).

The crucial problem of homing in on the developmental genetic changes, both structural and regulatory in nature, that have made us human was succinctly summarized
by Carroll (2003: 249) when he asked: “How can we identify the smoking guns of human genetic evolution from neutral ticks of the molecular evolutionary clock?” In other words, what genetic and phenotypic systems demonstrate different expression regimes and/or dissimilar signals of natural selection in humans and chimpanzees? Examples that have been found so far include genes associated with the immune response against various pathogens, cell cycle progression and apoptosis, embryonic development, early brain and heart development, the peripheral nervous system, olfaction, taste, hearing, collagen formation, amino acid metabolism, reproduction (pregnancy, fertilization, and spermatogenesis), endorphin synthesis, craniofacial musculature, and speech (Varki 2001; Carroll 2003; Stedman et al. 2004; Balter 2005a; Mikkelsen et al. 2005; Zegura 2005). Additional human/chimpanzee genomic differences that may impact gene expression include DNA methylation patterns and recombination hot spots (Enard et al. 2004; Pennisi 2004a; Jorde 2005; Winckler et al. 2005). Khaitovich et al. (2004) presented data on regional patterns of gene expression in human and chimpanzee brains utilizing probes to about 10,000 human genes. Approximately 10% of the genes differed in expression in at least one region of the brain and more genes were up-regulated in humans than in chimpanzees. One of their most surprising results was that, contra expectation, no major change in gene expression was detected in Broca’s Area. In a similar vein, Uddin et al. (2004) examined gene expression profiles in the anterior cingulate cortex which has been functionally associated with human grammar and vocal calls in non-human primates and found that the chimpanzee profile was more similar to human profiles than to the gorilla profile (Zegura 2005). Khaitovich et al. (2005) also compared patterns of gene transcription and expression for the human and chimpanzee brain, heart, liver, kidney, and testis. The brain showed the most stringent selective constraints and, therefore, the fewest differences while the liver showed the most. Moreover, genes active in the brain accumulated more changes on the human lineage in accord with previous work. The authors conclude with a cautionary note by emphasizing that regulatory changes may not be more important than structural protein changes during evolution, contra the landmark King and Wilson (1975) regulatory gene hypothesis. Rather, they stress that both types of changes have likely acted in concert (Khaitovich et al. 2005: 1853).

Another interesting question involves the relationship of genetic change to the actual speciation process that produced the hominin lineage. Patterson et al. (2006) recently presented a complex model for this divergence, perhaps the most famous speciation event of all (Rieseberg & Livingstone 2003). Based on about $20 \times 10^6$ base pairs of aligned sequence data from humans, chimpanzees, gorillas, orangutans, and two monkey species, the Patterson et al. (2006) model hypothesized an initial divergence date of about 10 million years ago between the proto-hominin and proto-chimpanzee lineages followed by an extensive period of hybridization that would have formed a third (hybrid) population. Subsequently, the hybrid population became extinct and eventually the human and chimpanzee lineages completed their divergence no earlier
than 6.3 million years ago and more likely in the neighborhood of 5.4 million years ago. The wide range of genetic divergence dates for different parts of the genome (i.e., a range of more than 4 million years) led to a speculative demographic scenario which would accommodate the fact that humans and chimpanzees are most closely related throughout their X-chromosomes. Thus, hybrid males may have been infertile, while a viable hybrid population could only have arisen if fertile hybrid females backcrossed to one of the ancestral populations (e.g., a population on the chimpanzee lineage), thereby producing fertile male hybrids when they transmitted X-chromosomes derived primarily from that ancestral population (Patterson et al. 2006). The postulated existence of this hybrid population has important implications for understanding the early hominin fossil record.

Indeed, one of the hallmarks of all pre-australopithecine hominin taxa is the presence of a combination of primitive apelike characteristics and more derived traits reminiscent of later hominins (Jurmain et al. 2005). Could one (or more) of these taxa actually have been a hybrid population? This would certainly explain the extensive mosaic evolution encountered in the fossil record. Especially pertinent to this discussion are the dating estimates for both the early African fossil hominins and for the human-chimpanzee splitting times based on genetic data. *Sahelanthropus tchadensis* lived sometime between 6.5 and 7.4 million years ago, a bit earlier than the majority of genetics-based divergence times for the proposed ancestral human-chimpanzee speciation. *Orrorin tugenensis* and *Ardipithecus kadabba* are both thought to have lived between 5.2 and 6.2 million years ago, even closer to the majority of genetic divergence dates. Although all three of these taxa are generally considered to be hominins and on “our” side of the human-chimpanzee bifurcation, things may be much more complicated than previously envisioned by many paleontologists (Patterson et al. 2006). Incidentally, the Patterson et al. (2006) paper exemplifies a recent trend in publishing in high-profile journals such as *Science, Nature*, and the *Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences*, etc. Although the actual paper is only 6 pages in length, the accompanying Supplementary Information runs to a full 40 pages!

The possibility of a relatively long-term hybrid population creating a rather “messy” evolutionary history for our lineage has been articulated in the past. In 2003 two papers presented a model of chromosomal speciation wherein the human-chimpanzee split represents parapatric speciation with gene flow (Navarro & Barton 2003; Rieseberg & Livingstone 2003). In fact, Rieseberg and Livingstone (2003) hypothesized that hybridization may have occurred for up to half the time of divergence between the two lineages (i.e., for up to 3 million years)!

These hybridization models based on genetic data clearly resonate with Jolly’s (2001) insightful extrapolation from present-day hybrid zones in baboons to possible analogous situations in the hominin fossil record. Not only did he speculate that basal hominin populations could have produced viable and fertile hybrids among
themselves, he also entertained the possibility that basal hominins could have interbred with species of the proto-chimpanzee lineage. He also emphasized that in contrast to most standard models of speciation and hominin origins, “the fuzzy zone in which evolution is somewhat reticulate as well as divergent can be prolonged well beyond the point of adaptive, and paleontologically documented, morphological divergence” (Jolly 2001: 192).

3. The origin of *Homo sapiens*

In 1996 when Hammer and Zegura reviewed the five leading models for the origin of *Homo sapiens*, the preponderance of genetic data then available pointed to the African Replacement Model as the most likely explanatory framework for our species’ inception (Hammer & Zegura 1996). According to this model, which from a genetics perspective was based primarily on mitochondrial DNA evidence, humans began in Africa sometime between 140,000 and 200,000 years ago as a result of a cladogenetic (true speciation) event from an ancestral hominin species whose identity has been hotly debated in the literature of paleoanthropology for many decades (Cann et al. 1987; Stringer & Andrews 1988; Aiello 1993). One of the major tenets of this model is that after the speciation event in Africa, *Homo sapiens* began dispersing to the rest of the world without any interbreeding with other hominin taxa that were encountered as Asia, Australia, and Europe were colonized. This absence of inter-taxa gene flow leads to a strong prediction: if the African Replacement Model is correct, there will be no ancient (i.e., pre-*Homo sapiens*) hominin genes from Europe, Australia, or Asia in today’s human gene pool. The discovery of such genes would falsify the African Replacement Model.

Three of the five models in the Hammer and Zegura (1996) review permit various levels of hybridization as older hominin groups were encountered by our species and a steadily growing body of genetic evidence supports the idea that this gene flow did actually occur. Relethford (2001) concluded that the best description of our species’ evolutionary history is that our ancestors and their genes came “Mostly Out of Africa.” This model bears a strong resemblance to Bräuer’s (1989) fossil-based African Hybridization and Replacement Model that postulates limited hybridization between migrating early humans and indigenous premodern populations and, thus, permits the existence of some non-African ancient genes in today’s primarily African-derived human gene pool. The other two models that incorporate hybridization (i.e., Wolpoff et al.’s 1984) Multiregional Evolution Model and Smith et al.’s (1989) Assimilation Model) actually call for more extensive gene flow and a much higher percentage of genes that trace back to earlier Eurasian hominids in today’s gene pool (Hammer & Zegura 1996). Templeton (2002, 2005) has also questioned the accuracy of models
that forbid gene flow as our species expanded its geographic range. Using nested clade phylogeographic analysis of genome-wide data, he concluded that the out-of-Africa expansion event was not a replacement event, but rather, was characterized by interbreeding (Templeton 2002). A more recent statistical analysis with an expanded genetic data base has overwhelmingly confirmed this rejection of the African Replacement Model (Templeton 2005).

Ancient DNA recovered from Neandertals has provided no evidence that Neandertal mitochondrial DNA ever entered the human gene pool (Jobling et al. 2004). In 2006 the first nuclear sequences from a Neandertal were reported and the principal finding so far is that the Neandertal Y-chromosome is substantially more different from the human and chimpanzee Y-chromosomes than are the other chromosomes, suggesting that little (if any) interbreeding occurred with other hominins (Dalton 2006). However, the hunt for Neandertal genetic material in modern human populations has really just begun. For example, it has been hypothesized that Neandertals may have contributed a gene tied to several neurodegenerative diseases to people of European ancestry (Dalton 2006). It is also germane to point out that two of the three subspecies comparisons for *Pan troglodytes* based on mitochondrial DNA data from Hypervariable Region I sequences showed larger observed nucleotide differences than those seen between Neandertals and humans (Krings et al. 1999). Thus, for this particular part of the genome we are genetically closer to Neandertals than two of the three common chimpanzee subspecies are to each other. This makes the possibility of gene flow from Neandertals to humans a reasonable conjecture that will be tested repeatedly as more ancient DNA is recovered. Indeed, the 24,000 year old Lagar Velho child from Portugal may well have been the result of admixture between a terminal Neandertal population and early modern humans as suggested by the authors of the original report (Duarte et al. 1999).

Templeton (2005) presents estimated coalescent times for 25 human DNA regions and all of the X-linked and autosomal markers have TMRCA (Time to the Most Recent Common Ancestor) dates older than the two haploid systems (i.e., mitochondrial DNA and the non-recombining portion of the Y-chromosome). This is to be expected because the effective population size for autosomal systems is four times that of the haploid systems while the X-chromosome’s effective population size is three times that of the haploid systems. The relevant population genetics theory postulates that the systems with larger population sizes can look farther into the past and will likely have older TMRCA’s (Jobling et al. 2004). Intriguingly, some of these older genes trace back to places other than Africa (Templeton 2005)! The best candidate for the “smoking gun” that may effectively demolish the African Replacement Model is the *ribonucleotide reductase M2 subunit pseudogene 4* (*RRM2P4*) system published by Garrigan et al. (2005). Their analysis concluded that this pseudogene clearly had roots in East Asia and had a most recent common ancestor approximately 2 million years ago,
close to the time *Homo erectus* was expanding into Eurasia. A global survey of modern humans for this locus led to the hypothesis that this ancient lineage was a remnant of later introgressive hybridization as modern humans emerging from Africa met archaic hominin populations in Eurasia who possessed the Asian basal lineage of the RRM2P4 system (Garrigan et al. 2005). The work of Bräuer (1989); Relethford (2001); Templeton (2002, 2005), and Garrigan et al. (2005) all points to the same conclusion: humans today possess a vast majority of their genes from African sources; however, a few Eurasian genes have made the journey into our genome via rare gene flow events in our past.

4. The geographic expansion of *Homo sapiens*

Literally hundreds (if not thousands) of genetics-based papers have appeared in the past few decades documenting the spread of our species throughout the globe. Some concentrate on local population movements while others are regional, *intra*-continental, *inter*-continental, or global in scope. Numerous books have attempted global syntheses, often using different parts of the genome as their databases. For instance, Cavalli-Sforza et al.’s (1994) magisterial compendium, *The History and Geography of Human Genes*, was based primarily on traditional serogenetic and enzyme systems from the nuclear (autosomal) compartment of the genome. Sykes’ (2001) *The Seven Daughters of Eve* used a mitochondrial DNA perspective for his maternally-based migratory scenario written for a popular audience. Wells’ (2002) *The Journey of Man* gave a paternal perspective to the human odyssey by concentrating on Y-chromosome data. Oppenheimer’s (2003) *The Real Eve* then combined both haploid systems for his scenario of how and when people first left Africa and their subsequent global trekking. Two major points of dispute involve the initial route taken for the first successful (i.e., lasting) expansion and the timing of this migration (Forster & Matsumura 2005). Early models favored a northward route through the Levant; however, more recent data favor a more southerly route from the Horn of Africa across or around the Red Sea to Southern Asia (Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1994; Oppenheimer 2003; Forster & Matsumura 2005). Mitochondrial DNA date this expansion at between 55,000 and 85,000 years ago (Forster & Matsumura 2005). Although Oppenheimer (2003) favors the earlier date which would predate the huge Toba volcanic eruption on Sumatra by about 10,000 years, recent Y-chromosome evidence from the Genographic Project points to a Post-Toba date of around 60,000 years ago (S. Wells, personal communication 2006).

The aforementioned five-year Genographic Project jointly funded by the National Geographic Society, IBM, and the Watt Family Foundation began in 2005 (Pennisi 2005). Under the direction of Spencer Wells, the project will involve 10 research groups from across the world. In addition to collecting DNA samples from
about 1,000 indigenous populations and ancient DNA from around the world, public participation has been encouraged. As a result, the initial goal of obtaining 100,000 samples to elucidate the migratory history of our species was surpassed in less than a year! The project has already amassed over 130,000 samples with no end in sight, particularly because of the enthusiastic response by the general public (M. Kaplan, personal communication 2006). The project was projected to cost about $40 million dollars and has already far outstripped the earlier Human Genome Diversity Project in both scope and sample collection (Pennisi 2005). Shreeve (2006a, 2006b) presents an overview of the project and lists a series of unanswered questions that the project is currently addressing. It promises to provide an heretofore unequalled baseline for anthropological synthesis that will eventually involve archaeological, skeletal, and linguistic data.

5. Recent natural selection signals in the human genome

Voigt et al. (2006) display the results of a genome-wide search for signals of recent positive selection in our species, identifying over 700 regions reshaped by natural selection within the last 5,000 to 15,000 years. These still incomplete selective sweeps provide information about the adaptation of modern humans to local, regional, and (to a lesser extent) global environmental conditions. The three HapMap population categories utilized represent people of African, East Asian, and Western European ancestry. Among those genes with the strongest signals of positive selection are reshaped genes involving taste, smell, and digestion among East Asians. The timing of these genetic changes coincides with the adoption of rice farming and may mark genetic adaptation to the Neolithic revolution as East Asians switched from wild to domesticated foods, much as a change in the lactase gene was a northern European genetic response to the adoption of dairy farming (Bersaglieri et al. 2004; Wade 2006). Other noteworthy examples of strong selection found by the Voight et al. (2006) team involve reproduction, metabolism of numerous carbohydrates, lipids, and phosphates, vitamin transport, skin pigmentation, bone morphogenesis, hair formation and patterning, brain function, and parts of the electron transport system associated with the breakdown of many pharmaceutical agents and with salt-sensitive hypertension.

Other recent genetic surveys of the human genome that have detected signals of positive, background (negative), and balancing selection include Clark et al. (2003), Vallender and Lahn (2004), Balter (2005b), Kamal et al. (2006), and Wang et al. (2006). The inescapable conclusion from these surveys is that Homo sapiens is still evolving biologically, especially in the realm of immune defense against novel pathogens. Wang et al. (2006) detected approximately 1800 human genes that exhibited the genetic architecture of selection in their study of $1.6 \times 10^6$ single-nucleotide polymorphisms.
They contend that most of these selective events occurred in the last 10,000–40,000 years and they speculate that gene-culture interactions directly or indirectly shaped our genomic architecture as humans spread throughout the globe and began regional shifts from hunter-gatherer to agrarian societies.

More specific system-associated examples of natural selection that have been recently documented focus on the loss of olfactory receptor genes, the evasion of malarial parasites, and tooth development (Gilad et al. 2003; Wang et al. 2003; Pereira et al. 2006). The Wang et al. (2003) study is especially important because the glycophorin loci (GPA and GPB) that produce receptors for the binding ligand(s) for *Plasmodium falciparum* also are responsible for the antigens underlying the MN and Ss blood group systems. In fact more than 40 human blood types are caused by glycophorin variation. Wang et al. (2003) propose that the rapidly evolving glycophorin system may contribute to the evasion of the malarial parasite via positive selection.

Lamason et al.’s (2005) landmark study identified a zebrafish pigment locus and its human homologue which actually accounts for between 25% and 38% of the skin color difference between Europeans and Africans (Balter 2005c). The gene is thought to be involved in cation exchange, probably across the melanosomal membrane. Melanosomes are the melanin-containing organelles in melanocytes responsible for body coloration in birds and mammals. The distribution of the two alleles in humans is striking in that the evolutionarily conserved ancestral allele predominates in African and East Asian populations, while the newly derived allele associated with light pigmentation is present in 98% of the Europeans tested, thereby suggesting that there has been a recent selective sweep among the ancestors of modern Europeans (Balter 2005c; Lamason et al. 2005). These results are consistent with the hypothesis that positive selection for light skin occurs among Europeans because light pigmentation facilitates the absorption of sunshine so adequate vitamin D can be synthesized at the less sunny European latitudes (Balter 2005c).

Finally, two gene loci that regulate brain size underwent strong positive selection within the last 40,000 years (Evans et al. 2005; Mekel-Bobrov et al. 2005). Both genetic systems can lead to primary microcephaly due to recessive mutations. The *microcephalin (MCPH1)* locus most likely controls the proliferation and/or differentiation of neuroblasts during neurogenesis, while the *abnormal spindle-like microcephaly associated (ASPM)* locus may regulate neural stem proliferation and/or differentiation during brain development by mediating spindle assembly during cell division (Zegura 2006). The *MCPH1* locus exhibits a high frequency haplotype (i.e., haploid genotype) with a derived allele that originated ca. 37,000 years ago, a date that coincides with the introduction of modern humans into Europe, as well as with the increased presence of art and symbolism characteristic of the Upper Paleolithic (Balter 2005d; Evans et al. 2005). Frequencies of the selectively favored haplotype were highest in Eurasia and the Americas, but were lowest in Africa leading to speculation
that this haplotype may have originated in Eurasia due to local adaptation (Evans et al. 2005). The selectively favored derived haplotype at the ASPM locus originated ca. 5,800 years ago and has noticeably higher frequencies in Europeans and Middle Easterners (Mekel-Bobrov et al. 2005). Provocative biocultural and geographical correlates that are temporally congruent include the spread of domestication from the Middle East, the development of cities and early state formation, the origin of written language, and dramatic population size increase (Balter 2005d; Mekel-Bobrov et al. 2005; Yoffee 2005). Obviously these speculative connections are intriguing; however, it should be emphasized that their significance has neither been studied in detail nor in any way established (Zegura 2006).

6. Genes and the origin of language

The genetic secrets that led to the development of human language are still locked up in our brains. As Hauser et al. (2002) and Marcus (2006) so aptly stress, the abstract computational capacity of language may consist of a novel evolutionary reconfiguration of many ancestral components. The genetic changes responsible for the synergistic emergence of the behavioral evolutionary hallmark of our species, spoken language, were probably both regulatory and structural in nature. A suite of reshaped genetic systems is more likely than the major gene hypothesis articulated by Klein whereby a fortuitous mutation some 40,000–50,000 years ago permitted the capacity for human speech (Holden 1998; Klein 1999; Fleming 2005; Marcus 2006). Evolutionary “tinkering” and exaptation are generally thought to be more widespread in nature than are macro-mutational shifts and language may turn out to reflect this ongoing dynamic Darwinian pattern of genetic descent with modification (Marcus 2006).

Some genetic changes which may be associated with the eventual development of language have already been identified. For instance, Chenn and Walsh (2002) demonstrated that a mutation in the \( \beta \)-catenin gene has the ability to enlarge the brain of transgenic mice. The most striking changes involved the greatly increased cerebral cortical surface area and the formation of complex folds resembling the sulci and gyri of primate brains on the heretofore smooth surface of the mouse brain (Vogel 2002). Human brain asymmetry can be traced to the differential expression of 27 genes in the left versus right cerebral hemispheres (Sun et al. 2005). One of these genes, \( \text{Lim Domain Only 4 (LMO4)} \), turned out to be a transcription factor that is differentially expressed in the left and right perisylvian cortex (Sun et al. 2005). This is especially germane since for most people language function is predominantly localized to a distributed network in the left perisylvian cortex (Sun et al. 2005). The most famous language-associated gene is the \( \text{FOX P2 (forkhead box P2)} \) transcription factor implicated in both speech articulation and grammatical competence (Lai et al. 2001;
Balter 2002; Enard et al. 2002). Enard et al. (2002) made a convincing case that the gene has been a target for natural selection with the fixation of the beneficial human variant occurring sometime within the last 200,000 years. Individuals with disruption of FOX P2 suffer from an impairment of selection and sequencing of fine motor movements. Since speech can be understood as an intricate motor activity, the ability to improve the control of orofacial movements (thereby permitting more proficiency in spoken language) may have been the phenotype under selection associated with the beneficial human FOX P2 variant (Enard et al. 2002; Holden 2004).

The questions of how and why language evolved continue to inspire heated debate (Holden 2004). Can the origin of language be traced to gestures, vocal imitation, “motherese,” seduction, gossiping, grooming, an increased ability to form and manipulate abstract symbols, the capacity for syntactic recursion, anatomical changes in the vocal tract, specific changes in the brain, and/or genetic changes and in what combination (Deacon 1997; Hauser et al. 2002; Holden 2004; Miller 2006)? The presence of mirror neurons that facilitate imitation in both Broca’s Area (the ventral pre-motor cortex in sensu stricto) and Wernicke’s Area suggests that these neurons may provide a crucial link between movement and speech control (Deacon 1997; Holden 2004; Miller 2006). The supplementary motor cortex adjacent to the primary motor cortex controls the physical constraints on vocal expression and is probably involved in the production of the click sounds characteristic of the Khoisan language family (Holden 2004). Many linguists believe that the first human language was a Khoisan click-containing language spoken somewhere in East or South Africa (Pennisi 2004b). Since Ethiopia is the location of the two oldest anatomically modern human fossil sites (i.e., Omo at 190,000–200,000 years ago and Herto at 154,000–160,000 years ago), it is an attractive candidate (Zegura 2006). Alternatively, the oldest human mitochondrial DNA (with a TMRCA date of ca. 170,000 years ago) comes from three present-day click-speaking groups: the Hadzabe and Sandawe from Tanzania and the San who presently reside in southern Africa but whose ancestors may have lived farther to the northeast (Pennisi 2004b). Interestingly, clicks are made without involvement of the larynx, while the rest of the sounds in the phonological repertoire of the Khoisan languages reflect the participation of the larynx as is true for all other human languages (Holden 2004). In a cultural evolutionary sense, non-click phonemes out-competed click sounds by the time people began their global diaspora.

7. A concluding addendum

In terms of The Great Archaeological Debate on Human Origins recently discussed in Mother Tongue, it seems that a substantial amount of evidence has accumulated in favor of the position taken by Brooks (McBrearty & Brooks 2000; Fleming 2005).
Humans were anatomically and culturally modern long before they reached Europe (Wong 2005). Afro-Pacific languages diverged from a Khoisan stock and were the first languages spoken outside of Africa. Indeed, people colonized Australia and many parts of Asia thousands of years before they arrived in Europe (Oppenheimer 2003). The hypothetical major genetic changes invoked by Klein (1999) to explain the supposed sudden appearance of the European Upper Paleolithic as well as human language remain hypothetical and are weakly supported at best, notwithstanding Balter (2005d) and Evans et al.’s (2005) generalizations about the MCPH1 locus. In a similar vein, publication of Diamond’s (1997) Great Leap Forward Model predated much of the African Middle Stone Age evidence that directly contradicts the position that so-called modern behavior essentially began about 40,000 years ago in Europe (Wong 2005). Of the 14 material culture components of modern behavior discussed in McBrearty and Brooks (2000), 13 have now been shown to antedate the 40,000 year threshold with only cave art images appearing after that date (Wong 2005). The shattering of the 14-element list is reminiscent of another list: the 13 design features of language proposed by Hockett (1960). If one adds the property of recursion as Hauser et al. (2002) rather emphatically suggest, we have another 14-element construction, one which has had a similar fate. Hockett (1960) asserted that 9 (or 10 in another part of the paper) of these design features were shared with other communication systems. Since then, all of the supposedly unique features of human language have also been encountered in non-human communication contexts. Gentner et al.’s (2006) recent claim that European starlings exhibit recursive syntactic song pattern learning completes the “demolishment” of the 14-member linguistic list, although I must confess that when I first read the paper I used the simpler finite-state grammar approximation rather than the center-embedding context-free grammar strategy to classify the patterns of rattles and warbles. Hal might be amused (or bemused) to discover that this author seems to be less linguistically sophisticated than some male songbirds! Hal’s noteworthy synthetic faculties are also sure to be engaged as the forthcoming results of the Genographic Project provide comparative data for a long-awaited forging of a global consilience of human prehistory (Wilson 1998). I look forward to your continued musings, Hal … and hearty congratulations for the past 80 intellectually stimulating years!
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A wild 50,000-year ride

Philip Lieberman
Brown University

The study of languages in prehistory critically involves the ever changing sound patterns of human languages, in short speech. Speech is the default medium for language, and it most likely has a long evolutionary history. However, the fully human speech anatomy which allows us to produce the most common, “universal” vowels [i], [u] and [a], first appears in the fossil record in the Upper Paleolithic (about 50,000 years ago) and was absent in both Neanderthals and earlier humans. Recent genetic evidence also suggests the appearance of the neural substrate that is necessary to regulate human speech within the past 100,000 years. Thus, we have had a wild ride – creating thousands of languages since the Upper Paleolithic start-point for fully human linguistic capacity.

Most theoretical linguists, preoccupied with the study of syntax and phonology treated as though it were a branch of syntax, ignore speech. However, speech is the only aspect of language, which even closely related living species lack. Speech, moreover, has properties that allow us to transmit information at rates that make it possible to transmit and comprehend long, complex utterances form part of the neural substrate involved in syntax and other aspects of cognition.

If we are to understand why fully human phonetic ability appears in the fossil record at the comparatively recent date of 50,000 years in the Upper Paleolithic, some aspects of the anatomy and physiology involved must be reviewed.

1. Primitive and derived features of human speech

It is obvious that animals cannot talk. However, the vocal signals of all terrestrial mammals, including humans, are generated by means of similar processes. The lungs provide a current of air that for the most part is inaudible having audio frequency components below the limits of human perception. Human speech and most mammalian vocal signals are produced on the expiratory, outflow of air from the lungs. As humans talk, they use muscle groups that inflate the lungs during quiet inspiration to present a more or less level air pressure to the vocal cords of the larynx over the course of a long utterance. The air pressure would otherwise start at a high level and gradually fall, causing the vocal cords to produce phonation starting at a high fundamental frequency,
then falling throughout the course of a sentence. Comparative evidence is presently absent that would establish whether living non-human species perform these maneuvers, which involve “knowing” at some internalized mental level, the length of a sentence that one intends to utter. The larynges of all animals, from frog-like ones onwards, act as “transducers,” transposing the energy of the airflow from the lungs to higher, audible frequencies through the process of phonation. The air pressure against the vocal cords (which are often termed “folds” – they are complex structures, neither folds nor cords) and tensions of laryngeal muscles determines the rate at which they rapidly open and close, releasing “puffs” of air. The rate at which these puffs of air occur is the fundamental phonation (F0). The perceived pitch of a person’s voice is closely related to the average F0. These and other aspects of speech physiology and the evolution of speech are discussed in detail in Lieberman (2006).

If the activity of the larynx and lungs were all that was involved in speech production all animals would possess the physiologic bases for human speech. Variations in F0 over the course of a syllable differentiate words in tone languages and are used to convey referential information by non-human primates (e.g., Cheney & Sayfarth 1990) However, the key element to fully human speech involves the “supralaryngeal vocal tract” (SVT) – the airway above the larynx. The acoustic signal generated by the larynx during phonation is filtered by the SVT. The positions assumed by the tongue, lips, soft palate (which controls the opening between the oral and nasal passageways), and larynx determine the frequencies at which maximum energy can pass through the SVT. These frequencies, which come as “sets” owing to the principles of physical acoustics, are termed “formants.” They are local potential energy maxima that continually change as the tongue, lips and larynx move. Vowel and consonantal quality is largely conveyed by formant frequency patterns, enhanced by distinctions in duration (Fant 1960). As we talk, the airway above the larynx, the supralaryngeal vocal tract (SVT), continually changes its shape as we talk, producing a time-varying formant frequency pattern. Aperiodic noise generated at a constriction along the SVT as in the fricative [s] can also serve as a source of acoustic energy that is filtered by the portion of SVT above it.

2. Formant frequencies

To summarize, the larynx provides the source of acoustic energy for vowels and other phonated speech sounds; the SVT act as an acoustic filter that determines the phonetic quality of the sounds. A given SVT shape will let more acoustic energy through at a set of particular formant frequencies, local energy maxima, occurring in inharmonic combinations. The lowest formant frequency is identified by the notation F1, the next highest as F2, the third as F3. For example, the vowels [i] and [u] of the words “see” and “sue”, can be produced with identical F0’s, – different formant frequencies specify these vowels.
The relationship between formants, the laryngeal source and speech signals is in some ways similar to that between the source of light, the lenses of a pair of sunglasses and the tint of the world seen through the sunglasses. The lenses achieve the perceived tint by “attenuating,” i.e., reducing the amount of light energy throughout a range of frequencies. Dies do not yield a single spectral peak, they produce local energy maxima at a set of electromagnetic frequencies that our visual system perceives as a color. The combination of frequencies that are least attenuated determines the tint that the sunglasses impart. The same “source” of light, sunlight will provide a blue or pink world when viewed using different sunglasses. The formant frequencies of the SVT are the acoustic frequencies that pass through it with minimum attenuation.

3. Human and non-human supralaryngeal vocal tracts

The filtering action of the SVT is determined by its shape and length in much the same manner as the tube of a woodwind instrument. It’s shape and total length, the variation in cross-sectional area along its length range determine the formant frequencies that it can generate. In the 18th and 19th centuries tubes that were formed into shapes that were thought to represent the shape of the SVT were used to model the SVT. The tubes acted as acoustic filters; reeds were the source acoustic energy. Over the past half-century, computer-implemented models have been developed that can be used to systematically determine the formant frequencies that a particular SVT can produce (e.g., Stevens 1972; Baer et al. 1991). The models allow the investigator to determine the formant frequencies that a particular SVT shape would produce; the range of shapes is limited by a particular SVT’s anatomy.

The human SVT after age eight years has a tongue having an almost circular sagital (midline) contour forming two segments, a “horizontal” section delimited by the portion of the tongue in the oral cavity (SVTh), and a vertical section delimited by the section of the tongue extending down the neck into the pharynx (SVTv). The human tongue when seen in profile has a round posterior contour and forms a right-angle bend at its midpoint – the junction of the oral cavity and pharynx. Movements of the undistorted tongue in the space defined by the oral cavity and pharynx can produce the abrupt midpoint 10:1 area function discontinuities necessary to produce the formant frequency patterns of the universal “point” or “quantal” vowels [i], [u] and [a] whose properties will be discussed below. In contrast, computer modeling shows that the SVTs of living primates, whose tongue are almost entirely within their mouths, inherently cannot produce quantal vowels because they cannot produce the necessary abrupt, 10:1 midpoint area function discontinuities (Lieberman, Klatt & Wilson 1969; Lieberman, Crelin & Klatt 1972).
Figure 1. Adult human supralaryngeal vocal tract (SVT) in a cross-sectional view. The human tongue has an almost circular posterior (rear) contour. The “horizontal,” (SVTh)oral portion, and “vertical,” (SVTv) pharyngeal portion, bounded by the tongue, have almost equal lengths. There is a natural discontinuity formed at the intersection of SVTh and SVTv, allowing speakers to form abrupt changes in the cross sectional area of the human SVT at its midpoint without material changes in the shape of the tongue.

Acoustic analyses of the vocalizations of non-human primates (e.g., Lieberman 1968; Rendall et al., in press) consistently show that they produce schwa-like vowels (the vowel of the word “bub”) because their tongue are positioned almost entirely in the mouth. The soft tissue of their tongues which have a thin cross-section cannot be abruptly deformed to produce 10:1 area function discontinuities. Alternate mechanisms can be used to produce signals that to an unaided ear “sound” like quantal vowels.

4. How do [i], [u], and [a] bear on the evolution of human speech? quantal vowels

Speech communication would be possible without the point, quantal vowels that for decades have been recognized as being among the few attested universals of human
language (Greenberg 1963). Moreover, since as we shall see, the anatomy that makes it possible to produce these vowels also increases the risk of death by choking, there would have been no selective advantage for retaining the mutations involved in the evolution of the human SVT, unless some form of speech were already being used by our hominid ancestors. Stevens (1972) coined the term quantal to characterize sounds that have two useful properties. Quantal vowels and consonants (which also occur) have acoustic properties that are perceptually salient and can be produced with a degree of articulatory sloppiness. They also facilitate the complex process by which we “decode” speech signals.

The task of speech production would be simpler if it were possible to produce a stable acoustic signal without having to control tongue placement precisely. The task of speech perception also would be less subject to errors if the resulting acoustic signals are maximally distinct. Quantal speech sounds meet these criteria. Quantalness can be illustrated by means of the following analogy. Suppose that a restauranteur wishes to have waiters who will signal the diners orders by means of acoustic signals. Shall he employ waiters who attempt to bow notes on violins or wave handbells? Although violins might be more elegant, handbells which each produce a distinct acoustic signal without having to use precise manual gestures are the obvious choice if the goal were minimizing errors.

The perceptual salience of the quantal vowels [i], [u], and [a] results from the convergence of two formant frequencies, yielding spectral peaks (Fant 1960). For [i] the second and third formants, F2 and F3, converge at a high frequency; for [a] F2 and F1 converging at the midpoint of the frequency spectrum; for [u] F1 and F2 converge at a low frequency. Using “quantal” vowels when talking is similar to signaling messages using flags having saturated colors. The formants of other vowels do not converge and communicating with them is analogous to signaling with flags differentiated by pastel colors. An abrupt area function discontinuity occurs at the midpoint of the SVT, the tongue can move as much as 1 cm back or forth without changing the formant frequencies appreciably (Stevens 1972). The exact position of the speaker’s tongue with respect to the midpoint constriction for [i] does not have to be precise. Cineradiographic studies of tongue movements during speech have confirmed Steven’s theory (Beckman et al. 1995).

Radiographic and MRI studies show that the tongue body has a circular midsagittal posterior contour and is almost undeformed when vowels are produced. An [i] involves moving the tongue upwards and forward, [a] involves moving the tongue back and down. Studies dating back to Russell (1928) consistently show that this is the case (c.f., Lieberman 2006). Moreover, the human tongue and those of most mammals are “hydrostats” (Stone & Lundberg 1996); it can not be squeezed into a smaller volume. The intrinsic muscles of the tongue are sometimes bunched up when speakers produce an [u] or an [i], but the tongue’s shape is usually a segment of a circular arc when vowels are produced.
The vowel [i] also makes estimating the length of a speaker’s SVT more certain. A long SVT produces lower formant frequencies than a short SVT for the same vowel or consonant. It became evident from the start of work on speech recognition by machine first started that the absolute values of the formant frequencies of the same sound produced by different persons vary (Peterson & Barney 1952). A “normalizing” process that takes account of SVT length is a critical step in speech perception.

Figure 2. Midsagittal views of an adult human SVT for the quantal vowels [i], [a] and [u] and the resulting formant frequency patterns. Note the peaks in the frequency spectrum that follow from the convergence of two formant frequencies. The 10 to one discontinuity at the midpoint of the SVT allows speakers to be both imprecise and still generate vowels that have spectral peaks.¹

5. Decoding speech – estimating the length of a speaker’s SVT

The vowel [i] also makes estimating the length of a speaker’s SVT more certain. A long SVT produces lower formant frequencies than a short SVT for the same vowel or consonant. It became evident from the start of work on speech recognition by machine first started that the absolute values of the formant frequencies of the same sound produced by different persons vary (Peterson & Barney 1952). A “normalizing” process that takes account of SVT length is a critical step in speech perception.
Peterson and Barney (1952) first recorded seventy-six adult male, adult female and adolescent male and female speakers carefully reading aloud English words having the form [hVd], such as “heed,” “hid,” “had” and so on. The sound [h] in these words is an noise-excited, aspirated prelude of the vowel “V” and has the same formant frequencies – this made measurements of formant frequencies possible for voices having high F0s given the technical limitations of the sound spectrograph apparatus that was then the state-of-the-art.

The spoken words were identified by panels of listeners who had to identify each token without previously listening to a long stretch of speech produced by each particular speaker. This was achieved by having the listeners identify a set of all of the words in random order produced by ten different speakers in random order. A listener would not know whose voice or what word was coming next. There were only two errors in 10,000 trials in identifying [i]s; [u]’s were misidentified six times, other vowels hundreds of times.

The measured formant frequencies of the vowels explained some of the perceptual errors. For example, many speakers [e] vowels had the same formant frequencies of other speakers’ [I]s The Peterson and Barney study has been replicated, using computer-implemented formant analysis by Hillenbrand et al. (1995).

How then can human listeners unscramble the overlapping formant frequencies? We can use different means to estimate a SVT’s length. Ladefoged and Broadbent (1957, for example, showed that the same tape-recorded word was perceived as “bit,” “bat,” or “but” depending on the average formant frequencies of a preceding phrase. But we generally do not need to hear a person talking before we identify a word; there are immediate normalization cues in the speech signal. Nearey reasoned that the formant structure of [i] might make it possible for listeners to use it as an anchor point for vocal tract normalization.

Nearey predicted that a token of a formant frequency pattern in the [i] range will always be heard as an [i] produced by a SVT that had a particular length. If this were so, a listener would immediately “know” the length of a speaker’s SVT and would correctly associate formant frequency patterns with the vowel that the speaker intended to convey. In a controlled experiment, listeners first heard a “calibrating” [i] followed by a synthesized formant frequency pattern that could correspond to any vowel produced by either a short or a long SVT, followed by the same calibrating [i](Nearey 1979, pp. 98–149). Nearey used two different calibrating [i]s, one that could be produced by an adult male’s long SVT, one an [i] produced by an adolescent child’s shorter SVT. Juxtaposed with the calibrating [i]’s were vowels having formant patterns that ranged over almost the total possible range of vowels for adult speakers and adolescent children. Listeners heard isolated sequences that had the for [i]-V-[i], where the [i]s were either long or short SVT [i]s and V the test stimuli. The listeners were told to identify each intermediate vowel “V.” The listeners were also asked to rate the naturalness
of the vowel V of each [i-V-i] sequence that they heard. There were four categories of “naturalness judgment,” from “OK” to “very bad.”

The listeners’ responses showed that they were “normalizing” SVTs using the single token of an [i], changing their identification of the identical formant frequency pattern when they heard it between long or short SVT [i]s. The listeners’ “naturalness” responses demonstrated that they interpreted these synthesized speech stimuli using a mental procedure that “knew” the range of formant frequencies that can be produced by the calibrating [i]’s SVT length. For example, formant frequency patterns that could be produced by a short SVT were judged to be “natural” when they were embedded with an [i] produced by a short SVT but were judged to be non-speech stimuli when they were embedded with an [i] from a long SVT that inherently could not produce such high formant frequencies. The V vowels clearly were perceived in a “speech-mode,” using neural processing that took account of the speech producing capabilities of the human SVT.

Other speech sounds can be used for vocal tract normalization (c.f., Lieberman (2006) for relevant studies), but the vowel [i] is an optimal calibrating sound. It’s usefulness for SVT length estimation follows from its unique formant pattern (high frequency converging F2 and F3) and constraints on the vocal tract maneuvers that can be used to produce an [i]. Whereas alternate gestures can be used to generate the formant frequency patterns of virtually all other vowels, the tongue position and lip openings that generate an [i] are constrained (Stevens & House 1955; Nearey 1978). Speakers can protrude and constrict their lips to create the effect of having a longer SVT for most other vowels. Different tongue positions can be used for these vowels; speaker FSC in Nearey’s (1978) study, for example, kept his tongue in almost the same position for almost all of his high F2 vowels, except for [i]. Alternate lip and larynx gestures generated his vowels’ formant patterns. Fewer possibilities can generate the formant frequency patterns for an [i]. The tongue must be placed forwards and upwards to the point where turbulent noise is sometimes generated in the constricted oral passage necessary to produce an [i](Fant 1960). The vowel [i] is an “honest” signal that specifies the speaker’s actual SVT length. And it is one of the speech sounds that a non-human SVT cannot produce.

The neural mechanisms for perceiving formant frequencies and deriving SVT length appear to have a long evolutionary history Other species appear to use formant frequencies to estimate the size of a conspecific. Fitch (1997) used a simple metric obtained by the subtracting the frequency of F1 from F3 to estimate a monkey’s SVT length, which is highly correlated with its body weight and length. This metric works for other species (Fitch 2000) However, Fitch’s metric works only because these animal vocalizations are similar to the neutral “schwa” vowel of English in which F3 is approximately equal to 5(F1)(see the compilation for non-
human primate species in Riede et al (2005)). If the same metric were applied to human speech it would yield different estimated SVT lengths for the same speaker, depending on the vowel analyzed since the formant patterns produced by humans diverge from the schwa vowel.

6. Why is speech the default mode for human language?

Why do we talk? Why don't we use manual gestures? The answer rests in some obvious factors, and one that became apparent through research conducted in the 1960s. Vocal communication frees a speaker's hands, can occur in darkness, and doesn't require looking at the individuals who are signaling. A less obvious reason is the speed at which information can be transmitted by speech. Speech allows humans to transmit phonetic distinctions at rates of up to 20 to 30 “segments” per second. Other auditory signals merge into a continuous buzz at rates exceeding 15 items per second. Speech achieves this rapid transmission rate because it is an “encoded” signal in which information is transmitted at the slower syllable rate then “decoded” into phonetic segments (Liberman et al. 1967).

For example, the formant frequency patterns that convey the “phonemes” of the word “cat” (approximated by the letters of the alphabet) are melded together into one syllable. As the tongue moves from the syllable-initial consonant, a formant frequency pattern is produced that transitions into that of the vowel, and then to the final consonant. Human speakers plan ahead. As you begin to say the word “too,” your lips “round” (protrude and narrow) anticipating the rounded [u] vowel. Your lips are not rounded at the start of the word “tea”, because the following vowel is not rounded. The encoding differs somewhat from language to language (Lubker & Gay 1982), and is acquired without conscious effort by children.

7. Choking and the antiquity of speech

Speech must have been present in hominid species who lacked SVTs capable of producing quantal vowels because the human SVT increases the risk of choking to death on food lodged in the larynx. Palmer and his colleagues, reviewing studies of swallowing note that in contrast to nonhuman mammals:

“normal humans are at risk for inadvertently inhaling food particles both before and after swallowing. Indeed, obstruction of the airway by inhaled food is a significant cause of morbidity and mortality in otherwise healthy individuals.” (Palmer et al. 1992).
About 500,000 Americans suffer from swallowing disorders (dysphagia), and deaths from choking are the forth largest cause of accidental deaths in the United States (http://www.nsc.org/library/report_injury_usa.htm). There would have been no reason for retaining the mutations that resulted in the human SVT, unless speech already was in place in hominids ancestral to humans before the evolution of the human SVT.

8. Tracing the evolution of the human SVT

This brings us to the vexatious problem of reconstructing the soft tissue of the SVT of a fossil when all that remains are bones.

Much attention has been given to the position of the larynx, which as we will see, can rule out hypothetical SVTs. However, studies of the ontogenetic development of the human SVT, discussed below, reveal other factors.

1. The skeletal structure that supports the roof of the mouth rotates towards the back of the skull, effectively shortening the mouth and the “horizontal component of the SVT, SVTh during the first two years of life; the human face is “flat” compared to prognathous present day apes and early hominids such as the Australopithecines (D. Lieberman, Ross & Ravosa 2000).

2. The human tongue gradually descends down into the pharynx, changing its shape from a relatively long flat shape positioned almost entirely in the mouth to a massive form having a posterior rounded shape. This yields the 1:1 SVTh/SVTv proportions seen in Figure 1. This unique human developmental process is not complete until age 6–8 years (D. Lieberman & McCarthy 1999 Neck length is critical since a larynx positioned below the neck at the level of the sternum (collarbone) would make it impossible to swallow (Palmer et al. 2000; D. Lieberman et al. 2001).

9. Neanderthal speech

As is the case in non-human primates throughout life, the tongue is positioned almost entirely in the mouth in human neonates. In the course of human ontogenetic development, the tongue moves down into the pharynx, carrying the larynx down with it. This process was first described by Victor Negus (1949) who thought that it reflected the:

... recession of the jaws; there is no prognathous snout ...The [human] tongue however retains the size it had in Apes and more primitive types of Man, and in
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consequence it is curved, occupying a position partly in the mouth and partly in the pharynx. As the larynx is closely approximated to its hinder end, there is of necessity descent in the neck; briefly stated the tongue has pushed the larynx to a low position, opposite the fourth, fifth and sixth cervical vertebrae. (Negus 1949, pp. 25–26)

Negus’s inferences were correct insofar as extensive facial retraction occurs only in humans. As noted above, it has become clear that the process entails more than the recession of the jaws which occurs in the first two years of life.

The low position of the human larynx is a reflex of the human tongue reshaping and moving down into the pharynx. The position of the human larynx is closely coupled to tongue. As the tongue descends down into the pharynx, it carries the larynx down with it. The descent of the tongue into the pharynx, its posterior circular shape and the right angle bend at its midpoint enables the human SVT to produce the major midpoint area function discontinuities necessary for quantal vowels. Thus, the descent and change in the tongue’s shape is the key factors in both the development and evolution of the human SVT (Lieberman 1984, pp. 276–280).

10. When did our ancestors begin to say oy veh?

A SVT that can produce the full range of human speech must have 1:1 SVTh to SVTv proportions. If SVTh is long, as is the case for Neanderthals, than SVTv must also be long. But the anatomy involved in speech (tongue, hyoid bone, and larynx) must also allow us to eat. The hyoid which supports the larynx, moves upwards and forwards opening the esopha-gous and placing the larynx into a larynx in the neck can execute these maneuvers. However, a larynx placed in the chest, would be blocked by the sternum bone precluding eating – end of story.

We can determine whether Neanderthals and other fossil hominids could have had 1:1 SVTh to SVTv proportions by examining their basicrania, which provides a measure of SVTh and their cervical vertebrae, which provides a measure of the length of their necks. McCarthy et al. (forthcoming) studied a large a sample of rhesus monkeys, the WT 15000 *Homo ergaster* fossil, three Neanderthal fossils, 82 human specimens, including the Middle Paleolithic Skhul V fossil, eight Upper Paleolithic fossils, and 73 contemporary humans from seven different parts of the world. Neanderthal necks were too short to have fully human SVTs. (A similar conclusion was reached in Lieberman (1984, pp. 290–296). That’s also the case for the middle Pleistocene fossil Skhul V (McCowan & Keith 1939), which has often been thought to be fully modern. Skhul V’s SVTh is relatively long; its short neck precludes its having a fully human vocal tract. Fully modern speech anatomy is not evident in the fossil record until the Upper Paleolithic, about 50,000 years ago,
coincident with the cultural “revolution” apparent in the archaeological record (Klein 1999). So the wild ride of language change that Hal has been studying began almost yesterday – 50,000 years ago.

Happy Birthday Hal.
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Can Paleolithic stone artifacts serve as evidence for prehistoric language?
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In this paper a hypothesis is offered concerning the geographic distribution of a Paleolithic language. Two models are commonly used for explaining invention and spread of new techno-typologies: emergence in a core area (invention), and appearance simultaneously and independently in various places (diffusion). The spread of new techniques, tool types, and ideas assumes the existence of verbal communication. The current evidence indicating that a Mousterian industry with Levalloisian techniques was the “mother-culture” from which the Initial Upper Paleolithic emerged, may hint that an unknown but hypothetical language was the source of the Upper Paleolithic languages. This proposal is based on the common knowledge among today’s flintknappers that the learned skill of making stone tools is acquired not only through watching and mimicking the artisan's gestures, but also through oral explanations that accompany the teaching process.

It is common knowledge that the oldest written documents and recent linguistic studies serve as the basis for reconstructing prehistoric languages. At best most current hypothetical considerations reach back to the Terminal Pleistocene. The idea that languages spread with people and especially with the agricultural package is hotly debated (Renfrew 1987, 2002; Bellwood 2005). Genetic evidence collected among recent populations reflects past dispersals but also indicates a certain degree of admixture between endemic populations and recent newcomers. While the more recent dispersals benefit from our knowledge of historical events, it is somewhat difficult to date the older dispersals, in spite of calculations of mutation rates.

Explanations concerning the “out of Africa” exodus of Modern humans (e.g., Underhill et al. 2001; Underhill 2002; Forster 2004) try to sort out the chronological steps and geographic routes of humans into Eurasia. Indeed, many archaeological problems concerning this period, known as the “Middle to Upper Paleolithic transition”, remain unsolved. Though the records for western Eurasia are better known than the archaeological sequences and the chronology of human cultures in the vast
regions of Central and Eastern Asia, our patchy knowledge commonly leaves room for speculations and major disagreements. Still, one can safely state that the complex pattern of the Old World colonization by Modern humans left its imprint on the history of prehistoric languages.

Difficulties in interpretations arise when comparisons between genetic data, human fossils, and archaeological remains are derived from the remote prehistoric periods such as the Middle to Upper Paleolithic transition. Disclosing clear patterns of movements of foragers is hampered by lack of detailed chronologies, poorly studied regions, and certain ambiguities concerning the published archaeological information. Moreover, it seems that there is a certain reluctance to use the studies of stone artifacts for advancing working hypotheses about patterns of dispersal, and/or as potential sources in reconstructing past languages.

In this short paper I will try to do just this. I will offer a hypothesis concerning the geographic distribution of a Paleolithic language. This proposal is based on the common knowledge among today’s flintknappers that the learned skill of making stone tools is acquired not only through watching and mimicking the artisan’s gestures, but also through oral explanations that accompany the teaching process.

The history of making stone tools can be divided into several phases. Clearly the earliest assemblages from \( ca. \) 2.6–1.7 Ma represent mostly simple rock breaking, in order to obtain sharp edges on detached pieces or the entire nodule (or pebble). This approach to making stone tools, sometimes called the “core and flake industry,” continues in several geographic regions up to \( ca. \) 300,000 years ago and even later in eastern and south-eastern Asia. It has been suggested that we compare its earlier phase, i.e., the Oldowan, to stone manipulation by apes (e.g., Wynn & McGrew 1989) although study of experimental stone-tool making by the chimp Kanzi does not support this proposal (Toth et al. 1993). Hence, the making of “core and flake industries” is not explained by comparison to apes as genetically programmed, and the presence of such simple stone tools (during the Upper Pleistocene in East Asia, for example) has no bearing on physical or cognitive capacities of humans.

The new tool types that emerged around 1.7 MA are the bifaces (or hand axes) that characterize the Acheulian industries. Here again, the mode of production based on shaping the two faces of the piece (whether a nodule or thick flake) continues for quite some time. It is present all through the Middle Paleolithic, re-appearing during the Upper Paleolithic in certain areas, and is well known in Neolithic assemblages. If we confine ourselves to the production of Acheulian bifaces that were often thicker and larger than the foliates or bifacial points of the Middle Paleolithic, the sequence is interrupted by the introduction of the Levallois technique some 300/250,000 (the beginning of the Middle Paleolithic) or at an earlier time around 400,000 years ago.

The Levallois technique is seen as a suite of production methods based on the artisan’s intention to obtain a particular type of blank (detached piece) from a nodule.
Often the nodules or pebbles searched for in this technique were relatively flat because the volumetric shape of the raw material may determine the type of detached product. However, observations by many lithic analysts indicate that the options for obtaining the desired detached pieces vary. Once the raw material was selected, the knapper would start the process of detachment by direct percussion. Given the various methods he or she may obtain different types of products (for detailed explanations see e.g., Boëda 1995; Van Peer 1992).

The most basic production methods of the Levallois include the radial or centripetal detachment, the convergent recurrent, the convergent for obtaining triangular points, and the uni- or bi-directional. The first method produces large oval or rectangular flakes. The second method removes a series of flakes and some blades while the core is being constantly reshaped; the third method results in triangular flakes often called Levallois points, and the fourth method produces blades (pieces whose length is larger than twice their width). There is some grading between the “convergent recurrent” and the “uni-bi-directional” but the “radial” and “convergent for points” result in producing easily recognizable distinct forms.

Contrary to the common belief in the “simplicity” of stone tool making, the production of Levallois artifacts requires more expertise than that needed for the production of simple blades that characterized the later Upper Paleolithic industries. Those who believe that Neanderthals were not capable of having complex stone techniques, as compared with Modern humans, are proven wrong when faced with typical Levallois products recovered from Middle Paleolithic (often referred to as the Mousterian cultures) contexts in Western Europe or the Levant.

Literature on lithic techniques suggests that the Levallois technique evolved from the bifacial shaping of hand axes (bifaces). If this were the case, then the constant and frequent making of bifaces for almost 1.7 million years should have culminated in the appearance of the Levallois technique many hundreds of thousands years ago. However, this did not happen, and systematic production of Levallois blanks began only some 400–300,000 years ago.

The difficulties in dating sites of Middle Pleistocene age (780–130,000 years ago) led archaeologists to suggest that the Levallois technique, which is a set of several methods of obtaining flakes, blades, and points, was invented independently in various regions in Africa and western Eurasia. However, this technique is not known from eastern or southeastern Asia where the simple “core and flake” technique of obtaining flakes was employed during the Middle and Upper Paleolithic periods. In spite of the difficulty in dating the early appearances of the Levallois technique in the archaeological record we need to consider whether an invention of a well-designed knapping technique requires an answer to a frequent question: “do new inventions emerge in a particular geographic area, or is it possible that such a knapping technique emerged contemporaneously in various regions and is an example of cultural convergence?”
We often use two models for explaining invention and spread of new technotypologies in our world. We see the new technique, tool type, idea, or the like, both as emerging in a core area, and appearing simultaneously and independently in various places. The same explanations were advanced for the Industrial Revolution. Once ideas of applied scientific research and the making of machines emerged in England it took just a few decades for these new technologies to spread and be adopted in France, Holland and other countries (e.g., Mokyr 2002). It should be noted that the transfer of the technical achievements of this period to North America was aided by the use of the common English language.

Going back in time, I would like to mention two current archaeobotanical proposals that view the emergence of cultivation as taking place in different locales across the Levant (Willcox 2005; Weiss et al. 2006). While the general evidence seems to support their contention, a detailed chronology for testing the presence of cultivation in the various locales is missing. This means that in a relatively small region on a continental scale (ca. 1000 km long and ca. 100–250 km wide), with documented obsidian trade or exchange from Anatolia down to Jericho, it is hard to accept that there was no communication between the different villages on route. Hence, it is not surprising that cultivation as a subsistence strategy, in addition to gathering in the wild, began at the same general time (within one or two centuries around 11,500 cal B.P.) across the entire region. This assumes either the existence of verbal communication, whether through one common language with various dialects, or a shared knowledge of various languages among the people of the region.

Earlier on in time we can note that the Magdalenian culture (ca. 19–14,000 cal B.P.) spread across western and central Europe. Its most amazing features are the use of the same symbols expressed in art objects and utilitarian stone objects. Whether incised or painted, animals such as the ibex, horses, female figures, or abstract symbols are always depicted in the same style (e.g., Djindjian et al. 1999). The best interpretation is that the creators of all these artistic representations shared the same views of the world (cosmology) and probably spoke the same language (G. Bosinski, personal communication). Like every specific population it seems that the Magdalenian emerged in a particular region and being a successful culture of foragers, expanded its territory. The early phase of the Magdalenian is considered a local phenomenon of the Franco-Cantabrian zone, but the later Magdalenian phases spread over larger regions of Western Europe including Iberia and parts of Central Europe.

One of the most discussed human migrations is the “out of Africa” dispersal of Modern humans mentioned above. It is documented through genetics, and supported by the archaeological evidence from western Eurasia depicting a chrono-geographic trajectory of the colonization from east to west.

If we consider a similar attitude towards the Levallois methods, these being the common stone making techniques among the same people, one possible explanation
of such a scenario is that the particular knapping designs were invented within a specific region of the Old World and only later spread all over to be shared by many other groups, enriched in due course by a series of additional technical improvements.

In this scenario we can assume that constant gene flow facilitated the transmission of the knowledge of the different Levallois methods. This could have happened within the realm of a single expanding population, with the expectation of exchange and mobility between groups and migrations across populations. In the latter case we should be able to notice exchange of technical knowledge and/or processes of acculturation. The transmission of the Levallois methods could have been the most fundamental result of inter-group contacts all across vast areas in the Old World.

This particular explanation for the emergence and spread of the Levallois methods does not appear in most of the published reports from the different African and Eurasian regions. Archaeologists often stress certain attributes observed in core-reduction strategies easily explained through equifinality or the limitations imposed by raw material. Although the “devil is in the details,” perhaps this is what prevents us from seeing the broader picture that may have implications for reconstructing the prehistory of certain Paleolithic languages. This assumption is based on my contention that we definitely can identify different “paleo-cultures” across the Middle and Upper Paleolithic world. Efforts in this direction have already been published, though obviously they are mostly related to the rich records of the Upper Paleolithic period (Bocquet-Appel & Demars 2000a, 2000b). However, we also have to take into account that the disappearance of several “paleo-cultures” may correspond to lineage extinctions, and that the abandonment of particular areas was a common phenomenon during the long Middle Paleolithic period (ca. 300/250,000–35,000 B.P.).

When we consider the Levallois suite of knapping methods I would like to suggest a hypothesis that the significance of the knowledge of technical methods for making stone tools resided in the social level of human groups forming a biologically viable population, speaking the same language. The survival of those who were heavily dependent upon the Levallois set of techniques led to a series of expanding populations. If dates for an earlier appearance of even a single Levallois method were to converge around 300–250,000 years ago, it is not impossible that the bearers were those particular early Modern human groups which moved from Africa. The human fossils of Omo Kibish and Herto-Bouri in Ethiopia, or the Skhul/Qafzeh skeletal remains in the Levant, could represent a population of Levallois users that kept moving in different directions, and by spreading across several regions of the Old World they also spread their common language. The current evidence indicating that a Mousterian industry with Levalloisian techniques was the “mother-culture” from which the Initial Upper Paleolithic emerged, may hint that this unknown language was the source of the Upper Paleolithic languages.
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The origin of language
Symbiosism and symbiomism

George van Driem
Leiden University

Symbiosism is a Darwinian model of language and its emergence. Symbiotic Theory operates on the Leiden definition of memes as isofunctional neuroanatomical entities corresponding to linguistic signs in the Saussurean sense, not on the Oxonian conception of memes as units of imitation. Symbiosism treats linguistic forms as vehicles for the reproduction of meaningful elements in the hominid brain and so transcends the obsolete discord between the functionalist or European structuralist conception of language, whereby linguistic forms are seen as instruments used to convey meaningful elements, and the formalist or generative approach, whereby linguistic forms are treated as abstract structures which can be filled with meaningful elements. Symbiomism is the philosophy of life which grew out of Symbiosism and which understands our individual and collective human identity as symbiomes of a biological host and a semiotic symbiont.

Alfredo Trombetti’s ‘la nostra dottrina monogenistica’ (1925: 151) was, as I once previously hastened to point out, precisely that, a doctrine, because demonstrating that all human languages stem from a single original mother tongue lies beyond the bounds of what is accessible to empirical testing, at least by conventional comparative linguistics. Allan Bomhard, Michael Fortescue, Joseph Greenberg, Laurent Sagart and the late and universally beloved Sergei Starostin have gone beyond where many traditional comparative linguists dare to tread and so ventured through what I have characterised epistemologically as the ‘monogeneticist time warp’ (van Driem 2001: 145). Yet the work of these intrepid scholars – but perhaps first and foremost amongst them, Harold Fleming – has shown that it may be possible to breach this time warp in an empirically defensible way and so responsibly to indulge in ‘gazing beyond the event horizon’ of conventional comparative linguistics.

This essay too goes well beyond this horizon and treats of the origin of language itself. The empirical basis of the Leiden conception of language is language’s own lingering legacy in the shape of the very neuroanatomical and semiotic workings of meaning. Yet the aim here is not to repeat what has been explained in the previous work of exponents of the Leiden school of language evolution, but to point out an essential difference between Kortlandt’s and Wiedenhof’s views of language and my

Symbiosism is a Darwinian model of language and its emergence. Symbiosism is a variety of Symbiotic Theory, which treats linguistic forms as vehicles for the reproduction of meaningful elements in the hominid brain. The symbiotic view transcends the obsolete discord between the functionalist or European structuralist conception of language, whereby linguistic forms are seen as instruments used to convey meaningful elements, and the formalist or generative approach, whereby linguistic forms are treated as abstract structures which can be filled with meaningful elements. Symbiotic Theory shows naming and syntax to be two faces of the same phenomenon.

Syntax arose from meaning. The first primaevol holisitic utterances with a meaning in the linguistic sense inherently constituted a projection of reality with a temporal dimension. First-order predication arose when such a holistic utterance was split. This point of view was argued by Pierre de Maupertuis (1756, iii: 444) and Hugo Schuchardt (1919a, 1919b) and contrasts with the naïve view that syntax arose from the concatenation of labels or names. The splitting of a signal for 'The baby has fallen out of the tree' could have yielded meanings such as 'That which has fallen out of the tree is our baby' and 'What the baby has done is to fall out of the tree'. Mária Ujhelyi (1998) has considered long-call structures in apes in this regard.

Moreover, Symbiotic Theory operates not on the Oxonian conception of a meme as a 'unit of imitation', but on the Leiden definition of memes as isofunctional neuroanatomical units corresponding to linguistic signs in the Saussurean sense, corresponding to single morphemes or monomorphemic words. The neuronal correlate of a meaning along with the neuronal representation of its associated phonological form or grammatical manifestation is a *meme*, whereas in Leiden school terminology a unit of imitation is a *mime*. The symbiotic model of the human mind is based on an understanding of language as a semiotic organism which has arisen and evolved in the hominid brain. The empirical basis of the Leiden conception of language is language's own lingering and tangible evolutionary legacy in the shape of the neuroanatomical and semiotic workings of meaning.

The Leiden school is not a single view of language evolution, but three largely congruent views of language evolution. Kortlandt (1985, 1998, 2003) and Wiedenhof (1996) conceive language to be a parasite, based on the correct insight that natural meanings have the properties of non-constructible sets in the mathematical sense. Symbiosism, however, distinguishes the mutualist nature of language as such from the workings of individual meanings (van Driem 2001a, 2001b, 2003, 2004, 2005). Language has greatly augmented our reproductive fitness to the detriment of countless other macroscopic species. Language, therefore, is a mutualist symbiont.
Our language-driven pre-eminence has made us the blight of the biosphere in the Holocene period. On the other hand, language-borne ideas can be beneficial or deleterious to the human host.

1. Language as organism is no mere metaphor

The idea that language is a life form in its own right was popular amongst Indo-European linguists in Germany in the early 19th century. Friedrich von Schlegel described language as ‘ein lebendiges Gewebe’ (1808: 64), and Wilhelm von Humboldt spoke of the ‘Organismus der Sprache’ (1812: 8). Later, inspired by Ernst Haeckel’s popularisation in Germany of Darwin’s 1859 book On the Origin of Species, August Schleicher formulated a lucid statement on the organismal nature of language. Some have misinterpreted this conception of language as an organism as no more than a metaphor. Yet Schleicher’s statement about language as a life form was unequivocally literal: ‘Die Sprachen sind Naturorganismen, die, ohne vom Willen des Menschen bestimmbar zu sein, entstanden, nach bestimmten Gesetzen wuchsen und sich entwickelten und wiederum altern und absterben; auch ihnen ist jene Reihe von Erscheinungen eigen, die man unter dem Namen »Leben« zu verstehen pflegt’ (1863: 6–7).

The conceptualisation of language as an organism remained popular, but the notion was reinterpreted by historical and comparative linguists in ways that differed from the intimations of more semiotically inclined thinkers. In retrospect, the latter category of thinkers blazed the trail for the Leiden school of language evolution. The indologist Max Müller and later the mathematician Bertus Brouwer had profound and often disturbing insights into the nature of linguistic meaning and the effects of language. Müller and Brouwer can be identified as Frederik Kortlandt’s intellectual precursors. In the early 1980s, Kortlandt’s tutorials led to the growth in Leiden of a new school of thought on language evolution, with Jeroen Wiedenhof and myself at the time as his principal disciples. His now famous article on the language parasite, which appeared in 1985, explained that the nature of the organism stemmed from the fact that meanings, the replicating units of language, were non-constructible sets in the constructivist mathematical sense.

Kortlandt’s view was a radical departure from earlier views on language as an organism, for his semiotic approach cut to the chase in identifying meaning and its behaviour as the crux of linguistics and language evolution. In Kortlandt’s Leiden school, the inherently dynamic character of meanings is seen as a direct function of their neuroanatomy, as modelled by Hebb (1949) and later elaborated by Changeux (1983) and Edelman (1987). Brouwerian semantics dovetails with neuroanatomical reality and the observable behaviour of categories of meaning as units in the Darwinian process of neuronal group selection.
The Leiden model heralds a revolution in the way we think about ourselves. So, one might predict a natural disinclination to welcome Symbiotic Theory based on what we know about human nature or, alternatively, based on the historiographical model of paradigm shift in scientific revolutions developed by Thomas Kuhn (1962, 1977). Kuhn underscored the social dimensions and psychological imperatives of change, though it would be imbalanced to overlook the role of sheer serendipity in science and the individual character of insight in scientific thought. Some have taken cognizance of, but chosen to ignore Symbiotic Theory, whilst Salverda (2003) has drawn attention to several attempts to surreptitiously scoop the Leiden school by secondarily promulgating its insights. Another, intrinsically far more intriguing cause for a reluctance to accept the symbiotic view, I believe, may lie in a natural resistance built into our minds against recognising the linguistic symbiont for what it is. Language may not want to be found out. Our mind, caught in the web of language, is neither inclined nor even well-equipped to discern its own linguistic soul.

2. **Pessimistic vs. optimistic linguistics?**

The perceived difference between Kortlandt’s view of language and my own symbiosist view has often been phrased, even by Kortlandt himself, along the lines of the master viewing language as a parasite, whereas his pupil sees language as a symbiont. Part of the confusion is terminological in nature, for technically a parasite too is a symbiont. Symbiosis is when two phylogenetically distinct organisms live together in some sort of intimate relationship. Symbiotic relationships abound in nature and take on many forms. The most far-reaching form of symbiosis is a relationship in which both organisms cannot live without the other and effectively become as one life form. Most life forms on the planet today originated as symbiotic relationships. An early understanding of the role of symbiosis in evolution dates back to the same period in the history of biology that evolution by natural selection first came to be understood by Charles Darwin and Alfred Russel Wallace.

Pierre Joseph van Beneden, professor at the Catholic University at Leuven, adopted the term *mutuellisme*, brandished by the French social reformer Pierre-Joseph Proudhon for his ostensibly benign variety of communism, to apply to mutually beneficial relationships between species. The Belgian marine biologist later popularised the idea in his 1876 book *Les commensaux et les parasites*, which also appeared in German and English translations that same year. He distinguished various types of symbiotic relationship, i.e., parasite, free-living commensal, resident or obligate commensal and mutualist. Van Beneden stressed that beneficial reciprocity was as prevalent as commensalism. He described in detail how commensalism and mutualism contrasted...
strongly with the deleterious effects of parasitism and likewise carefully distinguished between various forms of commensalsm and the intimate and reciprocally beneficial interdependency which characterised mutualism.

Van Beneden’s work inspired the German botanist Heinrich Anton de Bary, who in 1879 popularised the word *Symbiose* ‘symbiosis’, an already extant term of Greek origin, in a public address to German biologists and physicians at Cassel as a cover term to designate all forms of ‘Zusammenleben ungleichnamiger Organismen’, i.e., the living together of organisms with different names, viz. belonging to differently named taxa. Symbiosis included ‘der vollständige Parasitismus’ (viz. full-fledged parasitism, which de Bary held to be the ‘most exquisite’ form of symbiosis), various types of commensals, and ‘van Beneden’s Mutualisten’, which were neither parasitic nor commensal. De Bary’s most fascinating examples were lichens. All lichens are symbiomes of fungi known as ascomycetes with either algae or cyanobacteria. His description of these fascinating symbiomes made lichens the emblematic classroom example of symbiosis.

Friedrich Schmitz, professor of botany in Bonn, observed that the chloroplasts of eukaryotic algae, along with their associated starch-accumulating structures called pyrenoids, were not fabricated anew in the cytoplasm, but reproduced independently by division within individual cells (1882). Schmitz first made this observation in 1880 ‘für eine Anzahl von Algen … während eines Aufenthaltes an der Zoologischen Station zu Neapel’, but within two years he had established that the independent reproduction of *Chromatophoren* or chloroplasts was a feature of all eukaryotic algae.

This observation regarding the autonomous nature of chloroplasts in eukaryotic algae inspired botanist Andreas Schimper, who in 1883 showed that *Chlorophyllkörner* or chloroplasts in green plants too ‘nicht durch Neubildung aus dem Zellplasma, sondern durch Theilung aus einander entstehen’ (1883: 106). This discovery led Schimper to venture that all green plants had originated through an original symbiotic association of two unlike organisms: ‘Möglicherweise verdanken die grünen Pflanzen wirklich einer Vereinigung eines farblosen Organismus mit einem mit Chlorophyll gleichmäßig tingierten ihren Ursprung.’¹ In a similar vein, the botanist Albert Bernard Frank (1885) soon afterwards recognised mycorrhiza too to be a symbiotic relationship between terrestrial plants and subterranean fungi which subsist on their roots and provide these plants with essential nitrogen and minerals.

---

¹. Recently, gene sequencing has provided the first genomic evidence that all plastids form a monophyletic group and that a single endosymbiotic event gave rise to a unified but highly diverse phylum comprising all primary photosynthetic eukaryotes, viz. green plants, red algae and glaucophytes (Rodríguez-Ezpeleta et al. 2005).
It was in Russia that the term *symbiosis* began to acquire a new anodyne flavour. Andrej Sergeevič Famintsyn studied the ontogeny of chloroplasts in green plants (1889, 1893, 1907). His studies inspired Constantin Mereschkowsky to make the same observation in 1905 that Schmitz had made in 1880 and Schimper in 1883, namely that chloroplasts are not assembled from scratch in the cytoplasm, but are cytoplasmically inherited and replicate themselves autonomously within the host cell. Mereschkowsky went a step further than Schmitz and Schimper, however, in claiming that chloroplasts remained genetically independent of the nucleus. Mereschkowsky also argued that ‘*Cyanophyceae*’ or cyanobacteria, which until relatively recently used to be called blue-green algae, were basically free living chloroplasts that had not entered into the cytoplasm of a host cell, where they had taken up a reduced symbiotic existence and rendered the host cell autotrophic. For the genesis of a new life form through symbiosis, Mereschkowsky coined the term *symbiogenesis* in 1909.

Famintsyn felt that the term *simbioz*” should be reserved for relationships that were mutually beneficial, i.e., that *simbioz*” be used in the sense of van Beneden’s mutualism rather than in the sense of de Bary’s symbiosis. Famintsyn’s symbiosis therefore excluded parasitism, which de Bary had considered to be the ‘most exquisite’ form of symbiosis. Since then, numerous types of symbiosis have been identified and analysed, and an elaborate terminology has evolved to designate different types of symbiotic relationship, e.g., parasymbiosis, social parasymbiosis, phoresy, inquilinism, symbiotrophism (Henry 1966; Margulis & Schwartz 1988). This rich arsenal of precise terminology contrasts with the feel-good ‘New Age’ flavour which the term *symbiosis* has acquired today in popular lay usage. Not all symbiotic relationships are mutually beneficial, but in lay parlance and even sometimes in biological discourse *symbiosis* is used to refer to mutually beneficial relationships. This connotation can be traced back to Famintsyn, who gave the term a favourable twist and thus set in motion a shift in meaning away from de Bary’s original usage of *Symbiose* as a cover term for all forms of intimate inter-species relationship.

Recapitulating, the label ‘Symbiotic Theory’, which I introduced for the Leiden model of language evolution, can be applied to both Kortlandt’s view of language and my own. Besides using the term *symbiosis* strictly in its original Flemish and German sense, i.e., free of value judgment, I have discussed the language organism whilst knowingly suggesting the originally Russian, now popular pleasant connotation of *symbiosis* as mutualism. Kortlandt, however, has insisted that language is a parasite. A terminologically more precise rephrasing of the difference between Kortlandt’s view of language and mine, therefore, would be whether language is a parasite, and thus an organism deleterious to its hominid host, or a mutualist, and so a partner in a mutually beneficial symbiotic relationship. Kortlandt has called his version of Symbiotic Theory ‘the parasitologist’s view’. I call my more optimistic, mutualist view Symbiosism. Yet we must be careful not to over-simplify either view.
3. The Leiden definition of the meme and its precursors

An idea often takes shape in more than just one human brain. Sometimes the same idea occurs independently to the minds of different individuals at very different times or even recurrently to various people throughout history. Alternatively, the cultural environment may be ripe for an idea which occurs independently to the minds of different individuals at roughly the same time in history. Yet scholars seldom recount the course of events in precisely that way, and the history of ideas is usually told as a tale that does not reflect this more complex reality. The view of culture as a dynamic evolving process in which words and ideas act as the transmitted units of evolution is in fact a rather obvious way of looking at human culture, and so this conception of culture has occurred to many people. Victor Hugo wrote that ‘le mot, qu’on le sache, est un Étre vivant’ (1856, i: 675).

The linguist Friedrich Max Müller was a great proponent of evolution by natural selection and applied the theory to language, religion and cultural evolution. Müller wrote: ‘A struggle for life is constantly going on amongst the words and grammatical forms in each language. The better, the shorter, the easier forms are constantly gaining the upper hand, and they owe their success to their inherent virtue’ (1870: 257). Darwin himself adopted Müller’s view of linguistic evolution and echoed Müller’s insights: ‘The survival or preservation of certain favoured words in the struggle for existence is natural selection’ (1871, i: 60–61). Darwin added ‘novelty’ to Müller’s repertoire of traits that might enhance the appeal and thus survival potential of a word.

Writing in the context of the phylogeny of Niger-Congo languages, Gottlob Adolf Krause claimed: ‘Für mich ist jedes Wort ein sprechendes Lebewesen, das seine Geschichte erzählt, sobald ich es kennengelernt habe. Ich sehe die Zeit kommen wo man von einer etymologischen Biologie sprechen wird’ (1885: 257). So, already in the nineteenth century, words were conceived as the living units of cultural evolution by Hugo and Krause, and Müller and Darwin explicitly saw words as units of evolution subject to natural selection.

In a related but different vein, a zoologist in Germany began to contemplate the notion of transmissible neural entities. Richard Wolfgang Semon coined the term Mneme. Semon was born on the 22nd of August 1859 in Berlin. He became Ernst Haeckel’s favourite student at Jena, conducted zoological expeditions to Africa and Australia, produced a number of zoological studies, converted from Judaism to Protestantism in 1885, and later became a Monist, all before he developed his mneme theory. Semon published the book Die Mneme als erhaltendes Prinzip im Wechsel des organischen Geschehens in Leipzig in 1904, two revised editions of which appeared in 1908 and in 1911. A first sequel to Die Mneme appeared in 1909 entitled Die mnemischen Empfindungen. Yet Semon never completed the second sequel about ‘die Pathologie der Mneme’. Unable to reconcile himself with the defeat of Germany at the end of the
First World War, he shot himself through the head on the 27th of December 1918. His lifeless body was found the following day sprawled out on the old black, white and red German tricolour.  

Deeply imbued with the work of Darwin and Haeckel, Semon’s conception of the mneme was fundamentally an idea which modern biological theoreticians today would call Lamarckian. Semon developed an epigenetic theory of memory based on the notion of the Engramm, a modification in the neural tissues corresponding to a memory triggered by a Reiz ‘stimulus’. Semon conceived of the mneme as the collective set of Engrammata or neural memory traces, whether conscious or subconscious, that he believed were inherited genetically. Semon describes the mneme as ‘das für die organische Entwicklung unumgänglich notwendige erhaltende Prinzip, das die Um bildungen bewahrt, welche die Außenwelt fort und fort schafft’ (1911: 407). Largely forgotten today, Semon’s ideas were quite influential in the first half of the twentieth century, and some of his other coinages such as Engramm, Engraphie and Ekphorie have taken up lives of their own, in German as well as in other languages.

The term ‘mneme’ was adopted by the Belgian entomologist, poet and playwright Maurice Maeterlinck, whose work was preoccupied with symbolism and who won the Nobel prize for literature in 1911. His entomological works La vie des abeilles, first published in 1901, and La vie des termites, first published in 1926, were translated as The Life of the Bee and The Soul of the White Ant respectively. Both books went into numerous printings in English in the first half of the twentieth century. Maeterlinck attempted to explain the workings of memory in termites and ants in terms of engrams, i.e., neural memory traces, which were added ‘upon the individual mneme’ (1927: 198).

After the discovery of the double helical structure of deoxyribose nucleic acid (DNA) and the chemical identity of genes in the Cavendish lab in Cambridge by Francis Crick, James Watson and Rosalind Franklin in 1953, Müller’s view of the natural selection of ‘words and grammatical forms’ and Darwin’s view of ‘the survival or preservation of certain favoured words’ was rapidly and widely succeeded by a more general public awareness that there must be units of cultural replication analogous to the gene.

The cultural evolutionist Leslie White came up with the term symbolate for ‘something that results from the action or process of symboling’, coarsely conceived as encompassing all ‘phenomena dependent upon symboling’ (1959: 231, 246). Perhaps unbeknownst to White, the term symbolate had already been used by Lady Victoria Welby in

---

2. A more detailed account of his colourful and turbulent life in the historical and scientific context of the day is provided by Jürg Schatzmann (1968).

3. The neo-Darwinians have generally been wont to obscure or underplay the fact that Darwin himself was a Lamarckian.
the sense of ‘thing symbolised’ (1896: 196). For White, however, symbolates were observable not only as acts and external events, but, in keeping with the inclusive definition of culture, symbolates also include ‘concepts, beliefs, emotions, attitudes’ within the human brain as well as acts and events mediated by ‘symboling’ and all external objects and events which are cultural artefacts or in some way the result of human intervention (1959: 235).

A widespread awareness that cultural evolution too must be a Darwinian process prompted Hudson Hoagland in 1962 to suggest what must have been obvious to many people. Hoagland proposed that ideas are the units of selection and that ‘ideas may be considered to social evolution what genes are to biological evolution’ (Huxley 1962: 203). Hoagland saw competing ideas as units of what he called ‘psychosocial selection’ in cultural evolution. In 1964, Henry A. Murray coined the term idene as an analogue in social evolution to the gene in biological evolution (Hoagland 1964: 111).

In 1963, manifestly inspired by the works of Semon and Maeterlinck, Harold Blum coined the term mnemotype for a unit of ‘information determining the cultural pattern of a society’ residing ‘in the brains of its members where it is stored as personal sets of memory images’. Blum envisaged the cultural evolution of a society in terms of ‘changes in the collective mnemotype, and that these innovations were precipitated by ‘changes in the individual mnemotypes which compose it’ (1963: 39). Others likewise devised neologisms for the widely assumed unit of cultural selection. Ralph Burhoe coined the term culturetype for assemblages of cultural and linguistic information. He saw this as a new type of information in evolution representing a relatively stable, transmissible ‘heritage’ largely independent of the genotype, but just as subject to natural selection (1967: 83).

In a panoramic treatment of man’s natural history, Carl Swanson (1973: 313) proposed the term socio-genes for the ideas or cultural molecules as units of selection in a process of cultural evolution governed by the principles of Darwin and Mendel. Swanson also addresses the subjective and illusory nature of ‘progress’ in biological and cultural evolution. In a similar vein, Cloak wrote of the ‘natural selection of cultural things’, such as behavioural instructions which he termed tuitions and defined as ‘the programming of an instruction upon one’s hearing a linguistic analogue of that instruction uttered by a conspecific’, a process which ‘is almost surely unique to humans’ (1975: 167). Cloak described tuitions as ‘corpuscles of culture’ residing in the central nervous system.

Just as Maeterlink’s mneme had been the inspiration of Blum’s coinage mnemotype, Laurent (1999) identified Maeterlink’s mneme as the source of Richard Dawkins’ meme in 1976, although the Oxford zoologist may no longer have been consciously aware of the engram at the time. A meme as defined by Dawkins was not just something essentially different from Semon’s Mneme. Dawkins’ meme also differed from all the cultural replicators for which various labels had already been proposed, viz. words, symbolates, ideas, mnemotypes, idenes, culturetypes, socio-genes and tuitions.
Whereas all these putative units of cultural selection were either explicitly or implicitly conceived as linguistic or language-mediated entities, Dawkins characterised a meme as ‘a unit of cultural transmission, or a unit of imitation’, with italics supplied by Dawkins to emphasise that a meme was a unit of essentially imitative behaviour (1976: 206). As opposed to earlier views of the unit of cultural selection, Dawkins’ meme was inspired as much by the mindless mimicry observed in butterflies and by learnt behaviours such as some bird song as it was by human culture. With its single-minded focus on imitation, a deafening silence reigned about the crucial role of language. In comparison to earlier conceptions of the units of selection in cultural evolution, the meme was originally therefore actually a step backward.

In a later edition, Dawkins brought his definition of the meme more into line with earlier conceptions of a unit of cultural selection by adding that a meme was ‘a unit of information residing in the brain’ (1982). Yet fundamentally Dawkins’ meme remained a ‘unit of imitation’, and therefore something neither specifically human nor necessarily linguistic. This definition found its way into the Oxford English Dictionary as ‘an element of a culture that may be considered to be passed on by non-genetic means, esp. imitation’. The Oxonian meme is not essentially a semiotic construct. Blackmore, an orthodox proponent of Dawkins’ view of the meme, envisages ‘spoken grammatical language’ as resulting from ‘the success of copyable sounds’ and explicitly denies the relevance of the meanings borne by language (1999). The inadequacy of the Oxonian meme underlay Kortlandt’s choice not to use the term in the early 1980s in his treatment of the replicating units of language, viz. meanings with the propensity of non-constructible sets in the intuitionist mathematical sense.

Pursuant to the discovery of the double helical structure of DNA in 1953, the coinage gene – by truncation from genetic – aided and abetted the popularisation of the 1976 coinage meme so that meme soon outcompeted all other coinages. The deficiency of the Oxonian conception of the unit of cultural evolution, however, necessitated either the redefinition or replacement of the term meme. In my view, the term’s popularity and its interesting lineage made it more expedient to redefine the term rather than to coin yet another neologism. The Leiden definition brought the term back into line with the conception of earlier thinkers by redefining a meme as a neuroanatomical unit corresponding to a sign in the Saussurean sense, i.e., the neuronal correlate of a meaning along with the neuronal representations of its associated phonological form and grammatical manifestation.

In Leiden, a unit of imitation was termed a mime. In contrast to a meme, a mime does not as ably meet the criteria of fecundity, high-fidelity replication and longevity required to qualify as a successful life-sustaining replicator. With memes the competition between observable populations of patterns is more fierce than in the case of mimes. Meaning and language account for the difference between the behaviour of pre-linguistic mimes, e.g., the rice washing of Japanese macaques or the elaborate songs
of whales, and the comportment of post-linguistic mimes, e.g., music, clothing fash-
ions, dancing styles. In ethology, the term culture has come to be applied to complex 
learnt behaviours transmitted between conspecifics in numerous species other than 
our own. This usage is apt, but an essential difference remains between the semiotically 
enriched culture of our species and the mimetic culture of other species, which are not 
inhabited by a language organism. Other species lack memes in the Leiden sense of a 
Saussurean sign.

Mimes behave differently once they are awash in a sea of linguistic meanings 
with their multitudinous neuronal associations and interconnections. Our patterns 
of imitation as humans are more elaborate because our mimetic culture has been 
semiotically enriched and enmeshed with our inordinately more complex language-
mediated or memetic culture. Yet the theme of Beethoven’s 9th symphony none the 
less remains a mime, and is not a meme. Music is a paralinguistic phenomenon that is 
causally intimately connected with the evolutionary emergence of language, but music 
is not language.

Many people today use the word meme as just a trendy word for idea, and it has 
long been appreciated that ideas spread, and that some ideas spread more successfully 
than others. Perhaps most people can live quite happily without the meme concept. My 
use of the term meme in the Leiden sense, reiterated here, dates from 1983. My teacher 
Frederik Kortlandt, however, used to discourage my use of the term meme because of 
the inadequacy of the Oxford definition. He disputed the utility of using the term in 
my redefined sense on account of the availability of other terms, e.g., Saussurean sign, 
and he warned about the confusion that might arise from using the term in two com-
peting definitions, i.e., sensu Lugdunensi vs. sensu Oxoniensi. Yet as I have shown above, 
the Leiden definition is more in keeping with the history of thought about cultural 
evolution. Moreover, the Leiden redefinition of the meme can heal the fuzziness which 
debilitates some of the burgeoning discourse on memetics.

Characteristically, meanings travel in packs within which a hierarchical struc-
ture obtains. As I have pointed out before, the idea that, for example, ‘America is one 
nation, under God, with liberty and justice for all’ is not a meme. This sentence is a 
syntactically articulate idea composed of a number of constituent lexical and gram-
matical memes, and this idea and its constituent parts are subject to Darwinian natural 
selection. The decomposability of units of function, such as words, phrases, sentences 
and narrative, is a central feature of linguistic phenomena and underscores the need 
for analysis to be conducted at the different levels of granularity traditionally distin-
guished in linguistics. The smallest structural units in language, viz. phonemes, are 
smaller than – though also sometimes equal in size to – the smallest functional units, 
viz. single morphemes and monomorphemic words.

In a strand of DNA, sets of individual base pairs together form the three-
nucleotide sequences known as codons, which each code for a specific amino acid.
Even phonologically streamlined languages like Rotokas, spoken on Bougainville island, and Pirahã, spoken along the Maici river in Amazonia, have phoneme inventories greater than the four-letter alphabet of nucleotides which make up the genetic code, even though both languages have fewer phonemes than what Alfredo Trombetti reckoned to be ‘il minimo di suoni che si possono con ogni probabilità attribuire alle più antiche fasi del linguaggio umano’ (1905: 209).

Whilst the four nucleotides could perhaps be seen as the analogues of phonological features, the repertoire of 64 possible codons is of more or less the same size as an average phoneme inventory. So, are memes really the precise analogues of genes? Linguistic signs have the nature of non-constructible sets, and the reservoir of linguistic signs is potentially infinite in size. What precisely are genes? Are genes too non-constructible sets? Analogies can lead to muddled thinking if a conceit is over-extended. We should not lose sight of the fact that semiotic entities are essentially different in nature and inherently different in their dynamics from macromolecules in numerous ways.

Another useful way of thinking about the language-borne units of cultural evolution was proposed by Kortlandt in 2003. The units of meaning are neuronal configurations which behave like a group of ants in an anthill or like the termites of a termite colony. Ant foraging is perhaps a more apt model for the exploratory behaviour of linguistic meanings in the human brain. Anthills are characterised by intricate patterns of exploratory behaviour which give the appearance of being the outcome of a careful overall pathfinding strategy, but which in fact result from numerous relatively simple responses by individual ants to the availability of potential food supplies. Ants leaving the nest secrete trails of pheremones which they follow back to the nest. Ants who have found food secrete more volatile pheremones. Trails that are not reinforced often enough by pheremones tend to evaporate after a while. As a consequence, some ants regularly stray away from weak trails and wander off in a random fashion.

The connectivity of semiotic neuronal groups is likely to operate on the same exploratory principle as ant foraging. Such an exploratory mechanism may be an optimal way of finding targets in a complex environment. Neuronal groups are continually subject to modifications brought about by changes in the environment. At the same time, neuronal exploration establishes myriads of new linkages between neuronal groups. The opportunities for generating novel contingencies are thus constantly multiplied. The exploratory mechanism fulfils a physiological function that remains vital in a forever changing environment. Rather than meme, the term deme has been suggested by Kortlandt to denote a functionally coherent configuration of neuronal groups which constitute the neuroanatomical instantiation of a meaning.

Meanings that have colonised a human brain seek to reproduce through meaningful contacts. Just as an ant or termite that has strayed far afield may discover a new source of food, so too meanings find new conceptual havens from which to proliferate.
The dynamics of this process yields vast repertoires of linguistics meanings. During reproduction in the process of transfer from one host to another, a meaning is reduced and, as it were, stripped of its connotations and associations, which must be constructed anew in the brain of the new host. Just as a human is reduced to a haploid sperm cell in the process of reproduction, the isofunctional set of neuronal configurations constructed in the brain of a new host is unique and microanatomically specific to that individual. Just as the needs and prerogatives of an ant colony supersede those of the individual ant, language and linguistically mediated thought shape human societies and supersede the interests of the individual.

4. The nature of the beast

The beast in the brain is a complex organism in its own right and has a high degree of autonomy. We cannot change the grammatical structure of language or fundamentally change its lexicon by an act of will, even though we might be able to coin a new word or aid and abet the popularity of a turn of phrase. Language changes, but seldom because we want it to. We are inoculated with our native language in our infancy. Like any other life form, language consists of a self-replicating core. The units of this self-replicating core are the isofunctional neuronal correlates of signs in the sense of Ferdinand de Saussure, i.e., of meanings and of their associated phonological forms. So, is language a parasite or a mutualist? The architecture of language and the intricate dynamics of the relationship between the biological host and its semiotic symbiont make the answer a complex one.

Our species has overrun the planet. A conventional measure of success for a species is reproductive fitness, and ours has manifestly been enhanced by language, whilst at the same time language thrives through us. By this criterion, therefore, language is a mutualist symbiont. If language were to be a parasite, then why has it not led to the extinction or at least attrition of our species? As Kortlandt has darkly hinted in this context, time will tell. Moreover, he stresses that language is our own undoing even now, for throughout history and in each of our daily lives our most vexing problems derive from language.

Language remains largely impervious to the well-being of man, and it colours and even stunts the perceptive faculties of its hominid host. Certainly, from the perspective of language, human brains are tools for the reproduction of language. Our grey matter has been recruited for the propagation of linguistic signs through the relentless proliferation from host to host of isofunctional neural constructs. The idea that language exerts an unfavourable effect on perception itself and blinds us to reality is an old idea already espoused by Bertus Brouwer and Frederik van Eeden. Language shapes our conceptual reality, yet there is a complex relationship between language as such and
language-borne ideas. Whether or not the capricious nature of non-constructible sets portends our doom as a species, two other issues are relevant to an understanding of how the relationship between language and man straddles the distinction between mutualism vs. parasitism.

One issue is whether or not language debilitates its hominid host. We humans are inoculated with language at birth. Language infests our brain and stays with us until we are entirely brain-dead. Our brains teem with linguistic signs, and each time a linguistic form with its associated meaning is activated in our brain, a Darwinian generation time has elapsed in terms of the neuronal group selection which characterises the rapid life cycle of linguistic signs. By analogy with biological models, it has been my contention that language itself is a mutualist, whereas not all meanings borne by language are mutualists.

As in any symbiotic relationship, models predict that categories of meaning which are vertically transmitted from the parent host to his or her infant offspring are more likely to be mutualistic in nature. Such are the grammatical categories of a language and much of the core vocabulary which is structural to a given language. These constellations of meaning construct our reality and shape our perceptions in pervasive and insidious ways. Yet by and large the grammatical and lexical core of the language acquired in infancy collectively enhances the reproductive fitness of the hominid host.

In contrast with language as such, categories of meaning borne by language that we acquire subsequently and that are readily transmitted horizontally from host to host within a single host generation are less likely to be beneficial. Whereas some linguistic signs may be highly salubrious, others may be lethal to the host and devastating to the host community at large. Jihad, racial purity, proletariat, religious tenets and various other brands of political correctness are obvious examples of pathological ideas, but in fact all horizontally transmitted thoughts are potentially dangerous and parasitic. We live the myths and ideas that impinge upon us and that wash across our societies. Religion is a disease of language. What else does Symbiotic Theory enable us to predict? Symbiosism predicts God, hypocrisy, suicide, ideologies, rites and rituals, sports, the supernatural, theatre, crusades and jihads and numerous other cultural and psychological phenomena, both delightful and baneful, that result from language and make us uniquely human, marking our species as an anomaly in the biological world.

The distinction between the grammatical and lexical core of a language with which an infant human is inoculated and all the language-borne notions that the person acquires later in life is no sharp dichotomy but a fuzzy gradient. Applied to the language organism, the point of the distinction between the vertical and horizontal propagation of linguistic signs from host to host is merely that language-borne notions of reality such as infidel, Ahnenpaß or kosher will have a greater likelihood of being malevolent than meanings such as the present perfect tense, the zero morpheme for singular number in nouns, or lexical items such as mother, hungry and water. Meanings and
syntactically articulated constellations of meanings may be wholesome, indifferent to the well-being of the host, or debilitating. This can only be judged by the effects of linguistic signs, not by their appeal, which is no more than an index of their contagiousness and no indication of their truthfulness.

5. From symbiosism to symbiomism

“When I use a word,’ Humpty Dumpty said, in rather a scornful tone, ‘it means just what I choose it to mean – neither more nor less.’ ‘The question is,’ said Alice, ‘whether you can make words mean so many different things.’ ‘The question is,’ said Humpty Dumpty, ‘which is to be master – that’s all.’

A second issue is whether we are at the mercy of language. In his seminal article on the language parasite, Kortlandt stated: ‘The view of language as a tool of the human species is less well-founded than its converse. The question is, in Humpty Dumpty’s words, which is to be master’ (1985: 478). I agree that we are at the mercy of language, but just who are we? Certainly, we are not just the hominid host, as the sad example of feral children teaches us (Ball 1880; Burnett 1784; de la Condamine 1755; Dresserus 1577; Itard 1801, 1894; Mason 1942; Singh & Zingg 1942; Sleeman 1858; Squires 1927; Rauber 1885). These soulless children are not fully human, though they are no doubt entirely hominid.

We are not just flesh and blood, we are what we believe. We are symbiomes of body and soul. Our species constitutes a unique type of symbiome in the natural world because of the singular and still quite primitive nature of the semiotic symbiont, language. The dual biological and semiotic mechanics of the symbiome are the key to understanding human mental health. Symbiomism is the school of philosophy which understands our human identity as symbiomes of a biological and a semiotic symbiont. Man is both the hominid host and the language that dwells in his brain and that mediates much of his thinking. Good health is the state in which both constituent symbionts are healthy and abide in some sort of happy equilibrium.

Our body is that of a particular variety of great ape with all its social primate propensities, equipped with a brain which has grown bloated in a long process of coevolution with language. Our soul is the language organism which resides within our skull along with everything inside our brain that is mediated by language. The moment on the 5th of April 1887, when suddenly and heart-rendingly ‘the mystery of language was revealed to’ her, Helen Keller would subsequently describe as her ‘soul’s sudden awakening’ (1905: 23). We are incomplete without language. The colonisation of an australopith-ecine brain by language was the symbiogenesis that yielded the first human beings.

The controversy about parasitism vs. mutualism boils down to the question of what makes us human. On the matter of our identity as a species, Wilhelm von Humboldt
observed: ‘Der Mensch ist nur Mensch durch Sprache’ (1822: 244). The issue of whether the language organism or its hominid host has the upper hand begs the question of our very identity. When Humpty Dumpty asks who is to be master, how much does it really matter? If it feels good to live in a linguistically constructed reality, can this opium really be so bad for us? Of course, whenever we are driven to immolate ourselves for some abstract ideal, or to kill ourselves and murder others for the sake of some belief system, then this question becomes more pressing.

We are as much our essentially linguistic soul as we are its corporeal hominid host. Being healthy involves keeping both components of a symbiome happy. Our brain houses a consciousness which sustains the illusion of a thinking self with a free will. In reality, our feelings, thoughts, yearnings and behaviour are the outcome of the jostle and interplay of the biological propensities and lust for creature comforts of the human host in symbiotic association with a capricious linguistic symbiont which serves as the vehicle for the ideas waging war within us. So when we speak, who is doing the talking?
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Some speculations on the evolution of language, and on the language of evolution

Paul Whitehouse
London, England

The need for languages to be complete systems suggests that language evolution will be episodic rather than gradual, with periods of stability punctuated by periods of innovation. The example of Nicaraguan sign language suggests that such developmental phases can be very rapid. Rapid evolution can create genetic bottlenecks. The differentiation between Homo sapiens and H. erectus was probably the result of a genetic bottleneck arising from the invention of language by part of the H. erectus population. This occurred in Africa, probably between 200 and 100 kyrs BP. The possession of fully complex language by every living human community suggests that it had already been developed by our H. Sapiens ancestors before they left Africa. The possession of complex language has allowed humans to participate in their own evolution in ways impossible for other animals.

1. Stability versus innovation

Nineteenth century linguists were content to classify languages as more or less primitive according to their typology, but nowadays – not least because of the racist assumptions that underpinned such classifications – linguists treat all languages as being at the same stage of development, and avoid the suggestion that some extant language might be in any way “primitive”. Nevertheless, if human language did not come into existence fully formed, it must have undergone some sort of development process, passing through stages to which the term “primitive” would apply. If so, what might such “primitive” languages have looked like?

The obvious question is: primitive compared to what? What characterises the stage we consider all modern languages to have reached? One thing they all have in common is that they are all complete systems. They are able to express every relationship of person, time and place that might reasonably arise, and have some means, however clumsy, of resolving those ambiguities that the language may contain. This accounts for a second feature they share in common, which is that they are all stable. The universality
of language change shows that it is a state of dynamic equilibrium, but it is equilibrium nonetheless. One way or another, they all “work”.

The reason why there are no languages that do not work seems fairly obvious: because the use of a language that does not work would be such a severe handicap. However, if the reason languages work is because they are complete systems, but the transition from one complete system to another must involve a period when the system is incomplete, this suggests that such transitions must have been rapid. It also suggests that there can have been no “working” language available for the speakers to switch to while their own was in transition, other than the earlier “complete” version of their own.

What precisely do I mean by a complete system? One such example would be the use of what might be called “absolute person”. By this I mean a system in which everyone and everything is referred to by name, such that Johnny says to Joe “Johnny gave the apple to Joe” rather than “I gave it to you.” Such a system is complete in that it is always clear who or what is being referred to, and that makes it stable. The system generates no immediate problems requiring it to be changed. It could even be extended by the limited use of a single all-purpose pronoun, but any further elaboration would need to embrace “relative person”, a system in which the pronouns denote different entities depending upon who is speaking. Such a system is unworkable unless it covers every permutation, and what this suggests is that an incomplete pronominal system is inherently unstable and would not be allowed to persist. It would either be expanded to include all permutations or abandoned. I would further argue that the decision would have to be made very quickly.

The same must also have been true of systems expressing “relative time” and “relative place”, in which the focal point of what is being said is not necessarily here or now, or other innovations such as the use of hypotheticals. No incomplete system would have been permitted to continue without the gaps being quickly filled in and stability restored.

This has implications for the chronology of language evolution. Stability demands no urgency, and a simple system with no internal contradictions could continue indefinitely, whereas incomplete systems must quickly be made complete or as quickly abandoned. One would therefore expect that the development of language involved periods of rapid change separated by long periods of stasis. The question of how long these various phases lasted is impossible to answer, except to say that the periods of stasis could as easily have lasted tens of years as tens of thousands of years. Periods of change, on the other hand, may have been very short indeed. It is not inconceivable that fundamental shifts between levels of complexity could have been achieved in a single generation.

This is, of course, a description of successful transitions only. There may also have been attempts at linguistic development that failed, either because speakers reverted to the earlier version of the language, or because they persisted in using a transitional
version of the language that didn't work and were penalised for it. Such failures would have left no trace of themselves, but the successful transitions are not documented either. Every language we know of was already a complete complex system at the time of its first documentation, and I know of no language in which a fundamental shift in functional complexity has been documented. So, do these arguments have any evidential basis, and, if not, why should they be accepted? One reason may be found in the example of the Nicaraguan sign languages. Although these are signed rather than spoken, there seems no reason to think them irrelevant to how spoken language may have developed; the language processing mechanisms are the same.

In 1980 a large group of deaf children (200 or so) were brought together to be taught speaking (in Spanish) and finger-reading. These children had not previously had any contact with other deaf people and knew only the homesign systems they had learnt at home. Each of these homesign systems was different from every other and all were very crude. The formal tuition was not successful at all, but away from the classroom the children themselves developed a single sign language “richer in content and structure” than any one of the homesign systems the individual children had contributed to the mix (Morford & Kegl 2000, p. 367). The new sign language is known as Lenguaje de Signos Nicaragüense, or LSN. As new cohorts of children arrived and were exposed to LSN from a much younger age than the original group of children, they modified the language to produce a much more complex system known as Idioma de Señas Nicaragüense (ISN). It is the only known example of a complex language being invented by people who had no previous contact with an existing complex language on which they might model their creation.

Unfortunately, the process was far advanced before even the teaching staff realised what had happened, so the precise sequence of developments was not documented while it was happening. It is therefore not possible to say how far the steps by which the language was built fit my claim that incomplete systems are unstable and in practice self-completing – and it would be unethical to re-create experimentally the conditions in which NSL and ISL were invented!

One feature of this language creation event that requires no experimental confirmation, however, is its speed. Whatever sequence the language building process followed, it was certainly quick, and this reinforces the possibility that fundamental shifts in human linguistic evolution may have been similarly rapid. It also suggests that children are the main drivers of such shifts. The first version of the language (LSN) was created by children who were well past the age at which language acquisition normally begins. The children who came after them were much younger, some exposed to LSN (and later ISN) from birth. It was this second generation, having begun at a younger – and therefore more neurologically flexible – age, who, in the time it took them to reach adulthood, transformed the language to a level comparable with other “first-language” systems (spoken as well as signed), and were its first native speakers.
2. Leaps and pauses

The speed with which NSL and ISL were invented seems to support the idea that the transitional phases of language evolution could have been extremely swift, but the circumstances are not necessarily the same. For instance, LSN was created by humans who had an advanced language capacity but no comparably advanced language for them to acquire. How often can this situation have arisen historically? The example of the Nicaraguan children suggests that, once invented, human language would have been taken as far as the prevailing neurophysiological capacity allowed. Thus linguistic sophistication would have kept pace with neurological development, as long as there were children exposed to it (and to each other). That makes it unlikely that an entire hearing community would have found itself with an advanced capacity for language and no comparably advanced language for it to learn – except in the case of the first language.

Lenneberg (1966, p. 225) pointed out that the level of linguistic ability is uniformly high across the entire human population, and this suggests that at some point the lack of a minimum level of language capacity has been severely penalised. Although a wide range of linguistic ability may have existed in the pre-linguistic population, in the absence of a language to reveal it, once such a language was invented – and the case of the Nicaraguan children suggests that it could have happened very quickly – those lacking that basic level seem to have vanished from the ancestral gene pool.

There are a number of ways in which such linguistic incapacity may have manifested. Firstly, those members of the innovating group who lacked the neurological capacity for language will have failed to acquire it, even though exposed to it as children. Also, the parents of those who were able to master the new language may not have been able to master it themselves, having been exposed to it too late in life. The same is also true of adults in other groups. Consequently, even if some of their offspring were capable of learning the new language, they would not have done so because their parents were too old to learn it from their speaking neighbours, and the children had no one else to learn the language from.

In this way a divide between speakers and non-speakers could have appeared both within the group and between groups – but it may also not have appeared at all. As long as linguistic incapacity did not conflict with group cohesion, the first speaking group could have continued to include non-speakers who passed that incapacity on to succeeding generations. Also, the wider social network of the group may have involved sufficient contact with the children of other groups for them to learn what their parents could not, allowing the new language to spread throughout the species. Again, this would have required speakers and non-speakers to co-exist and interbreed, with non-speakers sharing whatever benefits the possession of language may have brought.
Thus we have two scenarios. In the first, speech is confined to part of the group in which it first appears, and the resulting social division is reinforced genetically as speakers breed only with other speakers and non-speakers only with non-speakers. We know that modern humans are sensitive to very small deviations from linguistic norms, and it is not impossible that the first speakers may have been repelled by those whose speech was clumsy or non-existent. In this model the first speaking population would have been very small, but the uniformly high level of language capacity left by the disappearance from the gene pool of heritable linguistic deficiency would have allowed them to avoid being penalised for their lack of numbers.

In the second scenario, the capacity for language spread slowly from group to group, with individuals who lacked the innate capacity for language still being born into the group and accepted socially. Thus the variation in language capability remained wide at first, with the present uniformly high level of ability emerging only gradually, and perhaps only after hundreds or thousands of years.

The critical factor is, what was transmitted from one generation to another? There are two agencies of transmission: learning and heredity. The first requires infants to be exposed to language, a cultural practice the efficacy of which may have depended upon the heritable characteristics of the children, but which, in the absence of any other physical constraint, could as easily have been continued as discontinued. Heredity, on the other hand, is entirely constrained, and the spread of heritable language ability (or inability) was entirely a matter of who bore children by whom. This is the key to what follows, because until any development has reproductive consequences its impact on evolution may be nil.

In the first instance this is determined by who survives to sexual maturity and who procreates. Whether or not language is a determining factor in this equation depends upon social attitudes to it, and on its practical applications. In a group where some can speak and some cannot, attitudes to language may have been harsh, with contempt on one side and resentment on the other. Even with patience and compassion on the part of the speakers, and equanimity among the non-speakers, any such division into the “cans” and “can-nots” must have placed a great strain on the group. There are many ways in which such attitudes may have affected relations between individuals, and the withdrawal of support from individual group members could as easily have hurt speakers as non-speakers. The group as a whole may have been penalised by its failure to cooperate, or may have split into distinct speaking and non-speaking groups, both of which may have survived – or neither. Non-linguistic considerations may have led speakers and non-speakers to continue interbreeding, in which case perhaps the heritable capacity for language became more prevalent – or was so diluted that it disappeared. The smaller the group, the greater the influence of individual members and their choices. Much may have depended upon the non-linguistic attributes of those individuals, whether they survived to adulthood.
or not, whether they produced offspring or not, whether they encouraged the new language, or not.

Here too the experience of the Nicaraguan children is a reminder of how uncertain the process may be. Bear in mind that those children with only a homesign system and only (hearing) family members to use it with did not modify it. Indeed, when the development of NSL began in 1980, 50 of the 200 deaf children had already been at the school for three years without having made any attempt to create a common sign language. The reason was that they had not been in contact with one another during that time, suggesting that contact with children of the same age and in the same situation is necessary to the process. Presumably this is because only contact with others reveals the deficiencies of the language and creates the necessary pressure to innovate. Such pressure seems not to have been generated by contact with hearing individuals who, as adults, were presumably not sensitive to the inadequacies of the homesign systems they used with their deaf children. Thus peer interaction between children seems to be crucial in a way that interaction with adults is not.

It does, however, show how easily adults could have interfered with the early stages of language creation. Children are the main drivers of linguistic change, as the example of LSN and ISN shows, but they are also the most physically and psychologically vulnerable members of any group. It is just as conceivable that non-speaking adults were able to snuff out a newly-invented language, as that speaking adults marginalised non-speaking children to the extent that they never had the opportunity to reproduce. This latter alternative would of course have resulted in a group whose linguistic capacity was uniformly higher, and in which successive generations of children were more likely to push the language as far as their neurological capacity would allow.

What this flurry of contradictory alternatives is meant to convey is that the invention of language was not necessarily a simple or linear process, but may as easily have involved detours, dead ends and false starts.

The other factor in language evolution is its practical value. The possession of language has benefits that are obvious to us (group cohesion, co-operation, forward planning, resource management, and so on) but what we have in mind is the complex language we speak today. Instead of taking the advantages of language for granted, however, we need to ask exactly how complex did a language have to become in order for it to be of any use at all. Viewed from this angle, it is possible to see the earliest versions of human language as irrelevant to everyday survival. In evolutionary terms, the only important fact may have been that the possession of language was not penalised. Its role may have been entirely social, an interesting party piece, but of no more evolutionary significance than the ability to whistle a tune is today. In this model the crucial moment will have come with the invention of a language whose practical applications were unmistakable. The alternative scenarios outlined above would have applied in
this situation too, but on this occasion the practical benefits of a more complex lan-
guage make the rapid and explosive outcomes more likely than the gradual.

3. Early languages

What form might early languages have taken in their stable states, and what shifts in complexity might have required a leap from one stable state to another? This is an easy question to answer, but whether those answers bear any relation to historical fact is another matter. Some degree of corroboration may be gained from comparisons with child language acquisition. As the De Villiers put it, “in the first two years alone, the child makes a leap that recapitulates evolutionary developments several aeons in the making – but it is a leap … composed of many little steps” (De Villiers & Devilliers 1979, p. 18). Of course, what the modern child experiences is not necessarily the same as what its hominid forebears experienced. For a start, children undertake language acquisition rather than language invention. What’s more, it is a process undertaken by the neurologically immature. Though the pace at which pre-existing language is acquired is largely regulated by neurological development, the constraint is only temporary. Even when language acquisition has been interrupted, the child rapidly masters those things which it was too immature to master at the time of interruption. This suggests that there would be a significant difference between a modern child and an adult hominid, even though their brain size and level of linguistic accomplishment were measurably the same, and therefore the limitations apparent during child language acquisition are not necessarily the same as those experienced by the adult hominid. One fundamental difference is that the modern child is aware of linguistic usage that it cannot yet master itself. It is constantly being drawn on by the awareness of gaps in its own repertoire. For the adult hominid, that same repertoire may have constituted the whole of the language available to it. Thus, although the language available to each may have been the same, and delimited by the same neurological constraint, the adult hominid would not have been aware of that constraint to the same degree as the modern child – if at all. As long as its language was “complete” there would have been no obvious loose ends for the hominid infants to apply their greater linguistic flexibility to, and carry into their adult language as spurs to further development by future generations.

Nevertheless, the process of child language acquisition does give us an idea of how neurological constraints affect language capability, and these offer clues as to the stages at which human language development may have come to a temporary halt.

One such constraint involves phonology. It has often been observed that very young children have an ability to pronounce particular words that is then lost. Thus a child who pronounced the word “turtle” correctly at 15 months was pronouncing it “kurka” at 18 months. Another was saying “pretty” at 16 months, but “bidi” at
18 months (De Villiers & De Villiers 1979, p. 30). This seems to be the result of a memory constraint that is encountered when the child shifts from isolated imitations of words to treating the language as a systematic whole with a single phoneme system. It is as if, instead of simply making the sound, for which it had sufficient short-term memory, it now has to hold the rest of the phoneme system in its mind too, which leaves so little free memory that it can only reproduce a simplified version of the sound. It seems to be a universal feature that although infants are able to recognise phonetic contrasts such as /pa/ and /ba/ as early as four weeks old (Crystal 1987, p. 238) and produce a wide range of sounds when babbling, the first systematic use of words employs a phoneme inventory consisting of MA and TA, whatever the phoneme inventory of the language it is trying to acquire (Cruttenden 1979, p. 17). The extent to which this phoneme inventory is universal has been questioned, but the severe narrowing of the phonemic range early in language acquisition seems uncontroversial. What it suggests is that our hominid ancestors may have started by using single words in isolation, and that when this gave way to a phonemic system they were limited to a minimal phoneme inventory. This in turn would have restricted the available vocabulary, either qualitatively by requiring words to be longer, or quantitatively by limiting the total lexicon.

Another early manifestation of memory constraint is the use of “replacement sequences” in which a child produces a series of statements such as “daddy pat,” “pat dog,” “daddy dog,” implying that it has formulated the sentence “daddy pat dog” but lacks the memory to reproduce it in its entirety. It may be that similar utterance patterns characterised one of the earlier stages of language. Although the modern child is attempting constructions that it has heard elsewhere and which the hominid child had not, the hominid may still have reproduced parts of the modern child’s replacement sequences as statements that it was able to formulate in isolation but not combine in a single string. Whether the hominid would also have been able to formulate that longer sentence is another matter. It may be that the memory constraint placed a limit on sentence length that applied to conception as well as performance.

Each of these innovations (the use of isolated sound symbols, the development of a phonemically coded sound system, and the construction of sentences with syntax) had the potential to divide hominid populations into those who were capable and those who were not. Also, because the ability to conceptualise sentence structure and the ability to produce and interpret sound use different areas of the brain, it could have resulted in individuals who were capable in one area being penalised for weakness in others. The selective pressure of all three acting together would have had a particularly dramatic effect.

This ability to keep the entirety of the language accessible to short term memory also underpins the ways in which modern humans are able to make assumptions about the listener’s ability to know what we are talking about. This affects not only the speed
at which information can be exchanged, since it permits us to avoid endless repetition, but also enhances the quality of expression up to and including the use of metaphor.

One further constraint that occurs in child language acquisition is the delayed ability to deal in hypothetics. This ability only appears between the ages of four and five, even in languages where the required grammatical formatives are in place at an earlier age (De Villiers & De Villiers 1979, pp. 132–133). This too may involve a minimum memory requirement, which suggests that at some stage – possibly the last stage prior to our own? – human language was entirely imperative and indicative. Switching between the purely factual and the hypothetical is bound to result in misunderstanding unless there is a system in place that can encompass all the permutations. I would argue that here is one of those qualitative leaps that will either be achieved quickly or not at all, and will, if successful, result in a form of language that is dramatically more flexible than every other language spoken at that time.

These are just some of the stages of language acquisition that may have had counterparts in human language evolution. The modern child faces several such hurdles at any one time, and presumably our ancestors also had to master several innovations at once. However, as they lacked the modern child’s awareness of the gaps in its linguistic competence, their linguistic evolution must have been subject to interruptions and pauses that the modern child does not experience.

4. The chronology of language development

The most obvious question is, when did the first language creation event occur? And, if the subsequent development of an originally crude language took place by a series of bursts, what form did these take, and when? These are things that by their nature leave no record of themselves, so the evidence we have for what happened is at best circumstantial. Nevertheless, it is possible to narrow down the options.

To begin with, our closest primate relatives are an indicator of the likely linguistic capacity of our own ancestors at the time the species separated. Assuming that hominid language ability did not subsequently lessen at any point, this can be taken as the absolute lower limit. A number of well-known experiments have been conducted in which some sign language was taught to chimpanzees. Whilst this implies that our ancestors must have had some linguistic ability, the limited progress made by the chimps seems to be entirely reliant upon human tutors who exposed them to a fully-formed language that the chimps showed no sign of being able to invent for themselves. Crucially the awareness of their own limitations that drives modern children was conspicuously absent. These experiments all used the common chimpanzee, Pan troglodytes. It has been suggested that their close relative the pygmy chimpanzee, Pan paniscus, is in many respects the more archaic and as such a better guide to what our own ancestors
were like, and indeed \( P. \ paniscus \) does seem to communicate its own desires in a more spontaneous way than \( P. \ troglodytes \) (Zihlman 1989, p. 100). Nevertheless, the difference is not enough to alter the conclusion that the first human language was invented after the split from the chimpanzee line, and that the capacity for language played no part in that split.

Where else might one look? Though archeology offers clues in the form of anatomy and artifacts, neither of them are particularly good indicators of linguistic ability. The significance of artifacts is easy to overstate. It is not difficult to see how advances such as the making of stone tools or the management of fire, or even rock art, might have been achieved solely by demonstration, with no linguistic component at all. The things for which language is indispensable are mostly abstracts that, by definition, leave no physical trace. Consequently language is almost the last thing one might expect to find in the archeological record, until the invention of writing.

The value of the anatomical evidence is also limited, because the vocal apparatus does not survive, and neither does the brain. All scientists have to go on is cranial morphology and patterns of muscle attachment and innervation that may be visible on bones, and the significance of these is also easy to overstate. Lieberman, for instance, has argued on the basis of basicranial and mandibular morphology that the larynx of European Neanderthals was not sufficiently descended for it to produce the speech of modern humans, though Neanderthals elsewhere were less handicapped in this way (Lieberman 1989, p. 412). According to Terrence Deacon this laryngeal descent began in \( H. \ erectus \) about 1.75 million years ago (Deacon 1997, p. 409). Since this is before the separation of \( H. \ erectus \) and \( H. \ sapiens \), it would suggest that laryngeal descent was not necessarily a factor in bringing about that separation. Equally, the fact that Neanderthals could not produce the sounds of modern languages does not mean they were incapable of developing a comparably complex language based on those sounds they could produce. After all, complexity is a function of brain activity, and the Neanderthal cranial capacity was little less than our own.

Similarly the expansion in brain size evident between the Australopithecines and \( Homo \ habilis \), and again between \( H. \ habilis \) and \( H. \ erectus \), predates the separation of \( H. \ erectus \) and \( H. \ sapiens \). Both could therefore have spoken languages that shared a common (\( H. \ erectus \)) ancestor – or language may not yet have been invented at the time of separation. There are two reasons why brain size can not automatically be equated with language use. One is that it is the organisation of the brain that makes language possible as much as its size. As Lenneberg points out, “it is not so much one or the other specific aspect of the brain that must be held responsible for the capacity of the language acquisition but the way the many parts of the brain interact. Thus it is mode of function rather than specific structure that must be regarded as the proper neurological correlate of language” (Lenneberg 1966, p. 243). The second is that cranial enlargement was not necessarily selective for brain function.
The role of neoteny as a factor in human evolution is considerable, in particular the “maintenance of fetal growth rates [leading] to hypertrophy of organs developing with early positive allometry in uterine ontogeny (the brain)” (Gould 1977, p. 406). Thus the enlargement of our ancestors’ brains was in the first instance the result of genetic mutation, and as with all mutations the question was, would it be penalised? This is particularly important in the case of cranial enlargement because the foetal skull can be lethal. Portman (cited in Gould 1977, p. 373) estimated that if human gestation was retarded in proportion to that of other pongoids it would last 21 months, implying that humans as a species are all premature. It is not difficult to see this as a consequence of those foetuses who left it much longer than 9 months having killed their mothers in childbirth!

Such a severely premature baby needs much more looking after, and one might expect that their low survival rates might lead to them being abandoned as a matter of course. Two factors may have countered this, however. One is a maternal attachment to all newborn regardless of their viability (common to modern humans); another is that if full-term foetuses are killing off the species and only the premature are left, these become the future of the group rather than a threat to the future of the group.

For this situation to arise, though, it needs the entire group to be affected, so the necessary mutation must have occurred in a population that was both isolated and very small. Before it became a threat, however, increasing cranial size may have brought sufficient benefits – not language related – for the lack of cranial size to have been progressively penalised. In that case the mutation responsible for this particular type of retardation could have become more widespread than the condition itself, depending upon how precisely it was coded genetically. Then, when cranial enlargement became lethal it would have happened over a wider area, so isolating affected groups from unaffected groups whose genes might otherwise have kept the problem in check. This in turn may have caused a temporary lowering of local population density, which left fewer rivals who might otherwise have penalised the cranially-enlarged population while it was still to discover what clever adults their premature children would grow into.

The situation is made much more complex by the fact that retardation had so many other consequences that might as easily have been burdens as blessings according to circumstance. From the point of view of language, though, it may be enough to know that H. erectus probably had sufficient cranial capacity for language, and that this capacity did not arise from selection on the basis of language use. Crucially it may have created one of the factors that made the invention of ISN so rapid: the capacity for language and no existing language to apply it to.

The question is: did H. erectus invent language? Two factors suggest that it did not – or, rather, that the H. erectus group that invented language evolved into H. sapiens as a result. Firstly, there are physical differences between H. erectus and
H. sapiens – thigh length, laryngeal descent, etc. – suggesting that they are separated by something more qualitatively significant than mere genetic drift. Secondly, there is the fact that the one species was everywhere replaced by the other. The size of the H. erectus brain implies a great capacity for language, such that if one H. erectus group had invented language its children could very quickly have developed it into something complex enough to be useful. It may not have been as complex as modern language, and may still have needed to pass through some of the stages suggested earlier, but it would from the outset have been capable of producing a division of speakers from non-speakers that became endogamously fixed. Once that happened, the lack of opportunity to acquire language would have been penalised as much as the lack of ability. However, the fact that one variant of H. erectus came to replace all the others suggests that the development of language arose from a heritable change in brain organisation, and that the Neanderthals, despite their large brains, were unable to master the new language regardless of opportunity.

In this model H. sapiens would by definition have had no pre-linguistic phase, and the evidence of archeology and mitochondrial DNA would locate the linguistic explosion from which they emerged in Africa, some time between 200 and 100 kyrs BP. The languages spoken today would all be versions of this first language, but their most recent modern ancestor would have been the one version of the many intermediate-stage languages in which the completeness that characterises all modern languages was finally achieved.

5. On the language of evolution

Throughout this paper the evolutionary implications of language development have been discussed in terms of what is penalised rather than what is favoured, and that is deliberate. I see our understanding of the evolutionary process as having been distorted by the language in which it is described, and my choice of words is an attempt to root out some of these linguistically-embedded errors.

At the heart of this distortion is that famous phrase “the survival of the fittest”, which is as inaccurate as it is well-known. Natural selection is not the survival of the fittest, it is the elimination of the unfit – a fundamentally different process; more often than not, the Law of Nature is “if it ain't broke, don't fix it!” The shark, for instance, has not evolved fundamentally in 200 million years. Why not? Because it has never been penalised for being what it is. Our own evolutionary path can be traced right back to single-celled organisms. We are complex creatures, but some of our distant relatives are still single-celled organisms. Why? Because they have never been penalised for it – yet the comparison is always made in terms of humans having been favoured in ways that the single-celled organisms have not. This is a habit that leads inexorably towards
imputations of destiny, purpose, and design, and produces an account of evolution that is a history written by the victors. A first step towards a less partisan interpretation of the process would be if biologists were instead to describe the evolutionary process in terms of what is penalised.

A significant aid to such a reversal of descriptive practice would be a moratorium on the use of the question “why?”. Scientists are forever asking “why?” when what they should really be asking is “why not?”. What makes “why?” such a problem is that it conflates two separate questions: “as a consequence of what?” and “for what purpose?”, and this carries within it the assumption that there must be a reason for everything, and everything must have a purpose. Moreover, this conflation of consequence and purpose into a single interrogative “why?” is found in nearly all the world’s languages, which suggests that this underlying assumption has been programmed into us by our evolutionary history.

There is a strong possibility that human beings are the only creatures on earth who know far in advance that they personally are going to die. Certainly we are the only ones capable of putting it into words, which may amount to the same thing. What this also allows us to do is to conclude that ultimate death makes everything we do ultimately futile, and that discovery is potentially fatal. One of the iron laws of natural selection is that apathy is nearly always penalised, and I would argue that recognising the futility of their existence must have left many early humans apathetic enough to be penalised for it. I deliberately do not say “our ancestors”, because we seem to be descended exclusively from those who were not penalised on account of their apathy, but were able – literally – to talk themselves into carrying on. The proof of this lies in the universal compulsion on the part of modern humans to find explanations for things, to find the universe meaningful, and see our lives as having some purpose. The accounts of concentration camp survivors bear this out. Again and again these recall how often a sense of purpose, a belief in some reason why they personally had to survive, made the difference between life and death. Those who could not somehow convince themselves that there was a point to carrying on did not survive. That gives us an idea of how our instinct to explain and to find meaning where there is none came to be so deeply engrained.

Where this becomes a problem is that we see purpose everywhere, and happily apply this lust to find the universe meaningful to things that may not be meaningful at all – such as the universe. What makes this dangerous is that we become susceptible to teleological arguments, and these lead us to conclusions that may be at best wrong, and at worst positively lethal. History leaves us in no doubt as to what humans are capable of when they believe themselves to be fulfilling some higher purpose. Confining ourselves to science and the factually wrong, I consider that replacing the question “why?” with the less charged question “why not?” as our primary avenue of enquiry might go a long way towards eliminating the anthropomorphism that otherwise contaminates so much intellectual activity, up to and including evolutionary biology.
Of course, anthropomorphism is only possible because humans are able to see things from the perspective of others. As with the foreknowledge of death, whilst this itself may not be unique, our ability to encode it linguistically is. One final attribute that may also be unique to humans is that we know where babies come from.

Biologists speak so routinely of the urge to reproduce that its existence is never questioned, but this too may be no more than anthropomorphism. On the contrary, I would argue that, humanity excepted, there is no urge to reproduce, only the urge to have sex. Here is the ultimate teleological argument, that because sex results in reproduction, reproduction is the purpose of sex. But how do we know that any other species has made the connection we have made? Might their reproductive behaviour amount to nothing more than a response to stimulus? After all, that is how a farmer persuades a bull to inseminate an artificial cow. And even where the choice of a mate appears to ensure the best possible offspring, is that any more than stimulus and response? The male bower bird builds a nest as part of its courtship ritual, and this is explained as the female choosing a mate on the basis of his ability to provide a secure environment for her young. But is the male really doing anything more than following an instinctual urge to build something that happens to serve as a nest, and is the female simply making herself available for sex in response to a visual trigger that happens to function as a nest? The reason animals always choose a mate with characteristics that make them more suitable parents may be nothing more than a coincidence, arising from the fact that those whose choice is triggered by characteristics that do not result in the production of viable offspring do not pass that choice on to a new generation. That which is inherently self-perpetuating perpetuates itself. That which is not inherently self-perpetuating does not perpetuate itself. This applies equally to behaviour and to physical form. Thus, for the world to have become full of creatures that perpetuate themselves requires neither design nor purpose, only that logical outcomes accumulate.

The irony of this is that, having removed purpose and design from the evolutionary process, human evolution obliges us to reintroduce it. There is an element of intelligent design in human evolution, and it is triggered every time someone chooses a partner on the basis of the offspring they may produce. This makes it possible for us to participate in our own evolution in a way that is denied to creatures that are not consciously aware of the reproductive consequences of their sexual acts. And what enables this is the possession of language.

One of the great imponderables is the extent to which humans are able to know anything they cannot put into words, and that is a morass I am happy to skirt around. So, whether our early ancestors were surprised to hear that sex produces babies and babies resemble both parents, or whether it was no more than a statement of something they already sort-of-knew, the fact remains that the possession of language enabled them to put the matter into words and develop strategies for dealing with it that were not available to their non-speaking predecessors. In this way the evolution of
language affected the evolutionary process itself, in that the invention of kinship terms allowed the imposition of a taboo against incest. It has been argued that this taboo not only guards against in-breeding, but also widens the evolutionary possibilities available to the species by allowing a greater range of genetic variation to be passed on from generation to generation. This is probably true, as far as the incest taboo is observed in practice. In the beginning, however, it may have had quite the opposite effect.

As we have seen in the case of the Nicaraguan children, once innate human language ability has a formal language to work on, it can develop that language to the limit of current neurological capacity within a generation, and if this process occurred among a population in which, for lack of a language to expose it, a great variety in linguistic ability existed, then the development of a language that a large part of the group simply could not master may have resulted in a sudden severe restriction of the range of genes that were passed on. And this new invention, by putting into words what had hitherto been no more than a vague sense of unease, and making explicit the connection between sex and procreation, could have caused that variation in linguistic capacity to become self-reinforcing as speakers and non-speakers separated into endogamous groups that no longer inter-bred. It may even be that one of the most significant milestones in the whole of human evolution was the first time a woman said, "I'm not having sex with him. He can't talk!"

Of course, as with all simple models, one must expect the process to have been much more complex in reality. Apart from anything else, there have always been (and sadly still are) numerous ways in which women come to bear children by someone else's choice of father.

One thing that is clear is that, because of language, the normal rules of evolution no longer apply to *homo sapiens* in significant respects. One is that language is a behavioural phenomenon rather than strictly anatomical, the other is that it permits conscious participation in the evolutionary process. A species that has four legs cannot evolve into a species that has six, except via a process that may take millions of years. Similarly a species in which sex is triggered by a nodding of the head can change only slowly into one in which sex is triggered by the swishing of the tail. Humans, however, could replace their spoken languages with languages based on tap-dancing, or playing cards if they wanted to badly enough, and do it instantly. Admittedly this is unlikely, but there is no anatomical barrier to such a change in behaviour. It does, though, illustrate that because our linguistic ability enables us to imagine such alternatives, communicate them to others, and agree to push the change through at all costs, it makes possible massive short-cuts in the evolution of human behaviour.

Nevertheless, even though we have a unique ability to decide whose sperm fertilises whose egg, our physical evolution has remained constrained by the structural limitations of sperm-to-egg fertilisation – until now. We await with excitement and trepidation the short cuts that may be offered by genetic engineering.
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The age of Mama and Papa

Alain Matthey de l’Etang & Pierre J. Bancel
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The global distribution of *mama/papa* kinship terms has been traditionally explained as the result of linguistic convergence, not of common origin. It is usually alleged that these terms are in no way resistant to linguistic change and that they are subject to constant modification, loss and replacement by other nursery-shaped kinship terms. A serious etymological survey shows that kinship nursery terms are, to the contrary, extraordinarily resistant to phonetic and semantic change, as the most ancient written data clearly prove. The cumulative evidence discards the traditional linguistic explanation for the global distribution of *mama/papa* words and advocates for their antiquity within the language families where they are found and, further, for their common descent from a language ancestral to all existing languages.

1. Presentation

A few years ago, the late Larry Trask launched an article on the web entitled “Where Do *Mama/Papa* Words Come from?” the purpose of which was, as Trask himself declared, to put “a final nail in the coffin of the Proto-World conjecture,” i.e., the assumption that the worldwide distribution of kinship terms of the model *mama/papa* had to be explained by the existence of a language ancestral to all of the world’s languages in which they appear. The topic is certainly not new, and like a vast majority of linguists before him, the author considered the global distribution of such words as the result of linguistic convergence.

Everyone, within the linguistic community, of course knows the arguments that were presented by Jakobson (1960) in his famous article “Why Mama and Papa?” to account for this global convergence. On the one hand, they were founded on the universal phonetic properties of the babbling stage.¹ On the other hand,
they explained the particular phonetic shape of such words, most notably the universal association between nasal consonants $m$, $n$, $\eta$, and the maternal entity like *mama* "mother," by the fact that extant nursery terms prompt the young children to convert the primary nasal babbling associated with feeding and sucking, into parental terms (Jakobson 1960: 130). It is also well known that what prompted Jakobson to write his article was the statistical confirmation made by the ethnologist G.P. Murdock (1959: 1) of "the universal tendency for languages, regardless of their historical relationships, to develop similar words for father and mother on the basis of nursery forms."

On the same page, Murdock developed his own theory about this universal convergence which is worth being fully quoted:

As standard parental terms become phonetically and morphologically modified in consequence of the normal processes of linguistic change, forms develop which are difficult for very young children to pronounce. Under such circumstances, simpler nursery forms tend to appear – carved, so to speak, out of infant babblings under parental encouragement. From time to time, it is alleged, such nursery forms come to replace the traditional words in standard usage. Since their phonetic range is severely limited by the speech potentialities of young children, similar forms tend to crop up through convergence in historically unrelated languages.

This paragraph has constituted an undisputed postulate for almost each and every historical linguist until today. It was beautiful in its simplicity, very convincing, apparently so well comforted by Jakobson’s subsequent linguistic remarks, that everything was for the best in the best of all possible worlds. One thing just needed to be done: to demonstrate it practically, and it is precisely the task that Larry Trask undertook in his article.

---

age, by the child in his initial “babbling stage” of language acquisition. They may reasonably be regarded as the simplest speech sounds (for further phonetic justifications see Bancel & Matthey de l’Etang 2005.) With regard to syllable building, V (e.g., *a*) is of course the simplest of all syllable types, though it may not be considered phonetically articulated. In turn, CV (e.g., *pa*) is the simplest of articulated syllables; then, VCV (e.g., *apa*) is the simplest of all syllable sequences, while CVCC (e.g., *mama*) is the simplest sequence of complex syllables. Finally, reduplicating VCV and CVCC syllables (e.g., *ama or kaka*) are simpler than any other sequences of the same type using different vowels and/or consonants in each syllabic unit (e.g., *uta or biku*). It is thus utterly natural that babies begin speaking using sound sequences like *ama, papa, nana, or ata*: in all phonetic respects, these sequences are the easiest ones for them (as well as for everyone, though our adult speaking skills render it imperceptible to us).

2. Ruhlen (1994) openly questioned the convergence theory.
The idea that Trask repeats ad nauseam in the fifth and most interesting part of his essay, entitled “They just keep coming”, is that linguistic change affects nursery-shaped kinship terms, just the way it does for any other word:

In other words, the *mama/papa* words should be slowly but steadily disappearing from the world's languages. Are they? Well, [Trask goes on,] these words are assuredly not magical, and they are subject to the same linguistic processes as other words. As a matter of fact, Trask thought that the history of languages abundantly and easily proves this assertion.

He uses as a model for all languages, what he believes happened to the Indo-European kinship terms *patēr* “father” and *matēr* “mother” since the PIE period. Trask states that *patēr* and *matēr* were originally *mama/papa* words which had acquired a kinship suffix *‑ter*, and that “these original words for mother and father, where they have survived at all, have undergone the usual changes in the languages possessing them” to the point that some of them have become hardly recognizable. And he concludes that “the *mama/papa* words are in no way resistant to the process of linguistic change including regular changes in pronunciation. Nor are they resistant to loss” [our emphasis, AME & PJB].

So there is only one way, the author thinks, that languages can remedy this erosion or loss, and this is by constantly creating new *mama/papa* words. Trask believed he could illustrate this phenomenon by using two sets of examples: the first one is about the languages that have partially or totally lost their “inherited” kinship terms and have replaced them, as he says, by “newer” *mama/papa* words. The second set concerns languages that do still possess their “inherited” terms but have already adopted “newer” nursery-shaped terms. After browsing examples taken from various Indo-European languages, but also from the Turkic and Dravidian families, Trask thought the question was definitely settled:

The conclusion is inescapable. The *mama/papa* words are not fossilized relics of some ancient ancestral language at all. Instead, they are being created all the time. New examples of *mama/papa* words are constantly being invented and passing into use. At first, these new words survive alongside the older ones as informal or intimate versions, but eventually they may take over completely and drive the older words out of the language. This process is self-renewing for ever. […] This endless re-creation and recycling of *mama/papa* words explains a great deal. It explains why we find these words so often, in so many languages.

The whole of Trask’s demonstration is certainly of the utmost relevance. In effect, most of the examples that he chose belong to languages or language families where written documentation goes back into a deep past, allowing us to verify and actually refute his allegations. We will examine these examples following the exact order that Trask himself chose to follow, starting from the languages where the “inherited” terms
were lost and allegedly replaced by “newer” nursery-shaped kinship terms and continuing with languages where “inherited” formal kinship terms still exist but are, in one way or another, threatened by “newer” kinship terms. We will observe that none of Trask’s allegations resists a serious historical analysis, and that there is no way that the vast majority of the examples of mama/papa words that he presented can be considered as newer than the inherited terms. We will then consider examples of historically well documented nursery-shaped kinship terms belonging to families that Trask did not envision, which also clearly demonstrate their extraordinary stability over considerable periods. We will then question the validity of kinship terms’ linguistic reconstructions and finally propose our interpretation for the permanence of the mama/papa kin terms.

2. The examples of Larry Trask

2.1 Cases of replacement

2.1.1 Welsh tad and mam
Trask asserts that, in Welsh, the term inherited from Proto-Indo-European pater “father” (attested in other Celtic languages such as Gaulish atér “father” or Old Irish athair “father”) disappeared and was replaced by a “new word” tad.

In the first place, the Welsh term tad “father” is anything but new in the Brythonic branch of Celtic. It is attested in XIIth–XIVth century Middle Welsh tad “father” (Charles-Edwards 1993: 169), in XIIth–XVIIth century Middle Breton tat “father” (Izard 1965: 93) and also in Old Cornish tat “father” (Vocabularium Cornicum ca. 1150). According to Charles-Edwards (1993: 169), this word must “go back at least to the Romano-British period.”

In fact, tad must have belonged to the common Brythonic lexicon, and even to the Insular Celtic lexicon (comprising the Brythonic and Goidelic branches). The first reason is that the Old Irish (a Goidelic language) word dait ~ data “foster father” (Charles-Edwards 1993: 169; Izard 1965: 93) is evidently related to Brythonic tad ~ tat. The second reason is that neither Middle Briton nor Old Irish seem to have borrowed the word dad from English, a language with which they never were in close contact. On the contrary, the English word dad, an isolated form within the Germanic group, only attested in written English from the XVth century on, is likely to have been borrowed from Brythonic at the time of the Anglo-Saxon invasion or later.

Secondly, the Old Welsh derivative edrydd ~ edryf “paternal kin” is, according to Charles-Edwards (1993: 169), parallel to Old Irish aithre, and derives from Proto-Celtic atri “paternal kin,” itself cognate with Latin patrius “paternal kin.” This form clearly shows that the Indo-European root pater “father” did not completely disappear from Welsh, either.
2.1.2 Romanian mâmă and tătă

Trask alleges that in Romanian the Indo-European inherited term for “father” was lost and replaced by a “newer” term tătă. This allegation is certainly questionable. Indeed, one certainly cannot exclude the inheritance of tătă from the Latin address term tata “dad.” The Romanian online dictionary (DEX) derives tătă (gen. tati) “father” from Latin tătă. (gen. tatae) “father”. This hypothesis is fairly plausible, but one cannot exclude, either, that tătă was borrowed from the neighboring Slavic languages.

What makes us take the first hypothesis seriously is the fact that, although it is not well known, numerous Romance languages or dialects preserve this Latin term with its original meaning. From Switzerland around Lucerne to southern Italy, including regions like the Abbruzze, Trentino, Campania, Latium, Sardinia, Calabria and cities like Naples, numerous Italian dialects do refer to the father as tata. All these terms basically remain address terms as was the case in Latin. What happened to Spanish is also worth being mentioned. In 1492 the Spanish humanist Aelio Antonio de Nebrija (1492) published a Latin-Spanish dictionary entitled Lexico o diccionario latino-español, in which the Latin tata is translated by taita “padre de los niños”; more recently, the Diccionario Crítico Etimologico de la Lengua Castellana (Corominas: 1954) reports the use of tata or taita in Castillan until the XVIIth century. Modern Castillan does not use taita anymore, but the form tata “father, child” is still commonly encountered in some Spanish-speaking Latin-American countries.3 Finally, Catalan has also preserved tata until today in some local dialects. The Diccionari català-valencià-balear, a comprehensive dictionary based on various Catalan dialects, mentions tata “father” (“pare” en llenguatge infantil o “pare del infants”) and gives as a primary source the Lexicon seu Dictionarium Aelii Antonii Nebrissensis, a Catalan-Castillan-Latin adaptation of Nebrija’s Lexico, published in 1585 in Barcelona.

Trask also curiously argues for a recent origin of the word mâmă “mother,” which, he says, replaced the “inherited” Latin word mater. There is no doubt, however, that mâmă derives from the Classical Latin mamma and cannot be a Romanian innovation.

So Romanian lost its “inherited” reference terms for mother and father, and used instead the “inherited” address terms mama and the “inherited” or Slavic address term tata, to fulfill both the address and reference functions.4 The reasons for which the inherited pater and mater disappeared from Romanian, whereas they are still in use in other Romance languages, constitute a subject for debate.

---

3. It is sometimes argued that this Latin-American form was borrowed from Amerind languages where tata is quite frequent.

4. The Dictionnaire roumain-français (1992) explicitly mentions this last usage for both terms.
2.1.3 The terms ata and aba ~ baba in Turkic languages

According to Larry Trask,

... the inherited Turkic words for “mother” and “father” are ana and ata, respectively, and these words […] are still the everyday words in most Turkic languages. But, in the best-known Turkic language, [Modern] Turkish, the word ata has now become specialized. It is no longer the everyday word for “father,” and instead it is an elevated word meaning “forefather, ancestor.” […] But the everyday word for “father” is now baba. This, of course, is another mama/papa word, and it used to be the Turkish word for “daddy,” but now it is the ordinary word for “father,” and “daddy” must now be expressed by adding a diminutive suffix, producing babacik […]

This apparent succession of replacements and meaning shifts seems to illustrate Trask’s thesis that nursery words undergo constant and quick replacements through time. But the illustration fails because his presentation is partial – in all the senses of the word.

Let us examine the ata forms in the first place. Proto-Turkic ata most certainly referred to the father, as it is reflected in many languages of this family: Old Turkic ata “father,” Karakhanid ata “father,” Middle Turkic ata “father,” Azeri ata “father,” Sary-Yughur ata “father,” Tatar ata “father,” Kazakh ata “father,” Nogai ata “father,” Balkar ata “father,” Kumyk ata “father,” Bashkir ata “father,” Khakassian ada “father,” and Tuva-Tofalar ada “father” (EHL). All these terms are not only traces of the Proto-Turkic form; they also show that this word underwent no phonetic and semantic change at all in most of the Turkic languages through their entire history. The most ancient attested examples of ata are found in Uighur (EHL), and in Middle Turkic (Krader 1963: 391–392) with the meaning of “father,” some 1,300 and 1,000 years ago respectively. Isolating the case of Modern Turkish from other Turkic languages is exactly contrary to the comparative method.

Now, is the “specialization” of meaning of ata in Modern Turkish from “father” to “forefather, ancestor” a true change of meaning? In fact, a good number of modern Turkic languages use ata either as “ancestor” or “father” and “ancestor.” Modern Turkish ata “ancestor,” Turkmen ata “paternal grandfather,” Kirghiz ata “father, ancestor,” Karakalpak ata “ancestor,” Uighur ata “father, ancestor,” Altai ada “father, ancestor.” Consequently, it is highly likely that ata originally meant both “father” and “ancestor.” The specialization that occurred in Modern Turkish (as well as in Karakalpak) is certainly not a semantic innovation at all.

As mentioned above, Larry Trask believes that baba “father” is an innovation in Turkish. Is it the case? In fact, one also finds baaba “grandfather” in Turkmen, a language belonging to the same southern branch of Turkic as Turkish, but also baba “grandfather”, “elder” in Uzbek (Schurmann 1962: 200), a language belonging to the eastern branch of Turkic. The first possibility is that baba forms are derived
by reduplication from the Turkic word *apa ~ aba* “father, ancestor,” attested by Old Turkic (Orkhon) *aba* “grandfather,” Karakhanid *aba* “father, ancestor, bear,” Turkish *aba* “father,” Azeri (dial.) *aba* “father,” Turkmen (dial.) *aba* “father,” Salar *aba* “father,” Sary-Yughur *awa* “father,” Tatar (dial.) *aba* “father,” Kirghiz *aba* “father,” Balkar *appa ~ aba* “father,” Bashkir (dial.) *apa* “father,” Khakassian *aba* “father,” Tuva-Tofalar *awa* “father,” Altai *aba* “father, bear,” Chuvash *oba* “bear” (EHL). Moreover, Turkic is one of the three branches of the Altaic family, together with Mongolic and Tungusic, where the root *apa ~ aba* “father, ancestor” is abundantly attested.

The second hypothesis is that the Turkish, Turkmen, and Uzbek *baba* forms were borrowed from the neighboring Iranian languages (such as Farsi, Pashto or Tajik). Iranian languages are derived from Indo-European, where the root *papa ~ baba* “Father” is also present in the Anatolian, Indic, Nuristani, Italic, and Greek branches. The fact that Modern Turkish also uses another term *peder* “father,” from Iranian origin, gives substance to this hypothesis. Of course, these two hypotheses are not contradictory. If, as it is probable, Turkish-speaking people when they reached Anatolia had the use of an *apa ~ aba* form in their language, it would have been only easier for them to adopt a *baba* form from Indo-Iranian speakers in the newly conquered regions.

Whether borrowed from Iranian or derived from Proto-Altaic (or both), Modern Turkish *baba* “father” is certainly not a newly created word. The highly significant point here is that an overwhelming majority of Turkic languages preserved the two Proto-Turkic forms *aba* and *ata* without modification.

### 2.2 Cases of coexistence between “inherited” terms and “newer” terms

#### 2.2.1 The Greek terms *babas/pateras* and *mama/miteras*

In order to prove the recent origin of *babas*6 “daddy” in modern Greek, Trask engaged in a short linguistic demonstration. *Babas*, he says,

> cannot be ancient in Greek [contrary to *pateras* “father”], because the consonant /b/ of Classical Greek changed in every case into /v/ in the postclassical period. For example, Classical Greek had the word *biblios* “book” […] But the Modern Greek form of the word is *vivlio*, with the earlier /b/s changed into /v/s.

5. Forms meaning “bear” result from a linguistic taboo on the true name of the bear, a frequent phenomenon with dangerous animals. It is also attested in Slavic for the bear (e.g., Russian *med’ved* “bear,” literally “honeyeater”), in Eastern (savannah) Bantu languages for lion, and in Northwestern (rainforest) Bantu languages for gorilla. A hunter may not tell he goes hunting bear (nor lion or gorilla), lest he puts himself at risk of being killed or injured. Rather, he says “I go out to see Grandad.”

6. Trask’s *babbas* seems to result from a confusion of two different Modern Greek words: *pappas* “priest, pope” and *babas* “dad”. We restore the correct transcription.
This linguistic argument is irrelevant in the particular case of the modern term *babas* “dad” (vocative *baba*). This term is certainly not descended from Ancient Greek through regular phonetic evolution, and no one has ever suggested it does. To the contrary, *babas* is known to have been borrowed from Osmanli Turkish (Chantraine 1968) during the Ottoman domination over Greece. The ancient Greek form was the Homeric *pappas* “dad” (vocative *pappa*) (Liddell & Scott: *A Greek-English Lexicon*). This term still survives in Modern Greek to refer to the priests of the Orthodox Church and, most interestingly, this word in its vocative form *páppa* “dad” is still in use today in the Pontic dialect of Greek (Fauvin and Nikaki pers. com.).

Finally, Trask also claims that the modern Greek term *mama* “mum” is newer than the inherited term *miteras* “mother.” Once again he forgets that *mama* has counterparts in Classical Greek such as *mammê* or *amma* (Liddell & Scott). No additional comment is needed.

### 2.2.2 French *papa*/*pε* and *mamã*/*mε*

Among the terms that Trask considers “newer” than those derived from PIE *pater* and *mater* are the French *papa* “dad” opposed to the formal “inherited” term *pere* “father,” and *mamã* opposed to the formal *mε* “mother”.

The case of the address term *papa* “dad” is intriguing. This word is certainly not a new word in French. It is attested in XIIIth century Old French (*Dictionnaire historique de la langue française*). But its derivation from Classical Latin is certainly problematic: *pappa* is attested in Classical Latin as an onomatopeia used by infants to “call for food” (Lewis and Short) but one also finds *papas* in the nominative form in Juvenal’s *Satires*, generally translated as “tutor” or “governor.” Then, since the end of the IIInd century AD, *papa* has been used by ecclesiastical writers such as Tertullian or Prudentius (Lewis and Short) with the meaning of “bishop.” During the Middle Ages, *papa* has been specifically used to refer to the pope (Rome’s bishop). Finally, no data at hand provides clear evidence for the use of *papa* in the sense of “dad” among Latin speakers. This is why some authors suggest that *papa* was borrowed from the Greek *pappas* “dad,” a word that we just mentioned. This hypothesis is credible, and the fact that the liturgy of the Latin Church was in Greek during this period might explain why it has been adopted by the Latin Fathers of the Church.

Furthermore, the French address term *mamã* “mum” derives from the Latin term *mâmma* like its Italian, Romanian, Spanish and Portuguese *mamma* counterparts do. Along with *papa*, *mamã* is attested in Old French from the XIIIth century.

### 2.2.3 Italian *babbo*/*padre* and *mamma*/*madre*

Are also thought newer than the “inherited terms” *madre* and *padre*, the Italian hypocoristic *mamma* “mum” and *babbo* “dad.” The claim that the Italian address term *mamma* “mum” is newer than *madre* is properly extravagant. Trask just writes as if
Latin never existed. Strictly speaking, *madre* should be called “newer” than *mamma*, as *mamma* matches exactly its Latin ancestor *māmma*, while *madre* shows significant phonetic transformations in relation with its own ancestor *mater*.

All over Italy, *babbo* is used to address the father, but we also find for the same usage *papà*, like in French and, as we mentioned above, in some regions, *tata*. Even if its ultimate origin is not well determined, *babbo* is a pretty old word, as several occurrences of it have been recorded in various Tuscan and Corsican texts, dated from the XIIIth and XIVth centuries (TLIO) and notably in Dante’s *Divine Comedy* (Inferno XXXII, 9). A phonetically very close word meaning “father” is Sardinian *babbu*. TLIO claims that *babbo* comes from childish Latin *babbus*. To our knowledge, no Latin dictionary mentions such word.

### 2.2.4 Bengali and Hindi

*baba* and *pita*

Trask chooses another example from Bengali and Hindi:

In Bengali the formal word for “father” is the inherited *pita* but the informal one is *baba*…. In the closely related Hindi, the inherited *pita* is now strictly an honorific term, and the ordinary word for “father” is *baba* or *bap*.

Trask believed he captured live the process of replacement of a formal (ancient) term by an informal newly coined nursery word. Unfortunately, faithful as he is to his method, he just extrapolates from only one or two languages within a linguistic family. If he only had compared the languages of the Indic family, consulting Turner’s *Comparative Dictionary of Indo-Aryan Languages* (1962–1966) or Karve’s *Kinship Organization in India* (1953) he would have noted, on the one hand, that 48 out of the 56 languages or dialects belonging to the Indic branch of Indo-Iranian for which there is accurate data, display *bappa* or *bapa* words. A vast majority of these terms do refer to the father, a few of them however refer to the father’s brother, the brother or even the grandfather. The vast distribution of this *bapa* form in modern languages proves beyond discussion that it can by no means be a term that has recently appeared in each and every Indic language, by some convergence process. It is a common form inherited from the ancestral language of the Indic branch and beyond from Proto-Indo-Iranian.7 Lewis Morgan (1871: 405) reported its existence in Sanskrit, but we haven’t been able to find this word in the dictionaries of Sanskrit that we have accessed. Turner (1962–1966: 520, 9209) mentions *bappa* in Prakrit with the meaning “father.” Regular use of Prakrits is attested from the IIIrd century BC on.

---

7. The term *baba* “father,” “grandfather,” “brother” is also widespread in the Nuristani and Iranian branches of Indo-Iranian. For Nuristani see Strand (1997–2008).
On the other hand, he would have noticed that there are apparently only 3 descendants (Bengali, Hindi, Pahari: pitā) from the Sanskrit singular nominative pitā which originally meant “father, father’s brother” or even “ancestors in the male line,” when it was employed in the plural (Karve 1953: 38). The present meaning of these reflexes is almost exclusively restricted to “father.” Finally, we found 14 languages with reflexes of Sanskrit pitruya and of Prakrit pittiya, two terms specifically referring to the father’s brother (Karve 1953: 38; Turner: 8188).

But this survey would not be complete without mentioning the existence, in ancient Indo-Aryan languages, more than 2,000 years ago, of a third widely attested term, also referring to the “father,” and it is of course tata. In Sanskrit, besides pitā, we very often find tata which, when used in reference, always stands for “father” and, when used in address, “may stand for any male relative or acquaintance” (Karve 1953: 38). In Prakrit, we have pia(a) “father” and pittiya “father’s brother” that we just mentioned (Turner: 8188),8 tā “father” or “son” (Turner: 5754), and finally bappa “father” (Turner: 9209). In Pali (Pali-English Dictionary: 458), the nominative form pita stands for the father, and tata is a vocative form to address the father, an elder, a younger, or a superior (Pali-English Dictionary: 299). In Ardhamagadi (Karve 1953: 88), both piya and tāya apparently refer to the father. So much for the ancient languages; if we turn to modern languages, we will notice that tata survives in 27 out of the 56 languages that we mentioned. In most Indic languages, it is found under a modified phonetic shape dada, and stands actually for the paternal grandfather (Turner: 6261). The tata form only survives in Romany tatta “father” and Kowar tat “father” (Turner: 5754).9

None of these kinship terms, as we can see, has disappeared from the modern Indic languages, and none can be argued to be older or newer than the others. Our comparative survey renders a slightly different conclusion as Trask’s. Indisputably, simpler nursery-shaped terms – and baba even better than tata – have perfectly resisted linguistic change during more than two millennia, while “inherited” forms have resisted much less, to the point that, save very few exceptions, pitā “father” almost vanished from the Indic family.

The various senses of each of these terms in modern Indic languages have to be explained by the fact that languages (or even entire branches of Indic), taken individually, have only retained portions of the classificatory relationships that these terms originally referred to. As a final remark, let us point out that it would be risky to allege the anteriority of Sanskrit tata and pitā vs Prakrit baba. As we already mentioned, the

8. Prakrit pia(a) “father” has numerous counterparts in modern Indic languages.

9. In the Nuristani branch (Turner: 5754; Strand 1997–2004), it is the tata form which prevails, with its original meaning “father” or “father’s brother” (Waigali tata “father,” Vā tāta “father,” Amēs tāta “father, father’s brother”).
wide distribution of *baba* through the Indic group certainly testifies to its great antiquity. Moreover, Sanskrit, as a literary language, probably did not use this address term, even though it was in common use in the vernacular languages of this period. These three terms *baba, pitā* and *tata* belong to the common vocabulary of Indo-European, as it is shown in Matthey and Bancel (2005).

2.2.5 Tamil appa
The last of Trask’s examples that we will consider is the Tamil “formal word” *takkappan* “father,” opposed to the “informal” term *appaa* “father.” According to Trask, the informal *appaa* is just another case of innovation.

A first remark is that Tamil as a whole has no less than 6 words referring to the father: *ayya, appan, appaci, appu, takappan, attan, ammān* (Karve 1953: 196). A second remark is that *takappan* is in no way “older” than *appan*, as it is obviously a compound word formed with *appan* “father” and *tak*, an adjective form of the verb *taku* “to be excellent” (Emeneau 1953: 342, 10). So *takappan* literally means “excellent father.”

Now, what do we know about the origin of *appan*? This question is partially answered using data from the Old Tamil literature and inscriptions. Tamil is one of the rare classical languages possessing an unbroken literary tradition. The first written transcriptions of Tamil go back to the IInd century BC and its rich literary tradition makes an etymological survey possible.

One of the earliest Tamil inscriptions (IInd century BC), found in the Mangulam cave (district of Madurai) and published by I. Mahadevan (2003: 317), displays the third person singular possessive form *tantai* to refer to the father. This form is also found in Old Tamil literature along with *antai “my father”, nuntai/untai “your father*” (Emeneau 1953: 340). Apparently none of these forms survives today in modern Tamil, but similar terms are used in other Dravidian languages (Emeneau 1953: 340 and 350).

Mahadevan (2003: 609) observes that *appan* does not occur in the early Cankam literature, and it is not found either on the stone inscriptions of the earliest period (IInd century BC). Its first recorded occurrence is on an inscription from the IIIrd century AD, found in Edakal cave (Northern Kerala) in which it does not specifically stand for the father, but is used as a masculine honorific suffix. Quoting Burrow and Emeneau (1984: 15, 156a), Mahadevan (2003: 609) connects this particularity to Old Kannada onomastics and the frequent usage in Kannada to add *appa* to the proper names of men, as a mark of respect, and he believes that the occurrence of *appan* in Edakal’s inscription “reveals Kannada influence in the region.” One of the earliest occurrences of *appan* clearly referring to the father is found in the Tevaram hymns,

composed at some point between the VIth and the VIIIth century AD (Mahadevan: 609). Even considering these rather recent dates, Mahadevan has no doubt about the antiquity of this form. His opinion is certainly supported by a comparison between the sister languages of the Dravidian family.

On the one hand, six languages from the southern branch of Dravidian do display *appa* words to refer to the “father”: Tamil, Kodagu, Malayalam, Kannada, Tulu, Telugu. Three languages of the central branch (Hill Maria, Gondi, and Konda) display phonetically comparable terms which also refer to the father: *tappe, āpōra* and *aposi* respectively.11 On the other hand, a few Dravidian languages use words like *aba* for the same usage. Besides *appan* or even *appā*, Tamil uses *abba* to refer to the father, a language of the central branch, Kui, uses *aba* for “father, grandfather, ancestor,” and three languages from the northern branch (Kurukh, Malto, Brahui) respectively display *abbā, abba, aba* to refer to the father and also (Brahui) the grandfather.12 The *Tamil Lexicon* makes a connexion between the first set of *appa* forms and Prakrit *appa* “father.” Emeneau, for his part, (1953: 351) suggests a link between the second set of terms and the “Indo-Aryan material” and he mentions Baluchi *abba* “father,” Sindhi *abo* “father.”

The vast distribution of *appa/aba* forms throughout the Dravidian family makes very unlikely that *appan* emerged at some point in Tamil and progressively replaced the “inherited” *tantai*. The fact that we do not find it in the earliest literary data does not mean it did not exist as an address form in the vernacular usage at that time. We just similarly observed that, while it is apparently absent from Sanskrit (but present in the more recent Prakrit), *baba* is the most common word to refer to the father in the Indic family. Our opinion is that the near phonetic identity of all these Dravidian words indicates that Tamil *appan* is original to this language, and that EHL’s proposed reconstruction *ap*- “father” for Southern Dravidian is correct.

### 3. Conclusion

Up to this point, the vast majority of Trask’s alleged “newer” words have not provided support for his replacement thesis. All of them have been merely abstracted from

---

11. The use that each of these languages makes of the *appa/aba* terms certainly varies, but we have to confess that our information on this topic is rather scanty. Only a few authors mention other meanings than “father.” Beck (1972: 289) clearly notes that Tamil *appan* “father” is a term of reference and so does Bossé (1983: 97). Grigson (1949: 308) reports the same for Hill Maria Gondi *tappe* “father.” Emeneau (1953: 184) points out that Brahui uses *abbā* as a “respectful term of address” in addition to “father” and “grandfather,” and finally Srinivas (1942: 204–205) indicates that Kannada uses *appa* as a vocative (address) term, while it uses *thande* and *thayi* as denotative (reference) terms.

12. This information has been collected from the *Tamil Lexicon*, Emeneau (1953), Trautmann (1981), Burrow & Emeneau (1984) and EHL.
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their comparative and historical context. Once collated with the historical documentation, these words are easily shown to be the direct descendants – both phonetically and semantically – of forms that were used centuries and even millennia ago. If we compare them to data from closely related languages, they immediately appear as obvious cognates of words from sister languages, that must have been used through millennia with the same meaning.

So much for Trask’s “innovations,” then. But before we put a full stop to the story, let us now examine other examples of nursery-shaped kinship terms taken from families not envisioned by Trask and for which there are substantial written documents covering different historical periods.

4. Other ancient mama/papa words

4.1 Korean appa (c. 600 years)

In his article about Korean kinship terminology, Kwang-Kyu Lee (1973) reports several terms referring to the father, two formal forms aboji or abo-nim and an address form appa, used by children. On its part, EHL mentions another more “vulgar” form abi. All these forms have a Middle Korean (ca. 600 years ago) precedent, āpi (EHL), that also referred to the father. The difference between these terms is not significant, as we can see.

4.2 Mongolic aba (c. 800 years)

The term aba is attested in early written Mongolian documents, some 800 years ago (EHL) with the meaning “father.” We find numerous exact replicas of this term in modern Mongolian languages: Monguor aaba “father,” Kalmuk aaba “father,” Khalkha aab “father,” Dongxian aba “father,” Shary-Yogur aba “father.”

4.3 Tibetan pa (c. 1,300 years)

In most Tibeto-Burman languages, pa refers to the father (Limbu pā, Dumi pa, Kulung pa, Yampyu pa, Tibetan pha, etc.). Benedict (1941a: 438; 1972: 19) reconstructed the Proto-Tibeto-Burman form *p’a “father.” Moreover, direct evidence of this word is attested in Old Tibetan. One can find pha notably in the Zhohl Inscriptions (Tibet, after 763 AD) and in the Lho-Brag inscriptions (Tibet), the date of which is unknown (Fang Kuei Li & Coblin 1987).

13. Old Tibetan yab “father” is even more frequently attested than pha “father” (Fang Kuei Li & Coblin 1987: 143–144; Richardson 1985: 170, 175–176; Bacot, Thomas & Toussaint 1940: 39–40) and is still used today as a term of respect (Benedict 1941b: 329). The respectful term yum “mother” is also attested in Old Tibetan (Richardson 1985: 176; Bacot, Thomas & Toussaint 1940: 39–40) and in Modern Tibetan (Benedict 1941b: 329).
4.4  Chinese *baba* and *mama* (c. 3,300 years)

Mandarin and Cantonese address terms for father and mother are *papa* and *mama*. They are both represented by pictophonetic characters which combine a character indicating the meaning and another one indicating the sound. In order to represent the father, we have the paternal reference character *fu* combined with the sign symbolizing the syllable *ba*; for the mother we find a combination of a character referring to the mother and another referring to the horse, pronounced *ma*. These two pictophonetic characters with similar pronunciations are attested since the Tang period (VIIth–IXth century AD).

But there is a more ancient and simpler way to symbolize father and mother in Chinese writing. Archaic inscriptions dated from 1,300 to 1,100 years BC (bronzes from the Shang and early Zhou periods) show that the character standing for the father was basically the same as the one that is in use today to express the referential part (*fu*) of the pictophonetic character that we just mentioned. Strong arguments have been put forward, pointing out that at this time (1,300 BC) this character was pronounced *ba* (EHL). Other archaic inscriptions from the same period display another character referring to the mother. This character, which according to EHL must have been pronounced *maʔ* at the time, is still in use today under a developed form, but is pronounced *mu* in most Chinese dialects. The written forms of these two last characters can be traced back to the Jiaguwen pictographic period, dated ca. 1,500 years BC.

We can thus state that the address terms used in modern Chinese dialects for “father” and “mother” are just the same as those that were used in Archaic Chinese at least 3,300 years ago.

4.5  Semitic *ʔab*- and *ʔumm*-(c. 4,500 years)

One of the earliest recorded kinship terms in the world’s languages is the enclitic possessive form *abi* “my father.” What is absolutely striking is that this form has been used in most Semitic languages up until Modern Standard Arabic: Old Akkadian (2,600 BC), Old Babylonian (1,800 BC), Middle Babylonian (1,400 BC), Old Aramaic (850 BC), Moabite (800 BC), Phoenician (800 BC), Classical Arabic (600 AD). Beside this perfectly preserved possessive form, old Semitic documents have also recorded the bound form *abu*, known to most of our contemporaries, because it is heard almost everyday on TV, and litterally meaning “father of.” It is encountered first in Old Akkadian (2,100 BC), in the well known Old Babylonian Hammurabi’s Codex (1,800 BC), and also in some Classical Arabic early stone inscriptions from the middle of the VIIth century AD.

This is not all, here is the impressive list of cognates collected from EHL and other sources for the form *umm* “mother (of),” including Akkadian *ummu* “mother,” Eblaic *ʔummuʔ* “mother,” Amorite *ʔummuʔ* “mother,” Ugaritic *um* “mother,” Hebrew *ʔem*

These Semitic examples certainly constitute the best documented evidence of the resistance of nursery-shaped kinship terms to linguistic change. Table 1 presents in chronological order numerous cognates of ḫab-, taken from various languages within the Semitic family and showing this remarkable stability.

Table 1. ḫab- forms in ancient and modern Semitic languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ancient Semitic languages</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Old Akkadian abí “my father” (Puabi tomb)</td>
<td>c. 4,500 BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Akkadian abí “my father” (Sargonic, Gelb 1961: 136)</td>
<td>c. 4,300 BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Akkadian abí “my father,” Old Akkadian a‑bu “father” (Ur III, Gelb 1961: 129 &amp; 127)</td>
<td>c. 4,100 BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Babylonian abí “my father” (legal documents), abu “father of” (Codex Hammurabi),</td>
<td>c. 3,800 BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ugaritic ḫab “father (of)” (The Epic of Kret tablet)</td>
<td>c. 3,400 BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Babylonian abí “my father” (Amarna tablet 17)</td>
<td>c. 3,400 BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Aramaic ḫbi “my father” (Tell Dan stela)</td>
<td>c. 2,850 BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moabite ḫbi “my father” (Mesha stela)</td>
<td>c. 2,800 BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenician ḫbi “my father” (Kilamuwa inscription)</td>
<td>c. 2,800 BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Exilic Hebrew ḫab- “father” (EHL)</td>
<td>c. 2,700 BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epigraphic South Arabian (Sabean) ḫb “father” (EHL)</td>
<td>c. 2,400 BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hebrew ḫb- “father” (Qumran texts)</td>
<td>c. 2,100 BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge’ez ḫab “father” (EHL)</td>
<td>c. 2,000 BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandaic Aramaic ab ~ aba “father” (EHL)</td>
<td>c. 1,700 BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judaic Aramaic ḫabbā “father” (EHL)</td>
<td>c. 1,600 BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic ḫab “father” (EHL), abū “father of” (Medina inscriptions c. 625 AD)</td>
<td>c. 1,400 BP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Modern Semitic Languages

| Standard Arabic ḫabu “father (of), ḫabi “my father” | Harsusi (South Arabian) ḫayb “father” (EHL) |
| Amharic ḫabbat “father” (EHL) | Tigrinya ḫabbo “father” (EHL) |
| Soqotri (South Arabian) ḫab “father” (EHL) | Harari āw “father” (EHL) |
| Tigre ḫab “father” (EHL) | Mehri (South Arabian) ḫayb “father” (EHL) |
| Gurage ab ~ ab ~ abī ~ aw “father” (EHL) | |

14. Beside ḫab, a number of Semitic languages also use the vocative form babā. Our information about babā is rather scanty but we know it is not a new word in Semitic, since EHL mentions its existence in Mandaic Aramaic (c. 300 AD).
5. The linguistic reconstructions

Most linguists feel very uncomfortable presenting reconstructions of nursery-shaped kinship terms. Most of the time, when they publish them, they also mention in a footnote, as a kind of excuse for their boldness, that these terms are “universal nursery words”! This feeling of general discomfort is notably perceptible in Guthrie’s Bantu kinship terms reconstructions. While he admitted “tààtá “my father,” he hesitated to acknowledge “bààbá “father” because it originated in baby talk (Guthrie 1970, 4: CS 1686 & 3: CS 7). Meeussen (1969), for his part, ratified both reconstructions. Despite all these inconsistencies, numerous reconstructions can be found in the linguistic literature.

For Afroasiatic we have: Proto-Semitic *ʔab “father” (EHL), Proto-Southern Cushitic *aba “father” (Ehret 1980: 281), Proto-Eastern Cushitic *a(a)bb~ ~ *baabb- “father” (Blážek 2002: 110), *ʔab “father” (EHL), Proto-Central Cushitic *ʔab “father” (EHL), Proto-Berber *V-bb- “father” (Blážek 2002: 110), Proto-Western Chadic *ʔab~ ~ *ʔab- “father” (EHL), Proto-Central Chadic *ʔab “father” (EHL), Proto-Eastern Chadic *ʔab “man” (EHL), without forgetting Ongotan *ʔabba “father” (Fleming, pers. com.). All these roots are reflexes of Proto-Afroasiatic *ʔab- “father” (EHL).

Let us also mention that Dolgopolsky (1998, quoted in Hage 2003: 319) proposed *ʔaba or *apa “father” for Proto-Nostratic. The Nostratic megaphylum, as defined by Dolgopolsky, comprises Indo-European, Afroasiatic, Kartvelian, Uralic, Altaic and Dravidian. Greenberg (2002: n° 142) proposed *apa as one of the words referring to the father in Proto-Eurasiat. Greenberg’s Eurasiat comprises Indo-European, Etruscan, Altaic, Eskimo-Aleut, Uralic-Yukaghir, Gilyak, and Chukchi-Kamchadal. Numerous reconstructions have been otherwise proposed in other linguistic families: Proto-North Caucasian *aba “father” (EHL), Proto-Bantu *baba “father” (Meeussen 1969), Proto-Tibeto-Burman *p’a “father” (Benedict 1941: 438), etc. Reconstructed (t)ata forms have been also proposed: Proto-Austric *(t)a*ta “grandfather” (Hayes 2002), Proto-Siouan atí ~ tātí “father, paternal uncle” (Matthews 1959: 255), Proto-Bantu *tàtá “my father” (Guthrie 1970, 4: CS 1686), Proto-Athapascan *-t[a] “father” (Hoijer 1956: 325), etc. All these reconstructions seem perfectly valid.

6. Conclusion: The age of Mama and Papa

The idea that mama/papa words “are in no way resistant to the process of linguistic change, including regular changes in pronunciation, [n]or are they resistant to loss,” just like ordinary words, does not correspond to any truth. Quite the contrary, data from old written languages every time constitute direct evidence and proof that kin
nursery terms have perfectly resisted linguistic change phonetically and semantically, while the so-called formal “inherited” terms haven’t. The *mama/papa* words have been passed (taught) from one generation to the other across immemorial ages, without much noticeable change, and are in general as old as the language family in which they are found (except in isolated cases of borrowing, as we saw it is likely for English *dad*, and perhaps for Modern Turkish *baba* and Greek *babas* – and even then, these words still may be traced back to the origin of the donor language family). The Turkish word *ata* has not varied a bit since the time of the Orkhon inscriptions; nor have Welsh *mam* and *tad* since the Romano-British period, nor Indic *baba* since Prakrits were first written, nor has Tibetan *pha* since the time of the Tibetan Annals, nor have Chinese *baba* and *mama* since the Archaic Chinese period, nor Semitic *ʔab* and *ʔumm* since the time of Akkad and Ebla. Table 2 and 3 sum up all the historical information we have been able to collect about *mama/papa* words in the Ancient World.

Beyond the overall stability of these words over time, another remark may be done about Tables 2 and 3. Old languages belonging to the same family tend to resemble each other more than to other ones. This idiosyncrasy can be illustrated for instance by the fact that Indo-European languages as Sanskrit, Greek and Latin all show a CVCV form, while Semitic and Altaic languages display a VCV form, and Dravidian a VCCV form. More precisely, Dravidian *appa* does not look exactly like Semitic *ʔab*-; Bantu *bààbá* is not exactly like Turkic *apa*, nor Bantu *tààtà* is exactly like Turkic *ata*, etc. This fact, too, may only result from inheritance from a common source word in the mother language of the respective families.

So this is one of the main pillars of the convergence theory that is falling apart. There is nothing like an “endless recreation and recycling” of *mama/papa* words. This fact is now well established and also discards the traditional explanation of convergence in terms of babbling. The nursery kinship terms, phonetically simple as they are, but also both phonetically and semantically idiosyncratic to each language family, are taught by the adults to the children; they do not spontaneously crop up from babbling. They belong to the lexicon of each language, just like any other word, and they are not simply interchangeable. Moreover, as address terms among adults, they fulfill a crucial social function.

One of the consequences of all these observations is, as we just said, to validate the reconstructions obtained through linguistic comparison. Some of these reconstructions reach the stage of high level phyla (Austric, Eurasian, Afroasiatic), which means we are back in time to ca. 10,000–20,000 years ago, and still witnessing this nasal/mother ~ oral/father opposition. But what is left now is to explain why so many *papa/tata* shaped-terms are specifically attached to the paternal entity and why so many *mama/nana* shaped terms are attached to the maternal entity. It is generally argued that Roman Jakobson already answered this question fifty years ago. As a matter of
fact, he did not. He contented himself by proposing very interesting clues. He notably observed (French edition 1969: 127) and we already mentioned it in our introduction, that the existing nursery words prompt children to gradually convert the nasal interjection, spontaneously emitted in association with feeding, into a parental term, *ie: mama/nana*. And just after this statement, he emphasized the fact that the words *papa* and *mama* were “learned.” However, as Merritt Ruhlen in his article “Why Kaka and Aya” (2000: 527) observed, Jakobson also suggested some link between the order of apparition of parental terms and the order of development of consonant in child language. Ruhlen, mentioning other nursery kin words of comparable distribution, like *kaka* and *aya*, said that

> [i]f we are to extend Jakobson’s explanation to take care of these examples, we must hypothesize that older male relatives somehow appear on the scene at the moment the child is learning velar consonants, which are not particularly early in their development, while older female relatives somehow come to be associated with *aya*. It does not seem to me plausible that human society could be organized so neatly […].

And it does not seem to us, either.

So “the inescapable conclusion” must be historical, and the “Proto-World conjecture” is not, as Larry Trask wrote, “dead in the water.” As we demonstrated in previous articles (Matthey & Bancel; Bancel & Matthey 2002, 2005), there is only one explanation for the amazing distribution of *mama* and *papa* words: that these words are as old as the Proto-Sapiens language to which they used to belong.

**Table 2. (t)ata forms in ancient languages reflected in modern related languages**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Languages</th>
<th>Archaic terms</th>
<th>Derived terms</th>
<th>Minimal time span</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latin</td>
<td><em>tata</em> F</td>
<td>Italian, Catalan, Spanish, Romanian <em>tata</em> F</td>
<td>2,300 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
<td><em>tāta</em> F</td>
<td>Romani <em>tatta</em> F, Waigali</td>
<td>3,000 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pali</td>
<td><em>tāta</em> F</td>
<td><em>tata</em> F, Koli <em>dādā</em> F</td>
<td>2,200 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avestan</td>
<td><em>tā</em> F</td>
<td>Besud <em>atā</em> F, Jaghuri <em>atai</em> F</td>
<td>3,000 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Welsh, Middle Breton, Old Cornish</td>
<td><em>tad ~ tat</em> F</td>
<td>Modern Breton, Modern Welsh <em>tad</em> F</td>
<td>800 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gotic</td>
<td><em>atta</em> F</td>
<td>German (dial.) <em>ätte</em> F</td>
<td>1,600 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Slavon</td>
<td><em>teta</em> F</td>
<td>Bulgarian <em>tata</em> F</td>
<td>900 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uighur</td>
<td><em>ata</em> F</td>
<td>Azeri <em>ata</em> F, Shary-Yughur</td>
<td>1,200 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Turkic</td>
<td><em>ata</em> F</td>
<td><em>ata</em> F, etc.</td>
<td>900 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Basque</td>
<td><em>ata</em> F</td>
<td>Modern Basque <em>aita</em> F</td>
<td>1,700 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. \((p)\text{APA} \sim (b)\text{ABA}\) forms in ancient languages reflected in modern related languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Languages</th>
<th>Archaic terms</th>
<th>Derived terms</th>
<th>Minimal time span</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latin</td>
<td>\textit{pappa} F</td>
<td>French \textit{papa} F, Italian \textit{papa} F, etc.</td>
<td>2,000 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeric Greek</td>
<td>\textit{pappa} F voc. (Homer)</td>
<td>Modern Pontic Greek voc. \textit{pappa} F</td>
<td>2,800 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prakrit</td>
<td>\textit{bappa} F</td>
<td>Uriya \textit{bappa} F, Marathi \textit{bāpa} F, etc.</td>
<td>2,200 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khotanese</td>
<td>\textit{paba} F</td>
<td>Pashto \textit{bābā} F, GdF</td>
<td>1,300 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Pahlavi</td>
<td>\textit{bābā} first part of masc. name</td>
<td>Farsi \textit{bābā} F, GdF</td>
<td>1,700 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orkhon</td>
<td>\textit{apa} ancestor, GdF</td>
<td>Balkar \textit{appa} \sim \textit{aba} F</td>
<td>1,300 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karakhanid (Middle Turkic)</td>
<td>\textit{aba} F, “ancestor,”</td>
<td>Kirghiz \textit{aba} F, etc.</td>
<td>900 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written Mongolian</td>
<td>\textit{aba} F</td>
<td>Monguor \textit{aba} F</td>
<td>800 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Korean</td>
<td>\textit{āpi} F</td>
<td>Modern Korean \textit{appa} F</td>
<td>600 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Akkadian</td>
<td>\textit{abi} “my father”</td>
<td>Standard Arabic \textit{abi} “my father”</td>
<td>4,500 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Tamil</td>
<td>-\textit{appan} honorific masc. suffix</td>
<td>Modern Tamil \textit{appan} F, Kannada \textit{appa} F, honorific masc. suffix</td>
<td>1,700 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Tamil</td>
<td>\textit{appan} F</td>
<td>Modern Tamil \textit{appan} F</td>
<td>1,400 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Tibetan</td>
<td>\textit{pha} F</td>
<td>Modern Tibetan \textit{pha} F</td>
<td>1,300 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Chinese</td>
<td>\textit{ba} F</td>
<td>Modern Mandarin, Cantonese \textit{baba} F</td>
<td>3,300 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. \((m)\text{AMA}\) forms in ancient languages reflected in modern related languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Languages</th>
<th>Archaic terms</th>
<th>Derived terms</th>
<th>Minimal time span</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latin</td>
<td>\textit{mamma} M</td>
<td>Italian \textit{mamma} M, Romanian \textit{mama} M, etc.</td>
<td>2,300 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classical Greek</td>
<td>\textit{mammē}, \textit{ammia} M</td>
<td>Modern Greek \textit{mamma}</td>
<td>2,500 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Welsh, Middle Breton, Old Cornish</td>
<td>\textit{mam} M</td>
<td>Modern Breton, Modern Welsh \textit{mam} M</td>
<td>800 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pali</td>
<td>\textit{ammā} M</td>
<td>West. Pahari \textit{ammā} M</td>
<td>2,200 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Basque</td>
<td>\textit{ama} M</td>
<td>Modern Basque \textit{ama} M</td>
<td>1,700 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Chinese</td>
<td>\textit{maʔ} M</td>
<td>Modern Mandarin \textit{ma} M</td>
<td>3,300 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eblaic</td>
<td>\textit{ummum} M</td>
<td>Modern Arabic \textit{ʔumm} M</td>
<td>4,500 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The millennial persistence of Indo-European and Eurasiatc pronouns and the origin of nominals
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To Hal Fleming, a true mind and friend

In further defense of the Proto-Sapiens antiquity of global kinship etymologies, we illustrate the long-lasting survival of personal pronouns first in the Indo-European family, then in the Eurasiatc macrofamily of languages. We then put forward a conjecture about how the category of 1st and 2nd person pronouns might have originated.

1. Presentation

The claim that papa, mama and kaka kinship terms have been inherited since the ±100,000 year-old Proto-Sapiens origin of all human languages (Bengtson & Ruhlen 1994; Ruhlen 1994a; Bancel & Matthey de l’Etang 2002; Matthey de l’Etang & Bancel 2005) flies in the face of the widespread belief that words are replaced at such quick pace that it would erase any trace of an original vocabulary in less than 10,000 years. This belief would imply that ancestral words disappear from the lexicon of all languages at a relatively regular pace.

Such is not the case, however. Some words last much longer than others. Dolgopolsky (1964) already found that the 1st and 2nd person pronouns are the first and third most resistant word meanings, respectively. More recently, Pagel (2000, quoted in Ruhlen 2007) found comparable results and calculated that 1st person singular pronouns have an average half-life exceeding 21,000 years.

We will flesh out these statistical claims with solid linguistic facts. In the Indo-European language family, 1st person m- and 2nd person t- pronoun roots have been preserved in all descendant languages over some 7,000 to 8,000 years. Moreover, in the still more ancient Eurasiatc family, 1st person m- and 2nd person
t-pronouns have been preserved in most groups, and in almost all their descendant languages for at least 10,000 years, as claimed by Greenberg (2000). We conclude that Dolgopolsky and Pagel are right, and that some words may last for almost indefinite timespans. Thus, the a priori objection against the Proto-Sapiens antiquity of kinship terms, based on any average word replacement rate, simply does not hold. Finally, we propose a conjecture about the fact that, like most other ancient pronominal roots in the world’s languages (Ruhlen 1994b), the m- and t- Eurasiatic pronouns are built from the same consonants as Proto-Sapiens kinship terms. In our opinion, the ancestral kinship terms have been the precursors of personal pronouns.

2. The exceptional persistence of Indo-European pronouns

Indo-European languages give us a clear example of the pronouns’ exceptional resistance. Indo-European languages descend from Proto-Indo-European, a language spoken some 7,000 to 8,000 years ago. Proto-Indo-European was a language with nominal declension, marking cases with suffixes. So were all its early written descendants such as Hittite, Sanskrit, Avestan, Tocharian, Classical Armenian, Classical Latin, Classical Greek, Old Church Slavic, or Gothic, and still are many modern descendant languages such as Hindi, Modern Armenian, Rumanian, Modern Greek, Russian, German, and so on. We will examine here in full detail the 1st person pronoun only.

2.1 Indo-European 1st person pronoun

Personal pronouns took part to the nominal declension system. Among them, the 1st person pronoun had the striking peculiarity to be built on two different roots. There was an isolated form egoHm “I” for the nominative (subject) case, alternating with a root m- bearing various suffixes marking the accusative, genitive, dative, and ablative cases. This use of a special word for the nominative of the 1st person singular pronoun was isolated within the Proto-Indo-European declension system. All other nouns, pronouns, and adjectives used the same root for the nominative as for all other cases, each case being marked by a specific suffix. From a functional viewpoint, the word egoHm was doubly weird: (1) within the 1st person singular pronoun’s declension, it implied to remember two entirely different word roots; (2) within the whole declension system, it implied to remember that the 1st person pronoun behaves differently from all other nominals. In an evolutionary perspective, the egoHm ~ m- alternance was a typical candidate for an analogical simplification which would have generalized one of the two forms. We will see that this theoretical hypothesis is amply verified in the Indo-European languages’ history.
Table 1. Evolution of eg\textsuperscript{h}om "I" ~ me "me" in languages descended from Proto-Indo-European

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Italic</th>
<th>Slavic</th>
<th>Armenian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class. Latin</td>
<td>egō ~ mē</td>
<td>jazū ~ mē</td>
<td>Cl. American es ~ im (gen.) Arm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>je ~ me</td>
<td>ja ~ me(-nja)</td>
<td>Mod. American jes ~ im (gen.) Arm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>eu ~ me</td>
<td>ja ~ me(-ne)</td>
<td>Iranian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>yo ~ me</td>
<td>ja ~ m(-nie)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalan</td>
<td>jo ~ me</td>
<td>jā ~ me</td>
<td>Avestan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occitan</td>
<td>ieu ~ me</td>
<td>ja ~ ma</td>
<td>Farsi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>io ~ me</td>
<td>ja ~ me</td>
<td>Baluchi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rumanian</td>
<td>eu ~ me</td>
<td>jaz ~ me</td>
<td>Kurdish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ossetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pashto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celtic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Irish</td>
<td>mē</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Welsh</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mod. Welsh</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornish</td>
<td>my</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breton</td>
<td>me</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class. Greek</td>
<td>egō(n) ~ (e-)me</td>
<td>ég ~ mé(-r)</td>
<td>Sanskrit ahám ~ mā(-m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mod. Greek</td>
<td>égo ~ mu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anatólian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albanian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first form is that of nominative case; the second form is that of accusative, except for Armenian, where it is replaced by that of genitive. The alternance is to be observed between the two feminine and masculine forms of nominative. Underlined languages have generalized a single root for all cases and did not preserve any trace of the ancient alternance. Elements between parentheses are part of the word in the descendant language, but have historically been added to the root by analogy. After 7,000 to 8,000 years of evolution, almost all Indo-European branches but Celtic have preserved the alternance between nominative and the other cases, with two forms most of the time derived from eg\textsuperscript{h}om and m-. All Indo-European languages, without a single exception, have preserved the non-subject root m-, sometimes under an evolved form but mostly unchanged. Note that in several groups the original Proto-Indo-European genitive suffix -n (in the PIE genitive me-ne "of mine") has been generalized to a great part of the declension (Russian, Latvian, Romany), or even to the whole paradigm (Farsi, Baluchi, Tocharian), or survives in the possessive (German mein, English mine).
Albeit apparently weakly functional, the two alternating forms $eg\text{\textsuperscript{h}}om \sim m$- have survived until the present day in an amazing number of Indo-European languages. Table 1 illustrates its preservation with representative examples of the 1st person singular pronoun in all the Indo-European linguistic groups. In Table 1, in the box facing each language name, the nominative form comes first (in Tocharian A, the first form is the feminine variant of the nominative), separated by a tilde (\textasciitilde) from the accusative form (or the genitive, for Armenian, or the masculine form of nominative, for Tocharian A). Thus, in Classical Latin $eg\text{\textsuperscript{o}} \sim m\text{\textbar}m\text{\textbar}e$, $eg\text{\textsuperscript{o}}$ is the nominative form (“I”) and $m\text{\textbar}e$ the accusative (“me”). Languages for which a single root (as Tocharian B $\tilde{n}$-) or word (as Old Irish $m\text{\textbar}e$) is given use the same root or word in all grammatical cases.

The first language listed in each group is the ancient language closest to the origin, e.g., Classical Latin for the Italic group, or Avestan for Iranian. This immediately allows to note that nearly all the ancient Indo-European languages preserved both a derivative of $eg\text{\textsuperscript{h}}om$ in the nominative and a derivative of $m$- in the other cases: Hittite $\tilde{u}k \sim am\text{\textsuperscript{m}}(-\text{uk})$, Vedic Sanskrit $ah\text{\textbar}m \sim ma(-m)$ (with two variants [$m\text{\textbar}2$] and [$m\text{\textbar}1$-m]), Avestan $a\text{\textsuperscript{z}}m \sim ma(-m)$, Classical Greek $eg\text{\textbar}o$ (variant $eg\text{\textbar}n$) $\sim me$, Classical Latin $eg\text{\textbar}o \sim m\text{\textbar}e$, Gothic $ik \sim mi(-k)$, Old Church Slavic $jaz\text{\textbar}u \sim me$, Old Prussian $a\text{\textbar}s \sim ma(-n\text{\textbar}e)$, Tocharian A ($\tilde{n}$-)uk (feminine nominative) $\sim \tilde{n}$- (masculine nominative $\tilde{n}$-\$\tilde{a}$\$\tilde{s}$ and all other cases), Classical Armenian $es \sim im$ (genitive), etc. Only Old Irish lost any trace of $eg\text{\textsuperscript{h}}om$, like all other, more recent Celtic languages, and generalized a derivative of $me$ in the nominative. (In the examples above, the elements between parentheses linked to the rest of the word by a hyphen are part of the form cited, but have been added to the original form in the course of history by an analogical process. For instance, the Gothic accusative $mik$ “me” evolved from an original $mi$ to which a final -k was added by analogy with nominative $ik$ “I;” Venetic, an ancient Italic language, did the same with e\$\chi$ “I” $\sim me\$\$\chi$ “me.”)

Among the thirteen Indo-European branches, only the Celtic group did not preserve any trace of $eg\text{\textsuperscript{h}}om$. In this group, the root $m$- was generalized to all cases, nominative included. This analogical replacement confirms the poor functionality of using two roots for the same meaning. Table 1 offers several additional instances of this replacement in the Tocharian, Iranian, and Indic groups. In these groups, whose respective proto-languages did preserve the $eg\text{\textsuperscript{h}}om \sim m$- opposition, some languages – e.g., Farsi, Baluchi, Hindi, Marathi, or Romany – later lost it and replaced the form derived from $eg\text{\textsuperscript{h}}om$ by a form derived from $m$- . The fact that these languages belong to different groups whose respective proto-languages preserved a form derived from $eg\text{\textsuperscript{h}}om$ implies that this analogical simplification occurred several times independently. To these languages may be added the case of French, a Romance language in which the descendant form $je$ of Latin $eg\text{\textbar}o$ has
become close to a verbal prefix marking a 1st person subject, while the subject form of the independent pronoun is now *moi*, derived from a stressed variant of Latin *mē*.

It is thus a heavy trend from the part of the speakers of any inflected language to use a single root for all the uses of a word. However, the career of the two alternating forms of Proto-Indo-European 1st person pronoun did not stop with the ancient languages descended from Proto-Indo-European. Three millennia later, they continue to coexist in a very high number of modern languages. In spite of the restriction mentioned above, Modern French preserves both a derivative *je* from Latin nominative *ego* and derivatives *me, moi* from Latin accusative *mē*. Indeed, Modern French grammar abandoned the whole declension system inherited from Latin except in pronouns. The use of different forms according to whether the personal pronoun is subject (*Je vois l'homme “I see the man”*) or object (*L'homme *me voit “The man sees me”*) practically constitutes in French the only trace (with the relative pronoun) of the declension system inherited by Latin from Proto-Indo-European.

The loss of declension in Modern French makes the preservation of the opposition between *je* and *me* ~ *moi* still more amazing. On the one hand, French preserves an atypical and – in terms of mnemonic efforts – costly opposition between two roots bearing the same meaning (which several other Indo-European languages have independently reduced to a single root); on the other hand, by doing so, French preserves a trace of a grammatical system having otherwise entirely disappeared. As paradoxically as French, all other Romance languages do preserve the two forms, together with their grammatical distribution between subject and non-subject, although almost all of these languages – to the single exception of Rumanian – otherwise lost, like French, the ancestral declension system.

Beyond Romance languages, the two terms inherited from Proto-Indo-European have been preserved, in their respective original grammatical functions, in all Germanic languages (even though Modern English lost, like French, any trace of declension other than in pronouns) as well as in all Baltic and Slavic languages, Modern Greek and Modern Armenian. Modern Albanian also maintains the opposition between subject and non-subject forms; however, while it preserved the original *m*- for the latter, it is unsure whether the subject form *unu* contains a derivative of *egō*om.

A number of modern Indic languages descended from Sanskrit did, like Celtic, generalize the non-subject *m*- to all cases: Hindi and Urdu *mē*, Punjabi *me* (~ *n*), Marathi *mi*, etc. However, Gujarati as well as a Dardic language like Kashmiri still preserve the root alternation between subject and non-subject forms (but they replaced the derivative of the Sanskrit subject form *ahām* by new forms).
Nuristani languages (Strand 1997–2008) preserved the alternance between subject and non-subject forms. Kâtavari and Kâmviri subject forms *uze* and *ôtθ “I” clearly descend from Proto-Indo-European *egʰom*. Nuristani non-subject forms have undergone the strongest phonetic erosion, to the point of hardly preserving a trace of the original *m*- as a nasalization of the neighboring vowel, as in Kâmviri *ia “me”* (but Kâtavari *ia “me”* even lost this nasal feature); however, the original *m*- survives in the 1st person singular possessive pronoun (Kâtavari *iema*, Sañuvîri *imā “my”) as well as in the 1st person plural personal pronoun (Kâmviri *imo*, Kâtavari *imu*, Sañuvîri *ima “we”). In the Iranian group, Farsi and Baluchi *ma(-n)* only preserve the non-subject form, generalized to all cases. To the contrary, Kurdish *ez ~ mi(-n)* preserves the original opposition, and so do Ossetic *ez ~ my(-n)* and Pashto *za ~ maa.*

Moreover, *m*- has also been preserved in numerous 1st person plural pronouns (e.g., Russian *my*, Lithuanian *mes*, Armenian *mek. “we”), 1st person singular possessives (e.g., French *mon*, English *my, mine*, German *mein*, Russian *moj*, Hindi *mera, “my”), and 1st person verb suffixes (e.g., Latin *sum “I am,” sumus “we are,” amabam “I loved,” fuimus “we were,” French *nous allons “we go,” nous fûmes “we were,” Classical Greek *eimi “I am,” pheromen “I bear for myself,” pheromen “we bear,” Irish *bim “I am,” Albanian *unë jam “I am,” ne jemu “we are,” Latvian *esmu “I am,” Russian *ja dam “I will give,” my berjom “we bear,” Armenian *berom “I bear,” Tocharian A *nas-am “I am,” nas-amäs “we are,” Avestan *barâmi “I bear,” Sanskrit *bhar-âmi “I bear,” etc.). Finally, let us observe that the *-n* suffix of Proto-Indo-European genitive *menē “of mine”* was extended to the accusative and other non-subject cases in several Indo-European groups (e.g., Russian *menja*, Latvian *mani*, Kurdish *min “me”) and even generalized to the nominative (Tocharian B *nas*, Farsi *man*, Punjabi *men “I”).

In sum, the reality appearing from Table 1 is that all modern Indo-European languages – from Icelandic to Russian and Bengali through Welsh, Armenian, Greek, Kâmvrí and Pashto) – all, without a single exception, preserve a derivative from the original *m*- In a small number of cases, the *m*- survives under a phonetically evolved form where it is impossible to recognize it at first glance, for instance in Tocharian B *n- or still more in the Armenian accusative *is*, as well as in some Nuristani languages. All Indo-Europeanists, however, agree that these forms descend from the original Proto-Indo-European *m*- In some languages, like Tocharian B, Farsi, Hindi and the whole Celtic group, the original *m*- was not only preserved but analogically extended to the nominative, where it replaced the derivative of *egʰom*. But in a great majority of languages, Proto-Indo-European *m*- did not change at all – neither in its phonetic form, nor in its grammatical functions, nor in its “1st person” meaning.

As to the nominative form *egʰom*, it survived in at least 11 groups out of 13 (to the exceptions of Celtic and perhaps Albanian). In 8 out of these 11 groups (namely, Italic, Greek, Germanic, Baltic, Slavic, Armenian, Nuristani and Anatolian), it even survived
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in all their member languages; in the 3 other groups (Tocharian, Iranian, and Indic), only part of the descendant languages preserved a derivative of *egʰom*. In all of the numerous languages where a derivative of *egʰom* was preserved, it continues to coexist along with a derivative of *m*- (of course, since *m*- was preserved in all languages). Furthermore, the original distribution of *egʰom* and *m*- between subject and non-subject cases has remained the same (or, in a few cases, almost the same). In 7,000 to 8,000 years, the replacement rate of 1st person pronoun *m*- amounts to exactly 0%, and its preservation to 100%. As to the form *egʰom*, if we consider groups, the loss is of only 2/13, or 15.4%; if we consider individual languages, the fair number of Indic languages which lost it would perhaps raise this percentage to about 20% to 30%.

According to the average 14% replacement rate per millennium calculated by Swadesh (1952, 1954), pronouns should have been preserved in only 34.8% (after 7,000 years) to 29.9% (after 8,000 years) of languages descended from Proto-Indo-European. The 100% preservation of *m*- and the 70% to 84.6% preservation of *egʰom* make clear that an average loss rate is meaningless with regard to the 1st person pronoun.

2.2 Indo-European 2nd person pronoun

This exceptional resistance of 1st person pronoun is also observed in the Proto-Indo-European 2nd person pronoun *t*- This pronoun did not display any root alternation between the nominative and other cases. Table 2 displays a few representative modern forms derived from its subject form *tu* in each Indo-European group.

### Table 2. Representative forms of 2nd person singular pronoun in the nominative case in languages descended from Proto-Indo-European

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Ancient languages</th>
<th>Modern languages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Italic</td>
<td>Cl. Latin <em>tū</em></td>
<td>Spanish <em>tu</em>, French <em>tu</em>, Italian <em>tu</em>, Rumanian <em>tu</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celtic</td>
<td>Old Irish <em>tū</em></td>
<td>Welsh <em>tī</em>, Breton <em>te</em>, Modern Irish <em>tī</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>Cl. Greek <em>sū</em> &lt; <em>tū</em></td>
<td>Modern Greek (<em>ēs</em>)-si &lt; <em>sū</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltic</td>
<td>Old Prussian <em>tū</em></td>
<td>Lithuanian <em>tū</em>, Latvian <em>tu</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slavic</td>
<td>Old Church Slavic <em>ty</em></td>
<td>Russian <em>ty</em>, Slovak <em>ty</em>, Bulgarian <em>tī</em>, Slovenian <em>tī</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germanic</td>
<td>Gothic <em>ðū</em></td>
<td>Dutch <em>thou</em>, English <em>thou</em>, German <em>du</em>, Icelandic <em>ðū</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albanian</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Albanian <em>ti</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenian</td>
<td>Class. Armenian <em>dow</em></td>
<td>Modern Armenian <em>tun</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anatolian</td>
<td>Hittite <em>zik</em> &lt; <em>ti</em>-uk (accusative <em>tuk</em>)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tocharian</td>
<td>Tocharian A <em>tu</em> ~ Tocharian B <em>tuwe</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iranian</td>
<td>Avestan <em>tū</em></td>
<td>Farsi <em>to</em>, Baluchi <em>tao</em>, Ossetic <em>dy</em>, Kurdish <em>tu</em>, Pashto <em>tə</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuristani</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Kātavari <em>t'ū</em>, Kāmviri <em>t'ū</em>, Sañuviri <em>tū</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indic</td>
<td>Sanskrit <em>tw(-əm)</em></td>
<td>Hindi <em>tū</em>, Kashmiri <em>ts(-ah)</em>, Gujarati <em>tu</em>, Oriya <em>tu(-me)</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All Indo-European languages preserved a 2nd person singular pronoun inherited from Proto-Indo-European *tu*. 
Just like for 1st person m-, not a single Indo-European language did lose the Proto-Indo-European 2nd person t-. And most of them preserved, like for 1st person m-, the original consonant t- either unchanged or only slightly modified. Second person t- is also just as general as 1st person m- in possessives and verbal markers. Indeed, mentioning and analyzing all 1st person m- forms and all 2nd person t- forms in Indo-European languages would take a whole book – for each.

### 2.3 Indo-European numerals

A few other Proto-Indo-European words also survived in nearly all of the modern descendant languages, such as the basic numerals from “two” to “ten.” Examples of derivatives of *d棵* “two,” taken from all thirteen Indo-European branches, are given in Table 3. As for 1st person m- and 2nd person t-, *d棵* “two” survived in all and every descendant language of Proto-Indo-European – see the nice online compilation of the first ten numerals in over 4,500 languages by Mark Rosenfelder (no date).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Ancient languages</th>
<th>Modern languages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Italic</td>
<td>Cl. Latin <em>d棵</em></td>
<td>Spanish <em>dos</em>, French <em>deux</em>, Italian <em>due</em>, Rumanian <em>doi</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celtic</td>
<td>Old Irish <em>deu</em></td>
<td>Breton <em>daou</em>, Modern Irish <em>dhaï</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>Cl. Greek <em>d棵</em> ~ <em>d棵</em></td>
<td>Modern Greek <em>dio</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltic</td>
<td>Old Prussian <em>d棵</em></td>
<td>Lithuanian <em>du</em>, Latvian <em>divi</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slavic</td>
<td>Old Church Slavic <em>d棵</em></td>
<td>Russian <em>dva</em>, Polish <em>dwa</em>, Slovenian <em>dva</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germanic</td>
<td>Gothic <em>twai</em></td>
<td>Old Norse <em>tveir</em>, English <em>two</em>, German <em>zwo ~ zwei</em>, Danish <em>t</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albanian</td>
<td>Old Albanian <em>do</em></td>
<td>Tosk <em>dy</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenian</td>
<td>Class. Armenian <em>erk'u</em></td>
<td>Modern Armenian <em>yergu</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anatolian</td>
<td>Hittite <em>da</em>, Lycian <em>tuba</em>, Luwian <em>duva</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tocharian</td>
<td>Tocharian A <em>wu</em> ~ Tocharian B <em>wi</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iranian</td>
<td>Avestan <em>d棵</em></td>
<td>Farsi <em>do</em>, Ossetic <em>dyuï</em>, Kurdish <em>du</em>, Pashto <em>d棵</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuristani</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Kâtavari <em>d棵</em>, Kâmviri <em>d棵</em>, Wasiweri <em>liïï</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indic</td>
<td>Sanskrit <em>dwau</em></td>
<td>Hindi <em>do</em>, Kashmiri <em>zïh</em>, Marathi <em>don</em>, Oriya <em>du</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All Indo-European languages preserved a form inherited from Proto-Indo-European *d棵* “two.”

In this series, the Armenian forms seem unrelated to the other words, but it is a well-known achievement of linguistic reconstruction to have shown that Classical Armenian *erk'u* “two” and Modern Armenian *yergu* result from a regular phonetic evolution of Proto-Indo-European *d棵* “two.”

### 2.4 Why persistent words, and what do they mean for language history?

A comparably high preservation rate of personal pronouns is encountered in most language families. This extraordinary persistence may be explained in a simple
word: frequency. Personal pronouns – and more generally person markers – are among the most frequent meaningful words in all languages: in the everyday discourse, most sentences include 1st and/or 2nd person markers.

This resistance to linguistic erosion gives pronouns a very high classificatory value, well known to long range comparatists. A recent attempt to invalidate this classificatory value of pronouns, explicitly directed against long-range comparison, claimed that there are languages where personal pronouns are “freely borrowed” from other languages (Thomason & Everett 2005). Their world tour in search of such cases resulted in less than two dozen languages – out of some 7,000 – in which they found examples apparently supporting this claim. Among them, about a half concern 3rd person pronouns – which are different in nature, as was shown long ago by Benveniste (1946). Finally, among their examples concerning 1st and 2nd person pronouns, several are more than dubious, e.g., when they ascribe the striking convergence between 1st person pronouns in Turkic, Mongolic and Tungusic languages (see sections 3.2 to 3.4 below) to borrowing rather than to common inheritance from Proto-Altaic – while they admit overtly that they “have not carried out any kind of systematic analysis of the Korean, Japanese, Tungusic, Mongolian or Turkic data.”

On the basis of such scanty and uncertain evidence, the authors of this study go so far as concluding that “we can’t know […] whether a given past culture was more like Indo-European languages, where most pronouns are in fact inherited, or more like those of languages whose speakers borrow pronouns freely.” In fact, the weakness of their study a contrario demonstrates that pronoun borrowing is really exceptional, unintentionally confirming the classificatory value of 1st and 2nd person pronouns.

Less exceptional is pronoun replacement within a given language, due to a specific cultural attitude, leading for instance to replace the 2nd person singular pronoun by a plural or a 3rd person as a mark of respect (English lost its 2nd person singular by borrowing from Old French, if not the pronoun itself, the use of the 2nd plural when speaking to a single addressee), or tabooing the use of 1st person singular pronoun as an impolite expression of selfishness. It is worth noting, by the way, that such a taboo may have been at the origin of the Indo-European suppletion between the nominative and other cases in the 1st person pronoun: the taboo would have borne on the subject case, i.e., in sentences where the speaker directly refers to his own actions or feelings, but not on non-subject cases, where syntax makes the role of the speaker more incidental in the action or state described.

In contrast, most other Proto-Indo-European words known to us – even other items from the Swadesh’s 200 basic words list – have been preserved in much less numerous modern languages, often in only two or three branches – and, within these branches, in only some languages. Contrary to numerals and personal pronouns, such words underwent a much higher replacement rate than 14% per millennium.
Consequently, it cannot be assumed that an average 14% replacement rate per millennium does lead, after 1,000 years, to the loss of any one word out of seven or so from the ancestral vocabulary.

2.5 Personal pronouns in Eurasiat

It is thus an established fact that Indo-European personal pronouns m- and t- have been preserved for some 8,000 years in all the numerous descendant languages of the family. If these forms have been preserved in several hundreds of languages over such a long timespan, it might well happen that they had not been new in Proto-Indo-European, but had been inherited from a remoter ancestor language. This ancestral language, of course, could have other descendants than Indo-European. And, given the pronouns’ extraordinary persistence, it seems worth trying and finding their trace in the possible sister languages of Indo-European as well.

The Eurasiat hypothesis (Greenberg 2000, 2002) links Indo-European to six other language families, namely Uralic-Yukaghir, Altaic, Nippo-Koreo-Ainu, Gilyak, Chukchi-Kamchadal, and Eskimo-Aleut. (To these seven families, Greenberg tentatively adds Etruscan.) Sixty-nine common grammatical forms (Greenberg 2000) and some 430 common lexical roots (Greenberg 2002) support the Eurasiat unity. Among them, 1st person m- and 2nd person t- are among the most widely represented grammatical roots within the Eurasiat family. Most of the data mentioned below about these two pronouns in the various Eurasiat groups are given by Greenberg (2000) in his Eurasiat grammatical etymologies (n° 1, 1st person m; n° 4, 2nd person t; n° 7, pronoun base ge; n° 17, plural r(i); and n° 25, genitive n). Additional data have been taken from Starostin et al. (2003; no date), Bomhard (2007), and a range of descriptive works. Most analyses presented here are due to Greenberg – our contribution is essentially to synthesize his observations on Eurasiat pronouns, which appear in his book dispersed over several sections.

All these families have a 1st person pronoun m-, and in four of them (Uralic-Yukaghir, Altaic, Chukchi-Kamchadal, and Eskimo-Aleut) it is not only present but also a canonical marker for 1st person independent pronouns, possessives pronouns, and verb markers, just like in Indo-European. Moreover, in six families (the same four plus Nippo-Koreo-Ainu and Etruscan), we find both a root alternation between the nominative and other cases, and an extension -n which was more or less generalized to non-subject cases (and sometimes also to the nominative), but which initially marked the genitive case, as appears from the recurrence, throughout these families, of a mVn- 1st person possessive (ultimately derived from the genitive of the independent pronoun, like English (of) mine or German mein derive from the Proto-Indo-European genitive mene “of me”).
As to the Indo-European nominative suppletive form egʰom, it is less widespread, since several groups alternating two forms of the 1st person pronoun have another root in the nominative case. Clear cognates of egʰom are however found throughout Chukchi-Kamchadal (with the most salient attestations in Chukchi), together with somewhat less close parallels in several Uralic languages.

The only language in which the Eurasiatic 1st person marker m- seems completely lacking is Ainu. It is not a surprise, since Ainu is certainly the most diverging language within Eurasiatic. Even within the Nippo-Koreo-Ainu family, Ainu is so divergent from both Japanese and Korean that most comparatists – and even many long-rangers – do not agree that it is related to either of these two languages, nor to anything resembling the Eurasiatic macrofamily.

The 2nd person marker t- is almost as widespread in Eurasiatic as is the 1st person m-, being a canonical marker in Uralic-Yukaghir, the Mongolic branch of Altaic (plus clear traces in Tungusic), Chukchi-Kamchadal, and Eskimo-Aleut. It however seems to be lacking in the Turkic branch of Altaic, the whole Nippo-Koreo-Ainu family, and Gilyak. Once again, the specific Indo-European form tu in the nominative case finds a clear parallel in Chukchi-Kamchadal, with the pervasive turi, tuze, tuza “you” plural forms in both the Chukchi and Kamchadal branches, and most strikingly, in the latter branch with three different attestations tu ~ tue ~ tua “thou” from various extinct Itelmen dialects independently collected in the course of the XIXth century by American and Russian explorers.

Table 4. 1st person m- and 2nd person t- in Uralic-Yukaghir personal pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>1st sg.</th>
<th>1st pl.</th>
<th>2nd sg.</th>
<th>2nd pl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proto-Uralic</td>
<td>mъr</td>
<td>me</td>
<td>tьr</td>
<td>te</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonian</td>
<td>ma ~ minа</td>
<td>min-</td>
<td>me</td>
<td>sa (&lt; ta)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finnish</td>
<td>mа ~ minа</td>
<td>min-</td>
<td>me</td>
<td>sinа (&lt; tinа)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sami</td>
<td>mun-</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>dуn</td>
<td>di</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Komi</td>
<td>me menо</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>te tenо</td>
<td>ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Udmurt</td>
<td>mon-</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>ton</td>
<td>ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungarian</td>
<td>én (&lt; émn)</td>
<td>engem(-et)</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>te teged(-et)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enets</td>
<td>mod’i</td>
<td>mod’i?</td>
<td>tod’i</td>
<td>tod’i?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nganasan</td>
<td>mannaŋ</td>
<td>meŋy</td>
<td>tannaŋ</td>
<td>teŋy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yukaghir</td>
<td>met</td>
<td>mit</td>
<td>tet</td>
<td>tit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.6 Personal pronouns in Uralic-Yukaghir

In all Uralic languages as well as in Yukaghir, the 1st person pronoun is built on the root m- and the 2nd person pronoun is built on the root t- (Table 4). For the 1st person,
the non-subject suffix -n is present in most languages from all the branches of Uralic, where it displays a strong tendency to generalization to the nominative (e.g., Finnish, Ostyak), and sometimes to the 2nd person as well (e.g., Sami, Udmurt, or Nganasan). The Proto-Uralic 1st person singular subject marker on verbs is -m (plural -mek), and the 2nd person is -t (plural -tek); the 1st and 2nd person singular possessors are marked by the same forms suffixed to nouns.

Moreover, Hungarian offers an accusative form strongly reminiscent of Proto-Indo-European egʰom “I,” analyzed by Greenberg (2000) as a compound e-ɡʰo-m “it is me” in which the final -m is the 1st person marker. In Hungarian, the form would have been turned into a redundant en-ge-m(-et) “me that’s me” (the final -et marks the accusative case), an analysis confirmed by the Hungarian 2nd person pronoun accusative te-ge-d(-et), where both initial te- and final -d clearly derive from 2nd person t-. Other Uralic forms such as Vogul am-kke-m “I alone,” the Selkup accusative šim (< kim) “me” and maybe the Kamassian suppletive form of the verb “to be” in the present tense (1st person i-gä-m “I am”) may belong to the series, which finds a clear parallel in Chukchi-Kamchadal (see Table 10 below).

2.7 Personal pronouns in the Turkic branch of Altaic

The Turkic branch of Altaic is divided into two main groups, Chuvash and non-Chuvash. Chuvash offers an alternation between nominative e-pә and the non-subject cases built on the root m- plus the non-subject suffix -n, giving in Chuvash man- (Table 5). Chuvash, the most divergent Turkic language, thus parallels exactly the general state of things for the 1st person pronoun within the two other Altaic branches, Mongolic (see Table 6) and Tungusic (see Table 7).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>1st sg.</th>
<th>1st pl.</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>1st sg.</th>
<th>1st pl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chuvash</td>
<td>e-pә</td>
<td>man-</td>
<td>Azeri</td>
<td>män-</td>
<td>biz-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Turkish</td>
<td>ben- ~</td>
<td>men-</td>
<td>Mod. Turkish</td>
<td>ben-</td>
<td>biz-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbek</td>
<td>men-</td>
<td>biz-</td>
<td>Gagauz</td>
<td>ben-</td>
<td>bis-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakut</td>
<td>min-</td>
<td>bihigi</td>
<td>Kazakh</td>
<td>min-</td>
<td>biz-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shor</td>
<td>men-</td>
<td>pis-</td>
<td>Kirghiz</td>
<td>men-</td>
<td>miz-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oyrot</td>
<td>men-</td>
<td>mis-</td>
<td>Tatar</td>
<td>min-</td>
<td>bez-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the other Turkic group, the Old Turkish free alternation ben- ~ men- in the 1st person singular illustrates the first step in the reinterpretation of the formerly grammatically distributed variants, together with the generalization of the non-subject suffix
-n to the whole singular paradigm. In present-day non-Chuvash Turkic languages, the two variants b- and m- are variously distributed between singular and plural, according to languages: Modern Turkish generalized b- to both singular and plural (where suffix -n is replaced by the plural suffix -iz > -ri, an alternation general in Turkic); conversely, Oyrot, Kirghiz and Balkar generalized m- to both singular and plural; many languages, such as Tatar, Azeri, Khalaj, Yakut, or Nogai, generalized m- in the singular pronoun and b- in the plural. As to the former non-subject suffix -n, it was already generalized to all singular cases in Old Turkish and is retained until today by all non-Chuvash languages as the mark of the singular in the 1st person pronoun. 2nd person marker t- seems to be lacking in Turkic, as the canonical sen “thou” ~ siz “you” are not thought to have evolved from t- forms. The non-subject suffix -n, which was generalized in the 1st person singular, appears in the 2nd person singular pronoun as well, like in many Uralic languages.

2.8 Personal pronouns in the Mongolic branch of Altaic

In Mongolic, the alternation between the suppletive 1st person b- in the nominative and mVN- in other cases was extended to the plural (Table 6). Once again, we retrieve the same configuration as for the Indo-European 1st person, with a root alternation opposing the nominative to other cases, with a root m- and a suffix -n in the genitive that was generalized in Mongolic to both the singular and plural of the 1st and 2nd persons. The only difference is that, instead of egKom for the suppletive nominative form, we have a nominative root in b-, like in Chuvash. It is certainly interesting to observe that, phonologically, this b- is the non-nasal counterpart of the non-subject root m-.

Table 6. 1st person m- and 2nd person t- in Mongolic personal pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>1st sg.</th>
<th>1st pl. excl.</th>
<th>2nd sg.</th>
<th>2nd pl.</th>
<th>1nd pl. incl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mid. Mongolian</td>
<td>bi mino</td>
<td>ba mano</td>
<td>či čino</td>
<td>ta tan-</td>
<td>bida bidan-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class. Mong.</td>
<td>bi minu</td>
<td>ba man-</td>
<td>či činü</td>
<td>ta tan-</td>
<td>bida bidan-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khalkha</td>
<td>bi mini</td>
<td>biddә man-</td>
<td>či činii</td>
<td>tа tan-</td>
<td>biddә biddn-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordos</td>
<td>bi mini</td>
<td>bida man-</td>
<td>či čini</td>
<td>ta tan-</td>
<td>bida bidn-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalmuk</td>
<td>bi minә</td>
<td>bida man-</td>
<td>či čina</td>
<td>ta tan-</td>
<td>bidә bidn-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buriat</td>
<td>bi meni</td>
<td>bede man-</td>
<td>ši šeni</td>
<td>tа tan-</td>
<td>bede bedan-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dagur</td>
<td>bi mini</td>
<td>bә mәn-</td>
<td>ši šini</td>
<td>tа tan-</td>
<td>beda bedәn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monguor</td>
<td>bu muni</td>
<td>buda ndәni</td>
<td>či čini</td>
<td>ta tan-</td>
<td>buda budaği-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paoan</td>
<td>be mene</td>
<td>mange mane</td>
<td>čә čәnә</td>
<td>ta tan-</td>
<td>bede bedan-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dongxiang</td>
<td>bi mini</td>
<td>bidәnәn ma-</td>
<td>čә šәni</td>
<td>ta tan-</td>
<td>matan matan-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moghol</td>
<td>bi mini</td>
<td>(-ү) mәn-</td>
<td>či činei</td>
<td>to ton-</td>
<td>bidә mәn-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The form on the left is the nominative, that on the right is the genitive.
As to the 2nd person, the alternation opposing ĉ in the singular to t- in the plural is obviously a consequence of the following vowel, the singular -i having transformed a former t- into ĉ – a well-known and widespread effect of closed front vowels like i. Finally, the 2nd person t- is certainly present in the Mongolic 1st person plural inclusive – i.e., encompassing the speaker and the hearer(s) – bi-da “we [= I + thou/you]”, a clear compound of the 1st person singular bi- “I” and a 2nd person plural pronoun -ta.

2.9 Personal pronouns in the Tungusic branch of Altaic

In Tungusic (Table 7), the 1st person pronoun follows the same pattern already observed in Chuvash and the whole Mongolic branch, which also left clear traces in the non-Chuvash group of Turkic. The nominative root consonant is b-, and the non-subject cases are built on mV-n-. Like in Mongolic, this pattern was generalized to the 1st person plural pronoun.

Table 7. 1st person m- and 2nd person t- in Tungusic personal pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>1st sg.</th>
<th>1st pl.</th>
<th>2nd sg.</th>
<th>2nd pl.</th>
<th>1st pl. incl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Even</td>
<td>bi</td>
<td>min-</td>
<td>bu</td>
<td>mun-</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evenki</td>
<td>bi</td>
<td>min-</td>
<td>bu</td>
<td>mun-</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negidal</td>
<td>bi</td>
<td>min-</td>
<td>bu</td>
<td>mun-</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solon</td>
<td>bi</td>
<td>min-</td>
<td>bu</td>
<td>mun-</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanai</td>
<td>bi ~ mi</td>
<td>min-</td>
<td>bū ~ mu</td>
<td>mun-</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Udehe</td>
<td>bi</td>
<td>min-</td>
<td>bu</td>
<td>mun-</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jürchen</td>
<td>min-</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchu</td>
<td>bi</td>
<td>min-</td>
<td>be</td>
<td>men-</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The root consonant t- does not appear in the 2nd person pronouns, but, as in Mongolic, it is clearly seen in the compounded 1st person inclusive pronoun.

2.10 Personal pronouns in Nippo-Koreo-Ainu

The Nippo-Koreo-Ainu taxon, posited by Greenberg as one of the seven primary Eurasian groups, is certainly the most disputed of all seven (Table 8). The relation between Korean and Japanese is popular among long-rangers, who often posit a relation of the two with Altaic – an idea dismissed by Greenberg as a geographical artifact. Ainu is still considered as an isolate by traditional linguists, and several long-rangers link it to Austric rather than to Eurasian. Pronouns illustrate these divergences, showing that these three languages, and particularly Ainu, are highly divergent within Eurasian.
Only Japanese, and particularly the quite specific Ryukyuan dialects, display a 1st person pronoun reminding a Eurasian pattern, with its root "b-" in the nominative to which adds an extension "-n" in the accusative. It is closely parallel to the Altaic pattern, except that the root alternation "b- ~ m-" is not present, a fact which could easily be explained by an analogical simplification of the kind observed in several Indo-European branches and in non-Chuvash Turkic. The same simplification also occurred in Uralic - except that, in this family, it is the "m-" which was generalized to the whole paradigm. A single attestation "wanu" "me," from an undetermined Archaic Japanese dialect, parallels this pattern with "wa" (subject) ~ "wanu" (non-subject), though its root consonant must have undergone a classical phonetic evolution "b(>v)>w."

With "uli" "we," possibly descended from an earlier and unattested "wuli > buli," Korean also presents a possible trace of a Eurasian 1st person plural pronoun. Ainu seems to lack any trace of a pronoun relatable to the 1st person pronoun "m-" or "b-" series, nor does any language in the Nippo-Korean-Ainu group display anything like a 2nd person pronoun "t-.

### 2.11 Personal pronouns in Gilyak

Gilyak, traditionally considered as a language isolate, displays a clear trace of 1st person "m-" only in the dual and plural forms (Table 9). In the dual "megi "the two of us," -"gi is the canonical Gilyak dual suffix, which reflects a Eurasian dual marker "ki" (Greenberg 2000, etymology 14), also attested in Uralic (and perhaps Yukaghir), Turkic, Ainu, Chukchi-Kamchadal and Eskimo, as well as possibly in Indo-European.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>1st sg.</th>
<th>1st dual</th>
<th>1st pl.</th>
<th>2nd sg.</th>
<th>2nd pl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gilyak</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>megi</td>
<td>mer</td>
<td>či ~ (ti)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the plural "me-r" appears the Eurasian plural marker "-ri," also present in Indo-European (e.g., Latin "ama-mu-r" "we are loved") and in the plural of Turkic pronouns, as well as in Chukchi-Kamchadal plural pronouns, e.g., Chukchi "mu-ri" "we," "tu-ri"

2.12 Personal pronouns in Chukchi-Kamchadal

In the Chukchi-Kamchadal family, 1st person m- and 2nd person t- are present in both the singular and plural pronouns, with very different respective patterns in the singular and the plural (Table 10). In the singular, they are preceded by a prefix gә-, giving e.g., Chukchi ә-м “I,” ә-t “thou,” or Koryak Palana ә-mme “I,” ә-tte “thou.” In Western Itelmen ka-mma “I,” ka-zza “thou,” the 2nd person marker t- changed to z-, through phonetic evolution or under influence of the plurals mu-za “we,” tu-za “you.”

Table 10. 1st person m- and 2nd person t- in Chukchi-Kamchadal personal pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>1st sg.</th>
<th>1st pl.</th>
<th>2nd sg.</th>
<th>2nd pl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chukchi</td>
<td>(e)әm</td>
<td>әмnin</td>
<td>muri</td>
<td>muryin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palana</td>
<td>әmme</td>
<td>әмnan</td>
<td>muri</td>
<td>moryinan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Itelmen</td>
<td>кamma</td>
<td>къмна’н</td>
<td>muza</td>
<td>muzu’n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sth. Itelmen</td>
<td>kim</td>
<td>ma</td>
<td>muš</td>
<td>burin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nth. Itelmen</td>
<td></td>
<td>buže</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Itelmen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>tu</td>
<td>su</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itelmen X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>suze</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This pattern parallels Indo-European egʰom “I,” and Chukchi offers an exact correspondent of Indo-European egʰom in the suffixed predicative form of singular pronouns: X-әѱm “I am X,” X-әѱat “thou art X” (literally, “X-I” and “X-thou”), suffixed to both nouns (e.g., әшәңа-ци-әѱm “I am an old man” [litt. “old man-I”]) and stative verbal forms (e.g., ә-ҽјɛв-и-әѱm “I am gone” [litt. “gone-I”]; the variant -i-әѱm results from vowel harmony). Greenberg analyzes these forms (and those already seen in Uralic) as compounds of a demonstrative e- plus a “pronoun base” -ге- used as copula plus 1st person - m. In our opinion, the pronoun base -ге- is linked to the Eurasian comitative ko(n) ~ ko(m) (Greenberg’s etymology 34, strikingly represented essentially in Indo-European and Chukchi-Kamchadal).

The plural pronouns are built without prefix, but receive a suffixed plural marker, witness the Chukchi opposition mu-ri “we,” tu-ri “you,” paralleled by Western Itelmen mu-za “we,” tu-za “you.” Greenberg quotes XVIIIth and XIXth centuries sources of particular interest, which describe three different extinct Itelmen dialects with an m- ~ b- alternation (strongly reminding the Altaic alternation) distributed over the subject and non-subject forms of the 1st person plural, e.g., Southern Itelmen mu-ษ
“we (subj.),” *bu-ri-n* “our” (literally “of us”), where appear both the *-ri* plural suffix already found in Latin, Turkic, Korean and Gilyak, and the now familiar non-subject suffix *-n*. This non-subject suffix *-n* is general in all the singular and plural non-subject forms of Chukchi-Kamchadal pronouns.

As observed by Greenberg, Chukchi-Kamchadal is with Indo-European the only Eurasiatic group attesting a vowel *u* for the 2nd person pronoun, which was apparently generalized to the 1st person plural. In all surviving Chukchi-Kamchadal languages, vowel *u* was lost in the 2nd person singular, probably as a result of the generalization of the *a*-t “thou” pattern. However, ancient independent sources once again give 2nd person singular forms *tu-* “thou” for three extinct Itelmen dialects, thus establishing another close parallel between Chukchi-Kamchadal and Indo-European. The Chukchi 2nd person plural subject marker is *-tak*, just like in Uralic. Finally, non-subject forms of both singular and plural 1st and 2nd person pronouns regularly display a suffix *-n*, which also appears in all Chukchi-Kamchadal possessives, strongly contributing to establish its original genitive function.

### 2.13 Personal pronouns in Eskimo-Aleut

In the Eskimo branch, the 1st person singular and plural pronouns display an inter-dialectal variation between a form in *m-* in Sirenik, an Eskimo language spoken in Siberia and probably constituting a primary branch of Eskimo, together with Yupik and Inupik (unless it is a primary branch of Yupik), and a *w-* ~ *v-* form in Yupik and Inupik (Table 11). This alternation reminds the *m-* ~ *b-* alternation found throughout Altaic and in some Itelmen dialects.

**Table 11.** 1st person *m-* and 2nd person *t-* in Eskimo-Aleut personal pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>1st sg.</th>
<th>1st pl.</th>
<th>2nd sg.</th>
<th>2nd pl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aleut</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>-man/-mas</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sirenik</td>
<td><em>mŋa</em></td>
<td><em>mɔ̂kɔta</em></td>
<td><em>âlpi</em></td>
<td><em>âpasi</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chugach</td>
<td><em>xwi</em></td>
<td><em>xwaŋkuta</em></td>
<td><em>âlpak</em></td>
<td><em>âlpici</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Alaskan Yupik</td>
<td><em>wii</em></td>
<td><em>wiḭga</em></td>
<td><em>âlpot</em></td>
<td><em>âlpoci</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Alaskan Inupik</td>
<td><em>uva</em></td>
<td><em>uvayt</em></td>
<td><em>i̯vit</em></td>
<td><em>i̯litsi</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Canadian Inupik</td>
<td><em>uŋa</em></td>
<td><em>uvayt</em></td>
<td><em>i̯lit</em></td>
<td><em>i̯l̩issi</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenlandic</td>
<td><em>uŋa</em></td>
<td><em>uvayt</em></td>
<td><em>i̯lit</em></td>
<td><em>i̯l̩issi</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In different Yupik dialects an alternation between a naked subject form and a non-subject form with a nasal suffix is observed, e.g., Central Alaskan Yupik *wii* ~ *wiiγa*. Although this nasal is *ŋ* instead of the expected *-n*, the alternation is quite close to the usual Eurasiatic pattern. In Aleut, the 1st person *m-* is present only in the suffixed plural forms *-man* (Eastern and Western Aleut) or *-mas* (Central Aleut).
The 2nd person $t$- is not as obviously represented in Eskimo personal pronouns, but specialists in Eskimo count the final consonant $-t \sim -n$ of $a\breve{p}a\breve{t} \sim il\breve{v}in$ as the root of this pronoun. The interdialectal oral ~ nasal alternation in word-final stops is a well-known feature of Eskimo languages, extending well beyond the scope of personal pronouns (and occurring among labial and velar stops as well). More direct is the 2nd person singular possessive suffix $-t$ (in western Eskimo languages $-n$); the 2nd person singular subject marker of intransitive verbs is $-tit$, dual $-tik$ (with the dual suffix $-ki$ already found in Gilyak $me\breve{g}i$ “the two of us,” and observed with a plural value in the 2nd person plural verbal markers of Uralic $-tek$ and Chukchi $-t\breve{ak}$). In Aleut, the 2nd person singular possessive $-n$ regularly corresponds to Eskimo $-t$, and the 2nd person plural verbal marker is $-\breve{d}ix (< tik ?)$.

### 2.14 Personal pronouns in Etruscan

Among Etruscan pronouns, only the 1st person singular is known (Table 12). It displays an alternation between a nominative form $mi$ and a non-subject form $mini$. The presence of a root $m$- plus a non-subject suffix $-n$ is a strong indication that Etruscan belongs to the Eurasiatic macrofamily. According to Greenberg, it might even indicate that Etruscan is in fact Indo-European, although one might note that the particular form of the Etruscan alternation is more like that canonical in Uralic, e.g., Finnish $m\breve{a} \sim min\breve{a}$ “I” opposed to $min\breve{a}$ “me.”

### Table 12. 1st person $m$- in Etruscan personal pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>1st sg.</th>
<th>1st pl.</th>
<th>2nd sg.</th>
<th>2nd pl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Etruscan</td>
<td>$mi$</td>
<td>$mini$</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Conclusion

As in Indo-European, a 1st person pronoun $m$- is attested in all member languages of the Uralic-Yukaghir, Altaic, Chukchi-Kamchadal and Eskimo-Aleut families (plus Etruscan). Moreover, all these six language families attest to a root alternation between the nominative and non-subject forms, together with a suffix $-n$ in the non-subject form. In Nippo-Koreo-Ainu and Gilyak, its presence is less certain, although the Ryukyuan $baa \sim banu$ alternation, though deprived of $m$-, closely resembles the Altaic pattern, while Gilyak dual $megi$ “the two of us” and plural $mer$ “we,” with their clearly Eurasiatic dual $-ki$ and plural $-ri$ suffixes, also seem pretty secure.

Thus, it is not only a common word root that these language families share with the 1st person $m$-, but a complex grammatical pattern involving a frequent root suppletion in the nominative and a suffix $-n$ in other cases, certainly having originated as a genitive. Is it possible to imagine that such a complex pattern might have arisen six times by chance (if we leave aside the less obvious Nippo-Koreo-Ainu and Gilyak families)? It seems highly unlikely. As to the 2nd person pronoun $t$-, it is somewhat
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less widely represented in Eurasian languages. Nevertheless, it is preserved in all languages of Indo-European, Uralic-Yukaghir, the Mongolic branch of Altaic, Chukchi-Kamchadal, and Eskimo-Aleut. It also left strong traces in the Tungusic branch of Altaic and perhaps in Gilyak, while it completely lacks in the Turkic branch of Altaic and the whole Nippo-Koreo-Ainu family – as well as in Etruscan because of our poor knowledge of this language. Once we add this 2nd person *t*- plus the different suffixes briefly mentioned above, it seems that there is no more room for doubt – except for Nippo-Koreo-Ainu and perhaps Gilyak: the 1st and 2nd person pronouns we have studied (and, consequently, the languages to which they belong) must descend from a common origin.

Among the different suppletive nominative roots of 1st person pronoun, the close resemblance between Indo-European *egʰom* “I” and Chukchi-Kamchadal (*e*-)*әм* “I” is striking. Together with the fact that these two families are the only ones to attest *tu* for the 2nd person, it might suggest a special historical relationship between Indo-European and Chukchi-Kamchadal.

A geographic observation may find its proper place here. The language families concerned are not randomly distributed over the Americas, Australia, and Africa. Rather, they constitute a geographic continuum, exactly as if they had resulted from an expansion over northern Eurasia. This expansion, we might add, must have started from a homeland which is most probably to be sought somewhere near the northern Pacific coast of Asia, according to the law of maximal diversity area. This law, long-known in biology, was discovered in linguistics by Greenberg (1972) in his controversy with Guthrie (1970) about the Bantu homeland.

The age of the Eurasian macrofamily is impossible to assess precisely, except that it is of course older than Indo-European, so that the 1st person pronoun *m*- was preserved in the overwhelming majority of the descendant Eurasian languages through at least some 10,000 years or more. It makes definitely clear that (1) calculations based on an average word replacement rate are highly uncertain, and that (2) particular words may be preserved through almost indefinite timespans. Regarding our claim that the globally distributed *papa, tata, mama, nana* or *kaka* kinship terms have been inherited from an original Proto-Sapiens language, a consequence of these two conclusions is to invalidate the objections levelled at their common ancestry on the ground of word replacement rates.

3. Kinship terms and the origin of 1st and 2nd person pronouns

Eurasian pronouns *m*- and *t*- are built from consonants that are also the root consonants of the Proto-Sapiens kinship terms *mama* and *tata*. It appears that the case is far from being isolated in the world’s languages. A cursory count through Ruhlen’s (1994b) global survey of 1st and 2nd person pronouns reveals that about three quar-
ters of them are based on one of the consonants \(t, k, m, n, j, y,\) and \(s.\) The first five are the root consonants of the globally-distributed kinship terms \(tata, kaka, mama, nana\) and \(jaja.\) As to the last two, namely \(y\) and \(s,\) they are also the base of widely, though not fully globally distributed kinship terms. In particular, the \(s\) is the root consonant of the widespread \(ise\) “father, father’s brother, brother,” present at least in the Eurasiatic, Amerind and Niger-Congo language families. No other consonantal type is widespread among 1st and 2nd person pronouns.

Viewed from the kinship terms’ side, only the \(p \sim b\) oral labial stop of the highly widespread \(papa \sim baba\) is extremely rare among the world’s 1st and 2nd person pronouns. (Among the few exceptions are the suppletive \(b\)- forms in Altaic 1st person pronouns, which are evidently derived from an original \(m\)- root.) The near absence of \(p \sim b\) among the thousands of these pronouns in the world’s languages, while almost no language lacks an oral labial stop, is typologically highly unexpected.

Given that kinship terms and personal pronouns are the two most conservative word categories, and consequently are in general extremely ancient in each language family, two questions arise. The first question is whether pronouns could be traced back to Proto-Sapiens through a global comparison, as was already done for globally-distributed kinship terms. Answering this question would be much more difficult than for kinship terms, for at first glance personal pronouns in the world’s languages look like a horrible mess of \(m\) “I” and \(m\) “thou,” \(n\) “thou” and \(n\) “we,” and so on. We will thus leave the question open.

Answering the second question will perhaps help to answer the first one – one day. This second question is whether there could or must be a historical link between the category of personal pronouns and that of kinship terms. And our answer is yes.

Nursery kinship terms, as we argued elsewhere (Bancel & Matthey de l’Etang 2004, 2005; Matthey de l’Etang, Bancel & Bengtson 2006), are definitely of Proto-Sapiens ancestry – because of their ubiquity and the impossibility that they had resulted from convergent innovations. Contrary to a widespread belief, such innovations are unattested in the low-level language families with a written history (Matthey de l’Etang & Bancel this volume). Nursery kinship terms must even be much more ancient than Proto-Sapiens, and certainly played a major role in the apparition of Proto-Human – language with a simple, not double, articulation, i.e., with words built from phonemes but without sentences built from words (Bancel, Matthey de l’Etang & Ruhlen 2006). The first phonetically articulated words, uttered by mouths and tongues that had not been designed for speech by evolution, must have been built from the simplest consonants cast into the simplest syllable structures. They also must have carried highly useful meanings derived from pre-language social functions. They also must have been easy to transmit from generation to generation through mouths, brains and ears lacking specialisation for language, so that this invention did not get lost. All these conditions are fullfilled by nursery kinship terms
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Personal pronouns, in turn, must be of much more recent origin, for at least two compulsory reasons. The first reason is that, before the apparition of articulated sentences, they were simply useless. As long as articulate language merely consisted in isolated, holophrastic words, or, in a later stage, in parasyntactic sequences comprising a small number of juxtaposed words, to design and use specific words to refer to the speaker and the hearer in relation with verbs and actions was not only aimless, it was plainly unconceivable. The development of personal pronouns from the already existing vocabulary may only have taken place in a much later stage, once speakers had begun to gather words into sentences and the most frequent combinations had begun to crystallize into syntax.

The second reason is that personal pronouns are conceptually the most difficult words – much more than quantum or phenomenology. Not that we mean the ego is such an unfathomable mystery that only an Austrian genius could have invented it in the beginning of the XXth century (while the tu still keeps waiting). Rather, the special difficulty of personal pronouns resides in their way of meaning. In all languages, they are not the only words whose meaning depends on the speaker – after all, the English words here and now respectively mean “(close to) the place where I am” and “at the moment when I am speaking.” But personal pronouns are the only words whose reference exclusively consists of the speaker (for the 1st person) and the hearer (for the 2nd), so that their reference automatically switches as the speech turn passes in the course of conversation.

Does this specificity really make pronouns difficult words? The fact that children learn to use them in a relatively late stage of language acquisition (around 3 years), after they have learned most of the other basic syntactic structures, indicates that such is indeed the case. Even older children of 4 to 5 years, apparently mastering the specific referential mode of personal pronouns, are easy to confuse when an adult playfully acts as if pronouns were normal words, i.e., as if he himself was “an I” and the child was “a you,” and “corrects” the child each time he uses the pronouns the right way.

For other words, the reference remains the same, whoever is speaking. If I tell you about the colorless dog furiously sleeping on the green carpet near the door, and you answer me this sleeping dog on the carpet is a degenerate subject, in both sentences – yours and mine – the words dog and carpet refer to the same beings, and the word sleeping refers to the same action. Most other words, and in particular all common and proper nouns, function the same way. And among the thousands of common nouns, it is also true of quantum and phenomenology. If the semantic content of these two words is certainly difficult, their semantic container is strictly trivial.

Kinship terms, in turn, refer in a specific way. In English, for instance, father is a common noun, but dad is and is not. If I ask you about “your dad,” it is a common
noun, but if I inform you that “Dad is out fishing,” it is a proper noun referring to a single person – a specificity aptly rendered, in the usual typography, by the use of an initial capital. You understand that Dad is in fact my father, and if you reply “Oh! Dad went out early, they must have gone together,” I understand in turn that you are speaking of your own father. Thus, kinship terms intrinsically share properties with all three nominal categories of proper nouns, common nouns, and pronouns. Like proper nouns, they can refer to a specific individual. Like common nouns, they also can refer to a class of beings, defined by common properties of these beings. And, like pronouns, they can switch reference from a given individual to another as the speech turn passes.

Now, at the global level, we find the following picture. All languages have kinship terms, common nouns, proper nouns, and personal pronouns. Among the four categories, kinship terms certainly are the oldest ones. Common and proper nouns are certainly very ancient, and have appeared in the course of the Proto-Human language evolution as natural developments from the primeval kinship terms. Finally, personal pronouns may not have appeared before a much later stage, when language verged on double articulation – i.e., on language in the modern sense, with sentences made of syntactically articulated words, as are all known languages. Facing this general picture, it appears that kinship terms and 1st and 2nd person pronouns share most of their root consonants at the global level. A straightforward, commonsense explanation would certainly be that both categories are based on the most frequent consonant types, and that their convergence is thus purely coincidental. This explanation, however, faces two problems. The first one is that both kinship terms and pronouns are extremely resistant to change, as we have seen with Indo-European and Eurasiatic pronouns, and thus have been, in most cases, inherited from ancient ancestral languages – a fact in and by itself hardly compatible with the idea of a random distribution of their constituent phonemes. The second one is the near absence, among the world’s 1st and 2nd person pronouns, of oral labial stops \( p \sim b \). A random distribution of pronouns could hardly have missed to use these very basic sounds. Conversely, the absence of \( p \sim b \), if it could be regarded as a probabilistic artifact in a single language, would be very unlikely if pronouns originated in several distinct ancestor languages.

Another explanation is that there is indeed a relation between the two categories. The Proto-Human language certainly made do without pronouns for a long time. Even a fully (i.e., syntactically) articulate language can function without personal pronouns, for instance using either common or proper nouns to refer to the speaker and the hearer, like in sentences such as “One-eyed hunter kill big mammoth at black cliffs for clan” or “Sweet Rob bring newspaper from office for Darling Janie.” However, all known languages have personal pronouns. At some point in the evolution of Proto-Human to modern languages, speakers must have evolved personal pronouns from already existing words. Which words? These precursors of pronouns must have been nominals, which in the preceding stage were the most used words designating the speaker and the hearer – words of the kind of one-eyed hunter, clan, Rob, or Janie.
However, if either common or proper nouns had given rise to pronouns, the global comparative picture of present-day pronouns would be very difficult to explain. If all modern pronouns shared a common origin, and had descended from a subset of common and/or proper nouns in a single ancestor language, how could one explain that it seems impossible to assign any of the modern pronominal root consonants to a global origin? It seems at odds with the exceptional preservation of pronouns we have dealt with above. And if present-day pronouns descended from a subset of proper or common nouns in several different original languages, how could one explain that they converge so massively towards a handful of root consonants, whatever the language family they belong to?

It happens that a third nominal category may serve to the same purpose – kinship terms. And they are by far the most likely category to have given rise to personal pronouns. In prehistoric conditions, all humans lived in small groups of kindred individuals – as is the case of all historically known hunting-gathering peoples as well as of our closest cousins, chimpanzees and bonobos. In the stage of Proto-Human language that preceded the apparition of pronouns, kinship terms such as *mama, tata, nana* or *kaka* may have been the most frequent way to address people, so that one of them might easily have given rise to a 2nd person pronoun. It may seem less straightforward for the 1st person pronoun, since by definition there is no kinship term referring to oneself. However, just like for 2nd person, the 1st person pronoun must have emerged from an earlier nominal used by the speaker to refer to himself, and no other nominal category possesses such a word. It is perfectly conceivable that, in the stage before the emergence of personal pronouns, speakers referred to themselves by the kinship term used towards them by the addressee. In modern languages with personal pronouns, such practice may seem weird, but is occasionally used when speaking with children who do not master the use of personal pronouns, as in “Mum wants Sonny to eat up those peas.” It would explain why so many present-day languages have pronouns built from the same consonants as the most widespread kinship terms, and in our opinion it is the only way to explain this striking convergence consistently.

However, several crucial questions remain to be answered. How was performed the transition from the masculine~feminine meanings of kinship terms to the 1st ~ 2nd person meanings of pronouns? Why, contrary to kinship terms, do the pronominal root consonants of present-day languages not display any evident semantic convergence? And why are *p ~ b* consonants almost lacking as pronominal roots, while *papa ~ baba* kinship terms are extremely widespread?

To the first question, we do not have the faintest beginning of an answer. With regard to the two others, we only may make speculative suggestions. The apparent lack of semantic convergence for pronominal root consonants at the world level might be due to the fact that, at the time of the initial dispersal of our Sapiens ancestors, their language only had begun to develop the syntactic articulation – which gave them a fantastic technical impulsion, as suggested for the first time
by Ruhlen (1997). The category of pronouns was not yet definitely fixed, so that not exactly the same set of kinship terms crystallized into pronouns in the different language families.

Regarding the lack of $p \sim b$ consonants in 1st and 2nd person pronouns, one of our present puzzles regarding global kinship terms might perhaps give us a solution. Apparently, different Proto-Sapiens etymologies referred to the same kinship classes. We are able to reach a meaning like “male elder on the father’s side” for both papa and tata in Proto-Sapiens, on the basis of more specialized meanings in modern languages, such as “father,” “father’s brother,” “brother” and “grandfather.” Taken together, these four meanings represent more than 70% of languages where papa (or tata) forms are attested, while the remaining 30% of languages use their papa or tata forms with many different meanings with no statistical significance (Bancel & Matthey de l’Etang 2004; Matthey de l’Etang & Bancel 2005). Thus, papa and tata appear as synonymous, and so do the three globally-distributed mama, nana and jaja “female elder on the mother’s side.” But, even though the difference between them escapes reconstruction at present, they certainly were not true synonyms – otherwise they would not have all survived. The widespread distinction in modern languages between “my father” and “your father,” and between “my mother” and “your mother,” sometimes with affixes but also often with two distinct terms, could be a trace of this putative original difference. Whatever this difference may have been, papa may have had a specificity that led to exclude it when referring to both the speaker and the hearer, so that it would not have given rise to a 1st nor 2nd person pronoun. This would explain the strange scarcity of oral labial consonants among the variety of pronominal roots in modern languages.

Finally, our conjecture may be condensed as follows:

Given that

(1) kinship terms must be of the highest antiquity in the development of articulate language, while pronouns may have appeared only at a much later stage;

(2) pronouns must have emerged from nominals frequently used to refer to the speaker and the hearer; and

(3) the pronominal root consonants at the global level are a subset of those of kinship terms,

It is difficult to see how personal pronouns could have emerged otherwise than from simplified kinship terms formerly used to represent the speaker and the hearer in discourse.
Conclusion

We have shown that resistant words such as the Indo-European and Eurasianic pronouns may last for almost indefinite timespans. Their persistence, paralleled in the overwhelming majority of language families, gives credibility to the possibility that kinship terms might have lasted a hundred millennia, or more. We have then put forward the conjecture that there could be a relationship between kinship terms and 1st and 2nd person pronouns. Even if this conjecture should remain unproven and unrefuted for a while, it shows that we have linguistic means to investigate the evolution of human language from its earliest stages.
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